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1100

1100. N EW YOR K STATE CH I LD'S PE RCU S S ION HALF STOCK R I FLE BY
SCOTT 34 cal, 27 1/2" octagon barrel with a very good lightly oxidized bore. The barrel has
toned to an even plum brown patina having some light scattered scratches and surface oxidation as well
as displaying some light tool marks around the rear sight. The top flat near the breech end is marked "W.J.
& R.H. SCOTT/ALBANY". The lock and hammer have toned to a pleasing brown patina having some light surface oxidation displaying a light scroll engraving; the lock is marked "WARREN/&STEELE/ALBANY". The drum and nipple exhibit
a brown oxidized patina having some pinprick pitting. The triggerguard and rear ramrod tailpipe display a pleasing goldenrod patina. The
smooth walnut straight grip stock with pewter nosecap rates very good as lightly refinished long ago displaying some scattered dings
and scratches over a thinning varnish; the right side of stock is missing its fancy diamond inlay around the wedge and the toe line is
marked "J.B. HOGAN". The stock is fitted with a crescent buttplate and toe plate which has toned to a pleasing goldenrod patina. The
rifle is fitted with a blade front sight and elevation buckhorn style rear and a threaded peep sight is mounted to the tang. W.J. & R.H.
Scott were active makers in Albany New York in 1848-1874; lock makers Warren and Steele were active 1844-53. A really nice petite
percussion rifle built with quality craftsmanship. (177771-4) {ANTIQUE}
(500/700)

1101
1101. VIRGINIA MANUFACTORY 2ND MODEL MUSKET CONFEDERATE
PERCUSSION-CONVERTED About .72 cal., 33” shortened barrel with an oxidized bore. The
metal surfaces on this Confederate-converted musket are an overall oxidized brown patina with dark gray undertones,
showing scattered light pitting, more prominent in the area of the nipple bolster. The lock is appropriately marked and still fully
readable “Virginia/Manufactory” with “Richmond/1819” at the rear of the lockplate. The stock rates about very good showing an
old light cleaning many years ago, now devoid of all markings, and shortened to within 4” of the front (originally middle) barrel band, showing
a drying crack on the left stock flat from just ahead of the flat to the rear of the sideplate. The lock is crisp and mechanically functional, there
are no sling swivels present, a period-shortened tulip-head ramrod is however. The alteration to percussion is very much S.C. Robinson-style
with the flat-bottomed replacement nipple bolster with the short cap deflector protrusion at upper rear and near
straight vertical spur on hammer. Overall an interesting late style Virginia Manufactory musket, certainly
worthy of professional conservation back to its original full-length. (37680-6) {ANTIQUE} (1000/1500)
1102. W & C SCOTT AND SON PATENT ACTION DOUBLE
HAMMERGUN serial #5704, 12 ga., 27 1/2” damascus barrels,
unchoked, with bright very good plus bores which show only some
1102
scattered very light oxidation and a few widely scattered, very light
pinprick pits. The barrels are an overall deep pewter gray patina with
scant remnants of original damascus and scattered light pitting, heavier on the left and right of the barrels near the muzzles and around the
heavy bolsters at the breech; they feature the Castle St., Regent
Circus address. The frame and lockplates are quite nice retaining
about 75-80% original color case-hardening on the frame with the
lockplates a similar amount of original color case-hardening, closer to
85%, very strong on the left lock. There is light scroll and borderline
engraving with small game dog and bird vignettes left and right, the
hammers rather graceful and neatly engraved as well. The buttstock
would rate otherwise about very good were it not broken completely in half at
some point and now in need of replacement. The splinter forend rates about good. The forend features
a patent pushbutton release and the frame has a dual locking bolts left and right, in addition to the dual underbite, which engage mating
lugs on the left and right of barrel breech. The triggerguard is mis-shapen and detached, its front section broken off still in the frame, no
doubt from the catastrophic wrist failure. The locks function well mechanically and the gun seems to lockup tight and the tubes appear
very thick. (37670-2) {ANTIQUE}
(400/600)
1103. R E M I NGTON BEALS FI R ST MODE L POCKET PE RCU S S ION R EVOLVE R .31 cal., 3” octagon barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces on
this issue 4 are an overall deep plum and speckled
1103
brown patina with light oxidation staining and scattered
light pitting. The German silver triggerguard rates very
good. The one-piece gutta-percha grip is worn smooth and rates about
good as well. There is a period repair to the advancing hand and the gun only functions occasionally. Still a good “example” piece for the budding Remington collector.
(36889-276){ANTIQUE}
(300/400)
1104. WAR N E R AR M S COR PORATION 32 TOP BR EAK DOU BLE ACTION
REVOLVER serial #B9519, 32 S&W, 3” ribbed round barrel with a very good plus to near excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98 to 99% original nickel finish with some light flaking at the muzzle and perhaps a minor handling mark here or there. The triggerguard retains some very good original blue, fading to a
darker gray on the bow, while hammer and trigger show very nice color case-hardening. The checkered hard rubber
grips rate very good plus to excellent, they are un-numbered but fit very well. Barrel-to-frame lockup is excellent and the
gun functions well mechanically. Really a nice example overall in a very seldom-encountered state of condition. (37420-27) {C&R}(100/200)
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1105. UNITED STATES NAVY MARK II FLARE PIS1105
TOL serial #249, About 22 mm, 9” barrel with a mostly
smooth, lightly oxidized bore with shows scattered very light
pitting. Externally the barrel is a mix of dull plum and light
brown oxidation and is deeply marked “Mark II” along its top
edge. The brass frame is a dull ocher patina and is marked on its left edge “Navy Yard, N.Y.”. The
two-piece smooth walnut grips rate very good with minor dings and handling marks and small chips
along their bottom edges at the lineup pins, they are stamp-numbered to the gun. The mechanism seems to function well and lockup is only slightly loose with the breech being off face by just a sliver. Purportedly post-dating the
Model 1896 flare pistol, these preceded the Remington Mark III that is so common these days, these examples rather seldomencountered. (37420-36) {C&R}
(400/600)
1106. STEVENS OFF HAND TARGET NO. 35 SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #55741, 22 LR, 8” part octagon part round
barrel with a fair-poor bore which shows only remnants of rifling. The metal surfaces are an overall dull plum brown patina with pewter
undertones and some scattered light oxidation and a few scattered areas of very light pinprick pitting. The hammer shows some remnant
traces of pale fire blue. The smooth walnut grips rate good and very good, the left side showing some dings and abrasions, the right side
some light handling marks, they are pencil-numbered to the gun. Barrel-to-frame fit is loose, the extractor is no longer present and the
barrel and frame are numbered to two different pistols. The front sight is intact, remnants of the rear sight are intact, it having been modified
and repaired a number of times over the years. A good restoration candidate. (37420-31) {C&R}
(100/200)
1107. MOORE’S PATENT FIREARMS COMPANY
FRONTLOADING REVOLVER serial #13826, .32 caliber
1107
teat fire, 3 1/4” round barrel with an about good lightly oxidized
bore. The barrel, cylinder and hammer are all primarily a dull
gunmetal gray patina, the barrel with only remnants of its original marking. There is light engraving present on the barrel, as well as a few dings and
handling marks around the barrel wedge and some spots of light pitting, the German silver
front sight still fully intact. The patent markings are present on the cylinder which also shows
some lightly scattered oxidation and sparse pinprick pitting. The frame has toned to a dull goldenrod patina and shows very good engraving on both flats with light geometric engraving on the trigger
sheath and bottom of frame; there are some generous traces of original silver plate present. The smooth burl
walnut grips rate very good as
lightly cleaned many years ago, they are
assembly numbered to the gun on their interior. Barrel-to-frame fit is slightly loose but the gun seems to
1108
function well mechanically, this example made without the
hook-style extractor. (37781-4) {ANTIQUE}
(350/500)
1108. RAR E HORACE BR IGG S S I NG LE S HOT
DERINGER serial #6, 22 RF, 3 7/8” part octagon part round barrel with a poor bore. The
metal surfaces on this rare revolver are an overall dull gunmetal gray and pewter patina with
overall light and moderate pitting. The frame engraving left and right is still evident as is a portion
of Mr. Briggs’ left side barrel marking. Actually made by D.B. Wesson in Norwich Connecticut,
Flayderman estimates the actual quantity of these arms made at under 500. The smooth walnut
grips rate about very good and good, the right grip showing a bit more wear. The arm currently
does not hold on cock readily without manipulation. An interesting example of these very rare guns
for the early single shot Deringer or Smith & Wesson collector. (37420-18) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)
1109. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON ARMS COMPANY 32 SAFETY HAMMERLESS REVOLVER
serial #204001. 32 S&W, 3” ribbed round barrel with an oxidized poor bore. The metal surfaces are an overall dull
gray-blue with overall light oxidation and surface rust with numerous scratches, dings and handling marks. The
checkered hard rubber H & R “target” logo grips rate very good. The gun is not mechanically functional and is missing
parts. (37849-6A) {C&R}
(20/40)
1110. UNMARKED BELGIAN “BRITISH BULLDOG” STYLE REVOLVER serial #1600, .30 cal., 2” barrel with an oxidized bore. This
is a Belgian-proofed revolver which is unmarked. It is a dull gunmetal gray with overall brown oxidation and spots of light and moderate pitting.
The checkered walnut grips rate fair. The gun functions loosely mechanically and the firing pin has been ground. (37807-7) {C&R} (20/40)
1111. IVER JOHNSON ARMS & CYCLE WORKS 32 SAFETY HAMMERLESS REVOLVER serial #I29754, 32 S&W, 3” ribbed
round barrel with a very good plus to near excellent bore. The metal surfaces are an overall deep gray and lightly oxidized brown patina
with numerous handling marks and scratches, most prominent on the cylinder, with lots of tiny dings on the butt. The checkered hard rubber owls head grips rate very good (r) and fair, with the left grip showing a large chip at its leading lower edge. The gun seems to function
for the most part but the extractor needs mechanical attention. (37849-67) {C&R}
(25/50)
1112. ITALIAN BRASS FRAME REMINGTON 1858 REPRODUCTION PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #B4261, 44 cal.,
7 7/8” octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel, loading lever and cylinder retain 98% plus original blue while the trigger and
hammer show very good color case-hardening. The brass frame has toned to an overall dull ocher patina. The smooth European hardwood
grips rate about very good showing much original varnish, the right grip with light handling marks. The revolver will time well and seems
to function appropriately mechanically. Revolver is marked on the bottom of the butt “PR EIE”, by some indications that should be “FIE”
but this example is not so-marked. Still likely an F.I.E. import, this marked overseas. (37758-23) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1113. UNMARKED BELGIAN DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER About 32 cal. CF, 3 1/8” round barrel with oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces are an overall dark gray and dull pewter gray patina with oxidation and scattered light pitting. The checkered walnut grips rate
about very good. The mechanism will occasionally function and the nose of the firing pin has been ground. (37807-6) {C&R}
(40/80)
1114. HOPKINS & ALLEN ARMS COMPANY RANGE MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #A527, 22 RF, 4 1/2”
octagon barrel with oxidized bore. The metal surfaces retain about 60% original nickel, the areas of loss toned to a dull gray and brown
oxidized patina. Hammer exhibits very good color case-hardening with light oxidation. Smooth target style walnut grips rate very good.
Gun does not function mechanically. (37762-54) {C&R}
(45/50)
1115. H&R 922 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #1606716, 22 LR, 6” octagon barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 90% original blue with an overall smattering of light, and some moderate oxidation. The hammer exhibits very good color casehardening. The checkered walnut two-piece grips rate very good plus. The mainspring has been removed and the firearms function cannot
be ascertained. (37762-52) {C&R}
(50/100)
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1116. RUGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #32-75425, .357 Magnum, 6 1/2” barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue, the loss is due primarily to some muzzle wear, scratches and
scuffing on the edge of the ejector rod housing and on cylinder and smatterings of surface oxidation; also with a number of scars scuffs
and scratches, the bright-polished sides of the hammer showing light staining. The cylinder is too short for this revolver leaving a large
cylinder gap (in excess of .060”) and the gun is completely disassembled. The smooth walnut Ruger medallion grips rate about excellent.
(37721-64D31358)
(200/300)

1117
1117. PE RCU S S ION HALFSTOCK S PORTI NG R I FLE BY FOLSTAD .36 cal., 33
1/8" octagon barrel with a very good bore having light oxidation within the grooves. The iron surfaces
have a dark brown and gray patina with scattered fine oxidation with moderate oxidation at the breech and
bolster, The top of the barrel is marked "J.Folstad *". The brass double forward spur triggerguard, pendulum patchbox
and hardware are a lightly mellowed goldenrod with a few light impact marks and patches of tarnish. The maple half stock
rates about very good having nice fiddleback with a 6 1/2" thin crack in the left stock flat and a smaller repaired crack above the bolt,
a 3/4" chip between the hammer and bolster where the lock was fitted, it also looks like the front tip of the lock was removed to aid in
fitting the lockplate along with long thin drying marks at the buttplate. The buttplate is a bit proud of the wood and the nose cap is no
longer present. The tailpipe is made of brass, the two ramrod pipes are iron replacements and the two piece ramrod rib appears to
have been added at a later time. The barrel is sighted with a simple V-notch rear sight and a long thin blade German silver front sight
mounted on a 1 1/2" rectangular brass dovetail. The barrel was mistakenly mounted off-center of the frame forcing the shooter to aim
to the left and a short brass tip iron ramrod is present. An interesting modified half-stock that should make a good conversation piece
or wall hanger. (57535-7) {ANTIQUE}
(350/550)
1118. PERCUSSION FULL STOCK SPORTING RIFLE BY CONESTOGA RIFLE WORKS .50 cal., 35” octagonal barrel with an
oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces are predominately a brown patina with scattered dents and scratches especially around the
breech end of the barrel. The lock is a dark smoky gray patina with hammer mostly a lighter gunmetal gray. The brass furniture has turned
to a pleasing golden ocher patina. The lock and the barrel are both marked Conestoga Rifle Works Lancaster PA. The hardwood stock rates
good overall with a thin 3" crack through the wrist and long repairs approximately 16" from the muzzle along the barrel with a few light handling marks and marks from being cleaned. Some of the stock pins and hardware are modern replacements and do not fit the wood properly.
The lock still functions but the brass tipped wooden ramrod is obviously not correct and is short. These rifles were reported to be economy
rifles for the local trade marketed by Henry Leman under his trade name Conestoga Rifle Works. (57535-6) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
1119. CUSTOM DUAL PURPOSE FLINTLOCK FULLSTOCK FOWLER About 16 bore, 41 1/8" barrel with a dark bore. This fowler
appears to be made of up of American and European parts. The barrel is equipped small rectangular bayonet lug and a small bright round
blade front sight that has been soldered in the barrel about 2 1/2" from the barrel, the barrel has no proofs but has a turned medial ring 26
1/2" from the muzzle and six vertical cut grooves a few more inches back; the lock appears to be Ketland & Co. marked and the iron trigger
has a rearward turned tip and the triggerguard is made of iron. The barrel, lock and triggerguard have a smoky gray and brown patina with
scattered oxidation and pinprick pitting more prevalent at the breech and lock. The American style stock appears to be maple has a large
crack through the wrist with an attempted brass plate repair on the top of the wrist at the comb and an iron nail at the middle left side of the
triggerguard. The wood has a large chip at the toe along with numerous handling marks and chips where the barrel pins have been replaced
with wrapped copper wire. The stock is equipped with a loose brass forend tip, two ramrod pipes and tail pipe, chalice shaped thumb plate,
crescent shaped sideplate and a rudimentary buttplate with cut toe and fastened with eight iron nails and screws. The brass has an ochre
patina with light impact marks and spots of tarnish. The lock remains strong but no longer locks in half-cock and a flared button tip steel ramrod is included. A neat unknown fowler that whose craftsmen utilized many different available parts. (57540-7) {ANTIQUE}
(175/275)
1120. PERCUSSION CONVERTED PENNSYLVANIA FULLSTOCK SPORTING RIFLE BY J.J. HENRY & SON About .41
cal., 39 3/4" octagon barrel with a rusty bore. The barrel has an overall pale brown patina with patches of gray and scattered fine oxidation,
there is some light scroll engraving around the rear sight and on the rear tang. The barrel has a drum-and-nipple conversion and is sighted
with a simple v-notch dovetail rear sight and a low profile brass blade dovetail front sight, the rear sight appears to be backwards. The
lock is a smoky gray patina with some scattered light oxidation, has light scroll engraving and is marked "J.J. HENRY & SON / BOULTON".
The tiger stripe maple stock is equipped with a double groove molded cheeckpiece and rates good overall with a thin crack at the rear
stock bolt, a 2 1/2" curved flexing crack between the front of the lockplate and the front extension of the triggerguard, a 6 1/2 thin crack
extending from a 1 1/2" chip in the right of the forearm and a thin crack extending from the muzzlecap to the front ramrod pipe. The stock
is decorated with a German silver star escutcheon above the cheeckpiece, a plain oval thumb plate and six wedge pin escutcheons, the
front right escutcheon is no longer present. The brass patchbox, single spur triggerguard buttplate, lock bolt escutcheons, muzzlecap and
ramrod hardware have a nicely mellowed tarnished ocher patina, the patchbox decorated with loose scroll. The lock remains strong and
functional. There is no ramrod present. A Pennsylvanian percussion conversion quite possible made for the fur trade that will still look good
above the mantel. (57540-1) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
1121. UNMARKED BACK ACTION PERCUSSION HALFSTOCK FOWLER About 12 bore, 42" round barrel with a dark bore. The iron
surfaces are an overall pale brown and gray patina with some scattered fine oxidation, moderate on the bolster and hammer shroud and a handful of tiny impact marks behind the single bead front sight and some slight discoloration and solder where the iron ramrod pipe has been
attached. The walnut stock rates about very good with a few thin cracks in both sides at the buttplate, a thin crack in the corner at the lock bolt,
the rear of the lockplate and a thin 2 1/2" chip and crack in the left forend. The stock has numerous light handling marks and the forend tip has
been shortened to 28 1/2" from the muzzle, has been roughly rounded and is darker than the rest of the stock. The brass triggerguard, buttplate
and tail pipe have an ochre patina with light pitting and impact marks in the buttplate and a latter brass tipped wooden ramrod is included. The
hammer is loose but functional and part of the hammer skirt is chipped and missing. (57674-21) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
1122. BELGIAN PERCUSSION HALFSTOCK FOWLER About 30 bore, 29 1/2" round barrel with a dark rusty bore. The barrel and
buttplate have been cleaned to in-the-white with remnants of brown patina, scattered oxidation and light impact marks particularly at the
breech. The lock, triggerguard and hardware have a dark brown patina with moderate surface oxidation and bright edge wear along the
hammer and bolster. The wood stock rates poor with large chips and cracks along the triggerguard, side flat and trigger areas, a repair
attempt was made in the side flat with small iron nails and and a large iron grommet. The stock has been moderately sanded leaving the
wood shy of the metal with bare wood on the buttstock and worn edges along the lockplate and wedge pin. A thin broken iron band style
ramrod pipe has been installed on the barrel and a short, bent and twisted brass tipped wooden ramrod is included. The half cock function
no longer works and some of the lock screws and nuts are modern hardware replacements. An old imported childs or ladies fowler for
above the door or camp wall. (57740-6) {ANTIQUE}
(15/30)
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1123. WINCHESTER THUMB TRIGGER BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,EL, 18" barrel with a good bore having pitting and evidence
of rifling the entire length. The barrel and bolt have toned to pale gray with patches of brown and fine oxidation staining. The wood stock
rates fair showing an old light cleaning with old cracks though the wrist repaired with brass pins and some type of synthetic filler along
with an abundance of light handling marks and stains. The checkered hard rubber buttplate shows modest wear and is a bit proud of the
stock. (57675-8) {C&R}
(200/400)
1124. BELGIAN PEPPERBOX PINFIRE REVOLVER 8mm Pinfire, 2 1/2" six-barrel cluster with oxidized bores. The blued cylinder
shows a balance between reapplied fading and finish. The frame has faded to a gray gunmetal patina and shows some light oxidation
staining and evidence of a weld repair near the front. The hammer and trigger show traces of the original blue finish with some light oxidation staining. The smooth walnut grips rate good with an added varnish finish, handing marks, dings and a couple small chips on the
(50/100)
bottom. An interesting piece of firearms history overall. (207535-68) {ANTIQUE}
1125. MOSSBERG 500AT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #G485011, 12 Ga, 28" plain cylinder bore barrel with a very good bore
that shows some scattered oxidation. The metal surfaces retain 60% original blue with oxidation on the magazine tube, receiver and barrel,
and some silvering on receiver and magazine tube. The stock and forend rate very good showing dings, handling marks and finish loss.
The butt is equipped with a White Line recoil pad that is loose and will require mechanical attention. The top rear receiver screw has been
replaced with a flathead screw and a washer. The bolt will not go all the way back and the elevator assembly is missing. A good project
gun that will need mechanical attention and a few parts to function properly. (207711-14) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1126. SPANISH 1893 BOLT ACTION RIFLE (SPORTERIZED) serial #RE1846, 7mm Mauser, 29" barrel with a very good bore that
shows some minor pitting near muzzle. The metal surfaces retain 85% arsenal blue with oxidation on floorplate and buttplate, fading on
barrel and silvering on floorplate. The cutdown stock rates very good as lightly cleaned with a few handling marks, dings and a 1" repaired
crack at tang. The bent bolt and all other numbered parts are matching and the rifle is sighted with a Swift 4-12x40 scope with a crosshair
reticle. The scope tube retains 98% original blue and the optics are crisp and clear. An interesting sporterized Mauser that will likely shoot
very well once the headspace is checked. (207711-22) {MODERN}
(150/300)
1127. COLUMBIAN FAMAGE BOLT ACTION RIFLE (SPORTERIZED) serial #F18479, 30-06, 23" barrel with a good bore that
shows scattered pitting. The metal surfaces retain 85% reapplied nickel finish with oxidation on barrel, receiver, triggerguard and floorplate.
The Monte Carlo stock rates very good plus showing a few minor abrasions, dings and handing marks. The stock has sling studs and a
Winchester recoil pad. The serial numbers are mismatched, and the sights and front floorplate screw are missing. There is a triggerlock
installed that we are unable to remove. A good project gun overall. (207722-33S19429) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1128. NAZI MARKED STEYR M1912 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #7490t, 9mm, 5 1/2" barrel with a good bore that shows oxidation
and pitting in the grooves. The frame of this 1917 vintage pistol shows a fading arsenal blue finish with oxidation scattered throughout.
The left side of the slide looks to have been polished brightly and the right side shows traces of arsenal blue. Both sides of the slide show
pitting and oxidation staining. The checkered walnut grips rate good showing some flattening, a couple abrasions, dings and handling
marks. The frame and slide are matching, while the barrel is matching to a separate number on the slide "08". The gun bears "(Eagle)/N"
and "K" inspection markings. A salty example overall. (207657-130) {C&R}
(200/400)
1129. WALTHER MODEL 1 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #8312, 25 ACP, 2" barrel with a very good bore that shows some frosting and
light pitting in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 40-50% original blue with fading and silvering scattered throughout. The hard rubber
grips rate very good showing some wear and handling at the base. The left side of the slide is marked "SELBSTLADE PISTOLE CAL
6.35/PATENT" and the frame is marked "WALTHER'S PATENT" on the right side. A very good example for the pocket pistol collector.
(207657-109) {C&R}
(200/300)
1130. POLISH TTC SEMI AUTO PISTOL BY RADOM serial #PA13286, 7.62x25mm Tokarev, 4 1/2" barrel with a very good bore that
has a few light pits. The metal surfaces of this 1952 vintage pistol retain 98-99% arsenal applied blue. The checkered black grips rate near
excellent showing a few handling marks scattered throughout and the right grip panel is loose. The frame and slide are matching and the
lanyard is missing. There is a PW Arms Import mark on the slide and an importer added safety on the frame. A very good post-war Tokarev
overall. (207666-153) {C&R}
(125/250)
1131. ROMANIAN TTC SEMI AUTO PISTOL BY CUGIR serial #VZ207, 7.62x25mm, Tokarev, 4 1/2" barrel with a fair bore that shows
oxidation and pitting throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1953 vintage pistol retain 70% arsenal blue with fading and oxidation on slide
and frame. The checkered grips rate very good overall showing a few handling marks. The frame and slide are matching, there is a Century
Arms import mark on slide and an added importer safety on frame. A good example overall. (207666-140) {C&R}
(100/200)
1132. BRITISH NO. 4 MK 1 ENFIELD BOLT ACTION RIFLE (SPORTERIZED) serial #KA29889, 303 British, 25" barrel with
a fair bore that shows frosting and pitting throughout the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 80% arsenal enamel finish with thinning on
receiver, bolt, rear band, floorplate, triggerguard and barrel. The cut down stock rates fair as cleaned with a few handling marks, a tight
3" crack in the middle of the right side and a 4" crack running the circumference of the underside of the stock. The latter crack has a brass
band covering it, and the front band has been polished. There is a 303 British cartridge rim inletted in front of the stock and the front sight
ears are intact. The rear band is matching and the bolt number is indiscernible but it appears to be matching. A good candidate for restoration overall. (207666-41) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1133. WALTH E R MODE L 5 S E M I AUTO PI STOL serial #100281, 25 ACP, 2 1/4" barrel with a very good bore that has some frosting
in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this 3rd variation pistol retain 80% original blue with fading on front and back straps, silvering on
the slide, and some light oxidation on triggerguard and slide. The checkered black plastic grips rate very good with a few handling marks
and the grip screws showing slot damage. A very good example overall that will make a fine addition to any pocket pistol collection.
(207657-108) {C&R}
(200/400)
1134. BAYARD MODEL 1908 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #252303, 32 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a very good plus bore. The metal surfaces
retain 95% original blue with scattered superficial scratches, some wear on trigger, and some very light oxidation on backstrap. The checkered
black plastic grips rate good with a 3/4" chip missing at the top of the right panel, dings, handling marks and a few small chips. The frame
and slide have matching numbers and the pistol bears Belgian proof marks. A very good example overall. (207657-116) {C&R} (150/300)
1135. SUPERIOR SEMI AUTO PISTOL BY MOSLER 25 ACP, 2 1/4" barrel with a near very good bore that shows some scattered
light pits in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this Spanish made pistol retain 50% original blue with fading on front and backstrap, silvering
near muzzle and light oxidation scattered throughout the frame, slide and trigger. The checkered rubber grips rate good showing some
staining, chips, a small crack on the right side near grip screw, handling marks and flattening. The right grip screw shows slot damage
and a leather holster is included with this pistol. A good Spanish made pocket pistol overall. (207657-186) {C&R}
(75/150)
1136. TURKISH M38 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY K. KALE serial #152469, 8mm Mauser, 29" barrel with a dark pitted poor bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1944 vintage rifle have turned a dull gray patina with heavy pitting on floorplate and light pitting on triggerguard.
The walnut stock rates near very good with handling marks, dings, staining, small abrasions and a 1 1/2" crack at the tang. The bent bolt
is from a Nazi K98k and it has been refinished by the Soviets. The rear sight and rear sight elevator are matching, while the floorplate and
other parts are mismatched. There is a Century Arms import mark on the barrel and one of the triggerguard screws exhibits slot damage.
A good project gun overall. (207666-17) {C&R}
(50/100)
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1137. FRENCH BERTHIER M16 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ST. ETIENNE serial #35011, 8mm Lebel, 31" barrel with a good plus
bore that shows scattered frosting and light pitting throughout the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 70% reapplied blue finish with fading
scattered throughout, a couple spots of pitting on barrel, oxidation on magazine and buttplate. The stock rates near very good as cleaned,
with an added oil finish, several dings, stains, handling marks and abrasions. The unnumbered bolt is stuck in the rear position and will
require mechanical attention to fix. The remaining serial numbers are mismatched and this 5 shot Berthier will likely make a good project
gun overall. (207666-14) {C&R}
(50/100)
1138. ROMANIAN TTC SEMI AUTO PISTOL BY CUGIR serial #YC1169, 7.62x25mm Tokarev, 4 1/2" barrel with a very good bore
that shows scattered frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this 1953 vintage pistol retain 93% arsenal blue with some silvering on
the underside of the slide, scattered scratches, oxidation staining on barrel, edge wear on slide and a couple spots of light oxidation. The
Red Star bakelite grips rate very good showing a few handling marks and some scattered dings. The frame and slide are matching, and
the takedown lever shows some damage. There is a Century Arms import mark on the slide and an importer added safety on frame. A single magazine is included that is numbered to a different pistol. A very good plus condition TTC-33 pistol that will likely make a good shooter. (207666-151) {C&R}
(125/250)
1139. IMEZ IJ70-17A SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #BEH7317, 380 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this commercial pistol retain 98% original parkerized and blue finish with a spot of wear on top of the slide and some scattered minor
silvering. The plastic checkered grips rate near excellent overall showing a few handling marks. There is a B-West import mark on the slide
and the pistol is sighted with adjustable sights. An excellent condition commercial Makarov overall. (207666-18) {MODERN} (150/300)
1140. CZ-52 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #M10433, 7.62x25mm Tokarev, 4 3/4" barrel with a dark pitted bore. The slide retains 95% reapplied enamel finish with some silvering and bubbling of the finish. The frame retains 80% arsenal applied parkerized finish with fading on
the underside and left side of frame and triggerguard and oxidation staining on slide release. The bakelite grips rate very good with a few
handling marks and dings. The barrel is mismatched but the slide and frame are matching and there is a Century Arms import mark on
the barrel. A holster, tool and two magazines are included with this pistol. A good example that will likely be a great shooter with a new
barrel. (207666-131) {C&R}
(75/150)
1141. RUGER 10/22 SEMI AUTO RIFLE serial #118-31234, 22 LR, 18" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this warning
label marked rifle retain 98% original blue with some silvering on buttplate. The walnut stock rates excellent with a few handling marks
and near full coverage of the original oil finish. A single factory 10 round magazine, original box, manual and warranty card are included.
A nice 1970's vintage 10/22 overall. (207762-66) {MODERN}
(150/300)
1142. NEPALESE SNIDER SHORT RIFLE .577 Snider, 26 1/2" barrel with a near very good bore that shows scattered pitting but strong
rifling. The metal surfaces have turned a dull gray patina with pitting running along both sides of the barrel and operational wear on the
moving parts. The brass surfaces have turned a mottled yellow patina with oxidation staining on buttplate, triggerguard and front band.
The walnut stock rates good plus as cleaned with scattered dings, handling marks, a 1 1/4" chip missing on butt, a couple bruises and a
1 1/4" split between the breech and left stock bolt. The lockplate is unmarked. The hammer will not cock and the rear band is loose and
both will require mechanical attention. A couple screws exhibit some slot damage. The lockplate is unmarked and there is what appears
to be faint Nepalese writing on the left side of the stock. An interesting piece of history overall. (207249-102) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1143. BELGIAN SNIDER "ZULU" SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #3633, 12 Ga, 33" barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces
have turned a dull brown patina with some pitting on breechblock and oxidation on buttplate, barrel and triggerguard. The walnut stock rates
good plus with a couple small cracks, dings, handling marks, a plug reinforcement at butt, abrasions and scratches. The barrel is marked with
"E/LG" proof and "ZULU" markings. A salty example overall that will likely be a good project gun. (207249-98) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
1144. SNIDER "ZULU" SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #6630, 12 Ga, 33" barrel with a near very good bore that shows some scattered oxidation. The metal surfaces have turned a dull brown patina with some scattered light oxidation. The triggerguard is turning a silver
pewter color with some oxidation staining and the buttplate shows scattered pitting. The stock rates very good with scattered dings, handling marks, scratches and a couple small cracks. The barrel is marked "ZULU" and this is an interesting shotgun overall. (207249-87)
{ANTIQUE}
(50/ 100)
1145. SNIDER "ZULU" SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #1342, 12 Ga, 36" barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The metal surfaces have
turned a dull brown patina with oxidization and light pitting. The walnut stock rates fair showing handling marks, dings, abrasions, scratches, flaking finish, a 1" chip missing on left side of breech, a couple small pieces of cellophane tape on butt, several holes for nail repairs
and two cracks at the wrist. A salty example that may prove to be a good project gun. (207249-88) {ANTIQUE}
(25/75)
1146. BRITISH NO. 5 MK 1 "JUNGLE CARBINE" BY FAZAKERLEY serial #E5508, 303 British, 18 3/4" barrel with a near very
good bore that shows scattered light pitting. The metal surfaces of this 1944 vintage carbine show thinning of the original enamel finish
throughout and some light pitting on the band. The walnut stock rates very good with a thick coat of varnish added and a few handling
marks and dings. The rubber buttplate has a couple cracks and shows missing chips and scattered damage. The front sight is marked
"M47/C" indicating BSA manufacture, and the rear band and stock are unnumbered but bolt and magazine are matching to the receiver.
The barrel is marked with British proofs and overall this is a solid early Jungle carbine. (207758-12) {C&R}
(200/300)
1147. BR ITI S H NO. 4 M K 2 BOLT ACTION R I FLE BY FAZAKE R LEY serial #PF142412, 303 British, 25" barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1949 vintage rifle retain 90% original enamel finish with thinning on triggerguard, magazine,
receiver, bands and barrel. The beech stock and handguard rate very good with a solid armorer repair at toe, scattered dings, handling
marks and a couple minor abrasions. The magazine is mismatched but the stock and bolt are matching. There is a small Interarms import
mark on the wrist and a correct British No. 9 knife bayonet is included. A very good example that will likely prove to be a great shooter.
(207785-7) {C&R}
(200/400)
1148. ATI KALASHNIKOV SEMI AUTO RIFLE serial #A340595, 22 LR, 18" barrel with a bright and excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98-99% original phosphate finish. The black synthetic stock, handguard and pistol grip rate excellent showing a couple minor handling marks. No cleaning rod is included but two 24 round magazines are included with this rifle. An excellent condition rimfire AK clone
overall. (207779-6) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1149. REMINGTON P14 BOLT ACTION DRILL RIFLE serial #17053, 303 British, 26" barrel with a very good bore that shows scattered frosting. The metal surfaces show a fading arsenal blue finish with some oxidation spots on floorplate and the buttplate shows oxidation staining throughout. The walnut stock rates near very good showing dings, abrasions, bruises, a couple chips on butt and a tight
1 1/4" split on the right grasping groove. There is a rack number "62" painted on the butt, and the stock disc has been filled in with wood.
The rear sight is mismatched but bolt is matching and the front volley sight plate is intact but volley sights are missing. There is a hole
drilled in the barrel near receiver to prevent firing and the gun has red and white stripes painted on the stock near receiver. In addition,
the gun is marked "DP" for drill purpose, in several places indicating that the gun should not be fired. The bolt operates and there is a
Century Arms import mark on the barrel. The front sling swivel and one of the rear sling swivel screws are missing. A good display piece
for the military collector. (207787-2) {C&R}
(100/200)
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1150. KEL TEC PF-9 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #RYM68, 9mm, 3" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99%
original blue and the polymer frame rates excellent overall. The pistol is sighted with three dot sights and one 7 round magazine is included.
An excellent condition pocket pistol that will likely prove to be a great carry gun. (207779-7) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1151. MOSSBERG 500 ATP SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #H664419, 12 Ga, 20" plain cylinder bore barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% reapplied parkerized finish with scattered silvering scratches on barrel and receiver and the remnants
of a sticker below the ejection port. The walnut stock and forearm rate excellent displaying a few handling marks. The shotgun has a recoil
pad, 7 shot magazine tube, an aftermarket safety and padded GI type sling. A very good Mossberg 500 that will likely make a great gun
for home defense. (207758-11) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1152. MOSSBERG 151B SEMI AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 20" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish. The
walnut stock rates excellent with an added varnish finish and some handling marks. The rifle is equipped with sling swivels, and two rear sights,
one open sight and folding Mossberg S-130 peep sight. A nice vintage Mossberg rimfire autoloader overall. (207676-6) {C&R}
(125/250)
1153. H U NGAR IAN FP-9 S E M I AUTO PI STOL BY FEG serial #F39516, 9mm, 4 3/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 97% original blue with silvering and scattered light oxidation. The checkered walnut grips rate very good plus overall
showing some handling marks and a minor stain on right panel. The pistol is sighted with a ventilated rib white line rear sight and white
dot front sight. A single 17 round "KRD" marked magazine is included. An excellent condition Hungarian Hi Power clone. (207787-1)
{MODERN}
(200/300)
1154. SAVAGE SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #47308, 32 WCF, 25" barrel with a very good bore that exhibits a couple areas of
minor pitting in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with fading on triggerguard, floorplate, receiver and barrel and oxidation staining on buttplate The walnut stock rates very good with an added oil finish, and several handling marks, dings and scratches. The
rifle is sighted with a Bushnell 3-9x32 scope that has very good optics that have a slight green tint. The scope is mounted by a Weaver SIDE1H mount on the left side of the receiver and there are two additional holes drilled on top at the rear of receiver. The rifle retains its original
sights and two magazines are included. A very good Sporter that can likely still be taken afield. (207596-14) {MODERN}
(125/250)
1155. REMINGTON MODEL 11 SPORTSMAN SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #1058070, 20 Ga, 26" plain barrel choked
improved cylinder with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 93% original blue with fading on top of receiver, light oxidation on barrel, receiver, and both tangs. The walnut stock rates very good with an added oil finish, a few areas of flaking finish, handling marks and
a 3" hairline crack on forearm. A very good condition shotgun overall. (207676-14) {C&R}
(200/300)
1156. SAVAGE MODEL 755A SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #599063, 16 Ga, 28" plain barrel choked modified with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 80% reapplied blue finish with pitting on receiver, and scattered blued-over pitting on the barrel and receiver. The walnut stock rates very good with an added oil finish, scattered handling marks, scratches and dings. A solid autoloader overall.
(207615-48) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1157. WARD'S WESTERN FIELD MODEL 15A BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN .410 Bore, 24" plain barrel choked modified with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 60% original blue with fading and light oxidation throughout. The walnut stock rates very
good plus showing a few scattered handling marks and dings. A very good condition Model 15A overall. (207712-15) {C&R} (75/150)
1158. MEXICAN M1897 ROLLING BLOCK SINGLE SHOT RIFLE BY REMINGTON serial #4477, 7mm Mauser, 30" barrel
with a fair bore that shows pitting and oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces have turned a silver pewter with scattered traces of reapplied blue, oxidation on receiver and heavy spots of pitting scattered along the barrel length. The Remington tang markings and Mexican
receiver crest are partially visible under oxidation. The unfinished replacement buttstock rates very good with handling marks and the fit
of the buttplate is poor with the front sides being partially relieved for better fit. The walnut forestock rates very good as cleaned with a
few handling marks and dings and discoloration in the middle. The bands, buttplate, tang screws and buttplate screws are missing and
the forestock is loose. The hammer is not functioning properly when cocked and will require mechanical attention to fix. The button on the
left side of the receiver is brass and may be a replacement. The trigger spring, triggerguard screw and ramrod stop are included. A good
project gun overall. (207712-8) {C&R}
(25/75)
1159. CHINESE MODEL 21 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #165864, 8mm Mauser, 23" barrel with a dark poor, pitted bore. The metal
surfaces have turned a dull gray patina with oxidation staining scattered throughout and the buttplate shows the heaviest oxidation staining. The stock rates fair with several dings, abrasions, chips and bruises throughout. The butt has a 2" chip missing at the toe, and the
handguard has a tight 6" crack at front and two large 2" cracks at rear. The large cracks were previously repaired and that repair has come
undone with the rear of the handguard showing movement. The trigger is bent and the serial numbers are mismatched. The bolt requires
a great amount of extra force both to close and open and it may be incorrect for the rifle. No cleaning rod is included and there is an
import mark on the end of the barrel. A salty example that will make a good wall hanger. (207787-4) {C&R}
(50/100)
1160. WALTHER MODEL 4 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #87885, 32 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with a good bore that shows scattered oxidation
and pits. The metal surfaces of this late second variation pistol have turned a dull gray patina with oxidation staining throughout. The checkered plastic grips rate very good with handling marks, a few dings and some chipping. The frame and slide are matching and the pistol
bears commercial "(Crown)/N" proof markings. The trigger is not working properly and will require mechanical attention; and a single
magazine is included with the pistol. A salty example that will likely prove to be a good project. (207657-135) {C&R}
(50/100)
1161. BELGIAN PERCUSSION HALF-STOCK FOWLER 10 Bore, 33" half-round half-octagon smoothbore barrel with an oxidized
bore. The round half of barrel, lockplate and hammer show a fading blue finish with scattered oxidation staining. In-the-white octagon half
barrel shows scattered oxidation staining, the brass buttplate and end cap are turning a mottled yellow patina. The polished triggerguard
shows floral engraving and sparse oxidation staining. The stock rates good with few handling marks, a repaired crack at tang and a couple
other small cracks. The barrel is marked "TWIST LONDON" and a partially visible "E/LG" Belgian proof mark. The hammer appears functional and two ramrods are included with this fowler. An interesting gun overall. (207544-7) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1162. CHINESE SKS SEMI AUTO RIFLE serial #11407461, 7.62x39mm, 20" barrel with a very good bore that shows some light pitting
in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this 1967 vintage rifle show a fading arsenal blue finish with scattered light oxidation and freckling
throughout, oxidation staining on bolt carrier and heavy oxidation on buttplate with damage at bottom and top. The stock rates very good
with an added brown enamel finish and a few handling marks, dings and chips. The top cover is mismatched but remaining visible metal
parts are matching, and the rifle is maker marked "(Triangle) 26". The magazine fit to stock is a bit loose and may require mechanical attention. The rifle is equipped with a spike bayonet that is a bit loose and the cleaning rod is missing. There are no import markings on this
SKS rifle and it may be a Vietnam bringback lacks any-such paperwork. (207481-2) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1163. WINCHESTER 1897 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #89649, 12 Ga, 20 1/2" shortened barrel unchoked, with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this takedown model retain 98% reapplied enamel finish with some bubbling on receiver and barrel. The walnut
buttstock rates excellent with an added oil finish and a few handling marks. The replacement walnut forearm also rates excellent with a
few handling marks. The barrel has an added gold bead front sight and this shotgun will likely be great for the cowboy action shooter.
(207676-9) {MODERN}
(200/300)
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1164. SAVAGE MODEL 99E LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #276789, 300 Savage, 24" barrel with a very good bore that shows scattered frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this pre-war rifle have turned a dull gray patina throughout with scattered sparse oxidation staining throughout. The straight grip walnut stock and forearm rate good with a 5" zig-zag crack on the left side of butt, scattered
handling marks, dings, a 1/4" split at right rear of forend, a 1" chip to right rear of receiver and a couple smaller chips. The rifle is sighted
with a Kollmorgen Bear Cub II 4x scope and the original sights are absent. The tube of the scope shows scattered scratches but retains
93% original blue and it has a post reticle and the optics are clear. A good affordable pre-war gun overall. (207657-93) {C&R}(250/450)
1165. EARLY FN BROWNING A5 SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #938, 16 Ga, (2 9/16”) 27 1/2" plain barrel, full choked with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this 1903 vintage shotgun have turned a dull gray patina with scattered oxidation staining. The
straight walnut stock and forearm rate good with a thickly added coat of varnish, a 3 1/4" crack on right side of forend, a 2" crack on
underside of forend, a small crack at lower tang, a small crack at upper tang, a couple chips missing on right side of butt, scattered dings
and handling marks. There is also a 1 1/2" chunk missing from the lower tang and the buttplate shows dirt staining. The shotgun bears
Belgian proofs and appears to have been made for the European market and the left side of the receiver has the 1904 updated magazine
cutoff There is a sling swivel on the butt and on the front of the magazine cap. An early Browning A5 that appears to have had some factory
updates. (207657-201) {C&R}
(200/400)
1166. RUGER MKIII SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #270-32636, 22 LR, 4 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 9899% original blue with some slight silvering on the frontstrap. The checkered black plastic grips rate excellent displaying a few handling
marks. A single 10 round factory magazine is included. An excellent plus condition pistol that will likely prove to be a great plinker. (207666159) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1167. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-8 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #4D56794, 38 Special, 4" heavy pinned barrel with
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 80% original blue showing fading thoroughout, sparse scattered oxidation staining, silvering
on muzzle and barrel. The hammer and trigger show a faded case hardened finish. The square butt walnut grips rate very good showing
handing marks and a few scattered chips. The hammer has been reduced in size and the front sight has a painted red ramp. A very good
condition Model 10 that will likely prove to be a great plinker. (207666-90) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1168. GRENDEL MODEL P-12 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #36942, 380 ACP, 3" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
95% reapplied blue finish showing silvering and fading on the slide. The polymer frame rates very good showing some staining and handling
marks. A single factory magazine is included. A very good pistol that will likely be a great carry gun. (207666-185) {MODERN} (100/200)
1169. HUNGARIAN FEG GKK-45 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #AA000953, 45 ACP, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue finish. The checkered walnut grips rate excellent with near full coverage of the original varnish finish. The
pistol is sighted with three-dot white sights, and all serial numbers are matching. There is a KBI import mark on slide and a single factory
magazine is included. An affordable pistol that will likely be a joy to take to the range. (207666-102) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1170. NEW FRONTIER AR-15 LOWER RECEIVER serial #NLV09061. This lot consists of an assembled polymer New Frontier AR-15
lower receiver with an A2 pistol grip, all fire control and trigger parts, magazine release, release pins, bolt release and buffer tube. The
metal surfaces retain 98-99% original parkerized and enamel finishes. The buffer tube spring, retaining pin and stock are not included. A
very good lot for the AR enthusiast looking to build an affordable rifle. (207666-143) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1171. CHARTE R AR M S U N DE RCOVE R DOU BLE ACTION R EVOLVE R serial #136426, 38 Special, 2" barrel with a very good
bore that shows some scattered spots of oxidation staining. The metal surfaces of this Bridgeport made gun retain 95% original blue with
silvering on triggerguard and cylinder. The smooth walnut grips rate very good showing a few handling marks. The cylinder sometimes
will bind on its frame stop if improperly opened. A very good Undercover revolver that may prove to be a good concealed carry piece.
(207666-101) {MODERN}
(125/250)
1172. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 469 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #TAA4621, 9mm, 3 1/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 65% original blue with the slide turning a silver pewter color with scattered oxidation staining and some silvering on
frame. The checkered rubber grips may be aftermarket and rate very good with some chips, staining and handling marks. A single magazine
is included with this pistol. A good condition Model 469 that will likely make a good carry gun. (207666-194) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1173. DAEWOO DP-51 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #17172, 9mm, 4 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 93%
original parkerized finish with scattered silvering on slide and frame. The factory rubber and aftermarket overmold grips rate very good
showing scattered chips, dings and handling marks. A single ProMag 10 round magazine is included. A very good condition pistol that will
likely shoot well. (207666-184) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1174. SARCO LUGER COMPACT SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #K00590, 9mm, 4 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue and enamel with fading enamel on backstrap and scattered silvering on frame and slide. The checkered walnut grips rate very good showing scattered handling marks and dings. The pistol also has a Pachmayr slip-on finger grip that is in excellent
condition. This pistol appears to be a Hungarian double action clone of a Hi-Power despite its name as a "Luger" and the pistol has a
shrouded hammer. There is a Sarco import mark on the underside of the frame and no magazine is included. A solid pistol that likely shoots
very well. (207666-193) {MODERN}
(150/300)
1175. AUTO ORDNANCE 1911A1 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #E10609, 45 ACP, 5" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The slide’s
metal surfaces retain 95% original parkerized finish with scattered silvering and scratches. The frame appears to have been polished armory
bright and shows some sparse oxidation staining spots and silvering scratches. The Pachmayr rubber grips rate very good showing some
staining and flattening. The pistol has faint white paint added to the rear sight and an aftermarket 7 round magazine is included with this
pistol. A good entry-level 1911A1 for the budget minded shooter. (207666-171) {MODERN}
(250/450)
1176. ASTRA MODEL 400 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #75004, 9mm Largo, 6" barrel with a good plus bore that shows scattered
frosting and pits. The metal surfaces show a balance between an arsenal blue finish, silvering and oxidation staining. The checkered walnut
grips rate good showing handling marks, staining, a minor chip on right panel and 1" crack at top of left panel. The grip screws exhibit
varying degrees of slot damage and there is an import mark on the frame. A single magazine is included with this pistol. A solid example
overall. (207666-108) {C&R}
(150/300)
1177. FEG GKK-45 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #AA005939, 45 ACP, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98%
original polished blue finish with scattered light silvering scratches. The Hogue finger grips rate near excellent showing a few handling
marks. The grip screws show surface oxidation and the pistol is sighted with factory sights that appear to have amateur painted white dots.
All serial numbers are matching, there is a KBI import mark on slide and a single magazine is included. An excellent condition double action
pistol that will likely be a fun shooter. (207666-96) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1178. ZASTAVA M88A SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #M88A02582, 9mm, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 9899% original blue with some silvering on underside of frame. The checkered plastic grips rate excellent overall. There is a Century Arms
import mark on slide and a factory magazine is included. An excellent condition pistol that will likely be great for carry. (207666-178)
{MODERN}
(200/300)
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1179. DAEWOO DP-51 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #17168, 9mm, 4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97%
original parkerized finish with scattered light silvering scratches. The factory rubber grips rate near excellent showing some scattered handling marks. There is a B-West import mark on slide and a single 13 round magazine is included. An excellent condition South Korean
pistol overall. (207666-180) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1180. SMITH & WESSON 5906 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #TDL3800, 9mm, 4 1/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless
metal surfaces show scattered silvering scratches but rate very good plus to near excellent overall. The factory hard rubber grips rate near
excellent showing some staining. The pistol is sighted with three-dot sights and a factory 15 round magazine is included. A nice S&W
autoloader that will likely make a dependable sidearm. (207666-156) {MODERN}
(250/450)
1181. LLAMA MINIMAX SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #71-04-10221-02, 45 ACP, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 90-93% original phosphate finish with scattered silvering scratches and the outline of adhesive residue on top of slide. The factory
rubber grips rate very good plus showing a few handling marks and some staining. The pistol is sighted with a two dot rear sight and
white dot ramp front sight. and unmarked 7 round magazine is included this pistol. An affordable Commander-style 1911 overall. (207666181) {MODERN}
(150/300)
1182. BERETTA NANO SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #NU64256, 9mm, 3 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
98-99% original blue finish. The polymer frame rates excellent displaying a few handling marks and minor spots of wear. Two factory magazines, a lock, manual, overmold backstrap grip and an unmarked factory hardcase are included with this pistol. An excellent condition
Nano that will likely make a great carry gun. (207666-149) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1183. EGYPTIAN HELWAN SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #3001709, 9mm, 4 1/2" barrel with a very good bore that shows scattered light
pitting in the grooves. The slide, barrel and front of frame appear to have been polished and show scattered oxidation staining. The frame
shows a fading arsenal enamel finish and scattered oxidation staining. The rubber grips rate fair with handling marks, fading finish, a couple
chips and two cracks on the right panel. The frame and barrel are matching and there is an import mark on slide. A Promag extended
magazine is included which does not lock the slide back when empty. A salty example that may prove to be a good shooter. (207666150) {MODERN}
(150/300)
1184. BAIKAL IJ-70 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #A015605, 9x18 Makarov, 3 1/2" barrel with a very good plus bore that shows some
frosting in grooves. The metal surfaces retain 93% reapplied enamel finish with some pitting and thinning on slide, front strap and frame. The
factory rubber grips rate good showing staining, scratches, handling marks and dings throughout. The lanyard ring has been removed from
grips and a single magazine is included. A solid example that may prove to be a good plinker. (207666-163) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1185. ASTRA A-70 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #U3512, 9mm, 3 1/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97%
original phosphate finish with scattered silvering scratches. The trigger, barrel and hammer show oxidation staining. The hard rubber factory grips rate very good with some handling marks. There is an Interarms import mark on slide and a single magazine is included. A very
good condition pistol overall. (207666-179) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1186. LLAMA MAX I SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #71-04-08740-02, 45 ACP, 5" barrel with an excellent bore. The blued metal surfaces
of this two-tone pistol retain 90% original blue with some light oxidation on right side of slide and frame and fading throughout. The stainless beavertail, backstrap and trigger rate very good plus showing some minor oxidation staining. The hard rubber grips rate good with a
couple chips missing on left panel, some staining, a few dings and handling marks. An aftermarket 7-round magazine is included with this
pistol. A very good condition and affordable 1911 clone overall. (207666-129) {MODERN}
(250/450)
1187. TANFOGLIO GT-27 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #G97769, 25 ACP, 2 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 75% original blue with thinning throughout with the most noticeable thinning being on the left side of slide. The chromed magazine
release and trigger rate very good with some scratches and minor oxidation. The checkered hard plastic grips rate very good showing handling marks, dings and light chips. There is an import mark on frame and a single magazine is included. A near very good condition pocket
pistol overall. (207666-189) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1188. YUGO M48 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #K46163, 8mm Mauser, 23" barrel with a very good plus bore that shows a couple minor
spots of frosting. The metal surfaces retain 95% arsenal blue with some fading on floorplate, silvering on barrel and minor oxidation stains
on buttplate. The walnut stock rates excellent with a few handling marks and minor dings. All serial numbers are matching with the stock
being renumbered to match over an old number. There is a muzzle cap and an import mark on barrel. A very good condition Yugo Mauser
that will likely shoot quite well. (207666-48) {C&R}
(200/400)
1189. REMINGTON 870 WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #V493604V, 12 ga. 20" barrel choked cylinder with
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 70% armory grade parkerized finish with silvering and thinning on receiver, magazine tube and
barrel. The walnut forend and buttstock rate very good with an added varnish finish, staining, handling marks and dings. This shotgun features a Remington recoil pad and extended magazine tube that runs the length of the barrel. A solid shotgun that will likely be good for
home defense. (207666-31) {MODERN}
(150/300)
1190. SMITH & WESSON SW380 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #RAA2458, 380 ACP, 3" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 70% reapplied enamel finish with scattered fading and silvering throughout. The polymer frame rates very good plus showing
a few scratches and handling marks. A single 6 round magazine is included with this pistol. This small S&W automatic may make a good
carry gun. (207666-199) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1191. BRITISH MKIII ENFIELD (SPORTERIZED) serial #S14157, 303 British, 25" barrel with a very good plus bore that shows some
minor frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1915-vintage rifle retain 75% arsenal reapplied blue finish with some scattered spots of pitting
and fading throughout. The cutdown stock rates very good as refinished with a thick coat of varnish, a 1976 U.S. Quarter inletted in butt,
an added sling hole at front, a couple stock repairs near magazine well, stains, several dings and handling marks. The stock retains the
volley sight plate and cutout for rear volley sight. The bolt is mismatched but barrel and rear sight are matching to the receiver. A correct
10 round mag is included. A good condition sporterized Enfield overall. (207666-79) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1192. ASTRA A-100 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #5266A, 9mm, 4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 93%
original phosphate finish with fading and silvering on straps and some oxidation on barrel and backstrap. The checkered hard rubber grips
rate very good with a scratch on left panel and some handling marks. The pistol is sighted with three-dot white sights and a Mec-Gar
magazine is included. A very good condition pistol that may be great at the range. (207666-175) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1193. STAR FIRESTAR PLUS SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #2156473, 9mm, 3 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% original parkerized finish with some silvering on the left side of frame and barrel. The checkered hard rubber grips rate near excellent overall showing a few handling marks. The pistol is sighted with three-dot sights and there is an Interarms import mark on frame. An
unmarked magazine is included. A good affordable pistol that will likely be great for concealed carry. (207666-192) {MODERN} (200/400)
1194. ASTRA A-75 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #15554-96A, 45 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 95% original blue with some scattered oxidation spots and oxidation staining on barrel. The factory pebbled grips rate very good
showing minor staining and some handling marks. There is an E.A.A. import marking on frame and a Mec-Gar magazine is included. A
very good affordable pistol overall. (207666-176) {MODERN}
(200/400)
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1195. STAR FIRESTAR PLUS SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #2160214, 9mm, 3" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 90% original nickel with scattered thinning, silvering and oxidation staining. The rubber factory grips rate very good showing minor
staining and handling marks. There is an Interarms import mark on frame and a single 9 round magazine is included. A very good condition
affordable pistol. (207666-200) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1196. DAEWOO DP-51 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #13375, 9mm, 4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97%
original parkerized finish with scattered silvering scratches and edge wear on slide. The checkered grips rate very good showing scattered
dirt staining, handling marks, light dings and light scratches. There is a B-West import mark on slide and a single unmarked magazine is
included that is likely aftermarket. Overall an excellent South Korean pistol. (207666-106) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1197. TANFOGLIO TZ-75 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #H01246, 9mm, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
85% original blue with heavy silvering on front and back strap and lighter silvering scattered throughout the slide and frame. The Pachmayr
grips rate very good showing some handling marks and a minor chip at top of left panel. One 10 round magazine is included with this
pistol. A very good condition Italian CZ-75 clone overall. (207666-162) {MODERN}
(250/450)
1198. CZ-82 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #014204, 9x18 Makarov, 3 3/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
98% arsenal enamel finish. The hard rubber grips rate very good plus showing a few handling marks and light scratches. The barrel and
slide are matching and the frame is dated 1985. There is a PW Arms import mark on frame and the pistol is sighted with a white ramp
front sight and white dot rear sight. A single unmarked magazine is included with this pistol. An excellent example that will likely shoot
quite well. (207666-126) {C&R}
(200/300)
1199. RUGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #10-79788, 22 LR, 5" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 93% original blue with scattered silvering on the exposed edges of the slide and front and back straps. The checkered
Ruger grips rate near excellent showing a couple spots of flattening and minor dirt stains. A single magazine is included with this pistol.
A very good vintage Ruger pistol that likely will shoot very well. (207666-125) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1200. WALTHER P38 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #150816, 9mm, 4 3/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
1961 vintage pistol retain 90% original parkerized finish with silvering on the exposed edges of slide and heavy silvering on front strap.
The checkered rubber grips rate very good showing scattered scratches, handling marks and some dings. All serial numbers are matching
and there is a small Interarms import mark on the frame. Two factory magazines and a leather holster are included with the pistol. A very
good condition West German P38 that will likely make a great shooter. (207666-110) {C&R}
(200/400)
1201. ASTRA A-100 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #06217-95A, 9mm, 4 3/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of
the frame retain 93% original blue with silvering and wear on both front and backstraps. The slide has an added adhesive silver cover that
shows some slight tears and light wear. The checkered rubber grips rate near very good showing staining, scratches, handling marks and
a minor chip on the bottom of left panel. The pistol is outfitted with a compensator that is likely aftermarket and there is an EAA import
mark on the frame. A single Mec-Gar 17 round magazine is included with this pistol. A good entry level gun for the pistol competitor.
(207666-154) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1202. AMT BACKUP SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #DL15238, 45 ACP, 3" barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless metal surfaces rate
excellent showing a few scattered scratches. The hard rubber grips rate very good showing a couple spots of flattening, some light
scratches and handling marks. A single factory magazine is included. A near excellent example that will likely still prove to be a great carry
gun. (207666-164) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1203. AMT BACKUP SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #DA5468, 380 ACP, 3" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces rate
very good plus showing minor staining and scratches. The checkered rubber grips rate very good showing handling marks and a few minor
chips. A single unmarked stainless magazine is included. A near excellent pistol that will likely be great for concealed carry. (207666-113)
{MODERN}
(200/300)
1204. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BY NAGOYA (SPORTERIZED) serial #459, 7.7 Arisaka, 19 1/2" cutdown barrel with a very
good bore that shows some scattered frosting. The metal surfaces show a fading reapplied blue finish that is turning to a dull brown patina
with pitting on floorplate, triggerguard and lower tang. The cutdown stock rates very good plus as cleaned with dings, handling marks,
stains, a hole at front and another hole at front of floorplate. The sling hardware is missing and there are two holes on the barrel in the
place of the old rear sight. The rifle is sighted with 1903A3 front and rear sights. The Chrysanthemum is ground and the rifle has a bent
bolt that is matching to the receiver and the extractor also matches. An interesting sporterized Arisaka that may be a good project or parts
gun. (207666-86) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1205. STAR FI R E STAR PLU S S E M I AUTO PI STOL serial #01491-95, 9mm, 3 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with scattered silvering and scratches on frame and silvering on frontstrap. The factory checkered
rubber grips rate near excellent overall showing a few handling marks and minor stains. There is an Interarms import mark on frame
and a single unmarked magazine is included. A very good plus condition pistol that will likely be a good carry gun or plinker.
(207666-138) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1206. STOEGER COUGAR SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #T6429-08-A028121, 9mm, 3 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original phosphate finish with some scattered light silvering scratches. The checkered rubber grips rate excellent overall
displaying a few handling marks. There are Stoeger import markings on the slide and one 15 round magazine is included. An excellent
condition pistol that may be great for carry. (207666-145) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1207. R E M I NGTON 7400 S E M I AUTO R I FLE serial #B8181100, 30-06, 22" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
95-97% original blue with some wear on barrel, wear around factory holes on top of receiver and a couple small spots of freckling. The
walnut stock rates near excellent showing a few scratches in the factory varnish finish. The four factory holes on top of the receiver lack
screws and the rifle is sighted with standard Remington open sights. An excellent condition 7400 that will likely be great to take afield.
(207666-7) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1208. STOEGER COUGAR SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #T6429-14H00480, 45 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% original phosphate finish. The factory hard rubber grips rate excellent overall displaying a few light handling
marks. An original factory box with an indiscernible label, two factory magazines, a manual and lock are included with this pistol. An excellent condition Stoeger that will likely be great for home protection. (207666-182) {MODERN}
(250/450)
1209. TRISTAR CANIK T-100 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #13E00746, 9mm, 4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% original phosphate finish with some scattered light silvering from handling. The checkered hard plastic grips rate excellent displaying a couple minor dirt stains and handling marks. A factory hard case that is correctly end labeled to the gun, two magazines and
cleaning rod are included with this pistol. An excellent condition CZ-75 clone that will likely prove to be a great carry gun. (207666-148)
{MODERN}
(250/450)
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1210. U.S. MODEL 1884 TRAPDOOR SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #469626, 45-70 Govt, 32 1/2" barrel with a near very good bore
that shows scattered light pitting and frosting. The metal surfaces on barrel, lockplate, buttplate, upper tang and rear sight were polished long
ago showing oxidation staining throughout. The hammer, triggerguard, bands, breechblock and sling swivels have turned a dull brown patina
with oxidation staining throughout. The walnut stock rates near very good as cleaned showing dings, handling marks and a couple chips missing near toe. The stock also has a partially visible 1889 inspector's cartouche and circled “P” firing mark. The front band keeper, front sight
blade and cleaning rod are missing. A good entry level trapdoor that may perform well at the range. (207249-110) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
1211. TURKISH SNIDER CONVERSION SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN .577 Smoothbore, 25 1/2" barrel with a very good plus bore
that shows some scattered frosting. The metal surfaces have turned a dull brown patina with oxidation staining and light pitting throughout.
The walnut stock rates good plus to near very good with an older dark oil finish and showing handling marks, dings, abrasions throughout
and a few small cracks. There is Arabic writing on the barrel and a Turkish crescent moon on the lockplate and no ramrod is included. As
with any gun of undetermined caliber you must consult a competent gunsmith prior to any thought of use. An interesting piece of history
that will make a good wall hanger. (207249-101) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1212. TURKISH MODEL 88/05/35 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #12725, 8mm Mauser, 29 1/2" barrel with a very good plus bore
that shows some frosting near muzzle. The metal surfaces show scattered traces of an arsenal applied blue finish with scattered spots of
light oxidation staining and some minor pitting on magazine. The walnut stock rates very good as lightly cleaned with an added oil finish
scattered dings, handling marks and a tight 1" split at upper tang. The rear sight assembly is matching, while the remaining parts are mismatched and there is a German unit marking on rear band. These rifles were updated from German Gew 88 rifles and saw a lot of service.
A very good example that likely saw a lot history. (207803-2) {C&R}
(150/300)
1213. AUSTRIAN KROPATSCHEK BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY STEYR serial #C691, 8x50mm Mannlicher, 32" barrel with a good
bore that shows light pitting and frosting throughout its length. The metal surfaces of this 1886 vintage rifle have turned a dull gray patina
with oxidation staining scattered throughout and some scattered light pitting on bands and barrel. The walnut stock rates very good as
lightly cleaned with a partially visible cartouche on right side of butt, dings, handling marks, abrasions, a couple chips and a couple small
cracks. The bolt is mismatched but the remaining visible parts are numbered matching to receiver and the rear band is a bit loose and will
require mechanical attention to tighten. A solid example of an early bolt action rifle. (207803-6) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
1214. ITALIAN VETTERLI-VITALI MODEL 1870/87/15 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #AD5337, 6.5 Carcano, 34" barrel with a
very good bore that shows some scattered frosting. The metal surfaces have mostly turned a dull brown patina with oxidation staining on
buttplate and magazine and some thinning added enamel finish on receiver area. The beech wood stock rates near very good as lightly
cleaned with dings, handling marks, light abrasions, stains and scratches scattered throughout. There is a repaired zig-zag crack on left
side and the handguard has an older added varnish finish. The stock was arsenal renumbered matching and the other parts appear unnumbered. The bolt requires extra force to open and an unmarked leather sling is included. This is a solid example of an arsenal-converted
Vetterli rifle. (207803-1) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1215. ASTRA CUB SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #95537, 22 Short, 2 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 93%
original blue with wear on front and backstraps. The pistol is floral engraved and the checkered rubber grips rate very good plus showing
some stains and handling marks. An affordable pistol that will likely be a great backup gun. (207666-105) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1216. WALTHER MODEL 4 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #147273, 32 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with a good plus bore that shows some scattered pits. The metal surfaces retain 97-98% reapplied enamel finish with some scattered silvering. The factory hard rubber grips rate good
showing some flattening of points, handling marks and dings. Consignor notes that this is an early 7-groove model and the rear sight is
missing. This may make a good addition to a pocket pistol collection. (207666-107) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1217. FRENCH 07/15 BERTHIER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY REMINGTON (SPORTERIZED) serial #2851, 8mm Lebel, 25"
shortened barrel with a very good bore that shows some scattered spots of light pitting in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with some fading on floorplate, barrel and receiver, silvering on barrel and rear sight and a couple small oxidation spots. The aftermarket sporter stock rates very good with an older varnish finish, scattered scratches, handling marks and light dings. The stock has a
White Line recoil pad which shows cracks, chips and wear throughout. The bayonet lug and original sight have been removed with the
front sight having been replaced with an aftermarket front sight. An interesting sporter overall. (207666-66) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1218. MODIFIED VZ24 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #6423N2, 6.5mm CF, 27" heavy unmarked barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95% professionally reapplied blue finish with some scattered fading and sparse oxidation on barrel and receiver area. The
walnut bench rest style stock rates near excellent showing a few handling marks and some wear at cheek rest where rear of bolt has
impacted. The White Line recoil pad shows wear and some tight cracks. Rifle lacks sights but there are two holes on the receiver and two
holes on the barrel. The rifle is a single shot and has double set triggers. As with any arm of unknown caliber it is imperative to consult a
competent gunsmith to determine caliber and to have headspace checked. An affordable rifle that will likely shoot very well once the caliber has been determined. (207657-226) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1219. DUTCH 1906 LUGER PISTOL FRAME BY DWM serial #1333. The metal surfaces show pitting and oxidation throughout. The
checkered walnut grips rate fair showing dings, handling marks and chips from the years and they are numbered to a different gun. The
rear of toggle is matching but the remaining parts appear unnumbered. Both safeties are not working properly and will require mechanical
attention and the bolt hold open spring is missing. A single magazine is included which lacks the wooden base plate and the magazine
requires extra force to remove. Also included is a correct front sight. (207657-105) {C&R}
(200/400)
1220. COLT OFFICIAL POLICE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #707489, 38 Special, 4" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this post-war revolver retain 40-50% original blue with light oxidation and fading throughout. The replacement walnut
grips rate good with two repaired cracks and some handling marks. A good plus condition Official Police that will likely shoot very well.
(207666-127) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1221. STERLING POCKET MODEL SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #A11410, 22 LR, 2 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97-98% original blue with scattered silvering scratches and some light oxidation staining. The checkered hard plastic grips
rate good showing dings, handling marks, chips, crazing and scratches. One unmarked magazine is included with this pistol. (207666198) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1222. YUGO M98/48 BOLT ACTION RIFLE (SPORTERIZED) serial #1234, 8mm Mauser, 24" barrel with a very good plus bore
that shows some minor frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 95% reapplied blue finish with fading on barrel and floorplate
and oxidation staining on floorplate. The Monte Carlo stock rates very good showing handling marks, wear on endcap and flaking varnish
finish. The bolt is matching while the remaining parts are mismatched and there is a small import mark on top of barrel. A leather sling is
included and this is a very good condition sporter overall. (207666-47) {MODERN}
(150/300)
1223. REMINGTON MODEL 11 SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #343232, 12 Ga, 23" ribbed polychoke barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue with scattered light spots of oxidation on receiver and barrel. The walnut stock rates very good
plus showing a few handling marks and scratches. The Remington UMC buttplate rates very good showing staining and scattered wear.
A very good plus shotgun that will likely be great to take afield. (207666-50) {MODERN}
(200/300)
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1224. ROHM RG-38 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #84313, 38 Special, 4" ventilated rib barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 75-80% original enamel and phosphate finishes with silvering, oxidation staining and wear throughout. The checkered factory
plastic grips rate very good showing handling marks, scratches and wear from the years. (207666-152) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1225. CVA OPTIMA ELITE STALKER SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #61-06-010861-09, 30-06, 24" barrel with a very good bore that
shows scattered light frosting. The metal surfaces retain 97% original matte blue with some scattered silvering scratches and minor oxidation on underside of receiver. The black synthetic stock rates excellent overall. The rifle is sighted with a Bushnell Sportview 3-9x32 scope
with crisp optics and a 9-round slip-on ammo carrier is included. A very good plus single shot rifle that will likely be great to take afield.
(207666-1) {MODERN}
(125/250)
1226. CHINESE SKS SEMI AUTO RIFLE serial #9198529, 7.62x39mm, 20 1/2" barrel with a very good bore that shows scattered frosting. The metal surfaces of this rifle have turned a dull gray patina with scattered oxidation and some pitting on barrel. The gas tube appears
to have been refinished with black enamel and shows flaking. The ATI folding stock rates very good showing handling marks and light
scratches. The beech wood handguard rates very good showing some staining and a couple abrasions. The rifle lacks import marks and
it is maker marked "Triangle 26", so it is possibly a Vietnam bringback, and the top cover and bolt are matching to the receiver. The rifle
lacks a bayonet but it is equipped with an aftermarket 30 round magazine and there is an indented circular hole on the end of the barrel.
(200/300)
An interesting modified SKS overall. (207666-18) {MODERN}
1227. FN BROWN I NG AUTO-5 S E M I AUTO S HOTG U N serial #172323, 12 Ga, 29 1/2" plain barrel choked modified with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this Belgian-made shotgun retain 85% original blue with thinning, fading and silvering on barrel,
triggerguard, lower tang and receiver and sparse oxidation on barrel. The walnut stock rates very good with an added oil finish, dings,
handling marks and a chip missing at toe. There is an added sling stud at rear of butt and this is a very good Belgian A5 overall.
(207666-15) {MODERN}
(250/450)
1228. REMINGTON MODEL 10 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #223793, 12 Ga, 19 1/2" plain shortened barrel choked improved
cylinder with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces have been polished and have turned a silver pewter with scattered oxidation staining. The walnut stock and forend rate very good showing scattered dings, handling marks and scratches. The buttstock has an unmarked
black recoil pad that is poorly fitted and the buttplate shows wear and handling marks. The shotgun has a gold bead sight added to the
end of the barrel. A good project gun overall. (207666-49) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1229. IVER JOHNSON MODEL 1900 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #7845, 38 CF, 6" barrel with a very good bore that
shows scattered pits. The metal surfaces have turned a silver pewter and show scattered oxidation staining. The hard rubber grips rate
near good showing scratches, dings, handling marks and 1/2"x1/2" chip at front. The revolver is not cocking properly, the mainspring is
removed and the revolver will require mechanical attention. A good project gun overall. (207666-137) {C&R}
(25/50)
1230. WINCHESTER MODEL 1200 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L1641632, 12 Ga, 28" ventilated rib barrel choked improved
cylinder with a bright excellent bore. The receiver retains 95% reapplied blue with scattered silvering scratches, while the barrel and magazine
tube retain 70% original blue with silvering throughout the tube from operation and scattered oxidation on barrel. The walnut stock and forearm
rate very good retaining much factory varnish with handling marks, dings, scratches, some stains and a minor check on right side of butt near
receiver. A good condition shotgun that will likely be a good gun to take on a duck hunt. (207666-16) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1231. MOSSBERG MODEL 395T BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1100787, 12 Ga, 28" plain barrel choked full with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish. The walnut stock rates excellent overall displaying a few handling marks. An excellent condition and affordable shotgun. (207666-2) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1232. SAVAGE MODEL 755A SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #581816, 12 Ga, 20" shortened plain barrel unchoked, with an excellent
bore. The barrel retains 98% reapplied black enamel finish while the receiver retains 98% original blue with oxidation on triggerguard and scroll
engraving. The walnut stock rates near very good with an added varnish finish, handling marks, finish loss, scratches, dings and a 2 1/2" crack
on right side of butt. The stock is equipped with a loose fitting Gunpad recoil pad which shows scratches and wear throughout. The barrel
has an amateurishly added permanently affixed breaching device. An interesting shotgun overall. (207666-9) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1233. KESSLER 128 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 12 Ga, 28" plain barrel choked full with a very good bore that shows scattered frosting.
The metal surfaces retain 50% original blue with freckling and fading throughout. The walnut stock rates very good with scattered handling
marks, finish loss, dings and a tight 3/4" crack at front crossbolt. The stock is fitted with an unmarked recoil pad which shows some scattered wear and a chip at bottom. No magazine is included with this shotgun. (207666-10) {MODERN}
(25/75)
1234. WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #945373, 12 Ga, 20" shortened plain barrel, unchoked, with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces have turned a dull gray patina with scattered oxidation staining. The walnut stock and forearm rate good
plus with an added oil finish, four tight cracks at wrist, handling marks, scratches and dings. The shotgun has an added gold bead front
sight and rear sling hardware. An interesting shotgun overall. (207666-69) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1235. F.N. BROWNING AUTO-5 SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #4Z87733, 20 Ga, 24" professionally shortened ventilated-rib barrel
choked improved cylinder with a near excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this Belgian made shotgun retain 85% original blue with scattered fading and thinning and some oxidation staining on bottom of receiver and upper tang. The walnut stock and forearm rate near very
good with an added oil finish handling marks, dings, chips, a couple abrasions and two cracks, one on underside of forearm, the other on
top of comb. Two screws from the lower tang are missing. A good project gun overall. (207666-72) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1236. F.N. BROWNING AUTO-5 SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #65554, 12 Ga, 27 1/2" plain barrel choked improved modified with
a very good plus bore that shows scattered frosting. The metal surfaces have mostly turned a dull brown patina with scattered traces of
original blue, silvering and some sparse oxidation staining. The walnut stock and forend rate near very good with an older varnish finish,
scattered dings, handling marks, staining, finish loss, chips, abrasions, an added rear sling hole, a couple cracks in forearm and a faint
name penciled on underside of forearm. The stock has a poorly fitted Jostam recoil pad that shows wear, crackling and chips throughout.
A good condition A5 overall. (207666-11) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1237. SWISS M78 VETTERLI BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #158470, 41 CF, 33" barrel with a near excellent bore that shows some
minor frosting. The metal surfaces have been polished and show oxidation and pitting throughout. The walnut stock rates very good with
a dark oil finish, handling, marks, chips, dings, scratches and crisp Swiss markings. The bolt body is numbered differently than the receiver
but all other numbers are matching, the cleaning rod is missing and the bolt requires extra force to operate. Consignor notes that this arm
has been converted from .41 Swiss Rimfire to .41 centerfire so it is imperative to consult a competent gunsmith before loading or firing this
arm. A good project gun overall. (207666-13) {ANTIQUE}
(25/75)
1238. F.I.E. TITAN SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #DE00348, 25 ACP, 2 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98%
original blue finish. The beech wood grips rate excellent overall displaying a few handling marks. A single magazine is included with this
pistol. An affordable pocket gun. (207666-144) {MODERN}
(50/100)
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1239. ROHM RG-14 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #368983, 22 LR, 2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
75% original blue with staining and spotting throughout. The factory grips rate fair with a 1 1/2" crack on right panel and scattered handling marks. (207666-142) {MODERN}
(25/75)
1240. TANFOGLIO GT-380 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #BH01784, 380 ACP, 3 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% original blue. The walnut grips rate near excellent displaying a few handling marks and light dings. The decocker does not work
but the manual safety does work; a single magazine is included. (207666-116) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1241. WINCHESTER MODEL 1911 SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #A26137, 12 Ga, 26" plain barrel choked improved cylinder with
a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 70% original blue with fading and light oxidation scattered throughout. The walnut
stock rates good with an added oil finish, the comb splice beginning to separate at top, a couple small splits at tang, two 3/4" cracks in
forearm, stains, scratches handling marks and dings. The shotgun has a poorly fitted Ranger recoil pad that shows wear, chips and a cou(75/150)
ple cracks. A salty Widowmaker overall. (207666-32) {C&R}
1242. GALLESI MODEL AG SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #026122, 25 ACP, 2 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 75% original blue with thinning and silvering throughout. The AG marked faux ivory grips rate near good showing a few small cracks
and stains. A single factory magazine with faux ivory baseplate is included. (207666-197) {MODERN}
(40/100)
1243. I NTRATEC CAT-45 S E M I AUTO PI STOL serial #000414, 45 ACP, 3 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
95% original blue with thinning, silvering and staining on slide. The polymer frame rates very good showing handling marks and an adhesive substance running on the sides of the frame and on backstrap. One factory magazine is included with this pistol. (207666-133)
{MODERN}
(100/200)
1244. IVER JOHNSON TP-25 POCKET SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #EE05299, 25 ACP, 3" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this German made pistol retain 40-50% original blue with thinning, fading and wear throughout. There is also some staining
and oxidation running along the length of the sight grooves. The black checkered factory grips rate very good showing dings, handling
marks, scratches and a couple minor chips. The pistol is disassembled, the safety will require mechanical attention and the triggerguard
is broken. A good project gun. (207666-99) {MODERN}
(20/75)
1245. KRESGE 151 SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #59662, 12 Ga, 18 1/2" shortened plain barrel, unchoked, with a very good plus
bore that shows a few minor pits. The metal surfaces retain 75% original blue with fading and oxidation staining throughout. The gumwood
stock rates very good with an added oil finish, handling marks, finish loss, scratches and dings throughout. The barrel was shortened and
has an affixed muzzle device. (207666-75) {MODERN}
(25/75)
1246. CVA APOLLO IN-LINE MUZZLOADER serial #61-13-012829-97, .50 Cal, 25" stainless barrel with a very good bore that shows
scattered frosting. The stainless metal surfaces rate very good showing scattered silvering scratches and oxidation stains. The black synthetic
stock rates very good showing a chip on pistolgrip cap, handling marks, stains, scratches and dings. (207666-71) {ANTIQUE}
(25/75)
1247. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-5 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #D142125, 38 Special, 6" pinned barrel with a very
good bore that shows some oxidation staining near muzzle. The metal surfaces show a balance between oxidation and original blue with
the triggerguard showing pitting. The case-hardened trigger and hammer show traces of original finish with oxidation staining. The checkered walnut grips are numbered to the gun and rate fair showing wear, flaking, handling marks, dings and handling marks throughout. A
good condition Model 10 overall. (207666-124) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1248. HOPKINS & ALLEN BOXLOCK SIDE BY SIDE SHOTGUN serial #48296, 30" Damascus barrels choked cylinder and
improved cylinder with good bores that show scattered pitting and oxidation. The metal surfaces of this exposed hammer shotgun have
turned a dull brown patina with scattered oxidation staining. The walnut stock rates near very good with scattered dings, handling marks,
stains, a 2" crack at upper tang and a 1/2" crack at top of buttplate. The Hopkins & Allen buttpad shows scattered wear, dings and crazing
and this shotgun will make a good wall-hanger. (207666-87) {C&R}
(75/150)
1249. BRITISH NO. 2 MK 1 ENFIELD DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #P6207, 38 S&W, 5" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% arsenal applied parkerized finish with silvering on barrel, cylinder and frame and some scattered parkerized over pinprick pitting. The checkered walnut grips rate about very good showing handling marks, dings and a couple noticeable
scratches. The cylinder, frame and barrel are matching and the revolver has a "DI Star" maker stamp indicating that it is of Enfield manufacture. There are some indiscernible letters at the front of frame on left side which may be Arabic or Hebrew. A very good example of
these World War Two-era British sidearms. (207865-6) {C&R} [Donnie Albin Collection]
(200/400)
1250. FRENCH 1892 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER BY ST. ETIENNE serial #F74687, 8mm Lebel Revolver, 4 1/2" barrel with a
very good bore that shows some frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this 1895 vintage revolver retain 97% arsenal applied parkerized finish with scattered silvering scratches. The checkered walnut grips rate very good showing few handling marks and light scratches. A very good example of these Great War-era French revolvers. (207865-27) {ANTIQUE} [Donnie Albin Collection]
(200/400)
1251. M E NTA POCKET S E M I AUTO PI STOL BY AUG U ST M E NTA serial #5142, 25 ACP, 2 1/4" barrel with a fair bore that
shows oxidation in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 85-90% original blue showing scattered oxidation. The black checkered
plastic grips rate very good showing scattered handling marks. A good addition to any pocket pistol collection. (207865-38) {C&R}
[Donnie Albin Collection]
(150/250)
1252. CZ-52 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #K12340, 7.62x25mm Tokarev, 4 3/4" barrel with a very good plus bore that shows some minor
frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1953 vintage pistol retain 98% arsenal blue with a spot of fading on the backstrap. The checkered hard
plastic grips rate very good showing scattered handling marks and scratches. The frame, barrel and slide are matching and there is small
Century import mark on frame. An excellent condition CZ-52 that will likely prove to be a great shooter. (207865-34) {C&R} [Donnie Albin
Collection]
(250/400)
1253. F.I.E. O/ U DE R I NG E R PI STOL serial #F84757, 38 Special, 3" barrels with bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain 98%
original nickel showing a few handling marks and scratches. The white synthetic hard plastic grips rate very good plus showing a few
handling marks and light stains. An excellent condition Deringer type pistol that will likely be great for concealed carry. (207865-31)
{MODERN} [Donnie Albin Collection]
(200/300)
1254. BERETTA 1934 ITALIAN ARMY-ISSUED SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #682013, 380 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a good plus
bore that shows a few scattered areas of pitting. The slide retains 90% of a later applied blue-bronze finish with scattered finished-over
pitting, while the slide retains 98% reapplied matte blue showing scattered areas of blued over pinprick pitting. The hard plastic grips rate
very good showing a few handling marks and scratches. The pistol is "RE" marked indicating it was Italian Army issue. Two original magazines and a holster are included with this pistol. A very good as-restored example. (207865-28) {C&R}[Donnie Albin Collection](200/400)
1255. COLT POLICE POSTIVE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #60489, 38 Colt, 4" barrel with a good bore that shows scattered oxidation and pitting. The metal surfaces of this First Issue revolver retain 60% factory applied blue with fading and oxidation throughout. The hard rubber grips rate good plus showing a 1/2" chip on left panel, scratches and a few handling marks. There is a factory rework
star behind left side of triggerguard and the barrel and cylinder assembly have been factory replaced. A good plus factory reworked
revolver overall. (207865-1) {C&R} [Donnie Albin Collection]
(200/400)
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1256. AUSTRIAN RAST & GAS S E R MODE L 1898 DOU BLE ACTION R EVOLVE R serial #75899, 8mm Gasser, 4 1/2" barrel
with a fair bore that shows scattered oxidation and pits. The metal surfaces retain 99% reapplied bright blue finish with some blued-over
small pinprick pits. The checkered grips rate very good showing a few spots of flattening, a couple chips, a few dings and handling marks.
The barrel is matching to frame, while cylinder is renumbered matching and the ejector housing is mismatched. The lanyard ring is missing and there is a unit marking on grip that reads "24 LR/102". A good restored example of these Austro-Hungarian revolvers overall.
(207793-1) {C&R}
(150/300)
1257. WEBLEY MKVI DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #389396, 45 ACP, 6" barrel with a very good bore that shows scattered
frosting and light pitting in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this 1918 vintage revolver retain 95% reapplied nickel finish with some scattered oxidation staining. The checkered black grips rate about very good showing scattered scratches, handling marks and dings. The cylinder, barrel and frame are matching and the cylinder has been machined to take the 45 ACP round instead of 455 Webley. An affordable
example of the famous Webley MKVI revolver. (207771-5) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1258. HAR R I NGTON & R ICHAR DSON SAFETY HAM M E R LE S S DOU BLE ACTION R EVOLVE R serial #142188, 32
S&W, 3" barrel with an about very good bore that shows a few scattered pits and some frosting. The metal surfaces retain 85% original nickel finish with scattered oxidation, staining and fading. The checkered hard rubber grips rate very good showing a couple
spots of staining and a few handling marks. The cylinder serial number is matching to the frame. A very good condition vintage pocket
revolver. (207865-16) {C&R} [Donnie Albin Collection]
(75/150)
1259. COLT 1908 VE ST POCKET S E M I AUTO PI STOL serial #160819, 25 ACP, 2" barrel with a fair bore that shows oxidation and
pitting scattered throughout the grooves. The metal surfaces show a balance between fading and original blue. The Colt hard rubber
grips rate very good showing a few scattered handling marks. A good addition to any pocket pistol collection. (207865-11) {C&R}
[Donnie Albin Collection]
(200/300)
1260. FINNISH MARKED 91/30 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TULA serial #95800, 7.62x54 Russian, 29" barrel
with a very good bore that shows some scattered light pitting in the grooves but has strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1935 vintage
rifle retain 98% arsenal applied blue with some light silvering on the buttplate. The one-piece birch Russian stock rates very good plus arsenal cleaned with a few light dings, scratches and handling marks. This rifle is marked with Finnish "SA" and "D" markings on the barrel shank
and an eight pointed star marking on butt whose origins are unknown but are possibly of Finnish or German origin. The bolt is renumbered
matching and buttplate and floorplate are lined-out and mismatched. There is a Century Arms import mark on barrel and a reproduction
canvas sling is included. A nice example of a Finnish acquired Soviet made Mosin Nagant overall. (207849-22) {C&R}
(250/450)
1261. SOVIET M38 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY IZHEVSK serial #NR3471, 7.62x54 Russian, 20" barrel with
a very good plus bore that shows some minor pits in grooves. The metal surfaces of this 1943-vintage carbine retain 97% arsenal blue
with some light oxidation on triggerguard and silvering on buttplate. The birch M44 stock rates very good as cleaned showing scattered
dings, handling marks and stains. All serial numbers are matching, there is a Century Arms import mark on barrel and an unmarked military
leather sling is included. A very good M38 that should prove to be a good shooter. (207849-55) {C&R}
(300/500)
1262. SANTA FE ARMS MK1 ENFIELD JUNGLE CARBINE serial #S40900, 303 British, 20" barrel with a good bore that shows
scattered pitting in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 97% arsenal parkerized and enamel finishes with silvering at flash hider and fading on receiver. The walnut stock rates very good as cleaned with an added oil finish, a couple abrasions on comb, scattered handling
marks, light stains, light dings, an added diamond area of checkering on underside and a filled in-stock disc. The carbine was made using
an SSA 1918 rifle and the bolt is matching to the receiver and there is an indiscernible name and date of "1965" penciled on the underside
of the magazine. The carbine is sighted with a peep sight mounted on the stripper clip bridge and an aftermarket leather sling is included.
A very good example of a commercially created Jungle carbine. (207845-3) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1263. SPANISH M43 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LA CORUNA serial #0-7124, 8mm Mauser, 23" barrel with a very good bore that
shows some minor pitting in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this 1950 vintage rifle retain 80% arsenal blue with even fading throughout.
The stock rates very good as cleaned with an added varnish finish and scattered handling marks and light stains. The bolt is mismatched
but the floorplate is matching. The cleaning rod is missing but a leather military style sling is included. A very good example that may prove
to be a good shooter. (207849-56) {C&R}
(300/500)
1264. BRITISH NO. 4 MK 1 ENFIELD (SPORTERIZED) serial #BB14806, 303 British, 25" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 90% arsenal applied parkerized finish with even thinning on barrel and in the receiver area and silvering at muzzle.
The cut-down walnut stock rates very good with an added oil finish, several dings and handling marks and an "FR" marking on right side
of butt. The bolt number is matching to wrist serial number and there are four added holes on left side of receiver. The front sight ears are
intact and a reproduction canvas Enfield sling is included. An interesting sporterized Enfield overall. (207849-53) {MODERN} (200/400)
1265. INDIAN MKIII ENFIELD BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN BY ISHAPORE serial #72463I, 410 MK1z, 25" barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1944 vintage Ishapore-made rifle retain 90% arsenal blue with fading throughout nosecap, silvering on rear sight ears and fading on receiver, band and triggerguard. The stock rates very good with an armory added oil finish, a repair
at toe, four repairs on handguard, several handling marks, scratches, dings and a minor 1/2" crack on handguard in front of rear sight.
The stock has the remnants of a rectangular sticker on butt and it is marked with an Ishapore cartouche and rack number "5". The rear
sight is lined-out matching, stock appears arsenal renumbered to match and bolt and nosecap are matching to receiver. The left side of
wrist is marked with a 1948 Ishapore conversion date; these shotguns were used by prison guards in India. A correct Enfield canvas sling
is included with this shotgun. A neat piece of history overall. (207849-21) {C&R}
(200/400)
1266. BSA ENFIELD "JUNGLE RIFLE" BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #99385, 303 British, 23" barrel with a very good bore that
shows some scattered frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 98% arsenal grade parkerized and enamel finishes. The coachwood
stock rates very good showing two solid armorer repairs at butt, one 3" crack on handguard that appears to have been repaired with a putty
type substance, handling marks and dings. The base rifle was a 1918 dated BSA made gun that was converted to Jungle Carbine configuration by an importer. The bolt is numbered to a different gun and the rear sight and magazine are unnumbered. The rear sight protector
is a bit loose and the screw in front of magazine is an aftermarket replacement and protrudes out longer than normal and shows slot damage.
There is a small "IA CO" import marking on left side of receiver and the receiver is also marked "JUNGLE RIFLE" A USGI type canvas sling
is included with this carbine. A neat Enfield that will likely make a good shooter. (207849-24) {MODERN}
(250/400)
1267. ITALIAN 91/38 CARCANO BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #E1449, 7.35 Carcano, 21" barrel with a very good bore that
shows some scattered light areas of pitting in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this 1939 vintage rifle retain 90% arsenal blue with scattered freckling on magazine and receiver and some fading on barrel. The stock rates very good with an added oil finish, several handling
marks, dings and scratches. The stock is matching to receiver and there is a crisp cartouche on the left side. There is a faint Finnish Army
"SA" stamp on the receiver and a correct sling is included with this carbine. A very good example of a Carcano that was provided as aid
to the Finns in their struggle against Soviet Communism. (207849-34) {C&R}
(250/400)
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1268. ITALIAN 1891 CARCANO BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #G6485, 6.5 Carcano, 30 1/2" barrel with a good plus bore that shows
scattered light pitting and frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 90% arsenal blue with freckling in magazine area, receiver area
and on barrel. The beech stock rates very good as cleaned with an added varnish finish, handling marks, dings, stains, the remnants of a
sticker at butt, a couple grain cracks at butt and an armorer repair to a small crack at front. The stock is numbered to a different gun and
an unmarked military style leather sling and a correct 1891 bayonet and scabbard are included with this rifle. The bayonet is very good
condition and appears arsenal refurbished with some silvering, while the scabbard shows oxidation staining and silvering. A very good
example of an Italian World War One rifle overall. (207849-35) {C&R}
(200/300)
1269. RUSSIAN 91/30 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY IZHEVSK serial #RMN001448, 7.62x54 Russian, 29" barrel
with a fair counterbored bore that shows scattered frosting and pitting throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1943-vintage rifle retain 97%
arsenal refurbished blue with fading on receiver, silvering on butt and on barrel. The birch stock rates very good showing several handling
marks, light dings, scratches and spots of thinning shellac. The serial numbers are arsenal-renumbered matching and there is a PW Arms
import marking on receiver. A very good example of an arsenal-refurbished Soviet World War Two battle rifle. (207838-7) {C&R} (100/200)
1270. HUNGARIAN M95/30 BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #9154E, 8x56mm, 19" barrel with a very good bore that shows some
scattered frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this Budapest-marked carbine show oxidation throughout with scattered areas of
arsenal blue. The stock rates good with an added varnish finish, a couple 4" cracks at rear of grasping rooves, scattered handling marks,
stains, scratches and dings. The stock is matching to receiver and the bolt and other parts appear unnumbered. The stacking swivel
appears slightly bent and overall this is a good project gun. (207837-11) {C&R}
(25/75)
1271. AUSTRALIAN MKIII* ENFIELD BY LITHGOW serial #F37254, 303 British, 25" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1942-vintage rifle retain 98% arsenal applied parkerized finish with some silvering scratches on magazine. The coachwood
stock rates near excellent displaying a few small stains, light dings and handling marks. The butt and forestock both have Australian markings on the underside and there is a small hole in front of magazine and transverse reinforcement screw on left side of forestock. The
receiver is marked "FTR" indicating post-war arsenal refurbishment and the bolt and nosecap are matching to the receiver while the rear
sight and magazine are unnumbered. A tan canvas sling is included with this rifle. A nice condition Lithgow that has been arsenal refurbished. (207864-5) {C&R}
(200/400)
1272. CHILEAN M1912-61 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY STEYR serial #C7350, 7.62mm NATO, 29" barrel with a very good bore
that shows some minor frosting near muzzle. The metal surfaces retain 93% arsenal blue with fading on receiver area, barrel, floorplate
and bands. The walnut stock rates very good showing scattered handling marks, dings, scratches and a crisp cartouche on left side
of butt. The bolt, bolt sleeve and safety are matching while the remaining parts are mismatched. There is a Century Arms import mark
on barrel and this is a nice example of an early South American Mauser that was later converted for use with NATO ammunition.
(207856-1D30730) {C&R}
(200/400)
1273. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 916A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #6B4726, 12 Ga, 20" plain barrel choked cylinder with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with operational wear on magazine tube and barrel and silvering on receiver. The walnut
stock and forend rate near excellent as cleaned with an added oil finish, scattered dings and handling marks. The shotgun is sighted with rifle
sights and a leather sling is included. An affordable shotgun that will likely be good for home defense. (207849-49) {MODERN}
(150/300)
1274. RUSSIAN M44 MOSIN NAGANT RIFLE BY IZHEVSK serial #TR4879, 7.62x54 Russian, 20" barrel with a dark oxidized pitted
bore. The metal surfaces of this 1944-vintage carbine have turned a brown patina with oxidation scattered throughout and two large areas
of oxidation on top of barrel. The laminated stock rates good as cleaned showing handling marks, dings, scratches throughout and the
butt splice is beginning to separate. All serial numbers are matching and the tang and floorplate screws and handguard are missing. A
good project gun or parts donor overall. (207857-53S20012) {C&R}
(25/75)
1275. ITALIAN 1891 CARCANO BOLT ACTION RIFLE (SPORTERIZED) serial #AM7790, 6.5 Carcano, 19 1/2" shortened barrel with a poor bore that shows pitting throughout its length. The metal surfaces retain 65% arsenal blue with freckling and thinning
throughout and pitting along the underside of the barrel. The cut-down beech stock rates very good as cleaned with an added varnish
finish and showing scattered dings, handling marks and stains. The bolt is numbered to a different gun and overall this will likely be a good
project gun. (207857-13S19868) {MODERN}
(25/75)
1276. MOSSBERG 500 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #U210313, 12 Ga, 18 1/2" barrel cylinder choked with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original parkerized finish with silvering scratches on the edges of slide and barrel and some operational
wear on magazine tube. The black synthetic stock and forend rate about excellent showing a few scuffs and handling marks. The front
sight bead is missing but the shotgun is equipped with a ventilated heat shield on barrel and scope mount on receiver. A solid Mossberg
that will likely be great for home defense. (207857-49S19968) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1277. EGYPTIAN REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK SINGLE SHOT RIFLE .43 Egyptian, 35" barrel with a very good bore that
shows a couple minor areas of pitting. The metal surfaces have been cleaned and display scattered areas of oxidation and oxidation staining. The walnut stock and forend rate about very good as cleaned with scattered handling marks, dings and chips along the barrel channel.
The barrel is marked in Arabic and the tang is marked "E. REMINGTON & SONS" with the last patent date being 1874. The buttstock and
middle band are loose and the top of the rear sight is bent. A good project gun overall. (207777-4) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
1278. GSG-522 SEMI AUTO RIFLE BY ATI serial #A495049, 22 LR, 16 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
99% original phosphate finish. The black synthetic stock and handguard rate excellent displaying a couple faint handling marks. No magazine is included with this rifle but they are widely available. An excellent condition rimfire MP-5 clone that will likely be a fun plinker.
(207856-18D30632) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1279. WALTHER G22 SEMI AUTO RIFLE serial #PW021275, 22 LR, 20" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98%
original phosphate finish. The black synthetic stock rates excellent overall. The rifle retains its original factory hang-tag and includes the
original factory hard-case that is properly end-labeled to the gun, a 10 round magazine, tools, and manual. An excellent condition bullpup
rimfire overall. (207789-21) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1280. GERMAN P.27 CZ MODEL 27 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #323463, 32 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with a very good bore that shows
some scattered frosting. The frame of this “fnh” marked pistol retains 98% original blue while the slide retains 97% later applied blue with
some silvering on the exposed edges. The trigger and extractor retain much of their original straw showing some light oxidation staining.
The hard plastic CZ grips rate very good showing scattered handling marks and scratches. The frame is marked with an "(Eagle)/76"
Waffenamt, the slide and frame are matching to each other and a single "P Mod 27" marked magazine is included. A good representative
piece that will likely make a great shooter. (206625-10) {C&R}
(150/300)
1281. MARLIN MODEL 29 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE 22 S/L/LR, 23" round barrel with a fair bore that shows oxidation and pitting
throughout. The metal surfaces have mostly turned a dull gray patina with oxidation staining throughout. The walnut stock and forend rate
good plus showing a 1" crack at each tang, a 1 1/2" hairline crack on forend, handling marks, dings and stains. There are two holes on
each side of the stock and another hole on top of the receiver. The forend has two added screws on the right side and the right sideplate
and buttstock are loose. This gun is sold for parts purposes as it is beyond resurrection. (207712-29) {MODERN}
(20/40)
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1282. MOSSBERG 42-B BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #6888, 22 S/L/LR, 23" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces have
mostly turned a dull brown patina with oxidation staining scattered on the barrel. The beech stock rates good showing a large chunk missing beneath bolt handle, stains, handling marks, scratches and dings. The left side of butt appears to have been heavily cleaned at some
point and the receiver has four added holes on left side, three holes on barrel and the rifle is missing several parts including buttplate, sling
swivels, stock screws, sights, lower tang and triggerguard. The action and stock are loose and as a result of the missing screws the two
are held together by rubber band. A good project or parts donor gun overall. (207712-6) {C&R}
(25/50)
1283. DWM MODEL 1 SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 22 LR, 19" barrel with a good bore that shows scattered pitting but strong rifling. The
metal surfaces retain 80% original blue with scattered even fading. The beech stock rates very good as lightly cleaned with scattered stains,
handling marks and a strong roundel marking on the left side of butt. This gun operates with a unique single shot mechanism and really
is a neat gun overall. (207676-12) {C&R}
(100/200)
1284. BSA MARTINI FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #29085, 22 LR, 25" heavy barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces show
a balance between fading and original blue finish and the receiver shows scattered freckling. The walnut stock and forend rate about very
good as cleaned with a 3/4" crack at front, scattered handling marks and stains. The BSA-marked buttplate shows wear, a couple cracks
and a couple chips missing. The rifle has two holes on each side of the receiver and the action parts such as lever, bolt and breech block
are missing. The rear sling swivel is missing and barrel has an added sling swivel. There are two added screws on upper tang that protrude
upward and the rifle is sighted with military style sights. A good project gun overall. (207712-22) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1285. IVER JOHNSON TOP-BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #77282, 32 S&W, 5" barrel with a very good plus bore
that shows a couple minor pits. The metal surfaces have mostly turned a dull brown patina with scattered oxidation. The walnut grips rate
good with some added varnish finish, handling marks and dings. An aftermarket leather holster is included with this revolver which shows
scattered wear and crazing. A good Iver Johnson revolver overall. (207657-132) {C&R}
(100/200)
1286. BANNERMAN SPENCER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN 12 Ga, 29 1/2" plain shortened barrel choked improved modified with
a dark oxidized bore. The metal surfaces have turned a dull brown patina and show scattered oxidation staining. The walnut stock rates
fair showing a thick coat of enamel on butt, a couple cracks at upper tang running the circumference of the pistolgrip, scratches and handling marks. The triggerguard is broken at front and the barrel was shortened at breech, as the patent date is partially missing. This salty
example may prove to be a good parts donor. (207682-26) {C&R}
(25/50)
1287. WINCHESTER MODEL 1897 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #467397, 12 Ga. 26" plain barrel choked cylinder with a very
good bore that shows some oxidation on left side. The metal surfaces have mostly turned a gray patina with oxidation stains scattered
throughout. The Trap stock and forend rate good plus showing scattered dings, handling marks, stains, a 5" crack on 12 Ga forend, a couple
abrasions and the initials "ER" on butt. The butt is outfitted with a Jostam recoil pad that shows crazing and scratches and it gives the shotgun a 14" length of pull. The stock and forend are both checkered indicating that they are Trap grade but the breechblock is unmarked
which is incorrect for a Trap grade. (207249-9) {C&R}
(100/200)
1288. GERMAN P.35(P) RADOM FRAME serial #2526, The metal surfaces of this three-lever Radom frame retain about 90% arsenal
quality blue with some fading on front strap, scattered light oxidation spots and scattered tool marks. The lever appears to have been refinished later on with a polished blue finish and there is an added screw on the left side. The grip safety, hammer, trigger and left grip panel
are present. The Bakelite left grip panel is missing a couple screws and the grip panel itself rates very good showing wear around screw
hole areas and handling marks; the panel may be an aftermarket replacement. (207657-119A)
1289. IVER JOHNSON SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #75179A, 12 Ga, 29" plain barrel choked cylinder with a good bore that
shows some scattered oxidation and a dent 1/4 of the way down from the muzzle. The metal surfaces have turned a dull brown patina
with oxidation and oxidation staining throughout. The walnut stock and forend rate good with an older added oil finish, scattered dings,
handling marks, a 2" crack on forend, 3 cracks on butt, stains, abrasions and scratches. The forend is very loose and has four pieces of
tape that are loose in an attempt to hold it to the barrel. A good project gun overall. (207789-18) {MODERN}
(25/50)
1290. SPANISH 1893 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY OVIEDO (SPORTERIZED) serial #Q2121, 7mm Mauser, 22" shortened barrel
with a very good bore that shows some scattered frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1907 vintage rifle retain 85% reapplied enamel with
thinning spots on receiver area, floorplate, triggerguard and barrel. The cutdown beech stock rates about very good as cleaned with a few
dings, handling marks, light abrasions and a 1 1/2" split at the upper tang. The stock is missing its buttplate and has a unique shape that
comes over the shoulder and the stock also has added sling swivels. A good project gun overall. (207787-3) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1291. WALTHER MODEL 9 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #588221, 25 ACP, 2" barrel with a very good plus bore that shows a few scattered light pits. The metal surfaces retain 95% reapplied nickel with some oxidation staining on both sections of slide ribs, some further
light oxidation staining and finished over pinprick pits. The hard plastic checkered factory grips rate very good showing a few handling
marks. A single factory magazine is included. A good gun for the pocket pistol collector. (207867-9) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1292. GLENFIELD MODEL 75 SEMI AUTO RIFLE serial #25406828, 22 LR, 18" barrel with a very good plus bore. The metal surfaces
retain 90% original enamel finish with even thinning on barrel and receiver. The birch stock rates very good retaining much of the factory
varnish finish and showing some scattered dings, handling marks and scratches. The inner magazine tube is missing and a black nylon
sling is included. A good project gun that requires a new inner magazine tube. (207789-17) {MODERN}
(25/75)
1293. ALLEN & WHEELOCK SIDEHAMMER PERCUSSION POCKET REVOLVER 28 Cal, 3" barrel with an oxidized bore. The
metal surfaces have turned a brown patina and show oxidation throughout. The walnut grips rate fair showing dings, scratches, handling
marks and missing chips throughout and the left panel is loose. The rear cylinder latch assembly is missing and the cylinder is loose. A
good conversation piece or parts donor. (207657-188) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1294. SIMSON & SUHL POCKET SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #8078, 25 ACP, 2" barrel with a good bore that shows scattered pitting
in the grooves. The metal surfaces have been polished showing scattered oxidation stains and cleaned pits. The Simson hard plastic grips rate
fair with a good portion of each grip missing and showing handling marks. The metal is worn and there is a small crack at the top of the left
grip panel. No magazine is included and this gun has been disassembled and is sold for parts only. (207657-185) {MODERN}
(20/50)
1295. F.L.L.I. PIETTA 1860 ARMY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #17565, 44 Cal, 8" barrel with an excellent bore. The case
hardened frame, hammer and ejector rod retain most of their original colors and remain vibrant. The blued cylinder, barrel and backstrap
retain 98% original finish with a few scattered minor silvering spots and the brass triggerguard and front strap rate about excellent showing
a few minor stains and handling marks. The smooth walnut grips rate very good plus retaining much of their factory varnish and showing
a couple dings and a few handling marks. The gun is cut and lugged for an 1860 Army shoulder stock and it would be a great gun for
cowboy action or Civil War reenactment. (207865-8) {ANTIQUE} [Donnie Albin Collection]
(200/300)
1296. S IAM E S E TYPE 45 BOLT ACTION R I FLE (S PORTE R IZE D) serial #7020, 8x50mm, 29" barrel with a very good bore
that shows light pitting and frosting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 60-70% arsenal blue with fading on barrel, oxidation
staining on floorplate, silvering on floorplate and receiver and scattered blued-over pitting. The Monte-Carlo walnut stock rates very
good showing the remnants of an adhesive residue on underside at front, a few handling marks and a chip behind receiver. The dust
cover appears to be stiff and the bolt does not always clear the stock and will require mechanical attention to fix. A good project gun
overall. (207663-5) {MODERN}
(50/100)
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1297. C96 MAUSER BROOMHANDLE SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #514164, 30 Mauser, 4" barrel with a good plus bore that shows
scattered frosting and pitting but strong rifling. The barrel has been polished bright and shows scattered oxidation staining, while the frame
area retains 75% later applied blue with scattered stains, oxidation, pitting and some pinprick blued-over pitting. The checkered walnut
grips rate very good showing scattered handling marks, dings, scratches and some light stains. The barrel and frame are numbered differently with the barrel being numbered "491384" and bearing a "(Crown)/U" proof marking. Included is a breechblock, extractor and recoil
spring and the breechblock shows some oxidation stains and light pitting and it is numbered to a different gun. The bolt stop is missing
and there are likely other parts missing. This is a good parts donor or project gun overall. (207657-107) {C&R}
(200/400)
1298. SPANISH MODEL 1916 BOLT ACTION RIFLE (SPORTERIZED) serial #E7850, 22-250, 22" Monell marked barrel with a
good plus bore that shows scattered pitting in grooves but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 80% reapplied blue with fading and
silvering on barrel and receiver and silvering throughout the floorplate. The thumbhole walnut stock rates very good with a minor check
at upper tang and scattered handling marks and scratches. The stock is equipped with a poorly fitted Fajen buttplate giving it a 14" length
of pull. The rifle is sighted with a Weaver K12-F scope that has a crosshair reticle with slightly hazy optics. The scope tube retains 95%
original blue with scattered silvering and fading. This may make a good affordable varmint gun. (207785-33) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1299. ERMA DSM 34 TRAINER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #8853, 22 LR, 25" barrel with a very good plus bore that shows some
frosting near muzzle. The barrel, bands, receiver and buttplate have mostly turned a dull brown patina and show scattered oxidation staining while the triggerguard retains 70% original blue with balance between original blue and oxidation. The walnut stock rates very good
as lightly cleaned with an added oil finish and showing stains, dings and handling marks. The bolt handle number is matching to the receiver while the other parts appear un-numbered. The bolt parts have been disassembled, the safety parts are missing and a reproduction
leather sling is included. A good project or parts donor gun overall. (203819-38) {C&R}
(100/200)
1300. HOPKINS & ALLEN SINGLE SHOT BREECHLOADING SHOTGUN 12 Ga, 30 1/2" plain barrel choked about improved
cylinder with an about very good bore that shows some scattered light pits. The barrel has turned a dull brown patina with scattered oxidation stains, while the receiver area has turned a silver pewter with scattered oxidation stains. The checkered walnut buttstock very good
as cleaned with the buttplate being proud of stock and showing scattered handling marks and dings. The checkered forestock rates fair
as refinished showing several missing chips, an added enamel finish and dings. A good example of an interesting firearm design overall.
(207714-2) {MODERN}
(150/300)
1301. SAVAGE MODEL 19 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 25" barrel with a very good bore that shows a few areas of pitting. The metal
surfaces have turned a brown patina and show heavy oxidation throughout. The walnut stock rates good showing handling, marks,
scratches, and dings throughout and a chip at rear sling hole, two 4" cracks protruding from lower tang and a 1" crack between upper
tang and rear sight. The rifle has two holes on top of receiver and it is sighted with a flip up peep sight on the tang. The magazine and
rear sling hardware are missing. A good project or parts donor gun overall. (207789-9) {C&R}
(25/75)
1302. AUTO ORDNANCE 1911A1 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #TGM4585, 45 ACP, 5" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original parkerized finish with some silvering on slide, frame and grip safety which also shows oxidation stains. The Colt
marked smooth walnut grips rate near excellent displaying a few handling marks. One Springfield Armory Inc. 7-round magazine and a Bianchi
inside-the-waistband holster are included. A nice condition entry-level 1911 style pistol. (207857-25S19962) {MODERN}
(250/450)
1303. BROWNING CHALLENGER II SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #655RP06861, 22 LR, 6 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with a few light handling marks. The smooth factory walnut grips rate excellent. The pistol
features an undercut front sight and adjustable rear sight and includes a single magazine. (87752-3) {MODERN}
(250/350)
1304. HAMILTON NO. 15 SINGLE SHOT TAKE DOWN "BOYS RIFLE" 22 RF, 8" barrel with a frosted bore. The metal surfaces
are brown with a mottled mix of gunmetal gray, oxidation stains and pinprick pitting. The wood buttstock rates good to very good with scattered dents, dings and scratches. The steel butt-plate is in the same condition as the other metal surfaces. The blade front sight is missing
but the base is intact as is the complete rear sight. This model is rare due to its high attrition rate from use. (87281-1) {C&R}
(40/80)
1305. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 60 CHIEFS SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #R234878, 38 Special, 1 7/8" pinned barrel with an
excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate very good with scattered light scratches, scuffs and a turn ring on the cylinder. The checkered walnut factory round butt grips with silver S&W medallions rate very good with light handling wear and marks. This little revolver has
been non-factory modified with the addition of white outline black blade micro adjustable J-frame factory rear sight with stainless steel
boss and higher ramp front sight with non-professionally installed stainless steel colored insert. The gun is also missing the stock pin and
the trigger face has been machined and polished smooth. This should make a great little trail gun, and only needs a new stock pin and to
have the front sight insert changed to a better color. (87762-34) {MODERN}
(250/450)
1306. SMITH & WESSON 38 DOUBLE ACTION PERFECTED TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #1459, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel
with an excellent bore. This revolver retains about 99% non-factory reapplied blue with a light turn ring on the cylinder. The hammer and
trigger have faded to gray with a few swirls of case-hardened colors still present. The unmarked mother-of-pearl grips rate near excellent
with a few light stains. Barrel-to-frame fit is tight and the top latch spring is in need of attention. There are no numbers visible on the barrel,
the top latch is not correct for this gun, but the cylinder is correctly numbered to the gun. The metal preparation removed the S&W logo
but the barrel markings are strong. (87832-23) {C&R}
(200/400)
1307. S M ITH & WE S SON 38 DOU BLE ACTION PE R FECTE D TOP-BR EAK R EVOLVE R serial #9943, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel
with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 75% original blue with finish toning to a mottled mix of purple, brown and pewter
on the grip frame, frame, cylinder and barrel, along with light handling marks. The hammer and trigger retain beautiful case-hardened
colors with light operational marks. The diamond checkered hard rubber factory grips rate excellent but are not correctly numbered to
the gun. Barrel-to-frame fit is tight, all appropriate parts have correct matching numbers, and the gun still times and locks up correctly.
(87832-24) {C&R}
(300/500)
1308. HIGH STANDARD MODEL H-D MILITARY SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #305656, 22 LR, 6 3/4" heavy barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% professionally reapplied blue. The checkered walnut factory grips rate excellent. The
pistol includes a single unmarked two tone magazine and features correct factory adjustable sights. A nicely refurbished H-D pistol.
(87844-1) {C&R}
(200/400)
1309. RUGER MK II GOVERNMENT MODEL TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #216-26895, 22 LR, 6 7/8" bull barrel with
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue finish with a few light handling marks and light high edge wear. The
checkered factory Delrin grips with silver Ruger Phoenix medallions rate excellent. The pistol features a black blade adjustable rear sight,
undercut Patridge front sight, and an overtravel stop has been added to the trigger. The pistol includes a factory box and shipping sleeve
correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun, a single magazine, Clark steel trigger, test target numbered to the gun, but undated, manual and paperwork. (87843-48) {MODERN}
(300/500)
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1310. RUGER STANDARD MODEL 1 OF 5000 SIGNATURE SERIES SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #17-00899, 22 LR, 4 3/4"
barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate excellent with a few minor handling marks. The checkered factory Delrin
grips with silver Ruger Phoenix medallion on a red background rate excellent. This pistol has the "Bill Ruger" signature across the top of
the receiver and "1 of 5000" on the left side of the barrel. Included are a wood "salt cod box", hinged red and black factory box, shipping
sleeve correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, single magazine, manual and paperwork. (87843-49) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1311. COLT 22 TARG ET MODE L S E M I-AUTO PI STOL serial #TM07046, 22 LR, 6" heavy bull barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel, anodized and polymer surfaces, rate excellent. The pistol features a full length rib with built in scope-mounting rail
that includes a white outline adjustable Colt Accro rear sight and Patridge front sight. The pistol includes a factory hard case, shipping sleeve correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of magazines, Allen wrench, manual, hangtag and paperwork.
(87843-46) {MODERN}
(250/350)
1312. STAR MODEL BM SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1735764, 9mm, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about
99% original chrome finish with a few handling marks. The smooth pearlite grips rate very good to excellent with light handling marks and
some slight clouding. The pistol features drift adjustable rear sight, stippled ramp front sight and includes a single magazine. (87793-5)
{MODERN}
(250/350)
1313. SMITH & WESSON MODEL NO. 1 1/2 TIP-UP SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #5565, 32 RF, 3 1/2" octagon barrel
with an oxidized and pitted bore. This first issue revolver retains about 75% factory blue with scattered oxidation blemishes, pitting, high edge
wear and light to moderate scratches from cleaning. The hammer and trigger have worn to a mix of oxidation and pewter color with faint
case-hardened colors visible on the hammer. The smooth rosewood grips rate very good with flaking finish, small dents and handling marks.
The grips are numbered to the gun and the cylinder, barrel and frame have matching assembly numbers. The patent dates are no longer
visible on the cylinder, barrel to frame fit has just a hint of play and the gun remains functional. (87657-134) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
1314. WALTHER PPK RZM MARKED SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #929692, 380 ACP, 3 3/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of the slide have been cleaned to gunmetal gray with scattered scratches, faint stains from oxidation and pinprick pits. The
markings are heavily worn and barely discernible. The frame retains about 80% original blue with high edge wear, thinning frontstrap and
handling marks. The checkered plastic one-piece factory grips with Walther banner rate near excellent with light handling wear. The pistol
includes a single magazine. (87657-110) {C&R}
(300/500)
1315. F.E.G. / HEGE WAFFEN MODEL AP66 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BB55794, 32 ACP, 4" barrel with an excellent bore.
This pistol retains about 98% original blue and anodized finishes with light high edge wear, scratches and few other handling marks. The
checkered plastic factory thumb-rest grips rate excellent. The pistol includes a single magazine with finger rest extension base that is numbered to the gun. (87851-9) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1316. COLT N EW FRONTI E R 22 S I NG LE ACTION
R EVOLVE R serial #G101356, 22 W.M.R., 4 3/8" barrel with
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original
blue, anodized and case-hardened finishes with light high edge
1316
wear, top strap and upper frame toning brown from oxidation
staining, turn ring on the cylinder and scattered handling marks.
The checkered black plastic factory grips with Rampant Colt rate near excellent with a few
light handling marks and are correctly assembly numbered to the gun. The revolver is
equipped with the standard black blade adjustable Accro factory rear sight, serrated ramp front
sight, but the spare 22 LR cylinder is not present. The New Frontiers’ are great little trail guns. (8786518) {MODERN} [Donnie Albin Collection]
(350/550)
1317. LIBERTY ARMS SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #R175, 357 Magnum, 7 1/2" barrel
with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and case-hardened finishes with a few scattered handling marks, turn ring on the cylinder and minor high edge wear. The beautiful unmarked stag grips rate excellent. A nice looking revolver in a popular caliber ready for some S.A.S.S. competition. (87851-7) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1318. ARMI F.LLI TANFOGLIO MODEL TA76 SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #032653, 22 LR, 4 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 75 – 80% original black and blue finishes with the ejector rod housing thinning to gray, thinning
finish on the frame and grip frame, in addition to handling marks and a turn ring on the cylinder. The hardwood factory grips rate near
excellent with light handling wear. The drift adjustable dovetail rear sight is missing and the revolver features a manual hammer block safety.
(87823-3) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1319. RUGER NEW MODEL SUPER SINGLE SIX REVOLVER serial #64-27127, 22 LR, 9 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue and anodized finishes with light high edge wear, turn ring on the cylinder, and scattered light
scratches. The smooth walnut factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix rate very good to excellent with light dents and scratches. The
revolver features a black blade adjustable rear sight and ramp front sight. (87870-4) {MODERN}
(250/350)
1320. BUDDIE ARMS DOUBLE DEUCE DERINGER serial #12901, 22 LR, 3" super-posed barrels with excellent bores, but the bottom barrel exhibits factory tool marks. The metal surfaces retain about 99% chrome plate with light handling marks. The white checkered
plastic grips rate good to very good with scattered soiling and light handling wear. The left panel has a small check forming at the top and
the barrel-to-frame fit is slightly loose. (87870-5) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1321. REMINGTON IROQUOIS POCKET REVOLVER, 22 RF, 2 1/4" barrel with a lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain about
75% reapplied nickel plate with most of the loss on the barrel and grip frame, along with scattered flaking finish, bubbling and oxidation
blemishes. The unmarked mother-of-pearl grips rate near excellent with a few minor stains. This fluted cylinder version of the Iroquois is
missing the trigger and few other related parts. The gun still times but does not lock up. (87535-70) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1322. DAVIS MODEL DM-22 DERINGER serial #517607, 22 W.M.R., 2 3/8" barrels with excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% black Teflon finish. The laminated hardwood factory grips rate excellent. The pistol features a cross-bolt safety and the gun
appears to have seen little if any use. Included with the gun are an original factory box, correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun,
manual and paperwork. (87870-6) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1323. STOEGER ARMS LUGER PISTOL serial #CL02098, 22 LR, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol retains about 96% original blue with most of the loss due to operational wear on the toggle plus a cleaned and cold blued area on the top of the receiver. The
checkered walnut factory grips rate excellent. The pistol is a facsimile of the famed P-08 pistol and includes a single factory magazine.
(87856-10) {MODERN}
(175/275)
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1324. COLT CIVIL WAR CENTENNIAL PISTOL serial #5509W, 22 Short, 6" barrel with an excellent bore. This single shot pistol is configured to resemble a Model 1860 Army percussion revolver on a reduced scale. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original black and
gold colored plating on the frame with a few minor handling marks, mostly around the area of the wedge. The sides of the hammer exhibit
light oxidation staining from use. The smooth walnut factory grips rate excellent. The left side of the barrel is marked "CIVIL WAR CENTENNIAL MODEL - .22 CAL. SHORT" with the right side marked with the Colt barrel address. The blue satin and gray velvet lined presentation case rates good with light handling and storage wear on the interior along with a soiled exterior, and worn and frayed edges.
(87856-11D30806) {C&R}
(125/225)
1325. RG INDUSTRIES MODEL RG31 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #Q222585, 38 Special, 2" barrel with an excellent
bore. The revolver retains about 99% original black and blue finish with a light turn ring on the cylinder and minor handling wear. The
checkered plastic factory grips with RG logo rate excellent. The revolver includes a factory box correctly end-labeled and numbered to the
gun and a manual for a different model RG pistol. (87849-65) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1326. GERMAN PPK SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY WALTHER serial #373690K, 32 ACP, 3 5/16" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% reapplied blue finish with light high edge wear and a few handling marks; the re-finish having left the slide
markings slightly light. The one-piece checkered factory plastic grips rate good to very good with a small crack at the top of the right panel
along with an impact mark below it. The correct "(eagle)/WaA 359" Waffenamt marks and "(eagle)/N" proof marks are still visible but
thinned from metal preparation, as-mentioned, as are the other markings. The scratch numbers on the slide are no longer visible and the
pistol includes a single Walther-marked magazine. (87851-8) {C&R}
(350/550)
1327. UNIQUE MODEL 52 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #486218, 22 LR, 3 3/16" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 99% original blue with strong straw color on the extractor. The checkered plastic factory grips rate excellent. The pistol
includes a single “Unique” marked magazine. This gun appears to have seen little use. (87856-7D30521) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1328. UNMARKED SPANISH BASQUE 380 CAL. SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #87339, 380 ACP, 3 3/16" barrel with an excellent bore.
The pistol retains about 96% original blue and anodized finishes with scattered scratches, dings and high edge wear. The left grip panel is
missing and the right has been crafted in white plastic with stains and light tool marks visible. The trigger assembly is missing and the pistol
includes a single 380 ACP magazine. Also included is a second Spanish marked magazine for an unknown 22 LR pistol. (87789-5) {MODERN}
(25/75)
1329. STEVENS DIAMOND NO. 43 SECOND ISSUE PISTOL serial #33772, 22 RF, 6" part round part octagon barrel with a lightly
frosted bore. The frame retains about 99% original nickel plate with light handling marks. The blue on the barrel has predominately thinned
to purple / brown with some light high edge and operational wear. The smooth walnut factory grips are correctly numbered to the gun
and rate excellent overall. The sights are present and the barrel release button is missing but the locking lug and spring are provided.
(87822-6) {C&R}
(150/250)
1330. TAU R U S MODE L 80 DOU BLE ACTION R EVOLVE R serial #933805, 38 Special, 4" barrel with light oxidation toward the
forcing cone area of the barrel. The metal surfaces retain about 80% factory blue with scattered scratches, high edge wear, a few dings
and oxidation blemishes. The hammer retains strong straw color but the trigger has mostly worn to brown with some straw present.
The grips are S&W Magna grips that rate fair to good with medium to heavy handling wear. The revolver still times and locks up correctly. (87823-7) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1331. SPANISH GARATE ANITUA DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #35956, 32-20 W.C.F., 5" pinned barrel with a slightly
frosted bore. The metal surfaces of this S&W Military & Police clone retain about 97% reapplied dull blue with light high edge wear, finish
starting to thin in areas, old pits under the new finish and a turn ring on the cylinder. The unmarked ivory grips rate very good with a few
light dings, handling marks and a small chip missing off the heel of the right panel. Markings are mostly thin but are still visible in most
areas. The revolver locks up at full cock but the cylinder drops out of the stop notch with the hammer at rest and timing is excellent; needs
mechanical attention. (87818-5) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1332. SMITH & WESSON M&P 9 SHIELD SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #HUF6816, 9mm, 3 1/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% original black finish and the polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features drift adjustable three dot sights
and a frame-mounted thumb safety. The pistol includes an extended factory magazine with grip adaptor and an Elite inside-the-waistband
nylon holster. (87857-22S19964) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1333. SMITH & WESSON M&P 9 SHIELD SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #HAK9494, 9mm, 3 1/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% original black finish and the polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features drift adjustable three dot sights
and a frame-mounted thumb safety. The pistol includes a non-factory hard case. No magazine is provided but they are still readily available.
(87857-2S19896) {MODERN}
(250/450)
1334. BROWNING AUTO-5 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #260365, 12 ga, 26" solid rib barrel choked full with a bright excellent
bore. The barrel retains 80% original blue finish having loss around the muzzle from a contaminate. The receiver is embellished in a light
scroll engraving which retains 75% original blue, having loss due to surface oxidation, pitting and some light spotting due to a contaminate.
The checkered round knob buttstock rates very good displaying some light dings and scratches along with a thin light crack emanating
from the right side of the receiver. The checkered walnut finger groove forend rates very good displaying some light dings, scratches and
having some light staining. The buttstock is fitted with an added Pachmayr hard rubber recoil pad which provides a length of pull of 13
3/4". (177249-157) {MODERN}
(200/350)
1335. MARLIN MODEL 19 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN WITH ALABAMA PRISON MARKING serial #81636, 12 ga, 21
1/2" plain barrel choked improved cylinder having a very good bright bore having a few scattered pits present. The metal surfaces have
toned to a dull gray patina having scattered brown and black freckling and pinprick pitting. The right side of the receiver is marked
"T.S.P.70". The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good plus as refinished displaying just a few light dings and scratches along
with having a very thin crack emanating from the left side of the tang. The right side of the buttstock is marked "63570/HUNTSVILLE
PRISON". The grooved walnut forend rates very good as lightly refinished long ago. (177249-70) {C&R}
(150/250)
1336. STEVE N S MODE L 94C S I NG LE BAR R E L S HOTG U N serial #MX6704, 12 ga, 32" round barrel with a very good lightly pitted
bore. The metal surfaces have toned to a dark brown patina having scattered surface oxidation. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock
rates good displaying a moderate crack on the left side and having some dings and scratches. The smooth walnut forend rates very good
displaying some light dings; the forend fit is loose. The buttstock is fitted with a homemade buttplate which is nailed to the stock.
(177663-4) {MODERN}
(25/75)
1337. MARLIN MODEL 1898 PIGEON GRADE SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #116839, 16 ga, 28" plain barrel choked full
having a very good bright bore displaying just a few light pits present. The barrel has been refinished long ago and is fading to an even
gray patina and having scattered pitting. The receiver is embellished in a light geometric scroll engraving on the right side and having three
ducks in flight which is surrounded by open scroll on the left. The right side of the action displays two pigeons in flight. The walnut pistolgrip
buttstock and forend rate very good plus as refinished long ago having some faint traces of checkering and displaying just a few light handling marks; there is a small chip missing on the left side of the forearm. The stock is fitted with its original buttplate. A nice engraved
Marlin. (177249-71) {C&R}
(350/550)
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1338. J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO. SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #21729, 12 ga, 30" plain barrel choked full having a
bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces have toned to an even gray patina having some brown freckling and scattered oxidation
stains. The smooth walnut round knob buttstock rates very good having some light chips missing from both sides of the upper tang. The
grooved forend rates very good displaying just a few light handling marks. The buttstock is fitted with a Stevens hard rubber buttplate
which has some scattered dings. The gun will require mechanical attention as the breech will not open after the gun has been fired.
(177249-95) {MODERN}
(50/150)
1339. REMINGTON MODEL 11 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #86418, 12 ga, 28" plain barrel choked full having a very good lightly
pitted bore. The metal surfaces have been refinished long ago and display an even gray brown patina having numerous scratches and
cleaned pitting. The replaced smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good displaying some light dings and scratches; the stock fits
poorly around the upper and lower tangs. The smooth walnut forend rates very good displaying some light dings and scratches. The buttstock is fitted with a hard leather slip-on recoil pad. (177249-136) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1340. MARLIN MODEL 28 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #517, 12 ga, 30" plain barrel choked full having a very good lightly pitted
bore. The metal surfaces have been cleaned long ago and have toned to a gray patina displaying scattered pinprick pitting. The smooth
walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good as lightly refinished long ago displaying some scattered dings and scratches along with some
light cracks around the wrist. The grooved forend rates very good having some light added finish. (177249-69) {MODERN} (50/150)
1341. WINCHESTER MODEL 1911 SL SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #711, 12 ga 26" nickel steel plain barrel choked full having
a bright near excellent bore. The barrel has toned to a dull gray patina having scattered traces of original blue finish. The receiver retains
50% thinning original blue finish with the balance toning to a silvery patina. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good displaying just a few light dings and having a two small cracks emanating from the upper tang. The smooth walnut forend rates very good
displaying two 4" cracks emanating from receiver. (177249-134) {C&R}
(150/250)
1342. MARLIN MODEL 1898 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #72401, 12 ga, 32" round barrel choked full having a very good
bore displaying just a few light pits. The metal surfaces have toned to an even gray patina having some light brown freckling and light oxidation stains. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate very good displaying some light dings, scratches and having
some light chips around the edges. The buttstock is not fitted with a buttplate. (177249-72) {C&R}
(100/200)
1343. WINCHESTER MODEL 1897 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #578483, 12 ga, 30" plain barrel choked full having a very
good lightly pitted bore. The barrel has toned to a gray patina displaying scattered pinprick pitting along the barrel; the magazine tube has
moderate pitting. The receiver has toned a gray brown patina having traces of original blue throughout. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good having some moderate dings and scratches along with a crack around the wrist and a repaired chip on the left side
of the triggerguard. The grooved forend rates very good plus displaying just a few light handling marks. Included is a slip-on rubber recoil
pad. (177249-55) {C&R}
(150/250)
1344. STEVENS MODEL 620 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #U60145, 12 ga, 30" plain barrel choked full having a bright near
excellent bore. The barrel has toned to a gray brown patina having some light scratches and specks of surface oxidation. The receiver
retains 65-70% original blue finish. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates near excellent displaying just a few light dings and
scratches. The checkered walnut forend rates very good displaying just a few light handling marks over a flaking thinning varnish. The buttstock is fitted with a hard rubber buttplate. (177249-86) {C&R}
(100/200)
1345. WINCHESTER MODEL 1897 TRAP SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #426720, 12 ga, 30" plain barrel choked full having
a very good bright bore. The metal surfaces have toned to a dull gray brown patina having some scattered oxidation staining and freckling.
The action is marked "TRAP GUN". The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good as refinished displaying a few cracks around
the wrist. The walnut forend rates very good as refinished displaying flat checking along with having light dings. The buttstock is fitted with
a Western Field hard rubber recoil pad. (177249-5) {MODERN}
(150/350)
1346. MOSSBERG MODEL 185D BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 20 ga, 26" plain barrel choked improved cylinder having a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces have toned to a brown patina and display a moderate coating of surface oxidation. The bolt body has toned
to a dull gray and displays moderate surface oxidation. The smooth walnut Monte Carlo stock rates very good plus displaying just a few light
dings and scratches. The buttstock is fitted with a hard rubber recoil pad which has some chips missing. (177249-151) {C&R} (75/150)
1347. MARLIN MODEL 16 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #61849, 16 ga, 28" plain barrel choked cylinder having a very good
lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces have toned to a dark brown patina displaying some light surface oxidation and tool marks. The
smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good displaying an added nail through the wrist and having dings and scratches and a
repaired chip on the left side of the toe line. The checkered forend rates very good as refinished long ago having a small chip on the left
side and having an added forend screw. The buttplate is not present and added wood filler has been added to the butt. (177249-68)
{MODERN}
(50/100)
1348. IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #91931, 12 ga, 30" plain barrel choked modified having
a very good dark bore that has some light pitting present. The metal surfaces have toned to a dull brown patina having some scattered
surface oxidation present. The smooth walnut round knob buttstock rates good displaying having multiple cracks emanating from the
upper tang and having a moderate crack emanating from the lower tang. The smooth walnut forend rates very good displaying some scattered dings and scratches. The buttstock is fitted with poorly added WFS hard rubber recoil pad. The gun will require mechanical attention
as the barrel is off face and will not fully open due to the firing pin being stuck. (177249-139) {MODERN}
(20/50)
1349. WINCHESTER MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #46214, .351 Win cal, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 90% original blue finish having loss around the muzzle and having some scattered light scratches. The receiver retains 70% original blue finish with the balance flaking to a brown oxidized patina. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates near excellent displaying
just a few light handling marks. The smooth walnut forend rates very good displaying two 4" cracks emanating from the frame. Gun is
drilled and tapped and mounted is a Tasco Supercon 3-9x40 rifle scope having a range finding reticle with very good bright optics, unfortunately the top windage adjustment has broken off. There is no magazine present. (177249-225) {C&R}
(150/300)
1350. RIVERSIDE ARMS DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #26947, 12 ga, 28 3/4" solid rib barrels choked improved cylinder
and improved cylinder having very good bright bores. The metal surfaces have toned to an even brown patina having some light surface oxidation and faint traces of original blue. The checkered round knob buttstock rates very good having scattered dings scratches and some chips
and cracks on both sides of the cheeks. The checkered walnut forend rates very good displaying just a few light dings; both stocks have flat
and worn checkering. The buttstock is fitted with a hard rubber buttplate which has a few light dings present. (177544-3) {C&R} (100/200)
1351. N.R. DAVIS & SONS DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #24, 12 ga, 20 1/2" damascus barrels choked improved cylinder
and modified having very good dark bores with moderate pinprick pitting. The barrels have toned to an even brown patina having some
scattered scratches, surface oxidation and having some white paint on the left barrel; the right muzzle has a small chip missing. The frame
has toned to an oxidized brown patina. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good displaying some light moderate dings
and having two 3" cracks emanating toward the wrist on both sides. The left side of the buttstock is marked "W.F.& CO. NO.3". The checkered walnut forend rates very good displaying moderate dings and scratches. (177544-19) {MODERN}
(50/100)
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1352. REMINGTON APACHE 77 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #A2343412, 22 LR, 19 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 85% of their original matte black finish having a thin scattered coating of surface oxidation present. The Seneca green
pistolgrip synthetic stock rates very good displaying numerous scratches and light dings. Included is a ten round magazine. (177385-7)
{MODERN}
(125/175)
1353. WINCHESTER MODEL 1897 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #568305, 12 ga, 28" round barrel choked full with a good bore
having pitting its full length. The barrel has toned to a dull gray patina having some rub marks along with some light oxidation staining. The
receiver has toned to a silvery gray brown patina having some oxidation freckles and some light pinprick pitting. The smooth walnut pistolgrip
buttstock rates very good displaying some light cracks emanating from the frame along with some light dings. The grooved walnut forend rates
very good plus having some light dings. The buttstock is fitted with its original hard rubber buttplate. (177249-2) {C&R}
(200/300)
1354. WINCHESTER MODEL 1887 LEVER ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1311, 12 ga, 29" plain barrel with a very good moderately
pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% of its re-applied blue finish having some light scratches and scattered specks of surface oxidation. The smooth walnut round knob buttstock and forend panels rate very good plus having been refinished long ago. The buttstock
(200/350)
is fitted with a widow's peak buttplate which provides a length of pull of 13". (177249-162) {MODERN}
1355. SAVAGE MODEL 99 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #25.229, 30-30, 20" barrel with a moderately frosted bore. The metal surfaces have been refinished long ago and have toned to a dull brown patina having scattered pitting and surface oxidation. The buttstock
rates poor having a moderate crack on the left side causing the stock to be loose. The forend rates very good displaying some light dings.
(177249-82) {C&R}
(100/250)
1356. AMERICAN IMPORTS MODEL 30R SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #295064, 12 ga, 20" plain barrel choked improved
cylinder with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish having slight loss on the magazine tube from operational use. The smooth walnut Monte Carlo pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate excellent displaying just a few light handling
marks. The buttstock is fitted with a slightly oversized hard rubber buttplate. The gun functions well mechanically but the barrel band is
missing. (177082-18) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1357. WINCHESTER MODEL 1893 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #380, 12 ga, 21" barrel with a very good lightly pitted bore.
The barrel retains 85% of its added blue finish which is slightly toning to gray. The receiver retains 50% of its mottled cold blue which is
mixing into a gray finish. The smooth walnut round knob pistolgrip buttstock rates near excellent as refinished long ago displaying just a
few light handling marks. The grooved forend rates very good displaying just a few light handling marks. A nice low numbered model 1893.
(177249-6) {C&R}
(300/500)
1358. REMINGTON MODEL 141 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #57573, 25 Rem, 22" barrel with a very good lightly frosted bore. The
barrel and frame have toned to an even gray patina having some traces of original blue in the protected areas. The smooth walnut pistolgrip
buttstock rates very good displaying a few glass inlaid animal scenes which include a snake, birds, rabbit, and moose; some of the inlays
have broken loose and are missing. The stock has two cracks on both sides of the cheeks and two 3" cracks on the toe line. The forend
rates very good displaying just a few light handling marks. The rifle is fitted with is original front sight, rear sight has been replaced with a
slot blank and there is an added dovetail slot behind the rear sight. (177249-281) {MODERN}
(175/250)
1359. CUSTOM REMINGTON MODEL 141 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #51354, .30-06, 22" barrel with a very good bore that
shows some light pitting. The gun is fitted with a 1903 Rock Island Arsenal barrel, it retains 75-80% of its added blue finish. The receiver
has been refinished long ago displaying 60% added blue having some light scattered pitting and having seven added holes on the left
side, four of them have been filled in. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good as refinished long ago having some light
dings and scratches and two cracks on both sides of the wrist. The forend rates very good plus displaying just a few light handling marks.
(177249-282) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1360. ITHACA MODEL M-66 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #30105, 12 ga, 28" plain barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
barrel retains 99% of its original blue finish displaying just a few extremely light handling marks. The receiver retains 99% of its original matte
black finish. The smooth walnut buttstock and forend rate excellent. This shotgun is in excellent condition. (177758-7) {MODERN} (100/200)
1361. HARRINGTON AND RICHARDSON FOLDING SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #F14526, 20 ga, 26" plain barrel
choked full with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 97% original blue finish having some light specks of surface oxidation and some
cleaned spots due to pitting. The frame retains 90% of its case-hardened colors. The smooth round knob buttstock and forend rate very
good plus having some light scratches, a 1" crack emanating from the upper tang and having a slightly flaking varnish. The gun functions
well and would be excellent for a backpacking or a camping trip. (177721-34D31291) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1362. WESTERN FIELD MODEL 550ABD SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #H525615, 12 ga, 28" plain barrel C-lect-choked
having a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original blue finish displaying just a few light scattered handling marks.
The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate very good plus displaying just a few light handling marks. (177758-20)
{MODERN}
(150/300)
1363. ROSSI OVERLAND DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #T126419/4620, 12 ga, 20" barrels both choked improved cylinder
having bright excellent bores. The barrels and frame retain 98% original blue finish displaying just a few scattered light handling marks.
The hammers display some light pinprick pitting and appear to have been refinished. The smooth walnut round knob buttstock and beavertail forend rate near excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. (177758-10) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1364. STEPHEN GRANT ROOK RIFLE serial #3497, .300, 28" octagon barrel with a very good lightly frosted bore. The barrel has toned
to a dull gray brown patina having some scattered surface oxidation and staining. The frame, side lever, hammer and triggerguard have
toned to a pleasing gray brown patina. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good as refinished long ago which
has left the metal proud of the wood, displaying just a few light scattered handling marks and dings. The buttstock is fitted with a steel
widow's peak buttplate which has toned to a gray patina. (177034-48) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
1365. MARLIN MODEL 336 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #18016234, 30-30, 20" micro-groove barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel retains 99% original blue finish. The receiver retains 98% original blue finish having the slightest finish loss on the high edges.
The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate near excellent displaying just a few extremely light handling marks. A nice rifle.
(177758-14) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1366. W.L. EVANS CONVERTED PERCUSSION PISTOL 54 cal, 8 1/2" barrel with a moderately oxidized bore. The barrel has toned
to a dark brown patina having some light silvering on the lower edges and having some moderate pitting primarily near the hammer. The
sidelock displays a dark brown patina mixing with a goldenrod color having some light pitting; it is marked "W.L. EVANS/ V.FORGE". The
hammer has toned to a dull brown patina showing a night scroll engraving. The backstrap, triggerguard and barrel band that displays a
nice brown patina having some scattered pinprick pitting. The smooth walnut stock rates good plus as refined many years ago displaying
some light cracks dings and a repaired crack through the wrist. The gun will require mechanical attention as the hammer will only function
when it's half cocked. (177659-5) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
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1367. WHITNEY PHOENIX BREECH LOADING RIFLE serial #88, 44 RF, 30" octagon barrel with a very good bore having light pitting
its full length. The barrel has toned to a brown patina having some silvering and scattered pitting along with displaying some surface oxidation where the forend meets the barrel. The frame has toned to a dark brown patina; there are two added holes on the upper tang and
the tang screw shows a modern replacement. The smooth walnut buttstock rates very good displaying multiple repaired cracks around the
buttplate along with having a large chip on the right side of the upper tang; the stock as also been refinished long ago leaving the metal
proud of the wood. The smooth walnut forend rates very good displaying numerous tiny dings. The buttstock is fitted with a crescent steel
buttplate which has toned to a brown patina. (177249-120) {ANTIQUE}
(250/450)
1368. WINCHESTER MODEL 1911 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN TWO BARREL SET serial #20205, 12 ga, 26" nickel steel plain
barrel choked cylinder having a very good bright bore with a few very light specks of surface oxidation. The barrel retains 75% original
blue finish having moderate scratches and surface oxidation and loss due to operational use. The second barrel is a 12 ga, 26" nickel steel
plain barrel choked full having a very good bore with some light oxidation. The barrel retains 70% original blue having some light surface
oxidation and light pitting. The receiver retains 75% original blue finish having some scattered surface oxidation. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good displaying some light scattered dings and handling marks. Both forearms rate very good having a few
cracks emanating from the frame. The buttstock is fitted with an added hard rubber recoil pad which provides a length of pull of 14".
(177470-13) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1369. WINCHESTER MODEL 90 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #597779, .22 long, 24" octagon barrel with a pitted bore. The metal
surfaces have toned to an even gray brown patina having some moderate pitting and dings; the magazine collar is broken and has been
poorly re-welded. The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock rates good to very good displaying numerous dings and scratches also having
a cracked wrist that has been repaired with small nails. The grooved forend rates very good plus displaying just a few light handling marks.
(177711-8) {C&R}
(75/150)
1370. DAN WESSON TWO-TRIGGER RIFLE serial #823, 32 RF, 24" octagon barrel with a lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces have
toned to a dark brown oxidized patina having some silvering on the high edges. The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock rates good displaying two long cracks on the left side of the wrist and having a rough added finish throughout. The buttplate is not present. The gun
locks up loose and the gun functions poorly mechanically. (177249-253) {ANTIQUE}
(25/100)
1371. REMINGTON MODEL 572 FIELDMASTER 150TH ANNIVERSARY SLIDE ACTION RIFLE 22 L,S,LR, 23 1/2" barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish displaying just a few extremely faint handling marks. The left
side of the receiver is marked "REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY/1816-1966/150TH ANNIVERSARY". The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate excellent. Included is the original box, manual and hang tag. (177785-40) {C&R}
(200/300)
1372. H&R MODEL 490 TOPPER JR SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN 20 ga, 26" plain barrel choked modified having a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue having what appears to be heat discoloration due to an added forend lug. The frame
retains 98% original case-hardened colors having just a few light specks of surface oxidation. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates
very good displaying just a few light scratches and dings. The forend rates very good displaying two added screws that attach to the forearm lug. (177785-5) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1373. FRAN K WE S SON 4TH TYPE TWO TR IGG E R R I FLE serial #1221, 38RF, 24" octagon barrel with a lightly pitted bore. The
metal surfaces have toned to an even gray brown patina having scattered oxidation staining. The smooth straight grip buttstock rates
good to very good having scattered dings and a few light cracks. The gun locks up very loose and the hammer fails to lock into place.
(177249-235) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1374. FRANK WESSON 1ST TYPE DOUBLE TRIGGER RIFLE serial #521, 38RF, 24" octagon barrel with a lightly pitted bore. The barrel has toned to dull gray brown patina having some silvering on the high edges. The frame is an even gray brown patina displaying an amateur
flame torched-job to mimic somewhat, a color case-hardened finish. The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock rates very good having some
light cracks on both sides of the wrist and having five mother-of-pearl geometric inserts inlayed into the stock. The rifle is fitted with is original
front blade sight and 250 yard rear sight. The barrel is loose and the gun functions well. (177249-232) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1375. FRANK WESSON 4TH TYPE DOUBLE TRIGGER RIFLE serial #5411, 38 RF, 24" octagon barrel with a dark oxidized bore.
The barrel toned to a dark brown patina having scattered pitting and oxidation stains. The receiver has toned to a dark brown patina having
some light pinprick pitting and showing some light damage on the left side. The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock rates very good displaying a 2" crack on the left side along with having a few light dings and scratches. The rifle is missing its front sight. The gun will require
mechanical attention as the barrel fails to close. (177249-234) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1376. FRANK WESSON 1ST TYPE DOUBLE TRIGGER RIFLE serial #264, 32 RF, 24" octagon barrel with a very dark oxidized bore.
The barrel has toned to a dark brown patina having scattered surface oxidation pitting. The frame displays an even gray brown patina having some scattered oxidation stains. The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock rates very good displaying just a few light dings and scratches along with having a small hole on the left side of the stock. The gun will require mechanical attention as the barrels fail to open and the
hammer spur has broken off. (177249-233) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1377. MARLIN MODEL 1898 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #63977, 12 ga, 21" shortened barrel, un-choked having a very good
bore with light pitting present. The barrel, which is numbered to a different gun, has toned dull brown patina having scattered specks of
surface oxidation and stains. The receiver has toned to a light gray patina having some scattered brown freckles and silvering on the edges.
The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good displaying just a few light dings and scratches along with a 1/4" x 1" sliver removed
from the right side of the upper tang. The grooved walnut forend rates very good displaying just a few light dings. The stock is fitted with
a Pachmayr hard rubber recoil pad. (177249-67) {MODERN}
(100/150)
1378. WINCHESTER MODEL 68 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 short, 27" barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The barrel has toned
to an even brown patina having some light rub marks and specks of surface oxidation. The triggerguard and bolt display some traces of
original chrome plated finish with the majority displaying a brown patina. The smooth walnut finger groove stock rates very good displaying
scattered dings and scratches. The stock is fitted with its original Winchester hard rubber buttplate. (177785-26) {C&R}
(100/200)
1379. BANNERMAN AND SONS SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #7142, 12 ga, 30" damascus barrel choked full having a very
good lightly pitted bore. The Spencer barrel displays a faint damascus pattern which is blending with a pleasing brown patina. The receiver
has toned to a gray brown patina having some light oxidation stains and light dings. The checkered buttstock has been replaced with a
nice piece of walnut which displays just a few light dings and scratches. The brown synthetic forend rates very good displaying just a few
light handling marks. (177249-104) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1380. SPENCER ARMS MODEL 1886 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1876, 12 ga, 28 1/2" barrel choked cylinder having a
good bore with light pitting its full length. The barrel displays a bright gray patina with an extremely faint damascus pattern. The receiver
has been cleaned long ago, it displays a dull gray patina having some light pinprick pitting. The walnut round knob buttstock rates very
good as refinished displaying just a few light handling marks and having some custom bordering but has not been checkered. The grooved
walnut forend rates very good displaying just a few light handling marks. The left side of the magazine slide has been re-welded and there
is an added screw on the left side of the receiver. (177249-96) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
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1381. SPENCER ARMS MODEL 1886 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN 12 ga, 32" damascus barrel with a very good lightly pitted bore.
The barrel has a faint damascus pattern which is blending with a dark gray brown patina. The receiver displays a gray patina having some
light pitting. The magazine tube has been re-welded to the barrel. The smooth walnut round knob buttstock rates very good as refinished
long ago displaying scattered dings and scratches. The forend is in similar condition. (177249-108) {ANTIQUE}
(150/200)
1382. WINCHESTER MODEL 1897 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #167525, 12 ga, 32" custom rifled barrel choked full having
a very good lightly pitted bore. The barrel has toned to a silvery gray brown patina having some scattered oxidation stains and brown freckles. The receiver has toned to a light gray patina having some light tool and impact marks. The smooth walnut round knob buttstock rates
very good as lightly refinished long ago having two 1" cracks on both sides of the wrist emanating from the frame. The grooved forend
rates very good displaying some light handling marks and having finish loss. (177249-1) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1383. WINCHESTER MODEL 1911 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #35868, 12 ga, 28" plain barrel with a very good lightly oxidized
bore. The barrel has toned to a gray patina having some scattered freckling, rub marks and having traces of original blue. The receiver has
toned to a bright gray patina having some light oxidation and oil stains. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good
displaying just a few light cracks. The smooth walnut finger groove forend rates very good as refinished displaying a few long with-thegrain cracks. The buttstock is missing its original buttplate but it fitted with a leather slip-on recoil pad. (177249-133) {C&R} (200/300)
1384. BANNERMAN AND SONS MODEL 1886 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #11308, 12 ga, 30" plain barrel choked modified having a lightly pitted bore. The barrel has toned to a dark brown patina having a faint damascus pattern with some light surface oxidation. The receiver displays a light gray brown patina having scattered pitting; there are modern replaced screws on the left side. The
smooth walnut round knob buttstock rates very good as refinished displaying a few light dings and having two repaired cracks around the
wrist. The grooved forend rates very good displaying just a few light handling marks. (177249-107) {C&R}
(100/200)
1385. BANNERMAN AND SONS MODEL 1886 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #6384, 12 ga, 29" damascus barrel choked
cylinder having a lightly pitted bore. The barrel has toned to a dark brown patina having some scattered surface oxidation and traces of
added blue finish in the protected areas. The receiver has toned to a dull brown oxidized patina. The smooth walnut round knob buttstock
rates very good displaying some light dings and scratches along with having a 2" crack emanating toward the wrist from the lower tang;
the stock was refinished long ago and the added finish is crazing. The checkered walnut forend rates very good as refinished displaying
scattered dings. (177249-89) {C&R}
(150/200)
1386. ECLIPSE GUN COMPANY DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #189486, 12 ga, 32" matted rib barrels choked modified
and improved cylinder having pitted bores. The barrels display an even gray brown patina having scattered brown freckling. The frame
and locks have toned to a gray brown patina having some light surface oxidation. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very
good displaying numerous dings, scratches, water spotting and having some light cracks around the edges. The splinter forend rates good
having moderate chips and dings. The gun locks up very loose. (177249-335) {C&R}
(50/150)
1387. WINCHESTER MODEL 1911 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #1641, 12 ga, 26" plain barrel choked full having a bright near
excellent bore. The barrel has toned to a light gray having some scattered rub marks and light specks of surface oxidation. The receiver
retains about 75% original blue finish having loss due to light scratches and edge wear. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very
good displaying just a few light handling marks and having two light cracks emanating from the upper tang. The smooth walnut forend
rates very good displaying just a few light handling marks over a flaking varnish. The buttstock is fitted with a Jostam hard rubber recoil
pad. (177249-135) {C&R}
(150/250)
1388. WINCHESTER MODEL 1906 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #448702, 22 S,L,LR, 20" barrel with a bright near excellent bore.
The barrel retains about 20% original blue finish with the balance toning to a mottled brown gray patina having scattered specks of surface
oxidation and a small 1" grind spot near the rear sight. The frame has toned to a mottled brown patina having some scattered oxidation
stains. The smooth walnut buttstock rates very good displaying a long 7" with-the-grain crack on both sides of the toe line which has been
slightly repaired with a nail, there is also 2" crack on the left side of the wrist and the left cheek is marked "RH". The grooved walnut forend
rates very good displaying scattered dings. Rifle is fitted with its original sights. (177762-3) {C&R}
(150/250)
1389. UNMARKED PERCUSSION HALF STOCK SPORTING RIFLE 50 cal, 32" octagon barrel with a lightly frosted bore. The
metal surfaces have toned to an even gray brown patina having scatted oxidation stains. The hammer and lock display a brown patina
having some silvering on the edges. The smooth half stock birch stock rates very good displaying just a few light handling marks. The
stock is fitted with a fancy patch box. The rifle is fitted with a front blade sight and a Marbles rear; there are two added holes behind the
front sight. (177249-158) {ANTIQUE}
(25/75)
1390. STEVENS NO.5 TIP UP RIFLE serial #23256, 22 RF, 24" octagon barrel with a pitted bore. The metal surfaces have faded to a
mottled brown patina having some light silvering on the high edges and some light surface oxidation. The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock rates very good as refinished long ago displaying a repaired crack around the wrist and having a couple of small chips around the
tang. The gun is fitted with its original sights. The barrel-to-frame fit is loose. (177249-325) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
1391. SPRINGFIELD ARMORY MODEL 1884 TRAPDOOR CARBINE serial #351437, 45-70, 22" barrel with a pitted bore. The
barrel and lock have toned to a bright gray patina having some scattered oxidation stains and pitting. The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock rates very good as refinished long ago displaying scattered dings, scratches and along with having just a few minimal cracks. Rifle
is fitted with its original front sight but the rear sight is missing. (177249-117) {ANTIQUE}
(150/350)
1392. SPENCER MODEL 1889 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1845, 12 ga, 24" shortened damascus barrel un-choked having
a pitted bore. The barrel displays a light damascus pattern with the balance of the barrel displaying a brown patina with having scattered
brown freckles. The receiver has toned to a silvery brown patina. The smooth walnut round knob buttstock rates good plus having been
refinished long ago leaving the metal proud of the wood; it displays just a few light dings and a crack through the wrist which has been
repaired with nails. (177249-90) {ANTIQUE}
(100/150)
1393. UNMARKED BELGIAN SINGLE SHOT MARTINI ACTION “RIFLE” 44 CF shot, 22" smooth bore barrel with a very good
lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces are an overall dull brown patina having scattered surface oxidation. The checkered walnut straight
grip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying just a few light scattered dings. The buttstock is fitted with a Winchester hard rubber
buttplate. (177249-331) {C&R}
(75/150)
1394. WINCHESTER MODEL 1903 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #36463, 22 LR, 20" barrel with a lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces are evenly covered in surface oxidation having some light traces of original blue in the protected areas. The checkered walnut straight
grip buttstock rates very good displaying three 4" with-the-grain cracks emanating from the frame and upper tang. The smooth walnut
forend rates very good displaying just a few light dings and scratches. A magazine tube is included. The rifle is missing its front and rear
sights. The gun will require mechanical attention as the trigger mechanism is not working. (177249-228) {C&R}
(25/100)
1395. BANNERMAN MODEL 1900 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #2008, 30" damascus barrel choked full having a lightly pitted bore. The barrel has toned to a brown patina having scattered spots of surface oxidation and light dings. The frame displays a silvery
brown patina having some scattered oxidation stains. The smooth walnut round knob buttstock rates very good as refinished long ago displaying scattered dings, scratches and having 3" crack on the left side of the upper tang. The grooved forend rates very good displaying
just a few light dings and scratches. (177249-94) {C&R}
(100/150)
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1396. UNMARKED FLOBERT DOUBLE TRIGGER RIFLE serial #1735, 22 RF, 24" octagon barrel with a very good bore. The metal
surface display an even gray-dark brown patina having some scattered light oxidation. The smooth walnut round knob stock rates very
good displaying some light scattered dings and scratches. (177249-327) {C&R}
(25/50)
1397. HYDE SHATTUCK DOUBLE TRIGGER SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #316, 12 ga, 30" damascus barrel choked
improved cylinder having a lightly pitted bore. The barrel has toned to a silvery gray patina having some scattered brown freckles and a
light damascus pattern. There is a step at the transition of the sleeve 5" from the breech. The frame and triggerguard have toned to a gray
brown patina having some light silvering. The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock rates good, displays a full wrap-around brass repair
around the wrist and has scattered cracks around the butt and emanating from the tang; there is also a small chip on the toeline. The gun
locks up loose and the hammer spur has broken away. (177249-238) {ANTIQUE}
(20/50)
1398. QUACKENBUSH SAFETY SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 22 RF, 22" barrel with a lightly frosted bore having just a few light pits its full
length. The metal surfaces have toned to a gray patina having some brown freckling and having some minor surface oxidation, the frame displays some light traces of nickel plated finish. The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock rates very good displaying just a few light dings and
having two cracks emanating from the upper tang. The buttstock is fitted with a crescent steel buttplate. (177249-311) {C&R} (150/250)
1399. REMINGTON MODEL 870 WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1201092W, 16 ga, 28" plain barrel
choked modified with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish having loss due to a few light handling
marks. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent with the exception of just a few light handling marks.
(177785-22) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1400. REMINGTON MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #144629, 22 S,L,LR, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel
retains about 40% original blue finish with the balance toning to a grey brown patina and having some light scattered tool marks. The frame
retains 70% original blue finish displaying some light scratches and having some light heat discoloration. The smooth walnut straight grip
buttstock rates very good displaying scattered dings and scratches. The grooved walnut forend rates very good displaying just a few light
handling marks. The buttplate has cracked and only 1/2 of it is still intact. (177676-2) {MODERN}
(100/250)
1401. CRESCENT ARMS MOHAWK SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1898, 12 ga, 30" solid rib barrel choked full having a good
pitted bore. The metal surfaces have toned to a dark oxidized brown patina while the frame exhibits some light silvering; the frame is missing a screw. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good displaying scattered dings and scratches over a dark varnish. The
grooved forend rates very good displaying a few dings. The buttstock is fitted with a hard rubber buttplate which has chipped on the toeline. (177249-100) {C&R}
(20/50)
1402. STEVENS MODEL 311 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #D340892, 20 ga, 28" solid rib barrels choked full and
improved cylinder having bright excellent bores. The barrels retain 99% original blue finish displaying just a few light handling marks.
The boxlock frame retains 99% of its vivid case-hardened colors. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and semi beavertail forend
rate excellent with the exception of a few very light handling marks. The gun features double triggers, automatic safety and extractors.
(177758-1) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1403. REMINGTON MODEL 722 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #288311, .222 Rem, 22 1/2" barrel with a very good bore having a few
light pits present. The barrel retains 95% original blue finish displaying just a few light scratches and specks of surface oxidation. The
receiver retains 96% original blue having loss due to previously mounted scope bases. The bolt has been relieved slightly due to a previously mounted scope. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good plus, it displaying just a few light handling marks and has two
added diamond shaped inlays on both sides of the stock. The rifle is not fitted with an original front sight and the rear sight is not present.
(177785-8) {C&R}
(250/350)
1404. STOEGER COACH GUN BOXLOCK SHOTGUN serial #C643394-10, 12 ga, 20" barrels choked improved cylinder and modified
having bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish displaying just a few light handling marks. The checkered
walnut pistolgrip buttstock and beavertail forend rate excellent with the exception of having just a few light handling marks. The gun locks
up tight and functions well mechanically. (177779-4) {MODERN}
(250/350)
1405. RICHLAND MODEL 707 BOXLOCK SHOTGUN serial #9999, 20 ga, 26" solid rib Vickers English steel barrels choked modified
and improved cylinder with very good bright bores. The barrels retain about 50% original blue finish having loss toward the breech ends
that is mixing with scattered surface oxidation and a few areas toning to a brown patina. The boxlock frame retains about 40% of its casehardened colors with the balance flaking to a gray patina. The triggerguard appears to have been replaced long ago and is missing a screw.
The walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good displaying some dings and scratches along with having a flaking varnish, added hole on
the toe line and a 2" crack emanating from the lower tang; the stock displays a full length geometric etched design on the right side with
punch-dot shaded background. The frame-to-wood fit is slightly loose and has been lightly filled in with wood filler. The forend is in similar
condition having the same design. The buttstock is fitted with a hard rubber butt pad which has minor chips and cracks present. The gun
features double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. (177340-18) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1406. ALLE N AN D WH E E LOCK POCKET PE RCU S S ION R EVOLVE R serial #366, 28 Cal, 3" octagon barrel with a good to very
good bore having pitting its full length. The barrel and frame are toned to a gray patina having scattered freckling and scattered specks
of surface oxidation. The cylinder has toned to a dull gray patina having scattered brown freckles and still displays traces of its original
cylinder scene. The walnut two-piece grips which are numbered to the gun rate very good, likely refinished long ago displaying just a
few light dings and wear on the corners. Some of the screw heads show some light slot damage. The gun functions well mechanically.
(176889-103) {ANTIQUE}
(250/350)
1407. ALLEN AND WHEELOCK BELT MODEL PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #194, .32 Cal, 5" barrel with a very good pitted bore.
The barrel and frame display an even gray patina having scattered brown freckles and light pitting. The cylinder displays a dark gray patina having
traces of its original cylinder scene. The smooth walnut grips rate very good displaying some light scratches and some lower edge wear. Some
of the screws show some slight slot damage. The gun functions slightly rough and the timing is off. (176889-98) {ANTIQUE}
(250/350)
1408. WINCHESTER MODEL 1906 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #719477, 22 S,L,LR, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% of a quality reapplied blue finish displaying just a few light handling marks and having slight loss due to operational use. The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock and forend rate near excellent as lightly refinished long ago displaying just a few light
handling marks. The buttstock is fitted with its original hard rubber buttplate. (177794-1) {C&R}
(200/300)
1409. STOEGER OUTBACK OVER UNDER SHOTGUN serial #J251643-10, 12 ga, 20" ventilated rib barrels with screw-in chokes having
bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish displaying just a few extremely faint handling marks. The checkered
walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying no signs of handling. The gun features a single selective trigger, automatic
safety and extractors. Included is the original box and two chokes: modified and improved cylinder. (177789-23) {MODERN}
(300/400)
1410. REMINGTON MODEL 870 EXPRESS SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #X086416M, 12 ga, 28" ventilated rib Rem choke
barrel having a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% of their original matte black finish displaying some scattered specks
of surface oxidation and handling marks. The checkered walnut birch pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying just a few
faint handling marks. The included choke is full, but unfortunately it is seized. (177666-77) {MODERN}
(200/300)
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1411. SAVAGE MODEL 93R17 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #0774479, 17 HMR, 21" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue finish displaying just a few very light handling marks. The black synthetic pistolgrip buttstock rates excellent. Included is a single removable magazine. (177791-14) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1412. A.H. FOX STERLINGWORTH BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #95346, 12 ga, 20" shortened solid rib barrels choked
cylinder and cylinder having very good bright bores. The barrels have toned to an even gray patina having moderate brown freckles and
light pitting. The boxlock frame has toned to a gray patina having moderate pinprick pitting. The smooth round knob pistolgrip buttstock
rates very good as refinished long ago displaying just a few light handling marks. The forend rates very good displaying just a few light
dings and is showing slight separation from the forend iron. The buttstock is fitted with an added hard rubber recoil pad. The gun features
double triggers, non-automatic safety and extractors. (177676-1) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1413. FN BROWNING STANDARD GRADE SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #48170, 12 ga, 21" plain barrel with rifled sights,
choked cylinder having a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% professional added blue finish displaying some light scratches, specks of surface oxidation and some lower edge wear. The buttstock has been replaced with a smooth walnut straight grip stock that
displays a 1"x2" repair to the toe line that has been affixed with a screw; there is also a cross bolt repair to the wrist and two 1" cracks
emanating from the tang. The forend rates very good displaying just a few light cracks and dings from the years of use. The buttstock is
fitted with a worn Sears hard rubber recoil pad. (177755-4) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1414. WINCHESTER MODEL 1897 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #340480, 12 ga, 22" barrel with an added screw-in choke
having a very good lightly pitted bore. The barrel retains 40% thinning original blue finish having scattered scratches. The receiver has
toned to an even gray brown patina having some light specks of surface oxidation. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good
as refinished displaying two 3" with-the-grain cracks on both sides of the wrist; there was a large chip on the toe line which has been
nicely sanded and rounded to the stock. The grooved forend rates very good displaying just a few light handling marks. The included choke
is modified. (177676-7) {C&R}
(100/200)
1415. FABRIQUE NATIONALE MODEL 24 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #84830, 22 LR, 19" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
barrel retains 70% original blue finish with some light scratches and scattered specks of surface oxidation. The frame has toned to a brown
gray patina having some light surface oxidation and edge wear. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good displaying moderate dings and scratches. The forend is in similar condition having one added hole and sling swivel. The gun functions well mechanically.
(177657-33) {C&R}
(75/150)
1416. JAMES WARNER SECOND MODEL POCKET PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #810, 3 3/4" barrel with a very good
lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces have toned to a even gray patina having some scattered brown freckles and spots of pinprick pitting.
The smooth two piece grips rate excellent as replaced displaying just a few light handling marks. The gun functions mechanically sluggish.
(176889-190) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
1417. REMINGTON BEALS 1ST MODEL PERCUSSION REVOLVER 31 Cal, 3" octagon barrel with a lightly pitted bore. The metal
surfaces have toned to an even gray brown patina having some lightly scattered pinprick pitting. The German silver triggerguard rates very
good displaying some light tarnishing and light tool marks. The gutta percha grips rate near excellent displaying just a few faint handling
marks. The gun functions well mechanically. (176889-227) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
1418. ALLEN & WHEELOCK SIDE HAMMER POCKET REVOLVER serial #272, 28 Cal. 3 3/4" barrels having a very good lightly
pitted bore. The barrel and frame have toned to an even gray brown patina having some silvering on the high edges. The cylinder has
toned to an even gray patina, but still displaying traces of its original cylinder scene. The smooth walnut grips rate very good as replaced
long ago displaying just a few light handling marks. The gun functions well mechanically. (176889-99) {ANTIQUE}
(250/350)
1419. REMINGTON BEALS 2ND MODEL PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #194, .31 cal, 3" octagon barrel with a pitted bore.
The metal surfaces have toned to dark brown patina having some light silvering on the high edges and some oxidation stains. The walnut
grips rate very good displaying just a few light handling marks. (176889-260) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1420. WINCHESTER MODEL 1904 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 short & long, 21" barrel with a dark oxidized and pitted bore. The metal
surfaces have toned to a dark brown oxidized patina. The smooth walnut straight grip stock rates good plus displaying a 4" crack on the
right side of the stock and having a 5" crack on the left side that has been repaired with adhesive tape. The gun is missing its front sight
and the rear is still intact. (177712-10) {C&R}
(25/100)
1421. REMINGTON MODEL 25 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #283941, 22 LR, 22" barrel with a very light pitted bore. The metal surfaces display an even brown patina having some scattered specks of surface oxidation. The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock and
forend rate very good displaying just a few light scattered dings over a dark varnish. The buttstock is fitted with an added unmarked hard
rubber buttplate. The gun will require mechanical attention as the bolt is missing. (177712-25) {C&R}
(25/75)
1422. WINCHESTER MODEL 1897 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #120386, 12 ga, 30" barrel with a bright near excellent bore.
The barrel has toned to an even brown patina having some light surface oxidation, scratches and traces of original blue in the protected
areas. The smooth walnut round knob buttstock rates very good displaying just a few light handling marks over an added varnish. The
grooved walnut forend rates very good displaying just a few light handling marks. (177711-3) {C&R}
(150/250)
1423. REMINGTON MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #81932, 22 LR, 22" barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The barrel
retains 60% original blue finish displaying some silvering on the barrel due to operational use and having some scattered light scratches.
The receiver has toned to a brown patina having some surface oxidation and light tool marks. The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock
rates good plus displaying numerous dings with no finish remaining; the buttstock is missing its crescent steel buttplate. The forend rates
very good displaying a large ding on the right side. Rifle is fitted with its original front sight but the rear is missing. The gun will require
mechanical attention as the bolt is missing. (177712-3) {MODERN}
(25/75)
1424. REMINGTON MODEL 12-B SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #207332, 22 Short, 23" octagon barrel with a pitted bore. The barrel
has toned to a brown patina having some silvering and light impact marks on the high edges. The receiver has been cleaned and left to
a bright pewter patina displaying some original blue near the takedown screw. The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock rates very good
displaying multiple dings and a 3" crack on both sides of the wrist emanating from the frame. The grooved forend rates very good displaying a 1" crack and a few light dings. The buttplate displays a large chip at the toe line. The rifle is missing its front and rear sight, as well
as the magazine collar. The gun will require mechanical attention as the bolt is missing. (177712-7) {C&R}
(25/50)
1425. WINCHESTER MODEL 1904 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 short, 21" barrel with a plugged bore. The metal surfaces have toned
to an even dark brown patina having some light tool marks along the right side of the barrel. The smooth walnut straight grip stock rates
very good displaying moderate dings and scratches over a thinning varnish. The stock is fitted with a crescent steel buttplate which has
toned to a dull brown patina with scattered oxidation stains. (177712-5) {C&R}
(10/25)
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1426. WINCHESTER MODEL 1906 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #552753, .22 LR, 20" barrel that has been threaded at the muzzle
having a lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces have toned to an even brown patina having some light silvering on the high edges and
some light specks of surface oxidation. The smooth straight grip buttstock displays a large cut and gouge around the stock, possibly being
a repair. The grooved forend rates very good displaying just a few light handling marks. The tang displays two added screws and the rifle
is fitted with its original sights; the rear sight elevator is not present as well as the buttplate. (177762-2) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1427. TAURUS MODEL 62 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #XF1691, 22 LR, 23" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 99% original blue finish displaying just a few light handling marks. The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock and grooved forend
rate excellent with the exception of having a few extremely light handling marks. (177791-15) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1428. REMINGTON MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #258915, 22 S,L,LR, 22" barrel with a lightly pitted bore. The metal
surfaces have toned to a gray brown patina having some scattered specks of surface oxidation. The smooth walnut straight grip stock rates
very good having been shortened along the comb line along with two 3" cracks along the toeline emanating from the buttplate. The
grooved forend rates very good displaying some scattered dings along with two holes on both sides due to the forearms screws being
missing. The gun is fitted with its original front sight, the rear is missing. The gun will require mechanical attention as the bolt is not present.
(177712-2) {C&R}
(15/25)
1429. BELGIAN NEW IMPROVED NEW CENTURY RIFLE serial #91813, .22 RF, 18" barrel with a lightly pitted and frosted bore.
The metal surfaces have toned to an even gray brown patina having some lightly scattered pinprick pitting. The smooth walnut straight
grip buttstock rates very good as refinished displaying just a few light dings; the left side of the stock is stamped "REGISTERED TRADEMARK". The gun will require mechanical attention as the bolt is not present. (177712-13) {C&R}
(25/50)
1430. STOEGER COACH GUN BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #602032-08, 12 ga, 20" solid rib barrels choked improved
cylinder and modified with bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish displaying just a few light handling
marks. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and beavertail forend rate excellent with the exception of displaying just a few light handling marks. The buttstock is fitted with a hard rubber recoil pad. The gun features double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. A nice
gun that has seen little use. (177714-32) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1431. ITHACA MODEL 37 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #49250, 12 ga, 24" shortened plain barrel with a very good bore displaying just a few light specks of surface oxidation. The barrel retains 50% added blue finish displaying some discoloration around the
muzzle from what appears to have been heated; the front bead hole is missing. The receiver retains 85% original blue finish having some
loss on the belly and having some scattered scratches and specks of surface oxidation. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates
very good as refinished displaying multiple with-the-grain cracks emanating from the receiver along with having a few light dings and
scratches throughout. The forend rates very good displaying some light dings as lightly refinished. (177714-50) {C&R}
(100/200)
1432. ITHACA FIELD GRADE BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #342184, 12 ga, 30" solid rib barrels choked full and improved
modified having very good lightly pitted bores. The barrels have toned to a gray brown patina having some scattered oxidation stains. The
boxlock frame has toned to a silvery brown patina. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good as refinished long ago displaying some dings and scratches. The grip cap and buttstock shows some light chips. The checkered walnut forend rates very good displaying just a few light dings. The barrels crossbolt locking lug is broken from the rear of the barrels but is still present. The gun features
double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. (177592-85D31081) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1433. ITHACA MODEL 37 DEER SLAYER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #371451512, 12 ga, 20" rifle-sighted barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. This shotgun has seen little use. (177785-21) {MODERN}
(250/450)
1434. HAR R I NGTON & R ICHAR DSON S I NG LE BAR R E L S HOTG U N serial #A317342, 12 ga, 30" plain barrel choked full having
a bright near excellent bore. The barrel has toned an even brown patina having moderate scratches and some light scattered pinprick
pitting. The frame displays light traces of case-hardened colors with the balance displaying a silvery brown patina. The smooth walnut
pistolgrip buttstock rates very good displaying just a few light cracks emanating from the upper and lower tang as well as displaying just
a few light chips and dings. The forend is in similar condition displaying some scattered dings and scratches over a thinning varnish.
(177782-23) {C&R}
(25/100)
1435. REMINGTON MODEL 1100 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #P139925V, 12 ga, 21" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 90% original matte black finish displaying some very light specks of surface oxidation and scratches. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good displaying a 1" crack on the left cheek along with some scattered dings and scratches. The checkered walnut
forend rates very good displaying scattered handling marks. The gun seems to function well mechanically. (177789-15) {MODERN} (300/500)
1436. REMINGTON MODEL 510 BOLT ACTION SMOOTHBORE RIFLE 22 shot only, 25" smooth bore barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish having just a few very light specks of surface oxidation. The smooth walnut
pistolgrip buttstock rates excellent with the exception of having just a few light handling marks. (177762-69) {MODERN}
(250/350)
1437. WILLIAM READ AND SON BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #1311, 20 ga, 26" solid rib Krupp barrels choked modified
and cylinder having very good lightly pitted bores. The barrels have been refinished long ago which is slightly toning to a pleasing brown
patina displaying some scattered cleaned pinprick pitting and some light surface oxidation. The boxlock frame has toned to a dull gray patina having some scattered oxidation stains. The checkered walnut straight grip buttstock rates very good as refinished long ago displaying
a few rough spots from being cleaned, and having a large chip on the toeline which has been repaired with nails. The checkered walnut
forend rates very good displaying just a few light dings along with some light chips on the high edges. The buttstock is fitted with an added
hard rubber recoil pad. The gun features double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. The gun locks up slightly loose and appears to
function well mechanically. (177657-68) {C&R}
(350/550)
1438. WHITNEY ROLLING BLOCK SHOTGUN serial #84397, 20 bore, 28" barrel with a very good lightly pitted bore. The barrel has
toned to an even brown patina having some scattered specks of surface oxidation and light pinprick pitting. The frame, hammer and action
retain 80% reapplied blue finish displaying some scattered pinprick pitting and surface oxidation. The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock
and forend rate very good displaying numerous tiny dings along with having some light cracks emanating from the frame. The buttstock
is fitted with a crescent style buttplate which has toned to a pleasing brown patina. (177661-2) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
1439. HARRINGTON AND RICHARDSON PARDNER TRACKER II SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #HY238214, 20 ga,
24" rifled barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 98% original blue finish displaying a few light handling marks and having
some scattered specks of surface oxidation. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying some scattered
dings and scratches. The buttstock is fitted with a hard rubber recoil pad. (177818-1) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1440. HARRINGTON AND RICHARDSON HANDY GUN II SINGLE BARREL RIFLE serial #AZ553594, 30-30, 22" barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 95% original blue finish having some light silvering around the rear sight and having some scattered specks of surface oxidation. The frame retains 85% original blue having loss on the high edges along with having some scattered
water spotting. The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying some scattered dings and scratches. The
buttstock is fitted with a slip-on hard rubber recoil pad. (177818-7) {MODERN}
(100/200)
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1441. WINCHESTER MODEL 60 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 short, 23" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel has toned to a
gray brown patina displaying scattered scratches and oxidation stains. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good displaying
numerous dings and scratches with no finish remaining. The gun will require mechanical attention as the trigger mechanism is not present
and the bolt falls out of the action. (177712-17) {C&R}
(40/90)
1442. STOEGER CONDOR OVER UNDER SHOTGUN serial #J253079-10, 12 ga, 20" barrels having bright excellent bores. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue finish displaying just a few light handling marks. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates excellent
with the exception of a few light handling marks. The gun features a single trigger, automatic safety and extractors. Included is the original
box and manual. This gun has seen little to no use. (177789-25) {MODERN}
(300/400)
1443. CVA WOLF IN-LINE PERCUSSION RIFLE 50 cal, 24" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original
blue finish displaying just a few very faint handling marks. The camouflage synthetic pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent. A ramrod
is included. (177818-2) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1444. DARNE SLIDING BREECH SHOTGUN serial #154001, 16 ga, 27 1/2" barrel with very good lightly pitted bore. The barrels retain
75% professional added blue finish displaying light scattered pitting and surface oxidation. The frame and sliding breech display a bright
pewter patina with some light oxidation stains. The checkered walnut 2-piece stock rates very good plus as light refinished long ago displaying just a few light handling marks and a repaired hole on the toeline. The buttstock is fitted with a horn buttplate which provides a
length of pull of 14". A sling swivel has been attached to the bottom of the barrels and has broken off and the front bead is missing.
(177657-203) {C&R}
(250/350)
1445. RUGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #256-42890, 22 LR, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates excellent displaying just a few faint handling marks. The
rifle is fitted with added fiber optic sights and included is a 10-round magazine. (177857-52S19976) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1446. RUGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #355-42910, 22 LR, 18 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The matte stainless steel
surfaces rate excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. The black synthetic pistolgrip buttstock rates excellent. Rifle is fitted with
its original sights. No magazine is included. (177838-2) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1447. STEVENS N0. 27 FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #N772, 22 Long, 24" octagon barrel with a very good lightly frosted bore. The
barrel retains about 40% original blue which is toning to a brown patina having scattered specks of surface oxidation and the high edges
exhibit some silvering. The frame displays a silvery gray patina which exhibits some moderate surface oxidation. The smooth walnut straight
grip buttstock rates very good displaying some light handling marks and having a 2" chip on the toe line with a thinning varnish. The smooth
walnut forend rates very good displaying dings and scratches. The stock is fitted with a hard rubber buttplate which displays a chip on the
toe line. Rifle is fitted with its original sights. (177682-18) {C&R}
(150/250)
1448. STOEGER CONDOR OVER UNDER SHOTGUN serial #J263099-11, 20 ga, 22" ventilated rib barrels having bright excellent bores.
The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish having just a few light handling marks present. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock
and forend rate very good displaying just a few light handling marks. Included is the original box. (177789-24) {MODERN}
(300/400)
1449. ITHACA MODEL 37R DELUXE SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #550072, 20 ga, 26" solid rib barrel choked modified having a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 97% original blue finish displaying just a few light handling marks and having some light
specks of handling marks. The receiver is embellished in the typical model 37 pattern engraving retaining 95% original blue having loss on
the belly. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate near excellent displaying just a few light handling marks over a lightly
added varnish. The stock is fitted with its original hard rubber recoil pad. (177714-30) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1450. STEVENS MODEL 95 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #P003569, 12 ga, 28" plain barrel choked modified having a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate excellent
displaying a few light handling marks. The buttstock is fitted with a grooved hard rubber buttplate. Included is the original box, manual and
hangtag. (177785-60) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1451. WEIHRAUCH SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #8543, 22 LR, 21" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 97% original blue finish having loss due to handling marks and some light silvering from previously mounted scope rings. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates excellent displaying just a few light handling marks over a lightly added finish. Included is a single
detachable magazine. (177843-112) {MODERN}
(150/350)
1452. AKT LIGNOSE BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #10217, 12 ga, 30" solid rib Nitro proofed barrels choked full and full having bright excellent bores. The barrels retain 98% professional reapplied blue finish. The boxlock frame is embellished in a light scroll
engraving retaining 99% added blue finish. The checkered walnut round knob buttstock with a round left side cheekpiece rates excellent
displaying just a few light handling marks. The checkered walnut beavertail forend rates excellent displaying just a few light handling marks;
both stocks display crisp checkering and they appear to be modern replacements. The buttstock is fitted with a hard rubber Pachmayr
buttplate which provides a length of pull of 15". The gun features double triggers, automatic safety, cocking indicators and extractors. The
gun functions well mechanically and the barrels lock up slightly loose. (177714-34) {MODERN}
(250/450)
1453. RICHLAND ARMS COMPANY SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #21961, 12 ga, 32 1/2" ventilated rib barrel choked full
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish having loss due to some scattered light handling marks. The
coin finished frame remains bright and is embellished in a tight foliate and floral scroll engraving having about 98% coverage. The checkered walnut Monte Carlo pistolgrip buttstock with a flared left side cheekpiece rates excellent displaying just a few light handling marks.
The checkered walnut forend rates near excellent displaying just a few very light handling marks. The buttstock displays some light separation from the frame fit. The gun features non-automatic safety and single trigger. (177714-56) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1454. WINCHESTER MODEL 97 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #980806, 18 1/2" barrel choked full having a very good bright
bore. The barrel retains about 50% thinning original blue finish having some moderate specks of surface oxidation. The magazine tube displays a bright pewter patina with traces of original blue and having surface oxidation. The receiver retains 75% original blue displaying
some moderate blemishes, light pitting and surface oxidation. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved flat bottom forend rate
near excellent displaying just a few light dings and scratches. The buttstock is fitted with a hard rubber buttplate. The front bead sight has
been replaced with a small screw. The gun functions well mechanically. (177712-27) {C&R}
(200/300)
1455. ITHACA MODEL 37 DEERSLAYER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #768697, 12 ga, 18 1/2" plain barrel with rifle sights
having a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 96% original blue finish having loss due to operational use and high edge wear
along with having some light specks of surface oxidation. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. (177714-54) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1456. J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 20 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN 12 ga, 27" ventilated rib barrel cutts-style choked with medium range
choke included, with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue finish displaying some light handling marks and
high edge wear. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good as lightly refinished long ago displaying some scattered dings
and scratches along with having two 2" cracks emanating from the frame on both sides of the wrist. The grooved walnut forend rates very
good displaying just a few light handling marks. (177714-49) {MODERN}
(100/200)
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1457. HOLLIS & SONS DOUBLE HAMMER PERCUSSION SHOTGUN 10 ga, 32" damascus barrels having very good lightly pitted and oxidized bores. The barrels have toned to an even gray brown patina having a faint damascus pattern with scattered light pinprick
pitting. The top of the rib is marked "LONDON FINE TWIST". The locks have toned to a pleasing brown patina which displays a light scroll
engraving and is maker-marked on both sides. The hammers have toned to a even gray brown patina which displays a light scroll engraving; the right lock exhibits a small crack. The checkered walnut straight grip stock rates very good displaying just a few light dings and having some light cracks along with worn checkering. The buttstock is fitted with a crescent steel buttplate which has toned to a gray brown
patina. The fancy stock brass furniture has toned to a dull gray patina. Included is a wooden ramrod. (177645-11) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
1458. REMINGTON MODEL 11-A SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #198484, 12 ga, 28" plain barrel choked full having a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% added matte blue finish displaying some scattered scratches, rub marks and speck of
surface oxidation. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates about very good as refinished long ago, displays some dings and showing a 3" with-the-grain crack on the right side emanating from the receiver. The smooth walnut forend rates about very good displaying
four with-the-grain full length drying cracks, that do not appear to flex. The buttstock is fitted with its original hard rubber buttplate.
(177682-35) {C&R}
(150/250)
1459. REMINGTON NO. 4 ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #79437, 22 RF, 22 1/2" octagon barrel with a moderately pitted bore. The
metal surfaces have toned to a dark gray patina which exhibits some silvering to pewter on the high edges and having some moderate
pitting. The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock and forend rate about very good displaying some light cracks, dings and scratches over
a flaking thinning varnish. The rifle is fitted with its original sporting front and rear sight. The gun will require mechanical attention as the
block does not always function properly. (177712-28) {C&R}
(50/150)
1460. ITHACA LEFEVER FIELD GRADE BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #270464, 20 ga, 28" solid rib barrels choked full
and modified having bright excellent bores. The barrels retain 98% professional re-applied blue finish having some light loss due to handing. The receiver retains about 60% of its somewhat poorly added case colors with the balance displaying bright pewter. The checkered
walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good plus displaying a couple of hairline cracks emanating from the upper tang and having two
cracks on the left cheek. The checkered walnut forend rates near excellent with just a few light handling marks. The buttstock is fitted
with a hard rubber buttplate which provides a length of pull of 14". The gun features double triggers, automatic safety and extractors.
(177714-31) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1461. ESCORT MARINE GUARD SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #240610, 18 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The matte
stainless steel surfaces rate excellent displaying just a few light to moderate handling marks. The checkered black synthetic pistolgrip buttstock rates excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. Included is the original box and manual. A great marine slide action shotgun. (177789-20) {MODERN}
(250/350)
1462. HOPKINS & ALLEN BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #27918, 30" solid rib damascus barrels choked full and full having
very good bores with some light clusters of surface oxidation. The barrels have toned to a dark brown patina showing faint traces of damascus pattern and scattered oxidation stains. The boxlock frame retains about 60% of its original case-hardened colors displaying some
light speck of surface oxidation. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good displaying scattered dings and scratches along
with a very thin crack behind the upper tang. The checkered walnut splinter forend rates very good having some light handling marks and
having a small chip on the right side. Both stocks have some light added finish. The buttstock is fitted with a hard rubber buttplate which
provides a length of pull of 13 3/4". The gun features double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. The gun functions well mechanically
but the barrels lock up slightly loose and are slightly off-face. (177732-4) {C&R}
(150/250)
1463. W.M. HARRIS & CO. DOUBLE HAMMER PERCUSSION SHOTGUN 12 ga, 31" matted rib damascus barrels choked
cylinder and cylinder having very good oxidized bores. The barrels have toned to a dark brown oxidized patina which displays a faint damascus pattern. The top rib is marked "LONDON FINE TWIST". The locks and hammers display a light brown patina which is embellished
with light geometric borders. The checkered walnut stock rates very good plus displaying some light dings and scratches over a lightly
added varnish. The hammers function well mechanically and included is a wooded ramrod. (177624-9) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
1464. E.J. CHURCHILL BOXLOCK DOUBLE EJECTORGUN serial #1713, 20 ga, 27 1/2" matted rib barrels choked full and
improved modified having bright excellent bores. The barrels have been cleaned to a bright pewter patina having some moderate
scratches. The rib is marked "STOEGER ARMS CORPORATION". The E.J. Churchill boxlock frame is embellished in a light foliate scroll
engraving which has toned to a bright pewter patina. The top lever and long tang triggerguard are embellished in a light scroll engraving
retaining 98% of its original added blue finish. The checkered walnut round knob buttstock rates very good displaying some moderate
dings and scratches. The checkered walnut splinter forend rates very good displaying some light handling marks. The length of pull to
the checkered butt is 14 3/4" with drops of 1 1/2" and 2 3/4". The gun features double triggers, automatic safety and ejectors. The ejectors appear to have been replaced long ago and occasionally mis-eject. The gun locks up slightly loose, barrels are off face and the front
bead is missing. (177657-91) {MODERN}
(250/350)
1465. WW GREENER BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #32739, 12 ga, 27" barrels choked full and full having bright excellent
bores. The barrels have been cleaned and display a bright pewter patina having just a few light specks of old surface oxidation. The boxlock
frame is embellished in a light foliate scroll engraving which circles a bouquet of flowers on both sides. The frame has toned to a bright
pewter patina displaying some light tarnishing on the belly. The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock rates excellent displaying just a few
light handling marks; the buttstock is a modern replacement. The checkered walnut forend rates very good as lightly refinished displaying
some light dings and handling marks. There is no buttplate present but the length of pull to the butt is 14 3/4". The gun features a side
safety, double triggers and extractors. (177657-196) {MODERN}
(350/500)
1466. WOLVERINE ARMS COMPANY SIDELOCK DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #221868, 12 ga, 30" matted rib barrels choked full and improved modified having very good lightly pitted and oxidized bores. The barrels have toned to a dark brown patina
having some scattered surface oxidation present. The locks and hammers display a light scroll engraving and have toned to a dull brown
patina. The smooth walnut round knob buttstock rates good plus displaying numerous dings and scratches along with having a repaired
crack around the wrist. The walnut forend rates good as refinished having some dings and scratches. The buttstock is fitted with a hard
rubber buttplate which provides a length of pull of 13 3/4". The gun functions well, but the barrels are off face and the lock up is loose.
(177592-69S19421E) {C&R}
(75/150)
1467. E. JAMES AND CO. DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN 12 ga, 28 1/4" matted rib barrels having good bores which exhibit some light
dings and light pinprick pitting. The barrels retain 60% of their added blue finish with the balance toning to a brown patina. The locks and frame
retain 80% of their added blue finish and have light scroll engraving and geometric borders showing two birds in flight on both sides. The checkered round knob buttstock and forend rate about very good displaying numerous dings and scratches over a flaking added varnish. The buttstock
is fitted with a widow's peak steel buttplate. The gun locks up slightly loose and the barrels are off face. (177591-16) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1468. UNMARKED DOUBLE HAMMER PERCUSSION SHOTGUN 12 ga, 24" matted rib barrels having very good bores that are
oxidized and lightly pitted. The metal surfaces have toned to a gray brown patina having scattered surface oxidation and tool marks. The
smooth walnut straight grip buttstock rates about very good displaying just a repaired crack on top of the wrist and a small repaired crack
on the right side. The gun functions well mechanically and included is a wooden ramrod. (177591-15) {ANTIQUE}
(50/150)
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1469. ZOLI FIELD SPECIAL OVER UNDER SHOTGUN serial #128749, 12 ga, 26" ventilated rib barrels choked full and modified
with bright excellent bores. The barrels retain 98% original blue finish having loss due to handling marks and light wear on the high edges
of the rib. The coin finished frame is embellished in a tight foliate scroll engraving. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend
rate very good plus displaying just a few light handling marks and having a very thick added varnish. The gun features a single non-selective trigger, non-automatic safety and extractors. (177758-9) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1470. RANGER MODEL 103-5 OVER UNDER SHOTGUN serial #R6903, 12 ga, 26" plain barrels choked improved cylinder and
cylinder with bright excellent bores. The barrels retain 98% reapplied blue finish. The frame and triggerguard display a metallic russet-red
color which has some light loss on the belly. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good displaying two repaired cracks on
the left side of the tang. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates near excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. The gun
features double triggers and extractors. The gun functions well but they lock up slightly loose. (177714-12) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1471. REMINGTON NO. 4 FALLING BLOCK RIFLE 22 L, 22 1/2" octagon barrel with a very good pitted bore. The metal surfaces
have toned to a pleasing brown patina having some scattered specks of surface oxidation and pitting. The smooth walnut straight grip
buttstock rates very good displaying some light scattered dings and having two 1" cracks emanating from the upper tang. The forend is
(25/75)
not present and the block needs mechanical attention as it does not fully lock into place. (177712-14) {C&R}
1472. CRESCENT FIREARMS PEERLESS MODEL SIDELOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #270653, 12 ga, 30" barrels
choked full and full having bright near excellent bores. The metal surfaces have toned to even gray brown patina having some light surface
oxidation. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good displaying some light dings and having a few light cracks emanating
from the upper tang and locks. The checkered walnut forend rates very good displaying just a few light handling marks. The length of pull
to the hard rubber buttplate is 14 1/2". The gun features double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. (177785-31) {C&R} (100/200)
1473. N.R. DAVIS AND SONS BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN 12 ga, 28" matted rib barrels choked improved cylinder and cylinder
having very good bores which have some light pitting present. The barrels have toned to a light gray brown patina having some light oxidation stains, scratches and a faint damascus pattern. The boxlock frame has toned to a gray patina displaying some light oxidation stains
on the belly. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying some scattered drying cracks and having a
drilled hole on the right side. The buttstock is fitted with a hard rubber recoil pad which provides a length of pull of 14 1/4". The gun features double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. (177714-51) {C&R}
(100/200)
1474. TORKELSON AND SON BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #14469, 12 ga, 28" matted rib barrels choked modified and
improved modified having very good bright bores. The barrels have toned to a dark brown patina having some silvering and scattered blemishes of oxidation. The boxlock frame is embellished in a light scroll engraving with game scenes on both sides having some light traces
of original case-hardened colors. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good displaying some moderate dings and scratches along with having 3" crack on the left side emanating from the frame. The checkered walnut forend rates very good displaying just a
few light handling marks; the forend to frame fit is very loose. The gun is fitted with a single selective trigger and extractors. The gun locks
up loose and the barrels are off face. (177714-53) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1475. REMINGTON MODEL 1100 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #L566917M, 12 ga, 30" ventilated rib barrel choked full having a
very good bright bore. The barrel retains 70% original blue finish having loss due to scattered scratches, surface oxidation and water spotting. The receiver retains about 60% thinning original blue finish having some moderate rub marks and toning to pewter on the high edges.
The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates about very good displaying a wrap-around crack on top of the wrist along with some scattered dings and scratches; the grip cap has become extremely loose. The checkered walnut forend rates very good displaying some scattered dings and scratches. This shotgun functions well mechanically and would be an excellent rainy day shotgun for the duck blind.
(177798-2) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1476. J.J. WESTON DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #23542, 12 ga, 32" matted rib damascus barrels choked cylinder and cylinder with moderately pitted bores. The barrels have toned to a dark brown patina having light silvering at the muzzles, scattered pitting and
some light grind marks on the left tube. The locks and frame are lightly engraved and have both toned to a pleasing gray brown patina.
The checkered walnut round knob buttstock rates very good displaying some moderate dings and scratches as well as displaying a 2 1/2"
crack on the left side of the butt emanating from the buttplate. The checkered walnut splinter forend rates very good displaying some light
dings and scratches over a lightly added varnish. The hammers function well mechanically but the barrels are off-face and the gun locks
up loose. (177712-21) {C&R}
(75/150)
1477. SAVAGE FOX MODEL B BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #B43128, 12 ga, 30" solid rib barrels choked improved modified and modified having bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish displaying light silvering at the muzzles
and around the breech ends. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and beavertail forend rate near excellent displaying just a few light
handling marks and having a repaired 1" crack on the right side of the triggerguard and a 1" crack emanating from the frame on the left
side. The gun features double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. (177852-10) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1478. RUGER AMERICAN BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #830-18282, 22 LR, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98-99% original blue finish displaying just a few light handling marks. The black synthetic pistolgrip stock rates excellent. Included
is a 10 round magazine. (177870-10) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1479. R E M I NGTON MODE L 870 S LI DE ACTION S HOTG U N serial #B812969U, 20 ga, 25 1/2" ventilated rib Rem-choke barrel
having a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original matte black finish displaying some scattered specks of surface
oxidation. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate near excellent displaying just a few light handling marks.
(177857-17S19872) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1480. UNMARKED DOUBLE HAMMER PERCUSSION SHOTGUN 12 ga, 28" barrels choked modified and full with bright excellent bores. The barrels retain 97% original blue finish displaying a few light scratches and having some light specks of surface oxidation.
The locks and hammers retain 99% of their vivid case-hardened colors which are embellished in a light foliate scroll engraving. The checkered walnut straight grip buttstock rates excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. Included is a wooden ramrod. (177721-46)
{ANTIQUE}
(150/350)
1481. REVELATION MODEL 350A SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN .410 bore, 26" plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 70% original blue finish which is slightly toning to a brown patina having some scattered specks of surface
oxidation and scratches. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying some scattered dings and scratches.
The gun will require mechanical attention as the hammer spring appears to have broken. (177857-9S19864) {MODERN}
(25/75)
1482. BELGIAN FLOBERT SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #3133, .30 Flobert, 24" octagon barrel with a very good lightly pitted bore. The
metal surfaces have toned to an even gray patina having some light surface oxidation and scattered blemishes. The checkered walnut
round knob buttstock rates very good displaying some scattered dings and a few light cracks on the high edges. The buttstock is fitted
with a checkered steel buttplate. (177674-1) {C&R}
(25/50)
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1483. STEVENS MODEL 320 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #121901P, 12 ga, 18 1/2" barrel choked cylinder having a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original matte black finish displaying just a few scattered handling marks. The black synthetic pistolgrip stock
and forend rate excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. A nice home defense shotgun. (177857-28S19969) {MODERN} (200/300)
1484. REMINGTON MODEL 31 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #22080, 12 ga, 30" Simmons ventilated rib barrel choked full with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% professional reapplied blue finish displaying just a few light handling marks. The smooth
walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rates excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. (177762-1) {C&R}
(200/400)
1485. IVER JOHNSON KNOXALL SIDELOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #99404, 12 ga, 30" solid rib barrels choked full and
improved cylinder having very good bores. The metal surfaces have toned to a dull gray brown patina having a light added lacquer varnish
throughout. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good as lightly refinished displaying some scattered dings and
scratches; the buttstock is missing its hard rubber buttplate. The locks display some added and filled holes with some screws missing. The
gun will require mechanical attention as it fails to fire. (177714-57) {C&R}
(25/75)
1486. STEVENS MODEL 320 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #135761L, 12 ga, 18" plain barrel choked cylinder having a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish displaying some scattered light handling marks. The black synthetic pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. (177857-34S20057) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1487. REMINGTON MODEL 870 EXPRESS MAGNUM SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #B791660M, 12 ga, 28" ventilated
rib Rem-choke barrel having a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original matte black finish displaying some light scattered specks of surface oxidation and scratches. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good plus displaying some
moderate scratches over a thinning flaking varnish. The included choke is modified. (177857-31S18829) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1488. UNMARKED EUROPEAN PERCUSSION TARGET PISTOL 58 cal, 9 1/2" octagon barrel with a near excellent bore. The
metal surfaces have been cleaned to bright gunmetal gray showing remnants of pinprick pits here and there and light polishing marks;
there is a gold band around the breech-end of the barrel. The checkered stock rates very good showing lightly added finish with several
dings and dents here and there featuring a fancy relief-carved forend tip with swirl patterns and a flared pistolgrip. The lock functions properly and the pistol is sighted with a blade front sight and a v-notch rear sight. (157552-86) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1489. WESSON & HARRINGTON MODEL 1871 BUFFALO CLASSIC SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #WH710053, 45-70
Gov't, 32" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 97% original blue with light fading and surface oxidation near the muzzle,
primarily on the left side. The frame retains 95-97% original case-hardened colors with light wear to a silvery patina around the edges. The
straight grip checkered walnut buttstock and schnabel tip forend rate excellent with a light ding or dent here and there. Rifle is sighted
with a globe front sight and a Vernier-style tang rear sight. There are several sight inserts included, featuring (5) round sights, an orange
see-through sight and a post sight. (157716-4) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1490. CUSTOM WINCHESTER MODEL 70 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #G1054246, 30-06, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 92% reapplied blue with remnants of pinprick pitting scattered about and wear to pewter; the bolt body is tarnished and electric pencil-numbered to the gun. The custom checkered pistolgrip Monte Carlo walnut buttstock rates very good plus with
light dings and dents here and there and appears to have been lightly cleaned. Stock is outfitted with an aftermarket gripcap and Pachmayr
White Line recoil pad. Rifle is sighted with a silver bead front sight with missing hood, the rear sight is missing and a pair of Weaver bases
are affixed to the receiver. The left side of the receiver has been drilled and tapped for a receiver sight. The bolt is tight upon opening the
action and may need a bit of attention. (157615-29) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1491. STEVENS OFFHAND NO. 35 SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #35176, 22 LR, 6" part round, part octagon barrel with a good to
near very good bore with scattered pits. The barrel retains 80% original blue toning to brown with scattered specks of oxidation scattered
and silvering at the muzzle. The frame and triggerguard retain 85-90% original nickel finish with scattered wear throughout and specks of
brown oxidation staining. The two-piece plain walnut grips rate very good plus showing lightly added finish and several dings and dents
from the years. The action locks, however has slight play, and the rear adjustable sight has been soldered together after a clean break; the
rear sight elevator is missing. (157656-19) {C&R}[E.P.W. Collection]
(50/100)
1492. REMINGTON MODEL 600 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #94793, 35 Rem, 18 1/2" ventilated rib barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 95-97% original blue with light thinning and scattered specks of oxidation here and there. The black plastic
triggerguard is slightly bulging in the middle and a Mershon "Sure Grip" adapter has been affixed to the front of the pistolgrip. The checkered pistolgrip Monte Carlo walnut buttstock rates fair to perhaps good with moderate to near overall flaking and several dings and dents
as well as the remnants of a sticky residue on the left side of the grip within the checkering; the bolt cut has been slightly relieved. A scope
mount with Weaver rings is mounted to the receiver and quick-detach sling swivels are included. Standard front and rear sporting sights
are mounted to the rib. (157340-15) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1493. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #1757504, 30-30 Win, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 65-70% original blue with most of the loss on the frame which has worn to gunmetal gray showing scattered specks
of pinprick pitting and light oxidation staining throughout. There are six "kill notches" that have been scratched into the upper tang. The
straight grip walnut buttstock and forend rate about very good, as lightly refinished, showing worn finish here and there as well as light dings
and handling marks from the years. A pair of sling swivels have been affixed leaving a tiny chip missing from the toeline where the rear stud
was installed. Carbine is sighted with a silver bead front sight and a u-notch sporting rear sight. (157682-24) {C&R}
(250/450)
1494. REMINGTON MODEL 513-T MATCHMASTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #85221, 22 LR, 27" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 92-95% original blue with light scattered specks of oxidation and pinprick pitting and the bolt knob
has toned to a pewter patina. The plain pistolgrip walnut buttstock with wide target forend rates about very good showing several dings
and dents from the years as well as lightly worn finish scattered about. Rifle is sighted with a Redfield globe front sight with no insert and
the barrel is outfitted with steel target blocks, however no rear sight is present (the rear sight base is still affixed to the left side of the
receiver). Included is the original magazine. (157711-19) {C&R}
(150/250)
1495. WINCHESTER MODEL 67A BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S, L, LR, 27" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
98% original blue finish with a light scratch on the bottom of the barrel and a couple of tiny handling marks. The plain pistolgrip walnut
buttstock rates excellent showing light dings and dents scattered about. A very nice Model 67A rifle. (157843-7) {C&R}
(200/300)
1496. WINCHESTER MODEL 74 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #315903A, 22 LR, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% original blue with a couple of specks of loss and oxidation staining. The plain pistolgrip walnut buttstock rates excellent showing
light dings and dents here and there. Rifle is sighted with a silver bead front sight and a u-notch rear sight. (157843-6) {C&R} (250/350)
1497. HENRY CLASSIC LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #209256H, 22 LR, 18 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 97% original blue finish with light flaking to gunmetal on the frame and a few light scuffs. The straight grip walnut buttstock and
forend rate very good showing several dings and dents and a few spots of worn finish. Rifle is sighted with a bead front sight with hood
and a u-notch sporting rear sight. Also affixed to the arm is a BSA R3-7x20mm bright silver scope with a duplex reticle and very good,
slightly foggy optics. (157857-12S19867) {MODERN}
(200/300)
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1498. MARLIN MODEL 38 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #A6143, 22 S, L, LR, 24" octagon barrel with a mostly bright, very good bore
with scattered shallow pits. The metal surfaces retain perhaps 30% original blue finish, nearly all of which remains on the bottom metal
and right side of the frame, with the balance toned to a mottled pewter brown patina showing evenly scattered pitting, oxidation stains
and light dings on the octagonal edges. The plain pistolgrip walnut buttstock and grooved forend rate about very good showing scattered
dings and dents and a pair of neatly repaired cracks at the upper tang, one being rather lengthy. Rifle is sighted with a bead front sight
and a v-notch sporting rear. (157843-25) {C&R}
(250/450)
1499. CZ MODEL 452-2E ZKM BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #A432522, 22 LR, 24 7/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue finish. The checkered pistolgrip hardwood buttstock with schnabel tip forend rate excellent with a few
light dings and dents. Rifle is sighted with a bead front sight with hood and an adjustable u-notch rear sight. A single factory magazine
and a pair of factory scope rings are included. (157870-13) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1500. VARNER SPORTING ARMS FAVORITE HUNTER FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #0280, 22 LR, 21 1/2" part octagon,
part round barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish with the frame having toned to a plum
hue. The checkered straight grip walnut buttstock and schnabel tip forend rate excellent with a couple of minor handling marks. Rifle is
sighted with a brass bead front sight and the barrel flat is outfitted with a one-piece scope base. Included with this neat little rifle is a pair
of 3/4" rings. A nice Varner Arms Favorite rifle. (157762-57) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1501. REMINGTON MODEL 51 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PA8374, 380 ACP, 3 1/4" barrel with a bright very good plus bore with
minor frosting in the grooves. The slide bears an overall aged pewter patina with silvering at the muzzle and high edges. The frame retains
80% fading original blue with scattered specks of oxidation staining and the grip straps have worn to a pewter-brown patina. The checkered hard rubber factory grips rate very good plus to near excellent with minor scuffs and dings from the years. The Pedersen action functions properly. (157867-7) {C&R}
(250/350)
1502. STEVENS MODEL 311A BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN 16 Ga, 28" matted rib barrels with bright excellent bores. The barrels and triggerguard retain 97-98% original blue finish with light wear on the right barrel nearest the breech. The frame retains 99% original case-hardened colors. The plain pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend rate excellent with perhaps a light handling mark or two here
and there. (157843-43) {C&R}
(250/400)
1503. COLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #374720, 25 ACP, 2" barrel with a
bright very good bore with light oxidation near the breech. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue finish with most of the loss due
to thinning on the slide from the years as well as high edge wear. The trigger and grip safety show lovely case-hardened colors with the
back of the grip worn to a smoky case-hardened patina. The checkered two-piece walnut grips with silver Rampant Colt medallions rate
very good plus with light flattening of points here and there and a couple of dings. Included with the pistol is a single factory magazine.
(157867-8) {C&R}
(200/300)
1504. WINCHESTER MODEL 1894 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #539251, 25-35 WCF, 20" barrel with an about very good bore
with scattered pits. The metal surfaces have been cleaned to gunmetal gray with scattered oxidation stains and pinprick pits; the loading
gate is missing. The straight grip walnut buttstock and forend rate good to about very good, as refinished, with scattered dings, dents and
a few scratches as well as a 2" crack on the forend tip; there is dark rust staining around the edges of the grip. Carbine is sighted with a
bead front sight and a white diamond folding leaf rear sight as well as a Lyman No. 1A aperture sight on the tang. Once of the left side
frame screws are a modern replacement and the right side is missing a screw. A good parts gun. (157733-5) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1505. MARLIN MODEL 1894 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #35765, 32-20 WCF, 24" octagon barrel with a poor bore with even pitting. The metal surfaces are a mottled pewter-brown patina showing moderate pinprick pitting and dark oxidation staining with the left
side of the frame having been cleaned showing light vertical striations. The straight grip walnut buttstock rates about good, as refinished,
with a sloppy repair through the wrist and two full-length cracks, one running from the upper tang to the top of the buttplate and the other
from the bottom tang to the toe, indicating that the stock split in half at one time and has since been amateurishly repaired. The forend
rates very good, as refinished, with expected dings and dents from the years. Rifle is sighted with a bead front sight and the rear dovetail
is empty. The upper tang is drilled and tapped for a tang sight. (157712-4) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1506. REMINGTON MODEL 1895 OVER UNDER DERINGER serial #666, 41 RF Short, 3" barrels with about very good, partially
pitted bores. The metal surfaces bear an aged pewter patina showing sparse oxidation staining and a couple of small traces of original blue
in protected areas. The two-piece checkered hard rubber grips rate very good plus to near excellent with a few flattened points and light
blemishes. The arm has the slightest amount of play when locked up however appears to function properly. (157733-8) {C&R} (200/300)
1507. THOMPSON CENTER HAWKEN TWO-BARREL SET PERCUSSION MUZZLELOADER serial #32172, 50 cal, 29"
rifled octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 99% original blue finish. The second barrel is a 50 cal, 29" octagon
smooth bore barrel with a bright excellent bore and retains 97% original blue with light wear here and there and dings along the octagonal
edges; there is a social security number electric pencil-numbered to the gun. The lockplate retains nearly all of its vibrant case-hardened
colors. The nosecap, wedge pin escutcheon, fancy triggerguard, round patchbox and crescent buttplate are all of brass and rate excellent
with a light tarnished ochre patina. The straight grip walnut halfstock rates excellent showing nice figure and features a rounded left side
cheekpiece with scattered dings and dents. Rifle features double set triggers however the set trigger does not function properly. Both barrels are sighted with blade front sights with added orange enamel and u-notch adjustable rear sights. Included with the rifle are the original
ramrod, bullet mould handles, bullet starter, three Lyman bullet mould cavities, one of which is unopened in its original box, a spare upper
tang, a breech plug wrench and a brass powder measure. (157662-11) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1508. UNMARKED FULLSTOCK PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE 45 cal, 43" octagon barrel with a poor, heavily oxidized bore.
The metal shows even pinprick pitting throughout and has toned to a plum-brown patina; the lockplate shows light floral engraving. The
fancy triggerguard, muzzle cap, fancy patchbox and crescent buttplate are all of brass and have toned to an aged goldenrod patina. The
full-length walnut buttstock with scant squared left side cheekpiece rates about good with the entire right side of the forend missing the
top 1/2" sliver of wood from the lockplate to the muzzle cap, as well as several cracks of various sizes, worn varnish here and there and
expected dings and handling marks from the years. Rifle is sighted with a scant blade front sight and a v-notch rear. The arm is missing
its ramrod tailpipe and the lock does not function properly. Included is a wooden ramrod that is shorter than the length of the barrel.
(157627-4) {ANTIQUE}
(25/50)
1509. NEW YORK HALFSTOCK PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE WITH WARREN & STEELE LOCK 48 cal, 34" octagon
barrel with a good, oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are a mottled pewter-brown patina with scattered pinprick pits, rounded edges from
an old cleaning, scattered oxidation stains and heavy pits surrounding the nipple. The lockplate is lightly engraved with loose foliate scroll
designs and the center is marked "WARREN / & STEELE / ALBANY". The straight grip walnut halfstock rates about very good showing
scattered dings and dents under an added layer of finish with the wood surrounding the nipple worn down. The tang is proud of the wood
and the stock has a few light cracks and dark rust staining on some of the edges. Rifle has a tiny brass blade front sight and u-notch rear.
The lock does not function properly. Included is a slotted-tip wooden ramrod that is shorter than the barrel. A good piece for over the
mantel. (157627-3) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
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1510. UNMARKED PERCUSSION ZIMMERSTUTZEN RIFLE 4mm, 6 1/2" octagon barrel with a very good bore. The overall barrel
length is 25" and fully octagonal and the metal surfaces retain 95-97% original blue with scattered oxidation stains and silvering on the
high edges; the lock is unmarked. The checkered straight grip blonde walnut buttstock and forend rate about very good showing a few
cracks at the top of the buttplate on the combline as well as a few scattered dings and dents. The buttplate has toned to a plum patina
and is proud of the wood. Rifle features a fancy wood triggerguard which has a neat repair at the base of the first finger spur. Rifle features
double set triggers however the hammer will not stay cocked and is in need of mechanical attention. Included is the capping piece that
holds the primer. (157483-2) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
1511. ITHACA MODEL 49 SINGLE SHOT LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #490322422, 22 S,L,LR, 18” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The barrel is primarily a brown patina with spotty light oxidation and original blue present in protected areas. The magazine tube
shows strong blue again with some spotty light oxidation. The alloy receiver has several scratches in the black enamel. The checkered
hardwood buttstock and smooth forearm rate very good with multiple light dings and scratches. (1X127670-7) {MODERN}
(20/40)
1512. REMINGTON MODEL 1889 DOUBLE HAMMER GUN serial #213350, 10 ga, 32" matted rib barrels having very good lightly
pitted bores. The barrels display a smooth gray brown patina having some oxidation stains and small dings on the left tube. The frame,
locks and hammers display a dark gray brown patina having some darkened spots of oxidation. The walnut checkered round knob buttstock rates very good displaying worn checkering, added finish that is crazing and having two repaired cracks on the top of the wrist emanating from the frame. The smooth walnut forend rates very good displaying scattered dings and dents along with having some light chips
from the edges that have been smoothed over. The buttstock is fitted with a widow's peak hard rubber buttplate which provides a length
of pull of 14". The gun features double hammers and extractors. (177682-22) {C&R}
(275/375)
1513. MAUSER G 24T BOLT ACTION SPORTER serial #5054J, 8mm Mauser, 21 1/2” stepped military barrel with a very good bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 95% buffed hot immersion blue finish with some scattered light oxidation staining and light wear. The
smooth walnut Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock is likely a Fajen or Bishop offering from “back in the day” and rates about very good. The
length of pull to the collapsed Jostam anti-flinch recoil pad is 13 1/2”. The receiver has been drilled and tapped for a one-piece Redfield
base with flip-up rear aperture and low steel 1” rings. The bolt handle has been forged low for scope clearance and there is a Buehler low
scope safety installed. (1X37285-29) {MODERN}
(175/275)
1514. SHERMAN BROTHERS PERCUSSION DOUBLE FOWLER 12 ga., 29" matted rib barrels choked cylinder and cylinder having very good dark and oxidized bores. The barrels have toned to a dark brown patina having scattered oxidation and pitting present, perhaps having been refinished many years ago. The breech ends are embellished in a simple gold border. The locks have toned to a dark
brown oxidized patina and are embellished in a open foliate scroll engraving with a dog scene on both sides. The hammers are wonderfully
chiseled in a fish head engraving. The long tang triggerguard has toned to a pleasing brown patina and is embellished with two pheasants
in a oval circle surrounded by open foliate scroll. The checkered walnut straight grip stock rates about very good displaying a few light
dings, scratches and a crack through the wrist, but it does not appear to flex. The gun functions well mechanically. Included is what
appears to be the original ram rod. A wonderful engraved double hammergun that would be an excellent restoration piece. (177356-2)
{ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
1515. REMINGTON A-GRADE BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #101020, 12 ga 30" damascus barrels choked modified and
improved cylinder with very good moderately pitted bores. The barrels are primarily a pewter gray patina having scattered areas of surface
oxidation and light pitting. The boxlock frame has toned to a tarnished gray brown patina having light oxidation stains. The walnut checkered round knob buttstock rates very good displaying handling marks and custom stippling which has a engraved "G" on the left side and
is boxed in by a compass and square. The splinter forend with a push button release rates very good displaying a few light handing marks.
The buttstock wears a bone buttplate which provides a length of pull of 14" with drops of 1 3/4" and 3". The gun features an automatic
safety, double triggers and extractors. (177192-69) {C&R}
(400/600)
1516. C O LT 3 8 N E W LI N E R E VO LV E R serial
#4058, 38 CF, 2 1/4" barrel with a slightly oxidized
and pitted bore. This lovely second model, 1875made gun retains about 90% original nickel with
high edge wear, especially, on the cylinder, grip
frame toning to brown, freckling and light handling
marks. The etching on the barrel softened, but is
still readable. The Nitre blue on the hammer and
trigger is worn to a mix of pewter and brown with
a strong showing of original color on the back of
1516
the hammer and sides of the trigger. The screw
heads are a strong Nitre blue with the cylinder pin
and several of the screws toning to pewter. The
smooth walnut factory grips have later applied finish with the lower swell on each panel filed to a flat,
probably to better fit one of the previous owner's
hands. The cylinder and grips are correctly numbered to the gun with excellent timing and lockup.
(86520-419) {ANTIQUE} [Richard "Stretch"
Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1517. RUGER OLD MODEL BLACKHAWK REVOLVER serial #59041, 357 Magnum, 6 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This 1964
made gun retains about 99% original blue and anodized finishes with a faint turn ring on the cylinder. The smooth walnut factory grips with
black Ruger Phoenix rate excellent. The transfer bar safety upgrade has not been performed on this gun. The gun includes a manual and
paperwork. This gun appears to have seen very little use over the years. If you need a good clean Blackhawk for your collection this one
will fill the bill. (87699-8) {C&R}
(350/550)
1518. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 642-2 CT AIRWEIGHT CENTENNIAL REVOLVER serial #DBP7942, 38 Special, 1 7/8"
barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel and anodized surfaces rate excellent with a light turn ring on the cylinder. The smooth
combat trigger retains strong but unremarkable case-hardened colors. The checkered rubber factory-supplied Crimson Trace grips with
S&W logo rate excellent and are fully functional. A fantastic combination for concealed carry. (87722-2S19496) {MODERN} (300/500)
1519. SAVAGE MODEL 64 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #0337150, 22 LR, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% original blue finish with a light blemish or two here and there. The checkered black synthetic pistolgrip stock rates excellent
with a few scuffs here and there. A single magazine is included. (1X157703-10) {MODERN}
(75/150)
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1520. WARD'S WESTERNFIELD MODEL 30 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN 12 Ga, 30" plain barrel choked cylinder with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with fading on receiver operational wear on magazine tube and silvering on barrel
and triggerguard. The walnut stock rates very good overall with an added oil finish and displaying a few light handling marks and scratches.
A very good condition shotgun overall. (1X207695-27) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1521. U.S. MODEL 1903 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY serial #1512506, 30-06, 24" 7-44 dated High
Standard barrel with a very good plus bore that shows some scattered frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 80% arsenal type
parkerized finish with thinning on floorplate, bands and barrel and some light oxidation on floorplate. The scant stock rates excellent as
lightly cleaned with an added oil finish and scattered handling marks. The rifle has a detachable rubber buttpad, scope mount, leather
sling, rings, aftermarket trigger, a Lyman peep sight and Lyman front sight. A very good modified 1903 that will likely shoot very well.
(1X207676-10) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1522. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY KOKURA (SPORTERIZED) serial #1824514, 6.5 Arisaka,
25" barrel with a fair bore that shows pitting and oxidation scattered throughout. The metal surfaces retain 80% arsenal blue with oxidation
on buttplate and floorplate and some scattered fading on barrel. The cut-down stock rates very good as cleaned with scattered handling
marks and dings. The rear sling hardware, tang screws, floorplate screws, bolt takedown lever, magazine follower, magazine spring firing
pin, cocking knob and firing pin spring are missing. A good project gun overall. (1X207711-2) {MODERN}
(15/30)
1523. RUSSIAN M44 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY IZHEVSK (SPORTERIZED) serial #TST723,
7.62x54 Russian, 20" barrel with a dark bore that shows pitting and oxidation but also has strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1945vintage carbine retain 95% arsenal blue with light oxidation on floorplate and buttplate, silvering on barrel and receiver and some oxidation
staining on bolt. The cut-down stock rates very good as cleaned with an added oil finish, a few sparse handling marks and a couple repairs
near front. The rifle is sighted with the original Russian rear sight and a gold blade front sight. The serial numbers are arsenal renumbered
matching, and this gun will likely be a good project for the budding gunsmith. (1X207682-6) {MODERN}
(25/75)
1524. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOYO KOGO serial #175443, 7.7 Arisaka, 25" barrel with a poor
oxidized bore. The metal surfaces of this 35th series rifle have turned a dull brown patina with oxidation on floorplate, triggerguard, lower
tang and receiver. The stock rates good plus with scattered handling marks, dings and two cracks at wrist. The initials "CC" are inscribed
on the right side on the stock underneath the receiver. The serial numbers are mismatched and the cocking knob, firing pin and spring
are missing. The Chrysanthemum has been ground as well. A salty Last Ditch Arisaka overall. (1X207712-20) {C&R}
(25/75)
1525. INDIAN ENFIELD PERCUSSION CARBINE REPRODUCTION serial #11301, .45 Cal, 20" barrel with a dark bore that has
scattered oxidation. Metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with scattered fading. Case hardened hammer and nipple show oxidation
staining. Brass band, buttplate, and triggerguard show oxidation staining and show a mottled yellow color. Stock rates very good plus with
a few light handling marks and dings. Front sight is off-center and will need attention to correct, and carbine features a unique folding
cleaning rod. An interesting gun overall. (1X207567-9) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1526. WESTERN FIELD MODEL 565B SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN 12 ga, 28" plain barrel choked improved cylinder having a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% reapplied blue finish displaying some light handling marks and loss on the magazine tube due
to operational use. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate very good displaying just a few light handling marks over
a flaking varnish. The trigger assembly is missing as well as the receiver screws. A nice parts gun. (1X177688-8) {MODERN}
(10/20)
1527. MERIDEN NEW AUBREY SIDEPLATE DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #43018, 12 ga, 30" solid rib damascus barrels choked full
and full having very good bright bores. The barrels display a gray brown damascus pattern exhibiting a few light dings and having some light
oxidation stains. The locks and frame display an even gray brown patina having some light surface oxidation and dried oil stains. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good having a few light cracks emanating from the metal and having a few light handling
marks over a reapplied varnish. The gun features double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. (1X177674-20) {C&R}
(50/100)
1528. K-MART MODEL 151 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #830711, 16 ga, 28" plain barrel choked full having a very good
bore with a few light pits present. The barrel retains 80% original blue finish having loss due to scattered surface oxidation. The frame is
embellished in a light scroll engraving which retains 75% original blue finish that is thinning to a mottled brown patina. The smooth walnut
pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good plus displaying some moderate dings and scratches. (1X177615-43) {MODERN} (25/75)
1529. SAVAGE STEVENS MODEL 987 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #E919190, 22 LR, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with a few specks of oxidation and a couple of minor handling blemishes. The magazine tube is
plum with several light scratches and is fitted with the loading port off to one side and the inner magazine tube is not present. The hardwood Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates very good with multiple dings and a few scratches. The plastic triggerguard is present but not
attached to the gun as one screw hole is enlarged and it does not stay in place. The receiver is grooved for scope mounting, the front
sight is not present, leaving an empty slot and the rear leaf sight is missing its elevator. (2X127272-12) {MODERN}
(10/20)
1530. SAVAGE MODEL 30 BARRELED ACTION serial #B329481, 20 ga, 28" ventilated rib barrel choked modified with a very good
bore having some light oxidation. The barrel retains 95% original blue finish having some light oxidation and scratches present. The receiver
retains 95% original blue finish having some light dings on the lower edges also with a few light scratches; it is embellished with game
scenes on both sides. The bolt carrier has moderate oxidation present. (1X177082-25) {MODERN}
(10/20)
1531. JAPANESE ARISAKA TYPE 99 BOLT ACTION (SPORTERIZED) serial #67574, 7.7 Arisaka, 23” barrel with very good plus
bore. Metal surfaces retain 97% reapplied blue finish with a couple minor spots of silvering. Chrysanthemum has been removed, there is
a Redfield peep sight at rear, and bolt handle has been swept. Stock is a walnut classic style replacement with a recoil pad and rates excellent plus. Overall an interesting Arisaka sporter. (2X207341-44) {MODERN}
(25/75)
1532. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA TRAINER BLANK FIRING RIFLE serial #47958 6.5 Blank, with 31 1/4" smooth bore barrel
that has some pitting. Metal surfaces retain 93-95% arsenal blued finish with some metal parts turning a patina. Bolt, floorplate, and bayonet lug match each other but not the receiver; there is no chrysanthemum present. Rifle has a short cleaning rod, and original 1 1/4"
leather sling with 20 holes, and brass end keeper on the front. This rifle is meant only for firing blank and not regular ammunition. Stock
is in excellent condition with a couple scattered handling marks. Buttstock has school cartouche on right side. A nice example of a blank
firing Japanese Trainer. (2X207330-126) {C&R}
(25/75)
1533. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA NIPPON TRAINER BLANK FIRING RIFLE serial #97563808 6.5 blank, 31 1/4" rifled
barrel with a dark pitted bore. Metal surfaces are turning a patina, with oxidation throughout. Most training rifles have smooth bores but
this one has a rifled bore and an unnumbered dustcover. Stock is in excellent condition with a only a few minor handling marks, front sight
is missing and rear band is loose. This trainer will make a good wall hanger or display piece. (2X207340-21){C&R}
(25/75)
1534. WESTERNFIELD MODEL XNH-565-C SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN 12 ga, 28" plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 80% evenly thinning original blue finish having some light specks of surface oxidation along the barrel. The
receiver retains 85% of its original blue finish displaying some light scratches and oxidation stains, one of the receiver pins has been
replaced and one of the ends has been worn flat to the metal. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate very good
displaying some light dings and scratches over a flaking varnish. (2X177340-3) {MODERN}
(25/75)
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1535. TURKISH ENFIELD SNIDER CONVERTED FORAGER .577 Snider, 25 1/2” barrel with a very good smoothbore. All the metal
surfaces are dull gray lightly cleaned patina showing remnants of British proofs on the left radius and with Turkish markings elsewhere. Stock
rates about very good as sanded, retaining overall dings and light handling marks from the years. There has been a steel under-rib fitted to
the underside of the barrel and cleaning rod thimbles and sling swivels installed. There is a simple barleycorn front sight and shallow v-notch
rear. The lock seems to function mechanically although the hammer shows some damage to its face. (2X37327-6) {ANTIQUE} (40/60)
1536. LEFEVER LONG RANGE AND FIELD SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #21074, 12 ga, 30" plain barrel choked full with
a very good bright bore. The barrel retains 99% of its reapplied blue finish. The frame has been refinished displaying a dull maroon-like
color. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good as refinished displaying two professionally repaired cracks on both sides of the
cheeks along with having a few light handling marks. The forend is in similar condition, refinished and having some light handling marks.
(2X177285-19) {MODERN}
(25/50)
1537. BE LG IAN FLOBE RT STYLE R I FLE Likely .22 Caliber, 22 1/2” octagon barrel. The bore condition cannot be ascertained due
to obstructions and oxidation. The metal surfaces are overall moderately oxidized and the breechblock is not present. The stock rates
good with a small chip missing at the rear of the tang, now devoid of finish with oxidation staining leaching in here and there.
(1X37592-66S19421B) {MODERN}
(5/10)

1538
1538. UNMARKED MEDITERRANEAN MAGHRIBI CANE GUN This is a rather rudimentary Miquelet-lock “cane
gun”, for lack of a better definatory term. The caliber is roughly .42 with a 39 1/2” octagon barrel with an oxidized bore. The exterior
surfaces of the barrel are an overall light brown oxidized patina with spots of active oxidation and pitting. The barrel is retained to the hardwood stock by four hammered silver capucines and two copper capucines at the rear, one retaining the front portion of the iron lockplate.
The lock itself is very rudimentary with an extremely strong spring, currently it does not function. The Mediterranean hardwood stock rates
very good with a good deal of original varnish and handling marks and dings along with some drying checks in the highly figured section
at the bottom. Really an interesting “cane gun” overall. (1X37659-4) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
1539. ITHACA M-49 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #490325869, 22 S,L,LR, 18" barrel with a very good plus bore that has a spot of
minor pitting in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 93% original enamel finish with some silvering on lever and receiver, a spot of oxidation on barrel, some fading on barrel and a sticker on the left side of receiver. The stock rates very good with an added oil finish, scattered dings, handling marks and the letter "R" on the front of the forestock. The magazine tube cap has been replaced by a .223
Remington brass casing. A good example overall. (1X207703-11) {MODERN}
(25/75)
1540. MARLIN MODEL 55 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 12 Ga, 23" plain poly-choked barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 75% original blue with fading on barrel and receiver. The walnut stock rates very good plus with an added recoil pad, added
varnish finish, handling marks, dings and the sling studs have been removed. The barrel is fitted with a polychoke, and overall this will likely
make a good shotgun for the budget minded hunter. (1X207662-5) {C&R}
(50/100)
1541. SAVAGE SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #126480, 22 LR, 23 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces have
turned a dull gray patina with oxidation staining on barrel, bolt handle, receiver and triggerguard. The stock rates very good as cleaned
with an added oil finish, scattered dings and handling marks. The bolt release is broken and a leather sling is included with this rifle. A very
good 22 rifle overall. (1X207703-17) {MODERN}
(25/75)
1542. J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 20 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN 12 ga., 27" ventilated rib barrel with added vent choke having a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish displaying just a few light scratches and specks of surface oxidation. The
smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate very good displaying some scattered light dings and scratches. The buttstock
is fitted with a hard rubber recoil pad. (1X177674-7) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1543. STEVENS MODEL 5100 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN 12 ga, 28" solid rib barrels choked full and modified with very good
bright bores. The barrels have toned to an even gray brown patina having some surface oxidation present. The boxlock frame has toned
to a even gray brown patina. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good displaying a few moderate chips around the triggerguard and having a few cracks emanating from the frame and tangs. The smooth walnut forend rates very good displaying just a few light
handling marks; both stocks display an added varnish. (1X177674-16) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1544. STEVENS MODEL 66-B “BUCKHORN” BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90-95% original blue with some areas fading to brown, some light oxidation, several minor handling marks and some spots of
oil residue. The hardwood pistolgrip stock with black forend rates very good with an added finish showing multiple light dings and scratches and the black enamel on the forend is flaking. There are two drilled and tapped holes with filler screws on the side of the receiver.
(1X127674-3) {C&R}
(25/75)
1545. UNMARKED 1903 SPRINGFIELD STYLE DRILL RIFLE This drill rifle is based on the 1903 Springfield bolt action rifle meant
for a child. The bolt does not open, and the metal finish rates about 60%. Stock rates good with scattered dings, handling marks, hairline
cracks, and a missing chip at heel of butt. A canvas sling is included. (1X207016-10) {NON-GUN}
1546. WINCHESTER MODEL 1911 S.L. SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #45726, 12 ga, 26" plain barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 85-90% original blue with scattered light brown staining on the receiver. The plain pistolgrip walnut buttstock
and forend rate near excellent with the exception of a 6" crack on the rear left side of the forend and light storage damage on the butt.
(157567-8) {C&R}
(200/400)
1547. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA TRAINER BLANK FIRING RIFLE serial #859, 6.5 Arisaka Blank, 31" smoothbore barrel
with a dark oxidized bore. Metal surfaces retain 80% arsenal blue finish with scattered oxidation and fading. Stock rates very good as
cleaned with an added finish, and scattered dings and handling marks. Serial numbers are mismatched. This rifle was designed to fire blank
ammunition only. Overall an interesting Japanese trainer. (2X207249-59) {C&R}
(25/75)
1548. J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 20 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN 12 ga, 26" plain barrel with J.C. Higgins poly choke and a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a bit of loss on the magazine tube; the bottom of the frame just ahead of the
loading port is etched "WJD JR". The checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend rate excellent with a few light dings and handling
marks from the years. (1X157592-92D30958) {MODERN}
(75/150)
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1549. FRENCH EIBR MODEL 92 REVOLVER BY GARANTE ANITUA serial #4957, 8mm Lebel Revolver, 4 1/4" barrel with an
excellent bore. This revolver is a clone of the S&W Military & Police hand ejector and retains about 85% original blue finish with high edge
wear, scratches, dings and turn ring. The hammer and trigger retain strong case-hardened colors with light operational marks and freckling. The diamond checkered walnut grips rate very good with light dents, dings and scratches. It is equipped with a lanyard swivel and
is mechanically functional. The screws have light to moderate slot damage. There are no French military markings present and it includes
an unmarked, excellent condition, flap holster. (87680-7) {C&R}
(100/200)
1550. CHARTER ARMS UNDERCOVER REVOLVER serial #105065, 38 Special, 1 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The pistol is
currently disassembled and in need of several minor parts. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue finish with some high edge
wear, turn ring on the cylinder and handling marks. The checkered walnut factory grips with Charter Arms medallions are in excellent condition. The cylinder - extractor - crane assembly has been disassembled. All parts except for the ejector rod assembly pin appear to be
present, plus several spare springs. This gun should be fairly easy for a professional to repair but may require other parts in addition to the
pin noted earlier and should be checked by a professional. (2X87427-80) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1551. S M ITH & WE S SON LADYS M ITH DOU BLE ACTION R EVOLVE R serial #12819, 22 Long, 3 1/2" barrel with a very good
bore that has some minor pitting in the grooves. The metal surfaces on this 2nd Model revolver have turned a dull gray patina with
some pitting on frame. S&W hard rubber grips are numbered to a different gun and rate very good plus with some light handling
marks. Double action is working fine but hammer will not function properly. Overall a good example. (1X206520-1021) {C&R}
[Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1552. REMINGTON MODEL 1895 OVER-UNDER DERINGER serial #265, .41 RF, 3" double barrels with good bores that show
scattered oxidation and pitting. Metal surfaces are fading to a brown patina with traces of original blue finish and there is small thin crack
in the hinge on the left side just behind the screw. Checkered black plastic grips rate excellent overall. A very good example overall.
(206520-4096) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
1553. INDIAN MKIII ENFIELD BOLT ACTION DRILL RIFLE BY ISHAPORE serial #25316E, .303 British, 25” barrel with a
plugged bore, and hole through the receiver for deactivation. Metal surfaces retain 75% arsenal enamel finish with scattered loss throughout. Wrist is marked 1940 and has “GRI” Ishapore factory marking, bolt is mismatched but remaining parts are matching, with many of
them marked “DP” for drill purpose. Rifle is import marked, and the magazine is missing the spring and follower and is marked with red
and white stripes indicating drill purpose. Stock is marked with red and white stripes, and rates very good with scattered handling marks,
repairs and dings. Overall a nice wall hanger, or parts donor rifle. (207249-27) {C&R}
(25/75)
1554. SPANISH EIBAR SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #22471, 32 ACP, 3 1/4" barrel with a very good bore that has some frosting in
grooves. The metal surfaces are fading to a gray patina with oxidation scattered throughout the frame and slide. The plexiglass replacement
grips rate very good with handling marks and dings. The slide and frame are matching but the underside of the barrel is numbered "146".
No magazine is included with this pistol. (207722-30S19433) {MODERN}
(20/40)
1555. BELGIAN TOP-BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER, 32 S&W 2 7/8” barrel with a lightly frosted bore. This revolver has no
maker markings but is equipped with an unusual manual safety. The metal surfaces retain about 60% blue finish with the grip frame and
lower frame worn to pewter with similar wear on the sides of the barrel. The revolver has “4R4” hand-scratched on both sides of the frame
along with scattered light scratches, oxidation blemishes and pinprick pitting. The checkered hard rubber grips rate very good with minimal
wear but have been painted white. The trigger return spring is broken but timing and lock up are good and barrel-to-frame fit is tight.
(1X87421-38) {C&R}
(10/20)
1556. BELGIAN FOLDING TRIGGER REVOLVER 32 CF, 3 1/4" octagon barrel with a very good bore with scattered pits. The metal surfaces
retain 90% original nickel finish with scattered wear throughout as well as light engraving. The hard rubber grips show nice relief-carved floral
decorations and a pair of Gryffon heads on either side of the bottom of the grips. The arm functions properly. (157708-2) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)
1557. SYRACU S E AR M S COM PANY BOXLOCK DOU BLE S HOTG U N serial #2447, 12 ga, 28" damascus matted rib barrels
choked full and full with very good bores having just a few light pits. The barrels have toned to a pleasing brown patina having a strong
damascus pattern with scatted specks of surface oxidation. The frame has toned to a dark brown patina having some light scratches
and a few light pits. The smooth walnut round knob pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good as refinished long ago having a few
light dings and scratches over a glossy lacquer finish. The buttstock is fitted with a hard rubber buttplate which provides a length of
pull of 14". The gun features double triggers and extractors. The barrels are slightly off face and have some light play. (1X177147-209)
{C&R} [Terry Buffum Collection]
(100/200)

1558
1558. REMINGTON MODEL 1882 DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial
#14267, 10 ga, 30" damascus barrels choked modified and modified with very good bright bores
having light pinprick pitting their full lengths. The barrels display a lovely brown damascus pattern having
some silvering around the muzzles along with some light scattered oxidation stains. The doll’s head extension
displays some raised metal possibly from being dropped and the rib displays four professionally filled holes.
The locks and frame have toned to a dark gray brown patina. The hammers, top lever, and long tang triggerguard have toned
to a smooth gray patina; the left hammer has a replaced hammer screw. The custom made walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very
good displaying a few impact marks, dings and scratches; the grip displays the initials "JLT" carved into the wood. The walnut forend rates
very good as refinished displaying some light dings and scratches. The buttstock is fitted with a widow's peak steel buttplate which has
toned to a silvery gray patina. The gun functions well mechanically but the barrels lock up loose and have slight lateral play. (1X177147212) {ANTIQUE} [Terry Buffum Collection]
(200/400)
1559. REMINGTON MODEL 1889 DOUBLE HAMMERGUN serial #88552, 12 ga, 28" matted rib barrels choked full and improved
modified with very good lightly pitted bores. The barrels have been refinished long ago displaying a blue brown patina with scattered pinprick pitting. The locks and frame have toned to a dark gray brown patina having some oxidation and pitting present. The checkered walnut
pistolgrip buttstock and splinter forend rate very good displaying perhaps some light added finish long ago, the wood has some light dings
and scratches from years of use. The gun is fitted with its original factory buttplate which provides a length of pull of 13 3/4" with drops
of 2" and 3". The gun features double triggers and extractors. (177356-1) {C&R}
(275/375)
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1560
1560. STEYR WAFFENFABRIK DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #5696, 16
ga, 28 1/2" matted rib barrels choked full and full with very good bores having pitting their full
length. The barrels retain about 80% original blue finish with the balance flaking to a mottled brown patina having scattered scratches, some being moderate. The frame and locks are embellished in a light geometric scroll engraving
retaining about 30% of its case-hardened colors with the balance a smoky gray. The top lever retains 90% of its original blue
finish while the triggerguard has toned to a gray patina having traces of original color in the protected areas. The rebounding hammers
are delicately sculpted and feature graceful curves with pleasing checkered thumb pieces. The checkered round knob buttstock with left
side rounded shadowline cheekpiece rates very good displaying a few light dings and a small chip or two around the edges. The checkered
splinter forend rates very good having some light dings present. The length of pull to the steel buttplate is 14" having drops of 1 3/4" and 3
1/4". The gun features double triggers and extractors. (1X177147-194) {C&R} [Terry Buffum Collection]
(300/500)

1561
1561. REMINGTON 1894 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #121376, 10 ga, 30" damascus matted rib barrels with very good bores having light to moderate pitting their full length. The barrels have toned to a bright pewter patina having some light dings
and scattered oxidation and staining present. The boxlock frame is a bright pewter patina having some scattered
light scratches and having some oxidation stains present. The checkered round knob pistolgrip buttstock rates about very
good displaying numerous dings and scratches along with having two repair pins above the wrist from two cracks emanating from
the upper tang, a crossbolt repair through the cheeks that have been filled with wood filler, there is also a 2" repair on the right side
cheek. The splinter forend rates good plus displaying moderate to heavy dings having some edge wear and chipping. The buttstock is fitted
with an added Pachmayr recoil pad which provides a length of pull of 14". This shotgun was once fitted with ejectors leaving the barrel flats
bare from some parts. A very good gun to bring back to life. (1X177147-210) {MODERN} [Terry Buffum Collection]
(350/550)

1562
1562. LEFEVER SIDELOCK G GRADE DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #47236, 12
ga, 30" matted rib barrels choked full and improved cylinder with very good bores having light
pitting throughout. The barrels have been cleaned to a dark patina displaying a poorly re-blued finish leaving
a streaked finish and some scattered specks of surface oxidation and a few light dings. The sidelocks and frame
retain 80% of their added finish having some edge wear and some scattered surface oxidation. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good as refinished displaying a few light dings with moderate sanding marks. The forend rates very
good as refinished having some rough sanded edges; the forend metal has been refinished and displays moderate pitting. The buttstock
is fitted with an added white line recoil pad which provides a length of pull 14 1/4". The gun features double triggers, cocking indicators
and extractors. (1X177147-206) {MODERN} [Terry Buffum Collection]
(300/500)

1563
1563. ITHACA FIELD GRADE BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial
#275537, 12 ga, 28" matted rib barrels choked modified and full with bright excellent bores. The
barrels retain 99% reapplied blue finish. The frame has toned to a dull pewter-brown patina with
strong traces of original case-hardened color here and there. The checkered pistolgrip roundknob buttstock and
splinter forend rate very good with some light dings and handling marks as well as some added finish. The length of pull
to the black plastic buttplate is 14 1/4" with drops of 1 7/8" and 3 1/4". (2X157053-6) {C&R}
(350/550)
1564. SAVAGE FOX STERLINGWORTH BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #81017, 12 ga, 28" matted rib savage barrels
choked improved modified and modified with bright excellent bores. The barrels retain 95% professionally added blue finish having just a
few light handling marks along with a few rub marks. The boxlock frame displays a simple border engraving and has tarnished to a dull
pewter patina. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good as refinished displaying just a few light handling marks
and worn checkering; there has been an added 1 1/4" piece of walnut to the butt. The buttstock is fitted with a hard rubber recoil pad
which provides a length of pull of 14". The gun features double triggers, extractors and an automatic safety. The gun functions well
mechanically and lockup is tight. (1X177402-13) {MODERN}
(300/500)

1565
1565. GERMAN SCALLOPED BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN BY J.J. REEB HUFBUCHSENMACHER serial #19516, 16 ga, 25 1/2" shortened barrels (unchoked) with very good lightly pitted bores. The Krupp steel barrels with the wall
thickness above .025" have toned to a gray brown patina having light areas of oxidation staining and scattered
freckling. The scalloped frame has toned to a tarnished gray patina with areas toning brown and is embellished in a floral scroll
engraving with beautiful chiseled floral bouquet fences displaying light traces of original case colors in the protected areas. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock with a shadowline cheekpiece rates very good displaying light dings, scratches, a small hole on the toe line from a sling
stud and a few light cracks on left side near the crossbolt and on the right side wrist. The checkered forearm with an ebony insert tip rates very good displaying a few light handling marks and light chipping on the edges. The gun wears a grooved bone buttplate which provides a length of 14 1/8" with
drops of 1 3/8" and 2 1/2". The gun features a Greener-style cross bolt, cocking indicators and double triggers. (177149-1) {MODERN}
(350/550)
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1566. STEVENS FAVORITE SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #P770, 22 LR, 22” part round part octagon barrel with a gray lightly pitted
bore. The metal surfaces are gray and brown with oxidation staining, some spots of oxidation and some light pitting. The walnut stock and
forearm rate very good with several minor dings and scratches, a couple of minor chips, and a short crack and a small hole on the right
side. (127663-3) {C&R}
(100/200)
1567. AN SCH UTZ JGA KARABI N E R S I NG LE S HOT BOLT ACTION R I FLE serial #515197, 9mm Flobert, 23 3/4” barrel with
an excellent smooth bore. The barrel is blue and brown spiral striped with a little spotty oxidation and a bit of minor pitting. The receiver
shows a few spots of light oxidation and a couple of minor dings. The hardwood stock with checkered pistolgrip and schnabel forend
rates very good with several minor dings and scratches and some minor chips by the buttplate. The gun is missing its triggerguard and
front sight. The 9mm Flobert is a very old 9mm rimfire shot cartridge that is available and may make this a good little garden gun.
(127657-51) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1568. REMINGTON MODEL 550-1 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 9899% original blue with a few light freckles and minor handling marks. The walnut pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with several minor
handling blemishes. The gun comes with its original sights and a cartridge deflector over the ejection port. (127676-4) {C&R} (100/300)
1569. MOSSBERG MODEL 151M-B SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
95% original blue with spotty oxidation and light freckling. The walnut pistolgrip Mannlicher style stock rates about excellent showing a
few minor handling blemishes. The rear aperture sight, rear sporting sight and front sight hood and inserts are not present. Includes a set
of rings. (127711-1) {C&R}
(100/300)
1570. WINCHESTER MODEL 69A BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
95% original blue with some light freckling, a few small spots of oxidation and a few minor handling marks. The walnut pistolgrip stock
rates near excellent with several minor handling marks. The gun has no rear sight and the receiver is drilled and tapped with a Weaver G4
scope that has slightly cloudy optics. Comes with a military style leather sling. (127721-13D) {C&R}
(150/350)
1571. REMINGTON MODEL 511-X SCOREMASTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces are a gray-brown patina with some added blue showing brushing marks and a few spots of minor pitting. The walnut pistolgrip stock has been cleaned and rates very good as-is, with a few remnants of red paint, a few minor handling marks and leaving the
hard rubber buttplate slightly proud of the wood. The rear sight is not present. Mounted to the grooved receiver is a Tasco 3-7x rifle scope
with crosshair reticle and clear optics. No magazine included. (127712-12) {C&R}
(50/150)
1572. MOS S BE RG MODE L 46M BOLT ACTION R I FLE 22 S,L,LR, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
97% original blue with several minor scratches and light handling marks. The two-piece walnut pistolgrip Mannlicher style stock with
right-handed cheekpiece rates near excellent with several minor handling blemishes. The hard rubber buttplate has a chip in the heel
and the safety’s green “Safe” symbol is not present. The gun is fitted with a hooded front sight with interchangeable inserts, a sporter
adjustable rear leaf and comes with a military style leather sling. The rear aperture sight is not present. This rifle has a tube magazine.
(127675-21) {C&R}
(200/400)
1573. REMINGTON MODEL 514 ROUTLEDGE BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR Shot, 24 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent smooth
bore. The metal surfaces on this single shot rifle are a brown patina with a few minor handling marks and some scattered specks of oxidation. The walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good to near excellent with multiple minor handling blemishes. It has likely been lightly
cleaned as the hard rubber buttplate hangs slightly proud of the wood. The gun is equipped with a shotgun style front bead sight and no
rear sight. (127675-17) {MODERN}
(100/300)
1574. REMINGTON MODEL 550-1 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
99% blue with a couple of specks of oxidation on the barrel and a few minor pinprick pits on the receiver. The walnut pistolgrip stock rates
excellent showing a few faint handling marks. The gun is fitted with its original front and rear sights and a cartridge deflector on the ejection
port. The bulk of the gun appears original with a blued over scratch on the magazine tube. (127758-4) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1575. HENRY OCTAGON FRONTIER LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #T37102H, 22 S,L,LR, 20” octagon barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few minor handling marks. The walnut stock rates excellent with a couple of very
light handling marks. The gun is fitted with a brass bead front sight; the rear sight is not present leaving and empty dovetail; there is a pair
of drilled and tapped holes on the breech end of the barrel; and a BSA 22 Special 4x32 rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics is
mounted to the grooved receiver. (127759-5) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1576. MOSSBERG MODEL 42M(A) BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 90-95% original blue with several small worn spots and some scattered light oxidation. There is added black enamel on the front
sight and bolt with some black splatter on the stock and barrel. The hardwood Mannlicher-style pistolgrip stock rates very good as cleaned
with an added finish leaving the metal buttplate slightly proud of the wood and showing a few minor handling marks. Both the receiver
and barrel are drilled and tapped with a pair of holes and the front stock retention screw threads weakly into the barrel. The gun is fitted
with sling swivels and the front sight hood is missing. No magazine is included. (127711-5) {C&R}
(75/150)
1577. S M ITH & WE S SON MODE L 22A-1 S E M I-AUTO PI STOL S E R IAL #UCD8223, 22 LR, 5 1/2” slab sided bull barrel
with a bright excellent bore and solid rib. The two-tone metal surfaces retain 97% original flat black and bright stainless steel barrel
and slide and flat black alloy frame showing several minor handling blemishes. The black rubber and plastic grips rate very good
also showing a few handling marks. The pistol is fitted with a green High-Viz front and adjustable rear sights and comes with two
magazines. (127778-3) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1578. WALTHER MODEL P22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #N085425, 22 LR, 5” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 97% original matte black finish showing a couple of minor handling marks. The black polymer frame and textured grips rate excellent.
The included frame extension has a green hue and fits over the barrel with a little bit of play. (127779-11) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1579. WARDS WESTERN FIELD NO. 47 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 21” barrel with an about excellent bright bore. The metal
surfaces are polished to gray with some light oxidation present and a few remnants of blue here and there. The hardwood pistolgrip stock
with finger grooved forend has been cleaned leaving the metallic buttplate slightly proud of the wood and showing scattered specks of
splatter and multiple light handling marks. The barrel on this gun has been cut, the receiver has four (possibly added) drilled and tapped
holes, and the bolt is missing. (127722-18S19463) {MODERN}
(10/20)
1580. MARLIN MODEL 99 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original
blue with a faint handling mark or two. The Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates about excellent showing a couple of minor handing marks.
The white buttplate spacer has shrunk leaving it slightly indented. The gun comes with factory sights and has a Tasco 3-7x rifle scope with
clear optics mounted to the grooved receiver. (127714-58) {C&R}
(75/150)
1581. KEL-TEC MODEL P3AT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #KLW84, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 97% original blue with a little operational wear and a couple of minor handling marks. The synthetic frame with integrated checkered
grips rates excellent with a couple of light handling marks. The gun comes with its original box. (127779-10) {MODERN}
(150/250)
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1582. REMINGTON MODEL 722 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #320394, 222 Rem, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel
is gray with some toning toward brown showing some light oxidation and spots of minor pitting while the receiver retains 97% of its original
blue also with a few small spots of light oxidation and minor pitting. The walnut pistolgrip stock rates good with a repaired crack on the
left side running into the wrist, a couple of other cracks in the wrist area and multiple minor scratches and dings. The front sight is replaced
with a filler screw, a rear sight is present, and a Weaver K10 rifle scope with lightly cloudy optics is mounted to the receiver on a Leupold
base and rings. (127711-21) {C&R}
(75/150)
1583. WINCHESTER MODEL 74 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #226719A, 22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces are a faded blue toned to gray and brown with some light oxidation, oxidation staining and a little light pitting. The walnut pistolgrip
stock rates very good plus with multiple light handling marks and an added finish. (127714-47) {C&R)
(50/150)
1584. GLOCK MODEL 17 GEN 3 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1BG955, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95% original blue with light operational wear and handling marks. The polymer frame with integrated grip and accessory rail
rates excellent. The gun appears to have seen light use and comes with a black plastic Glock box. (127791-20) {MODERN} (250/450)
1585. RUGER NEW MODEL SINGLE-SIX CONVERTIBLE SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #264-52726, 22 LR/22
Magnum, 6 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a faint handling mark or two and a
speck of oxidation on the barrel. The rosewood grips with inlaid Ruger medallions rate excellent. The gun appears to have seen little use
and is fitted with an adjustable rear sight. It comes with both 22 LR and 22 Magnum cylinders, cable lock and manual all housed in its
original gray plastic Ruger case. (127791-18) {MODERN}
(250/450)
1586. RUGER MODEL 22/45 TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #270-88719, 22 LR, 5 1/2” bull barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with several tiny handling blemishes. The polymer frame with integrated checkered grip
rates excellent. The gun in fitted with an adjustable rear sight and comes with a total of two magazines, scope base, manual and its factory
gray plastic case. (127789-7) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1587. SAVAGE MODEL 23A BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #10754, 22 LR, 23” barrel with a very good lightly frosted bore. The metal
surfaces are a fading blue toning to a gray patina with some oxidation staining and minor handling marks. The metallic buttplate has the
Indian/Savage Quality logo and is a brown patina with a few small spots of oxidation. The walnut pistolgrip stock with schnabel forend tip
rates very good to near excellent showing multiple minor dings and scratches and a small chip in front of the floorplate. The front bead and
rear adjustable leaf sights are present. No magazine included. (127712-16) {C&R}
(75/150)
1588. HAR R I NGTON & R ICHAR DSON MODE L 939 U LTRA S I DE KICK DOU BLE ACTION R EVOLVE R serial
#AE88011, 22 S,L,LR, 6” flat sided ventilated rib bull barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue
with some light handling marks primarily along the top of the rib and a few scattered specks of oxidation. The checkered walnut target
grips with right-handed thumbrest rate about excellent showing a few minor handling marks. The gun is fitted with an adjustable rear
sight. (127779-8) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1589. HIGH STANDARD MODEL 103 SPORT KING SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1325157, 22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few specks of oxidation and a couple of minor handling marks. The
checkered brown plastic grips with inlaid High Standard medallions rate near excellent with a small chip on the left and a few faint handling
marks. (127793-2) {MODERN}
(150/350)
1590. S M ITH & WE S SON BODYG UAR D 380 S E M I-AUTO PI STOL serial #EAZ5747, 380 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue showing a couple of minor handling blemishes and a couple of spots of light oxidation.
The black polymer frame with integrated Crimson Trace laser and grip rates excellent showing a couple of minor handling marks.
(127789-4) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1591. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 765 PIONEER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #26502, 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 40% original blue toning toward brown with multiple minor handling marks and a
little light oxidation. The walnut pistolgrip stock rates good with multiple dings and scratches, a couple of chips in the butt and a chipped
buttpad. The triggerguard, loading platform and sights are not present. (127712-19) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1592. RUGER SECURITY-SIX DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #150-55516S, 357 Magnum, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate about excellent showing several light handling marks and a faint turn ring on the cylinder. The
checkered walnut grips with inlaid Phoenix medallions rate excellent showing a faint handling mark or two. The gun is fitted with an
adjustable rear sight and comes with a correctly end labelled and numbered red and black factory box. A factory letter is included that
states this revolver was shipped from the factory in February 1975 as a used or second gun. (127762-21) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1593. RUGER NEW MODEL BISLEY SUPER BLACKHAWK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #85-44597, 44 Magnum, 7
1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original blue with a couple of minor handling marks and a faint
turn ring on the fluted cylinder. The loading gate is dark plum. The goncalo alves grips with inlaid Phoenix medallions rate about excellent
with a light handling mark or two. This revolver features an adjustable rear sight and a Bisley hammer. It appears to have seen little if any
use and comes with the correct factory box and numbered shipping sleeve. (127762-25) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1594. LOW NUMBERED RUGER MARK II TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #18-05000, 22 LR, 5 1/2” bull barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% plus original blue. The black checkered grips rate excellent. This pistol appears
unused and comes with a correct un-numbered factory box, manual and a total of two magazines. Included is a factory letter indicating
that this pistol shipped from the factory in March 1982 and a copy of an email indicating that this is the lowest serial number known on a
catalog No. MK-512 pistol. (127762-20) {MODERN}
(300/400)
1595. HIGH STANDARD SHARPSHOOTER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #2499219, 22 LR, 5 1/2” bull barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with several specks of oxidation on the barrel, some oxidation staining on the gripstrap and a little flaking of the gold finish on the trigger. The checkered walnut thumbrest grips rate excellent. This pistol is likely unused.
It features an adjustable rear sight and comes with its original factory box correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun. (127762-14)
{MODERN}
(300/500)
1596. HIGH STANDARD SHARPSHOOTER-M SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #SH13031, 22 LR, 5 1/2” bull barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The electroless nickel finish rates excellent retaining 99% original finish showing a couple of faint handling marks. The
checkered walnut grips with thumbrest rate excellent. This pistol appears to have seen little if any use and features a blue front and
adjustable rear sights. It comes with a single magazine. (127762-32) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1597. BERETTA MODEL 84B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #B92550Y, 380 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue with a tiny handling mark or two. The smooth walnut grips rate excellent also showing a tiny handling
mark or two. This pistol appears like-new and comes with a single 13 round magazine, its original factory box, bore brush and manual.
(127793-16) {MODERN}
(200/400)
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1598. RUGER BLACKHAWK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #106821, 357 Magnum, 4 5/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original blue with a few minor handling marks, a couple of specks of oxidation and a faint turn ring on
the cylinder. The walnut grips with inlaid Ruger medallions rate excellent. The gun is sighted with a ramp front and adjustable rear sights.
Comes with a correctly end-labeled and numbered yellow and black factory box. (127793-14) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1599. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 422 TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TBA0482, 22 LR, 6” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a couple of faint handling marks. The checkered walnut grips with inlaid S&W
medallions rate excellent with a couple of light handling marks. This pistol appears like new and is likely unfired. It features an adjustable
rear sight and comes with a cleaning kit, small bottle of Rem Oil, manual and its original S&W box correctly end-labeled and numbered to
the gun. (127752-8) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1600. RUGER LC9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial 320-78237, 9mm, 3 1/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The steel slide retains 98%
original blue with an area that appears lightly cleaned with some faint oxidation staining. The black synthetic frame with integrated checkered grip rates excellent. The gun features a loaded chamber indicator, fixed three-dot sights and comes with a single finger extension
magazine. (127789-2) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1601. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 39-2 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A683564, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
steel slide retains 99% original bright nickel finish showing several light handling marks. The black alloy frame rates very good to near excellent with some fading to gray toward the muzzle and on the triggerguard as well as a few minor handling blemishes here and there. The
black textured rubber Pachmayr wrap-around grips rate about excellent with a small split by the magazine well. The gun features a red ramp
front and adjustable rear sights, a decocking safety and comes with a single 8 shot magazine. (127752-1) {MODERN}
(300/400)
1602. WARDS WESTERN FIELD NO. 46D BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 21” shortened barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 60% original blue fading toward brown with multiple light handling marks. The pistolgrip walnut stock with left
side cheekpiece rates about excellent with several light handling marks. The stock is fitted with sling swivels, the plastic triggerguard has
shrunk and is a bit ill-fitted, and the shortened barrel has no sights. The receiver has been drilled and tapped with a side mounted base
and a Weaver B4 scope with cloudy optics fitted to it. (127785-24) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1603. MARLIN MODEL 782 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #13699138, 22 Magnum, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95% original blue with scattered light oxidation throughout. The checkered pistolgrip Monte Carlo walnut stock rates very
good with multiple minor dings and scratches and a couple of spots of white paint. The front sight hood and magazine are not present.
(127789-16) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1604. RANGER MODEL 101.16 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97%
original blue with several minor handling marks and some scattered light oxidation. The walnut pistolgrip stock with left side cheekpiece
rates very good to near excellent showing multiple light dings and scratches. The sight blade is missing from rear sight. (127666-22)
{MODERN}
(75/150)
1605. J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 42 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
97% original blue with some minor toning toward gray and some scattered light oxidation. The pistolgrip hardwood stock rates very good
with multiple light handing marks and large areas of a flaking/worn finish. (127666-29) {C&R}
(75/150)
1606. SMITH & WESSON MODEL SW9VE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #RAX3583, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The satin stainless steel slide rates excellent with a faint handling mark or two. The black polymer frame with integrated grip also rates
excellent. This pistol appears to have seen little use and comes with a single 10 round magazine. (127666-102) {MODERN} (200/400)
1607. BERETTA MODEL 3032 TOMCAT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #DAA417583, 32 ACP, 2 3/8” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The barrel and slide retain 95% original matte gray finish with thinning toward brown along the barrel and a few minor handling blemishes. The alloy frame’s anodized matte gray finish rates excellent with a tiny handling mark or two. The checkered black plastic grips rate
about excellent with a few light handling marks. (127666-114) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1608. HIGH STANDARD SENTINEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #29873, 22 S,L,LR, 3” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The barrel and 9-shot cylinder retain 97% original blue with some wear on the front edge and a turn ring on the cylinder. The alloy
frame retains 95% of its matte gray anodized finish with wear near the cylinder and a few light scratches and minor handling marks. There
is a little play in the cylinder lock-up and a fair amount of movement in the yoke when the cylinder is open. The bold case colors on the
trigger and hammer rate excellent. The one piece checkered brown plastic grip also rates excellent. Comes with its original factory box.
(127666-123) {C&R}
(100/300)
1609. RUGER BEARCAT SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #97089, 22 LR, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original blue with a few minor handling marks. The walnut grips with Ruger medallions rate excellent showing a couple of tiny scratches. This 1968 production Bearcat appears to have seen little use and features a roll-marked cylinder, brass colored triggerguard and alloy frame. (127815-6) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1610. GLOCK MODEL 32 GEN3 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PTT637, 357 Sig, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% plus original blue. The black synthetic frame with integrated grips rates excellent. This pistol appears like-new
and comes with a total of two magazines, loading tool, bore brush, cable lock and manual all housed in a black plastic Glock case.
(127815-3) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1611. WINCHESTER MODEL 94AE LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #6422272, 30-30, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with some scattered specks of oxidation. The straight walnut stained hardwood stock and forearm
rate about excellent with a couple of minor handling blemishes. This gun features a cross bolt safety, a front bead and rear leaf sights and
has a 3-9x rifle scope with a duplex reticle and clear optics on as set of see-through Weaver rings mounted to the receiver. This rifle
appears to have seen little use. (127666-39) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1612. MARLIN MODEL 336RC LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #J33365, 30-30, 20” barrel with a very good bore showing a little
light oxidation and a small blemish about mid bore. The barrel has added black enamel with some flaking and oxidation; the receiver retains
about 70% original blue with the high handled areas fading to gray and some light oxidation and minor handling marks. The pistolgrip walnut stock and forearm rate very good with multiple minor dings and scratches. The gun is fitted with a Browning ventilated recoil pad and
has sling swivels on the toe line and magazine tube. (127666-8) {C&R}
(100/300)
1613. MARLIN MODEL 25MN BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #08570769, 22 Magnum, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% original blue and the Monte Carlo pistolgrip hardwood stock rates about excellent with a couple of minor handling marks. This rifle appears to have seen little use and comes with a Simmons 4X rifle scope mounted to the receiver that has a duplex
reticle and very good optics. (127778-1) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1614. SAVAGE MODEL 65M BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 Magnum, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
98% original blue with a couple of minor handling marks and a few specks of light oxidation. The Monte Carlo pistolgrip walnut stock rates
near excellent with several minor handling marks. This rifle appears to have seen light use and comes with a Realist 4-8X rifle scope mounted to the receiver that has lightly foggy optics. (127791-2) {MODERN}
(50/100)
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1615. CZ MODEL 452-2E ZKM AMERICAN CLASSIC BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #A316650, 17 Mach 2, 22 1/2” barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with a couple of scratches on the right side of the butt and a few other minor handling marks. The gun appears to have seen little use and comes
with a grooved receiver and no provision for sights. (127791-5) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1616. SAVAGE MK-II BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #G698162, 22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
99% original blue. The checkered pistolgrip Monte Carlo stock with black nosecap rates excellent with a couple of minor handling blemishes. The gun appears to have seen little if any use. It comes without provision for sights but does have a set of scope bases mounted to
the receiver. (127791-12) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1617. CZ MODEL 452-2E ZKM AMERICAN CLASSIC BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #A238892, 22 LR, 22 1/2” barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock rates about excellent with a couple
of minor handling marks. This gun appears to have seen little if any use and comes with a grooved receiver and no provision for sights.
(127791-6) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1618. WINCHESTER MODEL 69A BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
97% original blue with some light scattered freckling and a few small spots of oxidation. The walnut pistolgrip stock rates near excellent
with a few light handling marks. The gun is fitted with a factory adjustable rear aperture sight that comes with the aperture eyepiece, but
does not include the eyepiece retention nut. Also included is a military style leather sling. (127789-13) {C&R}
(200/400)
1619. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 949 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #AF38456, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 75% original blue with some thinning to gray and areas of oxidation present. The
rear section of the walnut grip is broken off and is not included; the remaining side panels rate very good with some light wear and multiple
minor handling marks. (127666-146) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1620. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 949 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #AU031466, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this second model revolver retain 97% original blue with a little light freckling, a little
silvering on some high edges and a turn ring on the 9 shot cylinder. The walnut grip rates very good with a faded finish. This revolver features a transfer bar safety. (127666-121) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1621. SPRINGFIELD MODEL 87A SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90%
original blue with areas fading to brown, some scattered light oxidation and light handling marks. The pistolgrip hardwood stock rates good
with multiple light dings and scratches, some fading finish and a large crack in the forend that is repaired with a screw. The bolt knob is
broken and will not stay in place. (127666-51) {MODERN}
(25/50)
1622. ROSSI MODEL 518 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #L032324, 22 LR, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The brushed
stainless steel finish rates about excellent showing a few minor handling marks and a light turn ring on the cylinder. The checkered black
rubber finger-groove wrap-around grips also rate excellent with a few faint handling blemishes. The gun is fitted with adjustable rear and
red ramp front sights. (127823-5) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1623. WESSON MODEL 715 TARGET DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #357S010170, 357 Magnum, 4” full lugged and
ribbed barrel with a bright excellent bore. The satin stainless steel surfaces on this Palmer-manufactured revolver rate about excellent
showing several light handling marks and a light turn ring on the cylinder. The black rubber Hogue finger-groove grip rates excellent with
a few minor handling marks. This revolver is the non-interchangeable fixed barrel target model and is sighted with an adjustable rear and
red ramp front sight. (127823-4) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1624. HIGH STANDARD SENTINEL R-101 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #936959, 22 S,L,LR, 6” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with several light dings and scratches on the alloy frame and a turn ring on the
9-shot cylinder. The trigger and hammer exhibit about excellent bold case colors with a few specks of oxidation present. The checkered
brown plastic grip rates near excellent showing several light scratches primarily on the butt. (127823-8) {C&R}
(100/300)
1625. RUGER MARK I TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #310699, 22 LR, 6 7/8” heavy tapered barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few light handling marks and a speck or two of light oxidation. The checkered black
plastic grips with a black Ruger medallion rate excellent with a couple of faint handling marks. This gun is fitted with an adjustable rear
sight and comes with two chrome based magazines and a yellow and red Ruger box that is end-labeled and numbered to a different gun.
(127860-1) {C&R}
(250/450)
1626. RUGER MARK II TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #18-56003, 22 LR, 5 1/2” bull barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a light handling mark or two. The checkered black plastic grips with a black Ruger medallion
rate excellent. This gun appears to have seen little use, is fitted with an adjustable rear sight, and comes with two magazines, manual and
an unmarked yellow and black Ruger box. (127848-1) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1627. RUGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #47-20728, 45 LC, 4 5/8” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a light turn ring on the cylinder. The checkered black rubber Pachmayr
grips rate excellent. This revolver appears to have seen little use, is fitted with an adjustable rear sight and comes with a correctly endlabeled un-numbered yellow and black Ruger box. (127864-1) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1628. HIGH STANDARD SHARPSHOOTER-M SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #SH11054, 22 LR, 5 1/2” bull barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few light scratches and a little fading toward gray on the upper rear gripstrap. The checkered black rubber Pachmayr wraparound grip rates excellent. The gun is fitted with an Aimpoint red dot mounted to the
barrel on a scope rail that is cantilevered over the slide. The original rear sight is not present. (127856-5D31764) {MODERN} (200/400)
1629. HIGH STANDARD DURA-MATIC M-101 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #559203, 22 LR, 6 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a couple of faint handling marks. The brown checkered grip rates excellent. This
pistol is in overall excellent condition and appears to have seen little use. (127822-16) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1630. AUTO ORDNANCE 1911A1 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #AOC23021, 45 ACP, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol is
disassembled with all the parts appearing to be present. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with a few minor handling marks and
some operational wear. The black textured Pachmayr grip rates near excellent. The gun comes with a factory box numbered to the gun
and a photocopy of the manual. (127703-31) {MODERN}
(200/400)
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1631. FEG MODEL GPM-01 PNEUMATIC TARGET AIR PISTOL serial #06346, .177 cal, 10” barrel with compensator and an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces rate near excellent overall with the barrel
retaining 95% original blue showing some minor thinning and also some light handling marks scattered
about on the barrel and aluminum frame. The FEG
walnut target grips rate about excellent with a few
minor handling marks and feature a stippled grip area
and an adjustable rest. The gun is fitted with a ProClass 6x40 pistol scope that has a tapered duplex
center-dot reticle and clear optics fitted to a high-rise
aluminum scope mount. Included with the air pistol
are three compressed air cylinders, a set of iron sights,
cylinder recharging adapter, extra seals, a partial tin of
pellets and a set of shooting glasses all housed in a
custom wood case. (127808-5)
(300/500)
1632. SEECAMP MODEL LWS 32 SEMI-AUTO
PISTOL serial #038347, 32 ACP, 2” barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate excellent as do the plastic grips. This pistol
appears to have seen little if any use and comes with a holster, trigger lock and its original factory box. (127847-9) {MODERN} (300/400)
1633. SEECAMP MODEL LWS 32 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #026259, 32 ACP, 2” barrel with very good bore showing a small
spot of superficial oxidation. The stainless steel surfaces rate near excellent with multiple minor handling marks. The black plastic grips rate
very good showing multiple minor handling blemishes and a little light soiling. (127789-3) {MODERN}
(250/350)
1634. TAURUS MODEL 85 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #IE77201, 38 Spl, 2” lugged and ribbed barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with faint handling mark or two and a very light turn ring on the five shot cylinder. The
trigger and hammer exhibit excellent case colors. The black rubber textured Pachmayr grips rate excellent. This pistol appear to have seen
little use and comes with its factory box. (127870-1) {MODERN}
(250/350)
1635. TAURUS MODEL 96 TARGET SCOUT DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #IA114218, 22 LR, 6” ribbed barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a faint turn ring. The checkered walnut grips rate excellent with a
couple of very light handling marks. This pistol features an adjustable rear sight, is in overall excellent condition and comes with its factory
box. (127870-2) {MODERN}
(150/350)
1636. SMITH & WESSON MODEL SW40F SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PAH7065, 40 S&W, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The slide’s metal surfaces retain 99% original blue and the black polymer frame rates excellent. The gun appears to have seen little
use and comes with three magazines and its original blue plastic factory case. (127851-12) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1637. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #2890259, 32 Win Spl, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces on the barrel and magazine tube retain 99% original blue showing a couple of light scratches. The frame is a refinished
matte blue with a few specks of light oxidation and some pinprick pitting and has four added drilled and tapped holes on the left side. The
walnut stock and forearm rate have been nicely refinished leaving some of the surrounding metal slightly proud of the wood and showing
a little flaking of the finish. A nice shootable ’65 production ’94. (127714-38) {C&R}
(150/300)
1638. SAVAG E S PORTE R BOLT ACTION R I FLE serial #74874, 25-20, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
are primarily gray with a little original blue still present and a fair amount of oxidation and oxidation staining. The pistolgrip hardwood
stock with grooved forearm rates fair with a repair in the wrist, a large area that has been worked on with gouges and scrapes, a couple
of chips and several other minor blemishes. The barreled action to stock fit is slightly loose. No magazine or buttplate are included.
(127712-35) {C&R}
(25/75)
1639. GECO KARABINER MODEL 1925 BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #31401, 22 LR, 23” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue with some areas of fading worn finish and scattered spotty oxidation. The checkered
hardwood semi-pistolgrip stock rates very good to near excellent with several minor handling blemishes and some spots of discoloration.
The gun is sighted with a front bead and adjustable rear sights. (127728-3) {C&R}
(100/200)
1640. REMINGTON MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #100979, 22 S,L,LR, 22” barrel with a good bore showing some light to
moderate pitting. The metal surfaces are primarily gray and brown with some remnants of original blue still present and spotty light oxidation
throughout. The walnut stock and forearm rate good to very good with a couple of chips, a small repair and several minor handling blemishes. The bolt and other small parts are missing from the action and the buttplate is not present. (127712-24) {MODERN}
(100/300)
1641. REMINGTON MODEL 580 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #1101618, 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 80% original blue with some thinning toward brown, spotty oxidation and a couple of minor scratches.
The walnut pistolgrip Monte Carlo stock rates very good with a couple of small repairs and tiny chips, some areas of crazing finish, several
minor handling blemishes, “125” written on the left side and “II” scratched into the grip. (127789-10) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1642. AMT BACKUP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #B06457, 380 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate near excellent with a several light handling blemishes. The walnut grips rate excellent showing a minor handling mark or two.
Comes with its factory box. (127849-64) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1643. COLT MODEL COLT 22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PH20094, 22 LR, 4 1/2” ventilated rib barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The stainless steel surfaces rate excellent with a faint handling blemish or two. The synthetic one-piece checkered grip-frame rates excellent. The gun is fitted with fixed sights and comes with two magazines and its factory blue plastic case and correctly end-labeled cardboard
outer sleeve. (127848-6) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1644. COLT MODEL COLT AUTOMATIC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #OD35620, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with several light specks of oxidation scattered about and a few minor handling marks. The
checkered walnut grips with Colt medallions rate about excellent with a slight flattening of some of the checkering. Comes with its correctly
end-labeled and numbered woodgrain Colt cardboard box. (127793-11) {MODERN}
(150/350)
1645. COLT MODEL COLT AUTOMATIC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #OD46866, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with some light oxidation here and there and several minor handling marks. The checkered walnut
grips with Colt medallions rate near excellent with some minor flattening of some of the checkering. (127849-66) {MODERN}(150/350)
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1646. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON U.S.R.A. MODEL SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #690, 22 LR, 10” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 70% original blue with areas flaking to gray, some scattered light oxidation and oxidation staining
and a little light pitting. The checkered one-piece walnut grip rates very good showing some minor scratches, dings and chips. The barrel-to-frame fit has some play. The round head extractor is present but internal parts are missing leaving the ejector non-functional.
(127657-128) {C&R}
(300/500)
1647. SAVAGE MODEL 1911 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #20029, 22 Short, 20” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
are a brown patina with some small areas of gray showing some oxidation, oxidation staining and light pitting. The walnut stock rates
good with a couple of small chips, areas of worn finish and multiple minor blemishes. The buttplate hangs slightly proud of the wood.
(127712-9) {C&R}
(50/100)
1648. MOSSBERG MODEL 44B BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 21 1/2” shortened barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
are a brown-gray patina with some remnants of original blue. The hardwood pistolgrip stock with left side cheekpiece rates very good as
refinished showing a few minor blemishes and leaving the buttplate proud of the wood. The barrel on this target rifle has been shortened
from its original 26” length leaving no provision for a front sight and the receiver has been drilled and tapped with a scope base affixed.
No magazine included. (127712-11) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1649. MARLIN MODEL 782 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #17684371, 22 Magnum, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few light scratches and a few specks of oxidation. The checkered Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock
rates very good with a large blemish in the finish on the right side of the butt and several other minor handling marks. The bolt does not
fit this gun and is stuck in place. The gun comes with a Weaver V12-II 4-12x rifle scope with lightly cloudy optics mounted to the grooved
receiver. No magazine is present. Includes a leather sling and a brown GunGuard hard case. (127722-16S19466) {MODERN} (40/80)
1650. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #861822, 30 WCF, 20” barrel with a dark rough bore. The metal
surfaces are gray and brown with oxidation and some light pitting throughout and remnants of blue along the barrel. The walnut stock and
forearm rate good with multiple dings and scratches, a couple of small cracks. Some of the adjoining metal hangs proud of the wood. The
front sight has been replaced with a white bead front and the rear is a carbine style ladder sight. A salty 1920’s production carbine.
(127785-27) {C&R}
(350/550)
1651. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #1469457, 32 WS, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 90-95% original blue with some thinning to gray on the high handled areas of the frame and action and some spotty
oxidation and light pitting and a few minor handling marks. The walnut stock and forearm rate very good plus with some areas of discoloration and several light handling marks. The barrel has been drilled and tapped with a Herter’s scope affixed. Included is a slip-on rubber
recoil pad. (127798-4) {C&R}
(300/500)
1652. WI NCH E STE R MODE L 94 LEVE R ACTION CAR BI N E serial #1305978, 32 WS, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with the barrel fading toward brown, a little handling wear turning gray and some scattered
spotty oxidation. The walnut stock and forearm rate very good plus with a fading flaking finish and several minor handling marks. The
side of the receiver has been drilled and tapped with a Redfield aperture sight mounted there. The aperture eyepiece is not present.
(127802-3) {C&R}
(300/500)
1653. REMINGTON MODEL 550-1 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
90-95% original blue with light spotty oxidation throughout. The walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good to near excellent with several light
dings and scratches. The gun is fitted with its original sights and a cartridge deflector. (127837-15) {C&R}
(100/200)
1654. REMINGTON MODEL 34 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #61605, 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95% original blue with some thinning toward brown on the receiver and scattered light oxidation throughout. The walnut
pistolgrip stock rates good with a crack running from the tip of the forend to the trigger, a tool mark in the forend, multiple minor dings
and scratches and a couple of small chips. (127837-9) {C&R}
(75/150)
1655. REMINGTON MODEL 550-1 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98-99% original blue with a few specks of oxidation. The walnut pistolgrip stock rates about excellent with a few faint handling
marks. This rifle appears to have seen little if any use. It is fitted with a cartridge deflector and has a Bushnell Sportview 3-7x rifle scope
mounted to the grooved receiver. (127844-3) {C&R}
(150/250)
1656. WINCHESTER MODEL 270 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #237284, 22 S,L,LR, 21” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with a small operational scuff on the bottom of the receiver. The walnut stock and checkered forearm rate excellent with a few minor handling marks. The gun is fitted with its original sights and has a Sears Ted Williams 4x scope with
lightly cloudy optics mounted to the receiver. (127849-51) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1657. GLENFIELD MODEL 25 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #22763742, 22 S,L,LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 97-98% original blue with a few small spots of light oxidation and a little minor pitting. The hardwood Monte Carlo pistolgrip
stock rates very good to near excellent with several minor dings and scratches. The gun is fitted with sling swivels and its original sights.
The original “Caution” sticker is still on the forearm. This rifle appears to have seen little use. (127857-27S19994) {MODERN} (50/100)
1658. STEVENS MODEL 322-A BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 Hornet, 21” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces are a
fading blue toning toward brown with a few spots of light oxidation and some minor handling marks. The hardwood pistolgrip stock
appears to have been lightly cleaned and rates very good with four filled holes, several minor dings and scratches and a 4” crack by the
receiver on the left side of the stock. The receiver has three added drilled and tapped holes with a Bushnell Super Chief VI 2.5-8x scope
affixed. The gun comes with a single magazine. (127837-8) {C&R}
(100/200)
1659. SAVAG E MODE L MAR K IY BOLT ACTION S I NG LE S HOT R I FLE serial #435834, 22 S,L,LR, 19” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95-97% original blue with spots of oxidation and some light to moderate pitting. The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with a few minor handling blemishes. This youth rifle appears to have seen light use.
(127857-15S19870) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1660. MARLIN MODEL 336RC LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #F48539, 30-30, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces on this 1949 production gun retain 90% original blue with an area on the barrel and another on the lever that have been cleaned
to gray showing some oxidation and pitting, a couple other small spots of oxidation, a few light handling marks and some spillover finish
from work on the stock. The walnut pistolgrip stock and forearm rate very good as refinished with multiple light blemishes. The rubber
buttplate fits a little off center. The gun comes with its original sights and has a scope base mounted to a set of four added drilled and
tapped holes on the top of the receiver. (127870-14) {C&R}
(200/400)
1661. RUGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #114-95136, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 90-95% original blue with some small scattered spots of oxidation and some thinning toward brown on the barrel. The alloy receiver
shows a few very minor handling marks. The pistolgrip hardwood stock rates very good with several minor dings and scratches. The gun
has a BSA 3-7x rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics fitted to the grooved receiver. (127857-19S19874) {MODERN} (50/150)
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1662. MOSSBERG MODEL 44US(D) BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 26” heavy barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 90-95% original blue with some thinning toward brown, some spotty oxidation and a few minor handling marks. The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates very good with several minor blemishes. The gun is fitted with sling swivels and a Mossberg S-130 rear aperture sight
that is missing the aperture. (127857-38S19998) {C&R}
(150/250)
1663. SAVAGE MODEL 65M BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #B640746, 22 Magnum, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 97% original blue with some light spotty oxidation. The checkered walnut Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates near excellent
with several light dings and scratches. The gun has a Weaver K25 rifle scope with fine crosshair center dot reticle and clear optics mounted
to the grooved receiver. No magazine included. (127852-7) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1664. CHARTER ARMS AR-7 EXPLORER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #A164175, 22 LR, 16” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original black finish with a couple of light handling marks. The synthetic stock rates very good with multiple minor
superficial scratches. A great little takedown rifle where the barrel and action store in the stock. (And…it floats!!) (127865-7) {MODERN}
[Donnie Albin Collection]
(100/200)
1665. MARLIN MODEL 70P PAPOOSE SEMI-AUTO TAKEDOWN CARBINE serial #07293577, 22 LR, 16” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a couple of minor handling marks. The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates
excellent also showing a couple of minor handling marks. The gun has a Bushnell Banner 4x rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics
mounted to the grooved receiver. Comes with a takedown tool, lens cover and a Marlin Papoose softcase for carrying this takedown carbine. (127870-7) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1666. REMINGTON MODEL 742 WOODSMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #7121678, 30-06, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97-98% refinished blue with some light freckling, a little spotty oxidation and a little silvering by the
muzzle. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock and forearm rate near excellent with several minor handling marks. The gun is fitted with
swivel studs and has a Weaver K4-1 rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics on a set of Redfield Swing-Over rings mounted on the
receiver. Includes a Torel leather sling. (127857-11S19866) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1667. REMINGTON MODEL 512 SPORTMASTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces are primarily a brown patina some oxidation and some original blue still present. The bolt handle has a welded repair. The
pistolgrip walnut stock rates very good with multiple minor scratches dings and chips. (127837-14) {C&R}
(75/150)
1668. REMINGTON MODEL 341 SPORTMASTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #45198, 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces on the barrel and receiver are brown with spotty oxidation; the magazine tube is primarily original blue. The
walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good with added checkering on the grip and a carving of leaves under the forearm showing multiple
light handling marks and having an added finish. (127815-14) {C&R}
(100/200)
1669. SAVAGE MODEL 24V OVER UNDER COMBINATION GUN serial #13237, 222 Rem/20 ga, 24” barrels with bright excellent
bores; the 20 ga barrel is choked full. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a few light handling marks. The frame is lightly
engraved with fox and partridge scenes. The checkered walnut Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock and forearm rate near excellent with a few
light handling marks. The gun is equipped with its original sights and has a scope base bridging from the frame to the rear sight. (12787016) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1670. SMITH & WESSON MODEL M&P 15-22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #DVP0932, 22 LR, 16 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% plus original blue and the synthetic stock and textured grip rate excellent. This rifle appears to have
seen little if any use. It is fitted with a fixed buttstock, quad rail handguard and a post front and dual aperture adjustable rear sight. Comes
with a factory box and three magazines. (127857-4S19897) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1671. REMINGTON MODEL 742 WOODSMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #7439328, 308 Win, 22” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few minor handling blemishes, a few scattered specks of oxidation and a couple of
scuffs on the magazine base. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock and forearm rate near excellent with a few minor handling marks. The
gun is fitted with sling swivels and has a scope base and set of rings mounted to the receiver. (7857-45S19183) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1672. THOMPSON/CENTER VENTURE BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #U011649, 30-06, 24” barrel that features 5R button rifling
and a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with only a few areas of light handling marks present. The
black synthetic rates excellent with a few light handling marks present and features gray Hogue overmolded panels on the pistolgrip and
forend. Weaver style bases are mounted to the receiver and a single three-shot detachable magazine is included. An excellent sporting
rifle needing only proper optics to be a great hunting arm. (47870-9) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1673. UNIVERSAL M1 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #319921, 30 Carbine, 18” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 97-98% original blue with some light wear along the working surfaces. This military style carbine is equipped with a steel vented handguard and has a hardwood buttstock, both which rate excellent. A green canvas sling, metal oiler and a surplus “BW” marked 15 round
magazine are included. A quality made commercial rendition of the classic WWII military carbine. (7849-15) {MODERN}
(250/350)
1674. ANDERSON MANUFACTURING AM-15 LOWER RECEIVER serial #15048588, receiver only. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% original phosphate finish with light handling marks overall. This is a stripped AR-15 style receiver awaiting your parts for a custom AR rifle build. (47857-48S19967) {MODERN}
(50/75)
1675. HASKELL JS-45 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #018223, 45 ACP, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 60% of their original black enamel type finish with moderate wear, scratches and other handling marks along the bearing surfaces.
The checkered composite grips rate excellent. A single detachable magazine is included. Pistol has been completely disassembled and it
is not known if all the parts are included. This is the early variation of the common Hi-Point model with the same designation. Haskell also
produced pistols for Hi-Point during production. (47666-128) {MODERN}
(40/60)
1676. ERRASTI 7.65 MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #40440, 32 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain a small amount of original nickel finish and have mostly faded to a brown patina. Both slide and frame have factory foliate and geometric line border engraving. No grips or magazine are present. Pistol has been completely disassembled, and it is not known if all parts
are present. (47666-155) {C&R}
(25/50)
1677. R IGAR M I MODE L 1957 S E M I-AUTO PI STOL serial #93720, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with a near excellent bore that appears
mostly bright but may have a few slight pits toward the muzzle. The metal surfaces retain about 70% original blue the balance fading
to gray. Pistol is equipped with a set of ivory colored composite grips which have warped slightly away from the frame. The right grip
has been repaired with a small chip missing, both of the inner lugs have become separated but might be able to be re-epoxied into
place. A single detachable magazine is included. No date codes or importer marks are present. A decent little Italian made pistol.
(47666-196) {MODERN}
(75/125)
1678. EXCAM MODEL GT 27 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #07360, 25 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide retains about
90% original blue that is flaking to brown and shows wear along the edges. The alloy frame has faded to a dull gray, the rear beavertail has
chipped off the grip but the pistol still functions correctly. The hammer and magazine release retain most of their original chrome. Pistol is
equipped with checkered black polymer grips that rate excellent. A single magazine is included. (47666-136) {MODERN}
(20/40)
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1679. HELWAN MODEL 951 BRIGADIER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1053788, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 75% original blue and enamel finish that is flaking to gray throughout. The left grip panel is cracked with the
upper half missing, the right grip is intact. Pistol has been stripped and completely disassembled and it is not know if all the parts are present. No magazine is included. Imported by Interams. (47666-147) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1680. BROWNING AUTO 5 SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #M38694, 12 Ga, 24" plain polychoked barrel with an about very good
bore that shows some scattered light oxidation. The metal surfaces of this Belgian made shotgun retain 65% original blue with thinning
and fading throughout and some scattered oxidation on receiver and barrel. The walnut stock and forend rate very good showing scattered
handling marks, dings, scratches and a 1/2" hairline crack at upper tang. The stock appears lightly cleaned while the forend shows remnants of a varnish finish and the FN-marked buttplate shows chips at the edges. Overall this shotgun may be a great option for your next
(200/400)
bird hunt. (207785-37) {MODERN}
1681. SAVAGE SUPER SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #2687, 300 Savage, 24" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 90% original blue showing some freckling on receiver and fading on floorplate and triggerguard. The checkered walnut
stock rates very good with an added varnish finish, scattered handling marks, scratches, the initials "RH" on pistol grip, dings and a solid
splice repair at toe. The rifle is sighted with Savage open sights and a receiver mounted peep sight and a leather sling is included. An
(150/300)
interesting Savage bolt action rifle overall. (207785-2) {C&R}
1682. IAC 87 LEVE R ACTION S HOTG U N serial #0603189, 12 Ga, 20" plain cylinder bore barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this Winchester 1887 clone retain 98% original blue with a couple light silvering scratches. The walnut stock and forend rate
near excellent displaying a few handling marks and the factory checkered plastic buttplate shows a minor stain but is in excellent condition. The lever has a leather handle with 8 brass rivets. An excellent condition 1887 clone that will likely be great for cowboy action.
(207857-61S19943) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1683. REMINGTON 870 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #AB650942M, 12 Ga, 28" ventilated rib barrel choked improved-cylinder
with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original camouflage finish with some light operational wear on magazine tube. The
camouflage synthetic stock and forend rate excellent displaying a few handling marks and minor dirt stains. The shotgun is equipped with
a gold bead front sight and included with the shotgun are a camouflage sling, choke wrench, 3-shot magazine plug and a manual. An
excellent condition 870 that will likely be great to take into the duck blind. (207838-5) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1684. MOSSBERG 500 “CRUISER” SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #U579346, 12 Ga, 20" plain cylinder bore barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97-98% original blue with a couple spots of silvering and some operational wear on magazine
tube. The pistolgrip and forend rate about excellent showing a few light handling marks. The shotgun is outfitted with a pistol grip in place
of the butt stock and a heatshield and the original factory box that is correctly end-labeled to the gun is included. A neat tactical shotgun
that will likely turn a few heads at the range. (207857-58S19973A) {MODERN}
(150/300)
1685. SIG SAUER P229 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #AD19414, 9mm, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
Exeter-made pistol retain 97% original phosphate and enamel showing some silvering on the exposed edges of the slide and frame
and operational wear on barrel. The Hogue finger groove grips rate very good plus showing some wear from handling. The pistol is
sighted with three-dot white sights and no magazine is included. An excellent condition Sig that will likely be great for carry.
(207857-32SAD19414) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1686. TAU R U S MODE L 85 DOU BLE ACTION R EVOLVE R serial #492978, 38 Special, 4" barrel with a near very good bore that
shows scattered oxidation in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with scattered spots of fading and some silvering
on ejector rod and cylinder. The checkered Bakelite grips rate good showing some handling marks, a 1/4" crack on top left panel and
a 1 1/2" crack on bottom left panel. A good plus condition revolver that may prove to be an affordable shooter. (207857-30S19989)
{MODERN}
(100/200)
1687. SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 1/2 SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #58766, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a very good bore that
shows some light pitting in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 98% non-factory reapplied nickel with some finished over scratches and
pits. The case-hardened trigger and hammer show a faded finish with some scattered oxidation stains. The hard rubber grips are properly
matching to the frame and rate very good showing scattered handling marks and a deep 1/2" scratch on left panel. All visible numbered
parts are correctly numbered matching and the last patent dated is "FEB 20 1877". A good entry-level example for the antique revolver
collector. (207794-5) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1688. EGYPTIAN CONTRACT REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK SINGLE SHOT RIFLE .43 Egyptian 35" barrel with a very good
bore that shows scattered pitting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces have turned a dull gray patina with oxidation throughout and the
muzzle shows erosion giving it a tapered appearance. There is a spot of tool markings on the receiver and buttplate is proud of stock and
buttplate has an added hole that has a small crack. The stock rates fair as cleaned with scattered dings, dents, scratches, stains, chips
along barrel and cleaning rod channel and several cracks, with a large crack extending from the lower tang to the comb. The cleaning rod
is slightly bent and this salty example may prove to be a good project gun. (207819-1) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1689. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 176 SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #AY460075, 10 Ga, 36" plain full-choked
barrel with a very good plus bore that shows a couple spots of surfaces oxidation. The metal surfaces have an added green enamel finish
and show scattered traces of original blue underneath the enamel. The walnut stock and forend rate about very good with a flaking added
green enamel finish and showing scattered handling marks and dings. The shotgun is sighted with a gold bead front sight and Lyman
peep rear sight and an aftermarket leather sling. A solid big-bore shotgun overall. (207785-29) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1690. ITHACA MODEL 37 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #445535, 16 Ga, 26" plain improved cylinder choked barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces have mostly turned a dull brown patina and show scattered areas of the original blue finish. The walnut
stock and forend rate very good retaining much of their factory oil finish and showing a few handling marks, scratches and spots of finish
loss. A very good Ithaca 37 that will likely perform well afield. (207849-48) {MODERN}
(150/300)
1691. J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 583.16 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 12 Ga, 28" improved cylinder choked barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with scattered freckling on triggerguard, receiver and barrel. The birch stock rates about
very good showing scattered areas of flaking finish, scratches and handling marks. The J.C. Higgins recoil pad rates fair showing crackling
and crazing throughout. A very good condition bolt action shotgun. (207841-1) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1692. SAVAGE MODEL 1921 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #14205, 12 Ga, 30 1/2" plain barrel choked improved modified with
a very good plus bore that shows some minor oxidation stains. The metal surfaces show a balance between the original blue finish and
fading and there is some operational silvering wear on magazine tube and scattered freckling. The walnut stock and forend rate good with
a couple small cracks at upper tang, a 2" crack at lower tang, one 3" crack on each side of butt, a chip at toe, large areas of flaking finish
and scattered handling marks. The hard plastic buttplate shows a 1" crack at top, a chip at bottom and scratches throughout. A good
restoration project for the budding gunsmith. (207837-12) {C&R}
(75/150)
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1693. BRITISH MKIII MARTINI HENRY SINGLE SHOT RIFLE BY ENFIELD (SPORTERIZED) 577/450, 26" barrel with a good
bore that shows scattered pitting in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this 1884-vintage rifle have turned a light brown patina and show oxidation
throughout. The walnut stock and forend show some added checkering but rate about good with scattered dings, handling marks, abrasions,
chips, a couple cracks in forend and a few cracks on butt. The forend has an added screw on left side and the rear sight adjustment moves freely.
(50/100)
An interesting sporterized Martini Henry that will likely make a good parts donor or project gun. (207818-4) {ANTIQUE}
1694. SEARS & ROEBUCK TED WILLIAMS SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #552861, 12 Ga, 30" plain barrel choked full with
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this Brazilian made shotgun retain 90% original blue with some scattered freckling and fading on
the barrel. The walnut stock and forend rate about good with some added varnish, scuff marks, handling marks and a 3" crack on left side
of wrist. The connector between the forend and receiver is missing and a large part of the plastic buffer has also broken off. The shotgun
has an added sling swivel at butt and a Willaims clamp on sling swivel on barrel. A leather sling and camouflage soft case are included. A
good project or parts donor shotgun. (207857-29S19986) {MODERN}
(25/50)
1695. ITHACA MODEL 51 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #510103136, 12 ga, 28" plain barrel choked modified with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 98% original blue finish displaying just a few light handling marks. The receiver has retains 96% original blue
which is slightly toning to a plum color. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate near excellent displaying just a few light
handling marks. (177849-46) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1696. STEVENS MODEL 311 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN 16 ga, 26" solid rib barrels choked improved cylinder and cylinder
with a bright excellent bores. The barrels retain 97% original blue finish displaying some light handling marks and scattered light specks
of surface oxidation. The boxlock frame retains 85% original case-hardened colors. The smooth walnut birch pistolgrip buttstock and
forend rate excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. The buttstock is fitted with a poorly fitted hard rubber buttplate which is
missing one of its screws. The gun features double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. (177870-19) {MODERN}
(200/300)
1697. MOSSBERG 500 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #H623253, 12 ga, 28" ventilated rib barrel poly-choked, with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue, having loss due to moderate scattered specks and clusters of surface oxidation primarily on the barrel. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rates excellent displaying just a few light handling marks.
(177857-46S19090) {MODERN}
(75/200)
1698. ITHACA MODEL 37 DELUXE SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #43130, 16 ga, 26" plain barrel with poly choke with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original blue finish displaying just a few light scattered handling marks. The frame is
embellished in the typical Ithaca style engraving. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate near excellent displaying just
a few light dings and scratches over a thinning flaking varnish. A really nice model 37 deluxe. (177805-18) {MODERN}
(250/500)
1699. NEW ENGLAND FIREARMS COMPANY HANDI RIFLE SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #NM291465, .223 Rem, 20" barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces have been refinished and display an added gray paint having some light scattered scratches. The smooth synthetic pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying a white added paint with scattered red camouflage
style pattern. The rifle is fitted with a Weaver quick point scope. (177818-3) {MODERN}
(100/150)
1700. SMITH AND WESSON MODEL 3000 SIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #FC41854, 12 ga, 20" barrel with Rifle sights having
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original matte black finish having loss due to operational use and scattered scratches. The smooth black synthetic pistolgrip thumbhole buttstock and grooved forend rates very good displaying just a few light scattered
handling marks. (177870-17) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1701. RUGER SR-22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #280-13109, 22 LR, 16 1/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
98% of its original matte black finish displaying just a few light handling marks. The black synthetic non-adjustable tactical stock rates
excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. Included is a 20 round magazine. (177870-8) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1702. J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 20 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN 12 ga, 27" ventilated rib barrel having a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 85% original blue finish having loss due to operational wear, scratches and surface oxidation. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved flat bottom forend rates very good displaying a few light handling marks over a thinning added varnish. The
buttstock to frame fit is slightly loose. The gun is fitted with a J.C. Higgins ported choke. (177785-30) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1703. WE STE R N FI E LD MODE L 5100 BOXLOCK DOU BLE S HOTG U N 16 ga, 28" solid rib barrels choked modified and full having bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces have toned to a dull brown patina having some light surface oxidation and light silvering
on the high edges. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good displaying just a few light handling marks over a dark added
varnish. The tenite synthetic forend rates very good displaying just a few light handling marks. The buttstock is fitted with a hard rubber
buttplate which provides a length of pull of 13 3/4". The gun features double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. (177870-18)
{MODERN}
(100/200)
1704. SAVAGE STEVENS MODEL 94 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #P718226, 12 ga, 30" plain barrel choked full having a
bright excellent bore. The barrel retains about 85% original blue which is slightly toning to a brown patina having some scattered scratches
and specks of surface oxidation. The frame displays about 50% of its dark case-hardened colors having some light specks of surface oxidation. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and smooth forend rate very good plus having some scratches from the years of use.
(177857-18S19873) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1705. SPARTAN MODEL SPR310 OVER UNDER SHOTGUN serial #052792135R, 20 ga, 26 1/2" ventilated rib barrels choked
improved cylinder and cylinder having bright excellent bores. The barrels retain 95% original blue finish having loss due to scattered
scratches and some light specks of surface oxidation. The stainless steel frame remains bright and displays an engraved mallard on the
right side and a pheasant on the left. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good plus displaying just a few light
handling marks and a repaired chip on the toeline all over a reapplied varnish; the forend to barrel fit is slightly loose. The buttstock is missing its buttplate. The gun features a single trigger, automatic safety and ejectors. (177856-20D31789) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1706. REMINGTON MODEL 878 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #34791L, 12 ga, 26" plain barrel choked improved cylinder with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish displaying just a few light scratches and light specks of surface
oxidation. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate near excellent displaying just a few light handling marks over a lightly
flaking varnish. (177857-14S19869) {C&R}
(100/200)
1707. SAVAGE MODEL 775A SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #252588, 12 ga, 24" plain barrel, poly-choked, with a bright excellent
bore. The barrel retains 85-90% evenly thinning original blue finish displaying some light scratches and having scattered specks of surface
oxidation. The alloy frame is etched in game scenes and scroll and exhibits about 95% original blue finish. The checkered walnut pistolgrip
buttstock and forend rate very good displaying just a few light handling marks along with some spilled varnish that has dripped onto the
stock. (177857-39S19999) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1708. ROSSI OVERLAND DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #1461/T158724, 20 ga, 20 1/4" solid rib barrels choked cylinder
and improved cylinder with bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original blue finish displaying just a few light handling
marks. The smooth walnut round knob buttstock and splinter beavertail forend rate excellent displaying just a few light handling marks.
Included is cleaning kit. (177791-1) {MODERN}
(100/200)
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1709. ITHACA FIELD GRADE BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #195132, 12 ga, 28" solid rib barrels choked improved cylinder
and full with bright near excellent bores. The barrels have toned to a gray brown patina displaying some scattered scratches, surface oxidation and dings along the barrels. The boxlock frame displays a dull brown patina showing some light silvering on the edges. The checkered walnut round knob buttstock rates very good displaying some scattered dings and scratches. The checkered forend rates very good
displaying some scattered dings and having some light chips on the edges; both stocks display worn flat checkering. The buttstock is fitted
with a poorly added hard rubber buttplate which provides a length of pull of 14 1/2". The gun features double triggers, automatic safety
(75/150)
and extractors. (177837-4) {MODERN}
1710. MASS ARMS SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #GA493, 12 ga, 30" plain barrel choked full having a very good lightly pitted
bore. The metal surfaces have toned to a dark brown oxidized patina. The smooth walnut round knob buttstock rates about very good displaying numerous dings along with having some cracks and chips around the upper tang. The smooth walnut forend rates very good displaying some scattered dings; both stocks exhibit a flaking stained varnish. The buttstock is fitted with a hard rubber buttplate which has
a small chip at the toe line. (177837-3) {C&R}
(20/50)
1711. WINCHESTER MODEL 1893 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #694, 12 ga, 25 1/2" barrel choked cylinder having a very
good lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces have toned to an even gray patina having scattered specks of surface oxidation and staining.
The walnut round knob pistolgrip buttstock rates very good as refinished displaying a chip on the left side of the lower tang and having
two 2" cracks on both sides of the wrist emanating from the frame. The grooved flat bottom forend rates very good plus displaying some
scattered dings and scratches. The shotgun is fitted with a steel buttplate which has toned to a gray patina having scattered oxidation
stains. (177540-9) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
1712. DAVIS WARNER BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #E9865, 12 ga, 29" solid rib barrels choked full and improved cylinder
with very good bright bores. The barrels retain 85% original blue finish displaying some scattered scratches and specks of surface oxidation
and displaying a brown patina around the surfaces of the breech ends. The boxlock frame retains 45% case-hardened colors with the balance toning to a dark brown patina. The checkered walnut round knob buttstock and forend rate very good displaying scattered dings and
scratches over a reapplied varnish. The length of pull to the added hard rubber buttplate is 13 1/2". The gun features double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. (177732-3) {C&R}
(150/250)
1713. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 60-7 CHIEFS SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #BFZ7367, 38 Special, 1 7/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate excellent with a few minor handling marks and light turn ring on the cylinder. The standard hammer and standard trigger retain full hard chrome finish. The pebble finished rubber Hogue Monogrips rate excellent. The revolver includes
a Remora inside the pocket holster in excellent condition. A great little gun for concealed carry or home defense. (87857-26S19985)
{MODERN}
(350/550)
1714. BE R ETTA MODE L 84BB S E M I-AUTO PI STOL serial #D64074Y, 380 ACP, 3 7/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% original blue and anodized finishes with a few operational wear marks and the slide is toning too plum. The
grip screws show handling wear along with some slot damage. The grips are checkered rubber Pachmayr exhibiting moderate wear
and slight crazing. The pistol features ambidextrous thumb safeties and von Stavenhagen style drift adjustable sights. The pistol includes
(2) thirteen round magazines. The double / single action capability and carry modes give this gun considerable flexibility for defensive
carry. (7857-71S19953) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1715. SIG SAUER MOSQUITO SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #F020781, 22 LR, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol retains
about 99% original electroless nickel finish on the slide and anodized finish on the frame. The black textured synthetic factory grips rate
excellent. The pistol features lime-green three dot windage adjustable sights, frame mounted de-cocker, ambidextrous slide-mounted safety and accessory rail on the dust cover. The pistol includes a pair of factory magazines. (87857-72S19958) {MODERN}
(250/350)
1716. S IG SAU E R MOSQU ITO S E M I-AUTO PI STOL serial #A011605, 22 LR, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol retains
about 98% original black and anodized finishes with a few light scuffs and slight high edge wear. The black textured synthetic factory
grips rate excellent. The pistol features lime-green three dot windage adjustable sights, frame mounted de-cocker, ambidextrous
slide-mounted safety and accessory rail on the dust cover. The pistol includes a factory hard case correctly end-labeled and numbered
to the gun, a pair of factory magazines, (2) spare front sights of varying height, magazine safety removal tool, spare recoil spring, 22
cal. pistol bore brush, test target numbered to the gun and manual. One of the magazines is missing the magazine floorplate insert.
(87857-51S19975) {MODERN}
(250/350)
1717. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SPORTSMAN DOUBLE ACTION TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #627, 22 LR, 6"
barrel with an excellent bore. This revolver retains about 96% original blue with high edge wear, frontstrap thinning to pewter, limited freckling and a turn ring on the cylinder. The hammer retains bold case-hardened colors with a few operational marks. The checkered walnut
one-piece factory target grips rate very good to excellent with light handling wear and slightly worn diamond points. One of the previous
owners must have been a target shooter as two full length .246" diameter steel rods have been pinned to the sides of the barrel rib to add
weight, the front sight was reworked into a modified Patridge with gold insert, and the rear sight blade appears thicker and heavier with a
"V" notch. Barrel-to-frame fit has a slight amount of play but timing and lock up are excellent. This version of the Sportsman has a pinned
front sight and firing pin mounted on the frame. (87860-3) {C&R}
(250/350)
1718. PHOENIX ARMS MODEL HP22A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #4227296, 22 LR, 3" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% original dull chrome finish with most of the loss due to flaking at the muzzle. The checkered black synthetic factory grips rate excellent with light handling wear. The pistol includes a single magazine and a leather belt holster marked "CHL" on the
belt loop. (87857-7) {MODERN}
(50/150)
1719. RUGER SR9C SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #334-42788, 9mm, 3 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% original black finish and the polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features ambidextrous thumb safeties, ambidextrous magazine release, three dot sights and abbreviated accessory rail on the dust cover. The pistol includes a factory hard case correctly end
labeled and numbered to the gun, one magazine with finger extension floorplate, padlock but no key, paperwork and a manual. This gun
has seen little use. (87857-41S19904) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1720. RUGER SR9C SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #334-26242, 9mm, 3 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% original black finish and the polymer frame rates excellent with a few minor handling marks overall. The pistol features ambidextrous thumb safeties, ambidextrous magazine release, three dot sights and abbreviated accessory rail on the dust cover. The pistol includes
a factory soft case and one magazine with finger extension floorplate. (87857-56S19971) {MODERN}
(300/500)
1721. RUGER SR22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #363-53219, 22 LR, 3 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol retains about 99%
original black finish and the polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features ambidextrous frame mounted safeties, fully adjustable three
dot sights and an accessory rail on the dust cover. The pistol includes a factory soft case and a pair of magazines. The SR22 pistols are
fun little guns and are great for training. (87857-37S19977) {MODERN}
(250/350)
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1722. COLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #211544, 25 ACP, 2 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. This
1919-made pistol retains about 90% plus original blue with high edge wear, handling marks and lightly cleaned pinprick pits. The casehardened colors on the trigger remain bold with the face worn to pewter and the grip safety has toned to pewter with traces of color present. The checkered hard rubber grips rate good with light wear but the right panel has a repaired break in the upper section. The pistol
includes a single correctly marked magazine. (87857-77S19959) {C&R}
(300/500)
1723. FR E E DOM AR M S CAS U LL'S I M PROVE M E NT MODE L FA-BG-22LR M I N UTE-MAN S I NG LE ACTION
REVOLVER serial #A52187, 22 LR, 3" barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel metal surfaces rate near excellent with scattered
light handling marks. The extended smooth synthetic factory grips rate near excellent with light handling marks. The front sight of the
revolver is missing but the gun still times and locks up correctly. (87857-73S19956) {MODERN}
(75/150)
1724. HIGH STANDARD MODEL DM-101 DERINGER serial #2493777, 22 W.M.R., 3 1/2" barrels with excellent bores. The metal
surfaces retain about 97% original blue and crackle-paint finishes with light high edge wear and scratches. The smooth faux ivory grips
rate excellent. Barrel-to-frame fit exhibits slight movement. (87857-79S19957) {MODERN}
(150/350)
1725. DAVIS INDUSTRIES MODEL D-32 DERINGER serial #251454, 32 ACP, 2 3/8" barrels with excellent bores. The metal surfaces
retain about 99% original chrome plate with a few handling marks. The smooth wood grips rate good to very good with a 1/2" long shallow
chip missing from the left panel near the toe. The pistol features a cross bolt manual safety. (87857-81S19954) {MODERN}
(75/100)
1726. F.I.E. 38 CAL. DERINGER serial #029886, 38 Special, 3" barrels with excellent bores. The barrels retain about 99% chrome plate
but the frame only retains about 80% black finish that is thinning to gray. The checkered white plastic grips rate very good with scattered
soiling and handling marks. (87857-74S19952) {MODERN}
(40/80)
1727. RAVEN ARMS MODEL P-25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #604849, 25 ACP, 2 3/8" barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol
retains about 99% original chrome plate with scattered light scratches. The smooth walnut grips rate very good to excellent with a few light
scratches and dents. The pistol includes a single magazine. (87857-78S19959) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1728. COBRA FREEDOM SERIES FS380 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #FS090243, 380 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 96% satin nickel finish with high edge wear and scratches. The black synthetic factory grips with Cobra
logo rate excellent. The pistol includes a single magazine. (87857-24S19877) {MODERN}
(50/100)
1729. THAM E S AR M S CO. TOP-BR EAK R EVOLVE R serial #4551, 38 S&W, 3 3/16" barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. The
metal surfaces are brown from oxidation with small sections of nickel plate still present. The checkered hard rubber grips rate good
with the exterior in fine condition but the right panel has a large check on the underside which has caused the exterior to curve inwards
slightly. All appropriate parts including the grips are correctly numbered to the gun. The trigger mechanism is in need of attention.
(87762-50) {C&R}
(20/40)
1730. UNMARKED CENTER HAMMER PERCUSSION SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #86, 32 Cal., 5" part round part octagon
barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are evenly pitted with 98% later applied blue with slight high edge wear and oxidation
stains. The smooth walnut grips are lightly cleaned with later applied finish that is starting to flake and rate very good overall. The trigger
return spring is in need of attention but the frame, grips, barrel and trigger have matching numbers. (87535-82) {ANTIQUE} (50/150)
1731. MANN MODEL 1921 VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #12550-21, 25 ACP, 1 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 96% original dull blue factory finish with light high edge wear, a few scratches and oxidation blemishes.
The un-numbered checkered hard rubber factory grips with the Mann logo rate good exhibiting light wear but, a repair is present on the
right panel. The bolt is numbered to the gun and a single magazine is included. The magazine has numerous impact marks on the lips and
may not be original. Mr. Fritz Mann incorporated a groove in the chamber to create a delayed blow back action which allowed him to lighten the slide. (87821-1) {C&R}
(150/250)
1732. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL COMPANY TIP-UP POCKET REVOLVER serial #34586, 22 RF, 3 1/4" octagon barrel
with a lightly frosted bore. The barrel and cylinder are pewter with just a hint of original blue in the hidden recesses of the barrel with scattered light oxidation staining and surface pitting. The scene on the seven shot cylinder remains strong with a few areas slightly muted. The
hammer has started to tone to pewter with strong case-hardened colors still visible. The brass frame is a smooth ochre with splashes of
original silver plate on the right side and along the top strap. The un-numbered smooth walnut factory grips rate very good with scattered
light handling marks. The barrel and cylinder are correctly numbered to the gun. Barrel-to-frame fit has slight play and the little gun still
operates correctly. (86229-680) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection]
(200/400)
1733. BACON MANUFACTURING COMPANY POCKET PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #77, .31 cal., 4" barrel with a frosted
bore. The metal surfaces have been cleaned to gunmetal gray with scattered light pitting and light stains from oxidation. The light scroll engraving on the frame remains fairly crisp as does the other markings. The un-numbered walnut factory grips rate good with scattered dents, dings,
and scuffed finish. The revolver has been partially disassembled with the mainspring removed as well as several other small springs and spacers. All appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun. (86229-679) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection]
(200/300)
1734. RUGER MODEL 44 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #102-21369, 44 Mag, 18 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue with tiny specks of oxidation here and there and light tarnishing on the bolt face. The plain pistolgrip
beech buttstock rates about very good showing light dings, scuffs and a small chip surrounding a drilled hole in the center of the forend
on the underside. There is a 5" crack on the bottom of the forend starting at the loading gate and twisting up to the right side of the forend;
the crack does flex very slightly. Carbine is sighted with a bead front sight and a white diamond folding leaf rear sight. (157721-26D31453)
{MODERN}
(250/450)
1735. MOSSBERG MODEL 340BB BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S, L, LR, 24" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% original blue with a couple of tiny specks of loss and blemishes. The plain pistolgrip Monte Carlo walnut buttstock rates excellent with a round left side cheekpiece and shows light dings and dents. Rifle is sighted with a target globe front sight, a u-notch adjustable
rear and an aperture sight is mounted to the receiver. A single magazine is included. (157721-7D30998) {MODERN}
(100/200)
1736. VERMONT UNDERHAMMER PERCUSSION RIFLE BY N. KENDALL 54 cal, 24" part round, part octagon barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The barrel has been cleaned to bright gunmetal gray showing sparse remnants of pinprick pitting with some larger
pits surrounding the nipple on the underside of the barrel; the top barrel flat is marked "N. KENDALL / WINDSOR VT / PATENT". The
fancy triggerguard and crescent buttplate are of brass and have toned to an aged ochre patina with the top of the buttplate marked "554".
The plain straight grip maple buttstock has some fiddleback in a few spots and rates very good, as lightly refinished, showing several dings
and dents from the years and a few tiny cracks on both sides of the grip adjacent to the hammer screw. Rifle is sighted with a small post
front sight and a scant u-notch rear sight. Included is a wooden ramrod with a patch puller attached. Nicanor Kendall was known, amongst
other things, for making firearms in VT state prison during the mid 19th century. (157733-3) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
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1737. THOMPSON CENTER OMEGA MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #S35094, 50 cal, 28" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
matte stainless steel barrel rates very good with even scattered specks of oxidation staining throughout; the blued breech shows minor
oxidation as well. The plain pistolgrip Monte Carlo laminate buttstock rates excellent with perhaps a few light handling marks. Rifle is sighted with red and green fiber optic front and rear sights. Included are the original ramrod, a pair of quick-detach rings and an M&E padded
nylon camouflage sling. (157837-10) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1738. THOMPSON CENTER FIREHAWK MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #9612, 50 cal, 24" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original blue finish with a few specks of oxidation scattered about. The plain pistolgrip walnut buttstock
with round left side cheekpiece rates very good plus to near excellent with light handling marks here and there. Rifle is sighted with a bead
front sight, white diamond folding leaf rear sight and mounted to the receiver is a Williams Guide Line 2-6x26mm scope with excellent
optics and a post and crosshair reticle. Included is the original ramrod. (157852-3) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1739. J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 101.7 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN 20 Ga, 28" matted rib barrels choked improved cylinder and
modified with bright excellent bores. The barrels retain 95% original blue, toning to brown, with scattered loss to pewter and remnants of
an adhesive residue along the entire rib. The frame has toned to a brown patina with remnants of oxidation staining here and there and
the gunmetal gray triggerguard is unattached at the front screw and is in need of repair. The plain pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend
rate about very good showing dark rust staining along the edges and a minor hairline crack or two as well as light handling marks from
the years. Shotgun has a silver bead front sight. The action locks up tightly. (157857-8S19863) {C&R}
(50/100)
1740. BRITISH PERCUSSION DOUBLE SHOTGUN BY GEORGE NEWTON 10 ga, 28" solid rib barrels with very good, lightly
oxidized bores. The barrels, locks and hammers bear an aged pewter-brown patina with tiny scattered remnants of pinprick pits and oxidation stains with the locks lightly engraved with floral patterns and simple borders. The rib is marked "LONDON FINE TWIST" and both
locks are marked "GEORGE NEWTON". The straight grip checkered walnut halfstock rates very good showing several dings and dents
from the years as well as a bit of dark rust staining surrounding the buttplate. Both locks seem to function properly and included is a brasstipped wooden ramrod. (157785-25) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
1741. MOWREY GUN WORKS 1776 BICENTENNIAL PERCUSSION PLAINS RIFLE 50 cal, 32" octagon barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel retains 99% original brown finish and marked "1776 BICENTENNIAL" and "5 OF 100". The frame, forend, fancy triggerguard and buttplate are all of German silver and rate very good with light tarnishing here and there. The plain straight grip walnut buttstock rates excellent with a few light dings and dents and features a silver circular medallion on the right side of the stock that reads
"AMERICAN BICENTENNIAL OF FREEDOM!" and "1776 / 1976" on either side of the Liberty Bell. The action still functions properly and
included are the original box, paperwork and original wooden ramrod. (157785-41) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1742. CVA HALF STOCK PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE serial #0091034, 50 cal, 32" octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel, lock, hammer and fancy triggerguard retain 97-98% original brown finish with light wear on the triggerguard. The muzzle cap
and fancy patchbox are of German silver and rate excellent. The plain straight grip beech half stock rates excellent featuring a flared left
side cheekpiece with a few light dings and dents. Rifle is sighted with a Rocky Mountain German silver blade front sight and a square
notch rear sporting sight. Included is the original ramrod. (157758-19) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1743. REMINGTON MODEL 4 SINGLE SHOT ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #331548, 22 S,L,LR, 22 1/2” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The barrel has about 30% original blue that has mostly faded to a brown patina with some spots of oxidation and a little
pitting. The frame has mostly faded to gray and brown with remnants of original case colors in protected areas. The walnut stock and forearm rate very good with a tiny crack by the lower tang and several minor blemishes scattered about. (127859-2) {C&R}
(250/450)
1744. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 FLAT-BAND LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #1483197, 32 WS, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 97% original blue showing some faint fading towards brown with a little spotty oxidation. The receiver retains
50% blue with the high-handled areas faded to gray with some looking almost polished and showing a few specks of oxidation and light
pitting. The walnut stock and forearm rate near excellent with few minor handling marks and areas of a faded finish. The receiver has a pair
of drilled and tapped holes for mounting a sight on its left side. This carbine is in very good condition looking like it spent many days being
carried through the woods with few opportunities taking home the prize. (127847-4) {C&R}
(300/550)
1745. STEVENS VISIBLE LOADING SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #L266, 22 S,L,LR, 20” barrel with a moderately pitted bore. The
barrel retains 70% blue with fading to brown. The frame is a gray-brown patina with tool marks and a few impact marks. The breechblock
has remnants of case colors present. The walnut stock and grooved forearm rate near excellent as refinished with a few minor handling
marks, a tiny chip in the forearm and a tiny crack running back from the frame. The hard rubber Stevens marked buttplate rates near excellent with several small handling blemishes. (127714-59) {C&R}
(50/150)
1746. MAR LI N MODE L 336A LEVE R ACTION R I FLE serial #H12010, 30-30, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95% original blue with light oxidation scattered throughout. The walnut pistolgrip stock and forearm rate very good with
several minor dings and scratches and an uneven finish. A very nice rifle that with a little TLC would look good and likely shoot well.
(127857-40S20000) {C&R}
(200/500)
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1747. LOT OF STRAIGHT RAZORS Seven vintage J.A. Henckels straight razors total: (3) 5/8" No. 50 Twin Works razors measuring 5 1/2"
from point to tip of talon and 6 1/8" closed; (1) 5/8" No. 16 Twin Works razor measuring 5 3/8" from point to the tip of talon and 6" closed.
One of the scales has an embossed twins maker mark; (1) 3/4" No. 50 razor measuring 5 1/2" from point to tip of talon and 6 1/4" closed
marked "DAME STODDARD COMPANY / BOSTON MASS. / SOLINGEN-GERMANY" on the reverse side and "TRADE / "HUB" /
MARK" on the obverse side; (2) 5/8" No. 50 Twin Works razors measuring 5 1/2" from point to tip of talon and 6 1/8" and 6 1/4" closed,
obverse side of tangs marked "GRAEF & SCHMIDT". The blades are equipped with straight tips and edges, double shoulders and finger
serrations on the underside of the tangs. The blades remain overall bright with some having a few light stains and strop marks. The black
hard rubber handles rate excellent with some having a couple light scuffs and stains and light verdigris on the pins. Included is an unmarked
pebbled black vinyl roll with a purple fabric interior having light light staining with tight and intact seams. A nice grouping of older Henckel
straight razors, some with with retailer markings. (56020-K156)
1748. GERBER MODEL 2P PAUL KNIFE This all stainless steel construction knife measures 3 1/2" with a 2 3/8" blade and is equipped
with a push-button lockback release and Gerber markings on the reverse ricasso. The knife is in excellent condition and includes a hinged
case and outer cardboard sleeve. (56020-K138)
1749. GERBER MODEL 2P PAUL KNIFE This all stainless steel construction knife measures 3 1/2" with a 2 3/8" football-shaped Gerber
Paul Knife logo in the center of the reverse blade. The knife is equipped with a push-button lock release and includes a gray factory box
with red plastic liner, plastic liner and clear plastic sleeve, soft leather pouch and instruction sheets. (56020-K298)
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1750. HENCKELS 1731 SINGLE BLADE LOCKBACK This knife measures 4 5/8" with a 3 1/2" drop point stainless steel blade. The
blade remains bright and unsharpened, the obverse side of the blade has etched football-shaped maker mark logo centered between
1731 on either side. The black plastic panels rate excellent and are centered between bright stainless steel bolsters. Included is a makermarked black leather sheath with a Pull-The-Dot snap belt loop. (56020-K113)
1751. REMINGTON BULLET KNIFE This vintage 1984 "Large Lockback" measures 4 1/2" with a 3 5/8: clip point blade. The blade
remains bright and unsharpened and is etched with Remington trademark logo on the reverse side of the blade. The reverse ricasso has
circular Remington UMC logo while the obverse is marked "R1303 / 1984". The single bolster remains bright and the dyed imitation jigged
bone scales rate excellent and are equipped with a lanyard hole, the reverse scale is decorated with an inlaid bullet shield. Included is a
two piece green factory box and instruction sheet. (56020-K131)
1752. A.G. RUSSELL L.L. BEAN 80TH ANNIVERSARY FIXED BLADE KNIFE Crafted for L.L. Bean by the A.G. Russell Knife
Company this knife measures 6 3/4" overall with a 3" full tang 440C stainless steel drop point blade serial numbered "572" on the rear
spine of the blade. The blade remains unsharpened and overall bright except for a couple specks of light staining on the reverse side of
the blade. The blade is etched "A.G. RUSSELL" along the spine of the reverse side while the center of the obverse side is etched "L.L.
BEAN / 80th ANNIVERSARY / 1912*1992". The German silver single guard has some light staining from sheath storage and the twopiece India stag handle rates excellent, the panels fastened by two large bright rivets. Knife includes an open throat leather sheath with
original L.L. Bean price tag, instruction sheet and membership card. (56020-K133)
1753. BELT HATCHET BY REEVES HANDCRAFTED BY LEE REEVES OF OKLAHOMA, this hatchet measures 11 1/4" long
with a 4 3/8" steel head having a 3 3/4" cutting edge. The head remains unsharpened and bright with Reeves triangle maker mark on the
obverse cheek, the bottom of the butt is numbered "01". The haft is ironwood and rates excellent with one or two tiny blemishes. Included
is a brown leather belt sheath with steel rivet reinforced seams. (56020-K279)
1754. A.G. RUSSELL GOOSEWING AXE This older A.G. Russell axe measures 15" overall with a full tang stainless steel blade equipped
with a slightly curved 6 3/4" cutting edge. The axe is marked "A.G. Russell - USA" along the obverse back edge and remains unsharpened
bright overall with a few scattered specks of light freckling and staining. The black micarta handles rate excellent and are equipped with
lanyard holes and are fastened by four large brass rivets. Included is a leather head cover with plastic hanging rings. (56020-K137)
1755. LOT OF A.G. RUSSELL KNIVES Three total: (2) Woodswalker fixed blade knives measuring 6" overall with a 2 1/4" straight back
full tang blade marked "A.G. Russell" along the reverse side of the blade. The black wood rucarta handles rate excellent and are fastened
by three bright steel rivets. Included are two natural colored stitched hip pocket sheaths; (1) One Hand folding knife all stainless steel knife
measuring 3 7/8" with a 3 1/8" drop point blade equipped with a brass thumb stud. Knife is in excellent condition and includes instruction
sheet. (56020-K151)
1756. STAG HANDLE CROOKED KNIFE BY KNEUBUHLER From the personal collection of knifesmith Walter Kneubuhler of Ohio
this unique knife measures 7 3/4" overall with a 2 7/8" curved D-2 steel blade equipped with a flat angled tip and beveled false edge. The
blade has a softened pewter patina with light scuffs and scratches from being sharpened and a large scripted "K" along the spine of the
reverse side of the blade. The German silver collar remains bright with light oxidation staining on the face. The curved staghorn handle
rates very good plus with a tiny chip at the butt and a few other light impact marks and is fastened by a small bright pin on either side.
Knife includes a hand tooled leather belt sheath and a 1977 dated knife record describing the knife and sheath stating it was from Walt
K.'s personal collection in trade for ivory. A rather neat and interesting wood carving knife. (56020-K117)
1757. UNMARKED FARRIER KNIFE This unusual looking knife measures 10 1/4" overall with a 5 3/8" curved steel point tool steel blade
equipped with a beveled cutting edge and simple rudimentarily thumb serrations on the top side of the blade. The swell-center shaped
soft hardwood handle rates excellent having a mottled brown color and is fastened by three small brass pins. Knife includes a hand laced
natural color leather pocket sheath. (56020-K286)
1758. UNMARKED FARRIER KNIFE This unusual looking knife measures 10 3/8" overall with a 5 1/2" curved steel point tool steel blade
equipped with a beveled cutting edge and simple rudimentarily thumb serrations on the top and bottom of the blade. The swell-center
shaped soft hardwood handle rates excellent having a mottled brown and blonde finish and is fastened by three small bass pins. Knife
includes a hand laced natural color leather pocket sheath. (56020-K152)
1759. DAMASCUS FIXED BLADE KNIFE BY HASTINGS This attractive knife manufactured by the late Don Hastings measures 9"
overall with a 4 1/2" upswept blade. The blade remains unsharpened, retains all its wavy damascus pattern and is maker marked on the
obverse ricasso. The nickel silver single guard and exposed nut pommel cap remain bright overall with some scattered light tarnish and
staining and the slightly curved Sambar stag handle rates excellent. Knife includes an open throat natural color leather sheath with "HASTINGS" written in ink on the back of the belt loop. (56020-K121)
1760. SET OF THROWING KNIVES BY CRESCENT CITY This lot consists of three one-piece Bob Patrick high carbon spring steel
throwing knives measuring 12 1/4" overall with the double edge blade measuring 4 3/8" and are equipped with lanyard holes. The handles
are an overall dark gray with the blade sections a mixture of brown and purple from its heat and oil quenching and are in excellent condition
remaining unsharpened with no dings or handling marks. One side of the handles are maker marked "CRESCENT CITY / KNIFE WORKS"
and while the knives have no model designation they closely resemble the newer Claw-Z throwing knife. (56020-K281)
1761. CUSTOM FIXED BLADE KNIFE BY JOHNSON This fixed blade knife by the late Durrell Johnson measures 11 1/4" overall with
a 6 1/4" broad trailing point carbon steel blade. The blade remains unsharpened and overall bright with a few tiny stains and perhaps a
light scuff or two and is maker marked "CARMON" on the obverse side of the blade. The brass guard remains bright with a couple spots
of tarnish and light storage stains along the edges. The handle is composed of cut Sambar stag and stacked laminated walnut sections
separated by thin brass spacers. No sheath present, an overall excellent Durrell Johnson knife. (56020-K122)
1762. HANDCRAFTED LARGE HUNTER BY JOHNSON CRAFTED BY DURRELL CARMON Johnson of Sparr Florida this
massive knife measures 14 1/8" overall with a 7 5/8" trailing point damascus blade equipped with a file cut choil. The blade remains
unsharpened, retains all its wavy damascus pattern and is maker marked "CARMON" along the top edge of the obverse side of the blade.
The nickel silver oval guard remains bright with a couple tiny storage stains. The handle is composed of crown stag and laminated walnut
sections separated by thin bright nickel and black spacers, the stag fastened by two small bright pins. No sheath present, a great looking
knife from a well-known Knife Makers Guild member. (56020-K282)
1763. MEXICAN HORN HANDLE BOWIE This reproduction bowie measures 16 1/8" overall with a 10 5/8" clip point bowie style blade.
The blade is fading to a silver patina with scuffs and scratches from being sharpened and is etched with decorative scroll and "STARE PRONTO / A TU DEFENZA" and "GUILLERMO / MALDONADO / MADERO.97. / OAXACA JUA" on the obverse side of the blade and "VIVA
/ EL HONOR" on the reverse side of the blade. The brass oval guard, ferrule and finial shaped pommel have a mellowed patina with tarnish
and light verdigris starting to form primarily on the guard, the buffer washer is missing leaving the hilt somewhat loose. The two-piece cigar
shaped horn handle rates very good with thin cracks and checks, the larger section having a nice beige and light brown color with a smaller
dark brown spacer at the pommel. Knife includes a hand tooled natural color thin leather sheath equipped with a thicker leather throat and
tip chape decorated with small steel grommets. The leather shows light crazing and scuffing but remains intact. (56020-K116)
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1764. N E S S M U K KN I FE BY TAI GOO Handcrafted
be renowned knife maker and Neo-Tribal Metal
Smiths founder Tai Goo this large skinning/hunting
knife measures 12" overall with a 7" carbon steel
broad Nessmuk style blade. The blade remains
unsharpened and bright with diagonal marks along
the bevel from being honed. The German silver
angle faceted single guard, pebbled ferrule and
domed pommel stud have a nicely tarnished
antiqued patina and is "GOO" maker-marked along
the top of the ferrule. The four-groove rosewood
handle is fabulous and has a deep dark reddishbrown color. Knife includes a handcrafted black
leather sheath with handle strap. A great looking
knife crafted by a well respected forger and metal1764
smith. (56020-K302)
(350/550)
1765. COM M E MORATIVE WOSTE N HOLM J I M
BOWIE I*XL BOWIE KNIFE This knife appears
to be a newer blade with simulated Wostenholm markings attached to a Randall Made hilt. The knife mea1765
sures 15 3/8" overall with a 10 1/8" clip point bowie
blade. The blade is unsharpened and has light horizontal markings from being cleaned still with a few tiny
spots of staining. The obverse side of the blade is
marked with a light "George Wostenholm & Son Ltd. /
WASHINGTON WORKS / SHEFFIELD ENGLAND"
on the blade flat and "I*XL" on the ricasso while "original design by / Colonel James Bowie" is marked in
black highlighted script on the bevel. The hilt is definitely Randall Made in appearance, the brass double
guard and exposed nut pommel having a tarnished
brass patina and the commando shaped pau ferro handle rates excellent centered between red, white and
black spacers. There is no sheath present, a neat looking "put together" bowie. (560250-K135)
1766. LI LE DE E R S LAYE R FIXE D BLADE KN I FE
This rather interesting knife created by the great
Jimmy Lile of Arkansas measures 12 1/4" overall with
a rather unique 6 3/8" full tapered tang high carbon
steel cleaver style blade with a combination round
1766
and pointed gutting tip for gutting and skinning game
crafted from 1/4" stock. The knife remains unsharpened and bright with a few sparse storage marks and
specks of light oxidation staining along the tang and
is marked "Hand Made by / James B. Lile" along rear
top edge on the obverse side. The brass single guard
is a pleasing mellowed goldenrod and the angled
butt osage orange scales rate excellent, are
equipped with a brass lined lanyard hole, separated
1767
by red liners and fastened by large ground brass rivets. Knife includes a black leather belt sheath with
handle strap and snap having scattered light scuffs
and handling marks. A rare seldom encountered
hunting knife by the famed "Arkansas Knifesmith".
(56020-K159)
(400/600)
1767. R A N DA LL M O D E L 1-7 A LL P U R P O S E
FIGHTING KNIFE This knife measures 11 3/4"
overall with a 7" high carbon tool steel blade equipped
with a 2 3/4" sharpened false edge. The blade remains
unsharpened and bright with a few tiny specks of faint
staining. The brass double hilt remains bright with
patches of tarnish and stains from sheath storage. The
slightly curved staghorn handle rates excellent and is
separated from the hilt by a red, white and fading blue (black) spacer collar. Knife includes Johnson roughback model A leather sheath
with hone in pocket and plain bright snaps. (57465-13Q)
(400/600)
1768. HICKORY HANDLE HATCHET BY JOHNSON This is a neat little hatchet by the late Durrell Johnson of Spartan FL. measuring
12 1/2" overall with a 6 5/8" steel head equipped with a 2 1/4" main edge and an octagonal hammer butt. The head remains unsharpened,
bright and is maker-marked "CARMON" on the front of the obverse side. The hickory handle rates excellent having a nice blonde color
with black highlights and has been decorated with light heat burnished bands. (56020-K277)
1769. CONTEMPORARY INDIAN TOMAHAWK BY MORGAN This highly decorative hawk has a soft hardwood haft measuring 22"
and a loose fitting head measuring 7" from the edge of the bit to the bowl shaped butt. The haft has a stripped dark reddish-brown finish
with exposed wood under the head and is decorated with light carvings, inlaid nickel silver escutcheons, painted decorations and leather
thongs decorated with beads, hair and feathers at the angled butt. The cast steel head is toning to a silver patina with light staining and
is decorated with incise engraved floral, stars and angular designs. There is a floral engraved oval plate in the top of the haft and an oval
plate marked "MORGAN" is on the spine just below the head. (56020-K300)
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1770. L.L. BEAN SWISS ARMY PEN KNIFE This Sterling silver pen knife crafted by Wenger for L.L. Bean measures 2 1/2" and is
equipped with a drop point blade, nail file and scissors. The blades remain bright and unmolested and the checkered Sterling silver scales
remain bright and are decorated with L.L. Bean and Wenger logos on one side and a raised oval monogram plate on the opposite side.
Knife includes a hinged American Walnut presentation case and protective green felt sleeve. (56020-K147)
1771. L.L. BEAN SWISS ARMY PEN KNIFE This Sterling silver pen knife crafted by Wenger for L.L. Bean measures 2 1/2" and is
equipped with a drop point blade, nail file and scissors. The blades remain bright and unmolested and the checkered Sterling silver scales
remain bright and are decorated with L.L. Bean and Wenger logos on one side and a raised oval monogram plate on the opposite side.
Knife includes a hinged American walnut presentation case and protective green felt sleeve. (56020-K140)
1772. OLD MOOSE LOCKBACK FOLDER BY DOROUGH Handcrafted by the late Dick Dorough of Southside, A. L. this large lockback folder measures 5 1/2" with a 4 1/4" high carbon drop point blade. The blade remains bright, unsharpened, is equipped with a forward nail nick and has signature maker mark along the top rear of the obverse side of the blade. The bolster remains bright and the stag
scales rate excellent and are fastened by six small bright pins. (56020-K278)
1773. LOT OF FOLDING KNIVES Three total: (2) Buck model 825 Statue of Liberty 100 year commemorative knives measuring 2 3/4"
with a bright stainless steel blade. The handles are made of fine pewter and are embossed "…keep the torch lit" on one side with
embossed statue over "1886/1986" and a copper medallion made from materials gleaned from the restoration of the statue. Knives are in
excellent condition and include red, white and blue boxes and papers; one of the medallions has a small spot of tarnish along the edge;
(1) A.G. Russell "One-Hand" knife, all stainless steel construction measuring 3 7/8" with a 3 1/8" drop point blade equipped with a brass
thumb stud. Knife is in excellent condition and includes an instruction sheet. (56020-K139)
1774. LOT OF FOLDING KNIVES Three total: (2) Buck model 825 Statue of Liberty 100 year commemorative knives measuring 2 3/4"
with a bright stainless steel blade. The handles are made of fine pewter and are embossed "…keep the torch lit" on one side with
embossed statue over "1886/1986" and a copper medallion made from materials gleaned from the restoration of the statue. Knives are in
excellent condition and include red, white and blue boxes and papers; one of the medallions has a small spot of tarnish along the edge;
(1) A.G. Russell "One-Hand" knife, all stainless steel construction measuring 3 7/8" with a 3 1/8" drop point blade equipped with a brass
thumb knob. Knife is in excellent condition and includes an instruction sheet. (56020-K292)
1775. LOT OF FOLDING KNIVES Three total: (2) Buck model 825 Statue of Liberty 100 year commemorative knives measuring 2 3/4"
with a bright stainless steel blade. The handles are made of fine pewter and are embossed "…keep the torch lit" on one side with
embossed statue over "1886/1986" and a copper medallion made from the materials gleaned from the restoration of the statue. Knives
are in excellent condition and include red, white and blue boxes and papers; (1) A.G. Russell "One-Hand" knife, all stainless steel construction measuring 3 7/8" with a 3 1/8" drop point blade equipped with a brass thumb stud. Knife is in excellent condition and includes
an instruction sheet. (56020-K100)
1776. LOT OF VICTORINOX KNIVES Two total: (1) Champion multi-knife measuring 3 1/2", equipped with stag scales and 24 different features
including but not limited to: large and small blades, can and bottle openers, screwdrivers, magnifying glass, wood saw, metal saw, scissors and
fish scaler. The blades remain bright and untouched and the scales rate excellent; (1) Scientist multi-knife measuring 3 1/2", equipped with red
Celidor scales and 11 different features including but not limited to: large blade, screwdrivers, pen, corkscrew, toothpick and magnifying glass.
The blades remain untouched and the scales excellent. Both knives include factory boxes and instruction sheets. (56020-K295)
1777. LOT OF VICTORINOX KNIVES Two total: (1) Champion multi-knife measuring 3 1/2", equipped with stag scales and 24 different features including but not limited to: large and small blades, can and bottle openers, screwdrivers, magnifying glass, wood saw, metal saw, scissors and fish scaler. The blades remain bright and untouched and the scales rate excellent; (1) Tinker multi-knife measuring 3 1/4", equipped
with red Celidor scales and 12 different features including but not limited to: large and small blades, can and bottle opener, screwdrivers and
tweezers. The blades remain untouched and the scales excellent. Both knives include lightly worn factory boxes. (56020-K88)
1778. LOT OF BOKER KNIVES Two total: (1) model 700 Boker-Matic auto-retracting knife measuring 4 1/4" with a 2 7/8" standard point stainless steel blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened and the black fiberglass reinforced sliding handle rates excellent; (1) model 2000
classic lock-back measuring 4 5/8" with a single 3 1/2" 440C stainless steel drop point blade. The blade remains unsharpened and bright
with etched tree brand logo on the obverse side of the blade. The handle consists of lovely cocobolo scales with an inlaid Boker tree medallion
in the obverse scale and polished bright brass bolsters. Both knives included two piece gray and black tree brand boxes. (56020-K153)
1779. COLT BARRY WOOD MODEL U1050 SLIDING FOLDER HUNTER KNIFE Designed in the 70's by knife maker Barry
Wood for Colt, this "butterfly" hunting knife is the second design with small Serpentine Colt on the blade, large Serpentine Colt on the interior of the handle and Rampant Colt on the pivot pin. The knife measures 7 1/2" when opened with a 3 1/4" stainless steel drop point
blade. The blade remains unsharpened and overall bright with a few light scuffs from being opened. The brown micarta scales rate excellent as well and are fastened by two large nickel silver pins. Knife includes a leather sheath with embossed factory logos and an original
wood grain factory box. (56020-K141)
1780. GERBER KITCHEN-PROOF KNIFE SET This five knife set was was made in the late 60's early 70's when Gerber was producing
kitchen cutlery. The knives are constructed of hard chrome M2 high speed blades and cast aluminum handles with an orange Armorhide
coating. The set consists of a 7" Pixie, 9" Curtana, 15 1/8" Flamborge, 11 3/4" Durendal and an 13 1/4" French knife. The blades remain
overall bright with numerous light scratches and slightly rounded tips from years of light use and sharpening and the handles retain most
of their orange finish with light chipping at the butts from storage. Included is a shield shaped wooden holder with light wear along the
edges and hanging slots. (56020-K167)
1781. LONG WOOD HANDLE BOWIE This is a rather interesting looking unmarked bowie measuring 17 1/4" overall with a 9 1/2" high
polished full tang double edge spear point blade. The blade remains unsharpened and bright with some faint pits along the guard. The
brass guard remains bright and is engraved "SP8" on one side. The handle is composed of narrow soft hardwood panels having a blonde
and reddish color and a flared semi-heart shaped maple pommel with triangular mother-of-pearl inlays. The narrow panels have a couple
light checks that are extending on one side and are fastened by four small brass pins while the pommel panels are separated by black and
brass spacers and are fastened by eight small brass pins. The knife is housed in a hinged handmade hardwood presentation case with a
red felt-lined fitted interior. The wood has a few light handling marks and the front clasp is no longer present. A neat bowie that closely
resembles a "hand-in-a-half" Arkansas toothpick. (56020-K105)
1782. HENCKELS 1731 SINGLE BLADE LOCKBACK This knife measures 4 5/8" with a 3 1/2" drop point stainless steel blade. The
blade remains bright and unsharpened, the obverse side of the blade has etched football shaped maker mark logo centered between 1731
on either side. The black plastic panels rate excellent and are centered between bright stainless steel bolsters. Knife is housed in a hinged
softwood case with matching logo on the lid and green baize covered plastic interior. (56020-K114)
1783. JAPANESE WOODWORKING KNIFE This knife measures 7 7/8" overall and resembles a Kogatana of Mokume knife. The knife
has a hammered copper colored finish on side with a bright angled cutting edge on one side and a smooth matching colored handle with
engraved dragon and two Japanese symbols and bright cutting edge and copper colored thumb indentation on the other side. The knife
includes a two piece wood case with blue felt lined interior, two red and numerous black Japanese symbols on the lid. The knife is in excellent condition appearing unused. (56020-K288)
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1784. JAPANESE WOODWORKING KNIFE This "fish-shaped" knife measures 7" overall somewhat resembling a Mokume knife. The
metal is acid etched leaving a smooth stippled-like finish with a bright angled cutting edge on the top side and a bright smooth finish the
first 2 3/4" on the bottom side. The top side is decorated with Japanese symbols along the body and three angled groves at the "tail". The
knife includes a two piece wood case with a marron felt-lined interior, red and black Japanese symbols on the lid and "Mikisho Co. / Style
A / High Speed Steel" on the bottom of the case. (56020-K146)
1785. BON VIVANT KNIFE AND FORK SET BY STAPLE One of the "Bon Vivants, this two piece crafted by Chuck Staple of Los
Angeles Ca., the knife measures 6 5/8" overall with a 3" stainless steel blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened with Staple maker
mark on the reverse side of the blade. The slightly curved polished staghorn handle rates excellent with a brass bolster and copper and
black spacer collar. The matching fork measures 6 5/8" overall with a 3" three prong fork. The set is in excellent condition and includes a
zippered black vinyl protective case. (56020-K162)
1786. HANDCRAFTED LARGE BOWIE BY JOHNSON Handcrafted by Durrell Carmon Johnson of Sparr Florida, this knife measures
14 1/8" overall with a 9 1/8" bowie style damascus blade equipped with a 4 1/2" sharpened false edge. The blade remains unsharpened,
retains all its wavy damascus scene and is maker marked "CARMON" along the top edge of the obverse side of the blade. The rectangular
guard and dual oblong quillons have a matching damascus finish and the flat steel buttcap is a pleasing pewter patina and is marked "J"
in its center. The curved stag handle rates excellent having a nice cream and brown finish. Knife includes a heavy duty chocolate brown
leather sheath with handle strap and plain bright snap. A nice looking Durrell Johnson bowie. (56020-K76)
1787. SLIM LINE HUNTER FIXED BLADE KNIFE BY YANCEY Handcrafted by T.J. Yancey this fixed blade knife measures 7 1/4"
overall with a 3 1/4" full tang satin finish drop point blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened with mountain top slim line maker
mark on the obverse blade. The double finger grip rosewood handles are fastened by two bright brass rivets and rate near excellent with
a small ding in the top edge of the obverse scale. Knife includes an open throat horizontal mount belt sheath. (56020-K78)
1788. HANDCRAFTED FIXED BLADE KNIFE BY NELSON This nice fixed blade hunter by Roger Nelson of Central Village, CT measures 8 5/8" overall with a 4" straight back tapered full tang stainless steel blade equipped with thumb serrations. The blade remains
unsharpened, retains all its bright mirror polish and is maker marked "R. Nelson" on the reverse ricasso and is numbered "144" on the
obverse ricasso. The nickel silver single guard remains bright overall with some scattered light stains from sheath storage. The birdseye
maple handle is equipped with a brass lined lanyard hole and dark red liners, the scales are in excellent condition showing lovely grain figure and are fastened by two large polished brass rivets. Knife includes an open throat brown leather sheath numbered to the blade in blue
ink pen. (56020-K120)
1789. DAMASCUS FIXED HUNTER BY VALACHOVIC This is a great looking custom knife by retired master bladesmith Wayne
Valachovic measuring 8 7/8" overall with a 4 3/4" modified trailing point high density damascus blade equipped with an attractive rope filework spine. The blade remains unsharpened and retains all its ladder pattern damascus scene which is also present on the faceted steel
ferrule, the reverse ricasso bears "V" and cross maker mark. The single fingergroove round cocobolo handle rates excellent having a deep
brown color. Knife includes a hand-stitched open throat brown leather sheath with hand tooled floral motif on front and stitched V and
cross maker mark and back of belt loop. (56020-K160)
1790. GERBER MARK I BOOT KNIFE This vintage Mark I knife measures 8 1/2" overall with a 4 1/2" double edge stainless steel blade. The
blade remains overall bright with scattered staining from years of sheath storage. The obverse ricasso has Gerber sword maker mark and the
reverse ricasso is numbered "030592". The cast aluminum double guard and lanyard hole equipped handle rates excellent retaining all its
black oxide finish. Knife includes a Gerber black leather sheath with belt clip, the snap is broken and no longer functional. (56020-K148)
1791. DOUBLE BIT AXE BY REEVES Handcrafted by Lee Reeves of Oklahoma, this Nesmuk-style axe measures 13 1/4" long with a 5
1/2" double bit steel head equipped with 2 1/4" cutting edges. The head remains unsharpened with Reeves triangle maker mark on the
obverse cheek while the reverse cheek is numbered "01", the head remains bright with a small patch of oxidation staining at the maker
mark. The curly maple haft rates excellent with a few tiny light blemishes. Included is a brown leather belt sheath having a couple light
blemishes and areas of staining. (56020-K74)
1792. LOT OF GERBER TOUCHE BELT BUCKLE KNIVES Two total: (1) No. 7203 Landing Duck buckle with wood inlays. The knife
measures 3" with a 1 7/8" drop point stainless steel blade. The blade retains all its bright mirror polish and the ivory Delrin handle has
scrimshawed ducks landing in marsh and is signed "Blair". The knife is mounted at an angle on a 1 3/4" x 2 5/8" black plastic belt buckle
with walnut inlays; (1) No. 7237 Slimline Trout 1 1/8" x 2 7/8" black plastic buckle with a horizontally mounted knife measuring 2 3/4" with
a 2" drop point stainless steel blade. The blade retains all its bright mirror polish and the ivory Delrin handle has a scrimshawed hooked
trout rising from stream and is signed "Blair". The handle has a thin horizontal stain along the center. Both buckles include original gray
cardboard boxes with red plastic liners and clear plastic sliding sleeves. (56020-K297)
1793. LOT OF GERBER TOUCHE BELT BUCKLE KNIVES Three total: (1) No. 7265 Hunting Dog belt buckle with wood inlays. The
knife measures 3" with a 1 7/8" drop point stainless steel blade. The blade retains all its bright mirror polish with original Made In The
U.S.A. label still on blade and the ivory Delrin handle is scrimshawed with hunting dog in field and is signed "Boucher". The knife is mounted at an angle on a 1 3/4" x 2 5/8" brass buckle with walnut inlays; (1) No. 7212 Bass belt buckle with wood inlays. The knife measures
3" with a 1 7/8" drop point stainless steel blade. The blade retains all its bright mirror polish with original “Made In The U.S.A.” label still
on blade and the ivory Delrin handle is scrimshawed with a holed bass jumping from the lily pads and is signed "Boucher". The knife is
mounted at an angle on a 1 3/4" x 2 5/8" black plastic belt buckle with walnut inlays; (1) No. 7323 Slimline Landing Duck 1 1/8" x 2 7/8"
black plastic belt buckle with a horizontally mounted knife measuring 2 3/4" with a 2" drop point stainless steel blade. The blade retains
all its bright mirror polish and the ivory Delrin handle has scrimshawed ducks landing in marsh and is signed "Blair". All three buckles
include original gray cardboard boxes with red plastic liners and clear plastic sliding sleeves. (56020-K134)
1794. LOT OF VICTORINOX KNIVES Two total: (1) Swiss Champ measuring 3 1/2", equipped with red Celidor scales and 33 different
features including but limited to: large and small blades, can and bottle openers, screwdrivers, saws, fish scaler, chisel, files and magnifying
glass. The blades remain bright and the scales excellent; (1) Mechanic multi-knife measuring 3 1/2", equipped with red Celidor scales and
15 different features including but not limited to large and small blades, screwdrivers, reamer and pliers with wire cutter and crimper. The
blades remain bright and the scales excellent. Both knives include original factory boxes and instruction sheets. Also included is an
unmarked medium size belt sheath. (56020-K296)
1795. LOT OF VICTORINOX KNIVES Three total: (1) Angler measuring 3 1/2", equipped with red Celidor scales and 18 different features
including but not limited to: large and small blades, can and bottle openers, screwdrivers, pliers, fish scaler, ruler and tweezers. The blades
remain bright and the scales excellent; (1) Executive measuring 3", equipped with red Celidor scales and 10 different features including
but not limited to: large blade, orange peeler, nail file and scissors. The blades remain bright and the scales excellent; (1) Timekeeper measuring 3 1/2", equipped with red Celidor scales and 15 different features including but not limited to; Swiss watch, large blade, screw drivers, ball point pen, scissors, can opener, cap lifter, multi-purpose hook and corkscrew. The blades remain bright and the scales excellent.
The Timekeeper is housed in an original hinged plastic case while the other two knives have lightly worn original cardboard boxes, all with
cardboard outer sleeves. (56020-K87)
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1796. CROSMAN NO. 954A LOCKBACK KNIFE Made for only two two years 1982-1983 this single blade lockback measures 4 5/8"
with a 3 3/4" stainless steel clip point blade. The blade remains bright, unsharpened and is etched with Crosman Blades target logo on
the obverse side. The gray-brown hardwood panel rate excellent and are centered between lightly mellowed nickel silver bolsters. Included
with the knife is and original cardboard box and black leather belt sheath. (56020-K93)
1797. LOT OF KNIVES Four total: (1) six-piece come-a-part camping knife, Japanese made copy of a Swiss Army knife measuring 4 1/2"
equipped with red plastic scales and stainless steel blades including: knife, fork, spoon, awl, bottle and can opener, box included; (1)
four-piece come-a-part camping knife, smaller version of the previous knife measuring 3 1/2" equipped with red plastic scales and stainless steel blades including: knife, fork, spoon, bottle and can opener, box included; (1) Kershaw Model 12 ga. Bird Hunter knife resembling a 2 1/2" shotshell, rosewood handle with brass bolster, handle is marked "Orvis" on one side, equipped with a 2" stainless steel
clip point blade and bird hook, includes lightly worn original cardboard box with sliding plastic sleeve, (1) one-piece copper M1 Garand
souvenir paperweight/letter opener measuring 8 5/8" overall marked "Salt Lake City" on the left side of the stock, two piece buff colored
cardboard box. (56020-K127)
1798. CUSTOM LINERLOCK FOLDER BY GILBREATH Handcrafted by Randall Gilbreath of Dora, AL., this neat little folder measures
3" with a 2 1/2" stainless steel drop point blade equipped with a checkered thumb stud. The blade remains unsharpened and bright, the
obverse side of the blade is etched "R. GILBREATH / Dora. Al / 00". The handle is composed of a large bright stainless steel bolster and
Argentine osage orange scales fastened by tiny stainless steel bolts. A mint condition compact folder. (56020-K294)
1799. CUSTOM LOCKBACK FOLDER BY PASS Handcrafted by W. C. Pass of Merritt Is. FL, this single blade lockback measures 3 3/4"
with a 2 1/2" drop point steel blade. The blade remains unsharpened and has been acid etched giving the surface a bright damascus style
finish. The handle is composed of double nickel silver bolsters and polished bone scales fastened by single bright pin. The scales have a
nice cream color and one of the front bolsters has football shaped Pass maker-mark. A nice looking folder from a former Randall employee
known more for his fixed blade knives, (56020-K105)
1800. CLASSIC 5 SERIES MINIATURE BOWIE BY WARENSKI This is one of the different models in Buster Warenski's "Classic
5" series of miniature knives. The bowie measures 6 7/8" overall with a 4 1/4" stainless steel blade equipped with a 1" sharpened false
edge. The coffin shaped walnut handle rates excellent, is fastened by six small brass pins and is equipped with a bright nickel silver oval
inlay on both sides. The nickel silver bolster remains bright as does the wraparound overlay which is fastened to the handle by two small
brass pins along the top and bottom. A great looking miniature bowie, there is no sheath present. (56020-K79)
1801. LOT OF KNIVES Three total: (1) Aitor JKII skeletal skinner, one-piece satin stainless steel construction measuring 7 1/8" overall with
a 2 5/8" guthook blade equipped with thumb serrations. Other integral features include a can and bottle opener and a light use pry bar,
green nylon sheath included; (1) Frost Eagle Skinner III fixed blade knife measuring 4 7/8" overall with a 2 1/4" full tang drop point surgical
steel blade. The blade remains bright with with photo etched eagle over lake. The brass guard remains bright with light spots of storage
staining. Polished bone scales equipped with lanyard hole, fastened by two small brass pins, obverse shows head of bear while the reverse
shows crossed rifles, black leather belt clip sheath included; (1) Gebr. Hoppe West German two blade stainless steel melon knife measuring 4 3/8" with narrow 1 7/8" and 3 1/2" blades. The blades remain bright as does the lightly checkered handle.
1802. LOT OF FOLDING KNIVES Two total: (1) Anton Wingen Jr. lockback hunting knife, measures 4" and is equipped with stainless steel
blades including: 3" drop point lockback main blade, 3" round point gutting blade, 3" combination saw blade with screwdriver and bottle
opener and a 1 7/8" corkscrew. The main blade is etched with Anton Wingen JR. Othello logo maker mark and the secondary blades are
stamped "Rostferi". The handle is composed of a single bright German silver bolster and genuine stag scales fastened by five small brass
pins; (1) Pradell Corne Veritable six blade knife measuring 4" and equipped with a 3 1/8" spear point main blade marked "PRADELL /
INOX" along the top edge of the reverse side. Smaller secondary blades include a clip point, screwdriver/ bottle opener, can opener, awl
and corkscrew, all remain bright. The cream and gray horn scales rate near excellent with a couple light dings. The knife is equipped with
a brass carry ring and the cream colored scale still has Corne veritable and Inoxz Rostferi labels still present. (56020-K321)
1803. LOT OF KNIVES Two total: (1) Italian three blade melon knife measuring 5 3/8" and equipped with 4 1/2" serrated and spear point
blades and a 1 5/8" two prong fork, blades remain bright and unsharpened. The handle is composed of a single smooth German silver
bolster and cream colored ivory celluloid scales fastened by six tiny brass pins; (1) Solingen stainless steel six blade multi-knife measuring
3 1/2", blades include a 2 1/2" spear point main blade with smaller wharncliffe and clip point secondary blades along with a combination
slotted screwdriver/bottle opener, can opener and Philips screwdriver. The rectangular scales and blades show some very tiny scratches
and opening marks. (56020-K186)
1804. LOT OF M I N IATU R E AN D SOUVE N I R KN IVE S Five total: (2) red foam lined walnut presentation cases containing a bowie
knife measuring 2 1/4" overall with a 1 3/8" damascus blade with filework spine and abalone scales fastened by four tiny brass pins
and a bowie knife measuring 2 1/2" overall with a 1 1/2" full tang damascus blade and tan and gray colored polished bone scales;
(1) Scagel style knife measuring 2 1/8" overall with a 1 1/8" damascus blade equipped with a filework spine and a cream colored
polished bone handle with a black and white spacer collar, and open throat black leather sheath is included; (1) Buck No. 110 tie
tack in a hinged plastic box and (1) Frost Cutlery Miniature Necklace Pearl folding knife pendant in original factory box. All pieces
are in excellent condition. (56020-K320)
1805. LOT OF M I N IATU R E AN D SOUVE N I R KN IVE S Three Total:
(1) red foam lined walnut presentation cases containing a bowie knife
measuring 2 1/8" overall with a 1 1/4" full tang damascus blade, single
brass guard and faux mother-of-pearl scales equipped with lanyard
hole fastened by four tiny bright pins; (1) Griggs lockback measuring
1 7/8" with a 1 7/8" maker mark clip point stainless steel blade. The
handle is composed of cream colored ivory scales fastened by four tiny
bright pins and a smooth bright nickel silver bolster; (1) Italian 1941
dated 50 Centesimi that has been cut and filled with an inlaid white
handled miniature bowie in a protective plastic sleeve. All in excellent
condition. (56020-K398)
1806. LOT OF MINIATURE KNIVES BY EASLER Two handcrafted
miniature knives by Paula Easler wife of legendary knife maker Russell
1806
Easler: (1) fighter measuring 2 7/8" with a 1 5/8" tapered full tang makermarked blade. Satin finished bolster with ivory scales fastened by two tiny
bright pins, the obverse scale has scrimshawed Grim Reaper profile and
is signed by the artist; (1) bowie style knife measuring 2 5/16" overall with
a 1 1/8" tapered full tang maker marked blade. Satin finished bolster with
red jigged bone scales fastened by four small bright pins. (56020-K399)
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1807. UNMARKED FIXED BLADE FIGHTING KNIFE This interesting knife resembles a cross between a San Francisco Bowie and a
Scottish Sgian Dubh. The knife measures 9 1/4" overall with a 5" spear point blade equipped with file work thumb serrations. The blade
remains unsharpened, bright and free from any maker markings. The handle is European walnut with a raised circular pommel and a carved
woven reed and bead body fastened by two small bright pins and is centered between a grooved circular bolster and pommel cap. There
is no scabbard present. (56020-K179)
1808. KHALSA KIRPAN FIXED BLADE ARM KNIFE This interesting knife measures 6 5/8" overall with an unique 3 1/8" full tang
double edged stainless steel blade equipped with a long ricasso having a fingergroove along one side. The blade retains about 98% original matte anodized finish with a few patches of surface oxidation and Khalsa logo maker-mark on the obverse side. The single finger swell
center, black linen micarta grips rate excellent and are fastened by four small brass pins. Knife includes an open throat brown leather
sheath with dual Velcro elastic arm straps. The dual metal retention pins show light oxidation. (56020-K199)
1809. L.L. BEAN CLIP POINT HUNTER BY BOHRMANN Handcrafted by Yarmouth ME knife legend Bruce Bohrmann for L.L. Bean,
this fixed bladed hunter measures 7 3/8" overall with a 3 1/2" stainless steel clip point blade equipped with an flared angled ricasso. The blade
remains unsharpened, bright and is etched with L.L. Bean Freeport logo on the obverse ricasso, Bruce Bohrmann maker-mark on the reverse
ricasso and is numbered "012" along the top spine. The brass guard and flat buttcap have a nicely tarnished patina and the angled mesquite
burl handle rates excellent. Knife includes a handstitched red-brown leather sheath with dual brass snap handle strap. (546020-K114)
1810. SCOTTISH SGIAN DUBH BY EBBUTT This Scottish "Black Knife" measures 6 7/8" overall with a 3 5/8" spear point blade with
decorative filework along the rear edge of the spine. The blade remains unsharpened and overall bright with a few light nicks and scuffs
from scabbard storage. The black high impact resin handle rates near excellent having a slight bend at the pommel and a "carved" weave
motif on the top side. The handle is centered between a plain German silver ferrule and pommel cap showing light tarnish and staining.
Included is a stippled leather covered scabbard with a German silver throat and tip chape, the throat has a lightly worn "T.K. EBBUTT /
EDINURCH" maker mark with some of the center letters no longer visible. (56020-K269)
1811. CUSTOM SHEEPHORN HUNTER BY DRAPER Handcrafted by Audra Draper of WY, this great looking little knife measures 4
5/8" overall with a 2" 15N20 & 1084 damascus blade with simple "X" filework along the rear edge of the spine. The blade remains
unsharpened, retains all its fluid damascus pattern and has Audra Draper maker mark on the obverse side. The copper guard has a tarnished patina and the curved Rambouillet sheephorn handle rates excellent having a pleasing creamy toffee color. Included is a fringe decorated open throat signed leather sheath and a penned note describing the knife. (56020-K259)
1812. CUSTOM ROCKERKNIFE COMBO BY DUFF Handcrafted by Bill Duff this fork-knife combo measures 6 5/8" overall with a 4
1/2" tapered full tang stainless steel blade with an upswept three prong fork tip and three quarter filework spine. The blade remains bright,
unsharpened and has scripted "Duff" maker mark on the obverse ricasso. The curved nickel silver bolster remains bright and the antique
gold micarta scales rate excellent and are decoratively fastened by 30 small bright pins along the edges. There is no sheath present, an
interesting looking knife combo designed for one-hand eating. (56020-K219)
1813. CUSTOM KNIFE AND FORK SET BY ENCE This is a rather nice handcrafted two piece set by Jim Ence, the knife measures 7
7/8" overall with a 4 3/8" straight back tip tapered full tang blade while the fork measures 7 1/4" overall with a 3 3 /4" three-prong tapered
full tang fork. Both pieces remain bright, untouched and are maker marked on the obverse sides. The handles are composed of bright
nickel silver coffin shaped bolsters and dark rosewood panels decoratively fastened by six small bright pins with floral rosette and wire
inlays. The pieces are housed in a red baize lined pebbled black leather case with nickel silver reinforced seams, the lining is separating
along the edges and a white nylon toothpick is included. (56020-K322)
1814. LOT OF FIXED BLADE KNIVES Three total: (1) vintage Case XX 303 throwing knife measuring 7 1/4" overall with a 4 1/4" double
edge stainless steel blade. The blade remains unsharpened and overall bright with a couple tiny scratches from sheath storage and is only
marked "CASE XX" on the obverse side. The red Bakelite grips rate near excellent and are fastened by eight small bright pins. Included
is a brown leather sheath having light staining and a few scuffs; (1) Truflite Throwing knife by Harrison Bros. & Howson measuring 7 1/4"
overall with a 4 1 /4" double edge blade. The blade is toning to bright pewter with numerous light scratches and scuffs along the edges
from being sharpened. The obverse side of the blade shows a fading but still lightly visible "Truflite / THROWING KNIFE" next to light
scroll and "MADE IN / ENGLAND" with registration number vertically stamped at the grip while the reverse side of the blade is etched
"HARRISON BROS. & HOWSON / SHEFFIELD ENGLAND". The checkered black plastic grips rate very good showing light wear and
are fastened by eight small bright pins. Included is a made in Sheffield lightly worn leather sheath with tan Lucite snap; (1) what appears
to be a saltwater/diving knife measuring 9 3/4" overall with a 5 3/8" double edge blade. The blade is starting to fade and shows numerous
light scratches and scuffing along the edges from being sharpened along with spots of pitting and surface oxidation, more prominent on
the ricasso and double iron guard; the obverse ricasso is marked "INOXIABLE". The grooved yellow rubber grip rates about good overall
with moderate staining and drying and is marked "ABRIL" in front of the butt. (56020-K257)
1815. LOT OF FIXED BLADE KNIVES: Three total: (1) Sgian Dubh measuring 5 1/2" overall with a 2 7/8" stainless steel single fuller
blade with filework thumb serrations. The blade remains unsharpened and overall bright with light scratches from scabbard storage. The
Sterling silver collar and pommel have a pleasing tarnished patina with hallmarks present on each, the collar has become loose and the
cairngorm is present in the pommel. The black high impact resin handle rates good to very good with light chips along the collar on the
bottom side while the top side is decorated with a molded basket- weave and floral motif. Included is a pebbled black leather covered
scabbard with Sterling silver mounts. The leather rates excellent and the hallmarked mounts have a nice tarnished patina; (1) Sgian Dubh
measuring 6 3/4" overall with a 3 1/2" stainless steel single fuller blade with filework thumb serrations. The blade is lightly toning to bright
pewter with a few light scratches and stains. The black hardwood handle rates excellent and has a carved decorative weave on the top
side. The Sterling silver collar and crown shaped pommel have a dark tarnished patina. The collar has an engraved bordered angled motif
on the top side and the cairngorm is present in the pommel; (1) Norwegian Staskniv measuring 8" overall with a 3 5/8" high carbon steel
clip point blade. The blade has toned to a bright silver patina with scattered freckling and staining and a tiny chip in the main edge. The
cigar shaped blonde hardwood has full coverage relief carved foliate scroll and is centered between an iron collar, pommel and faceted
pommel stud. The collar has a bright gray patina while the pommel and stud have toned a darker brown and have loosened slightly.
Included is a matching wood scabbard with iron collar. The tip and collar ring are no longer present and the scabbard liner is missing,
leaving the knife a bit loose-fitting. (56020-K317)
1816. LOT OF KNIVES Two total: (1) Dexter Russell Poultry Pinner knife measuring 5 7/8" overall with a 2 1/4" full tang stainless steel round
tip blade with a partially serrated top edge. The blade remains bright overall and is marked "RUSSELL / GREEN RIVER WORKS / MADE
IN U.S.A." in the center of the obverse blade. The checkered beech-wood handle rates excellent, is equipped with a lanyard hole and the
scales fastened by large copper rivets. The top edge of the obverse scale is numbered "35-230" and about 97% over the original paper
label is still present on the reverse scale with a small piece missing in the center of the bottom edge: (1) New York Knife Co. folding Rase
knife measuring 3 1/2" with a 2 1/2" numeral 7-shaped high carbon steel blade. The blade has toned to pewter with scattered fine pinprick
pitting and Hammer Brand logo on the obverse ricasso and "NEW YORK / RIFE Co. / WALDEN" on the reverse ricasso. The "Goldline"
bronze handle has a nicely mellowed patina with light stains and impact marks. (56020-K189)
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1817. LOT OF FIXED BLADE KNIVES Three total: (1) unmarked copy of a Green River Works deck knife measuring 9 7/8" overall with
a 5 1/4" full tang spear point blade with a partially serrated top edge on one side only. Most likely made from from a Green River Works
blank the blade remains overall bright with light vertical hone marks on the blade and unpolished dark surface wear along the tang edges.
The rosewood grips rate very good plus with a couple light impact marks and are fastened by six large brass pins, no sheath present; (1)
Unmarked hunting knife measuring 8 5/8" overall with a 4 3/4" full tang clip point blade equipped with a sawtooth false edge. The blade
retains about 60% flaking nickel, loss due to areas of surface oxidation along the edges of the tang, the double guard is equipped with an
integral cap lifter and can opener. The faux jigged bone black plastic grips rate very good showing light wear, no sheath present; (1) souvenir miniature Kris measuring 5 5/8" overall with a 3 5/8" forged curved steel blade. The blade is a pale gun-metal with scattered patches
of staining and oxidation. The Asian hardwood handle shows a carved Malaysian ceremonial figure. Included is an Asian hardwood scabbard with the body covering no longer present. (56020-K128)
1818. LOT OF KNIVES Two total: (1) Don Carlos Putty knife by Herder measuring 8" overall with a 3 5/8" upswept curved carbon steel blade.
The blade has toned to pewter with overall fine pinprick pitting and staining, the obverse side of the blade is marked "FREDR. HERDER
ABR. SOHN / SOLINGEN-GERMANY" between vertical spade and crossed key symbols next to vertical "Don Carlos". The ebony handle
rates very good with light handling marks, is fastened by six bright pins and is equipped with an inlaid lead pommel. The pommel is a dull
pewter with numerous light impact marks and does not seat properly against the handle; (1) unmarked trade Ooloo with a 6 5/8" tool
steel blade. The sharpened blade has a bright gun metal finish with numerous light brush marks from an old cleaning, now showing newly
acquired scattered oxidation staining and patches of fine pinprick pitting. The blade is attached to the "Y" shaped brass handle and polished bone grip by two small bright pins. The brass has been cleaned to a dull goldenrod patina with a couple tiny nicks and cracks at the
juncture on one side and the rectangular bone grip is white overall numerous tiny natual pores in the surface. (56020-K188)
1819. LOT OF FISHING KNIVES Two total: (1) Puma Waagmesser stainless steel fishing knife. This interesting knife measures 6" from the
bolster hinge to the round knob pommel and is equipped with a single 3 3/4" clip point blade. The blade remains unsharpened, bright and
is equipped with a serrated top edge which doubles as a scaler and weight scale when used in conjunction with the etched legend on the
obverse side of the blade, along with leather thong and hanger attached to the maker marked ricasso. The one piece handle is vent checkered over pale green liners and is equipped with a large round knob for dispatching fish and also as a counter weight for scale; (1) Imperial
Fishknife measuring 4 1/4" with a 3 3/8" stainless steel clip point main blade and 3 1/4" secondary fish-scaler blade with hook disgorger
and bottle opener. The blades remains unsharpened and bright with a few patches of staining on the reverse side of the main blade. The
handle is composed of yellow celluloid scales and bright nickel silver bolsters. Both knives are in excellent overall condition. (56020-K130)
1820. WILDCAT OBSIDIAN HUNTING KNIFE BY CALLAHAN This attractive little knife flintknapped by Errett Callahan PhD. of
Piltdown Productions measures 5" overall with 2 3/4" drop point style blade knapped from a dark, almost root beer colored, obsidian. The
blade is inserted into a semi-triangular handle of either bocote or bubinga and secured by tightly wrapped sinew. The handle is in excellent
condition as well and the underside of the handle is lightly incise carved "WILDCAT 87-10 / CALLAHAN" most likely created in October
of 1987. A great looking modern knife having a nice primitive appearance. (56020-K35)
1821. DAMASCUS ESKIMO FANTASY DAGGER BY MULLIN Crafted by Steve Mullin of Pack River Knives this larger dagger measures 14 3/8" overall with a 9 7/8" double edge damascus blade. The blade remains unsharpened, retains all its wavy damascus patter
and has Steve Mullin on the obverse ricasso and numbered "001" on the reverse ricasso. The grooved barrel shaped dark ebony grip
rates excellent and is centered between a brass double eagle beak guard and totem pole pommel with mother-of-pearl eyes and wide
pebbled ferrules. No scabbard present, a neat looking fantasy knife with an indigenous Pacific Northwest flair. (56020-K86)
1822. FINNISH HORSEHEAD PUUKKO BY JARVENPAA This fixed blade knife measures 7 7/8" overall with a 3 3/4" single fuller
blade. The blade remains unsharpened and is toning to a bright silver patina with some very fine staining. The reverse side of the blade is
etched "Made in Finland" and the "Lisakki Javenpaa" is marked in the fuller. The brass ferulle and horsehead pommel have a lightly tarnished goldenrod patina and the green Galalite handle is centered between brown leather and white spacers. Included is a lightly tooled
thin leather sheath with light oxidation staining and the seam starting to separate along the back of the sheath. (56020-K185)
1823. TRACK KNIVES LIMITED EDITION LUGER KNIFE Manufactured by Track Knives of Whitefish MT, this knife is No. 55 of only
1000 made. The knife measures 4 1/2" with a 3" drop point stainless steel blade. The blade remains unsharpened and bright except for
a 1" area of surface oxidation along the spine and top edge of the obverse side which is also etched "Luger / # 55 of 100 / Knife" next
to bear paw print. The handles are thick brass with cocobolo panels fastened by small aluminum screws. The brass has a dark tarnished
patina with light oxidation staining also present on the screw heads. The locking mechanism is an aluminum elbow which resembles the
toggle on a luger pistol. The interior parts are numbered to the blade. A neat scarce knife whose production ceased before all 100 knives
were finished. (56020-K318)
1824. CARVED ANTLER PUSH DAGGER BY SZILASKI Handcrafted by Joeseph Szilaski this is a neat looking push dagger with a
4 3/8" carbon steel double edge blade and a 4" double eaglehead carved antler handle. The diamond shape blade continues for 2 7/8"
where is transforms to a file cut pointed hourglass shaped ricasso. The blade is a pleasing soft pewter with pale brown highlights in the
grooves. The obverse ricasso is signed "J. Szilaski 1994" while the reverse ricasso bears familiar Szilaski snake maker mark. The carve
antler handle has double eaglehead quillons with great detail to yes and beak and bears a lovely cream color. The included scabbard is a
matching color antler tine carved to look like a feather with great attention to the stem and vane. The throat is decorated in reproduction
Native American leather fringe and beadwork with hanging thong attached. (56020-K3)
1825. VINTAGE FRENCH ABERCROMBIE & FITCH LOCKBACK KNIFE This folding knife measures 7" with a 5 1/4" clip point
carbon steel blade. The blade shows an old light cleaning and has toned to bright pewter with scattered light stains and a tiny nick along
the main edge. The reverse side of the blade is marked "MADE IN FRANCE" while the obverse side of the blade is marked "ABERCROMBIE & FITCH Co", the obverse ricasso is marked with a small "G.R." in circle. The handle is made from a carved curved antler point and
has darkened nicely with age having light age checks toward the tip. The steel locking mechanism is shaped like a medieval nose guard
and the finish matches that of the blade. The front on the lock is equipped with a sliding split ring which release the lock when pulled and
also serves as a lanyard ring. An interesting early imported Abercrombie & Fitch knife. (56020-K15)
1826. LOT OF RANDALL KNIFE SOCIETY BELTS Two total: (1) 1 1/2" basketweave natural brown leather belt approximate size 36
waist and (1) 1 1/2" basketweave black leather belt approximate size 40 waist both with oval pewter Randall Knife Society of America belt
buckles. The belts are equipped with double snaps with stamped society logos on the back of the loops. The buckles and belts are in
excellent unused condition with light verdigris forming on the hardware. (56020-K9)
1827. LOT OF KNIFE SHEATHS Nine total: (1) Victorinox model #7210 snap closure brown leather leather sheath with black trim for 3
1/2" knives with scissors still in original plastic packaging with F. Dick Sharpener; (1) Victorinox model #6015 reddish-brown leather
sheath for a Champion or Craftsman knife still in original plastic packaging with a thin 1" scuff on the flap from storage; (2) narrow Gerber
brown leather sheaths with snap closures for a 2 1/2" and 3" thin folding knife; (1) narrow Gerber open throat brown leather sheath for
a 3 1/2" thin folding knife; (2) leather sheaths for 4 1/2" Boker folding knives with Tree Brand logos on the snap closures, light and dark
natural leather with a couple light scuffs and stains; (2) 1 1/2" x 5 1/2" black nylon sheaths for small knives or flashlights. (56020-K263)
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1828. LOT OF FIXED BLADE KNIVES Three total: (2) Calmont Cutlery Mission Survival knives with pivoting guards. This one piece knife
measures 6" overall with a 2 1/4" drop point blade with sawtooth top edge. The knives have vented guards that swing down and become
part of the lanyard hole equipped handles. The knives are unsharpened and retain 98% black anodized finish with a couple light contact
marks from handles. Included is a camo nylon arm and belt sheath; (1) Allen Elishewitz one-piece stainless steel neck knife measuring 6
1/8" overall with a 2 1/4" modified drop point blade and vented handle. The knife remains unsharpened and retains 98% original matte
gray bead blasted finish with some light staining along the edges from sheath storage. Included is a black Kydex neck sheath with nylon
tie cord. (56020-K126)
1829. LOT OF FIXED BLADE KNIVES Two total: (1) handmade knife by Morgan measuring 5 1/2" overall with a 3" full tang trailing point
blade. The blade remains unsharpened, bright and is marked "MORGAN" and "440C" on the obverse ricasso. The handle is composed
of black horn scales fastened by eight small bright brass pins and is equipped with a brass lined lanyard hole; (1) stag handle knife by
Nowil & Sons measuring 7 3/8" overall with a 3 5/8" triangular single fuller carbon steel blade with filework serrations along the rear top
edge. The blade remains unsharpened and overall bright with scattered tiny scratches and a few stains from years of storage. The reverse
side of the blade is etched "J.Nowill & / Sons Ltd. / Skean-DHU /SHEFFIELD / D. Gt. BRITIAN. The handle is crown stag centered
between an oval nickel silver collar and circular buttcap. The stag has darkened with age and the nickel silver surfaces show light scuffs
and stains. Both knives are in very good plus to excellent condition but do not include sheaths. (56020-K13)
1830. SCOTTISH SGIAN DUBH This larger Scottish knife measures 12 5/8" overall with a 7 3/4" carbon steel spear point blade equipped
with light file marks along the rear of the obverse side only. The blade remains unsharpened and is a pale pewter with pinprick forging
marks mainly along the tip and edges, the obverse side of the blade is marked with a large "M" at the rear of the blade. The dark rosewood
handle has lovely carved woven scroll and is centered between an oval iron collar and buttcap which match the finish of the blade. No
scabbard present, a nice-looking, somewhat larger, Sgian Dubh. (56020-K170)
1831. LOT OF FIXED BLADE KNIVES Three total: (1) Finnish Puukko measuring 7 3/4" overall with a 4" single fuller blade. The blade is
toning to a silver patina with scattered patches of oxidation staining and light scuffs and scratches from being lightly sharpened. The
reverse side of the blade is etched "Made in Finland" and undecipherable marker in fuller. The nickel silver bolster shows light decorative
etching and has a tarnished patina with light staining. The blue Galaite handle and black crow’s head pommel rate very good plus with
light impact marks and are separated by thin red and white spacers. Included is a natural color tooled leather sheath with nickel silver
ends. The ends show light tarnish, the tip chape has separated but remains present; (1) Finnish Puukko measuring 5 1/2" overall with a
2 5/8" single fuller blade. The blade remains overall bright with scuffs and scratches from being lightly sharpened and a spot of light oxidation at the reverse ricasso. The reverse side of blade is etched "Made in Finland" and undecipherable marker in fuller. The nickel silver
bolster and horsehead pommel have a lightly tarnished patina. The red Galalite has a gold highlited etched canine animal in a square border
and is separated from the bolster and pommel with red and white spacers. Included is a nickel silver bordered leathered sheath with light
tarnish and verdigris starting to form; (1) Unmarked Filipino Punal measuring 8 1/8" overall with a 5 1/2" carbon steel double edge blade.
The blade remains unsharpened and is toning to gun metal with scattered areas of surface oxidation. The brass guard and crown-shaped
collar have a a lightly tarnished goldenrod patina and the birdshead shaped ivory handle rates very good with a couple light impact marks,
no scabbard present. (56020-K256)
1832. GERBER FRENCH KITCHEN KNIFE One of the Legendary Series, this kitchen knife measures 13 3/8" overall with a 8" chrome plated high speed tool steel blade. The blade remains unsharpened and bright with a few light storage marks. The chromed cast aluminum handle retains all its original satin finish and is marked "GERBER-FRENCH" next to sword trademark logo along the bottom edge. (56020-K83)
1833. FOLDING MULTI-TOOL KNIFE BY HOFFRITZ Measuring 3 1/8" overall, the panels have a wavy checkered grip pattern, six
different tools include: large and small blades, file, scissors, can and bottle opener. The main blade is marked "HOFFRITZ" on one side of
the ricasso and "INOX / SOLINGEN / GERMANY" on the other side. Excellent condition overall. (56020-K262)
1834. ROLLS RAZOR IMPERIAL NO. 2 SAFETY RAZOR This
is rather interesting and sophisticated safety razor whose slogan
was "The razor that is stropped and honed in its case". The shaver
is about the size of a standard shaver only the nickel plated blade is
hollow ground and not disposable and the mechanism is housed in
1834
a 2 7/8" x 6 3/8" meander-decorated chrome plated case. The
blade handle is attached to the honing bar that slides on the red
leather strop and the gray honing stone is part of the closing lid. The
strop and hone lids are not interchangeable because the blade
needs to push against the hone but pull against the strop. The blade
has a safety guard with pivot action that allows it to vary the shaving
angle while providing safe operation. The head of the blade handle
locks perpendicular to the blade using a slide-type of action with
the spring-loaded bearing providing additional stability. The unit is
in excellent condition with minor wear marks on the strop and hone,
the case retaining all its bright chrome finish. Included is a hinged
maroon leatherette case with purple baize interior and white lid with
red company logo, instruction card and booklet with protective
paper covering still attached. The leatherette covering has a few
light scuffs and stains and there is a tiny tear in the top right corner
of the protective covering on the booklet. A neat, well-designed
contraption, for the razor and knife collector. (56020-K20)
1835. BRITISH OFFICER'S MESS KIT BY SINGLETON &
PR I E STMAN Manufactured by Singleton & Priestman of
Sheffield, this is a folding three piece cutlery set with 3 1/4" lift-out aluminum cup and two piece leather covered case. The utensils have
3 3/4" steel handles and include a fork with corkscrew, round tip spatula blade knife and a spoon with a 1 3/8" double edge steel blade
with a slightly broken tip. The fork and spoon are aluminum and have a dull patina while the knives and corkscrew have toned to pewter
with scattered freckling and oxidation staining, both blades have lightly fading maker marks. The cup has a matte silver finish and the
leather cover shows light scuffs and handling with a sewn repaired seam along the bottom which has chipped and is separating once
again. A neat late 1800's early 1900's mess kit. (56020-K314)
1836. CUSTOM LINERLOCK FOLDER BY GILBREATH Handcrafted by Randall Gilbreath of Dora, AL., this lovely folder measures 2
7/8" with a 2 1/8" stainless steel blade equipped with a checkered thumb stud. The blade remains unsharpened, bright and the obverse
side of the blade is etched "R. GILBREATH / Dora. AL". The handle is composed of stag scales and an orange peel titanium bolster fastened by six tiny stainless steel bolts and the liner is jeweled titanium. A beautiful compact pocket folder. (56020-K254)
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1837. M I N IATU R E CROWN STAG KN I FE BY LAFLE R Hand
crafted by Harold Lafler who worked for Randall Made Knives until
1969 this knife resembles the much larger Randall 50th Anniversary
knife. This knife measures 4 1/8" overall with a 2 3/8" high carbon
steel blade. The blade remains unsharpened, bright and is etched
"Lafler / KNIVES / 021" along the rear face and "H.Lafler / 1988" in
the center of the obverse side. The brass single hilt remains bright and
the handle is composed of a crown stag butt and a wide ivory band
which is separated from the hilt and each other by red, brass, black
1837
and leather spacers. A great little knife by one of Randall's former
makers. (56020-K253)
(400/600)
1838. M I N I ATU R E C R O W N STAG K N I F E BY L A F LE R
Handcrafted by former Randall knifemaker Harold Lafler and closely
resembling the Randall 50th Anniversary knife this knife measures 4
1/8" overall with a 2 3/8" high carbon steel blade. The blade remains
unsharpened, bright and is etched "Lafler / KNIVES / 202" along the
rear face and "Harold Lafler / 1988" in the center of the obverse side.
The brass hilt remains bright and the handle is composed of crown
stag sections separated from the hilt and each other by red, black,
brass and leather spacers. An excellent variation Lafler "Anniversary"
miniature. (56020-K254)
(400/600)
1839. LOT OF KNIVES Two total: (1) NRA lockback measuring 3 1/8"
1838
with a 2 1/4" stainless steel drop point blade. The blade remains
unsharpened, bright and is etched "National Rifle / Association" next
to NRA logo in the center of the obverse blade. The red, white and
blue Delrin scale rate excellent decorated with American flag motifs;
(1) brass blade utility knife measuring 8 3/8" overall with 4 1/2" full
tang brass blade with a rounded spey style point. The brass remains bright with a few light storage marks, is marked with a small "EL" in
circle on the rear reverse side of the blade and has some light tarnish and staining along the tang. The brass oval double guard matches
the blade and the soft hardwood handles rate excellent and are fastened by six bright copper pins. An interesting knife, quite possibly for
saltwater use. (56020-K77)
1840. STRAIGHT RAZOR LOT Two items total: (1) straight razor measuring 6 1/8" overall with a 4" hollow ground square point steel blade.
The blade has toned to a smoky patina with light scuffs in the center from being stropped and is etched "Demon" on the obverse shank
and "Jones Bros & Co Toronto" on the reverse shank. The cream colored celluloid scales rate excellent having darkened nicely with age;
(1) unmarked strop measuring 11 3/4" overall with two 8 1/2" different grades of leather affixed to a wooden paddle. A lightly worn black
cardboard protective sleeve is included. (56020-K78)
1841. BONE HANDLE FIXED BLADE KNIFE This attractive knife measures 8 1/4" overall with a 4 1/2" stainless steel blade. The blade
remains unsharpened, bright and has what resembles a small "8" with a vertical line through it under a Japanese Torii along the top rear
edge on the obverse side. The oval stainless steel guard remains bright as does the nickel silver collar. The birdshead handle has a lovely
toffee color with slightly darker tan accents and is fastened by a small bright pin. Accompanying the knife is a bright nickel silver scabbard
with a stainless steel adjustable spring belt clip. The scabbard remains bright with a few light storage marks. (56020-K136)
1842. LOT OF CONTEMPORARY TOMAHAWKS Two total: (1) brass head tomahawk with vented haft and bowl. The curly maple haft
measures 19 1/2" and is equipped with a vented conical bone tip and white ivorite cap fastened by four small brass tacks. The haft is decorated with relief carved scroll, geometric shapes and fingergrooves. The brass head measures 8" from the bowl-shaped butt to the 2"
bright nickel plated bit. The brass has a nice patinated finish and is decorated with engraved scroll and filework; (1) ceremonial dress tomahawk with a solid softwood haft measuring 16 3/4" and a brass head measuring 6 1/2" from the bowl-shaped butt to the roughly ground
bit. The haft is decorated with round iron tacks, a nickel silver buttcap and sections of bleached animal skin with colorful Native American
painted figures and horsehair, bead and feather tassels. The head has a gray antiqued finish with light staining and is decorated with lightly
scribed floral motiffs. (56020-K165)
1843. LOT OF KNIFE CASES Five vinyl cases ranging in length from 11" to 19" equipped with zippers and padded interiors. In very good
plus condition with a couple light scuffs and stains. (56020-K304)
1844. REMINGTON CUTLERY KNIFE Roll Lot Two items total: (1) green leatherette knife roll measuring 4 3/4" x 10 1/2" closed and 10
1/2" x 13 1/8" when opened. The roll is equipped with a gold baize lining with cover flaps and woven elastic cords for securing 12 various
size pocket knives. The exterior is equipped with a double snap front and embossed Remington trademark logo. Both interior and exterior
show some light ingrained dirt staining and are in excellent condition otherwise; (1) 3 1/8" bullet shaped pocket knife key fob opener
marked "Remington / Cutlery" next to circular Remington/UMC logo, appears unused. (57016-3A)
1845. REMINGTON BULLET KNIFE No. R4466 "Muskrat" 1988 knife measuring 3 3/4" with 2 3/4" clip point and spey point stainless
steel blades. The blades remain bright and unsharpened. Delrin jigged scales with nickel silver bullet shield and double bolsters. In excellent condition, no box present. (57016-3B)
1846. REMINGTON BULLET KNIFE No. R1263 "Hunter" 1986 knife measuring 5 5/16" with 4 1/8" clip point and 3" pen stainless steel
blades. The blades remain bright and unsharpened. Delrin jigged bone handles with nickel silver bullet shield and double bolsters. In excellent condition with two piece red cardboard box and instruction sheet. (57016-3C)
1847. R E M I NGTON BU LLET KN I FE NO. R1306 "TRACKE R" 1990 knife measuring 4 3/8" with a 3 1/2" stainless steel clip point
blade equipped with thumb serrations. The blade remains bright and unsharpened. The Delrin stag scales are equipped with a brass
lined lanyard hole and nickel silver bullet shield and single bolster. In excellent condition with two piece silver cardboard box and
instruction sheet. (7016-3D)
1848. REMINGTON BULLET KNIFE NO. R1128 "TRAPPER" 1989 knife measuring 4 1/2" with 3 5/8" muskrat and 3 1/2" spey
point stainless steel blades. The blades remain bright and unsharpened. Cocobolo scales are equipped with a brass lined lanyard hole and
nickel silver bullet shield and single bolster. In excellent condition with two piece green cardboard box and instruction sheet. (57016-3E)
1849. REMINGTON STERLING BULLET KNIFE NO. R4466 "MUSKRAT" 1988 knife measuring 3 3/4" with 2 3/4" clip point and
2 3/4" spey point stainless steel blades. The blades remain bright and unsharpened. Genuine jigged bone scales with nickel silver double
bolsters and sterling silver bullet shield. In excellent condition with two piece yellow box and instruction sheet. (57016-3F)
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1850. REMINGTON BULLET KNIFE NO. R1613 "FISHERMAN" 1987 knife measuring 5" with a 4" clip point stainless steel blade.
The blade remains bright and unsharpened. Delrin scales with nickel silver double bolsters and bullet shield. In excellent condition with
two piece gray cardbord box and instruction sheet. (57016-3G)
1851. RAN DALL JACK CR I DE R S PECIAL FIXE D
BLADE KN I FE This larger version, dealer special
knife, measures 11 3/4" overall with a 7" stainless
steel blade equipped with a 2" sharpened false edge,
sawtooth top edge and upper and lower thumb and
1851
finger serrations. The blade remains bright and
unsharpened. The fingergroove walnut scales rate
excellent and are equipped with a brass lined lanyard
hole and fastened by two small brass pins. Knife
includes a Johnson roughback model B leather
sheath with plain snap and Jack Crider
Special/Randall maker mark logo. A nice larger
Crider "poor man's fighter" dealer special knife.
(56020-R208)
(350/550)
1852. RANDALL A.G. RUSSELL DEALER SPECIAL FIXED BLADE KNIFE This version measures 8 5/8" overall with a 4" tool steel
modified drop point blade equipped with thumb serrations. The blade remains bright, unsharpened and is numbered "118" along the top
edge. The brass single hilt and exposed nut buttcap has a lightly mellowed patina with some light scratches and staining on the buttcap.
The stacked leather washer handle rates excellent and is centered between brass and black spacers some of which show light staining.
Knife includes a Sullivan's model A leather sheath with hone in pocket and Randall Made marked snaps. (56020-R281)
(200/400)
1853. RANDALL KIT KNIFE This fixed blade knife measures 12" overall with a 7" stainless steel blade having a model 3 style grind. The
blade remains unsharpened, bright and is stamped "KIT" in front of the maker mark. The handle is not of Randall design and is curved
dark rosewood centered between what appears to be an ebony guard and pommel having the shape of a typical saltwater knife handle.
The tang is not centered and the applied varnish has an orange-peel finish with a few light scuffs and rubs. No sheath present, a good
backup hunting or utility knife. (56020-R451)
1854. CONTEMPORARY RANDALL FIXED BLADE This is either a "lunchbox" or custom knife made of Randall parts resembling a
model 14 "Attack" knife with a model 17 "Astro" grind. The knife measures 12" overall with a 7 1/2" full tang modified drop point blade.
The blade appears unsharpened and has been cleaned bright with numerous brush marks. The obverse side of the blade has Randall
Made Solingen maker mark next to a thinner stamped "S" and faint almost faded vertical "STAINLESS" on the ricasso while the reverse
side of the blade is marked with previous owners name. The straight oblong double brass hilt has a tarnished patina with spots of oxidation
and the black micarta fingergroove grip with a thin bead of adhesive filler along the obverse tang. The handle is equipped with a lanyard
hole and there is no sheath present. (56020-R120)
1855. RAN DALL MODE L 1 ALL-PU R POS E
FIG HTI NG KN I FE This fighter measures 12"
1855
overall with a 7" carbon steel blade. The blade has
been lightly sharpened and has toned to a bright
pewter patina with scattered staining and remnants
of pinprick pitting from an old cleaning and has
three letter "FLA" maker mark. The brass double hilt
has a tarnished patina and the exposed nut
Duralumin butt remains bright with a couple light
handling marks. The stacked leather washer handle rates near excellent showing minimal wear and is centered between fading red,
white and black spacers. There is no sheath present.
An overall very good older model 1 fighting knife.
(56020-R297)
(400/600)
1856. RANDALL MODEL 14 ATTACK KNIFE This
combat knife measures 11 1/4" overall with a 7 1/2"
full tang carbon steel drop point blade equipped with
1856
a 2 1/8" sharpened false edge. The blade remains
bright, unsharpened and has three letter "FLA" maker
mark. The brass single hilt has a lightly tarnished patina with a few spots of light staining. The black micarta finger grip handle rates excellent and is equipped with a lanyard hole. There is no sheath present. A very good plus older model 14 knife. (560250-R317) (400/600)
1857. RANDALL MODEL 5 CAMP AND TRAIL KNIFE This older model 5 measures 10 3/4" overall with a 6" carbon steel blade. The
blade has been cleaned bright with evidence of scattered pinprick pitting and scuffing from being sharpened. The brass single hilt has a
ochre patina with some light staining. The polished bone finger grip handle rates very good having darkened nicely with age, is fastened
to the tang with a bright bass pin and has a couple thin checks under an applied light varnish. (56020-R272)
(300/500)
1858. RANDALL MODEL 4 BIG GAME AND SKINNER KNIFE This fixed blade knife measures 11 7/8" overall with a 7 1/8" carbon
steel trailing point blade. The blade has been professionally sharpened and has been cleaned bright with vertical brush marks that has
removed some of the top left of the maker mark and a few tiny stains still visible. The brass single hilt has a tarnished patina with some
light storage staining. The finger groove stag handle rates excellent is fastened by two small brass pins and is separated from the hilt by
a lightly fading red, white and black spacer collar. There is a small hole in the butt where some type of medallion or emblem was once present. No sheath present, an older Big Game Skinner that has served its previous owner well. (56020-R132)
(300/500)
1859. UNMARKED FIGHTING KNIFE Although no markings are on blade this knife closely resembles an old Randall, Springfield Mass.
model 1. The knife measures 12 5/8" from the tip to the end of the exposed pommel nut. The blade has a bright silver patina with numerous
light scuffs from being cleaned and sharpened with scattered patches of oxidation staining, remnants of pinprick pitting and tiny chips
along the main edge. The brass double guard has a nice ocher patina with some spots of light tarnish and fine specks of verdigris. The
domed aluminum pommel is a pale pewter gray with scattered fine pinprick pitting, oxidation staining and a small impact mark, the pommel
nut a duller brownish-gray. The stacked leather washer handle rates very good plus showing minor wear and is centered between red,
yellow and white spacers that have darkened and loosened slightly with age. No sheath present, an overall good condition fighting knife
which quite possibly started out as a Randall Springfield Fighter. (56020-R206)
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1860. C U STO M R A N DA LL M O D E L 12 LIT TLE
BEAR BOWIE This interesting and attractive bowie
measures 10 5/8" overall with a 6" bowie style blade
1860
equipped with a 4" sharpened false edge. The blade
remains unsharpened, bright with a couple faint sheath
marks and has decorative light file marks along the rear
edges of the spine. The nickel silver forward curve double hilt is decorated with light filework edges and
engraved acorns on the rear of the guard. The guard
remains overall bright with a few stains and faint specks
of verdigris in the grooves. The finger groove stag handle
is equipped with an aluminum lined lanyard hole, is decorated with red and green highlighted carved oak leaves
and a pink jigged butt. The handle is separated from hilt
by a red, white and black spacer collar. Included is a
Johnson roughback model A leather sheath with plain
snap and hone in pocket. A colorful custom Little Bear
Bowie. (56020-R242)
(400/600)
1861. U.S. MODEL 1873 TROWEL BAYONET Made for the trapdoor rifle this bayonet measures 14 3/8" overall with a 10" trowelshaped blade and a 3 1/2" socket with sliding mortise butt. The blade has a sloping arched bend and has toned to pale gray with moderate
surface oxidation. The socket and shoulder retain about 40% original blue under a covering of light oxidation. The include steel scabbard
rates fair with matching bend, separated seams with missing tip and perhaps 30% crazed flaking leather with U.S. escutcheon on belt
loop. (56020-K107)
1862. IMPORTED U.S. MODEL 1840 ARTILLERY SABER 31 1/2" curved blade with single wide fullers. The blade has toned to a
pewter patina with scattered oxidation staining and pitting more prominent at the tip and a couple chips and light scratches along the main
edge from being sharpened. The spine is marked with a lightly fading crown/FW (Frederick Wilhelm) and is dated 1848. The leather washer is present and the hilt has a brass D-shaped guard that ends with a downward quillon and Phrygian pommel and a black leather covered
grip, wrapped in braided brass wire. The brass has mellowed ochre patina and the wire wrapping has loosened but remains intact as does
the leather covering. The steel scabbard has been cleaned bright with light brush marks and scattered oxidation staining and evidence of
pinprick pitting. An about very good pre-Civil War imported artillery saber. (57535-94)
(200/400)
1863. U.S. MODEL 1902 OFFICERS SWORD BY SPARTAN 29 3/4" blade with three-quarter length unstopped fullers, 35 1/4"
overall length. The blade retains 98% original bright polished nickel with only light scabbard marks. The blade is etched with scroll, flags,
panoplies of arms and "Robert N. Gordon" in gothic script on the obverse side while the reverse is marked "TRADE / SPARTAN / MARK"
without N.S. Meyer or West German markings. The hilt retains 98% original nickel with a few specks of flaking exposing the brass surfaces
and the brown plastic finger groove handle rates excellent. The steel scabbard retains 95-98% original nickel with scattered spots of light
staining and flaking primarily along the drag. (57535-93)
(200/400)
1864. REPRODUCTION U.S. MODEL 1860 NAVAL CUTLASS BY AMES 25 5/8" blade with single shallow unstopped fullers.
The blade remains bright with a few tiny scratches and spots of staining, a little more pronounced at the leather washer. The obverse ricasso is marked "INDIA / 1862" while the reverse ricasso is marked with a very small "Ames Mfg Co. / Chicopee / Mass.". The hilt has a
brass basket guard with Phrygian pommel and a black leather covered grip wrapped in braided brass wire. The brass remains bright and
the guard has a vented "USN" and the leather and wire wrapping remains present and intact. The black leather scabbard and frog rate
very good with a few light scuffs on the scabbard and moderate flaking and ingrained dirt on the frog, the copper rivet reinforced seam
remains tight and intact. (57466-4)

1865

1865. FRENCH MODEL 1833 NAVAL CUTLASS BY CHATELLERAULT 26 3/4" blade with single broad fullers. The blade remains
overall bright with scattered patches of fine oxidation and some very light scabbard markings. Both sides of the blade have proper anchor
markings, the narrow obverse ricasso has two poincons and the spine is marked "Manuf re De Chatellerault" and what appears to an 1842
date. The leather washer is present and the iron basket guard hilt retains about 85% flaking added black enamel with the exposed surfaces
a pale brown and black patina with light oxidation and ingrained dirt staining, the interior of the basket is marked with three poincons
towards the end of the guard. The black leather scabbard is equipped with a brass frog stud collar and tip chape. The body is equipped
with tight seams but shows only traces of original black enamel with scattered scuffing and along with the brass mounts have an added
black finish. A very good example French Naval Cutlass, which was the idea behind the U.S. Model 1860 Cutlass. (57348-5) (350/550)
1866. REPLICA CRUSADER SWORD BY WINDLASS This one handed sword measures 39 1/4" overall with a 32 3/4" double edge
blade with full-length unstopped fullers. The blade remains unsharpened and overall bright with with scattered light scuffs and stains. The
obverse side of the blade has trademark Windlass / India logo. The stainless steel tapered double guard remains bright overall with some
light scuffs and staining at the ends. The tapered handle is wrapped with bright nickel silver wire separated by black leather spacers. The
brass octagon-shaped pommel with vented stainless steel inserts remains bright with a few light scuffs and stains. (57740-15)
1867. REPRODUCTION JAPANESE KATANA The blade measures 26 1/2" to the nickel plated copper sleeve; tang is unsigned. The
blade remains unsharpened and bright for the most part with scattered light scratches and fine staining and the collar retains most of its
nickel plate with light diagonal scratches and specks of light flaking. The solid iron Tsuba and pommel cap retain 98% black enamel with
spots of light paint along the edges. The shagreen-covered handle is wrapped in faded orange linen with patches of old white paint. The
bamboo scabbard is wrapped in black painted leather with light scuffing, a large chip missing along the top edge between the collar and
hanger leaving the collar loose fitting. (57740-3)
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1868. REPRODUCTION GERMAN NCO SWORD BY ALCOSO 34 1/4" plain unstopped fuller blade marked "Alcoso / Solingen"
next to scales on the obverse ricasso. The blade remains unsharpened and overall bright with scattered light scuffs and scratches and a
few light nicks along the spine. The brass hilt has a P-shaped guard with dual langets, a single circular quillon and a dove head pommel
with wraparound ears and ferrule, the handle is black celluloid wrapped in braided brass wire. The metal surfaces are decorated with oak
leaves, one of the langets has Nazi party eagle while the other is plain and retains 95-98% gold gilt with light wear along the edges, the
exposed brass having a dull ocher patina. The rolled sheet steel scabbard retains 95% original black lacquer with light crazing and flaking
and is equipped with a hanger and drag. An overall very good repro WWII NCO sword. (57326-19)
1869. GERMAN NCO SWORD BY WKC 31 3/4" plain unstopped fuller blade with Weyersburg, Kirschbaum & Cie kings head / WKC
maker mark on the obverse ricasso. The blade remains bright and unsharpened. The hilt has a German P-shaped guard with dual langets,
a single circular quillon and a dove head pommel with wraparound ears and ferrule, the handle is black celluloid wrapped in double border
braided brass wire. The pommel, guard and ferrule are nicely engraved with oak leaves on a punch dot background, the counterguard is
engraved with scroll, beads, a NSDAP party eagle on one langet and a shield with foliate scroll on the other langet. The metal retains about
95% original gold gilt with light high edge wear and the exposed nickel a bright silver patina. The rolled sheet steel scabbard retains 9798% original black lacquer with spots of light flaking and scattered spots of white paint. (57326-20)
1870. GERMAN SECOND WORLD WAR LION HEAD OFFICERS SABER BY EICKHORN 30 1/8" plain unstopped fuller
blade with Carl Eickhorn squirrel-in-circle maker mark on the reverse ricasso. The blade remains bright with a few small patches of fine
staining, minor scabbard scuffing and some very tight nicks along the main edge. The hilt has a brass P-shaped guard with dual langets
having NSDAP party eagle on the obverse and oak leaves and acorns along the bow of the guard. The rear of the handle and the wraparound ears have more oak leaves and culminate in a lion's head pommel with red glass eyes. The black celluloid handle is wrapped with
bordered braided brass wire which, along with the guard, has loosened slightly. The steel scabbard has a slight bend and has toned to
brown with scattered surface oxidation and dents, one of the collar screws is an oversized replacement. (57326-21)
1871. GERMAN FIRST WORLD WAR LION HEAD OFFICERS SABER BY EICKHORN 33 1/8" plain unstopped fuller blade
with Carl Eickhorn “double squirrel” maker mark on the reverse ricasso. The blade is toning to pewter with scattered oxidation staining but
generous amounts of original bright finish remaining. The hilt has an iron P-shaped guard with dual langets having crossed cannons and
scroll on the obverse and diamond surrounded by scroll on the bow of the guard. The rear of the handle and wraparound ears have similar
décor and a lion head pommel with red glass eyes. The black Bakelite handle has a small tin crack and is wrapped with bordered braided
iron wire. The iron surfaces have a pale brown patina with fine oxidation staining and pinprick pitting and the wire wrapping has become
somewhat loose. The steel scabbard retains about 80% flaking enamel flaking to brown beneath with a few light dents and patches of oxidation. A very good plus WWI lion head saber. (57285-44)
1872. LOT OF KNIVES This lot consists of two Remington folding knives that appear unused and are complete with boxes and papers. The
first one is a multi-blade R4353 "Woodsman" with a bullet shield and a Delrin handle. The blade is dated 1985 and the knife measures 4
1/2" in overall length when folded. The second knife is an R870 shotgun commemorative knife with a Remington 1100 shield and Delrin
handle. The blade is dated 1990 and the knife measures 5 1/4" overall when folded. There is some penciled writing on the bottom of the
box describing the knife. (206643-6A)
1873. LOT OF KNIVES This lot consists of two Remington folding knives that appear unused and are complete with boxes and papers. The
first one is an R1253 "Guide" with a bullet shield and a Delrin handle. The blade is dated 1992 and the knife measures 5 1/4" in length
when folded. The second knife is a R4243 "Camp" with a bullet shield and a Delrin handle. This multi blade knife measures 5" in length
when folded and it has a can opener and three blades. (206643-6B)
1874. LOT OF KNIVES This lot consists of two Remington folding knives that appear unused and are complete with boxes and papers. The
first one is a R1178 "Mini-Trapper" with a bullet shield and Delrin handle. This dual blade knife has a date of 1991 on one of the blades
and it measures 3 1/2" overall when folded. The second one is a R4466 "Muskrat" with a bullet shield and Delrin Handle. This dual blade
knife measures 3 1/2" in length when folded and one of the blades is dated 1988. (206643-6C)
1875. LOT OF KNIVES This lot consists of two Remington folding knives that appear unused and are complete with boxes and papers. The
first one is an R1306 "Tracker" with a bullet shield and Delrin Staghorn grips. The blade is dated 1990 and the knife measures 4 1/2" in
length when folded. The second knife is a R4356 "Bush Pilot" with a bullet shield and Delrin Staghorn grips. This dual blade knife measures
4 1/2" with folded and one of the blades is dated 1993. (206643-6D)
1876. LOT OF KNIVES This lot consists of two Remington folding knives that appear unused and are complete with boxes and papers. The
first one is a R1253 "Guide" knife with a bullet shield and Delrin grips. The blade is dated 1992 and the knife measures 5 1/2" in length
when folded. The second one is a R1613 "Fisherman" with a bullet shield and Delrin grips. (206443-6E)
1877. LOT OF KNIVES This lot consists of two Remington folding knives that appear unused and are complete with boxes and papers. The
first one is a R1263, "Hunter" with a bullet shield and Delrin grips. This three blade knife measures 5 1/2" when folded and one of the
blades is dated 1986. The second one is a "Master Guide" with a bullet shield and Delrin grips. This dual blade knife measures 5 1/3" in
length when folded and one of the blades is dated 1995. (206443-6F)
1878. LOT OF KNIVES This lot consists of two Remington folding knives that appear unused and are complete with boxes and papers. The
first one is an R870 Shotgun Commemorative with a Remington 870 shield and Delrin grips. The blade is dated 1990 and the knife measures 5 1/3" when folded. The second knife is an American Trap Association Commemorative with a shotgun shield and Delrin grips. The
blade is marked "ONE OF A GRAND", it is dated 1990 and the knife measures 5 1/4" overall when folded. (206443-6G)
1879. LOT OF KNIVES This lot consists of two Remington folding knives with their boxes and paperwork and an NRA folding knife with its box
and all these knives appear unused. The first Remington knife is an R11828 "Trapper" with a bullet shield and cocobolo grips. This dual blade
knife measures 4 1/2" when folded and one blade is dated 1989. The second Remington knife is an Eliphalet Remington 200th Anniversary
knife with a hard rubber handle that has a musket shield. The blade is marked with portrait of Eliphalet Remington and "1793-1993" and the
knife measures 5" overall when folded. The last knife is an NRA Theodore Roosevelt commemorative folder that has brass endcaps featuring
different pictures of Roosevelt. The box is included and the knife appears unused but the paperwork is missing. (206443-6H)
1880. LOT OF KNIVES This lot consists of three folding knives. The first knife is a Schrade 227UH Uncle Henry dual blade knife. This staghorn
handled knife is in very good condition overall and it measures 5 1/4" when folded and the blades measure about 4 1/4" each. The second
knife is a Boy Scout style knife with dark green plastic handles a single blade, a can opener, sewing eye, and small screwdriver. The knife
measures 4" when folded, the handle has a Boy Scout logo emblem and the tools show oxidation staining. The third knife is also a Boy
Scout type knife with a faux pearl handle, a single blade, a Phillips screwdriver, flat head screwdriver, can opener, bottle opener and a letter
opener. The knife measures 3 1/2" in length when folded, the tools show oxidation staining the handle has a shield with an Eagle over the
words "BE PREPARED" and there is a 1/4" crack on the right panel. (206443-6I)
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1881. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a single M6 bayonet for the M14 rifle and M8A1 scabbard. The M6 bayonet is maker marked
"AERIAL", and the blade shows scattered silvering and light oxidation staining. The hilt and pommel also show silvering, and the black checkered handle rates near excellent with a few handling marks. The bayonet is in very good condition overall. The M8A1 scabbard shows thinning
paint, and the canvas part shows staining but overall the scabbard is in very good condition. (207630-34C) {Hall Rowland Collection}
1882. BRITISH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a single British Pattern 1913 bayonet and scabbard for the P14 rifle. The bayonet is of
Remington manufacture and it is dated 2-16. The blade rates very good overall showing silvering and small areas of oxidation staining with
the heaviest silvering being near the tip. The pommel and hilt show thinning, silvering and light oxidation staining. The walnut handles rate
near very good showing scratches, dings, handling marks and a 3/4" chip missing on one panel. The scabbard shows oxidation staining
on metal and staining on leather but is in near very good condition. (207630-34F) {Hall Rowland Collection}
1883. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a single U.S. M1917 bayonet and scabbard for the M1917 Enfield rifle. The bayonet blade is
maker marked Remington and it is dated 9-17. The blade is in good plus condition showing oxidation staining throughout, and the pommel
and hilt also show oxidation staining throughout. The walnut handles rate very good showing handling marks, scratches and a couple missing chips. The upper throat of the scabbard is bit loose from the leather. The metal hardware shows oxidation staining scattered throughout, while the leather shows flaking and staining throughout. (207630-34E) {Hall Rowland Collection}
1884. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a single U.S. M1917 bayonet and scabbard for the M1917 Enfield rifle. The blade is maker
marked “Winchester” and the blade is turning a dull brown patina with some traces of an added enamel finish near the hilt. The hilt and
pommel show a fading enamel finish and are turning a brown patina. The walnut handle rates very good with handling marks, dings, and
a couple missing chips. The metal parts of the scabbard show oxidation staining and flaking finish, while the leather parts show flaking, a
few stains and some crazing. (207630-34D) {Hall Rowland Collection}
1885. YUGOSLAVIAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a single Yugoslavian M1948 bayonet for the M48 Mauser rifle. The blued blade
rates near excellent showing some silvering and remnants of cosmoline. The pommel and hilt also show silvering and the hilt is numbered
"2017". The walnut handle rates very good showing handling marks, dings and a few scratches. The scabbard shows near full coverage
of arsenal blue and is numbered "22731". A good bayonet for the Yugo M48 owner. (207630-34A) {Hall Rowland Collection}
1886. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a single M1 bayonet for the M1 Garand rifle. The blade is maker-marked Utica Cutlery, and
the blade shows four dings, silvering and a thinning parkerized finish. The pommel and hilt also show a thinning parkerized finish and silvering in addition to oxidation staining. The green plastic handles rate very good showing scratches and handling marks. (207630-34B)
{Hall Rowland Collection}
1887. SWISS BAYONET LOT This lot consist of a single Swiss M1918 Bayonet. The blade is in excellent condition overall displaying some
faint oxidation staining and scratches. The hilt and pommel rate very good plus showing some scattered oxidation staining. The walnut handles show a few handling marks and light dings but rate near excellent. The blade is maker marked "WAFFENFABRIK NEUHAUSEN"
and the hilt is numbered "529985". The scabbard shows thinning and fading, and the leather strap shows creasing and crazing. The strap
appears to be numbered "7957" and this would make a great addition to any military collection. (207468-5)
1888. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a rare Colt M7 half-hilt bayonet for the M16 rifle. The blade is in near excellent condition with
a few areas of silvering from the years. The blade is marked "COLT'S 62316/HARTFORD CONN USA/MADE IN W GERMANY". The hilt
and pommel also show silvering but are near excellent overall. The black plastic grips rate excellent displaying a few handling marks. The
M8A1 scabbard is marked "MADE IN W.-GERMANY" and is excellent condition showing minor wear. These bayonets were made by
Eickhorn in Germany for Colt and today are hard-to-find. A great addition to any military collection. (207758-22A)
1889. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a rare Colt M7 half-hilt bayonet for the M16 rifle. The blade is in excellent condition displaying
minor silvering from being taken out of scabbard. The blade is marked "COLT'S 62316/HARTFORD CONN USA/MADE IN W GERMANY". The hilt and pommel rate near excellent showing scattered light silvering. The black plastic grips rate excellent showing a couple
minor scuff markings. The M8A1 scabbard is marked "MADE IN W.-GERMANY" and is in excellent condition with silvering on the metal
parts. These bayonets were made by Eickhorn in Germany for Colt and today are hard-to-find. A great addition to any “black rifle” enthusiast's collection. (207758-22B)
1890. CHINESE BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a rare Chinese Polytech Legend bayonet for the AK-47 rifle. The blade is in near excellent
condition displaying silvering and wear from use. The pommel and hilt are excellent condition with 98% original blue. The wooden handle
rates excellent with near full coverage of the original varnish and some handling marks. The button-type scabbard and frog rate excellent
overall with the scabbard retaining 99% original blue. A great addition to the Polytech Legend rifle in the live auction. (207758-26)
1891. FRENCH BAYONET LOT This lot consists two French Bayonets. The first is the M1866 for the Chassepot Rifle. The blade is in very
good condition showing scattered oxidation and staining. The hilt has turned a brown patina with oxidation staining throughout. The blade
is inscribed and dated 1873. The brass handles have turned a brown patina with some oxidation staining. The scabbard is matching to the
bayonet and is turning a dull brown patina with scattered oxidation and oxidation staining. The second bayonet is a T-Back bayonet for the
M1874 Gras rifle. The blade rates very good plus showing minor oxidation staining and is maker-marked and dated 1878 on the top of blade.
The hilt and pommel have turned a dull brown patina with oxidation staining scattered throughout. The scabbard number is matched to
another blade and rates very good showing a blued finish turning to a brown patina with scattered oxidation staining. (207082-12A)
1892. FRENCH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of one French M1866 Bayonet for the Chassepot rifle. The blade is in near very good condition with scattered oxidation spots. The hilt has turned a dull brown patina with oxidation staining throughout and the brass handles have
turned a mottled yellow patina with scattered oxidation staining. The scabbard is matching numbered to the bayonet and shows fading
blue finish with scattered oxidation staining and freckling. (207573-25)
1893. GERMAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a World War Two German Fireman's Long Bayonet. The blade is maker marked "HK"
in a dotted circle and this is believed by some to be a maker-mark of Krieghoff. The nickel plated blade, pommel and cross guard retain
about 93% original finish with some pitting on hilt, scattered oxidation staining on blade and pommel and finish loss near blade tip. The
checkered black plastic handles rate very good plus to near excellent showing some minor staining and flattening points. An original
leather frog, original steel scabbard and reproduction portapee are included. The scabbard and frog show wear from the years but are in
very good condition, while the portapee remains in excellent condition. (207659-6)
1894. YUGOSLAVIAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a Yugoslavian M1924 Bayonet for the M1924 Mauser rifle. The bayonet measures 15 3/4" and the blade measures 10 3/4". The blade is maker marked "Triangle BT3" on the blade and rates near excellent showing
some freckling near hilt and scattered silvering. The pommel and hilt show scattered finish loss and freckling. The beech-handle rates very
good plus showing scattered handling marks and light scratches. An original nonmatching scabbard and frog are included with the bayonet. The scabbard shows a fading blue finish. The frog shows staining and wear throughout but is solid overall. (207702-17)
1895. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M1917 bayonet made by Remington. The bayonet measures 22" overall and the blade
measures 17". The blade appears to have been cleaned with scattered oxidation staining with the heaviest staining being near the hilt.
There are also scattered scratches and handling marks. The hilt and pommel have turned a brown patina, and the walnut grips rate near
very good with handling marks, scratches, a couple chips missing and dings. A reproduction M1910 scabbard in very good condition is
included with this bayonet. (207702-7)
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1896. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M1905 bayonet made by Springfield Armory. The bayonet measures 20 1/2" overall
with the blade measuring 16". The blade is dated 1918 and is numbered "1015630". The blade shows an armory reapplied blue finish with
scattered silvering and light oxidation staining. The pommel and hilt show oxidation staining and silvering from the years but are in very
good condition overall. The walnut grips rate near very good with scratches, handling marks and a few dings. A reproduction M1910 scabbard in very good condition is included with this bayonet. (207702-10)
1897. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M1905 bayonet made by Rock Island Arsenal. The bayonet measures 20 1/2" overall
and the blade measures 16". The blade is dated 1917 and is numbered "301082". The blade shows scattered silvering and scuff marks
and some oxidation staining at tip. The pommel and hilt also show silvering, with the pommel turning a dull brown patina with scattered
oxidation staining. The button and grip screw also show oxidation staining. The walnut handles rate very good with a military oil finish, handling marks, and scratches. A reproduction M1910 scabbard in near excellent condition is included. (207702-9)
1898. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M1 bayonet made by American Fork and Hoe. The bayonet measures 14" overall with
a 10" blade. The blade is in excellent condition overall displaying a few areas of silvering. The hilt shows scattered oxidation staining and
silvering and the pommel shows a couple silvering scratches. The ribbed black plastic handle rates very good overall displaying a few handling marks and a minor chip. An original U.S. marked scabbard is included which shows silvering on the metal parts and scratches in the
enamel finish on the plastic scabbard. (207702-15)
1899. BRITISH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a British P1907 bayonet. The bayonet measures 21 1/2" overall with a 17" blade. The
blade shows scattered silvering and light oxidation staining. The blade is dated 11-17 and the bottom of blade, hilt and pommel show a
flaking arsenal enamel finish. The beech handles rate good plus showing a few scratches, some crackling and a rack number that appears
to be "I70". No scabbard is included with this bayonet. (207702-5)
1900. GERMAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a German 98/05 bayonet. The bayonet measures 19 3/4" with the blade measuring 14
3/4". The blade is maker-marked by Gottlieb Hammesfahr, and the blade shows scattered oxidation staining throughout but is in good plus
condition. The hilt and pommel also show oxidation staining and some light pitting throughout. The checkered walnut handles rate very
good with the front scale screw missing and a few dings and handling marks. A reproduction U.S. M1910 scabbard in near excellent condition is included with this bayonet. (207702-8)
1901. NORWEGIAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a Norwegian Model 1894/14 bayonet. The bayonet measures 19 1/4" with the
blade measuring 14 1/2". The blade shows sparse oxidation staining and is marked with a crown proof mark. The crossguared and pommel
show more scattered oxidation staining and the hilt is numbered "122376". The walnut handles rate very good with scattered staining, a
few handling marks, scratches and a minor abrasion. The original matching numbered scabbard is included and the scabbard shows a
fading enamel finish with some scattered oxidation staining. (207702-18)
1902. AUSTRIAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of an Austrian Model 1912 bayonet for the Chilean M1912 Mauser rifle. The bayonet
measures 15" with a 10" blade. The blade is marked "CE/WG" and shows scattered oxidation staining. The blade appears to have been
sharpened and cleaned at some point with some dings along the underside. The hilt and pommel are turning a brown patina with oxidation
staining and scattered pitting and the pommel is numbered "04989". The walnut handles show a couple bruises, chips, dings, hairline
cracks and handling marks. A nonmatching scabbard is included which shows fading finish, a few small dents, oxidation staining and light
pitting. (207702-14)
1903. BRITISH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of an early British 1907 bayonet with the hooked quillon. The bayonet is dated 4-12 and
it is maker-marked by Enfield. The bayonet measures 22" overall with a 17" blade. The blade appears to be missing a small piece at the
tip and the blade shows oxidation staining throughout. The pommels and hilt have turned a dull gray patina with oxidation staining throughout. The walnut handles rate near very good showing staining, dings, handling marks, a minor chip and two panel screws missing. No
scabbard is included with this bayonet. (207702-3)
1904. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M1917 bayonet made by Remington. The bayonet measures 22" overall with a 17"
blade. The parkerized blade shows a couple minor areas of oxidation staining and scattered silvering. The bottom of blade, pommel and
hilt show an arsenal enamel finish with scattered fading. The walnut handles show scratches, handling marks and a couple minor dings
but rate very good overall. No scabbard is included with this bayonet. (20772-4)
1905. CZECH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a Czech VZ-24 export bayonet. The bayonet measures 16" overall with an 11" blade. The
blade is unmarked and shows oxidation staining throughout with a few nicks to the underside. The pommel and hilt have turned a dull
brown patina with oxidation staining throughout and the pommel is numbered "0586". The walnut handles rate good with a 1 1/4" crack
on the left side, several scratches, handling marks and dings. A steel scabbard is included which is turning a brown patina, has a slightly
bent button, a large dent on bottom on both sides and oxidation staining throughout. (207702-12)
1906. AUSTRIAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of an Austrian Model 1912 bayonet for the Chilean M1912 Mauser. The bayonet measures 15" with a 10" blade. The blade is marked "CE/WG" and shows some sparse oxidation staining, light pitting and a few nicks. The
hilt and pommel are turning a brown patina with oxidation staining and pitting. The walnut handles rate good with a few chips missing,
dings, handling marks and a 1/2" crack on the left side. A non-matching scabbard is included which shows light oxidation staining, heavy
silvering and a couple large dents. (207702-16)
1907. CZECH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a Czech VZ-24 export bayonet. The bayonet measures 17" overall with a 12" blade. The
blade shows oxidation staining throughout and the pommel and hilt are turning a dull brown patina with oxidation staining. The walnut handles rate good showing a few missing chips, dings, handling marks and a couple minor cracks. A non-matching scabbard is included which
shows noticeable finish loss, several dings, a couple dents, oxidation and pitting. (207702-11)
1908. FRENCH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of 3 French MAS-36 spike bayonets. These bayonets are un-numbered and rate very good
to excellent showing varying degrees of silvering. They fit inside the bayonet tube of the MAS-36 bolt action rifle. (207702-22)
1909. GERMAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a German Model 98/05 Butcher Blade bayonet. The blade is maker marked by "E.
Gesvorm/Frister & Rossman/Berlin" which is mostly visible with part of the left side being indiscernible. The blade, pommel and hilt all
show scattered oxidation staining with the pommel showing the heaviest amount. The ribbed walnut handles rate very good with some
staining, handling, marks dings and scratches. An original steel scabbard and leather frog are included with the scabbard showing oxidation staining, silvering and a small dent. The frog shows staining and wear from the years and this set would make a great addition to any
military collection. (207702-13)
1910. GERMAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a German Model 98/05 Sawback bayonet. The blade is maker marked by Erfurt and
shows oxidation staining throughout. The hilt and pommel have turned a dull brown patina with oxidation staining throughout. The hilt is
unit marked "124 R 3 60". The ribbed walnut handles rate good with a 3/4" crack on the right panel and there is no scabbard included
with this bayonet. (207702-6)
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1911. GERMAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a World War Two German K98k bayonet made by Coppel Gmbh. The blade is marked
"44 fnj" and "6205/b" and it shows scattered silvering with some fading near hilt. The hilt shows some light oxidation staining while the
pommel shows heavier oxidation staining and light pitting. The Bakelite handles rate very good showing flaking finish, handling marks and
light scratches. No scabbard is included with this bayonet. (207702-1)
1912. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M1917 bayonet made by Remington. The blade shows a few silvering scratches to the
green parkerized finish and a minor nick to the blade. The bottom of the blade, pommel and hilt show an enamel finish with sparse oxidation
staining. The walnut handles rate very good showing scratches and handling marks. No scabbard is included with this bayonet. (207702-2)
1913. UNMARKED MAUSER BAYONET This lot consists of a single unmarked bayonet that is likely for the Chilean M1912 Mauser rifle.
The bayonet measures 15" overall with a 10" blade. The blade shows sparse oxidation staining, and the pommel and crossguard show
heavier oxidation staining and pitting. The walnut handles near very good showing a few chips, dings and handling marks. A steel scabbard
is included which shows oxidation staining, a dent and scattered silvering. (207702-19)
1914. UNMARKED MAUSER BAYONET This lot consists of a single unmarked bayonet that is likely for the Chilean M1912 Mauser rifle.
The bayonet measures 15" overall with a 10" blade. The blade shows scattered oxidation and the pommel and crossguard show heavier
oxidation staining with some pitting. The walnut handles rate good showing dings, abrasions, handling marks and a couple chips. A steel
scabbard is included which shows a couple dents, silvering and oxidation staining. (207702-20)
1915. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1816 bayonet that is maker-marked "US/WL" on the blade. The blade measures
15 3/4" and the socket measures 3", and the bayonet finish has turned a dull brown patina with oxidation and oxidation staining throughout. No scabbard is included with this bayonet. (207702-21A)
1916. BRITISH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a British 1853 socket bayonet that has an indiscernible maker's mark. The blade measures 17 1/2" while the socket measures 3", and the bayonet has turned a brown patina with oxidation and pitting throughout. The locking
ring is frozen in place and will not move. No scabbard is included with this bayonet. (207702-21B)
1917. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1882 Lee Socket Bayonet. The blade measures 21" while the socket bayonet
measures 2 5/8". The blade finish has turned a dull brown patina with oxidation throughout. The locking ring is broken, its screw missing
and it is being held together by an amateurish repair. No scabbard is included with this bayonet. (207702-21C)
1918. U.S. BAYON ET LOT This lot consists of two U.S. Model 1873 Trapdoor socket bayonets. The blades measure 18" while the sockets
measure 2 3/4". The markings are indiscernible on these bayonets and there is oxidation throughout. No scabbards are included with
this lot. (207702-21D)
1919. U.S. BAYON ET LOT This lot consists of three U.S. Model 1873 Trapdoor socket bayonets. The blades measure 18" while the sockets
measure 2 3/4". The markings are indiscernible on these bayonets and there is oxidation throughout. No scabbards are included with
this lot. (207702-21E)
1920. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1873 Trapdoor socket bayonet. The blade measures 16 3/4" while the socket
measures 3". The blade has crisp "US" marking and the finish has turned a plum patina with scattered pitting. No scabbard is included
with this bayonet. (207702-21F)
1921. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1917 bayonet by Remington with scabbard. The 1918-dated blade measures 17"
and shows some scattered light oxidation stains. The crossguard shows a balance between arsenal blue and fading while the pommel shows
oxidation staining and silvering. The walnut handles rate very good showing scattered scratches, handling marks and dings. The leather
scabbard shows wear and scratches from the years and the metal parts of scabbard show silvering and oxidation staining. (207849-26A)
1922. INDIAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of an Indian No. 5 Jungle Carbine bayonet and scabbard. The RFI marked blade shows light
silvering and retains most of the arsenal blue finish. The crossguard and pommel also retain most of their arsenal blue with some silvering. The
handles show scattered scratches and handling marks. The scabbard shows silvering throughout and a couple oxidation stains. (207849-24A)
1923. BRITISH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a British P1907 bayonet and scabbard. The 10-16 dated Wilkinson blade shows a few
oxidation stains, scattered silvering and some armory added enamel finish. The pommel and crossguard show a thinning armory enamel
finish and the beech grips show scattered dings and handling marks. The leather scabbard shows flaking finish and crazing throughout,
while the metal parts of the scabbard show oxidation staining and thinning. (207849-21A)
1924. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1892 bayonet and scabbard. The 1903-dated bayonet remains mostly bright
while showing scattered light oxidation stains. The crossguard and pommel also show scattered light oxidation stains but remain mostly
bright. The walnut handles show a few handling marks. The blued steel scabbard retains much of its finish with a few areas of light wear
and light oxidation. (207849-1A)
1925. GERMAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a World War Two era German K98k style bayonet and scabbard. The unmarked blade
retains much of its arsenal blue finish showing light silvering and light pitting. The pommel and crossguard show silvering and some fading.
The beech handles show light scratches and handling marks. The steel scabbard shows oxidation staining and is has a loose fit with the
bayonet. A good lot for the military collector. (207849-43A)
1926. ITALIAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of an Italian M38 Carcano Bayonet. The blade is turning a brown patina with scattered oxidation staining. The pommel and crossguard are also turning a brown patina with scattered oxidation staining. The handles show scattered
handling marks and a couple scratches. (207849-34A)
1927. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of an unidentified U.S. socket bayonet. The blade is marked "U.S." and it measures 17 3/4" in
length. The face flute measures 16 3/4" in length and the socket diameter is 1 15/16" by 1 1/8". There is no locking ring and the bridge
is facing upwards and the bayonet shows scattered oxidation stains with heavier staining on the bottom of blade. There is no bayonet in
any of the standard reference works that matches this model but further research may prove fruitful. (207526-56)
1928. BRITISH BROWN BESS SOCKET BAYONET This lot consist of a single British 1750 Land Pattern "Brown Bess" socket bayonet
with heavily oxidized and pitted metal surfaces. The blade measures approximately 1 3/16" wide x 16 1/2" long and 15/16" shank length. The
socket is 4" long x 1 1/4" outside diameter at the rear of the ring, 15/16" muzzle ring diameter and 2" stud-to-muzzle length. (87166-15)
1929. BRITISH 1853 PATTERN BAYONET This lot consist of a single British pattern 1853 socket bayonet with the socket and elbow
worn to gray; and the blade remaining bright with light oxidation staining and handling marks. The blade measures 17 1/2" long x 27/32"
wide with a 1" shank. The socket measures 3" long x 15/16" outside diameter, 3/4" muzzle ring diameter, 1 3/32" locking ring and 1 3/16"
socket-to-muzzle length. (87166-16)
1930. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Browning Crowell/Barker Co. Model 580 Competition knife in near excellent condition. The 10" carbon
steel blade rates very good to near excellent with light staining and scratches and has been sharpened. The gray-blue Micarta grips rate
excellent and there is a para-cord lanyard tied through the handle. An unmarked brown leather sheath is included. (156611-5)
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1931. LOT OF KNIVES This lot consists of two knives, one folding blade and one fixed blade. First is a Chipaway Cutlery Tennessee Toothpick
folding Stiletto-style knife in excellent overall condition. The blade measures at 8 1/2" and is marked "Tennessee Toothpick" on the flat; the
blade appears to have its factory edge. The gray-blue laminate grips rate excellent with brass bolsters showing light verdigris staining; a
brown leather Chipaway Cutlery sheath with brass snap is included. Second is a Frost Cutlery fixed blade Bowie-style knife in excellent
overall condition. The clip point blade measures at 6 1/2" long and the grooved wood grip with black and white spacers rates near excellent with light wear. Included is a black nylon sheath. (156611-3,16)
1932. LOT OF KNIVES This lot consists of six folding knives by Duck USA all in like-new condition. The first three are folding spring-assisted
knives with 3 1/2" spear point, half serrated blades and one side of the grips have a brown laminate grip, the other side has a belt clip.
Two of the three knives have their original boxes. Next are two spring-assisted folding knives with 3 1/4" spear point blades showing black
finish on the metal. The rubberized coated grips show a skull pattern throughout and featured on the base of each grip is an integral lanyard loop. Both knives have their original boxes. Lastly is a spring-assisted folding knife with a 3 1/4" spear point blade. The grip is a textured gray with black plastic bolsters which are slightly loose. Included is the original box. (156611-18)
1933. LOT OF KNIVES This lot consists of two fixed blade knives, both in excellent condition. First is a Frost Cutlery Trail Blazer II survival
knife with an 8 1/2" Bowie-style blade with staggered serrated section on the spine. The black synthetic checkered grip with fingergrooves
rates excellent, the bottom of the grip has a compartment with a survival kit including matches, striker, fishing line and a bandage; the
screw-off lid has a built-in compass. A hard plastic sheath wrapped with black para-cord and the original box are included. Second is a
Delta Force fixed blade knife with a 10" blade with serrated section on the spine. The black rubber grip rates excellent and includes a
nylon sheath. (156611-6,13)
1934. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Case Bowie-style knife with a 9 3/8" blade and rates near excellent overall. The brass spine cover, quillon and edge of sheath all show light tarnish wear and the black leather sheath rates excellent. The black synthetic grip rates very good
plus with minor wear here and there. (156924-15)
1935. U.S.M.C. BOLO KNIFE This lot consists of a U.S.M.C Bolo knife made in Chatillon, NY in very good plus condition overall. The blade is sharpened and shows light specks of tarnishing here and there. The walnut grips rate excellent with a light ding here or there. Included with the knife
is a Boyt leather scabbard marked "USMC/BOYT/44" and shows minor storage wear and verdigris around the brass rivets. (157536-60)
1936. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of six identical Buck Shot folding knives by Frost, all in like-new condition. All knives have 3" half serrated
drop point blades and the knifes are 5" when closed. All six knives have their original boxes. (156611-22)
1937. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of five pocket knifes of different makes, all in like-new condition with their original boxes. First are two
Milspec USA folding pocket knives with 3 1/4" drop point blades and have metal grips, each having pocket clips on one side which is plain
metal and the other sides both show the same red and black Chinese Dragon-style design. Second are two Wartech USA folding pocket
knives with 3 1/4" blades, one being half serrated. The grips are both OD green metal and feature seatbelt cutters and glass breakers on
the bottoms. Lastly is a Frost Cutlery Big Daddy Folding belt knife with a 4" drop point blade. The grips are knurled black fading to orange
on both sides and included is a nylon belt sheath. (156611-19,20,21)
1938. CHINESE DAMASCUS BLADE JIAN BY HANWEI 28 1/4" dual edge damascus blade, 37 1/2" overall length. The blade is in
fabulous condition retaining all its pale gray wavy damascus pattern. The hilt is composed of a large copper guard with raised yin-yang
symbol on an oriental-decorated background and a rounded spade-shape pommel decorated with oriental scroll and a cigar-shaped Asian
hardwood grip. Attached to the pommel is a red double tassel attached to a nylon cord. The matching Asian hardwood scabbard rates
excellent as well and is equipped with decorative copper mounts. (1X57698-13)
(200/400)
1939. SPANISH EXCALIBUR PROP SWORD This is a neat reproduction of "Excalibur", legendary sword of King Arthur and Camelot
with an aluminum blade commonly associated with movie swords. The blade measures 28 3/8" and is equipped with an 8 3/4" narrow
fuller centered between two smaller fullers, 36 5/8" overall length. The blade remains unsharpened and retains nearly all its bright polish
finish with scattered fine staining. The hilt has a brass straight double guard with flat quillons and a cross-hatch center wheel pommel
marked "EXCALIBUR" along the outer edge and has a wrapped stainless steel grip. The guard and pommel retain about 90% flaking gold
wash and one of the center panels is missing on the pommel. The wood scabbard is covered with decorative brown leather and is
equipped with a decorative gold colored aluminum tip and throat with inlaid ruby-glass gemstones. The mounts retain about 85% flaking
gold plate and one of the glass stones is missing. (1X57694-7)

1940

1940. U.S. 1850-1870 MILITIA FOOT OFFICERS SWORD 31 1/2" single fuller double edge blade, 37" overall length. The bladed
is unmarked and is nicely etched with scroll, flags and stands of arms. The blade has toned to pewter with traces of gold wash toward the
rear of the blade, the etching has softened lightly but still visible. The hilt has a brass cast double guard decorated with fancy scroll, ferrule,
chain knucklebow, knight's head pommel and a fluted bone grip. The brass surfaces have a nice antique patina and the bone grip has
darkened nicely with age. The components are slightly loose and the split ring on the knucklebow is slightly bent where it attaches to the
guard. The brass scabbard has a tarnished with shallow dents and is decorated with foliate engraving and frog stud. An overall very good
example Militia Officer's sword. (57631-27)
(300/500)
1941. U.S. MODEL 1902 OFFICERS SWORD BY GEMSCO. This is a heavily modified German-made U.S. Model 1902 officer’s
sword. The entire guard has been removed with the nickel backstrap and hard rubber grip present along with a disc-shaped guard. The
blade has been shortened and blunted and is now about 29 1/2”. It is an overall oxidized brown patina with remnants of original nickel
plate beneath. No scabbard (1X36191-8D)
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1942. INDONESIAN ARMY DRESS SWORD 27 3/8" single edge blade, 32 3/8" overall length. The blade retains nearly all its bright
chrome finish with light scuffs from scabbard storage; the reverse side of the blade is etched with simple foliate scroll beneath "EKA PAKSI
CAKTI". The eagle pommel and guard and P-shaped knucklebow retain all of their bright chrome finish. The black plastic grip rates excellent and is decorated with a bright metal band wrap and a royal blue portepee is attached to a hanging ring at the rear of the pommel.
The brass scabbard retains most of its bright chrome finish with a number of light dents, scuffs and minor fading at the tip. The scabbard
is decorated with a talon-shaped drag and a slightly loose eagle escutcheon between the single hanger and throat. (3X56242-14)
1943. LOT OF SWORDS Two total: (1) India pattern reproduction civil war cavalry saber 33" unfullered blade, 39 1/4" overall length. The
plain blade remains bright with some minor light scuffs and scabbard marks and is simply marked with an inverted "INDIA" on the obverse
ricasso. The brass branched guard and Phrygian style pommel are a lightly tarnished goldenrod and the hardwood handle with brass wire
wrapping remains intact, the leather washer is no longer present. The included steel scabbard retains 98-99% original nickel with some
minor light scuffs and is equipped with a drag and dual hangers; (1) U.S. Navy officers sword by Bermejo 32" three-quarter length
unstopped fuller blade, 37 1/8" overall length. The blade remains bright with etched panoplies of foliate scroll, anchors, and "U.S.N." in
riband and flag. The reverse side of the blade is engraved "THOMAS A. VARRELL" in a serrated bordered name plate in front of the Star
of David etched ricasso while the obverse ricasso is "Fabrica / Bermejo / Toledo / Spain". The brass hilt rates excellent with a pierced
guard having a cast "U.S.N." in a spray of oak leaves and acorns, serpent knucklebow and quillon and Phrygian pommel. The brass retains
98% original gold wash and the faux ray skin wrap remains complete with intact brass wire wrap. The leather covered scabbard rates
excellent with bright polished brass hangers and drag. A nice, excellent Spanish-made U.S. Naval Officer's sword. (57292-82,76)
1944. LOT OF REPRODUCTION SAMURAI SWORDS Two total: (1) unmarked sword measuring 35 1/2" overall with a plain 25"
blade. The blade remains bright with a few minor blemishes and a ground temper line. The brass sleeve and maltase cross tsuba remain
bright while the oval buttcap and cylindrical pommel nut are a lightly softened goldenrod; the wood handle is covered in black fabric and
wrapped in flat black cloth cord. The flat rectangular wood scabbard is covered in wrapping matching the grip; (1) unmarked sword measuring 36 1/2" overall with a 26" double edge blade. The blade remains overall bright with minor light stains and minor roughing along
some of the edges where the blade was sharpened; The rear third of the blade flats are vented with circular and rectangular holes. The
brass sleeve, star shaped tsuba and pommel cap are a lightly tarnished goldenrod and the wood handle is covered in red fabric and
wrapped in loose flat black cloth cord. The pommel cap has loosened along with the wrapping. The flat rectangular wood scabbard is partially covered in red fabric and wrapped in flat black cloth cord. (1X57165-56A)
1945. KNIGHTS TEMPLAR FRATERNAL SWORD BY PETTIBONE BROS. This is a Knights Templar sword measuring 37" overall
with a 29 3/4" blade showing etched decorations front and rear. The blade rates very good plus to near excellent remaining overall bright
with scattered specks of flaking and oxidation staining primarily at the slightly rounded tip and foible along with some more defined oxidation at the washer. The decorated part of the blade retains most of its pale gold wash, the front with previous owners name, "Charles
C. Soufrea" and makers name "The / Pettibone / Bros. / Mfg. Co. / Cinti. O.", the reverse showing typical decoration. The cast crossguard
and knights head pommel show wear to the pot metal surfaces, under traces of original brass plate. The black grip with inlaid cross rates
very good with light tarnish on the metal cross and minor blemishes on the grip; the hilt showing no provisions for a chain guard. The
included steel scabbard rates about very good, the nickel plated body showing a covering of modest oxidation staining, the decorative
stamped steel mounts retaining traces of original gilt with the throat showing some nice cloissonned Cross-Of-Life decoration. The body
shows a couple light dents, the suspension rings remain present and intact. (1X57165-57)
1946. COBRA HEAD SWORD CANE This Pakistani sword cane measures 36 3/8" overall with a 21 5/8" single edge stainless steel blade
and a cast pewter Cobra head with faux ruby eyes. The blade retains all its bright finish while the head has a patinated gray finish with
light scuffs and scratches on the aluminum collar. The steel shaft retains about 98% original black enamel with scattered scuffs and stains
and is equipped with an aluminum collar and rubber tip. (1X57473-10)
1947. IMPERIAL PRUSSIAN MODEL 1889 CAVALRY SWORD 31" blade with single stopped fullers, 36" overall length. The blade
has toned to gray with areas of brown and scattered surface oxidation and staining. The blade has a slightly rounded tip and a wavy main
edge possibly from having been lightly ground some time ago along with tiny nicks and chips. The pierced iron hilt has a stationary Dshaped guard with a pierced Prussian eagle, grooved finger grip brown plastic handle and a conventional flat type pommel with spanner
nut. The metal surfaces are an overall tarnished brown patina with scattered fine oxidation staining and the handle shows a few light impact
marks and ingrained dirt staining. There is no scabbard included. (1X56935-15B)
1948. 1850 OFFICERS SCABBARD This lot includes a leather scabbard with brass collars, hangers, and drag for a Model 1860 officers
sword. The brass remains bright showing light scattered scratches with two areas along the drag that have flaked due to dents. The leather
is slightly crazed and the stitching remains tight. This is a very good condition reproduction scabbard overall. (1X107241-70A)
1949. LOT OF FANTASY SWORDS Four total: (1) Frost Cutlery Lions head fantasy sword Designed by Jim Frost, this sword creation measures 42 1/4" with a 32 3/4" double edge surgical steel blade with a flared forte equipped with barbed piercing points. The blade remains
unsharpened and remains bright with some thin scratches under a dried protective film. The blade flats are etched with decorative bordered runes; one of the ricassos is etched with a Jim Frost designed makers mark and the other ricasso is marked "Pakistan" and "Surgical
Steel". The two-sided pierced cast lions face crossguard features thin iron rings in the mouths and decorative scrolled forward quillons
with orange colored dot finials and eyes; the integral collar has dual rearward facing lions with orange colored diamond shape shields at
its center. The twisted Cocobolo handle rates excellent with a deep reddish-brown color and is centered between the guard and a cast
four-head open mouth pommel with decorative orange eyes, the pommel cap however is no longer present and all metal surfaces have a
pale pewter patina. A neat interesting fantasy sword; (1) Reproduction Samurai Three sword set This is a matching three-piece set consisting of a Katana having an overall length of 38 3/8", a Wakizashi measuring 28 7/8" and a Tanto measuring 19 5/8". The blades retain
99% original black enamel with simulated patches of red blood splatter. The aluminum sleeve, square guard and pommel remain bright.
The black plastic faux rayskin handles rate excellent, are wrapped with flat red nylon cord and decorated with bright aluminum ornaments.
The wood scabbards rate excellent as well, retaining all their bright white enamel finish with red painted simulated blood along the main
edges and flat red nylon cord matching the handles. An as-new set of China-made Samurai swords. (57165-53,54)
1950. GERMAN FASCHINENMESSER This is a third model steel hilted Faschinenmesser with 18 1/4” blade. The blade is a dull gunmetal
gray and shows overall light and moderate pitting with some areas very similar to blood protein, the handle is a bright silvery gunmetal
also with light sparse pitting. The guard is regimentally marked “122.R.(cursive)H.147.” In the past, these have been attributed to the
Kingdom of Wurttemberg, there is no scabbard present. (1X36980-7)
1951. LOT OF KNIVES Ten knives: (1) stainless steel folding knife with a 2 3/4" serrated clip point blade. The knife rates near excellent and
exhibits only some minor light blemishes on the grip; included is a box with packaging; (2) stiletto-style folding knives, each with a 4" long
clip blade. Both knives feature multi-colored wood grips and rate excellent, exhibiting no discernible damage and including boxes with
packaging; (3) boxes of disposable knives, the first two boxes contain 12 small knives with 1 3/4" cut-off pen blades and assorted color
plastic grips, the last box contains 9 small knives, likewise with 1 3/4" cut-off pen blades and plastic grips; (1) Banzai Folder folding knife
by Frost Cutlery with a 3 1/4" serrated tanto blade. The knife features a set of rubber grips and includes a black nylon case; (1) Green
Beret Folder folding knife by Frost Cutlery with a 3 3/4" serrated clip point blade. The knife features a set of black synthetic grips and
includes a black nylon case; (2) folding knives featuring 3 1/2" drop point blades and wood grips, both knives include leather cases. All
of the knives rate excellent and include factory boxes. (136222-17D)
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1952. LOT OF KNIVES Six knives total: (1) Floting Guard folding knife with a 3 3/4" stainless steel clip-point blade. The knife features a multicolor wood grips that rate near excellent and exhibit only some minor faint handling marks. Included with the knife are a leather sheath
and a factory box; (1) unmarked folding knife with a 4 1/2" stainless steel clip-point blade, which exhibits some minor light scuffs. The finger groove faux wood grips rate very good plus and exhibit only some light handling wear; (1) unmarked folding knife with a 4 3/4" stainless steel clip-point blade which exhibits some minor light scuffs. The predominantly brass hilt rates very good, but exhibits heavy verdigris
development along the right side. Included with the knife is a brown leather sheath; (1) "Old Smoky Folding Hunter" model OS-2 knife
with a 4" stainless steel clip-point blade which exhibits a couple of instances of light surface oxidation. The bone insert grips rate excellent
and exhibit no discernible damage; however, the metal handguards exhibit some isolated light verdigris. Included with the knife are a black
leather sheath and a factory box; (1) "Old Smoky Folding Hunter" model OS-5 pocket knife with a 3 1/4" stainless steel clip-point blade.
The knife features a set of multi-colored wood grip inserts, and exhibits some slight verdigris along the metal handguards. Included with
the knife are a black leather sheath and a factory box; (1) "Discovery of America" commemorative pocket knife by Opinel which features
a 3 1/2" clip-point blade. The knife displays commemorative engraving along the left side of the blade, and features a rosewood handle.
Included with the knife is a factory box. (136222-17K)
1953. FIGHTING KNIFE This lot includes a theatermade custom fighting knife measuring 19" overall with
1953
13 1/2" kukri style blade, double brass guard and
pommel. The handle is linen wrapped and the knife
shows overall light oxidation staining with perhaps
some spots of pinprick pitting scattered along both
sides of the blades. The edge has some light grind
with a couple of chatter marks but remains in very
good overall condition. (1X107264-3)

1954

1954. UNMARKED DAGGER This lot includes a
double edged hand crafted dagger measuring 16 1/2"
overall with 12" blade with fuller. The blade show light
grind marks along one side and has overall specks of fine
oxidation staining. The steel double guard has crowns at
each end and a button style pommel sits atop the leather
wrapped handle. Included with this dagger is a double
stitched black leather scabbard with iron cross medallion
that shows cracking in the leather near all over. The stitching remains tight and these items are in very good condition. (1X107264-2)

1955. REPRODUCTION SS HIMMLER HONOUR DAGGER The double edged blade measures 8 3/8" with an overall length from
the tip to the capstan nut of 13 1/2". The blade remains bright with light scabbard marks and a couple spots of light staining. The obverse
side of the blade has a fading black highlighted "Meine Ehere heist Treue" while the reverse side of the blade has a fading black highlighted
"In herzlicher Freundschaft, H. Himmler" next to RZM logo above "M7/36", there is a soft brown leather buffer washer. The nickel crossguard and pommel are oak leaf relief engraved. The ebony fruitwood grip rates very good with inlaid party eagle and cloissonned emblem.
The black leather covered steel scabbard with oak leaf engraved steel mounts rates excellent. (2X57154-22)
1956. EARLY SPIVEY CROSS-COUNTRY SABERTOOTH
KNIFE This custom "all-in-one" knife measures 12 1/2"
overall with a 7 1/4" full tang Chromolly tool steel blade
equipped with a saw-tooth back, 1 1/2" sharpened false
edge and circular finger guard. The blade remains overall
bright with sparse spots of fine oxidation staining, more
prominent along the tang and light scuffing from being buffed
particularly along the center edge of the obverse side. The
reverse side of the blade has Jefferson
1956
Spivey Cross-Country Sabertooth
maker’s mark while the obverse side is
numbered "USA/651" under Sabertooth
logo and "VV" is stamped on the finger
guard. The black walnut handle rates
excellent with the birdshead scales fastened by four large brass pins, there is a
small check at the rear pin of the obverse
scale. Knife includes a natural colored
leather sheath, handle strap and embossed maker’s mark logo on the front of the sheath. The sheath has a few light stains and is missing part of the stitching along the tip. Also included is a copy of the history of the Sabertooth knife and how it came into existence.
(2X57021-6)
(300/500)
1957. COLLINS MACHETE LOT This is a U.S. Machete marked “Legitimus Collins & Co. 1942” with an overall length of 27” including a 22”
blade with a smoky gray patina with scattered dark spotting and isolated small spots of minor surface oxidation. The black plastic handle
shows light handling marks. No scabbard included. (2X77293-1I)
1958. BAYONET LOT This is a homemade Revolutionary War-era-style bayonet measuring 21” overall with a 16 1/2" bright blade that shows
light brush marks where it has been buffed and polished smooth leaving a wavy surface. In addition there is a rudimentary cut mortise and
a small amount of brown oxidation staining in the ricasso area. Included is a homemade black vinyl scabbard with frog and a fully attached
white fabric shoulder strap. A very acceptable outfit useful for the purpose of reenactment or display. (2X77293-1R)
1959. KN I FE LOT This lot consists of a Sundang style knife with scabbard. This Polynesian style knife measures 19 1/4" long with about a
14 1/2" curved blade. The blade's edges has been recently sharpened and the metal surfaces overall are a gray patina with areas of
light surface oxidation. The wood grip has a rough carved Pacific Islander shape as does the two-piece wood scabbard. The scabbard
is held together with a simple braided cord and appears unfinished, the back half leaves the tip of the blade exposed. A very good
example overall. (44113-1A1)
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1960. F I N E O R N ATE M O R O C CA N KO U M AYA
JAMBIYA This is a rather nice looking Jambiya with a 9
5/8" patent marked imported European blade. The blade
is still primarily bright with light scabbard scratches and
scattered oxidation staining with patches of more moderate oxidation and pitting, the obverse ricasso has an
etched eagle over "PATENT" in circle. The hardwood handle is covered with sheet brass with simple rondell and
geometric incise engraving. The reverse is decorated with
hammered chased silver intertwined scroll with dark niello
shading on the collar, the rear handle plate is missing and
the plate is lifting at the seam. The obverse rear handle
1960
plate is missing and the seams show applied solder
repairs. The included scabbard is equipped with pierced
cast brass hangers with large split brass rings decorated
with simple circular border engraving. The body is covered
with matching brass sheeting, the obverse having slightly more geometric decorations with only light oxidation along the seams. The
reverse has matching chased silver with two medial rings in the center, a niello accented collar and a turned double finial tip having a dull
ocher brass patina with traces of silver. A neat looking highly-decorated Jambiya. (2X57349-64) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1961. AK-47 BAYONET This lot includes an unmarked Bayonet for a an AK style rifle. The bayonet measures 10 3/4" overall with a 5 3/4"
drop point blade with edge that remains untouched. There is some light oxidation staining and rub marks on the blade from scabbard
removal. The number 4483 has been electro penciled on the left side. The scabbard and handle are made of red colored resin and rate
excellent. (107820-2)
1962. MOSIN NAGANT BAYONET A second variation M1891/30 socket bayonet without locking ring. The bayonet is 21 3/4" overall and
is a mix of brown and plum color patinas. It is numbered 3086 and has a small split in the socket near the front. This bayonet remains in
good overall condition. (107807-5)
1963. BROWNING KNIFE LOT This lot includes an upswept fixed blade hunter with basketweave fitted sheath. The knife measures 8"
overall with 4" upswept blade that shows light hone marks along the edge with a few scattered specks of light fine oxidation staining. The
brass pommel and finger guard remain mostly bright with areas of buffed oxidation. The smooth walnut handle is centered in-between
black nylon washers. The dark russet color basketweave Browning-marked sheath has a couple spots of light staining with tight stitching.
This is a nicely balanced knife with sheath, which would make a great addition to ones hunting gear. (107865-57)
1964. BILL MAYNARD'S HANDMADE KNIFE This lot includes
a "Dan Pitzer Collector S.E.R.E. knife" with walnut display case. The
measures 10 7/8" overall with 6" partial serrated blade with fuller
and drop point. The blade is made of 440-c stainless steel with a
1964
Rockwell rating of 58/59. The blade has a dull bead blast finish with
etching on both sides to include the title and number of the knife
(43 of 750). Six pins affix the two-piece Linen Micarta handles and
there is a lanyard hole. The knife comes in a walnut display with
glass top measuring 13 1/2"X7 1/2"X3 1/2" that has a few scattered light scratches. Also included with the knife are six copies of
a biography explaining the history behind Dan Pitzer and certificate
of warranty. The case is lockable and a single key is provided.
(107865-5) {Donnie Albin Collection}
1965. M. POOLE FIXED BLADE KNIFE This small hunter measures 6 1/2" overall with a 3" drop point blade and comes with a
fitted leather sheath. The blade has a polished mirror finish and
there is a small chip missing from the edge near the tip. The blade
is marked M. Poole on the left and numbered 99 3133 on the right
side near the handles. The handles are stag and secured by two polished rivets. The tan leather sheath has a single polished nickel diamond accent with overall tight stitching and fits snugly to the knife. A proper honing would bring this nicely balanced knife back to proper
fighting trim. (107865-58) {Donnie Albin Collection}
1966. ANDERSON FIXED BLADE HUNTER This knife measures 8 1/2" overall with a 4" drop point blade and comes with a fitted black
leather sheath. The blade is engraved “Anderson / L.D. N.Y.” and has a couple of small nicks in the edge. The edge shows no honing
marks. The knife has a brushed nickel finger guard and the stag handles are secured with five brushed nickel finish rivets. There is a hole
for a lanyard and the knife fits snugly in the plain black unmarked sheath. A quality-made knife by Ed Anderson of Long Island, NY. Items
remain in about excellent condition. (107865-59) {Donnie Albin Collection}
1967. FLEAM LOT This lot includes a brass frame three blade Veterinary bloodletting tool. When closed the tool measures 3 1/8" with an overall measurement of 6". There are three blades with various sized cutting edges, which have been lightly cleaned leaving the makers mark
extremely difficult to decipher. There are spots of light pitting along the scalpel style blades and the cutting edges remain mostly free of
nicks and burs. The cow horn handles show minor spots of flaking near the front and are secured by six steel rivets. The name “J. Clark”
is inscribed on the left panel and this item remains in very good to excellent condition. (107536-109)
1968. LOT OF KNIVES This lot includes two folding combination knives. First is a two blade Henkel Multi tool measuring 3 1/2" with overall
open length of 6" to the tip of the Pen style blade with bottle opener. There is a 5/16" square cutout in the handle, likely for turning a gate
valve that is missing its handle. Its second blade is an interesting claw style that is likely for pulling tacks or brads. Second is a four-blade
multi-function pocketknife with 2" drop point blade, bottle opener, screwdriver, nail file and grooming hook, and scissors. The item is
unmarked and the instruments all remain in very good to excellent condition. (107536-110, 111)
1969. LOT OF FOLDI NG KN IVE S This lot includes three assorted blade configuration jackknifes. First is a Victorinox single 2 1/2"
sheep's foot blade measuring 6 1/2" overall. There is light oxidation staining on the blade and markings in ink along the red plastic
handles. Second is a Colonial Fish-Knife with 3 1/4" drop point blade with scaling ribs along the top edge. The knife measures 7 1/2"
overall with black plastic stag-style handles. Third is a Kimmel II multi-blade knife with can opener, scissors, awl, two pen blades (have
been honed heavily), and nail file. The stainless handles have been neatly engraved S.F.C. Meldon Hollis and these knives remain in
very good condition. (107536-112)
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1970. REPRODUCTION MARK 1 TRENCH KNIFE This lot includes a No.2 U.S. 1918 / L.F.&C 1918 marked brass handle knife that
measures 11 1/2". The “L” in the stamping tips slightly downward and the remaining letters run perfectly square. The double edge blade
is stainless steel and the pommel nut is steel. The blade has spots of minor oxidation staining and this reproduction knuckler remains in
very good overall condition. (107536-67)
1971. LOT OF HATCHETS This lot includes two hatchets. First is a Boy Scouts of America marked hatchet with handle measuring 13 1/2"
and head measuring 3"X5" overall made by Plums. The hardwood handle has multiple cracks at the base with several light dings along its
length and the head still sits tight at the top. The head is mostly a brown patina with spots of light oxidation and staining scattered about
with a strong B.S.A. logo stamped on the left side flat. Second is what appears to be a decorative piece with forged head and thin blade
insert. The blade measures 4 1/4"x3" and is an overall brown patina with fine oxidation staining near all over. The round pole style handle
measures 18 1/2" overall and the head sits slightly loose. These are in good overall condition. (107536-72, 73)
1972. FROST CUTLERY BOWIE This lot includes a 13" Trophy Stag bowie knife with 8 1/4" Damascus blade. The blade has a few spots
of light oxidation staining along the serrated top edge and near the point and finger guard with an untouched edge. The stag handles are
secured by two brass rivets and fit tightly between the brass finger guard and rear bolster. There is a cross engraved into each of the brass
bolsters and the knife comes with a fitted leather sheath with a bronze colored snap on the keeper that reads "Great Seal of the State of
California 1907". This knife remains in very good plus condition. (107536-63)
1973. KNIFE LOT This lot includes two unmarked fixed blade Bowie style hunting knives. The first knife measures 8 3/4" overall with 4 7/8"
blade. The blade has been cleaned and is now an overall dull grey patina. There are spots of light fine oxidation staining and areas of light
pinprick pitting near all over. The imitation stag handles are secured by two large steel rivets and a steel lanyard loop is affixed to the end.
A leather sheath is included with this knife. The sheath is dark brown in color with a few spots of popped stitching and overall mildew
staining but remains in about good overall condition. The second knife measures 8 5/8" overall with a 4 3/4" blade that has overall light
fine oxidation staining with spots of fine pinprick pitting. The imitation stag handles are secured with two brass rivets, the left handle is
missing a chip from the rear end, and there are spots of white paint scattered about the handles. A brown leather sheath with mostly
popped stitching is included (107536-92, 93)
1974. U.S. M4 BAYONET This lot includes a U.S. M4 bayonet with plastic checkered handles, bright finish and TMN (Turner) markings. The
blade measures 6 5/8" and the metal surfaces have overall spots of light fine oxidation staining. The black checkered plastic grips have
crisp points and fit shy of the metal on both sides, and this bayonet remains in very good condition. (107536-58)
1975. SWEDISH BAYONET This lot includes a Model 1896 bayonet with scabbard and frog. The bayonet measures 12 7/8" overall with an
8 1/4" bright steel blade. The knurled handle is mostly a plum color patina with patches of dull metal blending and spots of light oxidation
staining. The scabbard is numbered to a different blade and the leather frog is crazed and missing most of its stitching. This is an overall
very good bayonet with an about good frog. (107536-78)
1976. BELGIAN BAYONET This lot includes a Model 1963 F.A.L. bayonet and scabbard. The bayonet measures 11 1/2" overall with 6 5/8"
blade. The metal surfaces retain most of their original finish with patches of oxidation along the tubular handle. The scabbard appears to
be a later model replacement and these items are in very good overall condition. (107536-53)
1977. E R SATZ BAYON ET This lot includes a metal handle bayonet measuring 15 1/4" overall with fullered blade measuring 9 3/4". The
cross guard is straight and an addition barrel band has been added to the rear of the handle. The handle is numbered 75657 and the
metal surfaces are an overall gray-brown mix. A metal scabbard with round button, that is mostly a brown patina with overall light
dings is included. (107536-52)
1978. SOCKET BAYONET This lot includes a U.S. marked Model 1873 Socket Bayonet. The bayonet measures 20 3/4" overall with 3" socket
with .734" diameter bore, 1 3/16" shank, and 18" long fluted blade. The metal surfaces retain most of their blue finish with spots of scattered oxidation (heaviest in the socket) and fine oxidation staining. The keeper screw shows minimal slot wear and a metal scabbard without frog is included. The scabbard is an overall brown patina and these items remain in very good condition. (107536-82)
1979. SOCKET BAYONET This includes a U.S. marked socket bayonet measuring 20 7/8" overall with 2 7/8" socket with .734" bore, and has
a 1 9/16" shank. The metal is bright as the bayonet has been bead blasted over its entire length and the U.S. marking is very light. There
are spots of light oxidation and pitting present and the keeper ring is missing. The bayonet is in about good overall condition. (107536-83)
1980. GERMAN “SA” BAYONET This lot includes a K98 bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 14 1/2" overall with 9 3/8" etched
blade. The metal surfaces retain most of their nickel-plated finish that has turned cloudy with areas of oxidation staining and flaking. The
blade is etched on both sides, with "SA Standarte-"Feldherrnhalle-"(swastika) on one and "SA- Ulles Fur Deutrchland-SA" on the other.
The pommels etched with swastika / SA, and the ring cut and a heat shield added along the spine. The blade number does not match the
guard and the handles were cleaned, leaving them shy of the metal. Included with this bayonet is a blued finish, metal scabbard that has
several light scratches and spots of oxidation staining. Both items remain in very good condition. (107536-56)
1981. LOT OF CZECH BAYONETS This lot includes three VZ 24 short bayonets with scabbards. They measure 17" overall with 11 1/2"
reversed edge blades. The condition is similar overall with overall dull gray finish on the metal surfaces that shows light fine oxidation staining, numerous small peen marks along the pommels, and two piece wood grips that show overall dings dents and heavy wear from use.
The scabbards are in similar condition and the bayonets have mis-matched numbers with the scabbards. Items are in good overall condition. (107536-54, 55, 57)
1982. TROWEL BAYONET This lot includes an unmarked 1873 style trowel bayonet measuring 14 1/2" overall with 10" blade with reinforced
rib along the backside. The socket measures 3 1/2" in length with a .734" diameter bore. The metal surfaces are dull gunmetal grey with
overall spots of light oxidation staining. There are spots of light pitting present along the locking collar and multiple small dings along the
edges of the blade. This item remains in good overall condition. (107536-81)
1983. CLYDE CUTLERY CORPSMAN KNIFE This lot includes a U.S.M.C. marked Medical Corpsman knife with 44-dated Boyt sheath.
The knife measures 16 1/2" overall with an 11 1/4" rounded blade. The blade has overall light scratches, spots of fine oxidation staining, with
areas of pitting as well. The U.S.M.C. marking is deeply engraved and there is a small makers-mark along the left side of the blade near the
handles that is faint but visible. The two-piece walnut handles are secured with four pins and have a few light handling marks. The brown
leather sheath with brass throat has a few light handling marks and light verdigris staining around the brass rivets. This appears to be a type
II sheath with center brass rivets on the throat. The stitching remains tight and this lot is in very good overall condition. (107536-59)
1984. BOLO KNIFE This lot includes a U.S. marked 1917 Bolo Knife by Plumb dated 1918 with Brauer Bros marked sheath dated 1918. The
knife has a parkerized finish and measures 15" overall with 10 1/4" blade. The metal surfaces retain near all of their finish with loss due to
light wear from contact points. The two-piece wooden handles rate excellent and fit slightly shy of the wood at the pommel. The canvas
and leather sheath with brass throat has a few popped stitches and the canvas has loosened from the inner shell. These items remain in
very good overall condition. (107536-84)
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1985. BOLO KNIFE This lot includes an unmarked 1917 style Bolo knife with black enamel finish and plastic handles. The knife measures 15
1/2" overall with a 10" blade. The metal surfaces retain most of their enamel finish with loss due to wear from holstering. It appears that
a small section of metal has been added to compensate for the change in handle design. The canvas and leather sheath is Brauer marked
and dated 1918. This is an interesting unmarked Bolo with machete style plastic handles in good overall condition. (107536-85)
1986. COMMANDO KNIFE This lot includes a Cattaraugus 225Q fighting knife measuring 10 1/2" overall with 5 7/8" bright steel blade.
The blade has been sharpened many times and the very tip of the blade has been broken off. There are overall spots of light fine oxidation
staining along the blade and steel pommel. The staked leather washer handle shows light wear around the middle of the handle. A correct
leather sheath that is moderately worn is included with this knife. (107536-62)
1987. U.S. MODEL 1880 HUNTING KNIFE This lot includes a “U.S. / Springfield” marked Model 1880 iron guard hunting knife serial
#787 with one piece turned oak handle. The knife measures 13 1/2" overall with a 8 3/8" heavily sharpened blade. The metal surfaces are
an overall dull grey patina with spots of scattered light oxidation. There are a few small chips missing and visible drying cracks along the
handle and this knife remains in near excellent condition. (107536-62)
1988. PAL BLADE COMPANY KNIFE This lot includes a 40's-era hunting knife. The knife measures 11" overall with a 6 1/8" fullered clip
point blade. The blade retains traces of its parkerized finish and is marked with “RH Pal / Made in U.S.A. 36” logo along the left side near
the finger guard. The blade has been sharpened numerous times and shows light use marks and spots of fine oxidation staining. It has a
steel finger guard with aluminum pommel and stacked leather washer handle with red spacers. A leather sheath with plain brass snaps
is included. This 40's-vintage knife may have only seen time in the woods or could have possibly seen duty overseas. When Pal Blade Co.,
bought out Remington Cutlery, they focused their efforts on making knives for the U.S. government after the start of WWII. This particular
one remains in good overall condition. (107536-65)
1989. U.S.N. MARK 1 KNIFE This lot includes a Roberson-marked knife with wooden pommel and leather washer stacked handle measuring 9 3/4" overall with a 5" bright finished blade. The blade is marked “U.S.N”. on the left and “Roberson Shur Edge / No. 20” on the
right by the finger guard. The blade shows grind marks heaviest at the base with overall light fine oxidation staining. The handle has been
repaired with thread where a washer has fallen out and the wooden pommel is now slightly loose but intact. A poorly fitting Globemaster
No. 61470P sheath is included with this knife and both are in good overall condition. (107536-64)
1990. CAMILLUS KNIFE LOT This lot includes a pilots survival knife with sheath and stone. The knife measures 9 5/8" overall with 5" serrated back drop point blade. The serrations are worn and the tip of the blade is rounded off. There are visible grind marks along the edge
and overall oxidation staining. The stacked leather washer handle remains intact showing very light wear. The steel pommel is “Camillus /
N.Y. / 8-1978” marked, and the unmarked military style sheath shows moderate staining, scuffs and general wear consistent with heavy
use. (107536-66)
1991. HAND CRAFTED PIKE HEAD This pike head is made up of a hand-forged base and blade from a socket bayonet. The piece measures
25 1/4" overall and is a dull gunmetal grey color. The 17 1/2" U.S. marked bayonet blade is welded to the top of the pike head and partially
blended in. With final finishing and addition of a staff, this could make one interesting looking pike to add to ones collection. (107536-75)
1992. COLLINS & CO., MACHETE This lot includes a No. 127 machete and No. 13 tooled leather sheath. The machete measures 21 1/2"
overall with 16 7/8" blade that shows heavy grind marks along the edge. The blade has spots of oxidation staining and the Collins & Co.,
logo is worn and there is an over-stamp with most of the writing worn and hard to decipher. The two-piece resin handles are secured with
five steel rivets with overall scratches, dings, and missing several small chips. The tooled leather sheath has a few spots of moderate scuffing and the stitching remains tight. A good overall example with a unique marking. (107536-70)
1993. SWORD LOT This lot consists of an unmarked military style sword with scabbard. The sword measures 32 1/2” with a 27” chrome plated, unsharpened blade. The grip, guard and steel scabbard all have a dull chrome finish, and all the surfaces are experiencing some form
of flaking. The areas of loss are blending with brown patinas and oxidation. The ray skin grip is wire-wrapped and appears intact. A good
decorative sword in very good overall condition. (44299-53B)
1994. LOT OF METEORITE KNIVES This lot includes two hand crafted variations of knives. First is a small clip point style blade measuring
6 1/8" overall with 2 5/8" blade. The blade is mostly a dull gray patina with overall oxidation staining. The handle is part of an unmachined
chunk of meteor that has been left untouched with sharp jagged edges and has an added 1" brass oval that is engraved "Longary / 1914".
Second is an 8 1/2" tooth pick-style knife with 4 1/2" blade. The blade is mostly gray with scattered spots of fine oxidation staining along
the untouched edges. The handle is also integral with the blade and has been left untouched and has overall sharp jagged edges but sits
comfortable in one hand. There is a square waffle head hammer mark likely for thumb placement and this is a neat toothpick-style custom
knife in very good overall condition. See images of these unique knives on page 158. (106229-A23AA)

Ammunition

1995. COLLECTIBLE MILITARY AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two boxes of U.S. made 7.62mm NATO M59 ball ammunition.
The boxes are both dated November 29th 1956, and are maker marked from Frankford Arsenal. The top labels have been mostly removed
but the side labels are still intact. Both boxes show bends to the top seal, and one has "308" stenciled on the right side. The labels are
marked "LOT FA Y7.62-453". The M14 was not adopted as a service rifle until 1957 so these are nice early boxes. A great lot for the U.S.
military collector. (206643-12MCA)
1996. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of a single box of Remington UMC Kleanbore .44 Game Getter Shot rounds.
There are 30 rounds inside the box and they are in very good condition overall showing some slight tarnish. The box itself has a missing flap
and the top right edge is torn with about an inch of cardboard missing. There is a number 32 in a circle penciled in, and the four edges show
slight tears. There is a crease on the right side of the box and there is scattered crazing. A neat lot of ammunition overall. (206643-12MCB)
1997. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of a single box of Remington UMC Kleanbore .44 Game Getter Shot rounds.
There are 50 rounds inside the box and they rate good plus to very good with some showing tarnish. The box shows tears at each edge,
and some staining on the left side of the box. The right flap is attached by scotch tape and its tab is broken but is included. The box also
shows crazing and some creases. A neat lot that will make a great addition to any cartridge collection. (206643-12MCC)
1998. COLLECTI BLE AM M U N ITION LOT This lot consists of a partially full box of Remington UMC 380 ammunition. There are 31
rounds of solid lead 380 ammunition in very good condition with slight tarnish on the cases. The box shows a couple tears, crazing
and creases from the years. The labels show varying tears. The top label is marked "380 COLT AUTO HAMMERLESS SMOKELESS"
and the one of the side labels is marked "Smokeless Powder Cartridges are made expressly 380 Automatic Colt". A neat vintage lot
of ammo overall. (206643-12MCD)
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1999. WEATHERBY CARTRIDGE DISPLAY This lot consists of 9 Weatherby softpoint dummy cartridges housed in a clear lucite plastic
case. The cartridges are 224 Weatherby Magnum, 240 Weatherby Magnum, 257 Weatherby Magnum, 270 Weatherby Magnum, 7mm
Weatherby Magnum, 300 Weatherby Magnum, 340 Weatherby Magnum, 378 Weatherby Magnum and 460 Weatherby Magnum. The
case shows light scratches and is marked "Tomorrow's Rifles Today". A neat piece for the cartridge collector. (207595-15)
2000. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of a sealed 50 round box of Western 351 Winchester Self-Loading
Ammunition. The box is labeled with the weight and bullet type, 180 grain soft point, and the box shows wear from handling at the edges
and a couple slight tears at the edges. The box ends show separation on each side with the right end showing the most separation. There
is crazing throughout the box and there is a black marking on the right side likely from a marker. There is also a price tag on the left end
and this is a neat lot for the cartridge collector. (207714-87)
2001. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 8 full boxes of Hornady 204 Ruger 40 grain Varmint Express ammunition, 5 rounds of
Hornady 32 grain Varmint Express ammunition and 20 rounds of Hornday 204 Ruger brass. (207789-26)
2002. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of approximately 250 rounds of 303 British Mk7 Surplus ball ammunition in a British ammo
crate. Two rounds are of Iraqi manufacture but the remaining rounds all appear to be of Royal Laboratory, Woolwich manufacture and they
are dated 1945. The rounds exhibit varying tarnish with some having tarnish on the bullets but all rate good to very good condition. The
ammo is on a Vickers cloth belt in very good condition and the ammo belt is housed in a can marked "250 CART/303 BALL Mk7 BLT/
R13.8.45". The can is in very good condition showing some paint loss scattered throughout and oxidation on handles. A good lot for the
Enfield collector. (207788-1)
2003. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of approximately 250 rounds of Polish lead core 7.62x54 surplus ammunition in a Russian Maxim
ammo can. The ammo is very good condition overall with some slight tarnishing and rounds have green tips. The ammo is belted together by
Russian steel links in very good to excellent condition. The ammo can shows scattered wear but is marked "D/H80-66" in red paint. (207788-2)
2004. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consist of 7 boxes of various 12 gauge shotshells with the contents ranging from full to empty. All are
in excellent condition except for the one box noted below. Included are (1) full box of 25 Winchester 12 gauge 2 3/4" AA Skeet loads, 2
3/4 dram, 1 1/8 ounce #9 shot. (1) full box of 25 Western Super X Mark 5, 12 gauge 2 3/4", maximum dram equivalent, 1 1/4 ounce #7
1/2 shot. (1) full box Remington Express, 12 gauge, 2 3/4" paper hull, 3 3/4 dram, 1 1/4 ounce #6 shot. (1) empty box Remington Express,
12 gauge, 2 3/4" paper hull marked "3 3/4 dram equivalent, 1 1/4 ounce #6 shot". (1) partial box of 20 Winchester Super Speed 12 gauge
2 3/4" paper hull, 3 3/4 dram, 1 1/4 ounce #6 shot. (1) partial box of 14 Federal Champion Target Loads, 2 3/4" paper hull, 3 dram, 1 1/8
ounce #7 1/2 shot. (1) box of 10 Winchester Super Speed 12 gauge 2 3/4" paper hull, 3 3/4 dram, 1 1/4 ounce #6 shot. The shotshells
rate excellent but the box rates only good with tattered edges and light tears. (6643-16)
2005. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consist of 4 boxes and 1 bag of two different gauge / bore shotshells. Included are (1) full box of 20
rounds of 410 bore handgun shotshells. This box consists of 16 rounds of Federal Premium 410 handgun 2 1/2" shotshells loaded with 4
OOO Buckshot and four rounds of Remington 410 2 1/2" shotshells with #6 shot. (1) partial box of sixteen Federal 410 Handgun 2 1/2",
7/16 ounce loaded with #4 shot. (1) 5 round box of Winchester 20 gauge 2 3/4" 3/4 ounce Foster slugs. (1) box of five rounds of mixed
Remington (3 rounds) and Winchester (2 rounds) 20 gauge 2 3/4", #3 buckshot. (1) bag of three Remington 20 gauge 2 3/4" paper hull
with roll-crimp containing #4 shot. All are in excellent condition. (86634-12A)
2006. LOT OF REMINGTON 5MM RIMFIRE MAGNUM AMMUNITION This lot consist of (2) boxes of 50 rounds each
Remington 5mm R.F.M., 38 gr. hollow point cartridges in excellent condition. The white factory boxes also rate near excellent with a few
minor blemishes where an old price tag was removed. Original 5mm R.F.M. ammunition in such fine condition is hard to find. (86019-1A)
2007. LOT OF REMINGTON 5MM RIMFIRE MAGNUM AMMUNITION This lot consist of (2) boxes of 50 rounds each
Remington 5mm R.F.M., 38 gr. hollow point cartridges in excellent condition. The white factory boxes also rate near excellent with a few
minor blemishes where an old price tag was removed. Original 5mm R.F.M. ammunition in such fine condition is hard to find. (86019-1B)
2008. LOT OF REMINGTON 5MM RIMFIRE MAGNUM AMMUNITION This lot consist of (2) boxes of 50 rounds each
Remington 5mm R.F.M., 38 gr. hollow point cartridges in excellent condition. The white factory boxes also rate near excellent with a few
minor blemishes where an old price tag was removed and minor writing. Original 5mm R.F.M. ammunition in such fine condition is hard
to find. (86019-1C)
2009. LOT OF REMINGTON 5MM RIMFIRE MAGNUM AMMUNITION This lot consist of (1) box of 50 rounds and (1) box of
40 rounds Remington 5mm R.F.M., 38 gr. hollow point cartridges in excellent condition for the full box and slight oxidation on the partial
box. The white factory boxes also rate near excellent with light writing. Original 5mm R.F.M. ammunition is hard to find. (86019-1D)
2010. LOT OF REMINGTON 5MM RIMFIRE MAGNUM AMMUNITION This lot consist of (3) boxes of 50 rounds each
Remington 5mm R.F.M., 38 gr. hollow point cartridges in excellent condition. Two of the green and yellow factory boxes rate excellent with
the third box exhibiting price tags, light wear and scuffing. Original 5mm R.F.M. ammunition is hard to find. (86019-1E)
2011. LOT OF NORMA SUPER 7X61 AMMUNITION This lot consist of a total of 4 boxes of ammunition. Included are (2) boxes of 20
rounds each of Norma Super 7x61mm, index number 17012, 150 gr. soft point boattail ammunition in excellent condition. Also include are (2)
boxes of 20 rounds each of Norma Super 7x61mm, index number 257, 160 gr. soft point boattail ammunition in excellent condition. (86019-1X)
2012. LOT OF NORMA SUPER 7X61 AMMUNITION This lot consist of a total of 3 boxes of ammunition. Included are (3) boxes of
20 rounds each of Norma Super 7x61mm, index number 257, 160 gr. soft point boattail ammunition in excellent condition. (86019-1W)
2013. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE .38 CALIBER DARDICK TROUNDS This lot consist of (19) loose rounds of Dardick 38 caliber
trounds in excellent condition. The bullet is a lead round nose flat point and the headstamp is "Dardick headstamp / .38". (86019-1F)
2014. LOT OF U.S. MILITARY 410 BORE SHOTSHELL AMMUNITION This lot consist of (3) boxes of 25 rounds each Western
Cartridge U.S. M35 410 bore shotshell ammunition with #6 shot in excellent condition. Two of the boxes are still wrapped in the original
foil lined craft paper with "25 SHELLS, SHOTGUN / .410, M35 / LOT WCC 6007" marked on two sides. The third box has been unwrapped
but is full and remains in excellent condition. The individual shotshells consist of an aluminum shell case with roll crimped and shellacked
overshot wad, and sealed primer. The headstamp is "WCC / 52" with “6” marked on the side. (86019-1I)
2015. LOT OF RWS 9MM R.F. FLOBERT SHOT CARTRIDGES This lot consist a single brick of 250 cartridges. The lot includes (5)
50 round boxes of RWS 9mm rimfire Flobert-Schrotpatronen metal case shot cartridges in excellent condition. (86019-1V
2016. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE SAVAGE .250-3000 SAVAGE AMMUNITION This lot includes two boxes of ammunition. The lo
consist of (2) boxes of 20 rounds each Savage .250-3000 Savage, 87 gr. pointed soft point ammunition in excellent condition. The red and
yellow Savage-marked boxes rate excellent. (86019-1AE)
2017. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE SAVAGE .250-3000 SAVAGE AMMUNITION This lot includes two boxes of ammunition. The lot
consist of (2) boxes of 20 rounds each Savage .250-3000 Savage, 87 gr. pointed soft point ammunition in excellent condition. The red and
yellow Savage-marked boxes rate excellent. (86019-1AA)
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2018. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 13MM GYROGET WADCUTTER AMMUNITION This lot consist of single unmarked white box of
(24) rounds of MB Associates 13mm Gyroget high performance wadcutter ammunition in excellent condition. This ammunition consists
of a copper washed steel case / projectile unit with conical wadcutter point and four nozzles on the unmarked base. The box rates near
excellent with light hand writing. (86019-1J)
2019. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 13MM GYROGET WADCUTTER AMMUNITION This lot consist of single unmarked white box of
(24) rounds of MB Associates 13mm Gyroget high performance wadcutter ammunition in excellent condition. This ammunition consists of
a copper washed steel case / projectile unit with conical wadcutter point and four nozzles on the unmarked base. The box rates near excellent with light hand writing. The box includes a surcharge label from MB Associates outlining the features of the ammunition. (86019-1K)
2020. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 13MM GYROGET WADCUTTER AMMUNITION This lot consist of single unmarked white box of
(24) rounds of MB Associates 13mm Gyroget high performance wadcutter ammunition in excellent condition. This ammunition consists of
a copper washed steel case / projectile unit with conical wadcutter point and four nozzles on the unmarked base. The box rates near excellent with light hand writing. The box includes a surcharge label from MB Associates outlining the features of the ammunition. (86019-1M)
2021. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 13MM GYROGET ROUND NOSE AMMUNITION This lot consist of single unmarked white box
of (24) rounds of MB Associates 13mm Gyroget round nose ammunition in excellent condition. This ammunition consists of a copper
washed steel case / projectile unit with round nose point and two nozzles on the unmarked base. The box rates near excellent with light
hand writing. (86019-1L)
2022. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE SAVAGE .250-3000 SAVAGE AMMUNITION This lot includes two boxes of ammunition. The lot
consist of (2) boxes of 20 rounds each Savage .250-3000 Savage, 100 gr. soft point ammunition in excellent condition. The red and yellow
Savage-marked boxes rate excellent. (86019-1AC)
2023. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE SAVAGE .250-3000 SAVAGE AMMUNITION This lot includes two boxes of ammunition. The lot
consist of (2) boxes of 20 rounds each Savage .250-3000 Savage, 100 gr. soft point ammunition in excellent condition. The red and yellow
Savage-marked boxes rate excellent. (86019-1AD)
2024. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE SAVAGE .250-3000 SAVAGE AMMUNITION This lot includes two boxes of ammunition. The lot
consist of (2) boxes of 20 rounds each Savage .250-3000 Savage, 100 gr. soft point ammunition in excellent condition. The red and yellow
Savage-marked boxes rate excellent. (86019-1AB)
2025. MIXED LOT OF THOMPSON / CENTER HOTSHOT AND SPEER SHOT CARTRIDGES This lot consist of (6) containers. Included are (1) box of 50 .44 caliber "red" #6 shot capsules in excellent condition. (1) box of 20 rounds of 44 Magnum Hotshot cartridges with #4 (blue capsule) shot in near excellent condition exhibiting slight tarnish. (1) box of 19 rounds of 44 Magnum Hotshot cartridges with #6 (red capsule) shot in near excellent condition exhibiting slight tarnish and (1) empty cartridge case. (1) box of 6 rounds
of Speer 44 Magnum Shotshells in excellent condition. (1) box of 10 rounds Speer 38 Special shotshells in excellent condition. (1) MTM
Case-Gard 18 ammo wallet with 17 rounds of Speer 38 Special shotshells in excellent condition. (86019-1Z)
2026. MIXED LOT OF COLLECTIBLE .45 CALIBER AMMUNITION This lot consist of (3) boxes and one bag of four different 45
caliber cartridges. Included are (1) Dominion Arsenal marked .455 Webley Mark II cartridge dated 1931, (4) Dominion Cartridge Co.
marked .455 Webley Mark II cartridges and (1) partial box of 47 rounds Dominion Cartridge Co. .455 Colt cartridges with 265 gr. lead
round nose bullets. The ammunition rates very good to excellent but the box rates good with light tears and scuffing. Also included is (1)
box of 50 rounds of Remington 45 Colt blank cartridges in excellent condition. (1) partial box of 31 rounds of Remington-UMC 45 AR
ammunition with 230 gr. "metal case" bullets. The ammunition rates near excellent and the box rates very good to excellent. (86019-1AH)
2027. LOT OF 22 W.R.F. AMMUNITION This lot consist of (3) boxes of 50 rounds each Winchester 22 W.R.F., 45 gr. round nose flat
point "Lubaloy" (copper wash) ammunition in excellent condition. This was a limited edition run by Winchester in 1986. The boxes rate
near excellent with price tags present. (86019-1S)
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2028. LOT OF NORMA 7X57R AMMUNITION This lot consist of (2) boxes of 20 rounds each Norma 7x57R 150 gr. semi-pointed soft
point boattail ammunition, index number 17005, in excellent condition. (86019-1AI)
2029. LOT OF RWS 7X57R AMMUNITION This lot consist (3) boxes of ammunition. (2) boxes of 20 rounds each RWS 7x57R 173 gr.
H-Mantle copper hollow point ammunition in excellent condition. (1) box of 20 rounds RWS 7x57R 162 gr. Brenneke-Torpedo-Ideal-bullet
(TIG) ammunition in excellent condition. (86019-1AJ)
2030. LOT OF ASSORTED 32 CALIBER AMMUNITION This lot consist of 5 boxes of ammunition. Included is (1) collectible box of
50 rounds of Western 32 Short Colt 80 gr. R.N.L. ammunition, index no. 32SCP in excellent condition. (1) box of 50 rounds of Remington
32 Long Colt 82 gr. RNL ammunition, index no. R32LC, in excellent condition. (1) collectible box of 49 rounds of Remington 32 Long Colt
82 gr. RNL ammunition in excellent condition. (1) collectible box of 38 rounds of Remington 32 S&W Long 98 gr. RNL ammunition, index
no. 1232, in excellent condition. (1) box of 49 rounds of Federal 32 H&R Magnum 95 gr. SWC ammunition, index no. 32HRA, in excellent
condition. (86019-1AK)
2031. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot includes (1) box of 27 rounds of Remington 38 S&W 146 gr. RNL ammunition in
excellent condition. (1) box of 50 rounds Western 38 Long Colt 150 gr. RNL "Lubaloy" ammunition in excellent condition but the box is
missing an end flap. (1) round of W.R.A.C.C. headstamped 9x57 Mauser in very good to excellent condition. (16) rounds of 25-20 Single
Shot. Five rounds have U.M.C. headstamp and are loaded with lead bullets, four rounds have U.M.C. headstamp with JSP bullets and the
remainder are W.R.A.Co. headstamp with JSP bullets and all exhibit light to moderate tarnish. (1) round UMC 10 ga. 2 7/8" brass shot
shell ammunition in excellent condition. (1) box of 20 rounds of 25-35 W.C.F. 117 gr. soft point ammunition in near excellent condition but
the box is missing the end flap. (1) box of 6 rounds of WRA headstamped Winchester 45-70 Govt. 405 gr. soft point ammunition with light
tarnish, plus, 4 empty 45-70 Govt. cartridge cases with the same headstamp, the box is missing one of the end flaps. (86019-1AL)
2032. LOT OF PELLET GUN AMMUNITION This lot consist of 12 containers. Included are (1) box of 5 Smith & Wesson 12.5 gram CO2
cartridges, (3) opened boxes of approximately 250 each Crossman "Copperhead" .177 caliber wadcutter style lead pellets, (3) opened
boxes of approximately 175 each Crossman "Copperhead" .22 caliber wadcutter style lead pellets, (2) unopened tins of approximately 250
each Smith & Wesson .22 caliber wadcutter style lead pellets, (1) opened partial tin of Smith & Wesson .22 caliber wadcutter style lead
pellets; (2) opened vintage boxes of approximately 500 Crossman .177 caliber "super" pellets. One box appears fairly full and the other is
a partial. Except for the unopened tins all quantities in the boxes are approximate. (86019-1N)
2033. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 32-20 AMMUNITION This lot consist of two boxes of ammunition. Included are (2) boxes of 50 rounds each
Peters 32-20 W.C.F. 100 gr. "metal case" ammunition in very good condition but the boxes have torn and / or missing end flaps. (86019-1Y)
2034. LOT OF MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL AMMUNITION This lot includes (1) box of 13 rounds Winchester 7x57 Mauser 175
gr. "full patch" ammunition with light to moderate tarnish and oxidation stains. (1) box of 10 rounds of Lake City Arsenal 7.62x51mm 173
gr. FMJ Match Ammunition dated 1964 in excellent condition along with 10 empty cartridge cases. (1) round of .50 BMG with SL 4 headstamp with moderate tarnish and oxidation stains. (3) boxes of 20 rounds each and (1) box of 17 rounds of PMC 5.56x45mm NATO cartridge cases, (12) rounds of 8x22mm Nambu ammunition with no headstamp exhibiting moderate to heavy tarnish and verdigris; (8)
rounds FA / 38 headstamped 30-06 Springfield and (1) round Remington-UMC 30-06 Springfield open point with light to moderate oxidation staining and all are mounted on five round stripper clips. (6) M-1 carbine stripper clips. (86019-1AM)
2035. LOT OF MIXED 44 CALIBER AMMUNITION This lot consist of three boxes. Included is (1) box of 48 rounds Norma 44 Auto
Mag 240 gr. "Power Point" ammunition in near excellent condition. (1) collectible box of 50 rounds Remington 44 Russian 240 gr. RNL
in excellent condition. (1) box of 12 rounds Remington 44 Magnum 240 gr. soft point ammunition in excellent condition along with 6 fired
cartridge cases. (86019-1AN)
2036. MIXED LOT OF 9MM AND 380 ACP AMMUNITION This lot consist of 3 boxes and 1 ammo wallet. Included are (1) box of
47 rounds Remington-UMC 380 ACP 95 gr. FMJ ammunition in very good condition. (1) box of 35 rounds Winchester 9mm Luger 115
gr. FMJ with scattered light verdigris and the end flaps missing from the vintage box. (1) MTM ammo wallet with 18 rounds of Personal
Protection Systems Ltd. / GECO 9mm Luger 86 gr. B.A.T. (blitz action trauma) ammunition in excellent condition. (1) box of 40 rounds
Super Vel 380 ACP 88 gr. JHP ammunition in excellent condition. (86019-1AP)
2037. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 25 REMINGTON AMMUNITION This lot consist of a single box of Remington "Kleanbore" 25
Remington 117 gr. soft point Core-Lokt ammunition in excellent condition. The green and red box rates near excellent with minor edge
scuffing and hand writing. (86019-1AQ)
2038. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 25 REMINGTON AMMUNITION This lot consist of a single box of Remington "Kleanbore" 25
Remington 117 gr. soft point Core-Lokt ammunition in near excellent condition. The green and red box rates very good to excellent with
light edge scuffing and hand writing. (86019-1AR)
2039. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 25 REMINGTON AMMUNITION This lot consist of a single box of Remington "Kleanbore" 25
Remington 117 gr. soft point Core-Lokt ammunition in excellent condition. The green and red box rates very good to excellent with light
edge scuffing and hand writing. (86019-1AS)
2040. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 25 REMINGTON AMMUNITION This lot consist of a single box of Remington "Kleanbore" 25
Remington 117 gr. soft point Core-Lokt ammunition in excellent condition. The green and red box rates very good to excellent with light
edge scuffing and hand writing. (86019-1AT)
2041. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 25 REMINGTON AMMUNITION This lot consist of a single box of Remington "Kleanbore" 25
Remington 117 gr. soft point Core-Lokt ammunition in excellent condition. The green and red box rates fair to good with edge scuffing,
one missing end flap and hand writing. (86019-1AU)
2042. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 30 REMINGTON AMMUNITION This lot consist of a single box of Winchester 30 Remington 170 gr.
Silvertip ammunition in excellent condition. The yellow and red box rates very good to excellent with very light edge scuffing and hand writing. (86019-1AV)
2043. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 250-3000 SAVAGE AMMUNITION This lot consist of (2) boxes of 20 rounds each of Western 2503000 Savage 100 gr. open point expanding ammunition in excellent condition. The boxes are blue and yellow with a picture of a 250-3000
cartridge on the cover. One box rates excellent and the other near excellent with the glue failing on several seams. (86019-1AW)
2044. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 250-3000 SAVAGE AMMUNITION This lot consist of two boxes. Included are (1) box of 20 rounds
and (1) box of 19 rounds of Western 250-3000 Savage 87 gr. soft point ammunition in excellent condition. The boxes are blue and yellow
and rate very good to fair. One box has light scuffing, minor tears and handwriting. The second box has a missing end flap, price sticker
and light scuffing. (86019-1AX)
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2045. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 250-3000 SAVAGE AMMUNITION This lot consist of three boxes. Included are (1) box of 20 rounds
Western 250-3000 Savage 100 gr. Silvertip ammunition, (1) box of 20 rounds Western 250-3000 Savage Silvertip ammunition and (1) box
of Peters 250-3000 Savage 87 gr. soft point ammunition all in excellent condition. The Western box is yellow and blue in excellent condition.
The Winchester box is yellow and white and rates near excellent with a few price stickers and minor handling marks. The Peters box is
blue and white in very good to excellent condition with a price sticker and one dust flap missing. (86019-1AY)
2046. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consist of three boxes of ammunition. Included are (1) red and yellow
box of 12 rounds of Winchester 219 Zipper 56 gr. hollow point ammunition with 6 empty cartridge cases; (1) red, blue and yellow box of
Winchester 219 Zipper 56 gr. hollow point ammunition; and (1) red, blue and yellow box of 14 rounds of Winchester 22 Savage High
Power Improved ammunition. All rounds rate very good to excellent with very light tarnish and the occasional verdigris. All three boxes rate
good with edge wear, light scuffing, price stickers, minor tears and missing / torn end flaps. (86019-1Z)
2047. MIXED LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This consist of four boxes. Included is (1) vintage green box of 20 rounds of RemingtonUMC 7.65x53mm Argentine Mauser 216 gr. round nose soft point ammunition in near excellent condition with minor tarnish. (1) box of
20 rounds and (1) box of 9 rounds of Norma 7.65x53mm Argentine Mauser 150 gr. semi-pointed soft point ammunition, index no. 17701,
in excellent condition. (1) box of 20 rounds of Norma 7.7x58mm Japanese 130 gr. semi-pointed soft point ammunition, index no. 17721,
in excellent condition. (86019-1BA)
2048. LOT OF 264 WINCHESTER MAGNUM AMMUNITION This lot consist of (3) yellow boxes of 20 rounds each of Winchester
"Super-Speed" 264 Winchester Magnum 140 gr. soft point ammunition that rate excellent. The boxes rate near excellent with storage
wear and price stickers. (86019-1BB)
2049. LOT OF 264 WINCHESTER MAGNUM AMMUNITION This lot consist of two boxes. Included are (1) yellow box of 19 rounds
Winchester "Super-X" 264 Winchester Magnum 140 gr. pointed soft point ammunition that rate excellent and (1) yellow box of 20 rounds
Winchester "Super-X" 264 Winchester Magnum 100 gr. pointed soft point ammunition that rate excellent. The boxes rate near excellent
with light storage wear, handling marks and price stickers. (86019-1BC)
2050. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 300 H&H MAGNUM AMMUNITION This lot consist of two boxes. Included are (2) red and yellow
boxes with 20 rounds in one box and 18 rounds in the other of Winchester 300 H&H Magnum 220 gr. Silvertip ammunition that rate very
good to excellent with varying amounts of light tarnish. One box rates very good to excellent with light scuffing and shelf wear and the
other is good to very good with scuffed corners, light but limited tearing and shelf wear. (86019-1BD)
2051. LOT OF 300 H&H MAGNUM AMMUNITION This lot consist of two boxes. Included are (1) blue and yellow box with 20 rounds
of Winchester 300 H&H Magnum 150 gr. Silvertip ammunition that rate excellent and (1) yellow box with 20 rounds of Winchester 300
H&H Magnum 180 gr. Silvertip ammunition that rate excellent. One box rates excellent with light shelf wear and the other is fair to good
with scuffed corners, missing end flap and shelf wear. (86019-1BE)
2052. LOT OF 375 H&H MAGNUM AMMUNITION This lot consist of (1) box of 17 rounds of Winchester 375 H&H Magnum 300 gr.
full metal case (solid) ammunition along with three empty cartridge cases that rate excellent overall with minor tarnish. The box is in excellent condition but has the word "solid" written all over it. (86019-1BF)
2053. LOT OF SHOOTING AND COLLECTIBLE RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consist of two boxes. Included is (1) box of 19
rounds of Winchester "Super-Speed" 243 Win 100 gr. pointed soft point ammunition and 1 round of Winchester "Super-X" 243 Win pointed soft point ammunition of unknown weight, all rate excellent. (1) blue and yellow box of 20 mixed rounds of Winchester "Super-X" 300
Savage 150 gr. Silvertip ammunition. Fourteen rounds are 150 gr. Silvertips and the remaining six are pointed soft points of unknown
weight. The 300 Savage box rates very good with some writing, scuffed edges and minor handling wear. (86019-1BG)
2054. LOT OF SHOOTING AND COLLECTIBLE 358 WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot consist of two boxes. Included are
(1) red and yellow collectible box of 20 rounds of Winchester brand 358 Winchester 200 gr. Silvertip ammunition and (1) yellow box of
20 rounds Winchester "Super-X" 358 Winchester 200 gr. Silvertip ammunition. Both rate excellent with some limited writing on the SuperX box. (86019-1BH)
2055. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 257 ROBERTS AMMUNITION This lot consist of two boxes of ammunition. Included are (1) blue, red
and yellow grizzly bear box of 20 rounds of Winchester 257 Roberts 100 gr. Silvertip ammunition that rates excellent and (1) blue and yellow box of 20 rounds of Western "Super-X" 257 Roberts 87 gr. soft point ammunition with light tarnish. The "grizzly" box rates good with
one flap torn off, but it is present along with light storage wear. The second box rates very good to excellent with light handling wear and
a price sticker. (86019-1BI)
2056. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 257 ROBERTS AMMUNITION This lot consist of two boxes of ammunition. Included are (1) red and
yellow box of Winchester "Super-Speed" 257 Roberts 100 gr. hollow point ammunition that rates excellent and (1) yellow box Western
"Super-X" 257 Roberts 117 gr. soft point ammunition that rates excellent. The collectible Winchester box rates good with one flap torn off
along with light storage wear. The second box rates very good to excellent with light storage wear and price stickers. (86019-1BJ)
2057. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 270 WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot consist of two boxes of ammunition. Included are (1) blue and
yellow "bullseye" box of 20 rounds of Western 270 Winchester 150 gr. soft point ammunition that rates excellent and (1) blue and yellow box of
20 rounds of Western "Super-X" 270 Winchester 100 gr. pointed soft point ammunition that rates very good with limited verdigris present on
some of the cartridges. The boxes rate excellent with minor storage wear and a price sticker is present on the bullseye box. (86019-1BK)
2058. LOT OF 270 WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot consist of three boxes of ammunition. Included are (1) yellow box of 20
rounds of Western "Super-X" 270 Winchester 100 gr. pointed soft point ammunition, (1) yellow box of 20 rounds of Winchester "SuperSpeed" 270 Winchester 130 gr. Silvertip ammunition and (1) yellow box of 19 rounds of Winchester "Super-Speed" 270 Winchester 150
gr. soft point ammunition, all in excellent condition. (86019-1BL)
2059. MIXED LOT OF .577 SNIDER AMMUNITION This lot consist of (9) rounds of ammunition and one box. Included are (5)
rounds of Kynoch .577 Snider ammunition with 2" drawn brass case and 480 gr. solid lead bullet. They include the original 10 round box
with no top cover. They are headstamped "KYNOCH / .577.S" and rate very good to excellent with light tarnish. Also included are (4)
rounds of Dominion "short" .577 Snider ammunition with 1 5/8" drawn brass case headstamped "D.C.Co. / 57 SNIDER" and rate very
good to excellent with light tarnish. (86019-1BM)
2060. LOT OF JOHNSON 5.7MM AMMUNITION This lot consist of three boxes of ammunition. Included are (2) boxes of 30 rounds
each MMJ Johnson Arms, 5.7mm Johnson 40 gr. soft point ammunition and (1) partial box of 22 rounds of MMJ Johnson Arms, 5.7mm
Johnson 40 gr. FMJ ammunition. The ammunition exhibits light tarnish and light to moderate oxidation stains. The factory boxes rate from
fair to very good. (86019-1BN)
2061. LOT OF JOHNSON 5.7MM AMMUNITION This lot consist of (2) boxes of 30 rounds each of MMJ Johnson Arms, 5.7mm
Johnson 40 gr. FMJ ammunition. The ammunition exhibits light tarnish and light to moderate oxidation stains. The factory boxes rate very
good. (86019-1BO)
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2062. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 220 SWIFT AMMUNITION This lot consist of three boxes of ammunition. Included is (1) yellow box
of 20 rounds of Winchester Super-Speed 220 Swift 48 gr. pointed soft point ammunition index #W220S in excellent condition. The box
rates near excellent with one, approximately 1" square surface scuff. (1) red, blue, yellow box of 20 rounds of Winchester Super-Speed
220 Swift 46 gr. hollow point ammunition index #K2220C in near excellent condition with slight verdigris and oxidation staining. The box
is in excellent condition and includes a factory informational insert on their "staynless" primers. (1) yellow and blue box of 20 rounds of
Western Super-X 220 Swift 48 gr. pointed soft point ammunition index #220S in excellent condition. The box rates good with scuffed
edges and various handwriting on the top. (86019-1BP)
2063. LOT OF MIXED COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consist of two boxes of ammunition. Included is (1) red and yellow box
of 20 rounds of Winchester made 405 Winchester 300 gr. round nose soft point ammunition displaying moderate tarnish. The box is missing the end flaps and is scuffed on the edges. (1) blue and yellow "bullseye" box of 20 rounds of 256 Newton 129 gr. open point expanding ammunition in excellent condition. The box is missing the end flaps, has slight tears and is scuffed on the edges. (86019-1BQ)
2064. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consist of (1) red and green box of 50 rounds of Remington-UMC 32 Winchester Self
Loader 165 gr. soft point ammunition index #5332 in excellent condition. The box rates near excellent with lightly scuffed edges. (86019-1BR)
2065. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consist of (1) sealed red labeled box of 50 rounds of Winchester 25-20 Single
Shot 86 gr. ammunition. The box rates excellent and does not appear to have been opened. It exhibits minor handling wear. (86019-1BS)
2066. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE MILITARY 22 HORNET AMMUNITION This lot includes (2) boxes of 50 rounds each U.S. M-65
22 Hornet ammunition by Remington with 45 gr. FMJ bullet. Ammunition is in excellent condition and the boxes rate near excellent with
a price sticker present. (86019-1BT)
2067. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE MILITARY 22 HORNET AMMUNITION This lot includes (2) boxes of 50 rounds each U.S. M-65
22 Hornet ammunition by Remington with 45 gr. FMJ bullet. Ammunition in the box with lot #5005 is in excellent condition, while the other
box (lot #5033) has the occasional oxidation stain. The boxes rate near excellent with a price sticker present. (86019-1BU)
2068. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL 22 HORNET AMMUNITION This lot includes two boxes of
ammunition. (1) box of 49 rounds U.S. M-65 22 Hornet ammunition by Remington with 45 gr. FMJ bullet and (1) box of 49 rounds
Remington-UMC 22 Hornet 45 gr. Mushroom bullet (hollow point) ammunition. The ammunition in both boxes rates excellent. The military
box rates near excellent with a price sticker and hand writing present but the Remington-UMC box rates fair with torn seam, missing end
flap and moderate storage wear. (86019-1BV)
2069. LOT OF BRITISH ROOK AND CADET CARTRIDGES This lot includes a total of 55 cartridges in three different calibers.
Included are (2) .297-230 Rook bottleneck cartridges with approximately .800" case length, .432" long neck, inside lubricated round nose
lead bullet and "K / 297-230" headstamp. (4) .310 Cadet straight wall cartridges with "K / 310" headstamp, two with solid round nose
outside lubricated lead bullet and two with hollow point round nose outside lubricated lead bullet. (49) .297-250 Rook bottleneck cartridges with no headstamp with approximately .794" case length, .303" neck length and lead round nose inside lubricated lead bullet. All
cartridges are in very good to excellent condition. (86019-1BW)
2070. LOT OF 50-70 GOVERNMENT AMMUNITION This lot consist of (1) box of 13 rounds Connecticut Cartridge Company 50-70
Government ammunition with 450 gr. round lead bullet and headstamped "CCC / 50-70 GOVT". The box is factory labeled for the ammunition and indicates smokeless propellant. The ammunition rates very good with light tarnish. (86019-1BX)
2071. LOT OF 50-110 W.C.F. AMMUNITION This lot consist of (1) box of 20 rounds Connecticut Cartridge Company 50-110 W.C.F.
ammunition with 385 gr. round flat point lead bullet and headstamped "CCC / 50-110". The box is factory labeled for the ammunition and
indicates smokeless propellant. The ammunition rates very good with light tarnish. (86019-1BY)
2072. LOT OF ASSORTED SHOTSHELLS This lot consist of (6) boxes and (1) bag of assorted shotshells. Included are (2) boxes for a
total of 9 rounds of Federal 12 ga., 3", 15 pellet, magnum 00 Buckshot shotshells. (1) box of 25 rounds Remington 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/8
oz., #4 steel shot waterfowl shotshells. (1) box of 25 rounds Federal 28 ga., 2 3/4", 2 dram equivalent, 3/4 oz., #9 shot shotshells. All proceeding ammunition rates excellent. (5) rounds of Winchester Ranger 10 ga., 2 7/8" paper hull blank shotshells. (2) boxes with 25 rounds
in one box and 22 in the other of Winchester Upland 12 ga. 2 3/4", plastic hull, blackpowder blank shotshells. The blanks rate good to
very good with moderate oxidation on the heads. (86019-1BZ)
2073. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 300 H&H MAGNUM SUPER MATCH AMMUNITION This lot consist of three boxes. Included
are (3) 20 round boxes of Winchester-Western 300 H&H Magnum Super Match 180 gr. F.M.C.B.T. ammunition in unknown condition. The
boxes rate very good with light storage wear, a few seams starting to separate and the front of the sealing label cut. The top of the box
cannot be removed with the front of the label cut. (86019-1CA)
2074. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 300 H&H MAGNUM SUPER MATCH AMMUNITION This lot consist of two boxes. Included are
(2) open 20 round boxes of Winchester-Western 300 H&H Magnum Super Match 180 gr. F.M.C.B.T. ammunition in excellent condition.
The boxes rate good with light to moderate storage wear, separating seams, tears and minor repairs. (86019-1CB)
2075. MIXED LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AND SHOOTING AMMUNITION This lot consist of 8 boxes of assorted calibers. Included
are (1) unopened 20 round box of collectible Winchester 300 H&H Magnum 180 gr. FMJBT ammunition, index number K3083C, with the
side labels cut but the front label is intact and the box rates very good to excellent. (1) opened 20 round box of mixed head stamp 30
W.C.F. ammunition. They include Western (10 rounds), W.R.A.Co. (8 rounds) and U.M.C. (2 rounds) headstamps with handling marks and
varying amounts of tarnish. The two piece Winchester box with orange label is marked "30 Winchester, Smokeless Model 1894" and rates
good to very good. (1) 10 round box of Remington 30-06 Springfield 180 gr. "Core-Lokt" Mushroom with moderate verdigris and includes
two model 1903 stripper clips. (1) fair condition Winchester marked box of 5 rounds Remington-UMC 32 Winchester Special ammunition
in very good condition along with 13 fired cases. (1) 7 round box Winchester 284 Winchester 150 gr. pointed soft point along with 7 fired
cases in excellent condition. (1) 3 round box of Winchester 8mm Mauser 170 gr. soft point in excellent condition. (1) 4 round box of
Remington 243 Winchester 80 gr. hollow point along with 11 fired cases in excellent condition. (1) ten round box of Winchester USA 9mm
Luger 115 gr. FMJ in excellent condition. (86019-1CS)
2076. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consist of 3 boxes. Included are (2) 50 round boxes of Peters 45 Auto Rim 230
gr. lead round nose ammunition. The ammunition rates excellent with one box in excellent condition, the other has one seam separating
and both have attached price tags. (1) 20 round box of Western 405 Winchester 300 gr. soft point ammunition with box and ammunition
in very good plus condition. (86019-1CT)
2077. LOT OF 8MM MAUSER AMMUNITION This lot includes 3 boxes of ammunition. Included is (1) 20 round box of Remington
8mm Mauser 170 gr. round nose soft point ammunition. (1) 20 round box of Norma 8x57 JS Mauser 159gr. SPRBT ammunition index #64.
(1) 20 round box of Norma 8x57 JS Mauser 196gr. Soft point round nose ammunition index #65. All in excellent condition. (86019-1CU)
2078. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AND SHOOTER 33 WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot consist of 3 boxes of ammunition.
Included is (1) green and red 20 round box of Remington 33 Winchester 200 gr. soft point in excellent condition. The box rates near excellent with light handling marks and one torn off dust flap. (2) 20 round boxes of Midway Arms Inc. 33 Winchester 200 gr. flat point made
from reformed 45-70 brass and in excellent condition. (86019-1CV)
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2079. LOT OF AMMUNITION (1) 17 round box of Peters 401 Winchester Self Loader 300 gr. soft point ammunition in overall excellent condition with a price tag on the box and one heavily tarnished round of ammunition present. (86019-1DR)
2080. LOT OF 50-110 EXPRESS AMMUNITION This lot consist of (1) 20 round box of Winchester 50-110 Express ammunition with
300 gr. jacket soft point bullet. The headstamp is "W.R.A.Co. / 50-110 EX". The box is an unmarked buff colored aftermarket box. The
ammunition exhibits scattered light oxidation stains. (86019-1CW)
2081. LOT OF 50-110 EXPRESS AMMUNITION This lot consist of (1) 20 round box of Winchester 50-110 Express ammunition with
300 gr. jacket soft point bullet. The headstamp is "W.R.A.Co. / 50-110 EX". The box is an unmarked buff colored aftermarket box. The
ammunition exhibits scattered light oxidation stains. (86019-1CX)
2082. COLLECTIBLE LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consist of two boxes. Included are (1) 5 round box of Kynoch .450 3 1/4" Black
Powder Express cartridges. Four rounds are loaded with 300 gr. solid lead paper-patched bullets and the fourth is a lubricated lead bullet
of unknown weight. All exhibit light to moderate oxidation stains and the box rates near excellent. (1) 17 round box of 45-90 W.C.F. ammunition. Ten rounds possess "Rem-UMC" headstamps with 300 gr. jacketed soft point bullets and the remainder possess "W.R.A.Co." headstamp with the same type of bullet. All rate very good with light to moderate tarnish and handling marks. The green label Winchester box
rates good with light scuffing and flaking, plus one seam on the box is starting to separate. (86019-1CY)
2083. COLLECTIBLE LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consist of (1) green, blue and orange 20 round box of Winchester 40-60 W.C.F.
210 gr. flat point lead ammunition with light tarnish. The cartridges are head stamped "W.R.A.Co. / 40-60 W.C.F.". The box rates good with
light repairs, handling wear and scuffs. (86019-1CZ)
2084. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 44-90 BN SHARPS AMMUNITION This lot consist of (12) rounds of 44-90 2 5/8" Sharps Bottle
Neck ammunition (a.k.a. 44-100 BN and 44-105 BN) with excellent condition and light tarnish. They are loaded with a paper patched lead
bullet of unknown weight and there is no headstamp. (86019-1DA)
2085. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 44-90 BN SHARPS AMMUNITION This lot consist of (12) rounds of 44-90 2 5/8" Sharps Bottle
Neck ammunition (a.k.a. 44-100 BN and 44-105 BN) with excellent condition and light tarnish. They are loaded with a paper patched lead
bullet of unknown weight and there is no headstamp. (86019-1DB)
2086. LOT OF 10 GAUGE AMMUNITION This lot consist of 19 rounds of assorted 10 gauge ammunition. Included are (10) rounds of
Remington 10 ga. 3 1/2" BBB x 1 steel duplex loads with light oxidation starting to form on the head. (9) rounds of Federal 10 ga. 3 1/2"
"Super Slug" loads in excellent condition. (86019-1DC)
2087. BANDOLEER LOT This lot consists of a canvas G.I. bandoleer with 6 en-bloc Garand clips, each full of 8 rounds of 30-06 ammunition.
All of the clips rate near excellent, as does the ammunition and the bandoleer itself shows light wear from the years. (156924-18)
2088. PISTOL AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of a single box of pistol ammunition and three full boxes of brass. First is a full 50 rd.
box of reloaded 10mm pistol ammunition by Continental Arms Co. in Cranston, RI. The rounds rate very good to near excellent. The three
boxes of brass are all 38 Special casings, some with fired primers, some without, in varying conditions of fair to very good. (156924-19,20)
2089. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of 285 loose
rounds of collectible ammunition, each round in a different caliber, in varying conditions from fair with tarnishing and rust, as well as
2089
white oxidation on some lead tips, to excellent. Some of the
more rare rounds included are 243 Myra, 240
FL Nitro Exp., 240 Apex, 22-3000 G&H, 223
Pederson, 22-15-60 Stevens, 22 Spitfire, 22
Savage HP, 22 PPC, 22 Ex Long, 219 I,P
Zipper, 219 D Wasp, 17/222 Rem Mag,
12.7x109 Russian AP Tracer, 11.43x55R Turk,
11.2x72 Schuler, 11x59R Vickers, 11x59R FR Gras,
310 Cadet, 308 Barnes, 300 Wisper, 300 Sherwood, 300
Rook, 300 Hoffman Mag, 30 Super Flanged Mag, 2R
Lovell, 280 Rimless Nitro Exp., 28-30-120 Stevens, 276
Pedersen, 275 H&H FL Mag, 264 Win Mag, 256 Win Mag,
256 Newton, 256 Gibbs Mag, 250 Myra, 25 Duplex, 38-70
Win, 38-50 Rem Hepburn, 38-50 Maynard 1882, 38 Ballard XL,
369 Purdey Nitro Exp., 360 #2 Nitro Exp., 358 Norma
Mag, 35-30 M1865 Rim, 350 Rigby Mag Rimless, 350
#2 Rigby Mag, 35 Newton, 333 Rimless NE, 32-40
Bullard, 32 Ideal, 32 Ball XL, 45-60 Win, 45-50 Peabody,
45-100 2.87" Sharps, 44-90 Sharps 2 5/8", 44-77 2 1/4"
Sharps, 44-60 Peabody Creedmoor, 44 XL Ballard, 44
Wesson XL, 44 Evans Short, 44 Evans Long, 411 JDJ,
40-90 Bullard, 40-65 Ballard Everlasting, 40-110 Win
Exp., 400/360 NE 2 3/4" Purdey, 400 Whelen, 400/360
NE 2 3/4" W Richards, 38-90 Win Exp., 8x59 Breda, 700
Nitro Exp., 64 Shot M1873 Casing Only, 64 Shot 1865
Rim, 600 Nitro Exp., 6.5x52R MM, 505 Gibbs Mag, 50115 Bullard, 50-110 Win, 500/465 Nitro Exp., 500 Nitro
Exp. 3", 50 Maynard Large Rim 1865, 475 #2 Nitro Exp., 44
Henry Flat, 44 XL Ball, 46 Extra Long, 46 Rem Carbine, 50 Rem
Navy P, 50 Rem Pistol Army, 56-52 Spencer Necked and 58
Allen Conversion. Also included is a Pete de Coux Auction
Catalog with the James C. Tillinghast Collection of ammunition. Really a
unique lot of ammunition with some very rare rounds included. (157114-1)
2090. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 20 rd. buff colored
boxes of Olin Mathieson 7.62 mm, NATO with yellow labels that include “Ball, M80/Lot WRA. 22397”. Four of these excellent condition boxes
remain factory sealed and one has been opened to reveal excellent condition cartridges with 1965 dated headstamps. (76019-21AA)
2091. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 20 rd. plain tan boxes of Olin Mathieson 7.62mm, NATO with yellow labels that
include “Ball, M80/Lot WRA. 22397”. Four of these excellent condition boxes remain factory sealed and one has been opened to reveal
excellent condition cartridges with 1965 dated headstamps. (76019-21AB)
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2092. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five plain tan 20 rd. size boxes of Olin Mathieson 7.62mm, NATO with yellow labels that include
“Ball, M80/Lot WRA. 22397”: (4) factory sealed; (1) containing 19 rds. of bright and clean rds. with 1965 dated headstamps. (76019-21AC)
2093. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 20 rd. buff colored boxes of Olin Mathieson 7.62mm, NATO with yellow labels that
include “Ball, M80/Lot WRA. 22397”. Three of the boxes remain factory sealed and one has been opened to reveal 1965 dated cartridges rating excellent. The boxes are housed in their original green ammunition can showing minor scratches and some fading to the lid. (76019-21AD)
2094. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 20 rd. buff colored boxes of Olin Mathieson 7.62mm, NATO with yellow labels
that include “Ball, M80/Lot WRA. 22397”. Three of the boxes remain factory sealed and one has been opened to reveal 1965 dated and
excellent condition cartridges. (76019-21AE)
2095. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of five full 20 rd. boxes of Lake City 7.62mm NATO Match in the white box with blue and red
print that includes “M 118/Lot LC 12051”. Four of these excellent condition boxes remain factory sealed and one is open, revealing 1966
dated bright and clean cartridges. (76019-21CA)
2096. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of Lake City 7.62mm NATO Match in the white box with blue and
red print that includes “M 118/Lot LC 12051”. The boxes show isolated areas of minor dirt, but otherwise rate excellent with four remaining
factory sealed and one has been opened to reveal bright and clean cartridges with 1966 dated headstamps. (76019-21CB)
2097. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of five full 20 rd. boxes of Lake City 7.62mm NATO Match in the white box with blue and red print
that includes “M 118/Lot LC 12051”. The boxes show some small dirt marks from storage, but are otherwise clean with sharp edges with
four remaining factory sealed and the fifth having been opened to reveal excellent condition 1966 dated cartridges. (76019-21CC)
2098. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of Lake City 7.62mm NATO Match in the white box with blue and
red print that includes “M 118/Lot LC 12051”. The boxes show some minor dirt stains and remain excellent with four remaining factory
sealed and one opened to reveal excellent cartridges with 1966 headstamps. The lot includes the original 400 rd. size ammunition can
with bold yellow ID, minor handling marks and some fading to the lid. (76019-21CD)
2099. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 136 rds. of excellent condition 1969 dated Lake City 30-06 contained in eight rd. en-bloc Garand
clips with sleeves and bandoliers with strong stamps that include “LC 42695”. A few of the clips show mild oxidation staining. (76019-21DA)
2100. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of 144 rds. of 1969 dated Lake City 30-06 contained in eight rd. en-bloc Garand clips with
sleeves and bandoliers with strong stamps that include “LC 42695”. An excellent condition lot overall. (76019-21DB)
2101. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 96 rds. of 1969 dated Lake City 30-06 contained in eight rd. stripper clips with cardboard
sleeves and bandoliers with stamps that include “LC 42695” and housed in the included original ammunition can. This is an excellent condition lot overall. (76019-21DC)
2102. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 200 loose rds. of excellent condition Lake City 30 carbine with 1969 and 1976 headstamps. (76019-21BA)
2103. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of 200 loose rds. of excellent condition Lake City 30 carbine with 1969 and 1976 headstamps.
(76019-21BB)
2104. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 200 loose rds. of excellent condition Lake City 30 carbine with 1969 and 1976 headstamps. (76019-21BC)
2105. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of 157 loose rds. of excellent condition Lake City 30 carbine with 1969 and 1976 headstamps.
(76019-21BD)
2106. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 173 rds. of excellent condition Remington 30 carbine with 1952 headstamps: (160) on ten
rd. stripper clips; (13) loose rds. The lot is housed in a 30 carbine ammunition can with stencil that includes “Lot LC 39534”. (76019-21BE)
2107. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consist of 240 rds. of 1952 dated Remington 30 carbine contained in their original ten rd. stripper
clips with sleeves and bandoliers with stamps that include “ RA5273”. The lot is in excellent condition. (76019-21BF)
2108. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of excellent condition Remington high velocity: (1) of 41 Rem.
Mag. 170 gr., semi-jktd. HP; (1) of 32 S&W long 98 gr., lead; (1) of 32 long Colt 52 gr., lead. (76019-1A)
2109. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three 50 rd. size boxes: (1) full of Remington high velocity 38 S&W 146 gr. lead, rating
excellent; (1) containing 42 rds. of Federal 38 Special semi-wadcutter, 158 gr. lead, rating excellent; (1) containing 29 rds. of 1962 dated
Olin Mathieson 45 Ball, rating very good with mild tarnish on some and housed in box identified as “Lot W.C.C. 6593”. (76019-1B)
2110. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes: (2) of Federal 9mm Luger, 123 gr., metal case bullet; (1) of
Winchester Western 38 Auto 138 gr., full metal case. The ammunition is in excellent condition. (76019-1C)
2111. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full boxes: (1) 50 rd. of Remington Express Pistol & Revolver 45 Colt 250 gr., lead;
(1) 20 rd. of Winchester Super X 45 Colt 255 gr., target/range, lead-round nose; (1) 50 rd. of Black Hills 45 auto rim, 255 gr., SWC. The
lot rates excellent. (76019-1D)
2112. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of thirteen 50 rd. size boxes of 22 cal. including the following of LR: (2) full of Peters high
velocity solid point; (1) full of Peters HV HP; (1) containing 49 rds. of Peters Kleanbore Target standard velocity; (2) full of Remington Viper
22 hyper velocity solid bullet; (1) full of Remington high velocity; (1) containing about 47 rds. of Winchester T22 target standard velocity;
(1) containing about 40 rds. of Western Super-X long range; (1) Sears Sta-Klean 22 short box containing ten rds. of Super X #12 shot.
This lot also contains the following in 22 short: (1) full of Remington UMC Kleanbore Hi-Speed in the dog bone style box; (1) containing
about 40 rds. of Remington Kleanbore in the R12 coded box; (1) containing about 40 rds. of Sears Roebuck Sta-Klean lead lubricated.
The conditions range from very good to excellent. (76019-1E)
2113. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of four 50 rd. size boxes of Remington 5-in1 blanks: (2) full; (1) containing 31 rds.; (1) containing
about 42 rds. The conditions range from very good to excellent with tarnish on some. Designed to be used in 38-40, 44-40 and 45 Colt
chambered arms. (76019-1F)
2114. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three 20 rd. size boxes of Winchester Super X: (1) full and (1) containing 15 rds. and
five fired casings of 270 Win. 130 gr., Power-Point; (1) full of 225 Win. 55 gr. pointed soft point. The lot rates excellent overall. (76019-1G)
2115. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. size boxes of Remington high velocity: (1) of 243 Win. 100 gr. Core-Lokt,
pointed soft point; (1) of 280 Remington, 150 gr. Core-Lokt pointed soft point; (1) of 22-250 Remington 55 gr. Power-Lokt HP. The ammunition is in excellent condition. (76019-1H)
2116. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of three boxes: (1) full 20 rd. of Remington 45-70 Government, 405 gr. soft point; (1) full 50 rd.
of Remington 30 carbine, 110 gr. SP; (1) containing eight rds. and twelve fired cases of Federal 30 carbine, 110 gr. SP. The lot rates excellent. (76019-1I)
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2117. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes: (1) of Remington high velocity 7mm Mauser (7x57), 140 gr. pointed SP; (1) of Remington Express Core-Lokt 8mm Mauser, 170 gr. SP; (1) of Norma 7.62 Russian, 180 gr. SP, semi pointed boat tail. The
overall condition is very good to excellent. (76019-1J)
2118. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes of 38-55 Winchester, 255 gr. SP: (1) full of Peters Rustless, rating very good
to excellent and in the blue, yellow, red and white box no. 3872 with a missing end flap, mild wear and a price written on the back; (1)
containing 15 rds. and five fired casings of Winchester Super X and rating excellent. (76019-1K)
2119. LOT OF AMMUNITION and brass This lot consists of three boxes: (1) 50 rd. of Remington high velocity 32-20 Win., 100 gr. SP; (1)
full 20 rd. of Winchester Western Super X 25-35 Win., 117 gr. SP; (1) 50 rd. now containing very good to excellent fired casings of
Winchester Western 32-20. The ammunition in this lot is in excellent condition. (76019-1L)
2120. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of vintage Winchester: (1) of Silvertip Super Speed 348 Win., 200
gr. expanding rating very good to near excellent with darkened casings, very light white powder on the tips and in the red and yellow box
coded W 3482 with mild edge wear and a missing end flap; (1) full of .25 Remington Auto., 117 gr. bullet rating excellent in box coded
K2592C with some ink markings and mild edge wear. Also included are two rds. of U.M.C. .32-40 rating very good. (76019-1M)
2121. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one full 20 rd. box of Winchester Super X 375 Winchester, 200 gr. power-point (S.P.) in
excellent condition. (76019-1N)
2122. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of ten full 20 rd. boxes of 1982 dated 5.56mm of Malay sian manufacture and contained in
plain white boxes with black print that includes “Ball M193”. Also included are 19 fired casings of commercial .223 Rem. The lot is in excellent condition. (76031-16A)
2123. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of six full 50 rd. boxes of excellent condition 9x18mm Makarov, 95 gr. TMJ bullet in the plain
white box with black print that includes “Blount Inc.” and with CCI headstamps. (76031-16B)
2124. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 50 rd. boxes of Norinco 9x18mm Makarov steel case with boxes labeled
“MAK.10-72-RA3” and “65222”. The ammunition is in excellent condition. (76031-16C)
2125. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of five full 50 rd. boxes of Norinco 9x18mm Makarov steel case in excellent condition. (76031-16D)
2126. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of 10 boxes of 12 ga. including the first nine rating excellent: (5) full 25 rd. of Federal Field
& Range 2 3/4", 6 shot; (2) full 25 rd. of Federal Field & Range 2 3/4", 7 1/2 shot; (2) full 10 rd. of Federal copper-plated steel Tri-Power
TxBBx2, 3” magnum. The last box in the lot contains 13 rds. of mixed maker and types rating about very good. This lot also consists of
loose rds.: (16) rds. of mixed 12 ga.; (5) rds. of mixed 16 ga.; (3) rds. of Winchester dove & quail 20 ga., 2 1/2" 8 shot; (8) rds. of mixed
.410 bore. The overall condition of the lot is excellent. (76031-16E)
2127. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of three full 50 rd. boxes of Winchester Super-X 38 super automatic, 130 gr. FMJ in excellent
condition. (76031-16F)
2128. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 50 rd. boxes of Winchester 38 special, 150 gr. lead in the white “Made in USA”
style boxes and rating excellent. (76031-16G)
2129. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of seven containers of 38 special: (1) full 50 rd. box of Winchester Super-X, 125 gr. Silvertip
H.P. +P; (1) box containing 45 rds. of Winchester target/range, 150 gr. lead in the white “Made in USA” style box; (1) yellow Winchester
box coded W38S1P with red white and blue graphics including the “Big Bold W” on the front and containing 25 rds. of Winchester 158 gr.
lead and one rd. of S&W semi-jacketed HP; (1) full 50 rd. box of Sellier & Bellot 158 gr. lead; (1) box containing 29 rds. of mixed Remington
and CCI 158 gr. round nose; (1) factory sealed package containing six rds. of Glaser blue safety slug; (1) box containing about 25 rds. of
launching cartridge for Mighty Midget Grenade by The Lake Erie Chemical Co. The overall condition of the lot is excellent. (76031-16H)
2130. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one full 250 rd. brick of Sellier & Bellot 9mm Luger FMJ (no projectile weight depicted
on the gray and pink packaging) and containing ten 25 rd. boxes. This lot rates excellent. (76031-16I)
2131. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one full 250 rd. brick of Sellier & Bellot 9mm Luger FMJ (no projectile weight depicted
on the gray and white packaging) and containing ten 25 rd. boxes. The lot is in excellent overall condition. (76031-16J)
2132. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one full 250 rd. brick of Sellier & Bellot 9mm Luger FMJ (no projectile weight depicted
on the gray and white packaging) and containing ten 25 rd. boxes. This is an excellent condition lot. (76031-16K)
2133. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of two full 50 rd. boxes of Winchester 38-40 Winchester, 180 gr. SP in excellent condition. (76031-16L)
2134. LOT OF AM M U N ITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of Winchester Western 44-40 Win., 200 gr. SP in excellent
condition. (76031-16M)
2135. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of three 20 rd. size boxes of Norma: (1) full of 6.5 Jap., 156 gr.; (1) full of 6.5x55, 156 gr.; (1)
containing 14 rds. of 6.5 Carcano 156 gr. The lot is in excellent condition with one of the boxes showing residue from glue. (76031-16N)
2136. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of Winchester 45 Automatic, 230 gr. FMJ in the white boxes with
the “Made in USA” logo. The ammunition is in excellent condition. (76031-16P)
2137. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four 20 rd. size boxes with brown labels with strong stamps that include “Pistol
Ball/Caliber .45 M1911/Ammunition Lot W.C.C. 6033/Western Cartridge Company”: (3) full; (1) containing 12 rds. The ammunition rates
about very good plus with the onset of a thin film of powdery oxidation and light tarnish occurring on some. All four boxes are opened and
rate excellent with minor scattered scuffs and are housed in their original plain tan paper sleeves with bold stamps including three showing
hand written lot numbers in the correct location. (76031-16Q)
2138. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of seven packages including six of 45 auto: (1) full 50 rd. of Federal Match, 230 gr. metal
case; (1) box containing 42 rds. of Federal Champion, 230 gr. FMJ, RN; (1) box containing 33 rds. of Remington High Velocity, 185 gr.
JHP; (3) full six rd. blister packs of Glaser Safety Slug. The last item is a full 50 rd. box of Federal Hi-Power 32 H&R Magnum, 85 gr. JHP.
The overall condition of the lot is excellent. (76031-16R)
2139. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of six packages including the first five of 25 auto: (2) full 50 rd. boxes of American Eagle,
50 gr. metal case; (1) box containing 18 rds. of CCI Blazer, 50 gr. TMJ; (2) full six rd. packs of Glaser Safety Slug; (1) bag containing 10
rds. of Remington 38 S&W lead bullet and three rds. of Remington 38 S&W blanks. The lot is in excellent overall condition. (76031-16S)
2140. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of six packages: (1) box containing 45 rds. of Federal Classic 32 auto, 71 gr. FMJ; (1) old
style red and black box containing 14 rds. of Federal 32 auto 71 gr. FMJ; (2) full six rd. packs of Glaser Safety Slug 32 auto; (1) full 50 rd.
box and (1) containing 45 rds. of Remington 32 S&W, 88 gr. lead. This lot rates excellent. (76031-16T)
2141. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of two 50 rd. size boxes of 32 long rim-fire: (1) full of Navy Arms in the light green box; (1) containing about 48 rds. of C.I.L. Canuck, 80 gr. in the blue and yellow box showing a tape repair. The lot rates excellent overall. (76031-16U)
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2142. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of two Winchester limited edition 250 rd. size bricks that include “WRF/22 Rimfire/Cartridges”
beginning with a 1986 edition containing five full 50 rd. boxes and featuring the company logo and brown, tan and silver graphics. The
other brick is the 1994 edition containing four full 50 rd. boxes and with the same design but with red, tan and white graphics. The ammunition rates bright excellent and the boxes show virtually no wear or soiling with a little creasing to the opening flaps. (76031-16V)
2143. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of three full 50 rd. boxes of Old Western Scrounger .22 Winchester Automatic in the yellow, red
and blue boxes featuring the large image of the cartridge on the main panel. The boxes are very clean with sharp edges and the ammunition is bright excellent. (76031-16W)
2144. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of ten 50 rd. size boxes: (2) full and (1) containing about 48 rds. of Winchester Wildcat 22,
22 LR high velocity; (1) full of Federal Lightning 22 LR, 40 gr. high velocity; (1) containing 46 rds. of PMC Target 22, 22 LR 40 gr. standard
velocity, lead; (1) containing 19 rds. of Remington High Velocity 22 LR; (1) full of Winchester Super X-22 short high velocity; (1) containing
12 rds. of Winchester T22 short, target, standard velocity; (1) containing 8 rds. of Sears Sta-Klean 22 short with oxidation forming on the
lead tips; (1) containing about 40 rds. of Remington Hi-Speed 22 WRF Remington Special. Also included are nine loose rds. of mixed 22
LR, approximately 150 rds. of Crosman Copperhead 22 cal. lead pellets and a virtually full 500 rd. box of Daisy .177 cal. pellets. Unless
otherwise noted the ammunition is in excellent condition. (76031-16X)
2145. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of nine packages including the first eight of 380 auto starting with the following five 50 rd. size
boxes: (2) full and (1) containing 42 rds. of Remington, 95 gr. metal case; (1) full of CCI Blazer, 95 gr. TMJ; (1) containing 38 rds. and one
fired casing of Winchester 95 gr. FMJ in the white “Made in USA” style box. Next are three full six rd. packs of Glaser Safety Slug. Rounding
out the lot is a full 25 rd. box marked “Fabrique National de Toledo” and “9mm (Corto)”. The lot rates excellent overall. (76031-16Y)
2146. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five partial boxes including the first three of 243 Win.: (1) containing 14 rds. of Federal
Classic, 80 gr. Hi-Shok SP; (1) containing 11 rds. of Remington High Velocity, 100 gr. Core-Lokt, pointed SP; (1) of Remington Kleanbore
80 gr. pointed SP rating very good with light tarnish on some; (1) containing 12 rds. of Remington High Velocity 257 Roberts, 117 gr. CoreLokt SP.; (1) containing 9 rds. of Federal Classic 270 Win., 150 gr. Hi-Shok SP round nose. (76031-16Z)
2147. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of two full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester Super-X 356 Winchester, 200 gr. Power-Point (SP) in excellent condition. (76031-16AA)
2148. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three 20 rd. size boxes: (2) full of Winchester Western Big Bore 94, 375 Winchester, 200
gr. power point; (1) containing 8 rds. and 9 fired casings of Remington Premier Ballistic Tip 338 Win. Mag., 200 gr. Nosler. (76031-16AB)
2149. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester 38-55 Win., 255 gr. SP: (1) of the special edition
Oliver Winchester style box with only very light wear and soiling; (1) of Super-X. The lot is in excellent condition. (76031-16AC)
2150. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of four 50 rd. size boxes of 30 carbine: (1) full of PMC target, 110 gr. FMJ; (1) full of Remington
High Velocity, 110 gr. SP; (1) full of American Eagle, 110 gr. metal case; (1) containing 24 rds. of Norma with 1952 headstamps in buff
colored box showing a couple of tears and white label that includes “Aug. 1952/AB Norma Projektilfabrik/Amotfors-Sweden”. The overall
condition of the lot is excellent. (76031-16AD)
2151. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes of Winchester 357 magnum, 110 gr. JHP in excellent condition and
two full HKS five rd. speed loaders of mixed 357 magnum JHP rating near excellent. Also included are two full 50 rd. boxes of Remington
357 magnum fired casings rating about very good to excellent. (76031-16AE)
2152. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full 20 rd. boxes of Romanian manufactured and 1974 dated 8mm Mauser in excellent
condition. The ammunition is housed in unmarked plain tan boxes including one that shows a handwritten caliber identification in black
marker. (76031-16AF)
2153. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of seven full 20 rd., unmarked plain tan boxes of excellent condition Romanian manufactured
8mm Mauser with 1974 headstamps. (76031-16AG)
2154. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full and unmarked buff colored 20 rd. boxes of Romanian manufactured 8mm Mauser
with 1974 headstamps, rating excellent and housed in the original green metal ammunition can marked “S51”. (76031-16AH)
2155. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three 20 rd. size boxes: (1) full of Remington High Velocity 30 Remington, 170 gr. SP
Core-Lokt in the green and yellow box and rating excellent; (1) containing 17 rds. of Remington Hi-Speed Kleanbore 30 Remington, 170
gr. SP Core-Lokt in the green and white box and rating very good to excellent; (1) containing 17 rds. of Remington High Velocity 35
Remington, 200 gr. Core-Lokt SP rating very good to excellent with light tarnish on just a few. (76031-16AI)
2156. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full 60 rd. boxes of 1993 dated Norinco 7.62x25mm non-corrosive in excellent condition. (76031-16AJ)
2157. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of six full 60 rd. boxes of Norinco non-corrosive 7.62x25mm with 1993 headstamps and rating
excellent. (76031-16AK)
2158. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full 60 rd. boxes of non-corrosive and 1993 dated Norinco 7.62x55mm in excellent
condition. (76031-16AL)
2159. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full 60 rd. boxes of Norinco 7.62x55mm. The 1993 dated and non-corrosive cartridges
rate excellent. (76031-16AM)
2160. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full 60 rd. boxes of Norinco 7.62x55mm that is non- corrosive, exhibits 1993 dated
headstamps and rates excellent. (76031-16AN)
2161. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of six full 60 rd. boxes of non-corrosive 7.62x25mm, rating excellent with headstamps dated 1993
and housed in the original wood shipping crate. (76031-16AP)
2162. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three boxes: (1) containing 39 rds. and 9 fired casings of PMC 44 Rem. Mag, 240 gr.
JHP; (1) containing 22 rds. of Winchester Super X 45 Colt, 255 gr. lead; (1) containing 19 rds. of Federal 45 Colt, Semi-Wadcutter HP,
225 gr. lead. Also included are 14 rds. of Hornady Frontier 44 mag. fired casings and one rd. of Speer 44 mag. #9 shot. The lot rates excellent overall. (76031-16AQ)
2163. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four 20 rd. size boxes of RWS Mantel 8x57 IR, 196 gr. round nose SP: (3) full; (1) containing nine rds. and nine fired casings. The overall condition is excellent. (77526-59)
2164. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 50 rd. boxes of excellent condition Norinco China Sports non-corrosive
7.62x25mm, 85 gr. FMJ with 1993 headstamps. (76031-3A)
2165. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of five full 50 rd. boxes of Norinco China Sports 7.62x25mm, 85 gr. FMJ. The 1993 dated noncorrosive ammunition rates excellent. (76031-3B)
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2166. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 50 rd. boxes of Norinco China Sports 7.62x25mm, 85 gr. FMJ. This is excellent
condition non-corrosive ammunition with 1993 headstamps. (76031-3C)
2167. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 50 rd. boxes of Norinco China Sports 7.62x25mm, 85 gr. FMJ. The non-corrosive
ammunition has 1993 headstamps and rates excellent. (76031-3D)
2168. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of five full 50 rd. boxes of Norinco China Sports 7.62x25mm, 85 gr. FMJ, non-corrosive with
1993 headstamps and rating excellent. (76031-3E)
2169. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 50 rd. boxes of Norinco China Sports 7.62x25mm, 85 gr. FMJ, non-corrosive and
dated 1993. The ammunition is in excellent condition. (76031-3F)
2170. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 50 rd. boxes of Norinco China Sports 7.62x25mm, 85 gr. FMJ, non-corrosive and
dated 1993. The ammunition rates excellent. (76031-3G)
2171. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of five full 50 rd. boxes of Norinco China Sports 7.62x25mm, 85 gr. FMJ with 1993 headstamps.
The non-corrosive ammunition rates excellent and is housed in its original wood crate. (76031-3H)
2172. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 11 containers: (5) full 8 rd. en-bloc Garand clips of Winchester 30-06 Springfield pointed
SP rating very good to excellent (one empty clip included); (1) box containing 22 rds. of Federal Classic 30-06 Springfield, 150 gr. Hi-Shok
SP rating excellent; (1) bag containing 7 rds. of mixed 30-06 Springfield (1) U.S. issued bandolier containing 40 rds. of 1942 dated Lake
City 30-06 on five rd. stripper clips with cardboard sleeves and ID slip that includes “Lot/L.C. No. 12758” and with conditions ranging from
good plus to very good plus as some show moderate oxidation from contact with liquid; (1) box containing 18 rds. of very good to excellent
condition 30-40 Krag, 180 gr. SP; (1) box containing nine rds. of Remington 308 Win., 150 gr. Core-Lokt pointed SP rating excellent; (1)
box containing eight rds. and eight fired casings of Winchester Super X 308 Win., 150 gr. power point and rating excellent. (76031-3I)
2173. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of six boxes: (1) full 20 rd. of Federal Premium 9mm Luger, 147 gr. Hydra-Shok JHP; (1)
containing 46 rds. of Russian manufactured Brown Bear 9mm Luger, 115 gr. FMJ; (1) Winchester “Made in USA” style box marked “Cal.
9mm/115 Gr. Ball” containing 23 rds.; (1) box containing 37 rds. of 1944 dated British manufactured 9mm para. from the Hirwaun Royal
Ordnance Factory and rating very good; (1) full 25 rd. and (1) containing 12 rds. of 1963 dated Spanish manufactured 9mm Largo with
label marked “Pirotecnia de Sevilla”. Unless otherwise noted the ammunition in this lot rates excellent. Also included are approximately 35
fired casings of 9mm Luger. (76031-3J)
2174. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of nine full ten rd. boxes of German manufactured 8mm. The plain tan boxes exhibit labels
that include “10 Stuck/8mm M. 30 scharfe/S-Patronen/Rottw./II. 1939” and house excellent condition ammunition contained in two five
rd. stripper clips. (76518-40A)
2175. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of nine full ten rd. boxes of German manufactured 8mm. The plain tan boxes exhibit labels that
include “10 Stuck/8mm M. 30 scharfe/S-Patronen/Rottw./II. 1939” and contain two five rd. stripper clips. The lot rates excellent. (76518-40B)
2176. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 80 rds. of German manufactured 8mm housed in plain tan boxes, each with two five rd. stripper
clips. The buff boxes have tan labels that include “8mm M. 30 scharfe/S-Patronen/Rottw./II. 1939”. This is an excellent condition lot. (76518-40C)
2177. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of eight full 10 rd. boxes of 8mm on five rd. stripper clips and of German manufacture. The buff
colored boxes have stamped labels that include “8mm M. 30 scharfe/S-Patronen/Rottw./II. 1939”. The lot rates excellent. (76518-40D)
2178. LOT OF AM M U N ITION This lot consists of eight full 10 rd. boxes of 8mm of German manufacture. The excellent condition cartridges are contained in five rd. stripper clips and housed in buff colored boxes with labels that include “8mm M. 30 scharfe/SPatronen/Rottw./II. 1939”. (76518-40E)
2179. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 80 rds. of German manufactured 8mm contained in five rd. stripper clips within ten rd. buff
colored boxes with labels that include “8mm M. 30 scharfe/S-Patronen/Rottw./II. 1939”. This is an excellent condition lot. (76518-40F)
2180. LOT OF AM M U N ITION This lot consists of one full 20 rd. box of Winchester Super-X 38-55 Winchester, 255 gr. SP rating near
excellent. (77353-1A)
2181. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a full 20 rd. box of Hornady 300 Wby. Mag., 150 gr. InterBond rating bright excellent. (77824-2A)
2182. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a full 20 rd. box of Hornady 300 Wby. Mag., 150 gr. InterBond in bright excellent condition. (77824-2B)
2183. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two 20 rd. size boxes of Winchester Western Super X 25-35 Winchester, 117 gr. SP: (1)
full; (1) containing three rds. The conditions of the cartridges range from very good with light tarnish on some to excellent which applies
to the majority. (77002-2)
2184. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a full two piece vintage Winchester box with vivid tan labels indicating that the enclosed 20 rds. are “.33
Caliber Winchester Soft-Point” as depicted on the fully intact top panel label while the fully present front label which shows the onset of peeling
at the bottom right of the lid includes a large image of the cartridge at the center and to its right is “200 Grain/Soft Point/Metal Patched/Bullet”.
The side labels are fully intact and the box shows minimal wear and a small brown spot on the lower front but otherwise rates excellent. The
enclosed cartridges rate very good to excellent with just the beginning of white powder forming on the tips. (77600-10)
2185. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full vintage Winchester boxes of 32 S&W. The 50 rd. two piece boxes have fully intact
labels including green top ones with an image of the revolver at the center and include above it “.32 Caliber Cartridges”. To the sides reads
“Center Fire” and “Solid Head” The boxes are essentially free of any significant blemishes with the exception of a black line across the
front of one of the orange side labels. One of the boxes is opened on two sides only and the other is sealed at the back only. The boxes
show minor scuffing and edge wear and the cartridges are nice and clean bringing the overall rating to excellent. Also included are seven
loose rds. as identified above but in a slightly lesser state of condition. (77724-6)
2186. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one box of 22 short and 11 boxes of shotshells including the first 9 of 20 ga., 2 3/4": (1)
full 25 rd. and (1) containing 15 rds. of Winchester Super X, 6 shot; (1) containing 15 rds. of Winchester Super X, 7 shot; (2) full 25 rd.
of Winchester AA Limited Edition 40th Anniversary, target load 8 shot; (2) full 5 rd. of Remington Express buckshot; (1) containing 23
rds. of Remington ShurShot, heavy dove 8 shot; (1) containing 11 rds. of Western Super X 6 shot in paper hulls. Also included is (1) box
containing 21 rds. of Remington Express, 20 ga. 3”, 7 1/2 shot and (1) containing 22 rds. of Winchester Super X, long range 28 ga., 2
3/4", 7 1/2 shot. Rounding out the lot is a full 50 rd. box of Remington high velocity 22 short. The conditions range from very good to
excellent with the majority coming in at excellent. (76773-1)
2187. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five containers: (2) full 20 rd. boxes and (1) plastic tray containing five rds. of Remington
Express 30-40 Krag, 180 gr. Core-Lokt, pointed soft point; (1) box containing 44 rds. and six fired casings of Winchester Super X 38-40
Winchester 180 gr. S.P.; (1) full 20 rd. box of Remington Kleanbore 348 Winchester, 200 gr. Core-Lokt S.P. Express. The ammunition rates
excellent overall and comes in a dark brown wood box which measures 12”x8 1/2"x8 1/2" and features a metal latch and leather carry
handle. (76179-1)
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2188. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three boxes: (1) full 20 rd. of Remington Premier AccuTip 308 Win., 165 gr. BT rating
excellent with the exception of one cartridge showing mild tarnish; (1) full 50 rd. of Winchester 45 auto, target, 230 gr. FMJ in the white
“Made in USA” style box; (1) containing 42 rds. of PMC Bronze 9mm Luger, 124 gr. FMJ. Unless otherwise noted the ammunition rates
bright excellent. (77857-45CS19183)
2189. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of eight containers: (1) full 20 rd. box of Russian manufactured Barnaul 7.62x39, 123 gr.
FMJ hunting; (1) full 20 rd. box of Russian manufactured Sapsan 7.62x39, 124 gr. JHP hunting; (1) full 11 rd. stripper clip of 7.62x39 JHP;
(1) full 15 rd. box of 7.65 pointed SP manufactured at Fabrica Militar de Cartuchos San Francisco, Argentina and on 5 rd. stripper clips;
(1) full 15 rd. box of 1981 dated 7.65 x 54 FMJ manufactured at the factory listed above; (1) full 15 rd. box of 1952 dated 7.62x45 Czech
manufactured at Sellier & Bellot, Prague, factory in Zbrojovka Vlasim and on 5 rd. stripper clips; (1) full 20 rd. box of excellent condition
Yugoslavian manufactured Privi Partizan 8x57 JS, 127 gr. SP.; (1) mismatched box containing 12 rds. of mixed manufacturer 25-35 SP.
Unless otherwise noted the ammunition in this lot ranges in condition from very good with light tarnish on a few to very good to near
excellent on the majority. (76031-3K)
2190. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of 15 rds. and 5 fired casings of U.M.C. 44 XL shot and rating about very good with scattered
tarnish on several and some darkening in areas of the red tips. The lot is contained in a Styrofoam tray with no outer box. (76031-3L)
2191. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of approximately 250 loose rds. of a wide range of calibers including about 80% for sporting
rifles. Examples of calibers include 30 carbine, 444 Marlin, 243 Win., 8mm Mauser, 30-06 Springfield, 308 Win., .223 Rem., 45 Colt, and
45 Auto. In terms of manufacturers, Winchester appears to be the most prevalent with several cartridges also from Remington and a small
amount from others. The conditions range from very good to excellent. (76031-3M)
2192. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of Winchester Super-X 9mm Luger, 115 gr. Silvertip, HP. One box
rates excellent and the other two exhibit some casings with the onset of tarnishing with the balance excellent. (76113-5A)
2193. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of seven 50 rd. size boxes of 9mm Luger: (2) full of Federal Classic (+P+), 115 gr. Hi-Shok
JHP; (1) full and (1) containing 38 rds. of American Eagle 115 gr. metal case; (1) containing 22 rds. of Winchester 115 gr. FMJ in the
“Made in USA” style box; (1) containing 15 rds. of Speer Gold Dot (+P) 124 gr. GDHP; (1) containing 46 rds. of mixed manufacturer JHP
consisting of four rds. of Winchester Silvertip , 15 rds. of Federal, 15 rds. of S&W and 12 additional rds. of Winchester. The overall condition
of the lot is excellent. (76113-5B)
2194. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three boxes: (1) full 20 rd. of Federal 44 Rem. Mag., 240 gr. hollow SP. rating excellent;
(1) containing two rds. and 38 fired casings of Remington 44 Rem. Mag.; (1) containing 38 rds. of mixed 38 special. Also included are
approximately 100 fired casings of 38 special and an additional 13 of 44 Rem. Mag. Unless otherwise noted the condition rating is very
good. (76113-5C)
2195. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four containers: (1) full 500 rd. brick containing ten full 50 rd. boxes of excellent condition
Federal Lightning high velocity 22 lr; (1) box containing 19 mixed rds. of Remington 30-06 Springfield rating very good with oxidation on a few;
(1) containing three excellent rds. of Western Super X 30-30 Win., 170 gr. SP.; (1) bag of loose cartridges consisting of six rds. and one fired
casing of 30-06 Springfield, nine of 22 lr. and one Peters 12 ga., 2 1/2" slug. Unless otherwise noted the condition is very good. (76113-5D)
2196. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three 20 rd. size boxes of 30-30 Win.: (1) containing 13 rds. and 7 fired casings of
Winchester Super X, 170 gr. Silvertip; (1) full and (1) containing 15 rds. of Federal Classic, 170 gr. Hi-Shok SP round nose. The ammunition
rates excellent. (76179-1A)
2197. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four 20 rd. size boxes: (1) containing 14 rds. and 5 fired casings of Remington Express Rifle
250 Savage, 100 gr. pointed SP rating excellent; (1) containing 13 rds. and 7 fired casings of Western Super X 303 Savage, 190 gr. Silvertip
Exp. rating excellent; (1) full of Remington Kleanbore 30-40 Krag, 180 gr. SP Core-Lokt Hi-Speed rating very good to excellent; (1) full two
piece box of U.M.C. 35 Win. rating very good to near excellent with some darkening occurring to the brass. The box is missing nearly all of its
bottom label, the top one exhibiting scuffing and a price is written on the front lower panel. The lot comes in a metal military can. (76179-1B)
2198. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of six 50 rd. size boxes of 38-40 Winchester, 180 gr. SP: (1) containing about 45 rds. of
Western; (1) virtually full and mixed with mostly Winchester headstamps; (1) apparently full with mixed manufactures; (1) full of mixed
manufacturers; (1) containing approximately 40 rds. of mainly Winchester and Remington; (1) containing 16 rds. of mainly Remington. The
conditions range from very good with light tarnish and oxidation on some to excellent. The ammunition is housed in correct period boxes
by Western, Winchester and Remington with their conditions ranging from good to near excellent. (76117-9)
2199. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of 88 rds. of 1972 dated Lake City 30-06 housed in eight rd. en-bloc Garand clips with cardboard
sleeves. This lot rates excellent. (76918-1A)
2200. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 88 rds. of 30-06 manufactured at Lake City. The excellent condition cartridges have 1972
dated headstamps and are housed in eight rd. en-bloc Garand clips with cardboard sleeves. (76918-1B)
2201. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of eleven en-bloc Garand clips with cardboard sleeves, each housing eight rds. of excellent
condition 30-06 FMJ: (8) of 1972 dated Lake City; (3) of mixed commercial and military manufacture. Also included in this lot are 14 excellent condition empty en-bloc Garand clips and a metal military ammunition can. (76918-1C)
2202. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of two full, heavy duty plastic 20 rd. boxes of Ten-X 45-75 Win., BPC 350 gr. FP (.458” diam.).
The cartridges exhibit Jamison headstamps and are in bright excellent condition. (76857-39)
2203. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three 20 rd. size plastic boxes of Old Western Scrounger remanufactured 219 Wasp in
excellent condition: (1) full and (1) containing 11 rds. and 9 fired casings of 55 gr. plated SP; (1) full of 60 gr. SP. (77447-7A)
2204. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two calibers beginning with the following of 30-06: (1) factory sealed box with a hand
written note but otherwise excellent and (1) full opened and taped box revealing excellent condition Frankford Arsenal cartridges with
1942 headstamps and both with tan labels and black text that includes “20 Cartridges/Ball/Caliber .30 M2/Ammunition Lot F.A. 3896”;
(3) full 8 rd. en-bloc Garand clips of mixed military FMJ; (2) full 8 rd. en-bloc Garand clips of Winchester 30-06 Springfield SP; (1) full 8
rd. en-bloc Garand clip of mixed military blanks. Also included is a 50 rd. size box containing 12 rds. of Kynoch .310 Cadet, 120 gr. lead
HP. The overall condition of the ammunition in this lot is very good to excellent. (76080-35A)
2205. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of 22 lr: (1) of Peters Target standard velocity rating bright excellent
and with box virtually free of blemishes as it was wrapped until the time of this inspection; (1) of Remington Yellow Jacket hyper velocity;
(1) of Western Super X extra power. Also included are eight mixed loose rds. The overall condition is excellent. (77844-7)
2206. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of 150 rds. of 303 British contained in five rd. stripper clips within five pocket bandoliers with bold
stamps. The 1975-dated cartridges manufactured at The Greek Powder & Cartridge Co. in Athens rate very good to excellent. (76224-2A)
2207. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. bandoliers of 1975-dated 303 British. The cartridges are housed in five
rd. stripper clips and were manufactured at the Greek Powder & Cartridge Co. in Athens. This very good to excellent condition ammunition
comes in its original 600 rd. size wood shipping crate with lid and screws that rates excellent with bold black stamps as is the case with
the bandoliers. (76224-2B)
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2208. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one factory-sealed 300 rd. metal can of 303 British manufactured at the Greek Powder
& Cartridge Co. in Athens. The pull tab lid retains its original identification label that includes “Ball MK7Z” and “Lot-48” “HXP-75”. Because
the can is from the crate in the above description it is highly likely that the enclosed cartridges are in identical condition. (76224-2C)
2209. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of a grouping of military collectibles and the following seven boxes that are in excellent
overall condition: (1) full 20 rd. of Norma 8x57 JS; (1) full 50 rd. of Remington high velocity 9mm Luger, 124 gr. MC; (1) containing about
47 rds. of Remington Hi-Speed Golden Bullet 22 lr; (1) containing approximately 40 rds. of Remington Hi-Speed Golden Bullet 22 short;
(2) full 25 rd. of Remington Gun Club 12 ga., 2 3/4", 8 shot target loads; (1) full 25 rd. of Remington Express long range 12 ga., 2 3/4",
6 shot. The other portion of the lot consists of 24 envelopes each containing samples of items that are identified by way of attached labels
and are mainly of 20th century European origin. Examples include a three link section of 7.92mm, a 7.92 armor piercing cartridge, a 9mm
Schmeisser with black lacquered case and black bullet, a 9mm Neuhausen high velocity with brass case and Nazi eagle on base and a
rare short 7.92mm MP43 Carbine cartridge. The samples rate very good to excellent overall. (76825-5, 6)
2210. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of approximately 50 loose rds. of 44 S&W with Russian W.R.A. headstamps and rating very good
to near excellent with the onset of light powder on some tips and light tarnish on some casings. (77504-1)
2211. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one full 50 rd. box of Remington Hi-Speed, 22 Remington Jet Mag., 40 gr. SP rating very
good to excellent with light tarnish on some. (77790-15A)
2212. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one full 50 rd. box of Remington 22 Remington Jet Mag., 40 gr. SP rating excellent and
housed in a Peters box for this caliber. (77790-15B)
2213. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one box containing 45 rds. and three fired casings of Remington Kleanbore 22 Remington
Jet Mag., 40 gr. SP rating very good to excellent with light darkening to a few of the cases. (77790-15C)
2214. LOT OF MILITARY COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consist of 84 rounds of ammunition. Included are (59) rounds of
7.62x51mm N.A.T.O. blank ammunition with mixed headstamps mounted on M-13 disintegrating link belt, (4) rounds of 30-06 ammunition
mounted on M-1 disintegrating link belt. Two of the rounds are standard ball and the other two are fired cases with a fired and damaged
bullet inserted into one of them. All have mixed headstamps. (3) rounds of 30-06 ball with mixed headstamp, (1) round of 7.62x51mm ball
and (1) round of .303 British ball and (10) empty 30-06 cartridge cases. Also included are (5) "F A 4" marked .50 BMG dummy rounds
on M9 disintegrating links and (1) .50 BMG "LM / 43" marked dummy round. All are in excellent condition. (1X83634-B22LBA1B)
2215. LOT OF MIXED SHOTSHELLS Includes four boxes. First is a five round box of Remington 12 ga. shotshells to include three 000
Buck and two hollow point slugs. Second is a 25 round cartridge box with 24 mixed 12 ga., and 16 ga., shotshells that are mostly tarnished
on the brass. Third is a partial ten round box containing (5)rds. of Remington Premier Magnum 12 ga., 3", 2 Oz, No. 4 shot shotshells.
Fourth is a partial 25 round box containing (14)rds. of Federal Hi-Power 16 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/8 Oz, No. 6 shot. Items in this lot are in good
overall condition. (3X107075-S18320A)
2216. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of about 75 30-06 cartridges with head stamp markings primarily of “RA 45” and also some
of each of “DM 43”, “FA 42”, “WRA 42”, “DEN 42”, “SL 4”. The cartridges are in various conditions from good to near excellent showing
some verdigris and others mild tarnish. The cartridges are contained in three leather cartridge pouches each marked “E.K. / 12 12” that
are in good to very good condition showing some drying of the leather and some light soiling. (2X127197-3)
2217. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot contains one full 20 rd. yellow and black box of RWS Dynamit Nobel 8x57 JR, 196 gr, SPRN cartridges in excellent condition with only minor edge wear along the box. (57546-1A)
2218. LOT OF 12 AND 20 GAUGE SHOTSHELL AMMUNITION This lot consist of (8) boxes of assorted shotshells in a military metal
ammo can. Included are (1) box of 25 Remington Express Long Range 12 gauge, 2 3/4", 1 1/4 oz., #6 lead shot shells; (1) box of 25 Federal
Game-Shok 12 gauge, 2 3/4", 3 3/4 dram, 1 1/4oz. #6 lead shotshells, all in excellent condition. Also included are (4) boxes of 25 each of
Federal Premium 20 gauge, 2 3/4", 2 3/4 dram, 1 oz., #6 copper plated lead shotshells; (1) box of 25 Federal Classic 20 gauge, 2 3/4", 2
3/4 dram, 1 oz., #8 lead shotshells; (1) box of 25 Federal Multi-purpose 20 gauge, 2 3/4", 2 1/2 dram, 7/8 oz., #7 1/2 lead shotshells. All
the 20 gauge are in excellent condition. The last item is a U.S. L13A1, 7.62mm metal ammunition can in excellent condition. (1X87240-54)
2219. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Three boxes total (1) Winchester Super Speed, 410 bore, 3”, 6 shot containing 24 original rds. with red paper
hulls and modest oxidation occurring to brass. The shells rate good to very good overall and the yellow box with red and black graphics
and stamped “R1096C” shows mild soiling in areas, edge wear, a 1” split and the remnants of an applied label; (1) Peters High Velocity
Long Range, 20 ga., 2 3/4" containing 14 rds. of correct paper hulled shells rating excellent, as does the box with light isolated wear; (1)
Peters High Velocity Long Range, 2 3/4" containing 16 mixed rds. of 2 3/4” consisting of 13 assorted Remington and 3 Western Super X
and in very good to excellent condition while the box shows mild creasing and wear. (76643-14C)
2220. LOT OF 12 AND 16 GA. SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of a total of 51 vintage shotshells: (18) of Western Xpert 12 ga., 2 5/8”
with light red paper hulls rating very good to near excellent in the original blue, yellow and red box with a top panel showing a small puncture and identification that includes “ X428/3 1/4 Drams. Equiv. 1 1/8 Oz. No. 8 Shot” and shows crisp edges and light foxing; (3) of excellent green plastic Remington Kleanbore 12 ga. Nitro Express 2 3/4", 7 1/2 shot; (2) of very good to excellent red paper Western Xpert,
12 ga., 2 3/4", 6 shot; (13) rds. of Winchester 16 ga. 1901 New Rival rating near very good with green paper hulls and mild tarnish on
some brass; (2) of Remington Kleanbore 16 ga., 2 3/4"; (1) U.S. Cartridge Co. 16 ga., 2 3/4” black paper; (1) Western Super X 16 ga. in
red paper; (1) 25 rd. box of 16 ga., Winchester Repeater paper shot shells containing 11 very good condition rds. The wraparound label
has a front panel that includes “Load No. R61DS6/2 1/2 Drams Dead Shot/1 Ounces Shot No. 6” below colorful graphics over the big
bold red “W” logo. The label is virtually fully intact showing light wear, a liquid stain and mild foxing. The box itself also exhibits contact
with liquid, other light soiling and only very light edge wear. Also included in this lot is an empty box of Western Super-X 12 ga., 2 3/4", 4
shot with bold yellow, red and black graphics, mild wear and a torn bottom that is missing a side flap. (76643-14J)
2221. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of two 25 rd. size boxes of Winchester Super Speed, 12 ga., 2 3/4”, 4 shot in the light yellow box
with red, blue and dark yellow graphics: (1) full with light brown paper hulls; (1) with 23 rds. with dark red paper. Also included are three mixed
rds. of Western 2 3/4”. The overall condition of the lot is very good to excellent with the boxes showing a few penciled in notes. (1X76643-14K)
2222. LOT OF AMMUNITION Four vintage 20 rd. boxes of 22 Savage High Power: (1) full of Remington Kleanbore Hi-Speed 70 gr., CoreLokt, SP in excellent condition and housed in box coded 0422 with a missing end flap and mild edge wear; (1) containing seven rds. of
Peters pointed soft point and one Remington SP, rating very good to excellent and comes in Remington Kleanbore correct caliber box
coded R432 that has missing end flaps, moderate wear and soiling; (1) containing 15 rds. of Super Speed 70 gr., pointed soft point with
up to moderate verdigris on most cases and in correct fully intact red, blue and yellow box showing only very light wear, minor soiling and
a price written in ink on the front; (1) two piece box with the tan labels including the lid top that includes “.22 High Power Pointed Soft
Point” and a front with “ Adapted to Savage High Power Rifles.” and “8-15” and containing 15 Winchester rds. with mixed tips, 3
Remington, one Western and one fired casing, all correct caliber and rating near very good overall including some with up to moderate
oxidation to the cases. The box is missing only a few small sections of label and exhibits a few scuffs and mild soiling, coming in at about
very good overall. (76643-12L)
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2223. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS and Primers This lot includes 19 mixed manufacturer 12 ga., and 16 ga. shotshells and four boxes of primers.
First is a full 100 count pack of Winchester No. 1W improved primers. Second is a full 100 count pack of U.S. Primers No. 4 adapted to
Climax and Ajax paper shotshells. Third is a partial 100 count (32) of Winchester New No. 4 primers. Fourth is a partial 250 count (53) of
Winchester Improved Primers No. 2. All items range in condition from good to very good. (3X106180-1)
2224. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot contains a partial 20 round box of Superior Ammunition (currently manufacturing ammunition in
Summerville, S.C.) containing 15 assorted remanufactured cartridges. The cartridges are color coded along the head with green, black, red
and blue stripes and the box is labeled “375 H&H, 260 gr., Nos Accubond sample pack”. The cartridges have bright clean brass and remain
in excellent condition. (2X107422-19B)
2225. LOT OF 9MM LARGO This lot includes a full 25 round box of Tetrinox 9mm largo ball cartridges. The box is dated March 9, 1977 and
this is non-corrosive ammunition. The cartridges remain bright and are in excellent condition. (1X107656-44A)
2226. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of four boxes: (1) full 20 rd. with tape remnants attached and mildly soiled
label that includes “Caliber .30 Blank Cartridges, Model of 1909/For Models of 1903 and 1917 Rifles/Lot No. 23” and comprised of four
full, five rd. stripper clips of correct 1917-dated Remington UMC rating very good with glossy tips and mild tarnish to casings; (1) partially
opened full 20 rd. lightly soiled box with label that includes “Caliber .38 Revolver Ball Cartridges./For Colt’s Double Action Revolver./H. Lot
56 of 1912/Manufactured by Frankford Arsenal.” and enclosed are 1908 and 1909 dated
cartridges by Frankford Arsenal; (1) full 20 rd. of Remington Kleanbore in the tan box with
tan label with red graphics including the dog bone style logo and showing dark liquid 2232
stains. (1) partial box of Western 3006, on this box with green label and large cartridge
image of Western .30 Cal. Government 1906 and containing 13 near excellent condition
correct cartridges. (2X77293-10F)
2227. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of a single full box of 20 Hornady Custom 30
T/C, 150 grain SST ammunition (81004). Both the ammunition and box are in excellent condition, the box has some minor flaking on the label. (3X46319-7)
2228. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION Three boxes total: (2) full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester
Super-X 7mm Rem Mag, 175 gr. Power-Point in very good to near excellent condition.; (1)
Winchester Super-X box containing 11 mixed manufacture rds. in of 7mm Rem Mag in
good to near very good condition with worn edges and faded graphics. (157240-1C)
2229. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full 20 rd. boxes of Pow’R Ball 32 Auto
55 gr. Pow’R Ball in as-new condition. (1X187428-3BA)
2230. DOMINION CARTRIDGE COMPANY AMMUNITION This lot includes a full
ten round box of 45 Martini-Henry black powder cartridges. The box has a red stick-on
label with white lettering that is near complete with some loss due to scuffing and separation along some of the seams. The box remains intact and the cartridges are in very good 2233
overall condition. (1X107563-7)
2231. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOX Lot This lot contains one empty Winchester
38 WCF box that is marked "Central fire" and "For Winchester Rifle Model 1873". There
are tears on the box corners, and some older tape, and the bottom of the box is missing
most of the label except for the bottom half of the left side. Overall a very good example of
early 38-40 ammunition. Also included is a single Winchester 30 WCF/32 S&W Cartridge
Adapter. The adapter rates good overall with two small cracks and a bend at the head of
the cartridge. An interesting lot overall. (204287-29NN)
2232. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOXES This lot is made up of two Winchester
Repeating Arms Company boxes. The first is a natural color two piece .38-45 Bullard box
with green, white and red labeling. The box remains tight with no visible tears or splits in
the seams and has ingrained dirt staining and several light scuffs. The front and back panels exhibit some hand written notes in ink. The second is a natural color two piece .38-45
Bullard box with green, white and black labels. The top shows a split in the seams at either 2234
side on the front and the bottom section remains tight. The labels remain 95% intact with
spots of light scuffing. These boxes are in about good to very good condition. The front and
rear panels of this box also have hand written ink notes including some on the back that
have been obliterated by black felt marker. (1X107217-13A)
2233. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOXES This lot is made up of two Winchester Repeating
Arms Company boxes. The first is a natural color two piece box of .50-95 Winchester Express with
green adhered on labeling. The labels are 95% intact with some small scattered spots of loss due
to scuffing. There is overall light ingrained dirt staining and what appears to be spots of oil staining
along the top. There is a small spot written in ink (#125) along the back edge and the box remains
in excellent condition. Second is a two piece natural color box of .38-45 Bullard with red, white
and green adhered labels. The labels remain 95% intact showing light dirt staining and spots of
scuffing. The box has a small tear along the top edge and a small split in one of the seams of the
bottom section but remains in near excellent condition. (1X107217-13)
2234. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOXES This lot includes three two piece Winchester
Repeating Arms Company ammunition boxes. First is a natural color .38-72 Winchester box
with green labels and black lettering. The labels remain 95% plus intact with some slightly lifted edges, minor scuffing, and ingrained dirt staining. The top and bottom remain intact with
overall dirt staining, light scuffing and a couple of spots of added ink lettering. Second is a
natural color box of 40-75 Express with green and white labels with black lettering. The labels
are 90% intact with some loss due to opening, scuffing and flaking around the edges. The
seams remain tight and there is overall light to perhaps some moderate spots of ingrained dirt
staining. There are two spots of red ink lettering on the front and one has been blacked-out
with magic marker. Third is a natural color 40-70 Sharps box that is missing the front label on
the bottom section. The green label with black lettering is near complete, missing a few small
spots due to scuffing and/or flaking. The top is intact and the bottom half is missing the bottom edge and has partial splits in two of the vertical seams. The items in this lot range in condition from about fair to very good plus. (1X107217-13C)
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2235. 7.5 SWISS AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two 20 round boxes of 7.5x55 Swiss 156 grain BTSP ammunition in excellent
condition. (127147-7A)
2236. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of 35 rounds of military ball ammunition. Included are 15 rounds of linked 7.62 marked “LC 66”,
and 20 rounds of linked 50 BMG AP rounds marked either “DM 43” or “M 43”. All are in good to very good condition and have areas of
light to minor tarnish and oxidation. (44132-1E)
2237. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two rounds of vintage Rem-Umc 12 ga 00 buck brass case shotshells. The brass hulls have
light tarnish and the paper wads have minor crazing and cracking to the membranes. Two very good examples overall. (44132-1F)
2238. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of green MTM Case-Gard 20 plastic box containing 15 live rounds of 6.5 Japanese military
ammunition and five loaded cases with fired primers. The ammunition features a few styles of conical FMJ bullets and have a mild tarnish
overall. A very good assortment of this hard to find military ammunition. (46524-5)
2239. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of an MTM Case Gard 100 ammo box containing 100 assorted 16 gauge shotshells. The shotshells
vary in condition and shot size (including slugs), some having areas of light oxidation and include paper and plastic hulls. Manufacturers
include Winchester, Western, Remington, Federal and Peters. A good assortment overall of useable 16 gauge ammunition. (45953-11)
2240. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of 19 boxes of assorted 12 ga, 16 ga, and 28 ga shotshells. Included are: one box of 5 Remington
12 ga 3” OO bk (SP12H MAG), one box of 5 Winchester 12 ga 2 3/4” OO bk (X12RB5), one box of 5 Remington 12 ga 2 3/4” 4 dram
OO bk (SP12S MAG), one box of 5 Remington 12 ga 2 3/4” 3 3/4 dram OO bk (SP12), one box of 5 Remington 16 ga 2 3/4” slugs
(SP16RS), one box of 5 Peters 16 ga 2 9/16” slugs (No. 160), three boxes of Federal 16 ga 2 3/4” No.1 bk (F164-1B), one box of 4
Western 16 ga 2 3/4” slugs (S350), one box of 5 Winchester 16 ga 2 3/4” No.1 bk (X16B5), three boxes of 5 Winchester 16 ga 2 3/4”
slugs (RS350), one box of 25 Remington Express 28 ga 2 3/4” #9 Skeet Loads, one box of 25 Remington 28 ga 2 3/4” #9 Target Loads,
one box of Western 28 ga 2 3/4” #9 (SX289), one box of 25 Federal 28 ga 2 3/4” #9 Target (F280) and partial mixed box containing nine
Remington and 11 Federal loads. All are in very good to excellent condition and are stored is a green 30 cal ammo can. Some of the more
vintage boxes themselves have light foxing and minor staining. (45953-52)
2241. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of a partial box of Remington Kleanbore Shur Shot 12 ga 2” #7 1/2 paper
hull shotshells. The vintage brown paper box features a red dot “Remington” over “KLEANBORE” logo, the label has some minor foxing
and staining and some minor to moderate tears. The box contains 11 of the original paper hull shotshells. Some have minor to moderate
oxidation on the bases, but are overall in very good condition. (45953-60)
2242. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of eight boxes of Silver Bear 9mm Makarov 95 grain FMJ ammunition. Each box contains 50
rounds and all are in “as-new” condition. (45953-44)
2243. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two boxes of revolver ammunition. First is a partial Military style off-white box by Remington
containing 40 rounds of the 38 Special FMJ Ammunition. The label reads “50 Cartridges / BALL / Caliber .38 Special M41 / Lot RA 5402
/ Remington Arms Company, Incorporated”. The box has some minor foxing and light soiling and the enclosed rounds all have varying
amounts of tarnish. The contents are mostly Remington manufacture but there are a few Winchester rounds as well. Second is a partial
box of Remington Kleanbore 38 New Colt Police 150 grain LRN containing 45 rounds. The green and red box is in poor condition with
end flaps missing and the top having become separated from the body on three sides. The included ammunition is a mix of Remington
and Winchester manufacture and is in very good condition with varying amounts of tarnish. (45953-45A)
2244. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of three boxes of collectible pistol ammunition. First is a full box of 50 Remington 45 Automatic
185 grain FMJ Wad Cutter (6745) ammunition. The green box features red “Targetmaster” banners on the sides and has only some very
light fraying on the edges and corners, and is otherwise in excellent condition. The remaining two boxes are Frankford Arsenal 20 round
boxes of 45 ACP FMJ 230 grain ball ammunition. The boxes feature red labels that have some very light soiling, one has a small tear at
one corner. The end flap at one side of each box has been opened and one box only contains 19 rounds, the other is full. (45953-45B)
2245. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of three boxes of pistol ammunition. First is a full box of 50 Winchester USA 380 ACP 95 grain
FMJ (Q4206). Next is a partial box of Winchester 9x18 Makarov 95 grain FMJ (MC918M) containing 40 rounds and has a handwritten
label on the top. Lastly is a partial box of Federal American Eagle 9mm Makarov 95 grain FMJ (AE9MK) 30 rounds. It also has a handwritten label on top. All are in excellent condition. (45953-45C)
2246. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of a four boxes of revolver ammunition. First is a partial box of Winchester 32 Colt New Police
98 grain LRN (W32CNP) containing 45 round. Second is a partial box of Western 32 S&W 85 grain RN ammunition containing about 35
rounds. The yellow box features a red “X” with a blue “Western” logo and is in excellent condition with some light foxing present. The
ammunition has varying amounts of tarnish. Next is a box of Remington 32 S&W 86 grain lead RN (R32SW). The box is full 50 rounds but
is mixed with both Remington and “U.S.C. Co.” marked ammunition. The green and yellow box is in very good condition with light scuffs,
the contents have varying amounts of tarnish. Last is a partial box of Federal 32 S&W Long 98gr lead Wadcutter (32LA) containing 32
rounds and in excellent overall condition. (45953-45D)
2247. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of four boxes of collectible and hunting ammunition. First is a full sealed box of 20 M200 5.56mm
blanks by Twin Cities Armory. Next is a full box of 20 M1909 .30 Cal blanks by Lake City. Both are sealed and the boxes in excellent condition. Third is a sealed box of 20 Lake City manufacture 7.62 mm NATO M118 Match ammunition in excellent condition. Lastly is a full box
of 20 Remington 308 Win Accelerator 55gr PSP (R308W5) also in excellent condition. (45953-45E)
2248. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two boxes of Hotshot 7.62mm Nagant 98gr FPJ by PPU. Each box is full with 50 rounds and
all are in as new condition. (45953-45F)
2249. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of a full box of 50 Remington Hi-Speed 32-20 Win 100 grain Lead (4232).
The forest green box is in near excellent condition with some light scuffing along the edges and corners and has some ink markings on
the top. The box contains 45 rounds of the original ammunition and five of newer Rem-UMC JFP rounds. (45953-45G)
2250. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of a full box of 50 Western 30 Luger (7.65mm) 96gr FMC ammunition . The
yellow box features blue labels and a bullseye target logo and is in near excellent condition with light scuffing and a small area of ink cover
on the top. The contents have varying amounts of tarnish but rate excellent overall. (45953-45H)
2251. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of a full box of 50 Remington Hi-Speed 30 Carbine 110gr Soft Points (1030).
The forest green box rates good with some small creases and light scuffing along the edges and corners. The box contains 45 rounds of
Remington and five rounds of Winchester JHP rounds, all contents have varying amounts of light tarnish. (45953-45I)
2252. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of three boxes of collectible military ammunition and some dummy rounds
mounted to a M1914 Hotchkiss loading strip. The boxes have all been opened and are for 30 Cal M2 ammunition, two by Winchester, the
third by Des Moines Ordnance. The Winchester boxes rate excellent, one box is full with 20 rounds the other contains 17 rounds. The Des
Moines box rates about very good, the top flap is missing and there is moderate staining throughout. The box contains 19 rounds, 17 are
“DM” headstamped the remainder are “FA” marked and are from Frankfurt Arsenal. The Hotchkiss clip holds 26 rounds of mixed 30 cal
dummy ammunition and is in excellent condition with a mild tarnish and ochre patina. The clip is unmarked. All the ammunition included
has varying amounts of tarnish and patina. (45953-46,47,48)
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2253. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a sealed 20
round box of .45 caliber for the Model 1909 revolver from the Frankford
Arsenal. The natural color box has black stenciled lettering, overall light
ingrained dirt staining with areas of darker, likely oil, staining. The box
remains sealed with both pull tabs still present and the top is dated Dec.
23, 1913. A nice example in overall very good condition. (107801-15A)
2254. LOT OF FEDERAL SHOTSHELLS This lot includes five full boxes of
Magnum 12 ga., 2 3/4", 12 pellet, 00 Buck shotshells in overall good condition. (107820-11)
2255. LOT OF SPEER AMMUNITION This lot includes a full 20 round box of Nitrex, 375 H&H Mag., 300 gr., Solid African Grand Slam
Bullets. These cartridges come in four packs of five to a box and are in excellent condition. (107848-20)
2256. LOT OF SPEER AMMUNITION This lot includes a full 20 round box of Nitrex, 375 H&H Mag., 300 gr., Solid African Grand Slam
Bullets. These cartridges come in four packs of five to a box and are in excellent condition. (107848-20A)
2257. LOT OF SPEER AMMUNITION This lot includes a full 20 round box of Nitrex, 375 H&H Mag., 300 gr., Solid African Grand Slam
Bullets. These cartridges come in four packs of five to a box and are in excellent condition. (107848-20B)
2258. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION This lot includes three full 20 round boxes of Express 30 Remington AR, 150 gr., Core-Lokt
PSP cartridges in excellent condition. (107848-20C)
2259. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 20 round boxes of Express 30 Remington AR, 150 gr., Core-Lokt
PSP cartridges in excellent condition. (107848-20D)
2260. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION This lot includes three full 20 round boxes of Express 30 Remington AR, 150 gr., CoreLokt PSP cartridges in excellent condition. (107848-20E)
2261. LOT OF SPEER AMMUNITION This Lot includes a full 20 round box of Nitrex, 458 Win Mag., 500 gr., SP cartridges in four five
round pocket packs in excellent condition. (107848-20F)
2262. LOT OF SPEER AMMUNITION This Lot includes a full 20 round box of Nitrex, 458 Win Mag., 500 gr., SP cartridges in four five
round pocket packs in excellent condition. (107848-20G)
2263. LOT OF SPEER AMMUNITION This Lot includes a full 20 round box of Nitrex, 458 Win Mag., 500 gr., SP cartridges in four five
round pocket packs in excellent condition. (107848-20H)
2264. LOT OF PMC AMMUNITION This lot includes ten full 20 round boxes of X-TAC, 5.56 NATO, 62 gr., Green Tip-LAP cartridges in
excellent condition. (107839-1)
2265. LOT OF PMC AMMUNITION This lot includes ten full 20 round boxes of X-TAC, 5.56 NATO, 62 gr., Green Tip-Lap cartridges in
excellent condition. (107839-1A, 4)
2266. LOT OF PMC AMMUNITION This lot contains ten full 20 round boxes of X-TAC XP193, 5.56, 55 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent
condition. (107839-1B)
2267. LOT OF PMC AMMUNITION This lot includes nine full 20 round boxes of X-TAC 5.56. There are (4) boxes of 5.56 NATO, 62 gr.,
Green Tip-LAP cartridges and (5) boxes of 5.56 XP193, 55 gr., FMJ cartridges all in excellent condition. (107839-1C)
2268. LOT OF INDEPENDENCE AMMUNITION This lot includes ten full 20 round boxes of 5.56x45mm, 55 gr., FMJ cartridges in
excellent condition. (107839-1D)
2269. LOT OF INDEPENDENCE AMMUNITION This lot includes ten full 20 round boxes of 5.56x45mm, 55 gr., FMJ cartridges in
excellent condition. (107839-1E)
2270. LOT OF HERTER'S AMMUNITION This lot includes ten full 20 round boxes of .223 Rem., steel cased, HP cartridges in excellent
condition. There are eight boxes of 55 gr., and two boxes of 62 gr., included in this lot. (107839-1F)
2271. LOT OF HERTER'S AMMUNITION This lot includes ten full 20 round boxes of steel cased .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ cartridges in
overall excellent condition. (107839-1G)
2272. LOT OF SPEER AMMUNITION This lot includes a full 20 round box of Nitrex, 458 Win. Mag., 500 gr., SP African Grand Slam cartridges. The cartridges come in five round "Pocket Packs" and are in excellent condition. (107848-20I)
2273. LOT OF SPEER AMMUNITION This lot includes a full 20 round box of Nitrex, 458 Win. Mag., 500 gr., SP African Grand Slam cartridges. The cartridges come in five round "Pocket Packs" and are in excellent condition. (107848-20J)
2274. LOT OF HORNADY AMMUNITION This lot includes two full 20 round boxes of Hornady Custom 7x57 (7mm) 139 gr., Boat Tail
Spire Point cartridges in overall excellent condition. (107848-20K)
2275. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION This lot includes a full 20 round box of Premium 375 H&H Magnum, 300 gr., Nosler Partition
nickel-plated cartridges in five round belt holders in excellent condition. (107848-20L)
2276. LOT OF SPEER AMMUNITION This lot includes a full 20 round box of Nitrex, 375 H&H Mag., 300 gr., Solid African Grand Slam
nickel-plated cartridge in five round "Pocket Packs" in excellent condition. (107848-20M)
2277. LOT OF SPEER AMMUNITION This lot includes a full 20 round box of Nitrex, 375 H&H Mag., 300 gr., Solid African Grand Slam
nickel-plated cartridges in five round "Pocket Packs" in excellent condition. (107848-20N)
2278. LOT OF SPEER AMMUNITION This lot includes a full 20 round box of Nitrex, 375 H&H Mag., 300 gr., Solid African Grand Slam
nickel-plated cartridges in five round "Pocket Packs" in excellent condition. (107848-20P)
2279. LOT OF SPEER AMMUNITION This lot includes a full 20 round box of Nitrex, 375 H&H Mag., 300 gr., Solid African Grand Slam
nickel-plated cartridge in five round "Pocket Packs" in excellent condition. (107848-20Q)
2280. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION This lot includes a full 20 round box of Premium 416 Rigby, 410 gr., Weldcore SP nickel-plated
cartridges in five round belt clips in overall excellent condition. (107848-20R)
2281. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION This Lot includes a full 20 round box of Premium Cape-Shok, 458 Win. Mag., 500 gr., Barnes
Triple-Shock nickel-plated cartridges in five round belt clips in overall excellent condition. (107848-20S)
2282. LOT OF SPEER AMMUNITION This lot includes a full 20 round box of Nitrex, 458 Win. Mag., 500 gr., Soft Point African Grand
Slam nickel-plated cartridges in five round "Pocket Packs" in overall excellent condition. (107848-20T)
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2283. LOT OF SPEER AMMUNITION This lot includes a full 20 round box of Nitrex, 458 Win. Mag., 500 gr., Soft Point African Grand
Slam nickel-plated cartridges in five round "Pocket Packs" in overall excellent condition. (107848-20U)
2284. LOT OF SPEER AMMUNITION This lot includes a full 20 round box of Nitrex, 458 Win. Mag., 500 gr., Soft Point African Grand
Slam nickel-plated cartridges in five round "Pocket Packs" in overall excellent condition. (107848-20V)
2285. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION This lot includes a full 20 round box of Premium 458 Win. Mag., 500 gr., Solid nickel-plated cartridges in five round belt clips in excellent condition. (107848-20W)
2286. LOT OF SPEER AMMUNITION This lot includes a full 20 round box of Nitrex, 458 Win. Mag., 500 gr., Soft Point African Grand
Slam nickel-plated cartridges in five round "Pocket Packs" in overall excellent condition. (107848-20X)
2287. LOT OF SPEER AMMUNITION This lot includes a full 20 round box of Nitrex, 458 Win. Mag., 500 gr., Soft Point African Grand
Slam nickel-plated cartridges in five round "Pocket Packs" in overall excellent condition. (107848-20Y)
2288. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot includes 11 full and or partial boxes of 223 Rem. First are five full 20 round boxes of Herter's 223 Rem.,
(1) 62 gr., and (4) 55 gr., HP steel cased cartridges. Second are (2) full 20 round boxes of Hornady 223 Rem., 75 gr., BTHP cartridges. Third
is a full 20 round box of Hornady TAP 223 Rem., 75 gr., TAP FPD cartridges. Fourth is a full 20 round box of Federal Vital-Shok 223 Rem.,
55 gr., Barnes Triple-Shock cartridges. Fifth are two 50 round value packs of Remington .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ cartridges. One box is full
the other a partial containing 19 cartridges. The included ammunition in this lot is in very good to excellent condition. (107839-1H)
2289. LOT OF REMINGTON UMC AMMUNITION This lot includes a 200 round Mega pack of 223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ cartridges in
excellent condition. (107839-1I)
2290. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 50 round value packs of Remington 223 Rem., 55 gr., MC cartridges in excellent condition. (107839-1J)
2291. LOT OF BLACK HILLS AMMUNITION This lot consist of five full 50 round boxes of remanufactured .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ cartridges. The brass cartridges remain bright and are in excellent condition. (107283-4)
2292. LOT OF BLACK HILLS AMMUNITION This lot consist of five full 50 round boxes of remanufactured .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ cartridges. The brass cartridges remain bright and are in excellent condition. (107283-4A)
2293. LOT OF BLACK HILLS AMMUNITION This lot consist of five full 50 round boxes of remanufactured .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ cartridges. The brass cartridges remain bright and are in excellent condition. (107283-2)
2294. LOT OF BLACK HILLS AMMUNITION This lot consist of five full 50 round boxes of remanufactured .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ cartridges. The brass cartridges remain bright and are in excellent condition. (107283-2A)
2295. LOT OF BLACK HILLS AMMUNITION This lot consist of five full 50 round boxes of remanufactured .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ cartridges. The brass cartridges remain bright and are in excellent condition. (107283-2B)
2296. LOT OF PMC TARGET AMMUNITION This lot includes 17 full 20 round boxes of .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJBT cartridges. The brass
cartridges remain bright and are in excellent condition. (107283-3)
2297. LOT OF PMC TARGET AMMUNITION This lot includes 17 full 20 round boxes of .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJBT cartridges. The brass
cartridges remain bright and are in excellent condition. (107283-3A)
2298. LOT OF PMC TARGET AMMUNITION This lot includes 16 full 20 round boxes of .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJBT cartridges. The brass
cartridges remain bright and are in excellent condition. (107283-3B)
2299. LOT OF BLACK HILLS AMMUNITION This lot consist of five full 50 round boxes of remanufactured .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ cartridges. The brass cartridges remain bright and are in excellent condition. (107283-2C)
2300. LOT OF BLACK HILLS AMMUNITION This lot consist of five full 50 round boxes of remanufactured .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ cartridges. The brass cartridges remain bright and are in excellent condition. (107283-2D)
2301. LOT OF BLACK HILLS AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 50- round boxes of remanufactured .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ
cartridges. The brass cartridges remain bright and are in excellent condition. (107283-2E)
2302. LOT OF BLACK HILLS AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 50- round boxes of remanufactured .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ
cartridges. The brass cartridges remain bright and are in excellent condition. (107283-2F)
2303. LOT OF BLACK HILLS AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 50- round boxes of remanufactured .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ
cartridges. The brass cartridges remain bright and are in excellent condition. (107283-2G)
2304. LOT OF HERTER'S AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of International Select Grade 7.62x54R, 148 gr., FMJ
steel cased cartridges in excellent condition. (107839-1K)
2305. LOT OF HERTER'S AMMUNITION This lot includes three full 20 round boxes of Select Grade 7.62x54R, 180 gr., SP brass cartridges in excellent condition. (107839-1L)
2306. LOT OF PRVI PARTIZAN AMMUNITION This lot includes three full 20 round boxes of PPU 7.62x54R, 150 gr., SPBT brass cartridges in excellent condition. (107839-1M)
2307. LOT OF HERTER'S AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of International Select Grade 7.62x54R, 148 gr., FMJ
steel cased cartridges in excellent condition. (107839-1N)
2308. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot contains three full boxes of 40 S&W. First is a sealed 100 round Winchester Win Pack, 40 S&W, 165
gr., FMJ cartridges. Second are two full 20 round boxes of Hornady Critical Defense 40 S&W, 165 gr., FTX nickel-plated cartridges. This
lot of ammunition is in excellent condition. (107839-1P)
2309. LOT OF AMMUNITION This Lot includes three full boxes. First is a sealed 100 round Winchester Win Pack, 40 S&W, 165 gr., FMJ cartridges. Second is a full 20 round boxes of Speer Gold Dot personal protection 40 S&W, 165 gr., GDHP nickel-plated cartridges. Third is a full
20 round box of Speer Gold Dot personal protection 40 S&W, 180 gr., GDHP nickel-plated cartridges all in excellent condition. (107839-1Q)
2310. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot includes three boxes of 40 S&W. First is a full 50 round box of Federal American Eagle 40 S&W, 165
gr., FMJ ball cartridges. Second is a sealed 100 round value pack of Federal American Eagle 40 S&W, 180 gr., FMJ cartridges. Third is a
partial 100 round value pack (70) of Remington 40 S&W, 180 gr., JHP cartridges all in excellent condition. (107839-1R)
2311. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION This lot includes five boxes. First is a full 20 round box of Speer Gold Dot personal
protection 357 Sig, 125 gr., GDHP nickel-plated cartridges. Second is a full 50 round box of Winchester 40 S&W, 180 gr., JHP cartridges.
Third is a full 50 round box of Winchester 40 S&W, 180 gr., FMJ cartridges with some showing light oxidation on the brass. Fourth is a full
50 round box of Winchester Super-X 40 S&W, 155 gr., Silvertip HP cartridges with some showing light oxidation on the heads and along
the brass. Fifth is a full 50 round box of Blazer Brass 40 S&W, 165 gr., FMJ cartridges with some of the brass having light oxidation. These
cartridges rate from very good to excellent overall. (107839-1S)
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2312. LOT OF HORNADY AMMUNITION This lot contains three full 20 round boxes of Critical Defense 38 caliber ammunition. First are
two boxes of 38 Special, 110 gr., FTX nickel-plated cartridges. Second is one box of 38 Special +P, 110 gr., FTX nickel-plated cartridges
and all are in excellent condition. (107839-1T)
2313. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot includes three boxes of 38 caliber centerfire cartridges. First is a full 50 round box of Remington
Express 38 S&W, 146 gr., LRN cartridges in excellent condition. Second are two sealed 20 round boxes of Federal Premium low recoil 38
Special, 110gr., Hydra-Shok JHP nickel-plated cartridges in excellent condition. (107839-1U)
2314. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot includes six full and or partial boxes of 38 Special. First are four boxes of Blazer 38 Special, 158 gr., LRN
bullets in alloy casings. There are two full 50 round boxes and two partials, one containing (15) and the other (20) rounds. Second are two
full 50 round boxes of Remington UMC 38 Special, 130 gr., MC brass cartridges. Items in this lot are in excellent condition. (107839-1V)
2315. LOT OF 30 CARBINE AMMUNITION This lot includes 280 rounds of 30 Carbine in a small OD green ammo can with two cloth
bandoleers each holding 120 rounds of ball ammunition on ten round stripper clips and 4 addition 10 round clips are included. Items are
in very good condition. (107283-1Q)
2316. LOT OF PMC AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ ball cartridges. The brass remains
bright and the cartridges are in excellent condition. (107283-1)
2317. LOT OF PMC AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ ball cartridges. The brass remains
bright and the cartridges are in excellent condition. (107283-1A)
2318. LOT OF PMC AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm., 115 gr., FMJ ball cartridges. The brass is bright
and the cartridges remain in excellent condition. (107283-1B)
2319. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 20 round boxes of 243 Win. First are two boxes of Remington High Velocity 243
Win., 100 gr., PSP cartridges with bright brass in overall very good condition. Second are two boxes of Winchester Super-X 243 Win.,
100gr PSP cartridges with bright brass in overall very good condition. (107283-1C)
2320. LOT OF WESTERN AMMUNITION This lot includes two full 50 round boxes of 30 Luger, 93 gr., FMJ ball cartridges with bright
brass in overall very good condition. (107283-1D)
2321. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot contains two boxes of 30 Luger cartridges. First is a full 50 round box of Winchester W 30 Luger, 93
gr., FMJ cartridges in overall very good condition. Second is a full 50 round box of Western X 30 Luger, 93 gr., FMJ cartridges in overall
very good condition. (107283-1E)
2322. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of Hi-Speed, 243 Win., 100 gr., PSP Core-Lokt
cartridges with bright brass in overall very good condition. (107283-1F)
2323. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 20 round boxes of 22-250 Rem. There are three boxes of Remington Hi-Speed 55
gr., PSP cartridges with overall bright brass and some slight rounding occurring on some of the lead tips. There is also a box of Winchester
Super-X 55 gr., PSP with overall bright brass cartridges and all are in very good condition. (107283-1G)
2324. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of 22-250 Rem. First are three boxes of Winchester Super-X 55 gr.,
PSP cartridges with mostly bright brass in very good condition. Second are two boxes of Federal 55 gr., SP cartridges that remain mostly
bright in very good condition. (107283-1H)
2325. LOT OF ESTATE SHOTSHELLS This lot includes a full case of Estate Super Sport Target 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 Oz., No. 7 1/2 shot. This
is a sealed case with ten boxes of 25 rounds. (107839-2)
2326. LOT OF REMINGTON SHOTSHELLS This lot includes seven assorted boxes of Remington 12 ga., Shotshells with a Cabela's dry
box. First are three full five round boxes of TAC 8, 12 ga., 2 3/4", 00 Buck shotshells. Second are two full five round boxes of ManagedRecoil 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 Oz., HPRS. Third is a full 10 round box of Premier Magnum Turkey Loads 12 ga., 3", 2 Oz., No. 4 shot. Fourth is a
full 25 round box of Gun Club Target Loads 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/8 Oz., No 7 1/2 shot. The shotshells are in excellent condition and are
housed in a plastic Cabela's dry box measuring 13"x7 1/2"x10". (107839-1W)
2327. LOT OF WINCHESTER SHOTSHELLS This lot includes five boxes and a Cabela's dry box. There are five full 25 round boxes of
Winchester W Super-Target 12 ga., 2 3.4", 1 1/8 Oz., No. 7 1/2 lead shot all in excellent condition stored in a Cabela's plastic dry box measuring 13"x7 1/2"x10" and in excellent condition. (107839-1X)
2328. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot includes nine boxes of assorted manufacturers 12 ga., shotshells stored in a Cabela's dry box. First
are four full five round boxes of Federal Premium 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 Oz., Truball HPRS. Second are two full five round boxes of Federal
Premium Vital-Shok 12 ga., 2 3/4", 3/4 Oz., Magnum Barnes Expander HP Slugs. Third are three full 25 round boxes of Winchester W
Super-Target 12 ga., 2 3.4", 1 1/8 Oz., No. 7 1/2 lead shot all in excellent condition stored in a Cabela's plastic dry box measuring 13"x7
1/2"x10" and in excellent condition. (107839-1Y)
2329. LOT OF REMINGTON SHOTSHELLS This lot includes seven assorted boxes of Remington 12 ga., Shotshells with a Cabela's dry
box. First is a full five round box of TAC 8, 12 ga., 2 3/4", 00Buck shotshells. Second are two full five round boxes of Managed-Recoil 12
ga., 2 3/4", 1 Oz., HPSS. Third is a full 10 round box of Premier Magnum Turkey Loads 12 ga., 3", 2 Oz., No. 4 shot. Fourth is a full 25
round box of Gun Club Target Loads 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/8 Oz., No 7 1/2 shot. Fifth are two full five round boxes of High Velocity Slugger
12 ga., 3", 7/8 Oz., rifled slugs. The shotshells are in excellent condition and housed in a plastic Cabela's dry box measuring 13"x7
1/2"x10". (107839-1Z)
2330. LOT OF REMINGTON SHOTSHELLS This lot includes four full 25 round boxes of Game Club Target Loads 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/8
Oz., shotshells. There are two No. 7 1/2 shot and two No. 8 Shot all in excellent condition and housed in a plastic Cabela's dry box measuring 13"X7 1/2"X10". (107839-1AA)
2331. LOT OF REMINGTON SHOTSHELLS This lot includes four full 25 round boxes of Game Club Target Loads 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/8
Oz., No. 7 1/2 shot all in excellent condition and housed in a plastic Cabela's dry box measuring 13"x7 1/2"x10". (107839-1AB)
2332. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot includes eight boxes of 12 ga shotshells. First are two full Winchester Super-X 12 ga., 3 1/2", 1 3/8
Oz., BB shot. Second are six full five round boxes of Olin Corporation 12 ga., 2 3/4", 00 Buck shotshells. These items are stored in a plastic
Cabela's dry box measuring 13"x7 1/2"x10". (107839-1AC)
2333. LOT OF MIXED GAUGE SHOTSHELLS This lot includes a large OD green ammo can with a variety of paper and plastic hull shotshells. First are (24) loose assorted Winchester and Remington 2 1/2" and 3", 410 paper and plastic hull shotshells and (11) loose assorted Winchester 2 3/4" plastic and paper hull 12 ga., shotshells. Second is a partial 25 round box (20) of Xtra-Range Sport Load 3", .410
bore, No. 6 shot paper hull shotshells. Third is a full 25 round box of Remington Express 2 1/2", .410 bore, 1/5 Oz, rifled slugs. Fourth is
a partial box of Remington Express 2 3/4", 12 ga., No. 6 shot paper hull shotshells. Fifth is a partial 25 round box (20) of Remington Express
Plastic 2 3/4" Magnum 12 ga., No. 6 shot shotshells. Sixth is a partial 25 round box (22) of Remington Express Long Range 2 3/4", 12 ga.,
No. 4 shot plastic hull shotshells. The items in this lot are in good to very good condition. (107283-1R)
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2334. LOT OF LINKED AMMUNITION This lot includes an ammo can with 187 rounds of commercial manufactured military surplus 308
Win cartridges. There are a variety of configurations to include tracer rounds and the brass remains mostly bright and the cartridges are
linked with non-disintegrating metal links and remain in excellent condition. (106789-1)
2335. LOT OF LINKED AMMUNITION This lot includes an ammo can with 152 rounds of commercial manufactured and military surplus 308 ball
ammunition. The cartridges are linked together with non-disintegrating metal links and remain mostly bright in excellent condition. (106789-2)
2336. LOT OF MILITARY SURPLUS AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 20 round boxes of 30 caliber M2 cartridges. The cartridges are in natural color boxes that have a white and red label that reads "20 Cartridges / Ball / Caliber .30 MR Alternative / Ammunition
Lot 8100 / disposal of empty cartridge cases must be made as prescribed by A.R. / St. Louis Ordnance Plant". The boxes are in about good
condition with all having tape repairs and the cartridges show varying amounts of light oxidation staining along the brass. (107283-1I)
2337. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 20 round boxes of 300 Savage. First is a box of High Velocity 160
gr., Core-Lokt SP cartridges with overall bright brass in excellent condition. Second is a box of High Velocity 160 gr., PSP Core-Lokt cartridges with mildly flattened points and bright brass in very good condition. Third is an assortment of (42) 300 Savage cartridges from multiple manufacturers in a variety of configurations housed in Remington Kleanbore boxes. These cartridges have dull brass and remain in
good overall condition. (107283-1J)
2338. LOT OF WESTERN AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 50 round boxes of 357 Magnum. First are three Super-X, 158 gr.,
JHP nickel-plated cartridges. Second is a Super-X 110 gr., JHP nickel-plated cartridges. These cartridges are in very good to excellent
condition. (107283-1K)
2339. LOT OF M I LITARY S U R PLU S AM M U N ITION This lot includes four full 20 round boxes of 30 caliber M2 cartridges. The cartridges come in a natural color box with white, orange and blue label that reads "20 Cartridges / Armor Piercing / Caliber .30 M2 /
Ammunition Lot D.M. 20089 / disposal of empty cartridge cases must be made as prescribed by A.R. / Des Moines Ordnance Plant".
The boxes have tape repairs and are opened. The brass has dulled in color slightly and the black tipped cartridges remain in very good
condition. (107283-1L)
2340. LOT OF MILITARY SURPLUS AMMUNITION This lot includes 79 rounds of 30 caliber M2 cartridges. There are three natural
color boxes with white and red labels that read "20 Cartridges / Ball / Caliber .30 MR Alternative / Ammunition Lot 8100 / disposal of
empty cartridge cases must be made as prescribed by A.R. " two from the Denver Ordnance and one from The St. Louis Ordnance plant.
The boxes are open and have tape repairs and the cartridges have dull color brass and remain in good overall condition. Also included is
a yellow plastic cartridges case containing 20 orange tip 30 caliber cartridges with TW / 53 headstamps. The cartridges have light tarnish
on the brass and remain in about good condition. (107283-1M)
2341. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION This lot includes four boxes of centerfire cartridges. First is a full 20 round box of
Remington Express 30-30 Win., 170 gr., Core-Lokt SP cartridges that are lightly tarnished in good overall condition. Second is a partial 20
round box (16) of Remington Hi-Speed 30-30 Win., 150 gr., Core-Lokt SP cartridges with overall lightly tarnished brass in good condition.
Third is a full 20 round box of Remington High Velocity 308 Win., 150 gr., Core-Lokt PSP cartridges with bright brass in excellent condition.
Fourth is a plastic Dickson cartridge case containing 50 assorted 38 caliber cartridges in varying degrees of condition from both commercial and military manufacturers. (107823-1N)
2342. LOT OF COLOMBIAN SURPLUS AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of surplus 30 caliber ball cartridges
(.308). The cartridges come in plain white cardboard boxes stenciled in black lettering. (107820-4)
2343. LOT OF COLOMBIAN SURPLUS AMMUNITION This lot contains five full 20 round boxes of surplus 30 caliber ball cartridges
(.308). The cartridges come in plain white cardboard boxes some of which have toned to a dark antique with age staining and are stenciled in black lettering. (107820-4A)
2344. LOT OF SYRIAN SURPLUS AMMUNITION This lot includes ten full 15 round boxes of 7.62 NATO ball cartridges. The cartridges come in grey cardboard packages with white labels written in Arabic and remain in excellent condition. (107820-3)
2345. LOT OF SYRIAN SURPLUS AMMUNITION This lot includes ten full 15 round boxes of 7.62 NATO ball cartridges. The cartridges come in grey cardboard packages with white labels written in Arabic and remain in excellent condition. (107820-3A)
2346. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 50 round boxes of American Eagle 40 S&W, 165 gr., FMJ ball cartridges all with bright brass casings in excellent condition. (107722-5S19473A1)
2347. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot includes three full 50 round boxes of 9mm ammunition to include: (2) Winchester SXZ 115 gr., FMJ
and (1) American Eagle 124 gr., FMJ. All cartridges have bright brass casings and remain in excellent condition. (107722-5S19473A2)
2348. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot includes three boxes of 40 S&W. First is a near full bulk pack of Ultramax remanufactured 40 S&W,
180 gr., conical nose lead bullets in excellent condition. Second is a full 50 round boxes of Speer Lawman 40 S&W, 165 gr., TMJ cartridges
with overall bright brass with scattered spots of light oxidation. Third is a full 50 round box of Speer Lawman 40 S&W, 180 gr., FMJ cartridges with overall bright brass and spots of light oxidation on the casings in very good condition. (107722-5S19473A3)
2349. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION This lot contains a variety of rimfire, centerfire, and shotshells. First is a full 25 round
box of Remington Express Long Range 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/4 Oz, No. 4 Shot plastic hull shotshells in overall excellent condition. Second a
partial 20 round pack of CCI 22 WMR, shotshells with mostly bright brass in excellent condition. Third is a partial 50 round box (12) of
Federal 22 Win Mag. 50 gr., JHP cartridges that have dull untarnished brass in very good overall condition. Fourth are 20 loose Winchester
9mm Luger nickel brass hollow point cartridges in overall very good condition. Fifth are 15 loose nickel brass 9mm Luger cartridges with
F C headstamps in overall very good condition. Sixth is a mixed bag of 40 S&W containing 40 nickel brass hollow point cartridges from
Federal and Winchester all in very good condition. (107722-5S19473A4)
2350. WINCHESTER RIMFIRE AMMUNITION This lot includes a 250 round 1986 limited edition sleeve of 22 WMR, 45 gr., Lubaloy
coated lead bullets. The sleeve contains five full 50 round boxes in an illustrated brown and tan sleeve with horse and rider logo. The outer
sleeve shows some minor scuffing along the edges with a few light scratches across the face and the rimfire cartridges remain bright in
excellent condition. (106019-1R)
2351. WINCHESTER RIMFIRE AMMUNITION This lot includes a 250 round 1986 limited edition sleeve of 22 WMR, 45 gr., Lubaloy
coated lead bullets. The sleeve contains five full 50 round boxes in an illustrated brown and tan sleeve with horse and rider logo. The outer
sleeve shows some minor scuffing along the edges with a minor crease on the left side top and the rimfire cartridges remain bright in
excellent condition. (106019-1Q)
2352. WINCHESTER RIMFIRE AMMUNITION This lot includes a 250 round 1986 limited edition sleeve of 22 WMR, 45 gr., Lubaloy
coated lead bullets. The sleeve contains five full 50 round boxes in an illustrated brown and tan sleeve with horse and rider logo. The outer
sleeve shows some minor scuffing along the edges with a few light scratches across the face and has a small tear at the front closure flap.
The rimfire cartridges remain bright in excellent condition. (106019-1P)
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2353. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION This lot includes a Variety of 22 LR rimfire cartridges in a Plano Dry Box. First is a near full 525
round box of Federal Champion 22 LR, 36 gr., copper plated HP cartridges. Second is a near full 525 round box of Remington Golden
Bullet 22 LR, 36 gr., brass plated HP cartridges. Third is a sealed 100 round sleeve of CCI Mini-Mag 22 LR, 36 gr., Copper-plated HP cartridges. Fourth are six sealed 50 round packs of Eley Target 22 LR cartridges. All are stored in a black plastic Plano dry box measuring
13"x7 1/2"x10" in excellent condition. (107839-1AD, 6)
2354. DYNAMIT NOBEL AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 50 round boxes of Geco 9x18 Ultra, 94 gr., FMJ flat nose cartridges.
The cartridges come in a red, yellow, and blue box and remain mostly bright in excellent condition. (106019-1U)
2355. DYNAMIT NOBEL AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 50 round boxes of Geco 9x18 Ultra, 94 gr., FMJ flat nose cartridges.
The cartridges come in a red, yellow, and blue box and remain mostly bright in excellent condition. (106019-1T)
2356. WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot contains three boxes of 338 Winchester Magnum cartridges. First are two full 20 round yellow, white, and red boxes of Super-Speed 200 gr., SP cartridges with overall lightly tarnished brass in very good plus condition. One of
these boxes has a white sticker from a local gun shop that reads “previously owned ammunition”. Second is a full 20 round yellow, white
and red box of Super-Speed 250 gr., EXP. Bullet with light tarnish on the brass in near excellent condition. (106019-1AF)
2357. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot contains two bear boxes. First is a full 20 round box of Winchester Silvertip 30-06, 180 gr.,
controlled expanding bullet. The cartridges are an overall dull brass color and remain in very good plus condition. The box has bright color
remaining with spots of scuffing and a few small stains along the edges. The inner flaps are missing from both ends and the box rates very
good to near excellent. Second is a full 20 round box of Western Super-X 300 H&H Magnum, 220 gr., Silvertip controlled expanding bullet.
The cartridges are a dull brass color and remain in very good plus condition. The box has overall light scuffing, rounded corners, a small
tear along the left side top flap and is missing an inner flap. The colors on this illustrated box remain bright and it is in very good overall
condition. (106019-1AG)
2358. LOT OF WESTERN AMMUNITION This lot includes a full 50 round box of 32-20 Win., 100 gr., SP cartridges in the yellow color
box with red, white, and blue lettering. The box has slightly rounded corners and scattered scuff marks, the cartridges remain bright, and
both are in very good overall condition. (107103-1C)
2359. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot includes two full 50 round boxes of Super-X 38-40 Win., 180 gr., SP cartridges.
The boxes show light scuffing along the edges and the cartridges remain mostly bright in overall near excellent condition. (107103-1B)
2360. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION This lot includes two full 50 round dog bone style boxes of 44 S&W Special 246 gr., lead bullet.
Both of the boxes show overall light scuffing around the edges with slightly rounded corners but remain in very good condition. The cartridges
have dull color brass with very light amounts of fine white oxidation on the lead and remain in very good overall condition. (107103-1D)
2361. LOT OF MIXED AMMUNITION This lot includes eight full and or partial boxes of centerfire cartridges and 12 ga shotshells. First
are two full 5 round boxes of Remington Premier Copper Solid 12 ga., 3", 1 Oz., HPS in excellent condition. Second is a full five round box
of Winchester Super-X 12 ga., 3 1/2" 00 Buck in very good condition. Third is a full 10 round box of Federal Premium 12 ga., 3" 2 Oz., No.
6 shot copper-plated shotshells in very good condition. Fourth is a full 10 round box of Federal Premium 12 ga., 3", 1 1/8 Oz., No. 2
Tungsten shotshells in excellent condition. Fifth is a mixed box of 12 ga., shotshells to include: (15) Winchester Super-X 12 ga., 3", 1 3/8
Oz., BB Steel Shot and (10) Remington Express 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 7/8 Oz., No. 4 steel shot all in excellent condition. Sixth is a full 50 round
box of Remington 38 Special, 158 gr., lead bullet with nickel-plated casings in overall very good condition. Seventh is a partial 50 round
box (44) of Winchester Super-X 380 ACP, 85 gr., Silvertip HP cartridges in good overall condition. There are 6 addition Win head stamp
380 ACP cartridges include of an unknown configuration. (107618-3)
2362. LOT OF MIXED SHOTSHELLS This lot includes a full box of Remington 10ga., and two bags of loose 10 ga., shotshells. First is a
full 25 round box of Remington Express 10 Ga., 3 1/2" Magnum plastic hull shotshells in overall very good condition. Second is a bag containing 15 Alcan 10 ga., 3 1/2" paper hull, No 1 Buck in very good condition. Third is a bag containing 24 loose Winchester Western 10
ga., 3 1/2" paper hull shotshells. These are Super-X #0 Buck and remain in very good condition. (107103-1A)
2363. LOT OF SURPLUS AMMUNITION This lot includes a small OD green ammo can with 150 +/- rounds of mixed head stamp 7.62mm
NATO ball cartridges with some on 5 round stripper clips in overall very good condition. Also included are two cloth bandoleers. (107283-1S)
2364. LOT OF SURPLUS AMMUNITION This lot includes a large OD green ammo can with 130+/- rounds of 30 caliber M2 ball cartridges. There are a mixture of head stamps and configurations to include grey tip, black tip, and straight ball cartridges some in enbloc
clips others linked. Some of the brass shows minor tarnish but overall cartridges remain in very good condition. (107283-1T)
2365. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION This lot includes four full and or partial boxes of centerfire pistol cartridges and a large
OD green metal ammunition can. First are 13 assorted head stamp .357 magnum cartridges with nickel-plated casings in overall very good
condition housed in a S&W 38 box. Second are two full 50 round boxes of Remington Hi-Speed 357 Magnum, 125 gr., SJHP cartridges
with nickel plated casings in excellent condition. Third is a full 50 round box of mixed manufacturers 357 magnum nickel-plated cartridges
in a variety of configurations in overall very good condition. (107283-1U)
2366. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot includes a variety of 20 Ga., shotshells housed in a large OD green military ammo can. First are 19
loose paper and plastic hull 20 ga., slugs by Winchester and Remington in overall good condition. Second are two full 25 round boxes of
Remington Mohawk 2 3/4", 20 ga., No. 8 shot field loads in overall excellent condition. Third is a full 25 round box of Remington Express
20 ga., 2 3/4" No. 6 shot in excellent condition. Fourth is a partial 25 round box (12) of Alcan Game Max 20 ga., 2 3/4", No. 7 1/2 shot
in very good overall condition. Fifth is a partial 25 round box (17) of Western Xpert 20 ga., 2 3/4", No. 6 Shot in very good condition. Sixth
are 15 Loose assorted manufacture and configured 20 ga., paper and plastic hull shotshells housed in an Alcan Game Max box in good
overall condition. (107283-1V)
2367. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot includes a variety of 20 ga shotshells housed in a large OD green ammo can. First are four full 25
round boxes of Federal Game Load 20 ga., 2 3/4", No. 8 shot in excellent condition. Second is a full 25 round box of Remington Express
20 ga., 2 3/4" rifled Slugs in very good condition. Third is a full 25 round box of Remington Mohawk Field Load 20 ga., 2 3/4" No. 8 shot
in excellent condition. Fourth is a partial 25 round box (19) of Remington Express 20 ga., 2 3/4" No. 3 Buck housed in a mis-matched No.
1 Buck box in good overall condition. Fifth is partial 25 round box (24) of mixed paper and plastic hull 20 ga., Remington Express No. 4
shot housed in a Federal Field Load box in overall very good condition. There are 19 plastic hull and 6 paper hull shotshells. Sixth is a full
25 round box of Western Xpert 20 ga., 2 3/4" No. 6 shot paper hull shotshells in good overall condition. (107283-1W)
2368. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot includes a mixture of commercial and military surplus pistol cartridges housed in a small OD green
ammo can. First is a full 50 round box of Remington High Velocity 9mm, 124 gr., FMJ ball ammunition in excellent condition. Second is a
partial 50 round box (42) of Winchester X 9mm, 115 gr., FMJ ball cartridges in very good condition. Third is a partial 50 round two piece
box of Winchester 32 S&W, 85 gr., lead bullets containing 12 cartridges with overall light to moderate oxidation on the brass and or lead
in about good condition. Fourth are four full 50 round boxes of 9mm ball ammunition with “MM / 6 / 45” headstamps with some showing
varying light amounts of oxidation on the lead and or brass in good overall condition. (107283-1X)
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2369. LOT OF 9MM AMMUNITION This lot consists of an assortment of 352, 9mm cartridges stored in plastic cartridge boxes housed
in a large OD green ammunition can. There is a mixture of military surplus and commercial manufacturers and the cartridges are mostly
bright in overall very good condition. (107283-1Y)
2370. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot contains a full 50 round box of Remington 38-40 Win., 180 gr., SP cartridges. The ammunition comes
in a green, white and red colored box that has overall light scuffing along the edges and slightly rounded corners. The cartridges have dull
colored brass and remain in very good overall condition. (107526-58)
2371. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot includes two partial boxes of 32-40 Win. First is a two-piece box of U.M.C. 32-40-165 containing 7
U.M.C headstamp and two Remington U.M.C. headstamp cartridges that have dull colored brass and light oxidation on the lead. The two
piece box rates very good with overall light ingrained dirt staining, some minor scuffing along the edges. Second is a partial box of
Winchester W 32-40 Win., 165 gr., SP cartridges containing 13 cartridges and seven fired casings. The box is missing both end flaps and
the cartridges have dull colored brass with some showing light amounts of fine white oxidation on the lead. (107526-57)
2372. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot includes four boxes with a variety of 9mm cartridges. First is a near full 100 round value pack of
Winchester 9mm Luger, 115 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition. Second are two full 50 round Plano handgun ammo cases containing Federal 9mm Luger, FMJ cartridges of an unknown weight in overall excellent condition. Third is a MCM Case-Gard 100 containing a
mixture of military surplus and commercial manufactured cartridges. There are (50) cartridges marked “9X19 / L Y / 93,” and 34 assorted
manufacture and configured 9mm Luger FMJ cartridges all in overall excellent condition. (107441-29-S18788A4)
2373. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot contains seven full and or partial boxes of .223 Rem. First are three full 20 round boxes of PMC
Bronze 223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ-BT cartridges. Second is a full 20 round box of Federal .223 Ball cartridges. Third are two full 20 round boxes
of Winchester Super-X 223 Rem., 55 gr., JSP cartridges. Fourth is a near full 100 round value pack of American Eagle 223 Rem., 55 gr.,
FMJ cartridges. These cartridges remain mostly bright and are in excellent condition. (107441-29-S18788A2)
2374. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot includes a variety of 12 ga., shotshells from multiple manufacturers. First are two full 25 round boxes
of Federal Target Load 12 ga., 2 3/4", No. 8 shot. These are pink colored boxes part of a Breast Cancer Awareness campaign and the shotshells have pink hulls. Second is a partial 25 round box of Estate 12 ga., 2 3/4", 00 Buck containing 10 shotshells. Third is a bag containing
10 Winchester PDX1 12 ga., 2 3/4" shotshells. Fourth is a bag containing five Royal Star Rio 12 ga., 2 3/4" rifled slugs. Fifth is a bag containing 20 Nobel Sport 12 ga., 2 3/4" No 8 shot. The shotshells included in this lot remain in excellent condition. (107441-29-S18788A1)
2375. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot includes four full and or partial boxes of 40 S&W. First is a partial 50 round box (46) of Winchester
40 S&W, 180 gr., FMJ cartridges. Second is a partial 100 round value pack (94) of Winchester 40 S&W, 160 gr., FMJ cartridges. Third is
a full 50 round box of Tulammo steel cased 40 S&W, 180 gr., FMJ cartridges. Fourth is a full 50 round box of Tulammo Brass Max 40 S&W,
170 gr., FMJ cartridges. The ammunition in this lot rates excellent. (107441-29-S18788A)
2376. LOT OF M IXE D CALI BE R AM M U N ITION This lot includes a variety of rimfire and centerfire cartridges. First is a small plastic
tote containing 275 +/- 22 LR cartridges from multiple manufactures all lead RN rimfire cartridges in excellent condition. Second are
14 loose rounds of DRT / 380 marked headstamp HP cartridges in excellent condition. Third is a bag containing 30 mixed head stamp
303 British cartridges some with minor to moderate amounts of oxidation in a variety of configurations some possibly with corrosive
primers in fair condition. Fourth is a full 20 round box of Winchester Super Speed 303 British, 215 gr., SP cartridges in overall very
good condition. (107441-29-S18788A3)
2377. WINCHESTER SHOTSHELLS This lot includes two full 100 round value packs of Winchester Universal 20 ga., 2 3/4", 7/8 Oz., No.
7 1/2 shot shotshells. They come packaged in 25 round boxes, four to a pack and are in excellent condition. (107361-1)
2378. REMINGTON SHOTSHELLS This lot includes two full 100 round value packs of Remington Target Loads 20 ga., 2 3/4", 7/8 Oz., No.
8 shot shotshells. The come packaged in 25 round boxes four to a pack and are in excellent condition. (107361-1A)
2379. WINCHESTER SHOTSHELLS This lot includes two full 100 round value packs of Winchester Universal 20 ga., 2 3/4", 7/8 Oz., No.
7 1/2 shot shotshells. They are packaged in 25 round boxes four to a pack and are in excellent condition. (107361-1B)
2380. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot contains three full 25 round boxes of 20 ga., game loads. First is a box of Federal Game-Shok 2 3/4",
7/8 Oz., No. 7 1/2 lead shotshells in excellent condition. Second are two Remington Game Load 2 3/4", 7/8 Oz., No. 7 1/2 shot shotshells
in excellent condition. (107361-1C)
2381. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION This lot contains three full and or partial 50 round boxes of American Eagle .44 Rem. Mag., 240
gr., JHP cartridges. There are two full boxes and a partial containing 40 cartridges all with bright brass in excellent condition. (107361-3)
2382. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 50 round boxes of 30-30 Win. ammunition. First are two boxes of Winchester SuperX 30-30, 150 gr., PP cartridges with mostly bright brass in very good condition. Second is a box of Remington High Velocity 30-30, 170
gr., Core-Lokt SP cartridges. The brass is lightly tarnished and there are a few cartridges with light fine white oxidation on the lead. Third
is a box of Remington Express 30-30, 150 gr., Core-Lokt SP cartridges. These have lightly tarnished brass and remain in good overall condition. (107361-4)
2383. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot contains three full and or partial boxes of .44 Rem. Mag., ammunition. First is a partial 20 round box
(14) of Federal Classic 44 Rem. Mag., 180 gr., JHP cartridges. Second are two full 50 round boxes of American Eagle 44 rem. Mag., 240
gr., JHP cartridges. These cartridges are all bright brass in excellent condition. (107361-3A)
2384. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION This lot contains two full 50 round boxes of Remington UMC 44 Rem. Mag., 180 gr., JSP
cartridges in overall very good condition showing light tarnish on some of the brass. (107361-3B)
2385. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION This lot contains five full 20 round boxes of American Eagle .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ-BT cartridges in excellent condition. (107361-2)
2386. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of American Eagle .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ-BT cartridges in excellent condition. (107361-2A)
2387. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of American Eagle .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ-BT cartridges
in excellent condition. (107361-2B)
2388. LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of American Eagle .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ-BT cartridges in excellent condition. (107361-2C)
2389. LOT OF REMINGTON SHOTSHELLS This lot includes five full 25 round boxes of Game Load 20 ga., 2 3/4", 7/8 Oz., No 6 Shot
shotshells in overall excellent condition. (107619-2)
2390. LOT OF FIOCCHI SHOTSHELLS This lot includes four full and or partial boxes of 20 ga., shotshells. First is a partial 25 round box
(22) of High Velocity 2 3/4", 1 Oz., No. 6 Shot in very good condition. Second is a partial 25 round box (17) of Field 2 /34", 1 Oz., No 6
shot in very good condition. Third are two full 25 round boxes of Field 2 3/4", 1 Oz., No. 6 shot in excellent condition. (107619-2A)
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2391. LOT OF FEDERAL SHOTSHELLS This lot includes six full and or partial 25 round boxes. First are two full boxes of Duck & Pheasant
2 3/4", 1 Oz., No. 6 shot. Second is a full box of Duck & Pheasant 2 3/4", 1 Oz., No. 4 Shot. Third are two full Classic Field Load 2 3/4", 1
Oz., No. 6 Shot. Fourth is a partial mixed box of Federal shotshells containing (15) 2 3/4" No. 4 Steel shot shotshells and (7) 2 3/4", 1 Oz.,
No 6 shot shells. All the shotshells are in excellent condition. (1076109-2B)
2392. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot includes four full 25 round boxes. First are three boxes of Remington Sport Loads 20 ga., 2 3/4", 7/8
Oz., No 8 shot in excellent condition. Second is a near full mixed box of 20 ga., shotshells containing (15) Remington Express No. 6 shot,
(5) Federal Duck & Pheasant No. 6 shot, (2) Winchester Super-X No. 6 shot, and (2) Remington Peters No. 8 shot all in very good to
excellent condition. (107619-2C)
2393. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot includes six boxes and a bag of assorted manufacturers 20 ga shotshells. First are three full 25 round
boxes of Orvis Fibre Wad 20 ga., 2 3/4", 1 Oz., No. 5 shot in excellent condition. Second is a full 25 round box of Winchester Super-X 20
ga., 2 3/4", 1 Oz., No. 4 Shot in very good condition. Third is a full five round box of Remington Slugger 20 ga., 2 3/4", 5 /8 Oz., HPRS in
very good condition. Fourth is a full five round box of Winchester Super-X 20 ga., 2 3/4", 3/4 Oz., HPRS in excellent condition. Fifth is a
bag containing 70 +/- assorted plastic hull shotshells from multiple manufacturers to include Winchester, Federal, and Fiocchi all in very
good condition. (107619-2D)
2394. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot includes six full and or partial boxes of 12 ga., shotshells from various manufacturers. First are two full
five round boxes of Winchester Super-X 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 Oz., HPRS in excellent condition. Second is a full sealed box of Eley Grand Prix
12 ga., 2 1/2", 1 1/16 Oz., No. 6 shot in excellent condition. Third is a partial 25 round box (18) of Remington Express Long Range 12 ga.,
2 3/4", 1 1/4 Oz., No. 6 Shot in very good condition. Fourth is a partial 25 round box (22) of Federal Field Load 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/8 Oz.,
No. 6 shot in very good condition. Fifth is a mixed box of Federal Magnum steel containing (12) 12 ga., 3", 1 3/8 Oz., No. 2 steel and (10)
12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/4 Oz., No 2 steel all in good overall condition. (107619-2E)
2395. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot includes five boxes of mixed manufacturers 12 ga., shotshells. First is a full 10 round box of Remington
SPBBX2 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/4 Oz., BBx2 steel shot in excellent condition. Second is a full 25 round box of Fiocchi 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/4 Oz.,
No. 3 steel shot in excellent condition. Third is a full 25 round box of Federal Steel 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/4 Oz., No. 4 steel shot in very good
condition. Fourth is a full 25 round box of Winchester Super Steel 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/4 Oz., No. 3 steel shot in excellent condition. Fifth is
a full 25 round box of Fiocchi Steel (goose and duck load) 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/8 Oz., No. 3 steel shot in excellent condition. (107619-2F)
2396. LOT OF AMMUNITION and Brass This lot includes an Assortment of 30-30 Win., cartridges and fired brass. First is a full 20 round
sealed package of Remington 30-30 Win., 150 gr., Core-Lokt, SP cartridges in excellent condition. Second is a full 20 round box of Western
Super-X 30-30 Win., 170 gr., SP cartridges with lightly tarnished brass in very good condition. Third is a full 20 round box of Winchester
Super-X 30-30 Win., 170 gr., Power Point (SP) cartridges with overall light tarnish in about very good condition. Fourth is a partial 20 round
box (13) of Remington 30-30 Win., 170 gr., SP Core-Lokt cartridges with overall lightly tarnished brass in good condition. Fifth is a partial
20 round box of Federal Hi-Power 30-30 win., 170 gr., SP Hi-Shok cartridges. This box has ten cartridges with overall light tarnish on the
bass and ten fired casings all in very good condition. (107619-2G)
2397. LOT OF AMMUNITION and Brass This lot includes four boxes of 9mm. First are two full 50 round boxes of UMC 9mm Luger, 124
gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition. Second is a full 50 round box of Remington Kleanbore 9mm Luger, 124 gr., FMJ cartridges in
very good condition. Third is a partial 50 round box (49) of fired UMC 9mm Luger casings in good overall condition. (107619-2H)
2398. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION This lot includes some rimfire and centerfire cartridges. First are two full 20 round
packages of Remington 30-06 Springfield, 150 gr., PSP Core-Lokt cartridges in excellent condition. One package remains sealed the other
is open. Second is a partial 10 round belt clip of Federal 30-06 Springfield, containing seven lightly tarnished cartridges in very good condition. Third is a full 50 round box of Federal Hi-Power 22 Short rimfire cartridges in overall very good condition. Fourth is a partial 50 round
box (8) of PMC Zapper 22 LR rimfire cartridges in good overall condition. (107619-2I)
2399. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot includes a full 20 round box of Old Western Scrounger 43 Spanish, 360 gr., FN lead cartridges. These
black powder cartridges have slightly dull colored brass and remain in very good condition. (107202-4)
2400. LOT OF 7.35 CARCANO This lot includes 20 rounds of surplus ball ammunition in a Breda 20 round charger. The cartridges have
overall light tarnish and the charger remains in excellent condition. (107202-4A)
2401. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION This lot includes 8 full and/or partial boxes of ammunition. First is a full one piece 25
round box of Peters 12 ga., 2 3/4", No. 6 shot Standard Field Loads. These plastic hull shotshells are in excellent condition. Second is a
full 20 round box of Hansen Cartridge Co., 7X57, 175 gr., FMJ cartridges with lightly tarnished, mostly bright brass. Third are two full 15
round boxes of German manufactured 8mm surplus ball cartridges. They are both in very good condition with one box having black painted
tips. Fourth are two 10 round boxes of Czech manufactured 8X60S ball cartridges. One box is full and the other has eight cartridges with
mostly dull colored brass. Fifth are two partial 10 round boxes of RWS 8X57JR cartridges with mostly dark brass. The ammunition in this
lot ranges in condition from about good to very good overall. (107202-4D)

Magazines

2402. WINCHESTER MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of a single Winchester Model 100 magazine that will work with both .243 and
.308 Winchester rifles. The magazine retains 98% original blue finish with some operational wear. (206643-10B)
2403. 1911 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two 1911 magazines. The first magazine is an unmarked USGI two tone magazine that
has a faded finish with some scattered oxidation staining. The second magazine is a USGI blued lanyard loop magazine that shows some
fading on the op of both sides and some scattered oxidation staining. (206643-10C)
2404. 1911 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two 1911 magazines. The first magazine is an unmarked USGI blued magazine that shows
fading and oxidation. The second magazine is a blued magazine that is marked "COLT/45 AUTO" and it is in a USGI wrapper with cosmoline. (206643-10D)
2405. MILITARY MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of 4 magazines. All are in very good or better condition with varying degrees of finish loss.
The first two are 20 round metric FAL magazines which show scattered minor silvering. The third is a 10 round French MAS-49 magazine that
has finish loss throughout and silvering. The fourth is an unmarked 20 round M14 magazine which has scattered light silvering. (207657-242)
2406. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two 30 round magazines for the AR-15/M16 family made by C-Products. The magazines are in
excellent condition with minor silvering and scratches. They have a black parkerized finish and orange followers. (207779-12)
2407. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of six aftermarket magazines for the Colt 7.62x39mm AR-15 rifle. All magazines are in near excellent
to excellent condition with minor oxidation or finish loss. Four 20 round magazines and two 30 round magazines are included. (206519-658)
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2408. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of six AR-15/M16 USGI aluminum magazines in good to very good condition. There are two
Adventure Line 30 round magazines with noticeable finish wear and one magazine has a bent floorplate. The next two are Adventure line
20 round magazines in very good condition with scattered silvering. The next magazine is a Colt factory 20 round magazine in very good
condition. The last magazine is a Colt factory 30 round magazine in very good condition. (207758-29)
2409. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of five AR-15/M16 GI type aluminum magazines in very good plus to excellent condition. The first three
magazines are unmarked 30 rounders with scattered silvering and scratches and some light oxidation staining. The next one is a Brownells
20 round magazine that shows scattered silvering. The last magazine is an NHMTG 30 rounder that shows scattered silvering. (207773-2)
2410. LOT OF COLT 38 SUPER MAGAZINES This lot consist of (3) Colt marked magazines and (1) unidentified and unmarked magazine for 32 ACP cartridge. All three Colt magazines are marked "Colt / Super / 38 Auto" and rate excellent with light handling wear. One
magazine is electroless nickel plated, one is blue and the last is two tone blue. The fourth magazine has been cleaned, some oxidation
staining is occurring and the number 2 / 2866 is stamped on the base plate. The magazine appears to be for the 32 ACP cartridge with
three viewing windows and utilizes a European style heel latch. (87657-241)
2411. COLT ACE MAGAZINE LOT This lot consist of a single two tone magazine marked "COLT / ACE / 22 LR". The magazine has seen
light use and remains in excellent condition with a few light handling and operational marks. (87657-241A)
2412. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of two Ruger Mini 14 factory magazines. The 20 rd. 223 Rem. magazines retain 99%+ original
blue, rate excellent and appear unused in original box. (76019-12A)
2413. LOT OF MAGAZINES This is a lot of three 45 cal., 30 rd. stick magazines for the Thompson SMG. One is by The Crosby Co. and marked
“U.S.-30 Cartridge-Cal. 45”, the second is by Auto Ordnance and the third is Seymour marked. The springs retain good strength and overall
they retain about 90% of their parkerized finish with scattered light areas of contact marks and oxidation staining. The magazines are housed
in an original and excellent condition three cell 30 rd. OD green canvas pouch with bold stamp on back: “U.S.M.C./R.M. CO./Nos45412/1944”. The canvas shows isolated very light wear and all the hardware is clean and intact as are the straps and loops. (76031-7A)
2414. LOT OF MAGAZINES This is a lot of six 45 cal., 20 rd. stick magazines for the Thompson submachine gun: (4) by Auto Ordnance with
parkerized finish; (1) by Seymour with blued finish; (1) by Worcester Pressed Steel with blued finish. The overall condition is very good with
the last two coming in at near excellent and a couple of the Auto Ordnance examples showing mild wear and pitting in areas. (76031-7B)
2415. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three Thompson 45 cal. magazines. These Crosby Company manufactured 30 rd. stick magazines rate very good overall, with strong springs and average about 90% blue retention, exhibiting scattered surface oxidation and wear marks
with one showing the onset of pitting. The magazines come in a gray canvas military magazine pouch with shoulder strap. (76031-7C)
2416. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of five magazines for Remington models 74, 740, 742, 750 and 7400 in 308 Win. The blued
steel four rd. magazines rate very good to excellent overall with strong springs and retaining about 90% finish on average, with one showing scattered light surface oxidation. (77857-45AS19183)
2417. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three blued steel 15 rd. magazines for the M1 Carbine: (1) by Union Hardware retaining
about 95% original blue with a few contact marks and minor spots of surface oxidation; (1) by Quality Hardware & Machine retaining about
98% blue with minor contact marks; (1) by M.S. Little Co. retaining about 85% blue with scattered small areas of oxidation staining and a
slightly weakened spring. Also included in this lot is ammunition: (1) box containing five rds. of Wolf .30 carbine, 110 gr. FMJ; (1) box containing four rds. of Norma 6.5 Jap., 139 gr. SP, semi-pointed BT. There is also a nicely padded zippered Moose Brand pistol rug by Brauer
Bros. The suede case measures 19” in length and rates near excellent. Rounding out the lot are three stripper clips and a metal military
ammunition can. (76918-2)
2418. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of two magazines beginning with an M1 Carbine 15 rd. by Autoyre Co. rating very good,
retaining about 90% original blue with scattered areas of oxidation and isolated areas where pitting is evident. Next is an as new 5 rd.
blued steel magazine for a Mini-14 in the original and sealed Ruger packaging. Also included is a Mini-14 stripper clip guide that appears
unused in the original packaging. (76825-2A)
2419. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of four blued steel magazines for the M1 Carbine: (2) 15 rd. by Autoyre Co. consisting of one
marked “AI” retaining about 70% finish with mild wear and a couple of areas of surface oxidation and the other “IA” retaining about 85%
with wear and scattered light spots of surface oxidation; (1) by the Mattuck Manufacturing Co. and marked “MN” retaining about 90%
with scattered light wear; (1) unmarked 30 rd. retaining about 97% blue. The magazines are contained in two dual pocket U.S. marked
green canvas magazine pouches rating about very good with mild wear and soiling. (76031-4A)
2420. MILITARY LOT This is a U.S. issued post WWII M1 helmet that is fully intact including webbing, liner and chinstrap. The outer shell retains
about 97% green finish with scattered light contact marks and a couple of small areas indicating the onset of surface oxidation. The liner and
to a lesser degree, the webbing exhibit a few whitish spots that appears to be paint. The leather sweat band has some mildew staining and
the internal hardware has areas of up to moderate oxidation. The overall rating is about very good to near excellent. (76019-14B)
2421. AFTERMARKET RUGER MAGAZINE LOT Three aftermarket Ruger Mini-30 magazines: (2) Eagle 18 round smoky gray translucent magazines and (1) steel unmarked 40 round magazine, all in excellent condition. (3X106519-488G)
2422. LOT OF MAGAZINES Six total: (2) factory sealed Springfield Armory XD Gear 16 rd., 9mm magazines in as-new condition; (2)
Korean manufactured 5.56x45mm plastic magazines in as-new condition. (197428-4AL)
2423. LOT OF MAGAZINES Six total: (1) 10 rd. Eagle International Eagle 1001 magazine and (2) 10 rd. Eagle International Eagle 3080
magazines. All items in this lot are plastic and in used, very-good condition; (3) Korean manufactured 5.56x45mm plastic magazines in asnew condition. (1X197428-4AM)
2424. WASR LOT This lot consists of a single stack AK style ten round magazine for a WASR-10 rifle. Developed to meet period government
restrictions this magazine will fit the narrow opening on afflicted AK style rifles. An excellent example overall. (1X47006-11A)
2425. LOT OF MAGAZINES Seven aftermarket magazines total: (2) Eagle plastic model 1630 30 rd. AR-15 style magazines still in sealed
original packaging; (2) Orlite-Eng. Co. polymer 30 rd. AR-15 style magazines in good overall condition showing some signs of modest
use; (3) 30 round, 9mm, aftermarket SP89 magazines in excellent condition. The magazines have a parkerized finish with “LIQ” marking
on the lower right front corner and are still with their original boxes, all in excellent condition. One box is missing an endflap. (106737-3A)
2426. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two Remington detachable box magazines to fit Remington 511, 513 and similar rifles. Included
are one 5 round and one 10 round magazine. Both are in excellent condition. (46524-2)
2427. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of a Luger P08 magazine in excellent condition. The blued body magazine features an aluminum butt
that is numbered “7179”. The body of the magazine is marked “8592” and is electric pencil marked “9833” along the spine. Also included
is an SKS cleaning kit. (46524-6)
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2428. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of five 1911 style 15 round extended, single stack magazines by Triple K Manufacturing. These blued
steel magazines appear to be in “as-new” condition and are in their original packaging. Some of the packaging has some minor damage
which does not affect the magazines. (46382-6A)
2429. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of five 1911 style 15 round extended, single stack magazines by Triple K Manufacturing. These blued
steel magazines appear to be in “as-new” condition and are in their original packaging. Some of the packaging has some minor damage
which does not affect the magazines. (46382-6B)
2430. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of four 1911 style 15 round extended, single stack magazines by Triple K Manufacturing. These blued
steel magazines appear to be in “as-new” condition and are in their original packaging. Some of the packaging has some minor damage,
but it does not affect the contents. (46382-6C)
2431. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of four 1911 7 round, military style magazines. The magazines are each sealed in a brown paper
wrapping. They are not manufacturer marked but are labeled “New In Wrap Military Style”. (46382-6D)
2432. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of four 1911 7 round, military style magazines. The magazines are each sealed in a brown paper
wrapping. They are not manufacturer marked, but are labeled “New In Wrap Military Style”. (46382-6E)
2433. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of four 1911 7 round, military style magazines. The magazines are each sealed in a brown paper
wrapping. They are not manufacturer marked, but are labeled “New In Wrap Military Style”. (46382-6F)
2434. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of four 1911 7 round, military style magazines. The magazines are each sealed in a brown paper
wrapping. They are not manufacturer marked, but are labeled “New In Wrap Military Style”. (46382-6G)
2435. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of five “used” 7 round 1911 style magazines. All are in excellent condition and consist of four blued
and one polished steel. One is manufactured by Colt and has significant finish wear, three others are marked on the floorplates with an
assembly number or just the caliber, the polished magazine is unmarked. (46382-6H)
2436. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of a vintage Walther Model 4 pistol magazine. The blued steel magazine is capable of handling seven
32 ACP rounds. The base is marked "Walther" and condition is excellent with light wear to the finish. (44113-3A)
2437. MILITARY MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three U.S. military magazine pouches and four magazines. Two of the magazine
pouches are green canvas and were made by the Pioneer Canvas Products Co. and have Alice style belt clips. The third is black leather
and is marked “U.S. / L-F CO / 1951 / MRT 1-52”. All three are in excellent condition with mild to moderate verdigris around the brass clips
and fasteners. Each two-pocket magazine pouch is designed to be used with 1911 style magazines. Included are four generic, unmarked
1911 style magazines. The magazines each have a fading parkerized/blue finish and there are areas of light surface oxidation present on
some. Also included is a dummy pineapple style grenade. (45953-8,9,39)
2438. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of a single Mossberg M44 detachable magazine. This unmarked magazine appears to be factory and
is in very good condition with some lightly polished pitting along one side and a few specks of light surface oxidation throughout. Magazine
features the adjustment knob on the base which allows use with 22 Short rounds and appears to be overall very serviceable. (45953-53A)
2439. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two blued magazines for M1 Carbines. Included are one unmarked five round and one commercially made 30 round magazine. Both are in excellent condition. (47857-66S19947A)
2440. COLT MAGAZINE This lot includes a two line Woodsman magazine. The magazine retains 85% blue finish with some loss to wear
along the contact points. The spring remains strong, the floor plate is appropriately marked "Colt / Cal. 22 L.R.", and the magazine remains
in excellent condition. (107807-2A)
2441. LOT OF AK 47 MAGAZINES This lot includes five 30 round steel magazines. Four of the magazines remain in original unmarked
packaging and the fifth shows some minor handling marks associated with use and all are in excellent condition. (107820-1)
2442. STEYR MP 34 MAGAZINE This lot includes a steel 32 round magazine with Waffenamt marking and crosshair over bullseye marking
along the left side lower edge. The metal surfaces are a blue/brown mix with a few scattered gunmetal gray spots blending. There are two
small areas of pinprick pitting along the right side edge and near the right side bottom. A near very good example overall. (107820-1A)
2443. AR-15 MAGAZINES This lot includes three 30 round steel 5.56mm magazines with phosphate finish by Parsons Precision Products
Inc., in their sealed original packaging in excellent condition. (107820-1B)
2444. LOT OF UZI MAGAZINES This lot includes nine steel magazines. There are eight 25 round and one 32 round. The 25 round magazines
are marked with a star on the left side bottom. The 32 round magazine has no markings and all are in excellent condition. (107820-1C)
2445. LOT OF TOMMY GUN MAGAZINES This lot includes five steel stick magazines for a Thompson Machinegun. There are two 20
round and three 30 round magazines of these three are marked Seymour Products Co., and one U.S.-30 Cartridge-Cal. 45. Two of the
magazines have a blued finish and the other three are parkerized, all exhibit varying amounts of light oxidation and/or staining and remain
in very good overall condition. (107820-1D)
2446. LOT OF M3 MAGAZINES This lot includes five steel 30 round Grease Gun magazines. There are four wrapped in original packaging
and one is used that is SPW marked along the front flat. These magazines are in excellent condition. (107820-1E)
2447. LOT OF FAL MAGAZINES This lot includes three metric style 20 round steel magazines. These magazines are unmarked and have
the half round catch in the front. There are two with a blue finish and one green parkerized. All are in excellent condition. (106247-49)
2448. LOT OF FAL MAGAZINES This lot includes three metric style 20 round steel magazines. These magazines are unmarked and have
the half round catch in the front. There are two with a blue finish and one green parkerized. All are in excellent condition. (106247-49A)
2449. LOT OF FAL MAGAZINES This lot includes four 20 round metric style blue finish steel magazines. These magazines are unmarked
with the half round style catch in the front and are in overall excellent condition. (106247-49B)
2450. LOT OF M-14 MAGAZINES This lot includes three unmarked 20 round steel magazines. There are two blue and one parkerized
finish, all in excellent condition. (106247-49C)
2451. LOT OF M-14 MAGAZINES This lot includes three parkerized finish 20 round unmarked steel magazines in overall excellent condition. (106247-49D)
2452. LOT OF M-14 MAGAZINES This lot includes three unmarked 20 round steel magazines. There are two parkerized finish and one
blue. All are in excellent condition. (106247-49E)
2453. LOT OF M-14 MAGAZINES This lot includes two BRW / S1 marked 20 round steel magazines. These magazines have a parkerized
finish with spots of wear to bare metal along the contact areas but remain in overall very good to excellent condition. (106247-49F)
2454. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes three high capacity submachine gun magazines. First is a steel 32 round Sten Gun magazine.
It retains most of its blue finish with overall light scratches and is in very good overall condition. Second are two 36 round Suomi M31 blue
finish steel magazines, one with loop and the other without. Both are in overall very good condition. (107820-1F)
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2455. LOT OF P.38 MAGAZINES This lot includes two blued finish steel P.38 magazines. The first magazine is simply marked P.38 along
the left side flat and has overall light scratches and wear marks consistent with use and remains in very good condition. The second magazine is “jvd” and Waffenamt marked along the back and numbered 4256 along the floor plate. The front of the floor plate is bent slightly,
there are several light scratches in the finish and the magazine remains in very good condition. (107283-7)
2456. LOT OF 1911 MAGAZINES This lot includes three post war commercial model magazines. First is a Scovill magazine that is "S"
marked along the floor plate and retains near all of its blue finish with some light silvering along the contact points. Second is a Risdon
magazine that is "R" marked along the floor plate and retains near all of its blue finish with some light silvering along the contact points.
Third is a two line Colt marked magazine that retains all its blue finish with some overall light scratches in the surface. These magazines
remain in excellent condition. (107283-7A)
2457. LOT OF 1911 MAGAZINES This lot includes (2) two tone magazines. The first magazine is unmarked and has a pinned base with
faded blue finish. It has a couple of small dings in the front edge that does not appear to impede on its ability to function and is in good
overall condition. Second is a Risdon magazine with "R" marking along the floor plate. The blue is mostly faded and the magazine remains
in very good condition. (107283-7B)
2458. LOT OF S&W MAGAZINES This lot includes two Model 39, 9mm magazines. They are marked “S&W” along the floor plate and
show light use marks along the contact points and remain in excellent condition. (107283-7C)
2459. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes two unmarked Hi-Power style magazines. These are steel magazines with a blue finish that
have been exposed to some kind of chemical solution that has faded the finish in areas. There is overall light oxidation present on both
magazines and they remain in about good overall condition. (107283-7D)
2460. COLT MAGAZINE LOT This lot includes a two tone, two line Model 1903 magazine. The floor plate is marked "Cal 32 / Colt" and
retains near all of its original blue finish. There are a couple of light scratches and this magazine remains in excellent condition. (107283-7E)
2461. COLT MAGAZINE LOT This lot includes a 25 ACP Colt Junior nickel plated magazine. The floor plate is two line marked "Cal 25 /
Colt" and the magazine is in excellent condition. (107283-7F)
2462. LOT OF M1 CAR BI N E MAGAZI N E S This lot includes 11 magazines and three magazine pouches. The magazine pouches are
two pocket OD green in color and all are maker marked. First is a Boyt dated “44” without U.S. markings, in very good overall condition.
Second is a U.S. marked “R B Hanson MFG Co.,” dated “44” in very good condition. Third is a marked pouch with very faint lettering
that is hard to decipher in good overall condition. Fourth is a single 30 round magazine still wrapped in wax paper. Fifth are ten 15
round magazines, most are maker marked and two are aftermarket replacements with no identifying marks. The items are in very good
condition overall. (107283-7G)
2463. LOT OF 1911 MAGAZINES This lot includes (2) two tone magazines. Both magazines have riveted floor plates and neither one is
marked. The blue has faded however a line is still visible. These magazines still have strong springs and should likely continue to function
well. (107283-7L)
2464. SMITH & WESSON MAGAZINE LOT This lot includes a single blued 9mm Model 39-2 magazine. The magazine has a couple of
light scratches in the finish and remains in excellent condition. (107619-2J)
2465. COLT MAGAZINE This lot includes a two tone 1911 magazine. The magazine has a pinned base with 45% of its blue finish remaining.
There are overall spots of fine oxidation staining and spots of bare metal consistent with use and this magazine remains in very good overall
condition. (107762-35A)
2466. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes four 10-22 magazines. First are two sealed in the package Pro Mag 10 round extended body
magazines. Second is a 10 round black plastic Ruger marked magazine. Third is a clear 30 round Shooters Ridge magazine. All appear in
good working order. (107839-1AE)
2467. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes four 10 round Mini-14 magazines. These are Pro Mag magazines in original packaging in overall excellent condition. (107839-3)
2468. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes five aluminum body black finish AR-15 30 round magazines in their original sealed packaging
by D&H Tactical. These nearly as new magazines remain in excellent condition. (107839-1AF)
2469. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes three 30 round PMAGS from Magpul Industries in their original sealed packaging for an AR15 / M-16 style rifle in nearly as new condition. (107839-4)
2470. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes four AR-15 / M-16 style magazines. First are two, Syntec 30 round polymer magazines, both
in excellent condition. Second are two 20 round Thermold polymer magazines in overall excellent condition. (107839-1AG)
2471. LOT OF SMITH & WESSON MAGAZINES This lot includes two M&P 40, 357 Sig / 40S&W magazines. One is a ten round still
sealed in its original packaging the other is a 15 round showing a few light scratches both in excellent condition. (107839-1AH)
2472. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes five 10 round steel A.S.C., AR-15 style magazines with plastic followers marked 5.56. These
magazines have a black phosphate finish and remain in excellent condition. (107839-1AI)
2473. LOT OF RUGER MAGAZINES This lot includes three steel body Ruger marked Mini-14 magazines. There are two 20 round and
one 30 round, all with varying amounts of light oxidation and in very good overall condition. (107839-1AJ)
2474. LOT OF SMITH & WESSON MAGAZINES This lot includes two M&P 40, 357 Sig / 40S&W magazines. One is a ten round still
sealed in its original packaging, the other is a 15 round showing a few light scratches, both in excellent condition. (107839-1AK)
2475. LOT OF RUGER MAGAZINES This lot includes three steel body Ruger marked Mini-14 magazines. There are two 30 round and
one 20 round. One of the 30 round magazines is in its original packaging and all are in overall excellent condition. (107839-1AL)
2476. LOT OF 9MM MAGAZINES This lot consists of three stainless steel 9mm magazines that fit a Colt Government model or similar pistol
including; one Colt magazine in its original packaging and two Wilson Combat magazines all in new or like-new condition. (127754-1A)
2477. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two new-in-package Polytech 30 round AK-47 Chrome follower magazines, a brown oil bottle and
an Allen wrench. (207758-17)
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2478. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Redfield 2-7x Low Profile scope with a crosshair reticle. The scope tube retains 98-99%
original gloss black finish and the optics are crisp and clear. The original box, a set of Weaver rings and an unmarked scope base are
included. (206443-9C)
2479. SIMMONS SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Simmons Master Series 3-9x40 scope with a crosshair reticle. The scope tube retains
99% original matte black finish and the optics are crisp and clear. The original box, manual and bikini scope cap are included. (206443-9A)
2480. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold VX-II 3-9x50mm scope with a duplex crosshair reticle. The scope tube retains
98% original blue finish with some light spots of silvering and the optics are crisp and clear. (206443-9B)
2481. ZEISS SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Zeiss ZF4/S scope with a post reticle. The scope tube retains 98% original enamel finish and
the optics are crisp and clear. The windage knob is marked "ZF4/S aus Jena DDR" and a single cap for the rear, and original box are
included. (207657-239)
2482. COLT SCOPE LOT This lot consists of an original Colt 3x20 scope with a duplex crosshair reticle for the AR-15 rifle. The scope tube retains
99% original blue and the optics are crisp and clear. The box, leather scope caps, mounting hardware, rag and instruction sheet are included.
The scope has its original quality control sticker on it. This optic would go well with the Colt SP1 rifle in the live auction. (207758-31)
2483. LYMAN SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Lyman Junior Targetspot 10x scope and box. The scope tube retains 98% original blue with
some silvering and minor oxidation. The scope has a duplex crosshair reticle with slightly cloudy optics. The box, scope caps, rings and
paperwork are included. The box is in very good condition overall, appearing slightly bent, with minor staining and crazing. (207762-80)
2484. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Redfield 6x Power scope. The scope tube retains 98% original blue finish and it has a
duplex crosshair reticle. The optics are clear and the scope is marked "6x/REDFIELD". (207805-13A)
2485. BUSHNELL SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Bushnell Elite 4200 2.5-10x50 scope and a set of rings. The scope tube retains 97%
original blue showing a few silvering scratches and scope marks. The optics are clear and the scope has a duplex crosshair reticle and
the rings are in excellent condition. (207789-14A)
2486. LOT OF RIMFIRE RIFLE SCOPES This lot consist of 3 scopes. Included is: (1) Bushnell 3x-7x Custom 22 rifle scope with clear
optics with the original box, paperwork and appears unused; (1) Bushnell 4x Custom 22 rifle scope with bullet drop compensator, clear
optics, original box, Allen wrench, spare bullet drop compensator turret, paperwork, scope lens cover and appears unused; (1) Weaver
V22-A 3x-6x rimfire scope with rings, scope lens covers and clear optics. (86019-2A)
2487. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE SCOPES This lot consist of 2 scopes. Included are (1) Bausch & Lomb Balvar 8, 2.5x-8x-50mm rifle scope
with fine crosshairs and lightly spotted optics. The blue finish rates excellent with a factory box and see-through lens covers included. (1)
Kollmorgen Optical Company Bear Cub 4x – 40mm rifle scope having clear optics and equipped with post and crosshair reticle. The blue
finish is fading to gray with a set of ring marks. (86019-2B)
2488. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE SCOPES This lot includes 2 scopes. Included is (1) Norman-Ford Co. "The Texan" 2.5x-22mm vintage rifle
scope with clear optics equipped with a very fine crosshair and dot. (1) Norman-Ford Co. "The Texan" 2.5x-22mm vintage rifle scope with
clear optics equipped with a crosshair and post. Both scopes retain strong blue with scattered light handling marks, oxidation blemishes
and scratches. (86019-2C)
2489. LOT OF BUSHNELL SCOPES This lot consist of three scopes. Included is (1) Bushnell Phantom 1.3x long eye relief pistol and rifle
scope with clear optics, standard crosshairs and excellent condition. This scope includes the original factory box, shipping sleeve and an
Allen Wrench. (1) Bushnell Banner 1.5x-4x 20mm rifle scope with clear optics, duplex reticle and light handling and scope ring marks on
the tube. (1) Bushnell Scopechief II 2 3/4X - 20mm rifle scope with clear optics, "command post" feature and in near excellent condition.
This scope features a selector ring that allows the user to switch from standard crosshair to post and crosshair. (86019-2D)
2490. LOT OF RIFLE SCOPES This lot includes 3 rifle scopes. Included is (1) Weaver Model 1x 3/4" rifle scope with clear optics, diamond
centered crosshairs and few light handling marks. (1) Lyman All-American 3x – 20mm rifle scope with fine crosshairs and dot, clear optics
and light handling marks. (1) Weaver V4.5 1.5x–4.5x - 20mm variable rifle scope with standard crosshairs, clear optics and light handling
marks. (86019-2E)
2491. AIMPOINT RED DOT SIGHT This lot consists of an Aimpoint 3000 red dot sight in overall very good plus to near excellent condition with
bright excellent optics. The body of the sight has minor scope ring wear with a few light scuffs in the finish, the sight does function properly.
Included with the sight is the original box, a pair of rings and scope caps and the original paperwork. A nice classic red dot sight. (156924-12)
2492. SCOPE LOT This is a Tasco replica brass scope for the model 1903 rifle. The 4x15 scope measures 18” in length with brass surfaces
showing a mottled goldenrod, ochre and brown surface including about 20% from oxidation. The optics are crisp and clear and the scope
comes with mounted rings and bases and original factory box. (76019-16)
2493. SIMMONS SCOPE This lot includes a 22 Mag 3-9X32 rifle rimfire rifle scope with duplex reticle that has crisp clear optics. The scope
measures 12" overall, with a matte black finish that shows light ring marks along the 1" diameter tube. The scope remains in excellent condition. (2X107538-33)
2494. WEAVER SCOPE This lot include a Marksman 3-9X rifle scope with crosshair reticle and slightly cloudy optics. The scope measures 13
1/4" overall with a fading gloss finish that shows several light scratches and faint ring marks along the 1" diameter tube. (1X107665-3A)
2495. SIMMONS SCOPE This lot includes a 4X32 power Model 1022 rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope has
a matte black finish, 1" diameter tube and measures 11 3/4" overall. There are faint ring marks and the scope remains in excellent condition. (1X107523-26A)
2496. ALEXAN DE R MARTI N / BAR R & STROU D LTD. NO. 9 R I FLE S IG HT with crosshair reticle and slightly cloudy
optics. The scope measures 11" overall and has a set of integral locking tabs for mounting purposes. The scope remains in good
overall condition. (2X107023-11C)
2497. WEAVER SCOPE This lot includes a B6 rimfire rifle scope with 22 tip-off base. The scope measures 13 1/2" with crosshair reticle and
the optics are cloudy. The scope is in need of a professional cleaning but is serviceable. It retains all of its original finish with a few light
scratches. (2X107486-7)
2498. SCOPE LOT Consists of a Weaver Challenger 3-9x riflescope. The scope rates very good plus and retains about 96% of its factory original
blued finish, but exhibits light wear and ring marks. The optic features a duplex reticle and displays a crisp, clear sight picture. (3X137234-5A)
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2499. WEAVER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weaver model 344 rifle scope with a crosshair reticle and very good optics. The metal
surface is a flaking added black enamel with multiple minor handling marks and a few spots of light oxidation. Comes with a Weaver 22
Tip-Off mount. (1X127626-3)
2500. WEAVER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weaver B6 rifle scope with crosshair reticle and lightly cloudy optics showing 90% blue finish
with a couple of spots of light cleaning, a little minor oxidation, and some light pitting. Comes with a Weaver 22 Tip-Off mount. (1X127626-2)
2501. SIMMONS SCOPE This lot includes a 22 Mag 3-9X32 rifle rimfire rifle scope with duplex reticle that has crisp clear optics. The scope
measures 12" overall, with a matte black finish that shows light ring marks along the 1" diameter tube. The scope remains in excellent
condition. (2X107425-40)
2502. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a JC Higgins 4x rifle scope with crosshair reticle and good lightly dirty optics. The surface on this 3/4” tube
scope retains about 90% blue with scattered oxidation and minor handling marks. It comes with a one piece side mount. (1X127626-1)
2503. WEAVER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weaver model 344 rifle scope with crosshair reticle and good lightly dirty optics. The metal surface shows scattered oxidation retaining about 90% blue with some light handling marks. Comes with a one piece side mount. (1X127626-4)
2504. UNMARKED EUROPEAN OPTICAL SIGHT
2504
This is an unmarked telescopic sight, likely some type of
sighting device for an artillery piece or perhaps some
manner of Naval apparatus. It is completely unmarked but
for some graduations on the focusing eyepiece graduated
from 2+ to -4. It is overall constructed of brass with a hard
rubber or plastic eyepiece. The body is black enamel
painted and has four knurled adjustments for windage
and elevation. The ocular piece will focus forward and backward with the manipulation of another knurled focusing knob. When collapsed
it is 11 3/4” in length, when fully extended the unit is 12 3/8” in length. The front piece of the body is heavily threaded and clearly screws
into a larger piece of apparatus. Currently the unit will not focus and the optics are blurry. (1X35853-14)
2505. LITSCHERT SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Litschert Spot-Shot 25x target scope with crosshair reticle and clear optics. The crosshairs
show a couple of flaws, but are intact. The exterior shows multiple minor handling marks, some operational wear, some areas of oxidation and
a couple of spots of pitting. The scope includes adjustable mounts, recoil spring, rubber eyecup and threaded lens covers. (127711-18)
2506. LOT OF RIFLE SCOPES This lot consists of two rifle scopes. First is a Tasco 1.75-5x40 scope with duplex reticle and bright clear optics
showing several minor handling marks in the gloss black finish and comes with a set of lens covers. Second is a Weaver CV9 3-9x38 scope
with a duplex reticle and bright clear optics and a matte black finish that appears like new. It comes in its factory box. (127695-33B,E)
2507. J.W. FECKER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a 12 power J.W. Fecker rifle scope with lightly cloudy optics and no reticle. The scope
is 22” overall length with the metal surface showing multiple light scratches, a couple of dings and some minor oxidation. It comes with
adjustable target mounts and threaded lens covers. (127657-234)
2508. SIMMONS SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Simmons Aetec 2.8-10x rifle scope with bright excellent optics and a duplex reticle.
The gloss black surface shows a couple of faint handling marks and the scope comes with a set of Weaver rings and a set of Butler Creek
flip-up lens covers. (127790-16F)
2509. WEAVER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weaver V9-B 3-9x rifle scope with a duplex reticle and bright optics. The flat black metal
surface shows a few minor handling marks and a couple of small specks of oxidation. The scope has an adjustable objective and comes
with a set of weaver tip-off rings. (127762-85)
2510. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X II rifle scope with a duplex reticle and bright excellent optics. The gloss
black metal surface shows rings marks, multiple scratches and light handling marks and some areas of dulling finish. (127762-84)
2511. WEAVER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weaver CV16 4-16x rifle scope with a duplex reticle, bright excellent optics and an
adjustable objective from 30 feet to 400 yards plus. The flat black finish rates very good showing ring marks and several light handling
blemishes. Comes with a set of Butler Creek flip-up lens covers. (127790-16G)
2512. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X III 6.5-20x rifle scope with a fine duplex reticle, bright excellent optics
and an adjustable objective from 50 to 400 plus yards. The flat black finish rates near excellent showing a couple of light handling marks
and faint ring marks. (127790-16E)
2513. UNERTL SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a 16x Unertl 1 1/2” Target scope with a crosshair reticle and clear optics. The scope body
retains 98% original blue finish with a few minor handling and mount marks. The scope features an adjustable objective from 50’ to 200
yards plus and adjustable mounts with recoil dampener. Includes threaded lens covers. (127762-63A)
2514. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold 12x rifle scope with tapered crosshair reticle and clear optics. The scope is 15”
long including a 2” sunshade, has a 1” tube, a 45mm adjustable objective and a 35mm ocular lens. The gloss black finish rates very good
to near excellent overall showing a ring mark, a couple of minor handling blemishes and a dent on one side of the sunshade. (127790-7A)
2515. LEOPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X II 1-4x rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics. The gloss black
finish rates about excellent with a small ding and a few light handling marks. (127852-1A)
2516. UNERTL SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a 16x Unertl 1 1/2” Target scope with optics. Two ends of the crosshair reticle are broken.
The scope body retains 97% original blue with several light handling marks and a few scattered specks of oxidation. Includes adjustable
mounts and the objective lens cover. (127852-14A)
2517. R.A. LITSCHERT SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Litschert 12 power rifle scope with crosshair reticle and clear optics. The scope
is 24 1/2” in overall length with a 3/4” tube and 30mm adjustable objective. The body retains 70% original blue with operational and handling wear along the tube and some light spotty oxidation. Comes with adjustable mounts and recoil spring. (127711-19A)
2518. UNERTL SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Unertl Vulture 10x43 rifle scope with an adjustable objective and crosshair reticle and clear
optics. This scope is in excellent condition showing a faint blemish or two. (127843-122)
2519. BAUSCH & LOMB SCOPE LOT This lot consist of a Balvar 24 6-24x rifle scope with a tapered duplex reticle and lightly dirty optics
that appear to be in need of a professional cleaning. The scope body retains 97% original matte blue with a couple of light operational and
handling marks. The scope has an adjustable objective, recoil dampener and adjustable mounts. (127843-120)
2520. RED-DOT SIGHT LOT This lot consists of an Adco Mirage Red-Dot sight with red and green dot selection, 30mm tube, 25mm objective lens and a flat black exterior in excellent condition. It comes without a battery; dot illumination does work. (127790-16H)
2521. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X III 1.5-5x rifle scope with a duplex reticle and bright clear optics. The
gloss black finish rates very good with some ring marks and a few minor handling blemishes. (127857-45S19183A)
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2522. SPOTTING SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Swift Model No.821 60mm spotting scope with accessories. The scope rates near
excellent and has a tan japanned finish with some minor handling wear and marks present. Included are five magnifiers 15x, 20x, 30x, 40x,
50x and 60x all mounted in a flat bar, and scope features a mid-tube focus ring for fine tuning clarity. Also included are a set of front and
rear covers and the original adjustable tripod. This vintage scope lot is housed in a basic gray plastic case and is a must have accessory
for range time activities. (46984-7)
2523. RED DOT SIGHT LOT This lot consists of a compact UltraDot L/T red dot sight. This sight is designed for use with a number of different firearms and applications and would fit on a Weaver, picatinny or similar rail mount. Sight comes in its original box and included are
the armor cover, two sets of allen wrenches and the dial disc for elevation and windage adjustments. An excellent condition example overall
that appears to be in good working order as well. (44113-7C)
2524. SPOTTING SCOPE LOT This lot consists of an Argus 20x spotting scope. The lenses are mostly clear with some light clouding developing. The japanned finish is very good and has areas of minor to moderate flaking along one side. There is no mounting base so a "clamp"
style tripod or box mount would be needed. The ideal accessory for your vintage shooting box. (44113-6A)
2525. SPOTTING SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Winchester WT-541 12-50X50 spotting scope with tripod and case. The scope is in
excellent condition with bright optics and includes an eye lens cover and protective carry case. Scope and tripod are housed in the original,
factory hard case which also holds a carry strap, key to secure the latches and includes the manual. An excellent example overall, an ideal
setup for use at the range. (45953-62)
2526. LOT OF SCOPE RINGS This lot consists of 16 sets of 1” scope rings. Included are: three sets or blued Ruger factory rings, three
sets of stainless Ruger factory rings, one set of Millett Angle-Lok rings with Sako adapters, five sets of blued Redfield turn-in style rings
(one set is extended), one set of blued Weaver rings (one is extended), one set of Weaver “tip-off” blued rings, one set of silver aluminum
“tip-off” rings, one set of Weaver style silver aluminum rings, one blued Leupold dual dovetail base for Ruger Redhawk revolvers (minus
the mounting screws) and one blued B-Square barrel or magazine tube clamp mount. All are in near excellent condition, some light handling marks and specks of light surface oxidation present. (45953-12)
2527. AIMPOINT LOT This lot consists of an Aimpoint Patrol Rifle Optic (PRO). This tactical red-dot sight features a 2 MOA dot with
adjustable intensity for bright and low light conditions and a 26mm aperture tube for a wider field of view. Sight is equipped with a front
and rear protective flip-up cap and has a riser with a picatinny rail mount to fit a variety of flat top receivers and quad rails. Built tough for
demanding situations and environments, sight will operate for up to three years of continuous use with a fresh battery. Black matte finish
and in excellent overall condition. (47857-3S19898A)
2528. WEAVER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weaver K12-1 12x40 adjustable objective riflescope. Scope has a blue finish and features
a crosshair reticle and has excellent optics. A set of Weaver scope rings are included. Overall excellent condition. (47852-2A)
2529. BUSHNELL SCOPE LOT This lot includes a silver finish 3-9X 40mm Trophy rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The
scope is attached to a B-Square Mini-14 quick mount system and remains in near excellent condition. Included with this lot is a set of
Butler Creek flip up lens covers. (1X107360-1A)
2530. BUSHNELL SCOPE LOT This lot includes a glossy black 1.5-4.5X Scopechief IV rifle scope with post and crosshair reticle with clear
crisp optics. The scope measures 9 1/4" overall and comes with a set of 1" Ruger rings and plastic lens covers. (107283-7J)
2531. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a fixed 4X Bear Cub rifle scope with post and crosshair reticle with crisp clear optics. The
scope measures 11 1/4" overall with a flat black finish that shows light ring marks along the 1" diameter tube. (107721-D31593A)
2532. THOMPSON CENTER SCOPE LOT This lot includes a 1.5-5X32 Hunters Series scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics.
The scope has a matte black finish with light ring marks visible along the 1" diameter tube and measures 10 1/4" overall. The emblem is
missing from the side of the turret and the scope remains in good overall condition. (107592-17S19382A)
2533. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a fixed 2 3/4X rifle scope with crosshair reticle and clear crisp optics. The scope measures
10 1/4" overall with a glossy black finish that shows light ring marks on the 1" diameter tube. (107718-2A)
2534. WEAVER SCOPE LOT This lot includes a K3 rifle scope with crosshair reticle and clear crisp optics. The glossy black finish has faded
slightly and there are a few light use marks to include ring marks along the 1" diameter tube. The scope measures 10 1/2" overall and
remains in good condition. (107758-8A)
2535. BARSKA SCOPE This lot includes a Precision 3-9X rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope has a matte black
finish and measures 12" overall. This as-near-new scope comes with a set of 1" quick detach rings, box, papers, and set of amber and
clear bikini style lens covers. (107839-8)
2536. SIMMONS SCOPE LOT This lot includes a 3-9X Pro Hunter rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The bright nickel
finish scope measures 12 3/4" overall showing light scratches and ring marks along the 1" diameter tube and comes with a single flip-up
style Butler Creek lens cover. (107615-26A)
2537. ARMSPORT SCOPE LOT This lot includes a 3-9X Star rifle scope with duplex reticle and clean clear optics. The scope measures 12
1/4" overall and shows multiple small scratches and ring marks in the glossy black finish along the 1" diameter tube. (107721-35D31592A)
2538. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a 3-9X40mm Rifleman Scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The scope measures
12 1/4" with a matte black finish that shows a few light scratches and light ring marks on the 1" diameter tube. The scope comes with a
set of rubber bikini style lens covers and remains in excellent condition. (107824-1A)
2539. BAUSCH & LOMB SCOPE LOT This lot includes a 1.5-6X32mm Balvar rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The
scope has a glossy black finish and measures 11 1/2" overall. There are a few light scratches on the bells and faint ring marks are visible
along the 1" diameter tube. (107805-22A)
2540. WEAVER SCOPE LOT This lot includes a D4 fixed power scope with crosshair reticle and clear optics. The scope has a fading blue
finish and measures 11 3/4" overall and comes with a set of tip-off rings for a 1/2" base. (107793-24A)
2541. NIKON SCOPE This lot includes a 3-9X40mm rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope measures 12" overall
with a matte black finish that shows a few scratches and light ring marks along the 1" diameter tube. A set of plastic lens covers are
included. (107791-8A)
2542. LEUPOLD SCOPE This lot includes a fixed 12X target scope fine duplex reticle with slightly foggy optics. The scope measures 13"
overall and comes with a 2 1/4" sunshade. There are tall turret style adjusters and light ring marks on the 1" diameter tube and this glossy
black finished scope remains in very good condition. (107762-77A)
2543. LEUPOLD SCOPE This lot includes a Vari-X-II, 3-9X-33mm, Ultralight E.F.R. rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The
scope measures 11 1/2" overall with a glossy black finish that shows light ring marks along the 1" diameter tube. There is a Stoney Point
turret added and this scope remains in excellent condition. (107762-58A)
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2544. LE U POLD SCOPE This lot includes a Vari-XIII 2.5-8X rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. This glossy black rifle
scope measures 11 1/2" overall and has a few light scratches and faint ring marks along the 1" diameter tube and remains in excellent
condition. (107759-3A)
2545. REDFIELD SCOPE This lot includes a 4X glossy black rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The 3/4" diameter tube
shows faint ring marks and there are several very light scratches in the surface of the finish throughout. This scope measures 9 1/4" overall
and remains in excellent condition. (107762-57A)
2546. OPTIMA SCOPE This lot includes a 3-9X32mm rifle scope with matte black finish, duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The scope
measures 11 1/2" overall and has a set of 1" see-through rings attached. There are several light scratches in the surface of the finish and
spots of oxidation on the mount screws. An overall good condition optic. (107334-50)
2547. SIMMONS SCOPE This lot includes a 22 Mag 3-9X32mm rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The matte black finish
scope measures 12" overall and comes with a set of quick-detach low profile rings. This scope is in very good condition. (107334-50A)
2548. WEAVER SCOPE This lot includes a fixed 4X CK4 Micro-Trac rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope measures
11 1/4" overall and has a glossy black finish. there are overall light scratches and faint ring marks visible on the 1" diameter tube. This
scope remains in about very good condition. (107334-50B)
2549. LOT OF SCOPES This lot includes two rifle scopes. First is a Japanese manufactured 3-9X32mm rifle scope with crosshair reticle and
crisp clear optics. The scope has a "zoom" feature and measures 12 7/8" overall. There are scratches in and through the fading matte black
finish and evident ring marks along the 1" diameter tube. Second is a Tasco 3-9X40mm rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics. The
scope measures 12 7/8" overall and has a glossy black finish showing only faint ring marks along the 1" diameter tube. (107334-50C)
2550. LEUPOLD SCOPE This lot includes a 3-9X40mm Vari-X IIc rifle scope with fine duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope measures 12 1/4" overall with a glossy black finish. There are a few scattered scratches along the bells with faint ring marks visible along the
1" diameter tube. The scope remains in very good condition. (107837-1A)
2551. REDFIELD SCOPE This lot includes a 2 3/4X Bear Cub rifle scope with post and crosshair reticle with clear optics. The scope has a
fading glossy black finish and measures 10 1/4" overall. There are a few scattered light scratches and faint ring marks are visible along the
1" diameter tube. (107714-20A)
2552. SIMMONS SCOPE This lot includes a 2.5X20mm shotgun scope with duplex reticle and clear optics. This compact scope measures
7 1/2" overall and includes a set of 1" rings. There are several light scratches in the matte black finish and this scope remains in very good
condition. (107334-50D)
2553. LOT OF SCOPES This lot includes two Bushnell Sportview 3-9X32 rifle scopes with duplex reticle and clear optics. The scopes show
overall light handling marks and have visible ring marks along the 1" diameter tubes. They have a glossy black finish and are in very good
condition. (107334-50E)
2554. WEAVER SCOPE This lot includes a K4-W scope with rings, duplex reticle and clear optics. The scope has a fading glossy black finish
and measures 11 3/4" overall. There are several light impact marks near the objective that do not impede on performance and scattered
light scratches near all over. The scope remains in good overall condition. (107334-50F)
2555. BUSHNELL SCOPE This lot includes a Sportview 3-9X38 rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The scope measures
12 1/4" overall and has a glossy black finish. There are numerous light scratches in the top of the finish and evident ring marks along the
1" diameter tube and this scope rates about very good overall. (107334-50G)
2556. WEAVE R SCOPE This lot includes a K-4 rifle scope with crosshair reticle and crisp clear optics. The glossy black finish is slightly
faded and the scope measures 11 1/2" overall. There are light impact marks visible at the objective and a set of 1" Weaver rings are
included. (107334-50H)
2557. WEAVER SCOPE This lot includes a K-3 rifle scope with crosshair reticle and crisp clear optics. The glossy black finish is faded slightly
and the scope measures 10 1/4" overall with a 1" diameter tube. There are evident ring marks and several light scratches in the finish and
this scope remains in very good condition. (107334-50I)
2558. LEUPOLD SCOPE This lot includes a VX-7 2.5-10X45mm rifle scope with heavy duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The scope has
a matte black finish and measures 12 1/8" overall. The 30mm tube does not appear to have ever had rings installed and this scope rates
excellent overall. (107848-14A)
2559. NIKON SCOPE This lot includes a 2-7X32mm rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The matte black finished scope
measures 11 1/4" overall and has faint ring marks along the 1" diameter tube and remains in excellent condition. Includes a set of bikini
style lens covers (107843-15A)
2560. BURRIS SCOPE This lot includes a fixed 6X Full Field rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope measures 13
1/2" and has a 1" diameter tube and glossy black finish that shows a few light scratches and light ring marks along the tube but remains
in excellent condition. (107843-24A)
2561. WI LLIAM S SCOPE This lot includes a 2-6X26 Guide Live Scope with crosshair reticle and clean clear optics. The scope measures 10 1/4" overall with a glossy black finish. There are light ring marks on the 1" diameter tube and this scope is in very good
overall condition. (107843-16A)
2562. LEUPOLD SCOPE This lot includes an M8-4X rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The scope measures 11 3/4" overall with a glossy black finish and 1" diameter tube. There are several light scratches in the surface of the finish and this scope remains in
excellent condition. (107843-21A)
2563. LEUPOLD SCOPE This lot includes an M8-4X rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The scope measures 11 3/4" overall with a glossy black finish and 1" diameter tube. There are numerous light scratches and visible ring marks in the finish. This scope
remains in excellent condition. (107843-13A)
2564. LEUPOLD SCOPE This lot includes a 2-7X Vari-X II rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope measures 11"
overall with a glossy black finish. There are scattered light scratches and evident ring marks along the 1" diameter tube. A fantastic optic
choice for your inclement weather hunting rifle. (107843-17A)
2565. LEUPOLD SCOPE This lot includes an illuminated Vari-XIII 1.5-5X20mm rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. This
matte black finish scope measures 9 3/4" overall. There are faint ring marks along the 30mm tube and this scope remains in excellent condition. Included is a foam Leupold scope cover. (107848-15A)
2566. LEUPOLD SCOPE This lot includes a M8-4X E.E.R. pistol scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope measures 9"
overall with faint ring marks on the 1" diameter tube. The scope has a glossy black finish and comes with a set of Butler Creek flip up lens
covers. (107762-46A)
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2567. LEUPOLD SCOPE This lot includes a 2-7X Vari-XII rife scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope measures 11" overall
with a glossy black finish that has overall spots of fine oxidation staining. The 1" diameter tube has evident ring marks and this scope
remains in very good condition. (107852011A)
2568. REDFIELD SCOPE This lot includes a 4X Bear Cub rifle scope with target dot reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope measures 11
1/2" overall and has a glossy black finish with a moderate rub mark around the bell, likely from a slip-on style lens cover. There are faint
ring marks along the 1" diameter tube and this scope remains in very good plus condition. (107843-26A)
2569. BURRIS SCOPE This lot includes a 2-7X scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope measures 9 1/4" overall with a
glossy black finish and showing only very light usage marks and remains in excellent condition. (107843-12A)
2570. LEUPOLD SCOPE This lot includes a 3-9X Vari-XII rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The scope measures 12 1/4"
overall with a matte black finish. There are a few light scratches in the surface and light ring marks are visible along the 1" diameter tube.
Scope remains in excellent condition. (107852-4A)
2571. LEUPOLD SCOPE This lot includes a fixed 12X scope with adjustable objective with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The scope
measures 12 1/4" overall. The scope retains most of its blue finish that has toned to a pleasing plum color. There are a few light scratches
in the finish and faint ring marks are visible along the 1" diameter tube. This scope remains in very good condition. (107843-28A)
2572. REDFIELD SCOPE This lot includes a 2-7X Widefield rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The scope measures 12"
overall with a glossy black finish. There is a 4-plex sticker on the bell and faint ring marks along the 1" diameter tube. This scope is in
overall very good condition. (107843-33A)
2573. LEUPOLD SCOPE This lot includes a 3-9X Vari-XII rifle scope with crosshair reticle and clear crisp optics. The scope measures 12
1/4" overall and has a glossy black finish. There are scattered light scratches with faint ring marks on the 1" diameter tube. A very good
optic overall. (107843-36A)
2574. BURRIS SCOPE This lot includes a 2-7X Full Field rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The scope measures 12" overall
with a glossy black finish and has light ring marks along the 1" diameter tube. There are a few scattered scratches in the finish and this
scope remains in very good condition. (107843-12A)
2575. LEUPOLD SCOPE This lot includes a fixed 10X scope with adjustable objective, duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The scope measures 13" overall and the finish is toning to a pleasing plum color. There are faint ring marks visible along the 1" diameter tube and the
scope remains in very good condition. (107843-31A)
2576. BURRIS SCOPE This lot includes a 6-18X Full Field rifle scope with target dot reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope measures 15
1/2" overall with a glossy black finish showing faint ring marks on the 1" diameter tube. This scope remains in excellent condition and
includes a set of rubber bikini style lens covers. (107843-29A)
2577. LEUPOLD SCOPE This Lot includes a 6.5-20X Vari-X III adjustable objective rifle scope with target dot reticle and clear crisp optics.
The scope measures 14 1/4" overall with a glossy black finish. There are very faint ring marks visible along the 1" diameter tube and the
scope remains in excellent condition. Included is a set of rubber lens covers. (107843-30A)
2578. WEAVER SCOPE This lot includes a K10 adjustable objective rifle scope with crosshair reticle and slightly cloudy optics. The scope
measures 15 1/4" overall with a fading blue finish. The are several light scratches in the surface of the finish and light ring marks are visible
along the 1" diameter tube. Scope is in good overall condition and comes with a set of leather lens covers. (107714-17A)
2579. NIKON SCOPE This lot includes a 1.5-4.5X Monarch rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The scope measures 9 3/4"
overall with a glossy black finish that has spots of light oxidation staining near all over. There are light ring marks along the 1" diameter
tube and the scope remains in good overall condition. (107852-9A)
2580. LEUPOLD SCOPE This lot includes a 1.5-5X Vari-XII rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The scope measures 9 1/2"
overall with a glossy black finish that has overall spots of light fine oxidation staining. There are light ring marks along the 1" diameter tube
and the scope remains in good overall condition. (107852-13A)
2581. WI LLIAM S SCOPE This lot includes a 2-6X26 Guide Live Scope with crosshair reticle and clean clear optics. The scope measures 10 1/4" overall with a glossy black finish. There are light ring marks on the 1" diameter tube and this scope is in very good
overall condition. (107843-38A)
2582. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Redfield 2-7x power scope, a manual and two spare turret caps. The scope tube retains
98% original blue with a few silvering scratches and it has crisp clear optics. The scope has a duplex crosshair reticle and the variable
adjustment appears to function well. (207828-2B)
2583. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Redfield 10x power scope. The tube retains 98-99% original blue and the scope is
equipped with a duplex crosshair reticle. The scope includes its original Styrofoam shipping box and two Redfield turret caps. (207828-2)
2584. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Redfield 24x power scope. The scope tube retains 93% original blue with some heavy
freckling on rear sun shade and lighter scattered freckling on tube. The scope has a fine crosshair reticle and the optics are bright with
unfocused optics and a pair of metal scope caps are included. (207823-12)
2585. R E DFI E LD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a vintage Redfield Premier 6-18x power scope and Simmons caps. The scope tube
retains 99% original blue finish and the optics are crisp and clear. The scope has a running target reticle but it is missing the vertical
crosshair. (207762-81)
2586. UNERTL SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Unertl BV-20 Target Scope and rings. The scope tube retains 98% original blue with some
scattered light silvering and the optics have a fine crosshair and are crisp and clear. The scope includes correct J. Unertl rings and metal
scope caps. (207823-11)
2587. WEAVER B4 SCOPE This lot consists of a Weaver B4 scope and Weaver mount. The scope tube retains 99% original blue and it is
equipped with a fine crosshair reticle. The optics have a slight green tint and the scope is mounted on a Weaver side mount. (207828-2A)
2588. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X 1 2-7x33mm scope with a duplex reticle and bright excellent optics. The scope body
rates excellent with the exception of light ring wear from a previous mount. (157837-10A)
2589. SPOTTING SCOPE This lot includes a brass telescoping spotting scope marked “U.S. Army / Signal Telescope / Signal Corps. / U.S.
Army No. 270”. The scope measures 10" collapsed and 32" extended. The optics are in need of a professional cleaning with one set of
glass starting to crystallize. The brass is a nice ochre color and this scope remains in good overall condition. (107536-101)
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2590. LOT OF GUN SIGHTS This lot consists of seven stake-on front sights for Colt 45 and Browning Hi-Power by Millet Sights: (1) orange
bar, .200”; (1) serrated ramp, .225”; (1) plain post, .225”; (1) white bar, .312”; (1) plain post, .312”; (1) serrated ramp, .312”; (1) orange
bar, .312”. The sights are as new in original box. (76031-5A)
2591. LOT OF GUN SIGHTS This lot consists of seven sights by Millet Sights including the first six that are front sights for Colt 45 and
Browning Hi-Power: (1) orange bar, .312”, stake-on; (1) plain post, .312”, stake-on; (1) plain post, .225”, stake-on; (1) serrated ramp, .225”,
stake-on; (1) orange bar. .340”, dual-crimp; (1) orange bar, .360” dual crimp. The last one is from the Series 100 Adjustable Sight System,
a Custom Combat Low Profile for rear and with white bar and comes with instruction sheet. The sights in this lot rate as new in original
box with the exception of the first one listed that is in factory package without box. (76031-5B)
2592. LOT OF GUN SIGHTS This lot consists of two Tru-Glo Red Dot Sights with 30 mm tubes, 1x5 MOA, bases and flip-up lens covers.
Each comes with battery and allen wrench. This is an excellent condition lot. (77214-1)
2593. LOT OF ROLLING BLOCK SIGHTS Two total: (1) rear long range volley sight for a Model 1871/89 Spanish made Rolling Block
Rifle. The sight is mostly a brown color patina with the markings on the ladder and side remaining crisp. The sight appears to be complete
and all parts function correctly. The ladder is slightly bent to the right but the sight remains in very good overall condition; (1) rear sporting
sight likely for a Model 1871 Rolling Block Rifle. The sight retains most of its blue finish with spots of light fine oxidation near all over. The
sight has replacement screws and the ladder is graduated from 2-9 and the sight remains in very good overall condition. (107244-25DAH)
2594. LOT OF TRAPDOOR SIGHTS Three total: (1) Model 1873 rear sight for a Trapdoor rifle. The sight is an overall brown patina with slightly
stiff working parts, in overall good condition; (1) Model 1873 Trapdoor rear rifle sight. The sight has an overall plum color patina with spots of
light oxidation staining and patches of active oxidation. The screw heads show moderate slot wear and the sight is in overall good condition;
(1) Model 1873 rear sight base with crisp markings that has toned to a smoky gray patina and in overall good condition. (107244-25BCH)
2595. FRONT SIGHT LOT Includes two items, first is a C.R. Pederson & Son ramp kit for a Krag rifle with peep, still in its original packaging,
in excellent condition. Second is an unmarked front ramp with removable hood, similar in design to a Lyman No. 17AXNB, in very good
condition. (3X107023-2L)
2596. SIGHT LOT This lot includes an unmarked Model 1876 style sporting leaf sight. The sight is mostly a plum brown patina with light, fine
oxidation staining near all over. The ladder is graduated 2-9 and “1000” is stamped at the top of the ladder, just under the curve. The sight
no longer locks tightly in the upright position but remains complete in about very good condition overall. (107244-26CF)
2597. REDFIELD SIGHT LOT This lot consists of a Redfield rear aperture sight for a Savage 1899 rifle. Sight is designed to be mounted to
the top tang and includes the mounting screws and two peep apertures. Sight is both windage and elevation adjustable and though it is
unmarked it is in excellent overall condition. Also included is a semi-buckhorn rear sight with elevator and a front sight hood, both likely
for the Savage 1899 rifle as well. (45953-5)

Miscellaneous

2598. GAMO WHISPER AIR RIFLE Serial #04-1C-247984-80, .177 cal (4.5mm), 20 1/2" barrel with very good bore. The metal surfaces
retain nearly all of their original finish and the synthetic textured Monte Carlo stock rates near excellent with spots of ingrained dirt staining
present. The break action air rifle has both standard fiber optic sights and a Gamo VFGE 3-9X40 rifle scope with a heavy duplex reticle
and clear optics. A high power rodent deterrent in near excellent condition. (57749-5)
2599. WINCHESTER MODEL 800X PNEUMATIC AIR RIFLE .177 caliber, 18” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 99% original blue. The plain pistolgrip stock with grooved forearm rates excellent. Rifle features an adjustable rear sight and hooded
front sight. In excellent condition overall. (57749-6)
2600. RECURVE BOW This bow measures 64" tip to tip and is a combination of what appears to be maple, walnut and other hardwoods.
The bow is unmarked except for a small howling wolf logo on the lower limb and stick-on leather arrow plate. The bow is equipped with
a Flemish string, two piece leather arrow rest and leather wraparound handle cover with laced seam ad decorative beads. The bow is in
very good plus to near excellent with a few light scuffs and nicks in the varnish finish and the top of the arrow plate is starting to peel
which can be easily re-glued. (57749-7)
2601. LOT OF HUNTING ACCESSORIES Five items total: (1) Comfort Zone two-piece padded seat with Velcro and bungee straps for
securing to tree, light brown and camo colored; (1) Garmin Etrex 12 channel GPS, unused, yellow and includes manuals; (1) pair of Noel
Feather synthetic 6 point rattling antlers in excellent condition with a few light stains and marks; (1) Lynch rattling bag, green camo cloth
bag with wooden dowels to safely replicate rattling deer antlers; (1) Unmarked Taiwan machete measuring 23 1/8" overall with a 18 1/2"
black painted blade and black plastic handle fastened by five screws, near excellent condition with a couple light handling marks, green
nylon case included. (57749-9A)
2602. LOT OF TURKEY HUNTING ACCESSORIES Nine items total: (1) Primos Tight Wad extra full vented turkey choke for a
Remington 12 ga., still in original factory packaging; (1) Dead Ringer low-profile front sight with interchangeable Lexan light pipes for
ribbed shotguns still in original factory packaging; (1) Primos “Lil” Hot Box, box call still in it original factory packaging; (1) Primos Limb
Hanger mouth diaphragm call still in original packaging; (1) Quaker Boy Crankin’ Crow gobbler locator mouth call still in original factory
packaging; (1) Primos Power Owl turkey locator call still in original factory packaging and a Primos plastic call box containing (3) different
diaphragm mouth calls which have seen little if any use. A great collection of calls ready for gobbler season. (57749-9B)
2603. LOT OF 223/5.56 MM CLEANING KITS Four total: (2) Otis Military Issue Buttstock cleaning systems for 5.56 mm rifles still
sealed in original factory packaging; (2) green canvas cleaning kits for Sig Sauer Model 400 rifles in excellent condition the cleaning rods
and patches still sealed in original factory packaging. (57749-8)
2604. JENNINGS DEVASTATOR CROSSBOW There is no legend on the bow but is believed to have 150 lb. pull. Appears to be in very
good plus condition with only light wear to the original factory leaf camo finish, the string is intact but has become dried and worn with
time. The unit measures 36" from the steel handle to the end of the butt and 31 3/4" from axle to axle. Mounted to the top of the riser is
a Tasco 1.5x20 mm scope with clear optics and an illuminated post and crosshair reticle. The optics remain clear but the battery is missing,
preventing determining whether the reticle still functions. Included is a Jennings quiver with (3) PSE Fireflite 22" aluminum arrows. The
quiver mounting knobs are missing and the steel points have moderate surface oxidation. (57326-12)
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2605. BEN PEARSON STRATO JET TARGET RECURVE BOW 40 Lb. cream colored fiberglass recurve bow measuring 64"
equipped with a brown vinyl handle capable of shooting right or left handed, no string present. (56854-3)
2606. .50 BMG AND GRENADE LOT This lot consists of 15 rounds of dummy .50 BMG with mixed headstamps, 12 rounds of live .50
BMG, 65 .50 BMG links, three dummy pineapple grenades, a dummy grenade top assembly, and an ammo can. The .50 BMG rounds rate
from good to very good plus and they exhibit varying levels of tarnish with four rounds showing tarnish throughout. Most rounds appear
to be .50 BMG ball but a couple look to be armor piercing. Ten of the dummy rounds are in a half of a Frankford Arsenal box, one dummy
round is loose, and the reminder of dummy rounds are on links with all of the live ammunition. The other links are loose in a bag and the
links rate good to very good overall showing tarnish and wear. The first dummy grenade is an M228 training model, the second appears
to be a mockup that lacks a pin or detachable fuse, and the third one is unmarked and the upper assembly is detached. The grenades all
rate good to very good showing light wear. The spare upper assembly is marked for an M228 training grenade, and it includes the pin. A
nice lot for the military collector. (203634-B9AC5)
2607. ASSORTED DUMMY AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of three inert artillery shells. The first round is a 37mm M16 round
dated 1941, the case exhibits scattered wear and light tarnish, and the red tipped shell is loose and will fall out. The second round is a
40mm MKI Mod 1 Anti-Aircraft round, the yellow tipped shell is dated “4-42” and the case is dated “12-42”. The round exhibits light wear
with some scattered minor tarnish. The third round of ammunition is a 40mm MKII Anti-Aircraft round and the yellow tipped shell is dated
“7-42”, while the case is dated “6-43”. The round exhibits scattered wear, oxidation and light tarnish but is in near very good condition overall. A desirable lot for the military collector. (203634-B16DB2B)
2608. ASSORTED LOT OF DUMMY ARTILLERY MORTAR ROUNDS This lot consists of three inert mortar rounds, one inert artillery
round, one inert artillery shell and one inert Aircraft Float MkIV bomb. The first mortar round is a 60mm round maker marked "CILCO" and
it shows oxidation staining and it also includes a stand which shows oxidation staining throughout. The next mortar round is an inert M68
81mm practice round in very good condition with some oxidation staining scattered throughout and some light wear. The next mortar round
is an unmarked one that is about 50mm or 2" and it may be of British or Soviet origin. This round rates good overall showing flaking green
and yellow paint and some oxidation. The artillery round is a 1902 dated 37mm Navy Hotchkiss round. The round exhibits flaking, some scattered oxidation, and a 1/2" crack at the top of the case. The inert artillery shell is an unmarked shell that measures about 1 1/3" in diameter.
The shell exhibits oxidation and flaking green enamel finish. The Aircraft Float Light MKIV bomb is dated 10/42 and is maker marked by
Triumph Explosives. The fins are oxidized with a couple holes running through them, and the tip of the bomb shows flaking finish throughout,
while the wood has an added oil finish with scattered flaking. An interesting lot for a military collector. (203634-B16DB2C)
2609. ASSORTED MILITARY LOT This lot consists of two perforated 57mm recoiless rifle casing, a 75mm round container, an inert TruFlite 37mm gas round, an inert, M11A1 practice grenade, an inert MK-43 practice rocket mortar. The first 57mm recoiless rifle casing is
dated 1953 and rates good with oxidation near rim and scattered flaking finish. The second 57mm recoiless rifle casing's date is indiscernible but it has the brass primer. There is some oxidation scattered throughout and flaking finish. The 75mm container is marked
"M27A1 BLANK" and the case shows wear and flaking finish from the years. The Tru-Flite 37mm round is maker marked by the Erie
Chemical Company and seller marked by Federal Laboratories. The Tru-Flite sticker shows wear and flaking and the round shows oxidation
staining. The M11A1 practice grenade is dated “12-42” and lacks a tail assembly. The M11 shows oxidation with the heaviest oxidation
being on the upper half where there is some flaking finish. The MK43 practice rocket is marked with a drawing number "227620 (Circle)
A", and the metal is in-the-white. The metal shows oxidation and white staining with some minor damage to the fins. A nice lot for a military
collector. (203634-B31DRA1C)
2610. ASSORTED MILITARY LOT This lot consists of an American Anti-Tank practice grenade head, a practice grenade top assembly, an
Indian rifle attachment, an Eastern European anti-tank shell cutaway, an unmarked mortar tail assembly, a trip wire spindle, a lazy dog missile, the nose of a German Z96 fuse, an inert M14 mine, M605 fuse, tail assembly for a rifle grenade, a World War One German artillery
case rim and a small unmarked inert land mine. The anti-tank practice grenade head has a large dent at the top, and the rim is slightly
bent and there is flaking finish and some oxidation staining. The practice grenade assembly includes the lever, pin and striker. The assembly
exhibits wear and oxidation staining from the years. The Indian rifle attachment is marked with an Ishapore "S (arrow) A" marking and it
is likely for the Lee Enfield or L1A1 rifle. The attachment has a slide cap and it is finished with a black enamel. The enamel finish shows
scattered flaking and a noticeable amount of oxidation on the device itself. The Eastern European cutaway is stainless steel and marked
"UAZ23/28/RHS 1939". This cutaway is the right half of a shell and it shows the insides. The unmarked mortar assembly shows oxidation
staining throughout. The trip wire spindle is made of wood and has two rungs of yellow wire and two rungs of brown wire. The lazy dog
missile exhibits minor oxidation staining and has a bent
fin. The Z96 nose shows oxidation staining from the
years and its markings remain intact. The inert M14
mine retains its fuse and shows wear from handling
over the years. The M605 fuse shows oxidation and
2611
staining from the years. The tail assembly for the rifle
grenade shows a slide cap that is slightly bent and it
exhibits oxidation throughout. The German artillery case
rim measures 6 3/4" in diameter, and it is dated 1918. It
is maker marked by Karl Sruhi and it exhibits oxidation
staining on the bottom and wear and handling throughout. The unmarked anti-personal mine measures 2" in
height and 2" in diameter and it is made of sheet metal.
The mine shows oxidation staining throughout and it
has 4" on the back that is bent. A good lot for a collector of military items. (203634-B31DRA1D)
2611. FRAM E D AVIATION PHOTO This lot consists of
a US Army Air Corps framed F-2 aircraft photo. The
photo is marked "F-2 VICINITY MT. RAINER WASH."
and it shows an F-2 flying over snow covered mountains. The viewing area measures 19 1/2” by 23 1/2”.
The photo shows a few specks of dust and dirt but is
in very good to near excellent condition overall. The F2 was a pre-World War Two photo recon plane that
was based on the Beechcraft B18. In the photo the
plane lacks tail numbers and it may be a test or experimental aircraft. A nice display piece for the aviation
enthusiast. (207738-9)
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2612. WORLD WAR TWO SCR-578 "GIBSON GIRL" EMERGENCY
RADIO The metal surfaces retain 85-90% original yellow enamel finish with the
most prominent wear being on the face and scattered wear throughout and on the
knobs. The radio is marked "SIGNAL CORPS U.S. ARMY" and "BENDIX AVIATION NORTH HOLLYWOOD CALIFORNIA". There are also both written and picture instructions on the top of the radio. A few of the labels show light wear. All knobs
appear to be intact and a canvas carrying strap and the operation handle are included.
Also included is the original antenna and carrying case for antenna. These radios were
intended to be used by aircraft crews who were lost at sea. A neat piece of World War
Two history that will make a great addition to any collection. (207738-13MC)
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2613. FRAMED AVIATION PHOTO This lot consists of a US Army Air Corps framed F-2 aircraft photo.
The photo is marked "F-2 VICINITY MT. MC KINLEY"
and it shows an F-2 flying over snow covered mountains
and a valley. The viewing area measures 19 1/2” by 23
1/2”. The photo rates near excellent overall with a couple
minor specks. The F-2 was pre-World War Two era
photo recon plane that was based on the Beechcraft
B18. In the photo the aircraft lacks any tail numbers possibly indicating it as a test or experimental plane. A great
display piece for the World War Two or aviation collector.
(207738-10)
2614. U.S. ARMY AIR CORPS PATCH LOT This
lot consists of 17 World War Two Army Air Corps Patches
that are mounted in a frame. The frame is marked "1941
1945/UNITED STATES ARMY AIR FORCES". One standard Air Corps patch, one 20th Air Force patch and the 1st thorough 15th Air Forces
patches are included. The frame measures 16 3/4" and the viewing area measures 20 3/4". The patches are all in very good to excellent condition overall. The back of the frame is loose and will require attention to tighten. A neat display piece for the World War Two collector. (207241151MCA) {Larry Kaufman Collection}
2615. REPRODUCTION REVOLUTIONARY
WAR RECRUITING POSTER This lot
2615
consists of a framed reproduction of a
famous 1776 Continental Army recruiting
poster. The poster's headline reads "TO ALL
BRAVE HEALTHY ABLE BODIED AND
WELL DISPOSED YOUNG MEN", and it
features a Continental soldier going through
the manual of arms and drills. The viewing
area measures 14 1/2” by 19”. The print itself
rates very good showing a few light creases,
a few specks of dirt and some minor stains.
The frame shows handling marks, some
staining and scratches. A nice display piece
for the Revolutionary War collector.
(207241-151P) {Larry Kaufman Collection}
2616. WOR LD WAR ON E E RA PHOTO
LOT This lot consists of three framed World
War One era photos. The first is a photo of
Alvin York in uniform with his Medal of
Honor. The viewing area measures 5 1/4” by
11”. The frame shows a missing chip and a
few hairline cracks. The second photo is of a
platoon of American Doughboys in front of a
building that is likely a training barracks. The
viewing area measure 9 3/4” by 11 3/4”. The
frame shows a few stains while the photo
itself shows a few compression marks. The
third photo shows a training company of
American soldiers armed with 1903 Springfield rifles. This photo is marked "Co. C Infantry Fort Niagara" and it is dated 1921. The photo
appears to be in excellent condition overall. The viewing area measures 6 3/4” by 24 3/4” The black aluminum frame is in excellent condition overall. This lot is great for the American military collector. (207241-151Q) {Larry Kaufman Collection}
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2617. FIREARM MEMORABILIA LOT This lot consists of three framed lots of gun memorabilia. The first is a print of the Hartford Colt
factory dated 1850. The print shows a waterfront shot of the factory with several boats in the water, and there is a pencil marked date of
1850 in the bottom right hand corner. The viewing area measures 9” by 16”. The print shows some staining and specks from the years,
while the frame shows several dings and spots of flaking finish. The second item is a framed lot of three Sharps Rifle Company items. The
first is a blank factory receipt, the second is a Sharps powder label and the third is a cut-out picture of the Sharps Rifle factory. The items
are all in very good or excellent condition with the factory picture and powder label showing creases. The viewing area measures 10 1/2”
by 13 1/2” and the frame shows light wear from the years. The third framed lot is another lot of three Sharps rifle items. The first item is a
Postal Card addressed to the Sharps rifle company, and the other two are written checks from the Sharps rifle company. The items all show
light wear from the years and rate very good overall. The viewing area measures 10 1/2” by 13 1/2”. The frame shows light finish wear overall. A great lot for the American arms collector. (207241-151R) {Larry Kaufman Collection}
2618. FRAMED WORLD WAR ONE GERMAN LOT This
lot consists of 8 World War One German items. The first is an
original flying shoulder board that is marked "1". The shoulder board shows wear from the yeas and the underside of
2618
the tab has been broken off. The second is a reproduction
German merit medal marked "PourleMerite" in excellent
condition. The third item is an original 2nd Class Iron Cross
with both ribbons. The Iron Cross is dated 1813 on one side
and 1914 on the other and overall the Iron Cross shows
scattered finish wear and light wear on the ribbons. The
fourth item is a brass belt buckle marked "GOTT MIT UNS".
The belt buckle appears polished and has turned a mottled
yellow patina. The fifth item is another belt buckle marked
"GOTT MIT UNS" with part of a reproduction belt. This
buckle has turned a dull gray patina with some oxidation
staining. The sixth item is a shoulder tab that appears to be
reproduction and is marked "408". The tab is in near excellent condition overall. The seventh item is a German red and
white ribbon that shows a couple holes in the center and
some staining. The eighth item is an unidentified piece of
German ribbon bar. This ribbon bar shows some staining.
The viewing area measures 10 1/2” by 13 1/2”. The frame
shows handling marks and dings from the years, while the
cardboard frame backing shows a few stains and some wear
from being displayed. An interesting lot for the World War
One collector. (207241-151S) {Larry Kaufman Collection}
2619. FRAMED AMERICAN WORLD WAR ONE LOT
This lot consists of several American Army World War One
2623
items. The first is an original 42nd "Rainbow" Division patch in very
good plus condition. The second is a Corporal arm patch, two photos, a rosary, two marksman qualification badges, a reproduction
Fighting 69th pin, a newer Fighting 69th patch, a "US" marked
lapel pin, five World War One veterans pins, a World War One
Victory Ribbon with four stars across it, a Purple Heart Ribbon, a
brass belt buckle. A pin marked "165/(3 stripes)”, a green, white
and blue circular pin and a green ribbon lapel. A great lot for a
Great War collector. (207241-151T)
2620. EXPERIMENTAL LINCLOE TITANIUM M1 HELMET
This lot consists of a single US Lincloe Titanium Helmet. The shell
shows scattered dings, handling marks and light stains. The liner is
complete and intact with the buckles showing slight wear from use.
The rim of the helmet has a description of the helmet written in by
black marker. These helmets were made during the Vietnam War in
an attempt to lighten the helmet. This helmet weighs only 24
ounces and it is believed that only 500-1000 were made for testing.
Really a neat piece of history that would make a great addition to
any military collection. (206984-2A)
2621. U.S. NAVY HELMET LOT This lot consists of a WW2 era Navy
"Talker" Helmet, and a Gentex flak type Helmet steel pot. The Navy
helmet shows scattered handling marks, wear and staining. The
liner is fully intact and is in very good condition overall. The Gentex
flak helmet shows sawdust and staining on the outside and thinning
paint on the inside. The sweat band shows the beginnings of a tear
and the Gentex label is mostly intact with a minor tear on the bottom. A nice lot for the military collector overall. (206984-2)
2622. U.S. MODEL 1950 DROP CASE This lot consists of a 1950
drop soft case for the M1 Garand rifle. The case measures 49" in
length and 10" in width. The case is in very good plus to near excellent condition overall displaying scattered dirt staining. All metal
hardware and zippers are intact and appear functional. (207651-1A)
2623. CHINESE BLOOD CHIT This lot consists of an original World
War Two Era Blood Chit for American air crews during World War Two. The Blood Chit measures 9 3/4" in length and 7 3/4" in width, and
it is in very good condition overall showing creases, some minor staining spots and some crazing on the right side. The Chit has a
Nationalist Chinese flag at top and a message in Chinese at bottom. These were put on the uniforms of American air crews who flew over
China during World War Two. A really neat piece of history. (207507-13)
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2624. M2 BROWNING DIE CAST MODEL This lot
consists of a Die Cast model of the famous M2 .50 caliber
Browning machine gun. The gun is mounted on a replica
2625
tripod and it measures 14" in length. The charging handle
and gun both move back and forth. The gun is in near
excellent condition overall displaying handling marks and
light silvering. A neat display piece. (207536-10)
2625. FRAMED P3 ORION CUTAWAY PRINT This
lot consists of a framed print of the inside of a Navy P3
Orion aircraft. The picture shows the proposed computer systems and the crewmen inside the aircraft. There is
a caption on the print that reads "A NEW MOD I XN-1
SYSTEMS CONFIGURATION" and two boxes that list
the contributors to the P3 Orion. The print shows scattered light dirt staining but is in very good condition
overall. The frame measures 23" in length and 29" in
width and the frame shows scattered wear from the
years. A neat lot for the military collector. (207738-3)
2626. U.S. M49 SPOTTING SCOPE This lot consists
of a 20x U.S. military M49 artillery spotting scope in
excellent condition. The optics look to be clear and the
tube shows a few spots of wear. Also included are the
optics covers and the carrying case and strap. The carrying case shows several scratches and finish loss but
is in very good condition overall. A nice collectible for
the military collector. (207397-11)
2627. WORLD WAR TWO LETTER This lot consists of a framed reproduction letter from General George Patton to General Troy Middleton.
The letter praises Middleton's Crops performance at the Battle of the Bulge and the invasion of Germany. The letter is in very good condition with some scattered crazing and a piece of scotch tape. The wooden frame measures 11" in width and 14" in length and is in very
good condition showing scattered light wear from the years. On the back on the frame there is a print of Samuel Colt that shows scattered
creasing and crazing and a couple minor tears. (207241-154) {Larry Kaufman Collection}
2628. ASSORTED MILITARY LOT This lot consists of three military items. The first is a black leather Vietnam era M1916 Holster for the
1911 pistol. The holster is maker marked by Bolen Lea Products and is in very good condition overall showing scattered crazing. The other
two items are military pouches that are likely East German. They have two big pockets likely for documents or maps and measure 12 3/4"
in length and 4 3/4" in width. They appear in near excellent condition and they are made of pebbled leather. (206924-17)
2629. U.S. SIGNAL CORPS FLAG KIT This lot consists of a World War Two era U.S. Army Signal Corps flag kit. The kit contains four
flags, two of which are on flag poles, three metal rods and a canvas carrying case. The flags show varying degrees of staining, while the
poles are in about very good condition overall. The metal rods show scattered areas of flaking enamel finish and the canvas carrying case
shows stains and wear to the metal parts and leather straps. A good lot for the military collector. (207001-3)
2630. NAZI BANNER This lot consists of a large original Nazi banner that measures 127" by 47”. The red banner features a swastika that is
circled by a white circle. The red areas of the banner show scattered soiling, while the circle and swastika show more soiling, staining and
some crazing. A very good lot for the World War Two collector. (206783-3)
2631. HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of a reproduction Artillery Luger holster in excellent condition. The tan leather holster shows some handling marks and a reproduction cleaning rod is included. A good lot for the reenactor. (207657-201)
2632. EUROPEAN CAPE LOT This lot consists of a frock style unmarked cape. The cape is made out of wool and is light blue in color similar
to the French horizon blue uniforms of World War One. The cape shows a couple spots of light staining but appears to be in very good
plus condition overall. There are two buttons at the collar of the cape which show a male lion frowning and the buttons are linked by a
chain across the collar. The cape measures 46" in height and 22" in width. The cape is French style and possibly was made for medical
personnel during the interwar years. A neat lot for a military collector. (206647-15)
2633. 1903 SPRINGFIELD DUMMY TRAINING RIFLE This lot consists of an unmarked 1903 Springfield style bolt action dummy
training rifle. The metal shows oxidation throughout and the beech stock shows handling marks, chips and dings throughout. There are
several scattered cracks in the stock including a few at butt, two on handguard and one at upper tang and there are a couple small holes
in the underside of stock. The rear band, sights and buttplate are absent but the bolt opens and closes cocking the trigger. An interesting
piece overall. (207789-8) {NON-GUN}
2634. LOT OF DEACTIVATED MILITARY ORDNANCE This lot consists of 14 items. Included are (1) U.S. Mk3A2 offensive grenade
in very good condition. (1) 1.710" silver colored wooden projectile marked on the sides "Made by National Youth Administration New
York" and " City Engr's Dept. Lowell-Mass." in very good condition with slight bends to the three tail fins. (2) U.S. Mk 2 pineapple style
practice grenades with fuse assembly. One is painted blue and rates very good and the other olive drab and rates excellent. (1) U.S. 20mm
“MK2 NOEN 437 1943” marked Oerlikon round with scattered light oxidation stains. (1) M605 mine fuse in good condition with white
oxidation stains, slight damage to the base from use but the safety pins are present. (1) U.S. M49A28 60mm Mortar practice round with
light oxidation stains, worn paint, partial point detonating fuse and tail fin assembly for an overall rating of good. (1) M69 60mm inert training round that rates fair to good with about 60% covered in light oxidation but, the tail fin assembly is intact. (1) U.S. M31 Inert Rifle
Grenade that rates near excellent with light scattered handling marks. (1) U.S. M83 60mm illumination round with M65A1 fuse in excellent
condition. (1) M48A1 81mm practice round with missing fuse and rates about very good with scattered light oxidation. (1) U.S. M8 antipersonnel practice mine in near excellent condition but the fuse tube has been cut with a torch. (2) U.S. smoke grenade M22A2, with
tailfin assembly. One exhibits moderate to heavy oxidation from use on the lower body and tailfin assembly. The other is devoid of paint
and exhibits oxidizing from use. (83634-B16DB2A)
2635. U.S. 105MM ARTILLERY LOT This lot consists of single 105mm shell and a single 105mm casing. Included are (1) U.S. M393A2
shell with no base or filling and rates about very good. The shell appears unfired with no rifling marks in the driving band. The base has a
1 1/4" cut in the base to dewat the shell. The body is green with scattered handling marks and oxidation stains. Also included is a single
U.S. M14 105mm howitzer casing with moderate to heavy scattered verdigris, handling marks and dents. (83634-B31DRA1A)
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2636. U.S. MIXED ARTILLERY LOT This lot consists of four shell casing, a recoilless rifle round and a single shell. Included are (1) U.S.
M30A1B1 57mm recoilless rifle round consisting of the perforated cartridge case and canister round. They rate fair to good with handling
wear and oxidation blemishes. (1) 3" shell casing marked "C 95 L 16 C" on the base with moderate verdigris and oxidation stains, denting
at the case mouth and handling wear. (1) U.S. 40mm Mk2 casing in excellent condition. (1) 57mm capped armor piercing high explosive
shell with no fuse or filler in the base, light freckling and the AP cap is loose but present. (1) U.S. 3" 50 caliber Mk 7, Mod. O shell casing
dated 1948. (1) 3" x 9" long artillery shell dated 1915 with light to moderate scattered dents and dings. (83634-B31DRA1B)
2637. LOT OF TRENCH ART This lot consists of 5 assorted pieces of trench art. Included is (1) head of a U.S. 5" Mark 5 shell casing cut
to make an ash tray with three palm trees soldered to the side and three cigarette holders with two missing. The sides have some art work
including the island of New Guinea and various scenes from that WWII campaign. (1) head of a 105mm Mk 14 Type 1 shell case configured
into an ash tray with a 30 carbine round brazed to the primer tube, four cigarette holders with one missing and four British coins glued to
the sides. (1) 105mm shell casing head dated 1944 made into an ashtray with primer tube and two cut outs for cigarettes. (1) 75mm shell
casing head made into an ash tray with a center piece affixed to the center. (1) wood base with 40mm shell cut to 4" in length with sheet
brass four sided pagoda to fit on the base and a Coast Guard pin on the side of the casing. (83634-B36S1)
2638. CHRONOGRAPH LOT This lot consists of a single Oehler Model 35P Proof Ballistic Chronograph. The unit includes the Chronograph
with built in printer that appears to be in excellent condition with no battery but a partial roll of thermal printer paper. The unit includes
three sets of side rails for the diffuser, manual and paperwork. The unit needs the mounting rail and triple sky screen units. The Oehler's
are well known for their accuracy due to the triple sky screens and double velocity reading on each shot. (86643-11)
2639. LOT OF CIVIL WAR PROJECTILES This lot consists of three projectiles. Included are (1) approximately .640" diameter lead round
ball, (1) approximately .525" diameter rebated base, single lube groove conical ball believed to a .52 caliber sharps and (1) .58 cal. Williams
Cleaner Minnie ball. The projectiles show light to moderate oxidation along with dents, dings and other handling marks and are purported
to be battlefield pick-ups. (86019-1CA)
2640. RELOADING LOT of 50 cal. bullet mold This lot consists of (1) set of Lyman #515141 mould blocks that cast .512, 425 flat nose lead
bullets. Mould includes casting instructions and box, and appears unused with a few minor oxidation stains. (86019-1CC)
2641. RELOADING LOT of 256 Newton dies This lot consists of (1) two die set of C-H Die Co. .256 Newton dies in the box and appear
unused. (86019-1CD)
2642. LOT OF NORMA 7X57R BRASS CARTRIDGE CASES This lot consists of (4) boxes of 20 rounds each Norma 7x57R Mauser
unprimed, unfired, boxer cartridge cases in excellent condition. (86019-1CE)
2643. LOT OF NORMA AND RWS 7X57R BRASS CARTRIDGE CASES This lot consists of four boxes of cartridge cases.
Included are (3) boxes of 20 rounds each Norma 7x57R Mauser unprimed, unfired, boxer cartridge cases in excellent condition. (1) box
of 18 rounds RWS 7x57R Mauser fired cartridge cases in excellent condition. (86019-1CF)
2644. MIXED LOT OF 5.5X54 MS AND 7X57R MAUSER CARTRIDGE CASES This lot consists of 3 boxes total. Included are:
(2) boxes of 20 rounds each RWS 6.5x54 Mannlicher-Schonauer unprimed, unfired, boxer cartridge cases in excellent condition; (1) box
of 20 rounds RWS 6.5x54 Mannlicher-Schonauer fired empty cartridge cases in excellent condition. (86019-1CG)
2645. MIXED LOT OF CARTRIDGE CASES This lot consists of 8 boxes of various caliber cartridge cases. Included are: (3) boxes of 20
rounds each Winchester 38-55 Winchester unprimed unfired empty cartridge cases; (2) boxes of 20 rounds each Winchester 32-40
Winchester unprimed unfired empty cartridge cases; (2) boxes of 20 rounds each Winchester 32 Winchester Special primed unfired empty
cartridge cases; (1) box of Remington 30-30 W. C. F. fired cartridge cases. (86019-1CH)
2646. MIXED LOT OF CARTRIDGE CASES This lot consists of 8 boxes of various caliber cartridge cases. Included are: (2) boxes of 20
rounds each Winchester 300 H&H Magnum unprimed unfired empty cartridge cases; (1) box of 20 rounds Remington 300 H&H Magnum
unprimed unfired empty cartridge cases; (1) box of 20 rounds Winchester 375 H&H Magnum unprimed unfired empty cartridge cases;
(1) box of 20 rounds Winchester Super-Speed 375 H&H Magnum primed unfired empty cartridge cases; (1) box of 20 rounds Winchester
Super-Speed 375 H&H Magnum fired empty cartridge cases; (1) box of 20 rounds Remington 458 Winchester Magnum unprimed unfired
cartridge cases. (1) box of 19 rounds Federal 300 Winchester Magnum fired cases. All are in near excellent condition. (86019-1CI)
2647. LOT OF ALCAN SOLID BRASS EMPTY 10 gauge shotshells This lot consists of (3) boxes of 10 cases each Alcan 10 ga. 2 7/8"
solid drawn brass unprimed unfired empty shotshell cases in excellent unused condition. (86019-1CJ)
2648. LOT OF ALCAN SOLID BRASS EMPTY 12 GAUGE SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of (2) boxes of 10 cases each Alcan
12 ga. 2 1/2" solid drawn brass unprimed unfired empty shotshell cases in excellent unused condition. (86019-1CK)
2649. LOT OF ALCAN SOLID BRASS EMPTY 16 GAUGE SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of (3) boxes of 10 cases each Alcan 16 ga.
2 1/2" solid drawn brass unprimed unfired empty shotshell cases in near excellent unused condition. The cases exhibit light tarnish. (86019-1CL)
2650. LOT OF ALCAN SOLID BRASS EMPTY 410 BORE SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of (3) boxes of 10 cases each Alcan
410 bore 2 1/2" solid drawn brass unprimed unfired empty shotshell cases in excellent unused condition. A few of the cases exhibit light
tarnish. (86019-1CM)
2651. LOT OF LARGE GAUGE PAPER SHOTSHELLS This lot consist of (9) 5 or 6 gauge 4" long primed unfired paper shotshells with
brass heads. They are headstamped "J.P&S / (triangle)" with one shell headstamped "N / V". Several of the shells are stamped "MADE
IN ENGLAND" on the body. Dimensions of the brass head at the rim juncture is approximately 1.078", paper hull forward of the brass
head is approximately 1.024" and inside diameter at the mouth are roughly .940" but the mouths are out of round. (86019-1CN)
2652. MIXED LOT OF BRASS CARTRIDGE CASES This lot consists of 10 boxes of various caliber cartridge cases. Included are: (3)
boxes of 20 rounds each mixed Winchester 250-3000 Savage cases. Two boxes are Winchester factory unprimed brass that has been nonfactory primed. All are unfired except for 8 rounds. The third box is fired Western Super-X; (1) box of 18 rounds of Winchester 220 Swift factory
unprimed brass that has been reloaded and fired at least once; (1) box of 20 rounds of fired Federal 223 Remington; (2) boxes of 18 and 20
rounds each mixed Winchester 22-250 cases. One box is Winchester factory unprimed brass (18 rounds) that are unfired and a box (20
rounds) of fired Winchester Super-X; (1) unopened factory sealed box of 20 rounds of Remington empty primed 244 Remington cartridge
cases; (2) boxes of 20 rounds each Remington 6mm Remington unprimed unused cartridge cases. All rate excellent. (86019-1CO)
2653. MIXED LOT OF BRASS CARTRIDGE CASES This lot consists of 9 boxes of various caliber cartridge cases. Included are: (2)
red and green boxes of 41 rounds each fired Remington-UMC 38-40 W.C.F. ammunition empty balloon head cases with light oxidation
staining on some of the cases; (1) box of 50 rounds Remington 32-20 W.C.F. unprimed unused cartridge cases in excellent condition; (1)
box of 50 rounds Winchester 32-20 W.C.F. unprimed cartridge cases that have been non-factory primed with 9 rounds reloaded and fired,
and the rest unused; (1) box of 50 rounds Remington 25-20 W.C.F. unprimed unused cartridge cases in excellent condition; (1) box of 20
rounds fired assorted headstamp Winchester and Remington 303 Savage; (1) box of 20 rounds fired Winchester 30-40 Krag with scattered oxidation staining; (1) box of 20 rounds Winchester 348 Winchester unprimed unused cartridge cases in excellent condition; (1)
partial box of 16 rounds Dominion 43 Mauser unprimed factory cartridge cases that have been reloaded and fired. Five of the cases show
heavy verdigris from being fired with blackpowder but the rest rate very good to excellent. (86019-1CP)
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2654. MIXED LOT OF BRASS CARTRIDGE CASES This lot consists of 8 boxes and 3 bags of various caliber cartridge cases. Included
are: (2) boxes of 20 rounds each fired Remington 221 Fireball; (1) box of 41 rounds fired PMC 380 ACP; (2) boxes of 50 rounds each
fired Remington and Western 38 Special. (1) 50 round box of fired mixed Remington and Winchester 44 Special; (1) 50 round box of
Winchester unprimed unused 44 Special; (1) 26 round bag of fired Winchester 44 Special; (1) 39 round bag of fired Remington 32 S&W
Long; (1) 50 round box of Winchester unprimed unused 256 Winchester Magnum cartridge cases; (1) 2.5-pound bag of fired cartridge
cases consisting mainly of 38 Special and 357 Magnum brass with other rifle and pistol calibers mixed in. (86019-1CQ)
2655. MIXED LOT OF BRASS CARTRIDGE CASES This lot consists of 10 boxes of various caliber cartridge cases. Included are: (1)
20 round box of Winchester unused unprimed new 264 Winchester Magnum brass cases and (1) 20 round box of fired Remington 264
Winchester Magnum; (1) 19 round box of fired Frankford Arsenal 30-06 Springfield match cases; (1) 18 round box of fired Remington
8mm Mauser; (1) 20 round box of Winchester 284 Winchester Magnum; (1) 20 round box of fired Winchester 270 Win; (1) 20 round box
of fired Winchester 358 Win; (1) 20 round box of fired Remington 308 Winchester; (1) 19 round box of fired Winchester 405 Win; (1) 18
round box of fired Remington 458 Winchester Magnum. All are in very good to excellent condition. (86019-1CR)
2656. LOT OF HOLSTERS AND CARTRIDGE BELTS This lot of consist of 8 items. Included are: (1) Uncle Mike's #5 (S&W models
442, 52, 41 and similar) camouflage nylon belt holster; (1) Strong model 911-1 inside the pants thumb snap holster for 2" S&W J and Colt
D frame revolvers and (1) Strong Model 930 / 97 black leather pancake holster for Sig p-226 and similar. All three holsters appear to have
seen little if any use; (1) Koplin size 7 gun rug; (1) unmarked military / European police style black leather flap holster for Walther PP pistol;
(1) Uncle Mike's 1" x 72" utility black nylon web sling for long guns; (2) Uncle Mike's 25 round black nylon cartridge belt for 12 gauge
shotshells. All are in excellent condition with the holster rating very good to excellent. (86019-6A)
2657. MIXED SHOOTERS LOT This lot consists of 9 items. Included is: (1) Outers stock finishing kit containing combo stain and filler, gunstock oil and a polishing cloth in a plastic case; (1) "6-stock size" jar of "Lin-speed" gunstock oil; (1) 1 ounce can of Hoppe's oil, (1)
Tomlinson type bore cleaner for 410 bore; (1) Tomlinson type cleaner for 16 gauge, (1) nickel plated M-1 carbine flash hider marked "Made
in Spain"; (1) Pachmayr tip-off scope mount for Savage Model 99 and (1) Ashley Isles #5 bottoming chisel. All are in excellent condition
with little apparent use. (8 6019-6B)
2658. WORLD WAR I HELMET LOT This lot consists of three helmets. The lot includes: (1) French WWI Adrian helmet with a flaming
bomb emblem, no liner and one partial strap. The helmet rates good with scattered light to medium dents, scuffs, scrapes and flaking
paint; (1) U.S. model 1917 "doughboy helmet" with a hand painted emblem likely for the U.S. 1st Infantry Division Artillery Unit along with
blue, yellow, green and tan camouflage pattern with a few minor scuffs and flaking paint possibly applied in the trenches. The helmet
includes a liner in good to very good condition but the chin straps are broken off; (1) U.S. model 1917 "doughboy helmet" with a painted
emblem of the U.S. 27th Infantry Division, "The Wolfhounds" and olive drab finish. There is no liner present but the felt skull pad is. The
helmet has light handling and storage marks. (87166-8-7-4)
2659. LOT OF U.S. M1 "STEEL POT" HELMETS This lot consists of two helmets. Included are: (1) later U.S. M1 helmet with the split
seam in the rear of the rim and movable square chin strap holder. The liner is dated 1972 and rates excellent. The helmet rates very good
overall with one chin strap loop missing, no chin strap present, scattered flaking paint, scratches and minor dings; (1) earlier WWII U.S. M1
helmet with split seam in the front of the rim, movable square chin strap loops and replacement nylon chin strap. The paint on the metal
surface has scattered moderate flaking, scratches and handling marks. The helmet includes a later liner that rates excellent. (87166-5-6)
2660. U.S. MODEL 1918 GUNNER'S QUADRANT LOT This lot consists of 2 items. Included is (1) U.S. model 1918 gunner's quadrant serial #1607, manufactured by Central Scientific Co. of Chicago Ill. The quadrant rates excellent with slight high edge wear and still
moves freely. The quadrant includes (1) U.S. M18 leather carrying case with strap that rates near excellent. The leather surfaces have light
soiling and staining with strong stitching and a few scuffs. (87166-13)
2661. LOT OF MILITARY WEB GEAR AND ACCESSORIES This lot includes 9 pieces. Included are: (1) U.S. Model 1936 canvas
pistol belt in excellent condition; (1) U.S. Model 1912 pistol belt with light oxidation on the metal parts and slight soiling, (1) U.S. Model
1910 dismounted canteen cover made by Baker & Lockwood dated 1942 in very good condition with a light stain on the front; (1) U.S.
Model 1910 canteen made by Vollwrath, dated 1943 of the horizontal seam style in very good condition with a few dents, light handling
wear and burn marks on the base; (1) U.S. Navy MKII combat knife with green replacement wood handle manufactured by Ka-Bar with
moderate tool and sharpening marks on the blade and "SYD" electric penciled on the right side of the blade. The sheath rates good to
very good with light handling wear, "U.S.N." stamped on the body and "SYD" scratched into the leather and the full name written on the
back in black marker; (1) U.S. Model 1945 field cargo pack in near excellent condition with light oxidation stains on the strap tabs, light
writing on the cover and strong seams; (1) hood for a U.S. model 1943 field jacket sized 38-42 in excellent condition; (1) French Model
1877 two liter canteen with one leather strap present and no cover. The canteen has light dents, no cap, handling wear and has the P.C.
Plombiers manufacturer stamp. (1) French gray canvas gas mask bag with part of the closure missing but the remainder in excellent condition. (87166-22-21-14-19-20-23-17)
2662. LOT OF MIXED NAZI EQUIPMENT This lot consists of 11 pieces. Included are: (1) Army Infantry field cap in excellent condition;
(1) very good to excellent Reichswehr buckle with "Gott Mitt Uns" cast into the face and a black leather belt exhibiting heavy surface
scuffs, scratches and scrapes that appear to have been re-dyed; (1) near excellent Nazi SS belt buckle with "Meine Ehre heibt Treue"
cast on the face and an excellent condition black leather belt; (1) German Army belt buckle with "Einigkeit Recht Freihett" cast into the
face and black leather belt all in excellent condition’ (1) German Model 1931 canteen with olive-green cover and attached carry straps in
excellent condition. (1) German Model 1931 canteen with black cover and attached carry straps in very good to excellent condition with
a small hole worn through the canteen cover on the back side; (4) 3 section leather ammunition pouches of varying manufacturer markings and dates. Two sets of pouches have the cover straps affixed with rivets and the two are sewn. All rate very good to excellent. (1)
leather pilot’s helmet with no markings. Several small buttons, snaps and straps for mounting accessories are missing plus there is a small
hole in the left ear microphone holder. (87166-18-11-12-10-24-25-26-9)
2663. PISTOL SHOOTERS BOX LOT This lot consists of a pistol shooters box with a spotting scope. Included is (1) General Luggage
Corporation pistol shooters box measuring 9" x 13 1/2" x 16 3/4" with blue leatherette finish exhibiting scattered light scuffing. The box
has a center shelf with room for four handguns, an upper drawer for accessories and space at the bottom for ammunition. Also included
is (1) Bausch & Lomb spotting scope that rates fair with cloudy optics that also appear to have focusing issues. (86945-9)
2664. LOT OF DILLON AMMUNITION BOXES This lot consists of (25) Dillon .45 -.41 & .44 Mag caliber blue plastic ammunition boxes
in excellent condition. A great way for the handloader or shooter to store expensive ammunition. (86945-2A)
2665. LOT OF MIXED FACTORY NEW PISTOL BRASS This lot consists of (26) boxes of assorted 357, 38 and 44-40 brass. Included
are (10) Dillon plastic ammunition boxes each containing 50 rounds of new Starline 357 Magnum brass, (10) Dillon plastic ammunition
boxes each containing 50 rounds of new Starline 38 Special brass, (1) Dillon plastic ammunition box containing 50 rounds of new
Remington-Peters 38 Special brass, (1) Dillon plastic ammunition box containing 25 rounds of new and fired mixed Starline, Remington
and Winchester 38 Special brass, (1) Dillon plastic ammunition boxes each containing 4 rounds of new Starline and Remington 357
Magnum brass, (1) Fitz Ammo Safe plastic ammunition box containing 38 rounds of fired Norma 38 Special brass and (2) Dillon plastic
ammunition boxes each containing 50 rounds of new Remington-Peters 44-40 W.C.F. brass. All the brass rates excellent. (86945-3A)
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2666. LOT OF MIXED RIFLE BRASS This lot consists of (18) boxes of assorted rifle cartridge cases. Included are (3) Dillon plastic ammunition boxes each containing 20 rounds of new Starline 30-30 W.C.F. brass, (5) Dillon plastic ammunition boxes each containing 20 rounds
of fired mixed headstamp 308 Winchester brass, (1) Dillon plastic ammunition box containing 7 rounds of fired mixed headstamp 308
Winchester brass, (1) Dillon plastic ammunition box containing 20 rounds of fired Remington – UMC 300 Savage brass, (1) Dillon plastic
ammunition box containing 11 rounds of fired Winchester 300 Savage brass, (2) Dillon plastic ammunition boxes each containing 20
rounds of Winchester 250-3000 Savage brass with one box primed and the other unprimed, (2) Dillon plastic ammunition boxes one containing 11 rounds of primed fired Winchester 250-3000 Savage brass and the other 13 rounds of fired Winchester and Remington 2503000Savage brass, (1) Herter's plastic ammunition box containing 46 rounds of fired mixed headstamp 222 Remington brass and (2)
Dillon plastic ammunition boxes containing 50 and 19 rounds respectively of fired mixed headstamp 30 Carbine brass. All the brass rates
excellent. (86945-3B)
2667. LOT OF DILLON AMMUNITION BOXES This lot consists of (62) ammunition boxes. Included are (48) Dillon .45 -.41 & .44 Mag
caliber blue plastic ammunition boxes in excellent condition and (14) Dillon .38 / 357 Mag caliber blue plastic ammunition boxes in excellent condition. Great ammunition storage boxes. (86945-2B)
2668. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of (21) items. Included is: (1) Ohaus "Dial-O-Grain" 1110 grain capacity reloading scale. The scale
appears complete and still functions but the surfaces are lightly soiled; (5) RCBS reloading two die sets for the following cartridges: 22
Hornet, 300 Savage, 222 Remington, 308 Winchester and 22 Savage High Power Improved; (1) RCBS plastic 80 round capacity loading
block and (1) unmarked wood loading block drilled to hold .22 / 6mm caliber bullet (probably to hold finished projectiles after swage forming); (1) Foredom Electric Company #44B handpiece with cone shaped rasp; (13) shoulder patches with five for Hercules "Red Dot"
smokeless powder and the remainder for Hercules "Reloader" powder. All rate excellent (86945-2C)
2669. MIXED RELOADER LOT This lot consists of (27) containers of various reloading and bullet making components. Included are (3)
plastic ammunition boxes containing a combined total of 128 rounds of new unprimed Winchester 22 Hornet cases, (1) plastic ammunition
box of 50 rounds new unprimed Remington 30-30 W.C.F. cases, (1) box of 20 rounds fired Federal 243 Win. cases, (1) box of 20 rounds
fired Winchester 243 Win. cases, (3) bags of 20 rounds each of new unprimed Bertram Brass 303 Savage cases, (1) box of 20 rounds
new unprimed Remington 308 Win. cases, (1) box of 34 rounds fired Winchester 45 ACP cases, (1) plastic ammunition box of 8 rounds
fired mixed headstamp 222 Remington cases, (1) plastic ammunition box of 12 rounds fired mixed headstamp 270 Win. cases, (1) plastic
ammunition box of 3 rounds mixed headstamp and mixed cartridges cases to include one each 8mm Mauser, 30-30 Win and 32 Special,
(2) unopened bags of 50 rounds each new unprimed Winchester 25-35 Win. cases, (1) wood box of 25 rounds of new unprimed
Winchester 284 Win. cases, (1) wood box of approximately 65 rounds of new unprimed Winchester 22-250 Remington cases, (2) wood
boxes containing a combined total of approximately 100 rounds new unprimed Winchester 358 Win. cases, (1) box of 55 .530 swaged
lead round balls, (2) boxes of approximately 50 each Speer .38 caliber empty shot capsules with bases, (1) box of approximately 50 Speer
.44 caliber empty shot capsules with bases and (4) containers with an approximate combined total of 1200 plus 22 caliber bullet jackets
varying in length to include .640", .690" and .700" with roughly 30 containing a lead core and ready for swaging. (86945-3C)
2670. STAN BAKER BORE GAUGE LOT This lot consists of a single Stan Baker Universal bore gauge for a 12 gauge bore. The probe is
equipped with a large probe and includes the .700" ring to zero the probe. The gauge is encased in a wood box that is foam lined. It also
includes a set of instructions and the gauge rates excellent overall. (86945-8C)
2671. TOOL LOT This lot consists of (3) assorted tool kits. Included are Primeline dial Vernier caliber in a black plastic box, (1) Lyman Compact
Screwdriver Kit in a plastic box and (1) Brownell's Drill and Tap Kit #2. All are in excellent condition. (86945-8D)
2672. TOOL LOT This lot consists of (20) tool kits or individual tools. Included are (1) King Kut Hobby Tool Kit #130 in a wooden box, (1)
wood box with 40 plus drill bits of assorted sizes and styles, (1) Redfield #51106 Xenon / L.E.D. combo rechargeable flashlight with charging unit and holster that does not function but is probably in need of a new battery, (2) Vernier calipers with one made by General and
the other simply marked "Japan Micrometer", (2) sets of needle files, (1) Worcester Chemical Distributors tool kit in a pouch, (1) Dunlap
tool holder with 9 assorted Allen wrenches, (2) flat blade screw drivers of different sizes, (1) set of side cutters, (1) needle nose plier, (1)
Channel Lock #420 adjustable pliers, (1) Nickelson Mill file, (3) assorted open wrenches, (1) Eklind Hex-Uni-Key tool and (1) brass handled flat blade screwdriver with smaller drivers enclosed in the handle. All rate very good to excellent. (86945-8F)
2673. CLAY TARGET TRAPS AND TARGET LOT This lot consists of (5) items. Included is (1) Trius Model 73X clay target trap (1)
Remington automatic hand trap and (3) packages of turkey head Shoot-N-C targets. All rate excellent. (86945-6A)
2674. BULLET MOULD LOT This lot consists of (2) bullet moulds and (1) tong tool. Included are an unmarked .530" round ball mould with
handles in very good condition, (1) Ideal #358250 for a 156 gr. round plain base cast bullet in very good condition with original handle
box and (1) Ideal tong tool for the 30-06 cartridge with a #2 priming die in very good condition. (86945-2D)
2675. RELOADING AND BULLET SWAGING PRESS LOT This lot consists of an early RCBS "O" style bullet swaging and reloading press.
The front of the press is simply marked "Oroville Calif". The press includes the priming arm, a .224 diameter bullet swaging die and arm but, no
handle. The toggle block appears to be installed backwards and will need correcting. The press rates very good to excellent. (86945-2E)
2676. RELOADING PRESS LOT This lot consists of a Lyman All American Comet "C" style reloading press. The press includes the handle
and parts of the automatic primer feed. The primer feed appears to be missing the primer tubes and primer arms. Overall the press rates
very good to excellent. (86945-2F)
2677. CLEANING ROD AND ACCESSORIES LOT This lot consists of (13) items. The lot includes (2) 36" wood three piece cleaning
rods, (1) 32" Outers aluminum shotgun cleaning rod, (1) 32" Outers aluminum cleaning rod, (1) 36" steel muzzleloading shotgun range
rod with wide tip for seating wads; (1) Outers 20 / 28 gauge shotgun cleaning kit with rod, slotted tip, bronze bore brush and patches;
(1) three piece brass military style cleaning rod with wood handle in an O.D. canvas pouch and combo jag / slotted tip, (1) Otis cleaning
kit, (1) H&K Model 93 cleaning kit, (5) unopened packages of assorted size Outers "Gunslick" cleaning patches and (1) box with miscellaneous used bore brushes and pistol cleaning rods. All vary from good to excellent condition. (86945-8G)
2678. RELOADER LOT This lot consists of (72) items. Included are (1) Ohaus Triple Beam Model 314 reloading scale that is missing the pan
and pan hanger, and appears to be in good condition, (2) Redding oil dampening balance beam reloading scales with pan and pan hanger,
(1) Bridgeport Gun Implement dual roll crimper in near excellent condition, (1) Belding & Mull visible powder measure with charge tube
in excellent condition, (1) Lyman E-ZEE case length gauge, (1) unmarked powder trickler in excellent condition, (1) D-Loader tool for
shotshells in very good to excellent condition, (1) Lyman small primer pocket uniformer in excellent condition, (1) MEC #502 / 100 (1
ounce) charge bar, (4) Mec 1/4 20 mounting screws and wingnuts, (1) Allen wrench, (1) MEC 6 fold crimp starter, (1) MEC wad finger
guide, (1) MEC double open end wrench, (1) MEC container cap, (1) MEC grommet, (1) MEC brass washer and (5) MEC powder bushings (#'s 28, 29, 31, 32 & 33). Also included are (19) mixed Ponsness Warren, Pacific and Hornady powder bushings and (7) mixed brand
shot bushings, all of varying sizes (Hornady, Ponsness Warren, Pacific and RCBS are reportedly interchangeable). Approximately (21)
assorted parts for a Ponsness Warren shotshell reloading press. (86945-2G)
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2679. WALTHER MODEL PP PARTS LOT This lot consists of a set of grips
and a single magazine. Included are (1) set of black synthetic grips for a Walther
Model PP that rate very good to excellent with light handling wear. Also included are a single Walther marked PP magazine for 380 ACP cartridges in near
excellent condition. (87657-110A)
2681
2680. WALTHER MODEL PPK/S SEMI-AUTO CO2 BB PISTOL serial
#3G07562, .177 cal., 3 5/8" barrel. The metal surfaces retain about 99% black
finish with a few light operational marks. The airgun features a manual frame
mounted safety and the slide reciprocates on each shot. It includes a single 15
shot magazine for the BB's. (87793-19) {NON-GUN}
2681. EARLY 20TH CENTURY DRUM. The drum measures 10 3/4" in diameter and 8 1/2" tall. The wood body displays a pressed naval scene with multiple naval ships from the early 20th century. Some examples include the USS
Brooklyn and the USS Maine. The hooks display a nice foliate geometric pattern that is pressed into the wood. The snare attachment remains in place and
is slightly dry as are the keepers. The lid remains very good displaying some
dark spots from being hit many years ago and having some light wear present.
Included are two wooden drum sets that show some light wear. (177544-25)
2682. DUCK DECOY LOT. This lot contains one hen hooded merganser carved
wood decoy. This decoy displays a brown painted head with the mergansers
hood neatly carved in a semi-raised pose along with having two glass embedded
eyes. The body displays two stages of raised feathers and is painted in gray, having
white plated wing feathers and breast. The bottom of the decoy is marked in ink By
"H.M. Hanlet/#352-2B/2-21-73". (177536-19)
2683. LOON DECOY LOT. This lot contains one loon carved decoy. This decoy measures 22"
long; it has been painted long ago displaying cracking and paint loss. The bill has been cracked and chipped on both sides. The head has
two red glass embedded eyes. (177536-17)
2684. DUCK DECOY LOT. This lot contains one drake hand carved decoy. This decoy is painted in mallard like colors. The decoy’s head is
directed downwards. The bottom of the decoy is marked in ink "TIM LAWSON 12/02". (177536-18)
2685. DUCK DECOY LOT. This lot contains one hand carved decoy. This decoy has been painted to closely look like a bufflehead or a loon.
The body has been painted black with flight feathers gray and the breast and belly, is a bright white. The overall condition is very good
displaying a full crack around the duck’s neck and some handling marks throughout. (177536-11)
2686. ADVERTISEMENT SIGN LOT. This lot contains one Remington sheet metal sign. it measures 18" x 22" and displays a father and
son in a field hunting with a pheasant in sight and a rabbit running through the field. The top of the sight reads "WHATEVER YOU SHOOT
BE SURE IT’S REMINGTON". (177536-22)
2687. GUN POWDER CAN LOT. This lot contains 1 empty DuPont super fine FFF gun powder can. The can retains about 90% of its original
red paint having some scattered scuff marks and a ding on the back side of the can. The powder can displays its original front label which
has slightly faded and shows some light staining but remains in very good condition. (177536-38)
2688. GIMBALED COMPASS LOT. This lot contains one Gimbaled ship compass. The brass compass rates very good as it sits on a left
leveling arm. The compass sits in a wooden case that displays just a few light handling marks. (7536-107)
2689. PISTOL SCOPE MOUNT This lot consists of a metal Cal Grip mount for what appears to be a Smith & Wesson Model 52 pistol in near
excellent condition with a small section on the rear edge of the grip lightly polished and a couple of specks of loss here and there. (156924-12A)
2690. EPHEMERA OF BILL JORDAN This is a very interesting lot consisting of several letters, copies of articles and miscellaneous documents, all once-belonging to the late Bill Jordan, a Marine, Border Patrol Agent and writer who had a tremendous impact in the firearms
community. Many of the articles are pre-press manuscripts of Mr. Jordan's Point Blank column for Shooting Times, as well as a letter and
response from Mr. Jordan regarding testifying as an expert witness in a California double murder trial, a letter from Mr. Jordan requesting
to use a pair of shooting glasses from a manufacturer and in exchange would mention them in his article if they were worthy and several
other miscellaneous documents. Really an interesting lot of ephemera from the late quick-draw legend of the west. (157114-2,2A)
2691. WWII FIELD KIT LOT This lot consists of a U.S. G.I. field kit used during WWII, featuring a small green canvas pack marked "BAKERLOCKWOOD MFG. CO. INC. / 1941". The contents inside include a green wool blanket, a 1945-dated U.S. Knapp-Monarch Co. meat can
with appropriate silverware inside and a three-piece cleaning rod with bronze cleaning brush. The items rate very good overall. (156924-21)
2692. SCOPE MOUNT LOT This lot consists of a B-Square mount with a Weaver-style rail that appears to go on a pistol and rates excellent
with two Tasco 30mm rings affixed to the rail. Also included is the original box for the rings as well as an Allen wrench and extra parts for
the rings. (156924-13)
2693. REPRODUCTION GERMAN M 35 STAHLHELM WITH HEER ARMY MARKINGS This is a nicely repainted modern M
35 helmet, showing a nice “feldgrau” gray of the Army. There are numerous light scratches and handling marks on the exterior of the helmet, a few which have worn through to the silver gunmetal beneath. There are facsimile decals left and right. Lining and chinstrap rate
excellent and are both post-war replacements. This example is a size “64” and is stamped on its inside”CK106” and “3417”. (33663-64)
2694. DAISY NO. 102 MODEL 36 AIR RIFLE register #A543372, BB/.175 cal, 16" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 92-95% original blue finish with a handful of spots worn to silver atop the barrel, light ingrained dirt staining here and there and a
bit of surface oxidation scattered about. The letters "AT" are scratched into the left side of the frame. The checkered straight grip brown
plastic stock rates very good showing light staining here and there and minor scuffs and blemishes. The action does not appear to function
properly. (157704-2) {NON-GUN}
2695. DAISY MODEL 105 B AIR RIFLE BB cal (4.5mm), 16" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish
with a few light scuffs and blemishes. The straight grip brown plastic stock rates excellent. Included is the manual. (157704-1) {NON-GUN}
2696. CROSMAN 2100 CLASSIC REPEATING AIR RIFLE 177 cal BB/Pellet, 21 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original blue finish/black enamel on the frame with a couple of tiny specks missing. The checkered pistolgrip black
synthetic buttstock and forend rate excellent. Mounted to the receiver is a fixed power scope. The air gun seems to function properly.
(157523-32) {NON-GUN}
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2697
2697. COLUMBIAN MODEL 1908 REPEATING
AIR RIFLE BB cal, 16 1/2" barrel with a good bore. This is a scarce air rifle
with roughly 200 known to exist. The barrel is finished bright and shows moderate tarnishing and dark oxidation staining from the years. The frame and forend are
factory relief-stamped with decorative animals, foliate scroll and checkering, showing
flaking finish with the balance toned to a dark pewter-brown patina. The plain walnut buttstock
rates good to near very good showing light dings and dents here and there from the years, worn
finish and dark staining. The arm appears to function properly. (157533-11) {NON-GUN}
2698. DAISY POWERLINE 856 REPEATING AIR RIFLE 177 cal BB/Pellet, 20" barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel
retains 97% original blue finish with a few silver specks here and there. The black synthetic frame rates about excellent showing light scuffs
here and there. The checkered pistolgrip synthetic stock and forend rate excellent showing a light ding or two here and there. The arm
appears to function properly and the original box is included. (157704-3) {NON-GUN}
2699. RUGER AIR HAWK SINGLE SHOT AIR RIFLE 177 cal Pellet, 19" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
98% original blue with a light speck of loss atop the barrel. The plain pistolgrip walnut buttstock rates excellent showing a light ding or
two here or there. Air rifle features front and rear fiber optic sights and the original box is included. (157704-4) {NON-GUN}
2700. CHINESE SEA LION AIR RIFLE 177 CAL PELLET, 17 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97-98%
original blue with light wear here and there. The plain pistolgrip hardwood buttstock with grooved forend rates near excellent with a small
crack on the underside of the grip and a few minor dings and dents here and there. The action appears to function properly and the arm
is sighted with standard front and rear sights. (157704-5) {NON-GUN}
2701. RELOADING ACCESSORIES LOT This lot consists of five reloading accessories. First is an RCBS Uniflow Powder Measure in near
excellent condition with minor surface oxidation on the cylinders, knurled handle, threads and micrometer adjustment screw. Included with
the powder measure are a second cylinder, stand plate and secondary micrometer adjustment screw, all within the original box. Second is
an RCBS stand for the powder thrower in very good condition with scattered staining. Third is an RCBS case lube pad in excellent condition
with its case, which has broken at the hinges. Fourth is a green plastic RCBS primer catch in near excellent condition. Last is a pair of wooded bullet mould handles with no cavity present, that rate very good with light dings and indications of previous usage. (157291-5)
2702. SHOTGUN STOCK LOT This lot consists of a buttstock and forend for an L.C. Smith double shotgun. The checkered pistolgrip walnut
buttstock and forend rate very good, as lightly refinished, with a handful of light dings and dents as well as a few minor specks of enamel.
The buttstock is outfitted with an Ithaca Gun Co. ventilated red rubber recoil pad which rates very good with faint dark staining on the
sides of the pad and a couple of unobtrusive cracks. (157291-3)
2703. HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of five leather handgun holsters. First is a brown leather Hunter revolver holster in very good condition
with several rub marks and light scuffs on the outer surfaces with light verdigris on the German silver snaps; the back of the holster is
marked "1100R 14". Second is a brown leather Eubanks Leather Holster out of Boise, ID which is finely crafted with basket weave patterning on the outer surface and the main seam is sealed with a thick tan-colored piece of leather, all attached to a leather paddle which
is neatly decorated around its perimeter. The holster rates very good plus showing light wear in typical spots and the back side of the paddle is branded "RF / 820 / 5 1/2". Third is a black leather Hunter holster in overall very good plus to near excellent condition with light
wear and a bit of verdigris on the brass snaps. Fourth is another black leather Hunter holster in good to about very good condition with
moderate storage damage, verdigris and staining on both interior and exterior. Lastly is a black leather Geo. Lawrence Co. Challenger holster in very good condition with scattered scuffs and wear as well as light verdigris on the snaps; the back is stamped "1-C D / CHALLENGER / GEO. LAWRENCE CO. / PORTLAND, ORE. / 530". (157291-6)
2704. LOT OF LEATHER ACCESSORIES This lot consists of 11 leather items and two wood batons. First is a suede shotshell belt capable
of housing 32 shells of 12 ga. and measuring 42” long. Next is a 3 1/2” wide canvas waist belt with strong leather end pieces and straps
and with a 42” length. The last waist belt is an impressive 2 1/2” wide tooled example with a length of 46”. Next is a bird strap hanger
game carrier capable of carrying ten birds. There are seven slings including two military style and a loop style. Rounding out the lot are
two apparently homemade wood batons starting with an impressive 19” long example with large grooved handle and leather lanyard and
another smaller and crudely constructed one, as it was intended to retain its natural tree branch characteristics but with a utilitarian grip.
Both appear unused and the lot overall rates excellent. (75242-41BG, BI)
2705. LOT OF SLINGS This lot consists of 16 nylon slings of varying styles and dimensions, nearly all are black in color and five have detachable sling swivels installed. Also included are a roll consisting of several feet of 1” OD green stock for cutting to desired length and a spool
of several yards of all purpose nylon cord. The items in this lot rate excellent and appear unused. (75242-41AN)
2706. LOT OF BODY ARMOR This is a lot of two examples of U.S Marine Corps issued Type M-53 lower torso fragmentation protective
body armor with OD green nylon shells, fully functional heavy duty zippers and adjustable cords. One has its ID label stamped size “S57”
and exhibits an uneven color pattern at the rear, the other, “M57” with minor staining from liquid and minor ingrained dirt but the overall
condition of the lot remains excellent. (75242-41AZ)
2707. LOT OF MILITARY/LAW ENFORCEMENT EQUIPMENT This lot consists of more than twenty items including many based on
survival including a vintage U.S. issued canvas pouch stamped “Kit, First Aid/Aeronatic/U.S.” and is filled with all of its original sealed components and would rate excellent were it not for its zipper showing the onset of separation. Also included is a more recently issued first
aid kit stamped “6545-01-094-8412” and another unmarked one with a Velcro attached U.S. flag above a mesh outer pocket and both
apparently complete with unused items. Other medically related items in this lot are still sealed packs of Combat Gauze, U.S. issued compressed bandages and dressings. There is a 1996 dated Air Force survival pamphlet in its original case with gear. Other survival related
items are a pack of survival cards, three canisters of matches and a wrist compass. Included from a more commercial or law enforcement
standpoint are a pair of Bushnell 8x21 power binoculars measuring only 4” long and an Outers Police Pro-Pak Delux Tool Kit, a cleaning kit
and multi-bit screw driver and tool kit, all apparently unused, complete and in original nylon carry cases. The overall condition of the lot is
excellent. (75242-40J)
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2708. MISCELLANEOUS LOT This is a lot of a wide range of items beginning with an Eclipse Computer Light that provides indirect lighting
to reduce eye strain and this one is as new in box with cord and papers. Also as new in original box with papers and holster is a Motorola
Talk-About 280 SLK two-way radio and accompanied by an earbud with inline mic. Next is a lighted pick-up tool with mirror set which
retrieves items in a confined area by way of magnet and includes three different size mirrors and is housed in its padded vinyl case. Another
interesting item is a Timberland leather cleaning and restoration kit complete with both containers, brush, instructions and housed in original suede and zippered pouch. Next is a leather braided lanyard by Allen that holds four game calls and comes as new in factory sealed
package and also there are six homemade animal snares for small game made from copper wire and nylon cord and measure about 40”
each in length. Adding to the diversity of this lot is an unused tobacco pipe cleaner by Kleen Reem in original decorative box and an
unused tri-fold black leather wallet by Victorinox. Also included are a Blackhawk quick disconnect attachment system with 1” nylon webbing for belt, harness or vest and a 1 1/2” example that is unmarked. Next is an as new in package Quick Stitch sewing awl for thick leather
and canvas. There are also two compartmentalized plastic tray boxes with an assortment of beads and accessories, a dark glass light lens
with a 4” diameter and three empty Remington decorative metal cans that once held 475 rds. each of Remington 22 LR High Velocity. The
overall condition of the lot is excellent. (75242-41BL)
2709. LOT OF MILITARY AND SURVIVAL GEAR This is a diversified lot beginning with a Swedish military stove/mess kit that includes
an alcohol stove, cook stand and alcohol fuel bottle. Next is an Israeli military gas mask kit with papers and in canister measuring 13” long
with a 4 1/2” diameter and with its original carry strap. There is also an unmarked two piece aluminum mess kit and a portable set of chop
sticks by Snow Peak that are housed in individual aluminum storage tubes that double as their extensions and come in original nylon pouch
with lanyard. Other commercial items in this lot are represented by two water filtration systems by Katadyn, including one with pump activation with both apparently complete and housed in original nylon carry bags. Also included are two unused Space Bag storage containers
and an OD green plastic storage sleeve measuring 55”x10”. Some additional military related items are a vintage parachute release switch
with pull strap activation and accompanied by several buckles, straps and rings and there is also an unused AK 47 cleaning kit housed in
its nylon holster with belt. The last item is an Oct. 1977 dated U.S. Army issued manual titled “Individual Defense NBC” consisting of 75
pages and showing only light soiling. (75242-41BK)
2710. ACCESSORY LOT This is a Beretta Exomesh pistol security bag constructed of canvas and nylon and featuring an adjustable cable
closure system with padlock and keys, carry handle and removable padded shoulder strap. This is a good looking and rugged case capable of holding several hand guns as it measures 39”x18”, is unused and in excellent plus condition. (75242-41BA)
2711. LOT OF LEATHER ACCESSORIES This lot consists of 22 items beginning with an impressive size 42 cartridge belt by Ross with
a 2 1/2" width and capable of holding 24 rds. of .357 magnum. The russet colored belt with suede interior features a brass buckle and
reinforced end attachments and rates as new in original packaging. Next are two excellent Swiss Stgw 57 rifle, 24 rd. magazine pouches
measuring 8”x4” with fully intact loops, straps and hardware. Other military items are a WWI/WWII era Swedish Mauser ammunition bandolier with all five pockets and expandable canvas sides, straps, and hardware intact with supple leather showing mild wear and the shoulder strap showing some creasing. Next is a German WWII three pocket ammo pouch for the K98k with the black leather showing mild
wear and staining and all straps and hardware intact and there is also a Swiss K31 two pocket ammo pouch dated 1942 and rating very
good with initials carved in the back and all hardware and loops intact. Also included in the lot are five cartridge holders consisting of four
with lanyards and one snap-on for a belt. There are also five multi-pocket magazine holders for belt attachment, two single magazine holders and four other pouches. Unless otherwise noted the condition of the items is about excellent. (75242-41AX)
2712. MISCELLANEOUS LOT This is a lot with a mainly survival related theme consisting of over 100 items and virtually all appearing to
have never been used and remain in excellent condition. Nearly all of the items are of commercial distribution, however included in the lot
are a genuine issue G.I. emergency blanket, an unmarked plastic OD green scope case with enclosed rubber covers, an SOT armed forces
uniform repair kit and a unit of OD green webbing for camouflage purposes. There are three different groupings of tent installation equipment including one military. There is also an as new in package “foliage green” cotton tablecloth measuring 44”x44” and a collection of 13
padlocks, mostly Craftsman with keys and four by Master Lock with combination release. Additionally this lot includes three full metal containers each containing 12 cylinders that are ignitable burning agents and are labeled “Pyroflix-Hartbrennstoff”, three Swiss military surplus
stoves for mess kits with fuel and matches and with a 3” diameter and an about equal size alcohol stove. There is an OD green plastic
canteen marked H.T.P. with black canvas cover by Blackhawk, a half gallon insulated plastic container by Coleman with spout and carry
handle, and two 8 oz. insulated snack jars by Thermos with collapsible spoons housed in a screw-off compartment. There is also a large
group of portable lighting in varied forms and totaling about 20 pieces. For example there are two head mounted lights marked “TopSpot”
by Streamlight with padded and adjustable sides and collapse for easy storage and another smaller variation by Gerber. In addition there
are two factory sealed three packs of light sticks that will burn for eight hrs. each, a Garrity baton shaped flashlight, one by Stanley that is
equipped with a tripod and several other practical, creative and easy to carry lights. Other items in this diversified lot are an unmarked
leather scabbard for a large dagger, a pocket size guide pertaining to special forces, two Silva Techo foldable pocket size solar chargers,
a leather wallet, a 7” flare by Comet, HK allen wrenches and OD green sling, seven small compasses, several heavy duty key rings, a few
whistles and two screw drivers. There are seven survival style mirrors, a fishing kit, magnetic tape, Figure 9 rope tightener, a mini hand
saw, two arrow tips, a small first aid kit, plastic one piece multi-purpose eating utensils and other small and varied items. (75242-41BJ)
2713. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of three heavy duty soft cases beginning with identical models by GuardForce measuring
34”x14”x4 1/2” with black outer shells and egg crate style interiors with off-setting layout of Velcro closure strapping for practical placement of two guns or accessories. Also featured is a heavy duty carry handle, shoulder sling attachment rings, (one sling is included) and
two-way heavy duty zippers. The third bears the Winchester logo and is configured to hold a scoped rifle with dimensions of 48”x12”x3”
with a black outer, removable egg crate style foam, two- way zippered closure, dual carry handles, shoulder strap and a zippered outer
pocket measuring 6”x5”. The cases in this lot rate excellent plus with little indication of use. (75242-42)
2714. LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot of two tactical style soft long gun cases, each with black nylon outer shells, thickly padded primary
and slightly smaller secondary compartments with dual zipper access, dual carry handles, and removable padded shoulder straps. The first
one is a Maxpedition Hard Use Gear measuring 40”X13”X3” with the main section featuring a roll up accessory pocket with pull cord closure and a strap for enhanced stability. The exterior section has an additional full length sleeve with strap-down capability as well. The second case is slightly longer, measuring 42”x13”x3”, manufactured by Sigtac and with an even denser foam protection, a main compartment
with 13 slots for magazines or accessories and four straps to ensure integrity with an additional full length sleeve with Velcro closure. The
exterior section reveals six pockets with Velcro covers and designed to hold high capacity magazines. Overall these are two very well constructed cases with little indication of use and rating excellent. (75242-43)
2715. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of three hard plastic long gun cases beginning with two Kolpin Gunboots that are molded in
the configuration of a rifle, measuring 51”x9” (at its widest point) x3” and with a higher molded area to allow for a bolt rifle. These two
piece “boots” with black outer shells are secured by way of a clip on heavy duty chain with plastic cover and doubles as a carry handle.
It is here that the sections disengage to reveal a red faux fur lined interior. These two cases rate excellent with a few minor stains and
scuffs. The third case is also black, a DoskoSport measuring 48”x10” x 2 1/2" with four hinged plastic latches, egg crate style foam inserts
showing a few small stains and tears and an outer shell showing a 6” lower section missing and a 3” split at the top on one end and some
areas of tape residue. (75242-44)
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2716. LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot of five soft cases for long arms starting with a Featherlight 646 with a brown vinyl outer shell showing
just a few small scuffs, measuring 42”x9”x3” allowing for a scoped gun, heavy duty zipper, dual carry handles and foam and fabric interior.
The second item is an interesting scabbard style case suitable for attachment to a harness as it is equipped with two sets of side loops
attached to its nylon body which has an open ended top, detachable shoulder strap and additional quick release outer strap. This generously padded OD green case measuring 29”x6” shows virtually no use and rates excellent plus. Next is a very large (63”x12”) black nylon
sleeve with a sloped design with Velcro closure fold-over lid with additional quick release strap. The nicely padded case shows tape residue
at the flap and minor scattered dirt stains. The next item is also nicely padded, a tan canvas shelled sleeve by Sears with vinyl and reinforced
muzzle end, sturdy carry handle and zipper and showing virtually no interior wear but the 49”x8” outer shell shows some brown spotting,
possibly from contact with liquid and other areas of ingrained dirt. The last item is a 54” long thinly padded sleeve with drawstring and
showing light wear and soiling. (75242-45)
2717. LOT OF SLINGS This lot consists of a total of 26 slings, nearly all of which are 1” including the following 23 of nylon or canvas construction and in the following colors and quantities: (16) black; (5) green; (1) tan; (1) gray. The remaining three consist of two plastic and
one that is notable as it is a 1 1/2" khaki canvas with leather reinforced ends. The overall condition is excellent and virtually all appear
unused. (75242-41BH)
2718. LOT OF WEB GEAR This lot consists of 15 items, nearly all of which are magazine pouches including five for pistols of Vector Green
nylon construction consisting of a pair of two pockets with snap closure, a two pocket with quick release closure and two single pockets
with snaps. Next are two for rifles with camo patterns and marked “M4 Double Magazine CQB/Style 4050/Specialty Defense Systems”.
Also included is a large solid green nylon example capable of holding two rifle and a two pocket for rifle in OD green canvas. Another for
rifles is a two section with green outer and marked “Paraclete Armor” and “Double SR-25” and there is another unmarked camo pattern
for rifles. There are two U.S. issued two pocket for .45 cal. pistol including one that is 1943 dated. Another U.S. issued item is boldly
stamped “Spare Parts Roll M.14” and the last item is a green canvas large caliber cartridge holder with two additional pockets. The lot
rates excellent overall with several appearing unused. (75242-41AP)
2719. LOT OF MAGAZINE HOLSTERS This lot consists of seven hard plastic magazine holsters for pistols including the following two
pocket: (2) Blade-Tech; (1) Fobus; (2) unmarked. The last two are unmarked single pocket examples and all appear unused and in excellent condition. (75242-41AM)
2720. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR This lot consists of six East German items with rain pattern camo shells beginning with a complete thermos
with cup and an insulated backpack with shoulder harness. Also included are a pair of four cell AK 47 mag pouches and a pouch capable
of carrying three hand grenades. The last item is a backpack and equipment harness. All of the items in this lot appear unused and are in
excellent condition. (75242-41AQ)
2721. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This is a lot that consists mainly of various pistol magazine pouches, all of which are of black nylon and
breakdown as follows: (1) four pocket with a pair of plastic cell inserts; (6) three pocket; (3) two pocket. Also included is a two pocket
pouch for rifle magazines and another two pocket for accessories. There is also a bag measuring 7”x7” with two mesh outer compartments
as well as an interior one. Next is a belt attached cartridge holder capable of holding five rds. of large caliber and a size M. duty belt by
Blackhawk that appears unused. All of the above mentioned items are of black nylon construction. The next item is a tan nylon cartridge
holder with five rd. capacity for medium calibers. There is also an excellent left grip panel for a Sig P226. Also included in the lot are four
Armalite AR-18 magazines with 20 rd. capacity consisting of two blued and two phosphate and with a few small scattered scratches and
are housed in a four capacity U.S. marked pouch with straps intact. Lastly are 23 rds. of 1976 dated Lake City 5.56 mm cartridges with
light tarnish on a few. The overall condition of the lot is very good to excellent with some incidents of light wear and soiling. (75242-41AS)
2722. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This is a lot of seven cases encompassing a wide range of uses beginning with a scarce leather magazine
carrier for the Danish Madsen LMG constructed of very sturdy leather with a capacity for four magazines and measuring 13”x6”x5”. The
case no longer retains the interior separator but all straps and hardware are intact, as is the stitching. The exterior and upper interior exhibit
scattered stains from some liquid, likely oil, and there are just a few light handling marks with little interior wear. The fully intact brass hardware shows areas of verdigris. The second item is a light brown leather hunting bag measuring 15”x11” with two full size interior pockets
including one that is of canvas with attached string webbed pocket and there is an interior strap with four double game hangers. There
is a fully intact matching shoulder strap that shows mild spotting and light wear as does the supple shell with a flap-over lid. The next item
is also of leather, a nice dark brown binoculars case by Mulholland Sport measuring 7”x6” with fully intact stitching, brass hardware and
padded and removable shoulder strap. There is also a black vinyl sleeve by Bill’s Custom Cases measuring 12”x8” with Velcro closure and
interior featuring 16 various sized pockets. Next is a 12”x10” all-purpose nylon carry bag with two zippered pockets including the larger
with padded separator and a smaller exterior one with webbed interior sleeve and looped strap for a back pack attachment. The sixth item
in the lot is also a zippered carry bag, this one by Eddie Bauer and of padded tan nylon with strap handle and measuring 12”x6”. The last
item is a 5”x3” black nylon pouch with belt attachment and quick release fold-over lid. Unless otherwise noted, the items in this lot rate
excellent with little indication of use. (75242-41AR)
2723. LOT OF MILITARY ITEMS This is a lot of mainly magazine holders beginning with a brown leather example capable of holding four
30 rd. AK47 magazines and showing mild wear, hand written ink marks and ingrained dirt. Next is a Swiss leather dual holder and capable
of housing four magazines and marked “Jideuber/Siebnen” and “57” retaining strong brown leather, hardware, stitching and gray attachment strap with scattered fading. There is also a single pocket and slightly longer (9 1/2") 1948 dated pouch of similar construction and
with gray upper strap, leather lower strap and marked “W. Burki/Sattler/ Triengen”. Also included are three more pouches, two of which
are Austrian and marked “Stolla Wien” with dual pockets and black shells exhibiting mild wear and all hardware and loops intact. Next are
two Romanian pouches, each with two sections and showing scattered scuffing and with all straps and hardware intact. Next are four dual
pocket West German green vinyl HK G3 dual pouches rating excellent The last item is a French MAS tan leather cleaning kit pouch with
stamp that includes “Paris 1979” and showing light mildew on the interior. (75242-41AT)
2724. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of three cases with hard plastic outer shells beginning with a black one measuring 52”x12”x5”
with interior featuring a total of four foam inserts showing mild soiling and minimal wear. The exterior shows a few light handling marks
and the case features four metal latches and plastic carry handle. The second one is for hand guns but virtually identical in color and construction with a ribbed aluminum frame but with two latches. There are three layers of foam showing mild soiling and the exterior shows
light handling marks. The last one, unlike the others, is maker marked (Gun Guard) and features a tan 38”x11”x4 1/2" exterior and green
egg crate style foam inserts, two metal latches and dual plastic carry handles. This is an excellent condition hard case. (77016-6)
2725. LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot of two long gun cases of identical models with no maker name and measuring 53”x12”x4 1/2" with
faux metal silver exteriors over wood panels, four metal latches, combination lock, soft grip plastic carry handle and excellent foam inserts.
The outer shells show various size mild handling marks and stains and included is an excellent fabric long gun sock by Gallen. (77340-74)
2726. LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot of four hard plastic cases starting with two of identical models by Gun Guard with brown exteriors
measuring 52”x11 1/2”x4 1/2" and showing a few small scratches and attached airline stickers. The cases feature four metal latches, dual
carry handles and foam interiors including one with some isolated dark stains. Next is a 50”x9”x4” example by Woodstream with black
exterior showing minor marks, three metal latches, two keys, large carry handle and excellent foam inserts. The last one is by Gun Guard
with a 38”x11”x4 1/2" tan exterior with a few minor stains and virtually no wear, inside or out. (76873-44)
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2727. GUN CASE LOT This is a Gun Guard SE Series by Plano, a black hard plastic case suitable for a single scoped rifle with four plastic hinged
latches, molded carry handle and foam inserts. The case rates excellent with little indication of use and with original hang tag. (74395-17)
2728. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of 28 fabric long gun socks, the majority of which are Sack-ups and made of wickable polyester
and with ID tags marked by a previous owner. The overall condition is excellent. (76224-4)
2729. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of seven zippered soft cases for long arms and with the following breakdown based on their
outer shells: (3) nylon; (3) vinyl; (1) canvas. The lengths range from 43” to 50” including some suitable for scoped guns and with impressive padding. Manufacturers include Allen, Kolpin and Boyt and all have intact carry handles and functional zippers. A near excellent condition lot overall with soiling and wear on some. (76292-7A)
2730. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of four zippered soft cases for long arms including three by Allen with nylon shells, reinforced
muzzle ends and showing little indication of use. The first of these is configured for a scoped gun measuring 48”x10” and is very thickly
padded with features including a 15” zippered exterior sleeve, dual carry handles, shoulder strap, windowed ID sleeve and faux fur interior.
The other two are identical, measuring 52”x7” with a camo exterior and nicely padded interior. The last sleeve is in a lesser state of condition, perhaps near very good with an irregular zipper that is missing its handle and mild soiling and edge wear to its blue vinyl exterior
that is highlighted by impressive images of sporting scenes on each side. It features compatibility for a scoped gun and dual plastic carry
handles that are fully intact. (76873-44A)
2731. LOT OF AIR GUN SUPPLIES This lot consists of 20 full containers: (5) 100 rd. tins of Hy-Score .177 match pellets; (2) 250 rd. tins
of Crossman .177 Super Pells; (2) 500 rd. tins of RWS .177 Superpoint pellets; (2) 500 rd. tins of Daisy .177 Match pellets; (1) 500 rd. tin
of Beeman .177 Match precision wadcutter pellets; (2) 500 rd. tins of RWS .22 pellets; (3) 250 rd. tubes of Crossman .22 Super Pells; (1)
250 rd. tube of Crossman .177 pellets; (1) 500 rd. box of Beeman’s Sliver Jet magnum pellets; (1) box containing five Crossman Giant
Powerlets 12 gram CO2 cylinders. The lot is in excellent condition. (76019-1P)
2732. LOT OF HOLSTERS This lot consists of six black leather right handed belt holsters made by S&W for revolvers: (5) of model BLW624 for model 624 with 3” barrel; (1) BFW 24 for model 24 with 3” barrel. The condition is as new in original packaging. (76019-6A)
2733. LOT OF HOLSTERS This is a lot of nine holsters including eight that are leather and beginning with an excellent condition and apparently unused Bauer Bros. model 36 in original package, an impressive russet example and suitable for a Colt Diamondback .22 lr. There is
also an original holster for a Marble Game Getter with crisp maker name, supple brown leather, fully intact stitching, a few scuffs, mild
ingrained dirt and accompanied by what is likely the original detachable shoulder strap. There is another holster suitable for a Game Getter
that is unmarked, appears period, in similar condition to the one described above but with the onset of stitching separation at the top and
also includes the shoulder strap. Next is a black leather European WWII era holster for a Walther PPK or similar size showing light scuffing
and all straps and hardware intact. This lot also includes two miniature pommel pockets measuring 6”x4” rating about near very good and
two other unmarked brown holsters for revolvers with about 4” barrels and in slightly better condition. The last item is a black nylon size
4 holster by Uncle Mike’s and rating near excellent with minor storage impressions. (76019-6B)
2734. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists a total of 14 items including the following nine slings: (2) Uncle Mike’s 72”x1” black nylon
as new in package; (1) Uncle Mike’s 48”x1” black nylon as new in package; (1) Uncle Mike’s “Ultra” padded 72”x1” black nylon as new
in package; (1) Uncle Mike’s “Ultra” padded 48”x1” brown nylon as new in package; (1) Kimber 40”x1” brown leather as new in package
with detachable swivels; (2) unmarked 30”x1” russet brown heavy duty leather with faux fur padding and appear unused with light mildew;
(1) Holland Sport russet brown 40” with hang tag and rating near excellent with light mildew and a wavy profile due to storage. Also
included is an excellent dark brown leather forearm guard for shotgun, a 34”x2” black nylon duty belt rating excellent as does a 37” red
canvas belt capable of holding 25 shells of 20 ga. Next is a brown leather bench rest rating very good with light wear and scattered dark
spotting. The last item is plastic hearing protector by B&L showing little wear and a deteriorating foam insert. (76019-6C)
2735. LOT OF SLINGS This lot consists of 12 slings with detachable swivels consisting of 11 of leather and one nylon. Examples with which
they are compatible are Winchester models 54, 64, 70, and 71, Savage model 93 and Kimber model 82. The conditions range from very
good to excellent. (76019-6D
2736. LOT OF PISTOL RUGS This is a very much above average grouping of a variety of models and sizes and totaling 21 pieces including
19 with zippered closure beginning with three #21s by Bob Allen Sportswear which feature possibly the thickest padding that one would
encounter in a pistol rug with tan nylon 20” shells, colorful dual carry handles and unused window sleeves for ID purposes. There is also
a #15 example of identical construction with a length of 15”. The next three are Kolpin size 13 with black vinyl outers and faux fur interiors
as do the four size 10 by the same manufacturer. Additionally there are four size 11’s of this design and another with no maker name,
marked “39X” of identical measurements as the size 13 (15”x7”) and of virtually identical materials. Next is a very large (18”x10”) rug with
a tan vinyl shell marked “Remington/Model XP-100” and suitable for a scoped pistol. The last of the zippered is a Red Head with bright
orange and camo outer and lined with faux fur and the last two in the lot are also of camo pattern with green and brown outers, dual belt
loops and snap closure. The overall condition is excellent. (76019-28)
2737. LOT OF PISTOL CASES This is a lot of two cases, each bearing the Thompson Center logo beginning with a 22”x12”x4” example
with a gray hard plastic shell exhibiting molded diagonal channels and large logo on top and bottom panels. Also featured are aluminum
frame, two metal latches, dual plastic carry handles and four layers of foam inserts including two with interlocking capability. The other is
a zippered soft case with a black vinyl exterior measuring 15”x10”x2” with a gold embossed logo on the front, and dual padded carry handles. The yellow faux fur lined interior features a main area and three storage sleeves with fold-over lid and suitable for extra barrels or
accessories. Both cases rate excellent with only minor wear and blemishes and would be ideal companions to the Contender barrels available in this auction. (76019-4T)
2738. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of a total of 15 soft cases for long arms, eight of which are of the padded and zippered variety
including several that are suitable for scoped guns and all with carry handles. The other seven are either the draw string or stretchable
sock style and the lot encompasses a variety of lengths. Manufacturers include Bob Allen, Boyt, and Knight and the conditions range from
very good with mild wear, tears and soiling to excellent. (76031-8A)
2739. GUN CASE LOT This is a leather rifle scabbard measuring 48”x7” (at its widest point) and marked “C. G. v S.”. The thick brown leather
is rigid with the surface showing scattered light scuffing and mildew staining and there are a couple of sections showing creasing. The
body is attached by fully intact rawhide stitching. The fabric stitching is beginning to separate at the muzzle where a small section of leather
is missing; it does appear to be sufficiently structurally sound to allow for effective carry of a rifle. The scabbard features fully intact heavy
leather attachment loops for manual carrying and an additional one for a separate buckle for attachment to the flap-over lid. An about very
good example overall. (76358-1)
2740. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of three hard plastic pistol cases by Doscocil. These are for multiple hand guns, measuring
16”x12”x6” with three layers of thick foam showing very little wear and the black outer shells show virtually nothing in the way of handling
marks. The cases feature molded handles and sliding latches. Excellent condition overall. (76031-15A)
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2741. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of two hard plastic pistol cases by Doscocil, measuring 18”x14”x4 1/2" with egg crate pattern
foam inserts. The cases, one colored black, the other tan feature dual plastic carry handles, aluminum frames and two lockable latches
with keys. The interiors shows only very light use (one of the layers has been cut but fits snugly) and the exteriors exhibit a few light
scratches. This is an excellent condition lot. (76031-15B)
2742. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of five hard plastic shelled cases for long arms beginning with a Woodstream with two separate
compartments, each with its own access by way of sets of three latches and the gray exterior shows several mild scratches. Next is a
Contico with a molded exterior depicting various wildlife and suitable for carrying a scoped gun as it has a width of 11”, with four plastic
latches and with padlock capability. The next case, an unmarked excellent condition example with a dark green exterior also exhibits
impressive width (13 1/2") and features three metal latches and dual carry handles. The fourth one is by Gun Guard and rates very good
with a few scattered scuffs, some tears to the foam interior and one of the four metal latches missing. The last one is also a Gun Guard
and exhibits identical features as the one mentioned above, with a tan outer, dual carry handles and four metal latches, in this instance
with areas of oxidation staining, however this one is designed for a shorter or take-down gun as it measures 37” in length and shows minimal wear; the others in the lot range from 49” to 52” and all feature foam lined interiors. (76031-15C)
2743. LOT OF BULLETS This lot consists of 12 factory sealed boxes of muzzle loading bullets: (3) 20 rd. of Hornady 45 cal. Sabot with 357,
158 gr. JHP/XTP; (6) 16 rd. of Buffalo Bullet Company 58 cal., 525 gr. HP, hollow base; (2) 20 rd. of Buffalo Bullet 54 cal., 390 gr. HP, hollow base; (1) 20 rd. of Buffalo 45 cal., 325 gr. HP, flat base. (76031-13A)
2744. LOT OF BULLETS This lot consists of 17, 20 rd. size boxes of Thompson Center maxi-ball, cast bullets including the first 16 remaining
factory sealed: (4) of 36 cal. 128 gr.; (5) of 45 cal. 220 gr.; (4) of 50 cal. 370 gr.; (3) of 54 cal. 430 gr. The last box contains 19 rds. of 54
cal. 430 gr. rating excellent. (76031-13B)
2745. LOT OF BULLETS This lot consists of 27 packages of lead bullets with the first 24 being ball: (9) full 25 rd. bags of CVA 36 cal. 87 gr.,
.375 diameter (6) factory sealed 100 rd. boxes of Hornady .375; (1) box containing about 90 rds. of Speer .375; (1) box containing about
90 rds. of excellent condition, (1) box containing about 80 rds. of near excellent and (1) box containing about 40 rds. of near very good
with a light coating of oxidation present of Speer .440; (1) box containing approximately 80 rds. of Hornady .454; (1) box containing about
90 rds. of Hornady .535; (1) vinyl Connecticut Valley dispenser bag of .535; (1) box containing about 20 rds. of Hornady .570; (1) box containing 16 rds. of Speer .570 with light oxidation; (1) nearly full 50 rd. box of Ellet Brothers 56 cal. maxie balls; (1) full 20 rd. box of 58 cal.
minie-ball by The Casting Shop; (1) box containing about 30 rds. of Speer 38 cal., 125 gr. jacketed SP. Unless otherwise noted, all of the
opened packages contain bullets that rate excellent. (76031-13C)
2746. MISCELLANEOUS LOT This lot consists of three categories beginning with an excellent condition factory Ruger 10/22 clear polymer ten
rd. rotary magazine. Next are two boxes of American Eagle copper-plated high velocity 22 lr, 38 gr. HP ammunition: (1) full 50 rd. and (1)
containing 20 rds. The ammunition rates very good to excellent with mottled black and copper tips. The last item is a black nylon sleeve suitable
for a scoped rifle and measuring 48”x10”. This nicely padded and excellent condition example shows very light internal and external soiling
and features zippered closure, dual carry handles, shoulder sling and an exterior compartment measuring 12”x8”. (77857-52AS19976)
2747. GUN CASE LOT This is a very generously padded black nylon soft case suitable for a scoped rifle and with dimensions of 52”x10’’. This
excellent condition Bulldog case features a soft fabric interior, dual carry handles, removable shoulder strap, heavy duty zipper, and an exterior zipper access pocket measuring 10”x5”. The outer shell shows just a couple of small spots of minor soiling and the case shows virtually
no wear. (77857-52BS19976)
2748. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of five cases for long arms including four padded and soft cases with lengths ranging from 44”
to 50” with the shortest one by Kolpin and configured for a scoped gun. The other three are narrower and equipped with shoulder slings
with the first being of a camo pattern with an outer accessory pocket, and like the first also features dual carry handles but manufactured
by Boyt and showing some remnants of applied duct tape along the Velcro equipped outer pocket flap. The next one is of similar design
but an example of The Buck Commander Series by Browning and unlike the others, does not feature a zippered closure but a flap-over
Velcro type as does its auxiliary outer pocket, also characteristic of the last soft gun sleeve in this lot, a very rugged example by Cabelas
with a dark green canvas shell and heavy duty two way zipper. The last item is a hard plastic shelled case by Gun Guard that measures
38”x11 1/2"x4 1/2" and features dual carry handles, four metal latches, an interior with foam inserts that like the black exterior rates excellent with very few blemishes and the overall condition of the lot is excellent as well with some minor spots and wear on some. (76854-4)
2749. LOT OF VINTAGE NEWSPAPERS AND LITERATURE This lot consists of a range of items including the following newspapers:
(17) issues of The Toledo (Ohio) Blade dated 1868 and 1869; (1) of Springfield (MA) Republican dated 1869; (1) of The Kalamazoo Daily
Telegraph dated 1893; (1) of The Metropolitan and Rural Home (New York) dated 1894; (1) Woman’s Farm Journal (St. Louis) dated 1903;
(4) of the Boston Herald with Aug. and Sept. 1944 dates with bold WWII related headlines; (4) of The Boston Post dated April and May
of 1945 also focusing on events of the war; (3) of the Caledonian Record (St. Johnsbury VT) dated 1953. Also included are four issues of
the Bannerman Catalog rating about good to very good and consisting of tape repaired 1925 and 1933 examples, a 1936 missing the
cover and a 1949 with a tape reinforced spine. There is also a 1972 issue of Numrich Gun Parts, a Parker-Whelen sporting goods catalog
for 1950 with a separated cover, a 1972 gun auction catalog, three partial copies of U.S. issued manuals on pistols and marksmanship and
some copies of 1943 dated patent documents. The lot rates about very good overall with obvious fading and yellowing occurring to the
literature. (76031-14)
2750. LOT OF SLINGS AND VEST This lot consists of a total of 25 slings: (8) canvas/nylon in black and various shades of green and tan;
(10) leather sporting including three with detachable swivels; (7) leather military. The conditions range from very good to excellent. Also
included is a tan canvas hunting vest by Redhead that appears to be a size medium and features four separate six rd. pockets for shotshells. The condition is excellent with no visible wear and a small black spot on the lower left. (76031-8B)
2751. GUN CASE LOT This is an aluminum case by Lewiston Welding Fabrication measuring 53”x17 1/4"x5 1/4”. The exterior shows several
scratches, minor handling marks and remnants from tape application. The interior features three layers of foam inserts showing virtually no
wear and the case also features four lockable latches, carry handle and leather ID case. This is a very structurally sound heavy duty case
suitable for air travel. (76292-13)
2752. LOT OF MILITARY BELTS This is a lot of nine items including seven original U.S. M-1910 cartridge belts by Mills and dated 1918.
The khaki colored canvas belts each have eight pockets with all hardware intact and show light wear and soiling overall. The interior pocket
stamps remain bold with some fading occurring to the exterior ones. Also included are two U.S. issued pistol belts consisting of a green
example with a M-1932 stamp and the other is more tan in color with areas of applied and faded red/orange ink or paint. Both belts retain
all hardware and exhibit mild wear. (76031-7A)
2753. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of five hard plastic pistol cases by Doskocil. The single pistol size (12”x8”x3”) cases feature
sliding hinges, molded handles and convoluted foam inserts showing light wear and soiling while the black exteriors show only a few light
scratches and some remnants from ID stickers. An about excellent condition lot overall. (77695-33C)
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2754. LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot of nine pistol rugs of various manufacturers and construction. These soft cases exhibit either vinyl,
nylon or cloth outer shells and fabric or faux fur lined and padded interiors. Examples of manufacturers are Ace Case, Buchheimer and
Ellis of Florida and the lengths range from 10” to 15”. The overall condition is about near excellent with some interiors showing minor wear
or soiling. (77260-11)
2755. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of 20 soft sleeves for long arms including 11 that are of zipper closure, four of which that are
not fully functional. There are two with strap closure including one that is missing a portion of the top part and also included are seven
that feature drawstrings for security purposes. The overall condition is good to very good with some showing mild staining and soiling
including mildew on a few and interior wear that has resulted in tearing on some. (77243-26)
2756. LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot of six cases for handguns consisting of one hard plastic shelled variation and five padded and zippered
pistol rugs. First is a black plastic case from the Protector Series by Plano and suitable for a single handgun as it measures 12 1/2"x8”x3”
and features high density foam, two plastic snap hinges and molded carry handle. The impressive rugs are from several manufacturers
including Ace Case, Allen and Timber Ridge. The cases in this lot rate excellent and have clearly seen very little use. (77804-8)
2757. LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot of nine cases beginning with a nicely padded example suitable for a tactical rifle as it measures
39”x12” and features five outer pockets designed to hold high capacity magazines. The black faux leather exterior and nylon interior show
virtually no wear and this case features dual carry handles and a 2” wide shoulder strap. The other case in this lot that is constructed for
a long arm is a Bore-Stores RC-3 and measuring 46” in length. Also from Bore-Stores is a P-4 designed for a large pistol or revolver as it
is 12” long and like the one described above appears unused and comes in original packaging. Next are five generously padded zippered
pistol rugs by Ace Case, all model 6 1/2 with a length of 14” and also appearing unused and rating excellent plus. The last item is a 17”
long rug with a black vinyl shell and rating excellent. (76825-4)
2758. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of six gun socks by Allen including five that measure 50” in length and though the width is 4”,
the gray knit material is engineered to stretch to allow for holding even a scoped rifle and the muzzle ends exhibit a raised Cabela’s logo.
The sixth sock has no logo and is designed to hold a handgun as it measures 16” in length and like the others features draw string closure,
however one of the long ones is missing the string. This is a near excellent lot overall. (77593-7)
2759. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of the following items that appear unused and in original factory or distribution packaging:
(1) of four AR-15 magazine dust covers by Advanced Technology Inc.; (2) two packs of Armsport 12 ga. protective snap caps; (2) National
Tech Labs World’s Finest Gun Bore Cleaner consisting of one for 22 rifle and one for 357, 38 or 9mm pistol; (1) Snake Oil weapons grade
lubricant combo pack; (1) ten pack of AR 15 or M16 223 stripper clips; (1) bore light. (76825-2B, 7)
2760. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This is a diversified lot of muzzle loading equipment beginning with a full 100 rd. box of Hornady
Blackpowder 50 cal. round bullets, one of 32 cal. and a bag with about 80 rds. of 32 cal. Next is an RMC CO2 blow-off inflator and discharge kit consisting of a cartridge holder, discharge extension and tip, blow-off tip and three 16 gm. CO2 cartridges. There is also an
additional three pack of 16 gm. CO2 cartridges also by RMC. Next are the following of Ox-Yoke Originals 100 pc. packages of Wonder
Wads pre-lubed patches: (6) of .50-.59 cal.; (8) of .30-.39 cal.; (1) of .36 cal. Other items are a 44 pack of Long’s brush pipe cleaners, a
package of 100 Thompson Center patches for .45 & .50 cal., the following Remington percussion cap 100 rd. size tins: (1) factory sealed
and (1) virtually full of no. 11; (1) apparently full of No. 10. Other items by Thompson Center are a flintlock field kit, a tube of Bore Butter,
a nearly full 100 pc. size jar of cleaning and seasoning patches for .45-.58 cal. and a three pack of agate flints. There is also a fourth flint,
two nipple wrenches, two bullet starters, a powder measure, a pan primer and several small threaded tools. This is an excellent condition
lot overall. (76825-3, 4)
2761. LOT OF SHARES This lot consists of three Colt share certificates including one from the period when the company name was officially
known as Colt’s Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Company and issued on May 26, 1947. This 100 shares document was generated in green
and black print and includes a more recent stamp that states in red that the company name has been changed to Colt’s Manufacturing
Company, as depicted in the headers of the other two in this lot. They are printed in brown and black with 1955 dated stamps and consist
of a 10 share and a 20 share. All three certificates rate excellent. (76857-34)
2762. LOT OF PRESENTATION BOXES This lot consists of a total of six items beginning with a S&W Texas Sesquicentennial 1836-1986
presentation box designed for a model 544 in 44/40 with a 5” barrel. The walnut case is finished in a dark gray/brown varnish over the
image of the state surrounded by smaller logos of S&W and The Texas Independence Association. The interior features a blue velour lining
and included are keys, outer box and shipping carton with original end label. Also featuring a blue velour lined interior is the next item in
the lot, a wood presentation box for a Ruger Colorado Centennial 1876-1976 Single Six revolver with a 6 1/2" barrel and with an allotted
compartment for the spare 22 lr. or magnum cylinder. The interior lid features the Ruger logo and commemorative header and the exterior
lid includes a red, white and blue centennial medallion with gold trim. Included is original display sheet and outer box. Next is a wood presentation box by S&W and molded for a model 25-5 in .45 Colt with unused cleaning rod, brush, mop, screwdriver and owner’s manual
included. The last of the wood presentation boxes is one suitable for a J frame size S&W revolver with nicely padded blue velour interior
and with outer cardboard box. The next item is an accessories group from the Colt Blackpowder series for use with the 1860 Army revolver
and consisting of powder flask, bullet mould, cap can, nipple wrench, and instructions and all housed in original box with compartmentalized foam inserts. Lastly is a Colt Python factory box with two piece Styrofoam interior and label depicting a blued example with an 8”
barrel. The items in this lot are in excellent condition. (76019-5, 15)
2763. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of seven sleeves for long arms highlighted by two impressive leather examples measuring
47”x6” with no maker name but exhibit “120” at the riveted muzzle caps and also have “L.M.G.” inscribed at the centers. They feature flipover and strap closure lids, brass hardware, shoulder slings and soft faux fur lined interiors and certainly qualify for protecting and transporting the finest of long arms. Next is a nicely padded 46”x7” canvas sleeve by Boyt, also with a leather sling and with dual zipper closure.
The last of the padded sleeves is a brown vinyl one with dual handles and a tape repair on one side at the muzzle end. Next is a canvas
sleeve with strap closure and two others that are secured by drawstring. The last five listed in this lot rate about very good overall with
light to mild soiling and wear. (77463-11)
2764. LOT OF SCOPE RINGS This lot consists of two sets by Kimber: (1) double lever scope mounts designed by Leonard Brownell for
early model Kimber rifles (part #2000); (1) model 82, 1” scope mount (part #0230). The blued steel rings rate as new in box with screws
and instructions. (76019-10A)
2765. LOT OF SCOPE RINGS This lot consists of two sets of Kimber model 82, 1” scope mounts (part #0230). The blued steel rings rate
as new in box with screws and instructions. (76019-10B)
2766. LOT OF GUN RACKS This lot consists of two wood racks for long arms beginning with one constructed to hold eight and measuring
40”x27”x8 1/2” and designed for wall mounting but could be adapted to be a floor standing model. The base features a brown velour covering as do the circular openings for securing the barrels with six having a 1 1/2" diameter and the two end ones designed to hold larger
barrels as they measure 2 1/2". The top is equipped with drilled holes for mounting and the rack rates about excellent with just a few minor
scratches here and there and retains about 99% brown finish. There is the onset of separation occurring with some of the velour covered
eyelets but should prove to be an easy fix. The other rack also exhibits a brown finish with a few contact marks and is designed for wall
mounting and is equipped with dual hanging rings. The 18” high rack has a 27” width and has three horizontally arranged bases with fully
intact green velour protective covers and rates about near excellent with two screws missing from the upper cross member. (76292-4, 24)
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2767. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of four hard plastic cases for long arms beginning with one by Gun Guard capable of holding
two guns as it measures 52”x13” and rates about good plus with two of the metal latches missing, as are one of the plastic carry handles
and the upper foam insert which has been replaced by three small pieces and bubble wrap. The tan outer shell exhibits extensive residue
and remnants from applied tape and there is moderate soiling overall. The next case is also by Gun Guard but rates considerably higher
with light wear and a small gouge near the molded handle. It features four wide plastic latches and a sloped configuration suitable for a
scoped rifle and measures 52”x10” (at its widest point) and the interior has excellent convoluted foam inserts. The next one like the previous has a black outer shell with virtually identical configuration, dimensions and condition but this one is a Flambeau and is missing the
foam inserts. The last one is unmarked and designed for a take-down or several hand guns as it measures 32”x10” and features two metal
latches and a single plastic carry handle. The black exterior exhibits a few light handling marks and a partially removed small sticker while
the interior is equipped with several pieces of replacement foam. (76915-55)

2768

2768. LOT OF PRINTS This is a lot of four prints by the artist C. M. Vergnes, originally published by Currier & Ives in 1875 and reproduced by
Remington Arms Co., Inc. in 1945. Each one presents an amusing image of a shooter in an unorthodox position in an open field. Each illustration is accompanied by a caption below it and they consist of: The Highland Fling. A Bonnie Shot for a Canny Scot.; E Pluribus Unum! The
Great International Rifle Match, Dollymount July 1875.; The Queen’s Own! Wimbledon Style!!; Erin Go Bragh! The Great International Rifle
Match. Dollymount, July 1875. They are of identical size (20 1/2"x16 1/2") and construction (glass with dark finished wood frames and wire
hangers). The prints exhibit light soiling and fading overall with the exception of the last one which has a bit more dirt and the glass has a
crack running essentially its full diagonal length; the others are fully intact. **Extra shipping will apply due to glass.** (76919-17)
2769. CROSMAN 760 PUMPMASTER AIR RIFLE .177 Cal, 19" barrel with a very good bore that shows strong rifling. The plastic
receiver retains 98% original finish with some light wear and the barrel and tube show oxidation running throughout over original blue finish. The faux wood stock and handguard rate very good plus showing a few handling marks from the years. (1X207670-9)
2770. UNMARKED SLIDE ACTION BB GUN .175 Cal. with a black repainted barrel and tube magazine. It has a brown plastic stock
and forearm that are in very good condition. The mechanical function of this air rifle is unknown. (2X127592-6S19422A)
2771. CROSMAN MODEL 66 POWERMASTER UNDER-LEVER AIR RIFLE .177 Cal. 21” barrel with a very good bore. The barrel
is primarily brown with some remnants of blue with oxidation scattered about. The black alloy receiver has areas worn to gray. The brown plastic pistolgrip stock and forearm rate very good to near excellent with some light handling marks and the gripcap not present. (1X127544-23)
2772. TFA MODEL B21 SIDE LEVER TARGET AIR RIFLE .177 Cal, 19” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
99% original blue with a faint handling mark or two. The hardwood Monte Carlo pistolgrip target stock rates excellent showing a couple
of minor blemishes. The gun is fitted with a black rubber buttpad, scope rail, adjustable trigger and an adjustable U-notch rear and globe
front target sights. (1X127523-31)
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2773. AIR RIFLE LOT This lot consists of an unmarked break-barrel air rifle .177 cal, 15 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 97% original blue with a little light freckling, a few minor handling marks and a little operational wear. The wooden pistolgrip
stock is painted brown with a couple of cracks in the paint over some hidden blemishes in the wrist area. (1X127424-2)
2774. DAISY RED RYDER CARBINE This is a lever-cocking air rifle, caliber .175/BB, has blued metal surfaces turning mostly brown with
oxidation spotting. The wood stock and forearm rate good showing scuffs and dings, still retaining thin varnish. The buttstock is slightly
loose and the top stock bolt nut is a newer hardware replacement. The gun is equipped with a small blade front sight, a simple nonadjustable rear sight, and a saddle ring with rawhide lace. Gun appears to function properly. (1X55538-1)
2775. BOW LOT Consists of a handcrafted bow. The bow measures 77 3/4" and appears to have been fashioned from Pacific Yew or similar
wood. The bow rates near very good, but exhibits several light marks from handling and wear as well as a couple of minor cracks. The
bow features strips of textile to secure the hemp string, however one end of the string has become free and is now held by metal bindings;
the string exhibits some minor fraying. Included with the bow are a quiver made from hide, and six arrows. Four of the arrows feature
spear-type heads, of these, three measure 22" while one measures 21 1/2". The two remaining arrows feature barbed heads; one measures 23" while the second measures 20". (2X136647-5B)
2776. U.S. PATTERN 1874 BELT PLATE This eagle and wreath pattern appears to be cast and measures 2"X3" with a slight curve across
its length. The buckle has toned to rich ochre patina and the tongue looks like it has been brazed in place versus soft solder and is likely
an older repair. This is an overall very good condition plate. (2X107244-147AE)
2777. BRUNI BBM ME 38P 8MM K BLANK, This blank-firing replica is an overall dark gray phosphate-type finish. This is a P-38 clone
made of a lightweight alloy in Italy. The ribbed plastic grips rate fair each missing a chip, the right side very prominent. There is a blued
steel magazine included. (37740-10) (NON-GUN)
2778. FN/FAL AND OTHER FIREARM ACCESSORIES This lot consists of (8) various firearm accessories. They consist of: (1)
unmarked stripper clip guide for a FN/FAL magazine, (1) 5 round magazine assembly for an SKS rifle, (3) stripper clip guides for an AR15 / M-16 magazine, (1) plastic AR-15 / M-16 magazine loader and (2) Glock marked magazine loaders. All rate excellent. (1X87647-6)
2779. ARCHERY LOT This lot consists of 14 parts. Included are a (1) Grayling right fletching clamp, (1) Grayling left fletching clamp, (1) set
of two fletching jig spacers, (1) Potawatomi bow square, (1) Saunder's Nok Set Pliers, (1) serving tool with Brownell No. 21 monofilament,
(1) Golden Key Futura tru-center shot gauge, (1) Proline bow sight with two pins, (1) hand held bow scale and (5) Apple C120-TBF 3"
cut off wheels. All parts are in very good to excellent condition. (1X87647-30)
2780. HOLSTER, CARTRIDGE BELT AND SLING LOT This lot consists of (2) holsters, (1) sling and (1) cartridge belt. The holsters
consist of (1) Model 1912 swivel holster for the Colt Government Model pistol manufactured by William Read & Sons of Boston
Massachusetts. There is no "U.S." markings on the flap or any inspector marks. The holster is in very good to excellent condition with light
handling marks. The second holster is an Uncle Mike's #5 nylon belt holster. Also included are an Uncle Mike's leather Cobra sling with
basket weave and a small two round cartridge pouch on the face. The last item is Hunter medium size leather cartridge belt with 25 .22
caliber rimfire cartridge loops that rates very good to excellent. (1X87647-9)
2781. LOT OF COBRA STYLE SLINGS This lot consists of (8) Cobra style slings. The lot includes the following leather slings: (3) Bianchi
brand slings, (1) Gunskins, (1) Hunter, (1) Torel and also includes (2) unmarked nylon Cobra style slings (one black and one camouflage).
The leather slings are made with suede and smooth finishes plus one with stamped animal head designs. All exhibit light use and rate near
excellent overall. (1X87647-22)
2782. GERMAN MG-42 AND U.S. M793 AMMUNITION BOX This lot consists of two ammunition boxes. The first is a green German
MG-42 style metal ammunition box. The box is in very good to excellent condition with scattered light dents and scratches. There are no visible
markings or stampings on the box. The latches, cover and handles are all functioning. The second box is plastic and marked "Ammunition For
Cannon With Empty Projectile - 30 Cartridges 1305-01-092-0429-A976 - 25mm - Linked". This box rates excellent. (1X87647-7)
2783. BRUNING & WALLACE AIRCRAFT PROTRACTOR This lot includes a vintage WWII era aircraft protractor and case. The case
is constructed with finger joints and is labeled in black stencil "Aircraft Protractor / Mark 3-B, A.A.F. / Order No. DA 42-2822 / Spec. No.
18-P-5 / Manufacturer's DRWG No. 2832 / Bruning-Wallace Chicago". The case has a with-the-grain crack along the left side that has
allowed the fingers to slide apart but could be easily repaired. The case contains the drafting arm, one blade, (2) slide rulers, Mars 700 technical pen, (4) assorted lead refills. The items remain in very good to near excellent condition. (2X107241-142) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2784. DAISY MODEL 1105 LEVER COCKING BB GUN .175 Cal. The metal surfaces retain 95% original finish with some spots of oxidation and the lever showing some flaking. The brown plastic buttstock rates near excellent with a couple of light handling marks. (1X127573-24)
2785. POLEARM STORAGE RACK The rack measures 66" long x 12 3/4" wide x 40" high and can hold up to seven polearms with hafts
measuring up to 1 1/2" in diameter. The stand rates very good, but exhibits several light marks from handling and use. The locking bar
includes two small locks, however no keys are provided with the lot. The stand is designed to be mounted to a wall and features screw
holes for this purpose. An adequate mount which could be used to store or display a number of polearms, fly rods or pool cues. Extra
shipping will apply. (2X136647-2)
2786. LEATHER PUTTEES LOT This lot contains a pair of British or possible European black leather puttees, they measure 16" x 10 1/4".
They have a "U" shaped pattern cut out of the bottom for a boot and have two leather straps for attachment. The puttees rate very good
displaying some light scratches and drying cracks with its age. (3X176222-12)
2787. SHOOTERS LOT This lot includes several items. (5) .535 diameter round balls, (5) .530 diameter round balls, a wooden starter, and a
conical shaped Lyman #533476 bullet mould head as well as patches and what appears to be a small sear spring. The items are in very
good overall condition. (3X107023-14I)
2788. P-38 HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of a post war black leather flap holster marked “C. Riese Berlin 1961/8” that fits a P-38 pistol
that is in near excellent condition and appears to have seen light use with some crazing on the flap and light wear with some mildew on
the interior. (3X127292-104A)
2789. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This is a lot of four items beginning with a Gun-Tote Rifle & Shotgun Carrier Model 1511, capable of carrying
two guns within vehicle. These are fabricated of mild steel frames with spring steel gun hooks and then covered with a soft, resilient red
coating. Item appears unused and in excellent condition with screws and in original packaging. Next in the lot are two Poly-Choke
Gunner’s Guides, compasses used to find one’s way back to camp by way of installing in gun. Each kit rates excellent and includes compass, screws, drill bit, instruction manual and plastic storage box. The last item is a six rd. ammunition clip for 7.5 mm that has a small tear
at the bottom but otherwise intact. (2X75497-11,10)
2790. LOT OF LEATHER This lot includes two items. First is a leather belt and holster. The belt and Mexican Jockstrap style holster are a
russet brown color. The holster is a Hunter No. 52 with tight stitching and the belt is a 46" with square brass buckle. Second item is a
nicely made leather gun sleeve with rawhide tie. The sleeve measures 56" overall and remains in excellent condition. (2X107239-6A)
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2791. LOT OF HOLSTERS This lot consists of three brown leather military style flap holsters that have labels “Made in Germany STURM” and
are otherwise unmarked and are likely for a Russian Makarov pistol. Two show signs of light use with a tiny bit of crazing and a few minor
handling blemishes. The third holster shows signs of moderate use with a tear and multiple light scuffs and scratches. (3X126825-3)
2792. ANTLER MOUNT LOT This lot consists of a single unfinished 8-point whitetail antler mount. The antlers measure approximately 21"
from base to tip on the right and left (outside edge). Tips are about 10 3/4" apart and are mounted on an acorn shaped plaque measuring
10 1/4" x 12". The plaque is stained and rates very good with a small chip missing at the bottom. The plaster of Paris cap is unfinished and
only needs a covering or paint to finish it off. The antlers are in excellent shape. (1X87647-1)
2793. TEXAS LONG HORN MOUNT This lot includes a 47" pair of steer horns with simple wood mount. The horns are attached to the
wooden base with tack nails that have toned to a smooth brown patina. The base of the mount appears to have been an old fence post
that has great character markings to include drying cracks, old fence staples and broken nails all of which are beneath the surface of the
wood. These horns remain in excellent condition. (1X107631-35)
2794. TEXAS LONG HORN MOUNT This lot includes a set of steer horns mounted to a simple square cut 12" wooden plaque. The horns
have a tip to tip measurement of 35" and are bound with a natural colored tooled leather and rope wrap. These horns are in excellent condition and would make a great accent to any western or camp décor. (1X107631-35A)
2795. TEXAS LONG HORN MOUNT This lot includes a 54" set of steer horns with black tips. The horns are mounted to a square cut
wooden plaque with tooled leather and rope wraps. The larger section of leather is a dark russet color while the two smaller over-wraps
are a natural color with three rope wraps in the middle of each. This is an impressive set of horns in excellent condition. (1X107631-35B)
2796. REPRODUCTION LUGER P.08 HOLSTER This is a black hard-sided holster for the Luger P.08 pistol. The hard sided holster has
intact seam stitching around its periphery and rates very good plus to excellent. The rear features facsimile “P.08” marking as well as facsimile maker markings along with a 1941 date and facsimile Waffenamt 170 stampings. The interior shows a modern reproduction
loading/takedown tool. (1X37546-45A)
2797. LOT OF FISHING REELS This lot includes two vintage bait casting reels. First is a Hendryx take-apart reel with #60 stamped on the
foot and has a bone handle. The reel appears to function properly. Second is an Ocean City #1581 reel. The reel appears to be in proper
working order and both items remain in near excellent condition. (1X107217-14)
2798. SIGHT ADJUSTMENT TOOL This lot includes a SigTac sight adjustment tool. This Model SP2022 tool has an aluminum body with
free moving T-handle adjustment knobs and remains in very good condition. (2X107494-14A)
2799. HARD CASE LOT This lot consists of a Flambeau Tactical rectangular hard case that measures 41”x14”x4 1/2”. This black plastic case
is foam lined and is in overall excellent condition showing a few faint handling marks. (2X126559-2)
2800. LOT OF LONG GUN HARD CASES This lot consists of two leather long gun cases. The first case measures 47 1/2" in length, and
9 1/4" in width. The lining of the case is faux tiger fur. The case is fitted with four brass buckles and a handle but no lock. The second
case measures 35" in length, and 13 1/2" in width. The outside of the case is marked "MIRELSON" and "262-96-3233". The yellow foam
lining of the case is deteriorating. There are locks present but no key. (1X206019-25A)
2801. TAKEDOWN TRAVEL CASE This lot includes an Americase aluminum takedown lockable travel case (keys provided). The case
measures 37"X11"X7" with gray foam interior. The case remains in excellent condition and has a black nylon cover that secures with
Velcro. (1X107465-8C6)
2802. LOT OF LONG GUN HARD CASES This lot consists of two hard cases for long guns. The first case measures 52" in length and 12"
in width. The outside of the case is leather while the inside is lined with faux tiger fur. This case is equipped with a lock and keys are included.
The second case measures 50" in length and 13 1/2" in width. The case has a steel exterior and a green foam interior. (1X206019-25B)
2803. LOT OF LONG GUN HARD CASES This lot consists of two hard cases for long guns. Both cases measure 36" in length and 9"
in width. The outside of the cases are aluminum while the inside is foam lined and customizable to fit side by side shotguns or double
rifles. (1X206019-25D)
2804. LOT OF LONG GUN HARD CASES This lot consists of two long gun hard cases. Both cases are aluminum and lined with gray
foam on the inside. Both cases measure 36" and are equipped with locks and keys. One case measures 9" in width while the other measures 12" in width. The larger case also exhibits some oxidation on the top. (1X206019-25H)
2805. TAKEDOWN CASE This lot includes an aluminum case measuring 36"X8"X5" with black faux fur lining section to accommodate 4
sets of over / under barrels up to 34" in length. The case remains in excellent condition and has a Presto combination lock that remains
uncoded. (1X107465-8C)
2806. LOT OF GUN SLEEVES This lot includes a variety of 11 long gun cases to include: (7) suede Koplin gun cases with tie closures, (1)
Koplin padded zipper case for a takedown rifle or shotgun measuring 34 1/2" in length, and (3) assorted manufacture zippered long gun
cases measuring about 48" each. The cases range from good to excellent. (1X107465-8)
2807. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of four cases for long guns including two with hard plastic shells with foam lined interiors and
metal latches beginning with an unmarked one rating very good with a mildly soiled interior and measuring 37”x10”. The other one is larger
(51”x11”) and also with no maker name but in a better state of condition including a cleaner interior. The other two are impressive thickly
padded tactical style cases with black nylon exteriors beginning with a sloped example by Assault Systems, measuring 48”x12” and featuring individual outer pockets for five magazines and a large accessories pocket. The other is unmarked, measuring 44”x14” constructed
to carry two long arms including a main compartment with five interior magazine pouches. Both feature carry handles and shoulder straps
and rate excellent. (1X77630-33)
2808. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of eight long gun cases including one with a hard plastic shell, an excellent condition Plano
model 1501 from the Protector series measuring 52”x8” with a sloped configuration and shows extremely little use. Next is an impressive
suede shelled example by Hunter with a thick faux fur interior. Also thickly padded is an excellent Red Head with a black vinyl shell and
a near excellent condition Folsom-Shooter F.18 47-49. Rounding out the lot are four thinner vinyl sleeves in varying lengths. The overall
condition of the lot is very good to excellent. (1X77544-24)
2809. LOT OF STORAGE BOXES This is a lot of four unmarked metal storage boxes, each measuring 15”x7”x5” with a hinged top, front
panels with padded metal carry handles and a lockable latch on one end. One of the boxes is missing the handle. The interior features a
sliding foam padded metal plate that adjusts according to load size. The remaining sides and top are also foam lined and the exterior top
and bottom are formed to allow for stacking. All surfaces are finished in a pleasing light or pastel blue, of which about 97% remains, with
scattered scratches and light surface oxidation evident on the exteriors, the interiors appearing unused. There are barcode stickers affixed
to one end of each of these sturdy and cleverly designed storage boxes. (1X57749-2)
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2810. U.S. GOVERNMENT VICTORY LIBERTY LOAN POSTER This is
a First World War Victory Liberty Loan poster. This particular example is
unmarked but for its theme “Buy/Another/ Join the/(26th Infantry Division
Insignia). Doubtless for display in the Northeast sector of the country, this
Yankee Division-themed poster remains in excellent condition with a few very
light scuffs here and there and a few very very minor tatters along its edges. It
is currently shrink-wrapped to a piece of poster board. (1X37738-4)
2811. LOT OF PICTURES This lot contains two items. First is a 6 1/2"x8" portrait of
J. Edgar Hoover that has been mounted to an antique white matte that has slightly
faded colors but remains in very good condition. Second is a framed lithograph of
the "General" a famous locomotive of the Civil War that passed hands back and
forth between sides. There are a few minor chips in the frame and the sketch was
drawn be Alec Stern and remains in very good condition. It is a little known bit of
trivia that Mr. Hoover was extremely fond of locomotives. (107264-10,11)
2812. REPLICA 12 LB FIELD CANNON This lot includes a replica Civil War
era field cannon on wooden carriage. The cannon as assembled measures
roughly 15" x 10" x 6" with metal capped wagon style wheels, removable rammer, and stack of molded cannon balls. The tube appears to be zinc, measuring 7 1/2" in length and remains in excellent condition. (1X107264-14)
2813. SHOOTERS LOT This lot includes a variety of black powder shooting
accessories, tools and parts. The items list as follows: wire framed shooting
glasses with set of extra tinted lenses, Uncle Mikes sling swivels, small brass
oiler, (2) powder measures, brass bullet swage, Belding & Mull single cavity
54 cal. round ball bullet mould, (90 +/-) 54 caliber round balls, various small
tools, sights, and plugs, all housed in a green plastic Plano tackle box measuring 15"X8"X7 1/2". The lot is in very good overall condition. (1X107465-4C)
2814. BLACK POWDER SHOOTERS LOT This lot includes a plastic tan and
brown MCM shooter’s box filled with black powder shooting accessories. The
box measures 21"X9"X9" and contains the following items:
(1) leather barrel rest, (200) .315 round balls, (100) Warren
40 cal. round balls, (100) Hornady .310 round balls, (100)
Hornady .395 lead balls, (50 +/-) Gander Mtn. 45 cal. lead
balls, (100) Gander Mtn. 54 cal. lead balls, (40) Buffalo Bullet
45 cal. HP bullets, (6) assorted leather shot bags, (2) tubs of
2815
Wonder Lube, (1) tub Blue & Gray ball grease, (1) tube Maxi
Lube, (1) tube CVA grease patch, (2) plastic powder funnels,
(1) one brass powder measure, (1) brass CVA powder flask,

2816

(75 +/-) brown plastic wads, large assortment of patches, (2) brass and
nylon nipple brushes, (7) flints, (1) nipple wrench and (17) assorted
quick loaders. The items in this lot are in excellent condition with many in
original sealed packaging. (1X107465-4)
2815. FRAM E D NAVAL PR I NT This lot includes a framed naval
print measuring 24" x 30" with fancy molded wooden frame with gold
leaf finish. The viewing area measures 15 1/2" x 21 1/2" and shows a
scene with six naval vessels in a port setting. There are fold marks in the
print and a couple of small tears along the top edge. This is a handsome
framed print in very good condition that would look sharp hanging in any
rustic décor. (1X107631-16)
2816. FRAMED BUFFALO BILL POSTER This lot includes a handsomely framed "Buffalo Bill's Wild West and Congress of Rough Riders of
the World" poster. This is an antique reprint of an original poster. There
reveals images of actual tears and folds, as well as a water stain, present on
the original poster from-which this image was taken. The frame measures
42"X 31" with a viewing area of 33"X22". The poster is bordered with a
grass paper design and is illustrated with several Native American characters involved in battle and ceremonial scenes. This is a nicely displayed
piece of Americana. (1X107631-14)
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2817. REDFIELD FLIP UP PEEP SCOPE RINGS
This lot contains an older set of Redfield No. 70-A, 1"
two-piece rings and bases equipped with a flip-up
aperture mounted to the back of the rear base for a
Winchester Model 70 rifle. The mounts are in excellent
condition retaining nearly all of their original blue finish
with only some very minor handling marks from prior
use, mounting hardware is included. (2X56161-14C)
2818. FRAMED AND SIGNED LIMITED EDITION
DON TROIAN I PR I NT “SAVI NG TH E
FLAG” This is a limited edition numbered 382 of
1000 and is signed by the author in pencil. “Saving the
Flag” depicts the 4th Michigan at the Wheatfield. Col.
Harrison Jeffords is seen at the center of the fray,
wielding his 1850 officers sword in the midst of retrieving the regimental colors from Johnny Reb (other
reports say it was actually the United States flag and
not the regimental colors). He is said to have shot the
Confederate soldier who had seized the flag and
grabbed the flag himself. In the midst of all this turmoil,
Jeffords received a gunshot wound to the thigh and
was mortally bayonetted in the left abdomen.
Immediately soldiers of the Fourth Michigan rushed
forward to his aid and reportedly carried both the flag
and their fallen commander out of the Wheatfield;
other reports say in the melee the flag was torn to
shreds. Jeffords would succumb to his injuries the next
day at 4 AM, July 3, 1863, he was the highest ranking
commissioned officer in the Civil War to die of a bayonet wound. Also at the fray can be seen Lieut. R.
Watson Seage who, along with Lt. Michael Vreeland, rushed to Jeffords aid, those two men being stabbed, beaten and trampled by the
Confederates on the field. The depiction is vivid with the ripe wheat being beaten down by the clashing armies, the air thick with gunsmoke
and the shouts of men, all presented in Troiani’s vivid and dramatic fashion. The view measures 22” by 21”, matted and framed in a nice
mahogany-tone hardwood frame which measures 30” by 28 1/4”. There are a couple of very minor scuffs here and there on the frame but
they are unobtrusive. A very fitting and well-done tribute to these gallant men from Michigan. (37694-1)
(275/375)
2819. LOT OF HARD CASESThis lot consists of two Plano Protector Series double gun cases that are in excellent condition, and measure
50” x 15” x 4” with foam interior. (127816-2)
2820. LOT OF STACK-ON CABINETS This lot consists of two 21” x 18” x 10” dark green cabinets each with two plastic shelves and lockable door that are in excellent condition. A set of keys for each cabinet is included. (127830-1)
2821. MINI LATHE LOT This lot consists of a vintage Unimat DB 200 mini-lathe in very good condition. This Austrian made cast iron lathe
measures about 17 1/2” long and features a grey/green japanned finish that has some light crazing and some areas of minor chipping present along the edges. The lathe appears to be complete and functional and includes the adapter for conversion to a drill press. A chuck
wrench and correct allen key are also included. This classic mini lathe is housed in a custom manufactured plexiglass case that is a bit
rough but should be adequate to protect its
occupant from dust and debris while not in
2821
use. (46519-579)
2822. AMMO CAN LOT This lot consists of
two U.S. military 40mm ammunition cans measuring 181/2” long x 8 1/2” wide x 14 1/2” high. The
finish is mostly an O.D. green but one has some
areas with added green paint that cover most of
the original military markings, the other has
white and yellow paint added. Condition is very
good overall, there are a few areas of light surface oxidation and handling wear present.
(44289-1A7)
2823. AMMO CAN LOT This lot consists of three U.S. 40mm ammo cans. The
olive green cans are in very good to excellent condition overall, there are handling
marks and some small areas of light surface
oxidation present. **Extra Shipping Will
Apply** (46519-582A)
2824. AMMO CAN LOT This lot consists of three U.S. 40mm ammo cans. The
olive green cans are in very good to excellent condition and have some areas of light surface oxidation and some light handling marks present. **Extra Shipping Will Apply** (46519-582B)
2825. AMMO CAN LOT This lot consists of four U.S. 40mm ammo cans. The olive green cans are in very good to excellent overall condition,
some may have areas of light surface oxidation and a few handling marks present. **Extra Shipping Will Apply** (46519-582C)
2826. TRIPOD LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M3 Tripod in very good overall condition. The metal surfaces retain very little of any original
finish and are mostly gray metal with light surface oxidation throughout. A few of the screws have light slot damage. There are a few markings partially visible on the head. Tripod is basic but appears to be mechanically complete and in working order. A good solid unit for your
Browning M2 or other similar machine gun mounting needs. **Extra Shipping Will Apply** (46519-575)
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2827. TRIPOD LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M63 anti-aircraft tripod mount for the M2 “Ma Deuce” machine gun. This example is marked
“B.F. Co. 1963 W.W.W.” and is numbered “77910”. The metal surfaces were recently restored in an O.D. green painted finish which covers
light handling and tool marks and some areas of light pitting but there are a few areas of light surface oxidation present. The high grip cross
member is dented and a few of the smaller cotter pins are missing from the legs. The forward mounting pin is broken at its 90 but may be
an easy fix for someone qualified with the right welding tools. Mount is equipped with the ammo can adapter and a correct sideplate trigger
assembly is included (a very collectible item on its own). A very useable and desirable accessory for any machinegun display or for the
active 50 cal shooter. **Extra Shipping Will Apply** (46519-574)
2828. DUMMY ORDNANCE LOT This lot consists of 11 linked inert practice 40mm grenades. The grenades are all in very good to near
excellent condition and have areas of light handling wear and some light surface oxidation on the steel links. Also included is a practice
M126E1 Red Star Parachute Flare with paper instruction sheet. (44132-1A)
2829. DUMMY ORDNANCE LOT This lot consists of various inert and dummy linked military ammunition. Included are 14 cast 20mm rds., six
cast 50 BMG rds. and seven rds. or 20x139 DM. All are in very good condition and have varying amounts of oxidation and tarnish. (44132-1B)
2830. DUMMY ORDNANCE LOT This lot consists of 295 linked rds. of dummy 7.62mm (308) ammunition. The rounds each have varying amounts of tarnish and surface oxidation with the links having areas of light surface oxidation as well. Two spare links are also
included. (44132-1C)
2831. DUMMY ORDNANCE LOT This lot consists of five items in total. Included are two inert 30mm rounds, one 30mm casing, one M29
practice mortar, and one partial rear assembly for a bazooka rocket. All are in very good condition with varying amounts of handling wear
and surface oxidation. (44132-1D)
2832. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of a boxed set of 348 Win RCBS dies. The vintage green two-piece box features the 730 Bird St
Oroville, CA address and is in very good condition with some areas of light foxing and flaking and has mild scuffing along the edges and
corners. The two-die set rate excellent and is ready to convert your 348 brass into loaded cartridges. (46524-4)
2833. LOT OF SCOPE BASES This lot consists of three Redfield model JR-4-6 one-piece scope bases. These blued finish bases fit the
Remington model 4, 6, 74, 7400 & 7600 series rifles and are in like new condition in their original packaging. (46524-3)
2834. TACTICAL VEST LOT This lot consists of an “as-new” Condor Modular Operator Plate Carrier (MOPC) vest by Condor Outdoor. Built
for battle, this tan colored nylon tactical vest features a highly mobile cut and is fully adjustable. Vest will accept 10” x 13” front and back
plates and 6” x 8” side plates. The exterior is comprised of MOLLE style loops for modular customization and the original hang tag resides
on the front. Also included is a matching universal holster for a large frame pistol. (46382-7)
2835. SCABBARD LOT This lot consists of an unmarked brown leather rifle scabbard. This quality leather scabbard measures about 28” long
and appears suitable a lever action rifle similar to a Winchester 94 or Marlin 336. There are two straps included which would enable the
user to secure to a saddle or other transportation device. An excellent condition example overall that has a few light scuffs and mild handling marks. (46816-12B)
2836. LEATHER CASE LOT This lot consists of two leather, takedown shotgun cases. First is a brown leather “leg-o-mutton” case that measures about 33” long and is 7 1/2” at its widest point. The butt end cap latch is marked “19 / 32” but the case is otherwise unmarked.
The case features a light canvas or linen lining and a blank, brass oval monogram plate is affixed to one side on the exterior. The case is
in very good condition overall and has some light scuffs and handling marks, the stitching on the narrow end is beginning to fray and the
cap is just starting to become separated. Second is a rectangular, brown leather case that measures 34 1/2” long by 9” wide. The case
features a green felt lining and the outside is adorned with geometric tooled designs. An excellent condition example overall that has some
light scuffs and other handling marks. (46816-12A)
2837. LEATHER CASE LOT This lot consists of a luggage style brown leather, takedown shotgun case. This unmarked case measures 30
1/2” long by about 8” wide and features a maroon felt lining. The case features a locking latch and two leather straps. Included are two 20
gauge James Purdey & Sons snap caps and a set of two skeleton keys for the lock. The petite case would be ideal for a smaller gauge
side by side double and is in excellent overall condition with some light scuffs and scratches to the exterior. (46816-12C)
2838. BROWNING CASE LOT This lot consists of a brown leather Browning luggage style case for a Citori or similar over-under shotgun.
The case measures 34” long by 9 1/2” wide and features brown “fur” type interior. The interior shows some light wear along some of the
high edges, the exterior has some light handling marks and light oxidation on the rear hinges. No keys are included. A near excellent
example overall. (44113-10A)
2839. BROWNING CASE LOT This lot consists of a brown canvas Browning takedown shotgun case. This zippered, oiled duck cloth case
features leather trim and has a brown corduroy lining. The outer cloth is a bit faded but is in overall excellent condition. (44113-10A3)
2840. LOT OF PISTOL RUGS This lot consists of three zippered pistol rugs. The first two are cloth and measure 12” long. The third is a
nylon Browning case measuring 9 1/2” long and has a red cloth interior. All three are in excellent condition. (43941-12)
2841. LOT OF PISTOL CASES This lot consists of three hard pistol cases. The first two are aluminum hard cases by Plano measuring 18”
x 13” and are 4 1/2” deep. These foam lined cases have light handling marks and locking latches and keys are included. The third is a
smaller Berty’s black plastic case, 11 1/2” x 7” and is 3” deep. It is also foam lined and is marked “22” in paint on one side. All are in excellent condition. (44113-11A)
2842. LOT OF T/C PISTOL CASES This lot consists of two Thompson Center soft pistol cases. First is a green nylon zippered, triangular
case measuring 24” long and featuring a gray corduroy lining. Second is a rectangular zippered case featuring a southwest design and
lighter gray lining. It measures 24”x11”. Both are in excellent condition. (44113-11B)
2843. LOT OF LONG GUN CASES This lot consists of five assorted long gun cases. First are three zippered nylon soft cases, two black
52” scoped rifle cases and one green Ideal 44” scoped rifle case. The last two are black plastic hard cases, one 48” Doskosport case and
one 48” Gun Guard case. All are in very good to excellent condition. (44113-10C)
2844. GUN CASE LOT This lot consists of two leather takedown luggage style shotgun cases. First is a vintage case measuring about 32”
long by 7” wide. The leather is frayed along the edges and corners and has some small cracks. The interior features a green felt liner that
has a few small tears and some minor mildew issues. The top cover has a blank, silver oval monogram plate. The second is made by
Emmebi and measures 32” x 9 1/2” with two combination locking latches that are set to “279”. It features a green felt and white shearling
lining and is in excellent condition overall with a few light scuffs along the outside. (46873-44)
2845. GUN SOCK LOT This lot consists of five “as-new” condition Sack-Ups long gun storage socks. The fabric is gray and each has a drawstring closure. (44113-9B)
2846. GUN SOCK LOT This lot consists of eight gray cloth Sack-Ups gun socks. Included are 5 handgun socks and 3 long gun socks. All
are in excellent condition. (44113-9A)
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2847. BULLET TRAP LOT This lot consists of an Outers .22 Cal bullet trap (40801). It is designed for use with 22 rimfire ammunition – shorts,
long and long rifle only. Trap shows evidence of being used but is in excellent condition overall. (44113-8)
2848. ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of a non-maker marked trigger pull tester. This rudimentary designed blued steel accessory features a solid “L” shaped bar attached to a 2 lb. weight and comes with a 1 lb, (2) .5 lb and a .25 lb additional weights. A simple and easy
to use trigger pull tester. (44113-1C)
2849. SCALE LOT This lot consists of a Pact BBK II reloading scale. The scale comes in its original box and includes a power cord, 20 gram
and 30 gram calibration check weights, a powder pan and instruction booklet. This scale can also be run on a 9 volt battery (not included).
A “new-in-box” condition example overall. (44113-1B)
2850. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of an RCBS Rock Chucker II single stage reloading press. The press is in excellent condition and
includes a primer catcher, priming arm assembly and two primer tubes. A great single stage press for the beginning reloader. (44113-1E)
2851. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of an RCBS Partner single stage reloading press (87460). This simple yet effective press comes in
its original box and includes the manual and a primer catcher. No priming arm or other accessories are included. An excellent example
overall, there is a small amount of oxidation on the piston. 44113-1D)
2852. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of six powder handling items. Included are an RCBS powder trickler (09094) in its original box, a
Lyman powder measure stand, a small Redding scale with powder tray, A Lyman M5 reloading scale with instructions and powder tray
and two Lee powder funnels (one in its factory packaging). All are in very good to excellent condition. (44113-15A)
2853. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of a Lyman Universal Case Trimmer (7862003) in its original box. This practical trimmer includes
the manual and all nine pilots and is in “as-new” condition overall. (44113-15D)
2854. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of eight reloading accessories. Included are an RCBS Pow’r Puller (09415) in its original packaging,
an RCBS case lube pad, (2) RCBS case loading blocks (09453) (one in the original packaging), one MTM case loading tray, two RCBS
primer pocket swager combo (9495) in the original boxes and one RCBS heavy duty decapping die 27-45 cal., also in its original box
(87585). All are in excellent condition. (44113-15E)
2855. PRIMER LOT This lot consists of three boxes of pistol reloading primers. First is a box of Remington No. 1 1/2 Small Pistol primers containing 930 primers. The remainder of the lot are CCI No. 300 large pistol primers, each box containing 1000 primers. All are in “like-new”
condition. (44113-15F)
2856. MUZZLELOADING LOT This lot consists of three Craftsman tool boxes containing an assortment of muzzleloading accessories.
Included are: (box 1) eight packages of T/C pillow ticking prelubricated patches (7136), one package of T/C prelubricated cotton patches
(7043), one container of T/C T17 seasoned patches (7477), three 4 oz. containers of Shooters Choice blackpowder cleaning gel, one 8
oz. bottle of T/C No.13 cleaner (9041), one 4 oz. bottle of Break Free cleaner, several small bags/containers of loose cleaning patches,
four cleaning rods, one container of "bore butter" type lube, several small cleaning adapters (jags, patch holders, brushes, scrappers etc);
(box 2) two brass powder flasks, one James Dixon & Sons flask with adjustable spout and hunting dog motif, one bag of loose bore buttons (.45 cal), one T/C powder pour spout to fit Pyrodex bottles, two Butler Creek Goex/IMR style pour spouts, one T/C brass wedge pin
(7011), one nipple wrench, two T/C combination nipple wrench/wedge pin pullers, six assorted wedge pins, eight pistol style percussion
nipples, one rifle percussion nipple, one Spitfire no. 11 magnum percussion nipple, seven tins of CCI No. 11 Magnum percussion caps,
two T/C inline cappers (one brass, one plastic), one deluxe brass capper (with percussion caps), (box 3) two wood mallets, one percussion revolver loading vise, Ruger Old Army parts and combo tool, T/C Shockwave Sabot loading tip (9071), three T/C Deluxe bullet starters
(7054) (one in factory packaging, two with extended jags), one partial box of Speer .440 lead round ball (5129) with about 85 remaining,
one partial box of Hornady 45 cal .440 lead round balls (6040) with about 20 remaining, one partial box of Speer .457 lead round balls
(5137) with about 40 remaining. A large amount of muzleloading supplies perfect for the budding blackpowder enthusiast or to add to
the collection of the seasoned muzzleloader. (44113-5)
2857. BULLET MOULD LOT This lot consists of two bullet moulds with handles. First is a Lyman four cavity mould #452374 .45 cal 225
grain round nose. Second is a Lyman single cavity mould that produces .440 diameter round balls. Both moulds are in very good condition
with areas of light surface oxidation and include sprue plates. (44113-2A1)
2858. BULLET MOULD LOT This lot consists of two Hensley & Gibbs four cavity bullet moulds with handles. Each is marked "130" and are
.45 caliber 185 grain SWC with sprue cutter plate attached. The moulds and handles are in very good to near excellent condition and have
some areas of light oxidation and other handling wear present. The mould blocks exhibit the San Diego, CA address. (44113-2A2)
2859. BULLET MOULD LOT This lot consists of two dual cavity bullet moulds with handles. First is a George Hensley 38 cal. mould marked
"50358 146" and produces 146 grain wadcutters. The condition is very good overall, the handles have a few minor to moderate cracks,
but are still serviceable. Second is a Saeco/Redding #301 mould for .309 cal. 196 grain truncated cone bullets. Mould and handles are
in excellent condition. (44113-2A3)
2860. BULLET MOULD LOT This lot consists of an RCBS dual cavity mould with handles. The mould is marked "32-098-WC" and is .314
diameter 98 grain wadcutter with sprue cutter plate. The original mould box is included as are the top punch and a Lyman .378 lube and
sizer die. All are in excellent condition. (44113-2A4)
2861. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of a Lee Pro 4 20 lb. lead melting furnace. Furnace features a 700 watt heating element and a 4"
pot capable of handling up to 20 lbs. of lead product. Other features include a bottom flow spout with micro adjustable valve and variable
heat settings giving the user a wide range of control. An excellent condition accessory for the do-it-yourself reloader. (44113-2B)
2862. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of a vintage Saeco lead melting furnace. The furnace seems to be in very good to near excellent
condition and has variable temperature control from 450-850 degrees. The pot is roughly 3 1/4" in diameter (pot is full of lead product)
and features a bottom pour spout. An excellent accessory for the home caster. **Extra Shipping Will Apply** (44113-2C)
2863. ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of two Pro-Shot pistol competition cleaning kits. Each features an 8" stainless steel rod and has
jags and patch holders for the calibers listed. One kit is for 22 cal. the other will accommodate 9mm - 45 cal. pistol. Both are is "as-new"
condition. (44113-15B,C)
2864. STAR RELOADING LOT This lot consists of two Star Machine Works progressive pistol and revolver reloading presses, one lube/sizer
and an assortment of press parts and accessories. The first press is mounted to a wood stand and appears to be mostly complete. It is
setup for 38 Special and has the primer tube and powder flask tube included. The second press appears to be setup for 45 ACP and has
the primer feed tube but no powder drop kit and may be missing a few other parts. The Lubricator/Sizer also appears to be setup for 45
caliber and includes two .452 dies. Lastly is a plastic tub that contains several spare parts including several replacement springs and
screws, powder slides, primer pickup and drop tubes, spare handles, a plastic powder container, spare tool head and manual. Also included is a smaller plastic container that contains a floor base, powder slide, shell plate, funnel, spring and assorted die parts that have varying
amounts of oxidation. The parts could be cleaned and would appear to be otherwise functional. A large lot of quality reloading equipment.
**Extra Shipping Will Apply** (44113-4)
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2865. CLEANING ROD LOT This lot consists of five cleaning rods. Included are three aluminum rifle rods and two wood shotgun cleaning
rods. The aluminum rods measure between 30” and 32” and are each equipped with cleaning jags. The wood rods are 32” long not including their handles, one is fitted with a 12 ga. bore brush the other a brass patch holder. All are in very good, useable condition. (42882-9)
2866. CLEANING ROD LOT This lot consists of five assorted cleaning rods in their original tubes. Included are two Outers Tico Tools (one
12/16 ga and one 20 ga), Next is a Proshot .177 one-piece stainless steel cleaning rod with brass jag. Lastly are two Hoppes shotgun barrel scrubbers (one 12 ga, one 16/20 ga). All are in excellent condition. (43941-20,21)
2867. CLEANING ROD LOT This lot consists of 12 items. Included are one Marbles three-piece brass rod with patch holder, one T/C aluminum cleaning/loading rod with jag, one .22 cal. 34” J. Dewey rod, two U.S. military steel rods, and an assortment of other generic cleaning rods and rod segments. All appear to be in very good useable condition, one stainless steel one-piece rod measures about 44” long
but is missing a handle. (44113-11)
2868. CLEANING ROD LOT This lot consists of three vintage, wood shotgun cleaning rods. Each measures about 34”, one has a bore brush
attachment, another has a patch holder. All three are in excellent condition. (45953-57)
2869. GUN CASE LOT This lot consists of 18 soft, long gun cases. The cases range in length from about 48” to 56” long and include six
sleeves, four zippered cases and eight gun socks. All are in very good to excellent condition. (46816-13)
2870. GUN CASE LOT This lot consists of two items. First is a Kolpin hard gun scabbard that measures about 54” long and is adaptable to
an ATV or similar mount. Case has a fleece style lining and is in excellent condition. Second is a simple vinyl soft case with zippered end
that measures about 46” and has a few small tears and general soiling but is in very good condition overall. (45953-56)
2871. ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of three wood loading accessories. First are two custom made blackpowder loading items with the
first being a percussion revolver loading vise, the other appears to be a blackpowder drop tube holder that is bench mountable. The third
item is a Cabela’s Blackpowder drop tube with stand. The brass tube features a funnel at the top which allows the user to pour the powder,
static free, for even and compact distribution into a casing. A must have for the serious blackpowder cartridge reloader. (44113-12,14)
2872. LEATHER HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of leather holster and accessory items. First is a brown leather military flap holster to fit a
Walther Model 4 or similar semi-auto pistol. The underside of the flap has the name "Charles White" written in ink along with rank and
address info, the belt loop appears to be re-stitched. Second is a small H.H. Heiser brown belt holster for a small frame revolver. Third is
a German made tan inside the belt waist holster for a small auto. Fourth is a black belt style holster by Bucheimer for a medium to large
revolver. The belt loop has been modified. Fifth is a brown M1905 military revolver flap holster. The back is marked "FINK / 1942" the "US"
stamping on the front is no longer visible. Sixth is a black M1905 holster with the belt loop removed and back side modified. Seventh is
an unmarked black military revolver flap holster with "drop" style belt loop. Eighth are two unmarked black revolver holsters, one right hand
and one left hand, that would fit a medium to large frame 4" revolver. Ninth is a M1916 military flap holster for the 1911 pistol by Boyt
dated "42". Tenth is an unmarked, tan shoulder holster for a large auto with magazine pouch. Eleventh is an unmarked, tan shoulder holster
for a small frame revolver. Twelfth is a Folsom Audley belt rig for a medium frame 6" revolver with a size 38 duty belt and cross straps. Also
included is an Al Freeland sling strap and a brown knife sheath to fit a 4" fixed blade knife. All are in about very good condition, most are
frayed and have light mildew and tarnish issues. (44113-3)
2873. SHOOTERS LOT This lot consists of two Pachmayr Super Deluxe Cases. The first measures 14" high by 18" wide and is about 8" deep.
The underside of the lid has a mount for a spotting scope, and ther is a pull out "Lok-Grip'' tray. The outside corners and edges are frayed
with exposed wood showing. The second measures 14" high by 18" wide but is 11 1/2" wide and has a rear access compartment in addition to the features listed on the other. The condition is better as well with less visible wear. (44113-6)
2874. LOT OF TRI-PODS This lot consists of three items. First is a small unmarked, vintage cradle style tripod with a green japanned finish
that has some minor flaking. The second is also unmarked and is missing the top mount base. The legs are adjustable from 16" to 40" and
one leg is missing a securing screw. Third is a Polecat Explorer by Stoney Point. The legs are adjustable from 25" to 62" and with the unique
design can adapt to any situation or terrain. An excellent condition example overall. (44113-13)
2875. PUNCH SET LOT This lot consists of a Lyman gunsmith punch set in “as-new” condition. The kit includes seven pin punches ranging
in sizes between 1/16” – 3/16”. Still factory wrapped. (45953-64)
2876. GRIP POD LOT This lot consists of a Grip Pod Systems brand bi-pod. Doubling as a foregrip it expands from 6” to 8 1/2” and mounts
to a picatinny rail. Used but in excellent condition. (47857-33S20056A)
2877. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of a Lyman Ohaus M5 precision reloading scale. This vintage scale appears to be in “as-new” condition and comes in the original box with manual. The box has some minor foxing and soiling but has done well protecting the contents
inside. (45393-10)
2878. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of about 15 reloading items. First is a Herters Model MS4 reloading scale that is in very good condition but is missing the hanger attachment for the tray. Next is an RCBS trigger pull gauge (09450) in its original box. Next are two
Redding Model 5 “Little Kernel” powder tricklers, one in its original box. Next is a Lee case trimmer cutter and lock stud in their original
packaging. Next are eight assorted shell holders including: (1) Lee #2, (1) RCBS #1, (2) RCBS #2, (1) RCBS #3, (1) RCBS #7, (1) RCBS
#12, and (1) Herters #23. Many are in their original boxes. Next is one MTM Case Gard 50H green plastic ammo case. Next is a small
bag of assorted seaters and other die parts. Lastly are three full and partial boxes of 209 shotgun primers and three vintage empty primer
boxes. Included are a partial box of 100 Winchester 209 primers with 56 remaining, a full box of 100 Remington 209 primers, a partial box
of 100 CCI 209 primers with 93 remaining, one yellow with blue border Western no. 6 1/2 box, one brown Western box for no. 6 1/2
primers and one brown box for Winchester no. 116 primers. The vintage boxes have hand written notes and dates written on them and
have been taped, but are in very good condition overall. All the items are in very good overall condition and come in a green metal 30 cal.
ammo can. (45953-4,38,43)
2879. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of a Pacific DL-150 shotshell reloader set up for 12 gauge reloading. The press appears operational
and is complete with powder and shot tubes. Other than possibly a light cleaning, this press appears ready to go. A manual and container
with spare parts to convert the press to 20 gauge are included. (45953-1)
2880. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of three 2-die sets of Lyman reloading dies. Included are 244/6mm Remington, 223 Remington,
and 300 Savage dies. All are in excellent condition save some light specks of surface oxidation on the 300 Sav. dies. (45953-49B)
2881. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of four sets of reloading dies. Included are two sets of Lyman 270 Winchester 2-die sets, one 2die set of Lyman 250 Savage and one 2-die set of Herters 243 Winchester dies. All are in very good to excellent condition, some may not
be in their original boxes. (45953-49A)
2882. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of three sets of 2-die reloading dies. Included are a set of RCBS 7mm Weatherby Mag, one set of
RCBS 7mm Remington Mag. and one set of Eagle 7mm Remington Mag. All are in excellent condition. (45953-50A)
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2883. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of four sets of reloading dies. Included are a set of Hornady 2-die set of 225 Winchester, one 2-die set
of RCBS 22-250, one RCBS 223 Remington seating die and one 2-die set of RCBS 17 Remington. All are in excellent condition. (45953-50B)
2884. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of three sets of reloading dies. Included are a 2-die RCBS set of 7x65R dies, a 3-die set of Redding
7.92x33 Kurtz dies and a 2-die set of 6.5x57R dies. All are in excellent condition. (45953-51A)
2885. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of three sets of pistol reloading dies. First is a 3-die set of Lyman 9mm Luger dies. Next is a 3-die
set of Bair Cub 45 ACP dies. Lastly is a Lyman 45 ACP sizing die. All are in excellent condition. (45953-51B)
2886. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of three sets of reloading dies. Included are a 2-die set of Pacific 30-30 dies in a Lee box, a 2-die
set of Lee 6.5x55 dies and a 2-die set of CH 257 Weatherby Mag dies in a Pacific box. All are in excellent condition. (45953-51C)
2887. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of eight assorted rifle cartridge sizing dies. Included are: 7mm Mag, 220 Swift, 250-3000, 22K
Hornet, 8mm (Mauser?) and three unmarked dies. All are in very good condition with varying amounts of gray patina and areas of light
oxidation. Some retain their lock rings and included is a wood black stand for storage. (45953-7)
2888. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of fired 45 Auto Rim brass by Remington with about 140 pieces included. Also Included are about
35 pieces of 45 ACP brass mostly by Federal. All are in excellent condition and ready to be cleaned and loaded. (45953-40)
2889. COLLECTIBLE BOX LOT This lot consists of vintage two-piece box for a Ruger Blackhawk. The box features a yellow top with black
Ruger “phoenix” with red wreath border logo that has some moderate flaking and peeling at one corner and light scuffs and mild foxing
throughout. The bottom section is black and holds wax paper in its interior. The box measures 14” x 6” and is 2” high. The label reads “
‘BLACKHAWK’ / .30 CARBINE CAL. REVOLVER / Catalog no. BKH31 7 1/2” Bbl. / STURM, RUGER & CO., INC. / SOUTHPORT, CONN.
U.S.A.”. A very useable box for a desirable firearm. (45953-65C)
2890. COLLECTIBLE BOX LOT This lot consists of an original, black hinge-lid Colt Singe Action Army box. Similar to the box issued with
2nd Generation examples this classic box is in very good condition with some light flaking and wear at the corners and along the edges.
The gold embossed lettering on the lid and lettering and Rampant Colt logo are both faint and there is no label present. The interior has
wear marks consistent with the Single Action Army exposed hammer but is overall solid. A very good box for your vintage Single Action
Army revolver. (45953-65A)
2891. COLLECTIBLE BOX LOT This lot consists of a vintage Colt hinge-lid box for a 6” Colt Officer’s Model Target model revolver. The black
outer veneer is fading to a plum purple and has some minor to moderate flaking with some loss separation to the edges and corners on
the non-labeled side, the front edge has a small tear on the top portion. The label is nearly all intact and has some light flaking and loss
on the edges and corners. The label reads “Target Heavy Barrel Patridge Sight / 6 Colt Officer’s Model Revolver .38 / Wood Blue.”. The
interior has some light foxing and staining but rates very good overall. The bottom appears to be factory numbered “599992”. A classic
old handgun box in need of a correct and worthy Officers Model to be housed in it. (45953-65B)
2892. SHOOTERS LOT This lot consists of 20 assorted shooting related items. First are three metal pocket handwarmers with cases. The first
two use liquid fuel and are made by Mikado and Compre, the third is not maker marked but uses solid fuel sticks. Next is a partial box of
A-Line Academy fuels sticks for soild fuels heaters with about 10 sticks remaining. Next are two rolls of black 1” square target pasters.
The seventh item is a Pro-Lok Gunlok for pistols with instruction sheet, pins and keys. Eighth is a small Omni pin-on ball compass. Ninth
is a brass, West German made clip on compass. Tenth is a small black plastic Field Siren whistle. Next are two small leather cartridge belt
holders, each capable of holding six pistol rounds 32-38 caliber. Next are three size small cartridge belts, two leather with 22 LR loops
and one canvas with shotshell loops. The 16th item is a brown Bucheimer 10X zippered pistol case that measures about 13” long. Next
is an unmarked black right hand nylon belt holster to fit a 4-6” barrel small frame revolver, with retention strap. The 18th item is a black
right hand nylon belt holster by Uncle Mikes, size 2 with a top flap. Next is a size 44 canvas shotgunner’s shooting vest by Duxback. Lastly
is a size medium right hand shooting vest by 10-X. It is gray cotton with tan leather shoulder and left arm rest pads and rubber elbow
pads. All items are in near excellent condition and have been used but are still very serviceable. (45953-59A)
2893. LOT OF LEATHERGOODS This lot consists of 20 leather holsters, slings and other items. First is a brown leather military gator that
is missing the top strap. Next are eight sporting and military holsters including a tan Bucheimer Defender for a small revolver, a black JayPee top-flap belt holster, a U.S. M1905 brown flap holster for the 1911 pistol, a second black Jay-Pee belt holster, a brown Bucheimer
belt holster for 4-6” 22 LR pistols, a brown leather Hunter belt holster for up to 7 1/2 single action revolvers, an unmarked brown western
style belt holster and a custom shoulder holster for small revolvers. Next are two military pouches, one is tan leather with two pouches,
the other green canvas with several small compartments. The remainder is an assortment of leather and canvas military and sporting slings.
All items are in very good condition, most are useable and some may need a small amount of attention. (45953-59B)
2894. LOT OF RELOADING WADS This lot consists of an assortment of 12 and 20 gauge wads for shotshell reloading including eight
containers in total. Included are five boxes of Alcan wads, three 20 gauge and two 12 gauge, two bags of Remington 20 gauge Power
piston wads and one bag of 12 gauge AA wads. All are in excellent condition. (45953-2,3)
2895. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of a vintage Saeco lead melting furnace. The furnace seems to be in about very good condition
with light to moderate surface oxidation throughout. It features a variable temperature control from 450-850 degrees. The pot is roughly
3 1/4" in diameter and features a bottom pour spout, the mounting screw is missing for the handle pivot. An excellent accessory for the
home caster. **Extra Shipping Will Apply** (45953-54)
2896. TRIUS TRAP LOT This lot consists of a Trius Model E56 clay thrower. This classic trap is in excellent condition and appears to be functioning. It is mounted to a “T” shaped wood base and is ready to toss some clay birds downrange. (45953-67)
2897. AMMO CAN LOT This lot consists of four M193 green ammo cans in excellent condition. Two
have red paint added and there are areas of light surface oxidation present. (45953-61A)
2899
2898. AMMO CAN LOT This lot consists of four green M193 ammo cans in excellent condition.
Two have red paint added and there are areas of light surface oxidation present. (45953-61B)
2899. FRENCH SHOOTING MEDAL This lot consists of one octagonal French shooting medal
measuring 34mm in diameter and minted in solid coin silver. The obverse bears a high relief
heraldic shield showing a three-towered castle over an oared galleon under sail, beneath which
lay crossed early rifles and flowing banners. Between the butts of the rifles, the date of 1846 is
visible in tiny raised numerals as well as the name "E. ROGAT", likely the designer of the medal.
An inscription surrounds the shield reading "ANCIENNE ARQUEBUSE DE PARIS". The reverse
bears the inscription "CERCLE DES CARABINIERS/1840" surrounded by oak leaves on the left
side and laurel leaves on the right. Overall condition is XF with sharp crisp detail and showing
scattered light dings and peck marks. Protected surfaces show pleasing dark toning. An interesting French shooting medal with two somewhat conflicting dates. (1x144056-13I)
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2900. WHITETAIL MOUNT This is a custom mount on pedestal base of a typical 10 point whitetail deer.
The deer's tip to tip measurement is 12 1/2" with an outside spread of 20". There are four tines on
the viewer's left and six on the right. The deer sits on a custom hardwood base that has a steel shaft
for the mount to securely rest on which allows it to be swiveled in any direction. The round base
has a 23" diameter with a 12"X12"X36" raised panel midsection with 18"X18"X1 3/4" top. The
pedestal has a dark walnut finish and is handsomely crafted and with the mount in place measures almost 78" tall. (107820-10) [Please note: crating and freight shipping will apply]
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2901. FULL FOX MOUNT
Features a striding fox over
a woodland cover base
measuring 38"X18"X28". The
fox is depicted in casual stride
with bushy tail fully extended. The
hide remains in very good condition
and the colors are still strong. The
custom oak base is topped with
small rocks, pieces of logs, moss
and a deer skull. It is a good
representation of a natural wildlife scene and
remains in excellent
condition. (107858-2)
[Please note: crating
and freight shipping will apply]

2902. FULL COYOTE MOUNT Features a perched coyote over a woodland cover base measuring 38"x18"X46". The coyote is perched on a
large rock with ears pinned upward as if sensing danger or sizing up its
next meal. The colors of the hide are still bold and the pelt remains full.
The custom oak base is topped with various sized rocks, pieces of log,
moss and other vegetation and remains in excellent condition. (1078583) [Please note: crating and freight shipping will apply]

2902

2903. WH ITETAI L MOU NT This is a traditional style mount of a
typical 8 point whitetail deer with 5 3/4" tip to tip and 15 1/2"
outside spread measurements. The deer's neck is turned to the
viewer's right and its head points sharply downwards. The hair
appears matted in some spots but the mount remains in very
good to excellent condition. (107858-7E) [Please note: crating
and extra shipping will apply]
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2904
2905

2906

2904. WH ITETAI L MOU NT This
is a quartered mount of a non-typical 9
point whitetail deer with 12" tip to tip
and 17 1/2" outside spread measurements. There is a 4 3/4" spike on the right
side protruding before the main beam. The
deer's head looks to the viewer's left and the
mounting block is on the right side of the neck. The
left side base of the neck is covered with a piece of
tan leather and is attached with large brass head
upholstery tacks. (107858-7L) [Please note: crating
and extra shipping will apply]
2905. WHITETAIL MOUNT This is a quartered mount
of a typical 7 point whitetail deer with 8 3/4" tip to tip and 14
1/4” outside spread measurements. The deer's head looks to the
viewer's right and the mounting block is on the left side. The right
side base of the neck is covered with tan colored leather attached with
large brass head upholstery tacks. The hair is lifting in spots and may be
able to be retrained to lay flat and this mount remains in very good plus condition. (107858-7A) [Please note: crating and extra shipping will apply]
2906. WHITETAIL MOUNT This is a traditional mount of a typical 8 point whitetail
deer with 6 5/8" tip to tip and 15" outside spread measurements. The forward facing mount
remains in excellent condition. (107858-7I) [Please note: crating and extra shipping will apply]
2907. WHITETAIL MOUNT This is a traditional style mount of a typical 8 point whitetail deer with
18 3/4" tip to tip and 21 1/2" outside spread measurements. The mount turns towards the viewer's right
side and remains in excellent condition. (107858-7B) [Please note: crating and extra shipping will apply]
2908. WHITETAIL MOUNT This is a traditional
forward facing mount of a typical 8 point whitetail deer with 3 1/4" tip to tip and 13 1/4" outside spread measurements. The deer's head
tips slightly towards the viewer's right side
and the antlers are loose but remain affixed to
2908
the mount. The neck and head appear massive in comparison to the antlers and this
mount remains in overall very good condition. (107858-7D) [Please note: crating and
extra shipping will apply]

2907
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2909. W H ITETA I L M O U NT
This is a traditional style mount of
a typical 8 point whitetail deer with
7" tip to tip and 17 3/4 outside spread.
The rack on this mount balances beautifully
and the deer turns slightly towards the viewer's
right side. This is a handsome mount in overall excellent
condition. (107858-7F) [Please Note: crating and extra
shipping will apply]
2910. WHITETAIL MOUNT This is a traditional style
mount of a typical 9 point whitetail deer with 11 1/2" tip to
tip and 17" outside spread measurements. There are five
tines on the right side, four on the left and the mount turns
towards the viewer's left side. This is a handsome looking deer
mount in overall excellent condition. (107858-7C) [Please note:
crating and extra shipping will apply]
2911. S. NEWHOUSE BEAR TRAP A No. 15 trap with 4" pan
that reads "S. Newhouse / No. 15 / Oneida Community N.Y." with 11"
offset tooth jaw and 12" forged heavy link chain. The trap has a flat black
enamel finish with some scattered spots of surface oxidation along the
working parts. The trap measures 34" overall with springs spread and remains in
excellent condition. (107558-13)

2911

2912

2913

2912. S. NEWHOUSE BEAR TRAP A
No. 50 trap with 3 7/8" pan that reads "S.
Newhouse / No. 50 / Kenwood N.Y." with a 9" toothed jaw and 20" heavy link
forged chain. The trap is an overall brown oxidation colored patina with
scattered spots of active oxidation and light pitting. The trap appears complete and remains
in very good overall condition. (107558-11)
2913. S. NEWHOUSE BEAR TRAP A
No. 150 trap with 4" pan that reads "S.
Newhouse / No. 150 / Kenwood N.Y." with a
9" jaw with offset teeth and 12" heavy linked
forged chain. The trap remains an overall brown oxidation colored patina with spots of
scattered light pitting. The bottom has been punch dot marked "ZAR" and the trap
remains in very good overall condition. (107558-12)
2914. VI NTAG E HAN DCU FFS This lot includes a set of H&R Arms Company handcuffs with key. These
are vintage U.S.A. made double lock cuffs that retain about 80% nickel plate with some loss to wear and the
balance flaking. There are patches of fine oxidation staining and they have a 2 1/2" pivoting hinge chain. Both
locks function and these cuffs remain in very good condition. (107241-147Y) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2915. U.S. FLAG This lot includes a 5'x9 1/2' 48 star American flag. The flag has spots of mildew staining
most visible along the white material. The stars are stitched in place and this flag remains in very good plus
condition. (106267-4)
2916. LUDWIG BUGLE This lot includes a regulation bugle measuring 17 1/2" overall with a 4 1/2" diameter
bell. The brass plated finish is starting to fade and there are spots of light oxidation staining near all over. The key
slide moves stiffly and should be greased so it does not seize as the mouthpiece has. This neat, likely WWII era
bugle may have some stories of its own. (107536-100)
2917. LEATHER JUG This lot includes a large leather hand stitched jug measuring 9 1/4" in diameter and 10
1/4" to the start of the taper and stands 19 1/4" tall at the spout. The jug has a leather carry handle attached with four brass rivets that
are a dark brown color. There are two leather spaces that fit over the neck and a repaired leather cap that is mostly dried and crazed. This
vintage well crafted jug appears to once have transported black powder and remains in overall very good condition. (107536-28)
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2918. VERY RARE U.S. 1903 SPRINGFIELD FLATTOP HANDGUARD WALNUT HANDGUARD
2918
measuring 15 7/16" overall, with an oil rubbed finish. The
handguard is a dark russet brown color with light handling marks. This early style flattop handguard is for use
on rifles produced between 1905 and 1909. There are no
visible markings on the item and it remains in near excellent condition. (107244-27A)
2919. LOT OF PEWTER AND BRASS DUCKS This lot includes three trinket boxes in the form of ducks to include two 6"X4"3" and one
8"X6"X4" two piece hollow body boxes. The bodies are pewter with stamp cut brass wings, feet, tail feathers, and eyes. There are made
in Hong Kong stickers on the bottom of the two smaller ducks and they remain in very good condition. (107536-33)
2920. COMPASS LOT This lot includes four compasses. First is a Superior Magneto Corp. compass with OD green canvas case in good
working condition. Second is a Taylor pocket watch style compass with the letters U.S.C.E. engraved in the cover in overall very good condition. Third is a Waltham pocket watch style brass compass engraved with U.S. in good condition. Fourth is a Wittnauer pocket watch
style compass with U.S. engraved on the cover in very good condition. (107283-7H)
2921. WINCHESTER RELOADING TOOL This lot includes a Model 1891 full length resizing tool in 38-56 complete with decapper pin
and recapping rod. The metal surfaces are a mixture of faded blue and gunmetal grey with spots of flaking heaviest on the undersides of
the handles. The markings remain crisp and this tool remains in very good condition. (106801-40)
2922. WINCHESTER RELOADING TOOL This lot includes a Model 1882 reloading tool in 38 W.C.F. complete with decapping pin. The
metal surfaces retain about 40% blue finish with overall light oxidation staining and some silvering along the high edges and contact points.
There are several light peen marks, most of which are located along the left side flat and the markings remain crisp and legible. A nice
example overall. (106801-38)
2923. WINCHESTER RELOADING TOOL This lot includes a Model 1882 reloading tool missing the decapping pin in 38 W.C.F. The metal
surfaces are mostly a dull metal patina with traces of blue still visible along the body. There are scattered spots of fine oxidation staining with
a spot or two of light pinprick pitting along the handles. There are several light impact marks and the initials J.E. with 1936 have been punch
dot engraved along the right side of the body. The markings remain crisp and this tool is in about very good condition. (106801-38A)
2924. WINCHESTER RELOADING TOOL This lot includes a Model 1882 reloading tool missing the decapping pin in 32 W.C.F. The metal
surfaces are mostly an even brown color patina with a few spots blending dull gunmetal grey. There are several light peen marks along
both sides of the body. The markings remain crisp and this tool remains in very good condition. (106801-38B)
2925. WINCHESTER RELOADING TOOL This lot includes a Model 1882 reloading tool missing the decapping pin in 44 W.C.F. The metal
surfaces are a mix of even brown and pewter color patinas with spots of light fine oxidation staining and several tiny patches of pinprick
pitting. The body show several light peen marks and the maker marks remain crisp. A nice example overall. (106801-38C)
2926. WINCHESTER RELOADING TOOL This lot includes a Model 1888 reloading tool missing the decapping pin in 45 Gov. The metal
surfaces are mostly a plum color patina with spots of light fine oxidation staining near all over. There are several light impact marks in the
body and along the top half of the left handle. The maker marks remain crisp and this tool is in very good condition. (106801-39)
2927. IDEAL COMBINATION LOADING TOOL This Lot includes a No. 6 loading tool with adjustable chamber complete with decapping
pin in 38-55 M. The metal surfaces retain near all of their nickel finish with a couple of small spots of flaking at the sprue cutter and along
the handles. The mould is for a four groove flat nose bullet and remains clean. There is an added washer to the sprue screw the body of
the tool shows several light impact and usage marks but remains in very good condition. (106801-42)
2928. IDEAL COMBINATION LOADING TOOL This lot includes a No.6 loading tool missing the decapping pin in 38-40. The metal
surfaces are an even brown patina with light impact marks and spots of pinprick pitting along the body and handles. The sprue cutter is
missing and the maker markings are slightly washed out but legible. (106801-42A)
2929. IDEAL COMBINATION LOADING TOOL This lot includes a No. 6 loading tool in 25-20 R with 5 groove conical shape mould
missing the decapping pin. The tool retains about 40% flaking nickel finish with scattered light fine oxidation staining and light usage marks
near all over and the tool remains in good overall condition. (106801-42B)
2930. LOT OF WINCHESTER BULLET MOLDS This lot includes two Model 1894 bullet moulds. First is a four-groove conical shape flat
nose mould in 38-55. The metal surfaces retain 70% faded blue finish with spots of light fine oxidation staining. There are light impact
marks along the backside seam of the mold and the sprue cutter screw shows minor slot damage. The show minor usage marks and this
mold remains in excellent condition with a clean cavity. Second is a two-groove flat nose mould in 44 W.C.F. missing its wooden handles.
The mould is mostly a plum color patina with spots of dull gunmetal grey. There is light impact marks along the body and the marking are
still crisp. The cavity is clean and the mold remains in very good condition. (106801- 37)
2931. LOT OF WINCHESTER BULLET MOULDS This lot includes two Model 1894 bullet molds. First is a two-groove flat nose mould
in 38 W.C.F. The mold is mostly a plum color with spots of oxidation staining and light pitting near all over. The cavity remains clean and
the wooden handles show light usage marks. Second is a three-groove flat nose mold in 60-65. The mould retains 85% blue finish with
scattered spots of fine oxidation staining. The top of the cavity has light oxidation and there are several light impact marks scattered about
the head. The handles have light use marks and these molds remain in very good condition. (106801-37A)
2932. LOT OF WINCHESTER BULLET MOULDS This lot includes two Model 1894 bullet moulds in 32 W.C.F. The first mold retains
85% blue finish with spots of light fine oxidation staining and silvering along the high edges heaviest at the sprue cutter handle. The cavity
remains clean and the matching wooden handles show light use marks. The second mould retains about 40% fading and flaking blue with
overall oxidation staining and spots of light fine pinprick pitting. The handles are mis-matched, and the cavity remains clean. These moulds
are in good to very good condition. (106801-37B)
2933. WINCHESTER RELOADING TOOL This lot includes a Model 1894 reloading tool in 38-55, missing the decapping pin. The tool is
mostly a dark pewter color patina with spots of oxidation staining near all over. The markings remain crisp and this tool is in good overall
condition. (106801-41)
2934. WINCHESTER RELOADING TOOL This lot includes a Model 1894 reloading tool in 30 W.C.F. missing the decapping pin. The tool
is a mixture of flaking blue and pewter patinas with crisp markings and is in overall very good condition. (106801-41A)
2935. WINCHESTER RELOADING TOOL This lot includes a Model 1894 reloading tool in 38-55 complete with decapping pin. The tool
is mostly a plum color patina with pewter undertones. There are spots of fine oxidation staining and pinprick pitting. The tool remains in
overall very good working condition. (106801-41B)
2936. LOT OF SHOT BAGS This lot includes two plain leather shot bags with No. 60 style lever charger. First is a 1 lb. bag that is not maker
marked, with overall light scratches and scuffs in the leather, and has a few spots of stitching that is starting to fray but remains intact.
Second is a 3 lb. shot bag that is not maker marked with overall scratches, scuffs, and areas where the leather is cracking. The stitching
remains tight and these bags are in overall very good condition. (107536-41, 47)
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2937. LEATHER SHOT BAG This lot includes a 5 lb. bag with No. 60 style lever charger and lanyard loop. There is a game scene embossed
on the front of the bag and the leather is dry and crazed in areas but remains supple. The charger is an overall dark mustard color patina
and still functions well and this bag remains in good overall working condition. (107536-48)
2938. POWDER HORN This lot includes a 9" powder horn with wood base and brass charger. The Irish style charger is unmarked and the
horn has a dark lacquer finish and remains in excellent condition. (107536-29)
2939. POWDER HORN This lot includes a 14 1/2" powder horn with wooden base missing the spout plug. The horn is a lovely mix of yellow
and browns with a nicely fitted wood bottom fastened in place with tacks and remains in very good overall condition. (107536-26)
2940. LOT OF POWDER HORNS This lot includes two modern arrangements. First is a 9 1/2" horn with unmarked screw off brass charger
and flat wooden base. The brass charger is affixed by three screws and the base is secured with upholstery tacks. Second is an 11 1/2"
powder horn with unmarked fixed brass charger and fancy carved wood base. The charger and base are attached with brass tacks and
a short hang chain is included with both horns. A nice lot of modern black powder accessories. (107536-31, 32)
2941. LOT OF POWDER HORNS This lot includes three contemporary powder horns. First is a 6" horn with wood base missing its stopper
in good overall condition. Second is a 10 1/2" with large wooden base horn missing the neck and stopper in fair overall condition. Third
is a fancy horn with geometric patterned engraving measuring 9" with green painted wooden base missing its stopper in overall very good
condition. (107536-25, 27, 30)
2942. BATTY FLASK This lot includes an 1851 dated flask with adjustable fireproof charger and patent top with inside spring. The flask measures 8" overall with an Indian game scene on the front and plain back (identical to flask #993 in Riling's book). The flask has moderate
dents on the backside flat, with small split in the seam along the left side. The keepers are modern replacements and the spring does not
function. The copper flask has turned a deep bronze brown and remains in overall about good condition. (107536-49)
2943. AMERICAN FLASK & CAP CO. This lot includes a 10 1/2" fluted bronze powder flask with adjustable fireproof charger and patent
top with inside spring. The brass top has toned dark ochre and all parts work smoothly. There are four keepers along the sides of the flask
and the seams remain tight. Aside from a few small dings, this flask remains in very good plus condition. (107536-42)
2944. BATTY PEACE FLASK This lot includes a 9" flask with patent top and fireproof adjustable charger. The flask has a 20 star oval pattern
design front and back, with triangle keeps intact and tight seams. A screw is missing from the throat and there are several small dings
scattered about. The charger is stuck in place but all other parts function freely. An about very good example overall. (107536-44)
2945. UNMARKED FLASK This lot includes an unmarked floral pattern flask with common top and adjustable charger. There are four keepers and tight seams with floral pattern on both sides of the flask. There are several small dings in this 8" flask and it remains in very good
overall condition. (107536-45)
2946. LOT OF POWDER FLASKS This lot includes two unmarked powder flasks. First is a 7 1/2" oval flask with what appears to be a silver-plated body with a No. 60 style lever charger. The charger has been soft soldered onto the neck and does not always function smoothly. There are several dings and dents but the seam remains tight. Second is a copper flask with common top and adjustable fireproof charger. The flask measures 7 1/2" with four keepers and has a tight seam. There are multiple dings and dents and a screw is missing from the
neck. These flasks are in about good overall condition. (107536-43, 46)
2947. JAMES DIXON AND SONS FLASK This lot includes a nickel-plated 16 oz., flask measuring 7"X4 3/4"X1" with overall shallow
dents and is maker marked along the bottom edge. The cap and hanger are present and the initials “WAT” are engraved at the left front
top corner. A nice period flask sure to hold enough libations to keep one warm while ice fishing. (107536-51)
2948. POWDER FLASK This lot includes a spear shaped copper powder flask measuring 6"X7 1/2"
with a 3/4"X3 1/2" spout. There are scattered geometric designs and a 1 1/4"
raised star on the face with a serrated seam that remains tight. There are two
2949
keepers with 3/4" diameter rings and a leather string for a hanger is attached.
This is an interesting flask in overall very good condition. (107536-50)
2949. HI POWER HOLSTER This lot includes an FN P640b holster with
Geco marking on top cover. This hard sided style black leather holster
shows overall light scratches and scuffs on its surface and has tight stitching
with all straps in place. The belt loops appear to have been re-stitched. This
holster remains in excellent condition. (107865-44A)
2950. P.08 HOLSTER This lot includes a brown colored hard sided style holster for a P.08 pistol
with unmarked aftermarket wood base magazine and takedown tool. The holster has been lightly
restored with re-stitched seams. Interestingly the closure strap has been relocated to the side of the holster.
The holster is numbered “7483” in ink along the back top corner and has an Erfurt 1915 stamp on the inside flap
as well as two additional markings: "B-AIX / 1916" and "FAR9"? in ink. The magazine is unmarked with a nickel body
that has overall light oxidation staining and remains in about good condition. The included takedown tool is unmarked
with a spot of oxidation at the top and remains in good overall condition. (107865-49A)
2951. LOT OF HOLSTERS This lot contains two military style flap holsters. First is a D.R.G.M. marked holster likely
for a Mauser HSc pistol. The brown leather holster shows overall light scratches and scuffmarks and the magazine pocket
has been removed. The leather remains supple and the holster still has some life left in it. Second is a d/c 43 with eagle clutching
swastika marked P35P holster. The leather is soft and supple with overall scratches, scuff marks and various carvings. The stitching has popped
in places and looks replaced in others. These holsters are in good to near very good condition. (107865-24A, 47A)
2952. HOLSTER LOT This lot includes a two tone brown and tan leather flap holster for a Browning model 1922 style pistol. The holster is
marked in ink along the inside flap but has faded and smudged over the years leaving it very difficult to decipher. The stitching has popped
in a couple of places but remains mostly tight and there are a few scattered scratches and scuff marks visible as well. A FN 7.65mm marked
blued finish magazine is included with this holster and both items are in overall very good condition. (107865-26A)
2953. P.38 HOLSTER This lot includes a black cowhide hardshell holster with aftermarket magazine. The holster is marked joa / 1943 with
Waffenamt /WaA77 and P.38 along the back with no other visible markings. The holster appears complete with tight stitching and expected
light handling marks. The magazine has a blued finish and is unmarked and both items are in excellent condition. (107865-42A)
2954. TOKAREV HOLSTER This lot includes an unmarked shoulder holster and magazine likely for a Chinese Tokarev pistol. The stitching
is mis-matched and of different colors and fibers. The shoulder straps appear to have been relocated along the back and the holster is
lined with a bright blue corduroy. The leather remains supple with very few handling marks visible and the holster remains in overall very
good condition. The magazine is unmarked with a blue finish and is in excellent condition. (107865-48A)
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2955. HI POWER HOLSTER This lot includes a brown leather flap holster with “ftc / 1941” and (Waffenamt) / WaA182 markings along the
front flap behind the closure strap. There are overall light scratches and scuff marks consistent with use and the stitching remains tight.
This is a very good condition holster, which would pair well with your wartime Hi-power. (107865-60B)
2956. REPRODUCTION 1860 ARMY HOLSTER RIG This lot includes a holster, belt and cartridge pouch. The belt measures 45" in
length with reproduction eagle belt plate. The holster appears to be missing a dime-sized medallion and these items remain in very good
overall condition. (107865-8A)
2957. HOLSTER LOT This lot includes three items. First is a tan colored flap holster with aftermarket magazine for a CZ 52 pistol. The leather
shows overall light scratches and scuff marks. The stitching remains tight and there is a spot of mildew staining along the flap. The aftermarket magazine appears unused. Second is a brown leather flap holster with two unmarked magazines, cleaning rod, and takedown tool
for a Lahti pistol. The holster has the name “Sundin” written in ink on the inside flap with overall light wear consistent with use and what
appears to be oil staining spots near all over. The blued magazines have strong springs and are in good working order. The cleaning rod
and takedown tool are unmarked have spots of light fine oxidation staining. Third is a brown leather magazine pouch with “(crown) / K.3”
marking on flap. The inside of the pouch is separated with a small brass rod and spring loaded brass keepers and has overall light oil and
mildew staining. The items in this lot range in condition from good to near excellent. (107865-60A)
2958. LOT OF MILITARY HOLSTERS This lot includes two items. First is a tan colored heavy canvas open top holster for a No. 2 Enfield
revolver. The holster has overall light ingrained dirt staining and has faded in color. The stitching remains tight and a wire cleaning rod is
included. Second is a U.S. marked Model 1917 revolver holster. This holster is not maker marked and remains in excellent condition.
(107865-6A, 13A)
2959. P.38 HOLSTER This lot includes an interestingly marked black leather hard shell holster and aftermarket magazine for a P.38 pistol.
The holster is “gcx / 1942” marked with “WaAb17 (Waffenamt)” near the belt loops and a very interesting double stamped “P 38” marking
in the right upper corner of the backside. The inner strap is present and the holsters stitching remains tight. There are overall light scratches
and scuff marks and an unmarked blue finished magazine is included. The items in this lot are in very good condition. (107865-45)
2960. RELOADING LOT This lot includes two items. First is a B.G.I. Co., powder scoop with wooden handle. The brass scoop has been
crudely repaired with soft solder reattaching it to the handle. It is no longer adjustable, as the repair seems to have soldered its adjuster
in place. Second is a complete Lee hand loader set in 270 Win., complete with box and manual, in excellent condition. (107536-103, 108)
2961. LOT OF GUN LEATHER This lot includes seven right hand holsters in a variety of sizes and configurations. First are three leather
inside the pants holsters for small frame automatics that include a Safari Land No. 153, Bucheimer No. 14C2-BR and an unmarked holster,
all in very good condition. Second are two medium frame automatic holsters, one Bianchi model X15 shoulder style and one high rise
Safari Land No. 2, both in excellent condition. Third is a military style, leather flap holster likely for a Mauser style pistol that is dated 1942
with Waffenamt near the closure pin. The holster remains in very good condition. Fourth is a Thompson Center Arms shoulder holster in
excellent condition. (107283-7I)
2962. LOT OF WEB GEAR This lot includes 10 items. First are two canteen covers one is U.S. marked and made of a tan colored canvas
like material the other is OD green and made of a synthetic material both in good condition. Second is a small faded OD green U.S. marked
cartridge pouch in good overall condition. Third is a padded flyer’s helmet bag by S&S Garment Mfg. Co., in excellent condition. Third are
three assorted OD green canvas field packs in an assortment of configurations, all measuring roughly 12"X9", in good condition. Fourth
is a U.S. Navy Mark IV gasmask and carry bag. The mask appears complete and remains in excellent condition. The OD green U.S. marked
bag rates very good overall. Fifth is a U.S. marked trenching tool, likely WWII era, in excellent condition. Sixth is a custom U.S. M3 fighting
knife. This fighting knife measures 13 1/4" overall with a jeweled 8 3/8" blade that has been lengthened and held together with an
unknown bonding agent. The blades edge has been ground and the leather washer handle is complete and rates good overall. This is an
interesting custom knife in good overall condition. (107283-6, 8)
2963. LEATHER DUTY BELT This lot includes a Don Hume black leather basket weave style belt for a size 38" waist. The belt comes with
an H216 black basket weave holster, (2) D410 cartridge holders and a Safari Land No. 80 cartridge holder. These items are in very good
to near excellent condition. (107536-99)
2964. HOLSTER RIG This lot includes a russet brown color basket weave style Viking right hand holster rig No. 1221 marked “45-XL” on
inside flap. The matching Viking holster is marked “Ruger 6 1/2 Blackhawk” on the attaching flap. The leather remains supple and all stitching is tight. A very attractive six shooter rig with 30 cartridge loops of which 29 are filled with 45 Colt fired brass. (107536-97)
2965. DUPONT POWDER CAN this lot includes a 1 lb. Super Fine FFg powder can. The can retains 95% of its red enamel finish and has
a complete black and white illustrated label. There is an area of liquid staining at the top left corner of the label and several light chips in
the enamel around the top seam. There are three small impressions on the back, a white sticker on the bottom that reads "7553 5H" and
the screw on cap is present. A very good can overall. (107636-39)
2966. DUPONT POWDER CAN This lot includes A Super Fine FFg 1lb powder can. The can retains near 90% of its red enamel finish and
its entire stuck on black and white illustrated label remains intact. The brass screw in cap is present and there is a sticker on the bottom
that reads "7553 5H" in very good condition. (107536-37)
2967. AMERICAN FLASK & CAP CO., FLASK This plain body flask measures 9 1/2" tall with adjustable fireproof top. The body has
several light impressions and is missing three of the four hangers. The seam is nearly entirely split and this would make a great project
piece for a handy tinkerer. (107807-5A)
2968. COLLECTORS LOT This lot includes a vintage ammo case, ammunition boxes and some vintage shotshells. First are two full one-piece
boxes of Peters 20 ga., 2 3/4" No. 6 shot paper hull shotshells. The shotshells are in good overall condition with some of the brass showing
light tarnish. The boxes remain complete with overall scuffing and rounded corners. Second is a two-piece box of Remington Nitro Express
Buck Shot Loads. This box is in fair condition showing numerous repairs, scuffs, and tears. It houses 26 assorted configured paper hull
shotshells in fair condition. Third is a partial 20 round two piece box of U.M.C. 45-70-405 center fire cartridges. The box is in poor condition
with most of its labels missing, split seams, tape repairs, and has writing in red ink on the bottom. There are six cartridges with overall dark
colored brass and spots of varying oxidation. Fourth is an outer sleeve of a Western Bear box that is missing the end flaps with writing in
wax pencil on the illustrated cover. Fifth is a full five round box of Remington Express paper hull 16 ga., 2 9/16", rifled slugs in excellent
condition. Seventh is a full 50 round box of Remington Kleanbore 32 S&W, 88 gr., lead bullets in overall good condition. The cartridges
have varying amounts of light oxidation and the box has two separated inner flaps that are present. Last is a wooden ammunition crate
measuring 14 1/2"X9 1/2"X9" with the Remington Express Logo on the sides. The crate is lettered with red and green text and is missing
its cover but remains in excellent condition. (107807-3)
2969. M1 CARBINE ACCESSORIES This lot includes four items. First is a Korean War era canvas "Leg Case". This case has four pockets
with draw strap closures with brass hardware. It is maker marked on the inside flap but the markings are faded and hard to decipher. It
appears to have repaired stitching in areas, as the colors do not match. The case remains in very good condition. Second is a brass oiler
and plastic bottle of rifle cleaner both in excellent condition. Third are two 15 round magazines. One is wrapped in cosmoline the other is
UN marked and comes with a rubber dust cover. Fourth is a 1943 dated U.S. marked magazine pouch by Appleton Awning Shop in excellent condition. (107807-1)
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2970. LOT OF GUN GEAR This lot includes two holsters and three pistol rugs and a leather cartridge pouch. First are three padded zippered
pistol rugs two for medium size and one for a large size handgun all in very good condition. Second are two leather flap holsters for a small
frame revolver. The holster show overall light scuffing and wear marks from use and the leather is somewhat dry but still supple. Third is
a tooled leather cartridge pouch for holding a box of shotshells and is in overall very good condition. (107807-4)
2971. DUPONT POWDER CAN This lot includes an 8 oz. Sporting Rifle Powder Number 80 can with green paper wrap around label. The
can is complete with appropriate cap and is dent free. There are areas that have light oxidation around the filler and under the label. The
label is nearly complete, missing only a small sliver along the front top edge. There are spots of what looks like oil staining and a few scattered scuff marks as well. This is an overall about very good example. (107536-36)
2972. E.I. DUPONT POWDER CAN LOT This lot includes three cans. First is a red painted 1 lb. Superfine Fg can. The red painted can
with black and white affixed label shows minor spots of flaking and areas of light oxidation. The label is nearly fully intact missing a small
sliver along the left side with multiple spots of staining around the edges. Second is a 7 oz. keg style can with green enamel finish with
affixed labels. The top illustrated dog label is worn and stained making it difficult to read. The bottom label is crisp and legible. There is a
large dent at the top left side near the spout and the screw on cap is missing. Third is a 7 oz. keg style can missing its labels and with
green enamel finish. The can remains in very good condition with screw-on cap present. The top label is missing and the enamel is crazing
throughout nearly the entire surface. The bottom appears to have been distressed to match the top. (107536-40)
2973. OAK GUN STANDS This lot includes 21 stands. The stands measure roughly 3 1/2" long by 2 3/4" tall and have a felt lined bean
shape for receiving a portion of a firearm to rest on for display purposes. The stands are in excellent condition and would make a nice
addition to any firearms display. (107558-15)
2974. COLLECTORS LOT This lot includes three items. First is a set of August Buermann cavalry spurs. The spurs are missing all of the
leather straps but retain the buckles and are “U.S. / A.B.” marked along the inside edge. Second is a cast bronze belt buckle with "Southern
Cross" wrapped in oak leaf measuring 2 3/4"X2 3/8" that has toned a dark bronze or almost black color in places. Third is an unmarked
pocket size brass spotting scope. The scope measures 2 1/4" collapsed and extends to 5 1/2" when opened. It is 1" in diameter and has
clear optics. This is a neat collection of Americana and the items are in very good to excellent condition. (107536-102, 104, 106)
2975. CONTEMPORARY AMMUNITION POUCH This lot includes a Civil War style ammunition pouch with “CS” brass plated oval on
the flap and a round brass plate with eagle clutching olive branch and arrows on the shoulder strap. There is a wooden insert drilled to
accommodate 18 cartridges inside the pouch. The leather is black in color with brass and nickel-plated hardware that has some oxidation
on the buckles, and the leather shows multiple light scratches and scuff marks but remains supple. This pouch is in overall very good condition. (107536-94)
2976. SHOOTERS LOT This lot contains four items. First is an Uncle Mike’s Side Kick No. 3 scoped shoulder holster. This Cordura holster
has a woodland camo pattern and is in excellent condition. Second is a partial 20 rd. box (14) Norma 6,5 Carcano, 156 gr., SP cartridges
with overall bright brass in excellent condition. Third is a partial 50 rd. box of (33) assorted military surplus and commercial remanufactured
8mm Nambu cartridges, most with bright brass, all in very good to excellent condition. Fourth is a Lyman 3 die set No. 7660121 in 50-70
Gvt. will all parts in excellent condition. (107688-12)
2977. SHOOTERS LOT This lot includes six items. First is an accessory lot for a Mosin Nagant rifle to include a reproduction sling, an oiler
that is likely Russian, a combination tool and two small rods. Second is a S&W M&P 40 10 rd. magazine in its original packaging and an
HK No.36 Speed loader. Third is an Allen slip-on cartridge carrier and MagPul Industries Accessory handle. This items are in very good
overall condition. (107839-1AM, 4A)
2979. DAISY POWERLINE 008 CO2 SEMI-AUTO AIR PISTOL serial #7K02769, .177 Cal BB / pellet. This matte black air pistol is
in excellent condition with a couple of minor handling marks. This gun features an eight shot rotary magazine. (127592-53S19421W)
2980. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot includes an assortment of Winchester and Federal primers. First are five full 100 count packs of Federal
N0. 155 magnum large pistol primers. The primers come in a red, white, and blue sleeve with pull out tray and remain in excellent condition.
Second are five full 100 count packs of Winchester N0. WSR small rifle primers. The primers come in a white sleeve with horse logo and
are in excellent condition. Third are five full 100 count packs of Winchester N0. WSP small pistol primers for standard loads. The primers
come in a white sleeve with horse logo and are in excellent condition. (106019-1G)
2981. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot includes a variety of German manufactured primers. First are 19 packages of 150 RWS No. 6507 primers
in plain green and tan cardboard packages. The primers are from three different lot numbers with most sealed. The primers are in excellent
condition. Second are four full 150 piece boxes of RWS No. 5620 primers in overall in excellent condition. Third are six full 150 piece boxes
of RWS No. 6504 primers in overall excellent condition. (106019-1H)
2982. LOT OF FLARES This lot includes a full 10 round box of what appears to be 26.5mm signal flares (actual diameter 26.51mm). The natural color box is labeled in German text and is in excellent condition. The flares have bright bodies with some overall light rub marks but
remain in excellent condition as well. (106019-1H1)
2983. LOT OF SIG 228 ACCESSORIES This lot includes three magazines and a cleaning kit. First is a Sig Sauer roll up cleaning kit that
includes rod, jag, nylon bristle and brass bristle bore brushes. The items appear unused in excellent condition. Second are two Sig marked
228 magazines with plastic floor plates with 13 round capacity and has one spare metal floor plate. Third is a 20 round capacity Sig marked
magazine. This lot is in excellent condition. (107848-10)
2984. LOT OF GUN LEATHER This lot includes three military style leather holsters. First is an unmarked brown leather flap holster likely for
a PP style pistol that has overall light scratches, spots of minor scuffing and wear marks with the leather being supple and all stitching
intact. Second is a M1916 U.S. marked holster. The holster is maker marked “Warren Leather Goods Co. / 1917” along the belt loop and
is a russet brown color. The holster has overall scratches, scuff marks and a star carved into the front and back with active verdigris present
on the brass rivets. It is missing the tether strap but remains in about good overall condition. Third is a M1916 U.S. marked holster with
Boyt 46 shoulder strap. The holster is a light brown color with overall light scratches and a has a few scuff marks. The stitching remains
tight and is maker marked along the belt loop “Grafton & Knight Co. / 1943”. There is light verdigris staining on the brass rivets and the
holster remains in very good condition. (107494-9)
2985. LOT OF LEATHER This lot includes a variety of right hand holsters, a belt and holster straps. The holsters include the following makers:
El Paso Saddlery, Hunter, Pager Pal, and Lawrence. They are for a variety of small frame pistol and revolvers all in very good condition.
Second is a tooled leather belt measuring 39" overall with a round belt buckle. The tooling is in a floral pattern and the leather remains
supple. (107494-9A)
2986. LEG-O-MUTTON CASES This lot includes two leather Leg-O-Mutton cases. First is an unmarked case measuring 30 3/4"x7"x3 1/2"
overall. The brown leather case is lined with green woven cotton fabric that is starting to fray and will accommodate a double with barrels up
to 30" in length. The leather shows light scuff marks and has started flaking towards the bottom. The straps and stitching remain intact and
there is nickel plated hardware. This is an overall good condition case. Second is a red russet colored case measuring 29"x8"X3 1/2" with
green felt interior and is marked “R200 /28” along the front closure strap. The case will accommodate a double with barrels up to 28" in length.
The stitching has repaired areas and the leather shows multiple scuffs and scratches but remains in overall good condition. (107619-1)
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2987. LOT OF GUN LEATHER This lot includes three holsters. First is an unmarked black leather right hand quick draw style holster with
nickel-plated hardware. The holster is for a medium frame revolver with up to a 5 1/2" barrel and remains in good overall condition. Second
is left hand unmarked flap holster similar in design to that of an 1860 Army holster. The brown russet colored holster is a modern made
piece in excellent condition. Third is an unmarked leather holster likely modern made for use with a Walker style percussion revolver. The
stitching is tight and this right hand heavy leather made holster remains in excellent condition. (107536-95, 96, 98)
2988. LOT OF CAST BULLETS This lot includes seven full and or partial boxes of 45 caliber lead bullets to include the following: (2) full
boxes of Montana Precision Swaging 540 gr., cup base RN lead bullets, (2) full 50 count boxes of Montana Precision Swaging 510 gr.,
cup base RN lead bullets, (2) partial boxes (30 each) of Montana Precision Swaging 400 gr., cup base RN lead bullets, and (1) partial
(30 count) box of Montana Precision Swaging 510 gr., FP paper patch lead bullets. The items are stored in plain white cardboard boxes
with foam inserts and they remain in very good overall condition. (107103-2, 3)
2989. LOT OF CAST BULLETS This lot includes seven full and/or partial boxes of Montana Precision Swaging Co., 45 caliber lead bullets.
This list includes the following: (3) full 50 count boxes of 510 gr., cup base tapered paper patch lead bullets; (1) full 50 count box of 500
gr., paper patched RN lead bullets; (1) partial 35 count of 500 gr., paper patched RN lead bullets, (1) partial 30 count of mixed lead
bullets, and (1) partial 30 count of 400 gr., paper patched lead bullets all items remain in very good condition. (107103-2, 3, 4)
2990. LOT OF CAST BULLETS This lot includes a variety of calibers and weights to include the following: (2) near full 100 count boxes of
Speer Gold Dot 32., HP bullets, (15) loose 45 cal., 500 gr., PP cast lead bullets, (48) loose .378 diameter 257 gr., lead bullets, (1) full 100
count box of Sierra 41 cal., 220 gr., FPJ bullets, (1) 100 count box of Sierra 32 Mag., 90 gr., JHC bullets, (58) loose assorted 45 caliber
lead bullets, (1) 50 count box of 45 cal., 400 gr., solid lead bullets by Idaho Bullets, (1) partial box containing (20) 45 cal., 400 gr., solid
lead bullets by Idaho Bullets, (1) partial box containing (20) 45 cal., 400 gr., FP lead bullets, and (1) full 50 count box of Montana Precision
Swaging 45 cal., 565 gr., RN lead bullets all in very good condition. (107103-3, 4, 5)
2991. P-38 HOLSTER LOT This lot includes a Type I black leather holster with “ewx / 1943 and Waa 195” markings on the back side. There
are scattered light scratches near all over consistent with use and spots of light mildew staining along the flap and body. The stitching
remains tight and the name "Little" is written in ink along the inside flap. The pull up strap is missing and this holster remains in very good
overall condition. (107573-22)
2992. TYPE 14 NAMBU HOLSTER This lot includes a leather clamshell holster with shoulder strap for a Type 14 Nambu pistol. The holster
is a red russet color with overall light scratches and scuff marks. The stitching is repaired in areas and shoulder strap appears correct but
is cracking in spots with a nickel-plated buckle. The leather remains supple and included with this holster is a blued finish mid war style
cleaning rod, firing pin, and five loose 8mm Nambu cartridges. (107753-1A)
2993. TYPE 26 NAMBU HOLSTER This lot includes a leather clamshell holster with shoulder strap for a Type 26 Nambu Revolver. The
holster is a reddish brown color with a mixture of brass and lacquered finish hardware. There is a cleaning rod pocket along the right edge
(cleaning rod not included) and a pouch with 18 cartridge loops under the front flap. The leather has multiple small scratches and scuff
marks and the stitching appears original and remains tight. The shoulder strap is crazed with multiple cracks but remains supple and this
holster remains in very good condition. (107753-2A)
2994. P.08 HOLSTER This lot includes an unmarked reproduction black leather hardshell holster for a Luger pistol. The holster is complete
with inner pull strap present and has light staining from what appears to be a leather conditioner along the stitching. This unmarked reproduction holster remains in very good condition. (107851-11A)
2995. LUGGAGE CASE This lot includes a two gun green canvas luggage case measuring 32"X15"X3" overall with leather reinforced corners and combination lock. The interior of the case is lined with green felt and has provision to accommodate two side-by-side shotguns
with barrels up to 28" in length. There are two separate storage compartments and spots to accommodate four snap caps. The exterior
is trimmed with red russet leather straps, reinforced corners, and brass hardware with combination lock. This is a handsome case in excellent condition. (107144-5)
2996. CONTICO TRAVEL CASE This lot includes a black hard plastic travel case measuring 52"X12"X4 1/2" with grey egg crate style foam
lining. This case has four clasp style closures with two spots for pad locks (not provided). The case is in very good overall condition. (105268-3)
2997. HAENEL MODEL III BREAK ACTION AIR RIFLE, 5.5mm, 19" rifled barrel with bright very good bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 50% faded blue finish with overall specks of light fine oxidation with silvering present in the working areas. The one-piece finger
groove stock rates about very good with overall light handling marks and has a 3 1/2" crack in the bottom protruding from the triggerguard.
There are a couple of replacement screws and most of the slots show minor damage. The bolt for the cocking lever has snapped and the
rear sight is missing but the rifle still is able to function. This is an overall about good example of these single cock air rifles. (107358-13)
2998. DAISY MODEL 914 RANGE RIFLE PUMP ACTION AIR RIFLE, 4.5mm (.177 cal.), 20" smooth barrel with overall very good
bore. The barrel and action are a mix of plastic and metal and retain near all of their flat black finish. The molded wood grain two-piece
plastic stock rates near excellent with a few light handling marks visible. (107358-17)
2999. CHINESE UNDER LEVER AIR RIFLE 4.5mm (.177 cal.), 18" barrel with bright very good rifled bore. The metal surfaces retain
95% blue finish with a few small specks of oxidation staining present. The Monte Carlo style hardwood stock rates near excellent and the
air rifle remains in very good plus to near excellent condition. (107358-3)
3000. DAISY MODEL 25 SLIDE ACTION AIR RIFLE this .177 cal., air rifle retains much of its original enamel finish with spots of oxidation and areas of silvering present near the working parts. There are remnants of a gold painted game scene on either side of the action
and a small circular copper Daisy emblem along the right side flat forward of the trigger guard. The two-piece smooth plastic stock and
grooved forend rate near excellent with a few scattered light handling marks and the original safety sticker is still present. (107358-16)
3001. DAISY MODEL 25 SLIDE ACTION AIR RIFLE This .177 cal., air rifle retains about 65% faded blue finish with overall specks of
fine oxidation staining and silvering near the working parts. The air rifle has a loose floral engraving that borders two small game scenes
on either side. The scene depicts a hunter afield with bird dog, and what are likely two pheasants. The action appears crisp and the twopiece smooth wooden buttstock and six groove forend rate very good overall with scattered light handling marks. The barrel bolt appears
to be a hardware store replacement and the air rifle remains in very good overall condition. (107358-22)
3002. DAISY MODEL 106 BREAK ACTION AIR RIFLE This .175 cal. BB, break action rifle bears the Rodgers address along the top
of the barrel and is an overall mottled brown color with sporadic slivers of gun metal gray present. There is overall light pitting along all of
the metal parts and the action remains crisp. The smooth wooden buttstock rates about good with most of its original finish remaining
having several impact marks and two cracks about 1 1/2" long on either side of the wrist. This is an overall about very good example of a
seldom encountered working Model 106. (107358-18)
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3003. LOT OF DAISY AIR RIFLES This lot includes two. First is a Model 96 Repeater retaining most of its enamel finish along the metal
surfaces. There are several light scratches and spots of light oxidation staining as well. The smooth two-piece wooden stock rates very
good with overall light scratches and a few handling marks. The orange safety sticker is still present along the right side. Second is a Model
99 repeater. The metal surfaces retain 65% of their enamel finish with overall spotty patches of oxidation and multiple scratches throughout. The two piece wooden stock rates about very good although slightly loose with multiple light handling marks, a small hole drilled in
the toe likely for a sling swivel and has the numbers “16.45” stenciled in ink along the left side. (107538-7, 24)
3004. LOT OF CROSMAN AIR RIFLES This lot contains two V-350 slide action air rifles. The first air rifle has an overall brown color patina
on the metal surfaces with numerous light scratches and spots of fine light oxidation staining present. The one-piece hardwood stock is
refinished with a dark walnut stain. It is complete and remains in good overall condition. The second air rifle has an overall brown color
patina on its metal surfaces showing fine oxidation staining and several light scratches along the barrel. It appears as if there was an
attempt made to clean the barrel. There are no sights present and the trigger guard is missing as well. The one-piece stock has been
lightly sanded and still has several dings and ink marks. The left side of the stock has a 1"X3" section that shows moderate dings and
abrasions. This would be a good parts gun. (107358-20, 29)
3005. LOT OF AIR RIFLES This lot includes a Daisy 881 Powerline and a Sears Roebuck and Co., Model 799. The Model 881 retains 85%
of its enamel finish along the barrel and cocking lever with loss due to flaking and light oxidation. The metal receiver shows trace amounts
of its gold colored finish and now is mostly a dull silver color with an area along the top that is black. The two-piece checkered plastic
stock rates very good with overall light handling marks. The Model 799 is a Winchester Model 94 look-a-like. The metal surfaces retain
near all of their painted enamel finish with a few light scratches and a couple of small flakes along the right side of the receiver. The two
piece plastic stock rates very good with some light handling marks. The original caution sticker is attached to the receiver. These air rifles
are in very good overall condition. (107358-6, 30)
3006. LOT OF DAISY AIR RIFLES This lot contains a Model 1938 and a Model 1894. The Model 1938 "Red Ryder" retains near all off
its enamel finish with some light loss due to flaking and or oxidation staining. There is a small dent in the outer barrel tube about 6" down
from the muzzle. The leather lanyard is present and the logo is pressed into the left side stock flat. A nice example overall. The Model 1894
retains much of its enamel finish and has overall spots of light oxidation, flaking and small scratches along the barrel and receiver. The rear
sight and several screws are missing with a few added replacements. The two-piece plastic stock rates good overall missing a small section
at the top of the wrist along the right side with overall light scratches and handling marks visible. (107358-5, 28)
3007. LOT OF DAISY AIR RIFLES This lot contains a Model 39 and a Model 98 Eagle. First, the Model 39 has an older added black
enamel finish that shows brush marks, spots of flaking, and patches of fine oxidation. The outer barrel tube has several small dings and
the two-piece wooden stock and forend rate good overall with numerous light handling marks present. The Model 98 Eagle retains 75%
of its enamel finish with loss due to scratches and flaking and does have some spots of fine oxidation staining. The screws all exhibit varying
degrees of slot wear and some of the nuts are replacements and/or missing. The blonde stock fits loosely with a small chip at the top wrist
and one at the heel. The raised eagle motif is crisp and clear on the left flat of the buttstock and the air rifle remains in good overall condition. (107358-21, 19)

3008
3008. DAISY NO. 111 MODEL 40
AIR RIFLE This "Red Ryder Carbine" retains 75% thinning blue finish
with overall light scratches and spots of fine oxidation staining along the metal
surfaces. The copper barrel bands have toned to a dirty bronze color, some of the screws
show minor slot damage, and the leather thong is missing. The top stock screw is missing
and the smooth wooden embossed stock and forend rate very good overall with a few light
dings, spots of flaking varnish and other light handling marks. The Red Ryder Logo remains crisp
and fully visible along the left side of the stock. The initials “WM” are carved lightly into the stock forend however, this first variant carbine
remains in very good overall condition and would be a great addition to any air rifle collection. (107358-27)
3009. LOT OF DAISY AIR RIFLES This lot includes two Model 1938B repeaters. These are newer production air rifles with the Rogers
barrel address. Both show minor light handling marks in both the enamel finish and along the wooden stocks and forends. One of the air
rifles is missing the saddle ring and has spots of white paint along the stock. The "Red Ryder" logo is on the right stock flat and these air
rifles remain in very good condition. (107358-10, 25)
3010. BENJAMIN AIR RIFLE This 22 caliber air rifle retains about 65% of its enamel finish that is flaking and thinning now blending with
an ochre undertone. The stock rates about very good with expected light handling marks and a few scattered specks of white paint. This
is a good overall example of larger caliber tin can knocker. (107358-23)
3011. DAISY MODEL 25 SLIDE ACTION AIR RIFLE This .177 cal., air rifle retains about 35% faded blue finish with overall fine oxidation
staining and silvering near the working parts. The air rifle has a loose floral engraving that borders two small game scenes on either side.
The scene depicts a hunter afield with his bird dog, and what are likely two pheasants. The action appears crisp and the two-piece smooth
wooden buttstock and six-groove forend rate very good overall with scattered light handling marks and thinning varnish. (107358-32)
3012. GAMO CADET AIR RIFLE .177 cal, 16" rifled barrel with bright excellent bore. The plastic coated barrel shows a few light scuffs and
the action retains near all of its blued finish. The air rifle has a Gamo 4X15 scope with crosshair reticle and slightly cloudy optics. The black synthetic stock rates excellent. This is a very good condition rodent repelling agent overall. Included is a set of plastic lens covers. (107358-33)
3013. CROSMAN AIR PISTOL LOT This lot includes a Model 1377 pneumatic pistol with model 1399 shoulder stock. The metal surfaces
retain 75% of their thinning blue finish with tiny spots of fine oxidation staining near all over. The grips have been replaced with a black
synthetic shoulder stock that does not match the plastic wood grain forend. The mechanics seem to function correctly and the air pistol
remains in very good overall condition. (107358-11)
3014. LOT OF AIR RIFLES This lot includes a Crosman Model 760 and a Slavia Model 618. The Crosman remains in good overall condition
missing only the front sight. The Slavia retains 80% of its original blue finish with a few minor spots of oxidation staining visible at the rear
of the action. The stock rates very good overall with a few light dings and scratches scattered about. (107358-26, 31)
3015. DAISY MODEL 25 SLIDE ACTION AIR RIFLE This .177 cal., air rifle is an overall pewter color patina with spots of fine oxidation
staining throughout. The barrel screw is a replacement and the action appears crisp and the two-piece smooth wooden buttstock and five
groove forend rate very good overall with scattered light handling marks. This is an honest early Model 25 in about good to perhaps near
very good condition. (107358-12)
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3016. LOT OF DAISY TOY RIFLES This lot includes two model 960 toy guns. Both toys are in similar condition with a tan colored enamel
barrel that shows overall scratches, dings, and spots of oxidation and/or staining. The cocking levers retain much of their gold enamel finish
with areas of flaking visible. The plastic wood grain stocks rate good overall with numerous light handling marks and small dings along the
edges. A neat addition to the kids toy chest or make it a part of your air gun collection. (107358-8, 15)
3017. LOT OF DAISY AIR RIFLES This lot includes two Model 1938 "Red Ryder" carbines. One is a newer production model retaining
near all of its black enamel finish with very few minor apologies overall. The air rifle is complete and in excellent condition. The second carbine retains about 80% of its original thinning enamel finish and there are several small parts missing including: retention nuts and the
barrel insert. The stocks rate good overall and this would make a great parts gun. (107358-1, 2)
3018. LOT OF DAISY AIR RIFLES This lot includes a Model 102 and Model 80 repeater. The model 102 retains 75% of its enamel finish
with overall scratches and oxidation along its entire length. There are several replacement screws and nuts added and the plastic buttstock
is slightly warped showing multiple light handling marks and remains in about good overall condition. The model 80 retains 95% of its
enamel finish with a few scattered light scratches and spots of fine oxidation staining along the metal surfaces. There are two replacement
nuts and some of the screw slots show minor damage. The two-piece plastic stocks rate about very good with numerous light scratches
and both the forend and buttstock have warped slightly. This air rifle remains in about very good condition. (107358-4, 9)
3019. LOT OF BRASS This lot includes approximately 2000 +/-, .223 Rem. casings from multiple manufacturers. The casings are mostly bright
with some showing varying levels of light fine oxidation staining. They are a mixture of unprimed brass and fired casings, all in overall very
good to excellent condition. (107282-7G)
3020. LOT OF BRASS This lot includes approximately 1300 +/-, .556 casings from multiple manufacturers. The casings are mostly bright with
some showing varying levels of light oxidation or discoloration. These fired casings remain in very good condition. (107282-7F)
3021. LOT OF BRASS This lot includes 2000 +/-, 9mm unprimed brass casings from multiple manufacturers. The brass remains mostly bright
and is in excellent condition. (107282-7A)
3022. LOT OF BRASS This lot includes 2000 +/-, 9mm unprimed brass casings from multiple manufacturers. The brass remains mostly bright
and is in excellent condition. (107282-7A1)
3023. LOT OF BRASS This lot includes 2000 +/-, 9mm unprimed brass casings from multiple manufacturers. The brass remains mostly bright
and is in excellent condition. (107282-7A2)
3024. LOT OF BRASS This lot includes 2000 +/-, 9mm unprimed brass casings from multiple manufacturers. The brass is mostly bright and
in excellent condition. (107282-7A3)
3025. LOT OF BRASS This lot includes 480+/-, 308 Win. brass casings to include a mixture of primed and unprimed casings from multiple
manufacturers. The brass is a slightly dull color and remains in very good overall condition. (107282-7H)
3026. LOT OF BRASS This lot includes 1200 +/- 30-06 brass casings to include a mixture of military and commercial manufacturers. They
are Federal, Remington, and Lake City Arsenal. The fired brass casings are mostly bright and remain in excellent condition. (107282-7CDE)
3027. LOT OF BRASS This lot includes 1200 +/-, 30-06 fired military brass casings from Lake City Arsenal. The brass remains mostly bright
in excellent condition. (107282-7C)
3028. LOT OF BRASS This lot includes 1000 +/-, 40 S&W unprimed brass casings from multiple manufacturers. The brass is slightly dull in
color and the casings remain in excellent condition. (107282-7B)
3029. LOT OF BRASS This lot includes 900 +/-, 38 Special unprimed brass casings from multiple manufacturers. The brass is mostly bright
and in excellent condition. (107282-8A)
3030. LOT OF BRASS This lot includes 750 +/-, .45 ACP unprimed brass casings from multiple manufacturers. The brass is mostly bright in
excellent condition. (107282-8C)
3031. LOT OF BRASS This lot includes 750 +/-, .45 ACP unprimed brass casings from multiple manufacturers. The brass is mostly bright
and in excellent condition. (107282-8C1)
3032. LOT OF BRASS This lot includes 750 +/-, .45 ACP unprimed brass casings from multiple manufacturers. The brass is mostly bright in
excellent condition. (107282-8C2)
3033. LOT OF BRASS This lot includes approximately 320 +/- unprimed .308 Win. brass casings from multiple manufacturers. The brass
remains bright in excellent condition. (107282-8D)
3034. LOT OF BRASS This lot includes 750 +/- unprimed 40 S&W brass casings from multiple manufacturers. The brass is mostly bright and
in excellent condition. (107282-8B)
3035. RELOADER'S LOT This lot includes an assortment of 12 items for use in reloading ammunition. First are three green Case-Gard 50
plastic ammunition boxes. Second is a green Case-Gard 60 plastic ammunition box. Third is a 278 page hardcover title Nosler Reloading
Manual number one, edited by Bob Nosler, copyright 1976. Fourth are three partial 100 count packs of Federal primers to include (10)
No. 210 large rifle primers, (45) No. 205 small rifle primers, (40) No. 210M large rifle bench rest primers. Fifth are three full and/or partial
boxes of Sierra 30 caliber bullets to include 110 gr. HP, 190 gr. HPBT match, 168 gr. HPBT match. Sixth are two partial boxes of 22 cal.
bullets to include Sierra 55 gr. Spitzer Boat Tail, and Berger 70 gr. VLD Target. The items in this lot are in very good to excellent condition
overall. (107282-4, 12, 13, 14, 17)
3036. LOT OF PISTOL CASES This lot includes two black plastic Doskocil pistol cases measuring 12"X9"X2 3/4" with sliding closures and
foam inserts. The cases are in very good overall condition. (107282-17)
3037. LOT OF MIXED AMMUNITION And Brass This lot includes the following items: (40) rounds of 5.56mm cartridges with red tips
and LC / 88 headstamps, (26) 5.56mm blank cartridges with LC / 87 headstamps, (4) sealed five round packets of 7.62mm, M64 cartridges
and 11 loose cartridges with LC /00 headstamps, (120) fired 308 Win., brass casings with Winchester headstamps, (2) mixed boxes of
Military 30 Cal., M2 cartridges that includes (25) black tipped, (1) red tip, and (4) ball cartridges. These items are in very good overall condition. (107282-5, 9, 10, 11)
3038. LOT OF OUTDOORSMAN GEAR This lot includes five items. First are two sealed MRE packs one menu No. 1 and one menu No.6
both sealed in good overall condition. Second is a Cold Steel Trail Guide folding pocket knife with 2 1/2" skinning style blade that has spots
of light oxidation along the blade in its original box. Third is a (10) pack of Mustad No. 7 hooks. Fourth is a home study Land Navigation course
that includes a video, booklet, map, and scale rule from MCAT Inc. These items are in very good overall condition. (107282-6, 15, 16, 18)
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3039. LOT OF WEB GEAR This lot includes a holster, belt, three magazine pouches with 4 magazines, and a cartridge pouch. The holster
is a Model 1916 style holster that is U.S. marked and marked “K.B. / H.A.B.” only on the back. Second are three two pocket faded tan
color 1911 magazine pouches. Two are marked “P.B. & Co.”, dated 1918, and 1919, the other is marked but faded and hard to decipher.
Third is a faded OD green U.S. marked cartridge pouch dated 1942 by H S & W Shoe Co. Fifth is “U.S.” marked faded OD green colored
web belt that is maker marked but faded and hard to decipher. Sixth are four 1911 style magazines all with varying amounts of blue finish
left most with overall scratches and spots of light fine oxidation staining. These items are in good to very good condition. (107283-7K)
3040. LOT OF ASSORTED GUN GEAR This lot includes an assortment of holsters, magazine pouches, and a green nylon bag. There are two
Bianchi leather holsters for a 45 Automatic, (6) assorted Cordura holsters for a variety of revolvers and automatic pistols, (1) 1" tooled leather
rifle sling with brass keepers, a green nylon bag measuring roughly 12"X16" with cloth gun sock, and a ten pocket magazine pouch with shoulder straps that is marked in Chinese characters along the back. These items are in overall very good to excellent condition. (107865-60)
3041. LOT OF GUN GEAR This lot includes a variety of items. First is a Jay-Pee size 40 black leather duty belt with four keepers, Gould &
Goodrich Model B501 holster, and baton loop. In excellent overall condition. Second is a Browning Express Sabot 12 ga., rifled choke tube
in its original packaging in excellent condition. Third is a Ruger P91 / P94 9mm magazine in good condition. Fourth is a 40" leather cartridge belt that is mostly dried and crazed with a nickel-plated buckle in fair condition. Fifth are three assorted medium frame automatic
holsters. There are two ambidextrous and one left hand all in very good condition. (107618-4)
3042. SHOOTERS LOT This lot includes a variety of items relating to the shooting world. First is a Redfield Tripod for a spotting scope. This
cast steel tripod measures 9" tall with 3" of additional elevation if needed. It comes with a Redfield tripod labeled cardboard box and is in
excellent condition. Second is a partial box of 12 (10) Outers 20 ga., steel bore brushes in individual sealed packages in near-new condition. Third are an assortment scope rings, sights, and bases to include: Kwik-Site Model KS-336 or 444 See Thru Mount system with 1"
rings, a set of sights for a Feinwerkbau air rifle (front globe rear adjustable sporting style), Weaver No. 60 A base in original packaging,
and a pair of 1" Bushnell rings for 22 rifles. Fourth is a leather camera case marked “Jewell 1918” on the inside lip. The stitching remains
tight and the leather is supple but has started to flake in areas. These items are in good to very good condition overall. (107283-7M)
3043. COL. WHELEN'S RANGE BOX This lot includes a metal range box made by Kennedy Kits, according to the consignor purportedly
belonged to Col. Whelen. The box measures 16"X8"X9 1/4" overall with snap style closures and two removable trays. The contents of the
kit include: (1) photograph of an engraved floor pate and trigger guard, (1) photo copy of notes from a shoot dated August 1946, (1) Silva
Compass in original box, fired casings, (1) two sided hone in leather pouch, (1) dented copper funnel, and an assortment of cleaning rods
and related materials. The box is lockable however, a key is not provided and the items
remain in good to very good condition. (107493-62)
3044. MATCO TOOL BOX This lot includes a three section rolling tool chest. The base
is a Model MB1020 Super Chest Roll Away 9 drawer cabinet. The intermediate box
is a Model 1003 Super Chest 3 drawer cabinet. The top is a Model MB1010 Super
Chest 11 drawer cabinet. The cabinets all have a red enamel finish with Matco
labeled drawer pulls and measures 76"X21"X35 1/2" and has four heavy duty casters for easy moving. Each section can be locked independently however the locks
are not keyed alike. The drawers and locks function flawlessly and keys are provided. There are a few scattered scratches along the sides and back. A fantastic looking
chest that would be ideal for the shop or garage. (106019-22) [This item must be
picked up shipping NOT available]
3045. HOMACK GUN SAFE This lot includes a steel, likely 8 gun safe with dual locks
(keys provided) and single shelf for storage. The cabinet has a brown enamel finish and
measures 55"X21"X10". The barrel rest has been removed from the cabinet and is no
longer present. The locks are sticky but do function and the cabinet is in overall good condition. (107818-12) [This item must be picked up, shipping not available]
3046. LOT OF KNIFE ACCESSORIES This lot includes a Randall Knives white colored
3"X5" sew on patch and 22 red colored fine India stones. The patch is oval with company name and address over a set of crossed fighting knives. The unused stones measure 3"X7/8"X3/8" and are of the same style as those that come with the newer
Randall knives. (106019-25)
3047. LOT OF SHEATHS This lot includes an assortment of seven various style knife
sheaths. There are three fighting knife style in various lengths and colors as well as four
hunting style. The sheaths will fit knives with blades ranging from 5"-8 1/2" in length.
They range in condition form good to excellent. (106019-25A
3048. R A N DA LL S H E ATH This lot includes a high rise model B sheath for the non
catalogue Fireman Special knife. The tan sheath with plain silver snap measures
4 1/2"X2 1/4" overall with tight stitching and has a few minor spots of staining
and light use markings. The leather remains supple and the sheath is in very
good plus condition. (106019-25C)
3049. RANDALL SHEATH This lot includes a Model C sheath with hone pocket, plain
silver snaps, and fine red colored India stone. The smooth back red russet colored
sheath has double stitching and will accept a 7 1/2" blade. This is an excellent likely
unused sheath complete with tie down thongs. (106019-25D)
3050. RAN DALL S H EATH This lot includes a Johnson Roughback Model 5-5
sheath. The single stitched russet colored sheath has hone in pocket with plain
silver colored snaps. There are a couple of small spots of staining on the keeper
strap. The red colored fine India stone appears unused and this holster is in excellent condition. (106019-25D)
3051. RANDALL SHEATH This lot includes a Model D cover sheath for a Model 26
3044
knife. The sheath is single stitched with plain silver colored snap on the keeper that
has some light oxidation staining with traces of verdigris. The stitching is tight and this
sheath remains in excellent condition. (106019-25E)
3052. RANDALL SHEATH This lot includes a Johnson Roughback Model 10-7 sheath with single line stitching and plain silver colored snap.
The russet colored sheath remains in excellent condition. (106019-25F)
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3053. RANDALL SHEATH This lot includes a custom ordered GTR sheath. This horizontal single loop sheath has tight single line stitching
and a plain silver colored snap on the keeper. There is some light verdigris staining and numerous fine scratches but the sheath remains
in excellent condition. (106019-25G)
3054. RANDALL SHEATH This lot includes Sullivan Model 12-11" bowie sheath. The red russet colored sheath has single line stitching with
a couple of popped stitches along the back. There is a fine crystolon hone in pocket, which has some light sharpening marks and a spot
of verdigris staining. There are spots light staining and this sheath remains in about excellent condition. (106019-25H)
3055. RANDALL SHEATH This lot includes a Johnson Roughback Model 4-6 single line stitched sheath with pocket and hone. The plain
silver colored snaps have overall light scratches and spots of light fine oxidation staining. The red colored fine India stone appears unused
with a small verdigris stain along the front. The stitching remains tight and this sheath is in excellent condition. (106019-25I)
3056. RANDALL SHEATH This lot includes a Johnson Roughback GTR holster with interesting marking. The single line stitched holster has
a plain silver colored snap and a mis-stamp on the belt loop. The "G" is stamped upside down and was likely a late Friday afternoon or
early Monday morning produced sheath that remains in excellent condition. (106019-25J)
3057. RANDALL SHEATH This lot includes a Johnson Roughback Model B sheath with single line stitching and plain silver snap on the
keeper. The sheath will accommodate up to a 3 1/2” blade and remains in excellent condition. (106019-25K)
3058. RANDALL SHEATH This lot includes a Sullivan “RKSA” marked sheath with hone for an RKS series knife. The single line stitched
sheath has plain silver colored snaps with fine red colored India Stone in pocket. The holster has some scattered spots of light oil staining
and remains in excellent condition. (106019-25L)
3059. RANDALL SHEATH This lot includes Heiser No. 7 sheath. The dark russet color sheath has single line stitching with Lucite Randal
marked snap (one from the hone pocket is missing) that has overall light scratches and spots of verdigris. The sheath is somewhat pliable
but remains in good overall condition. (106019-25M)
3060. LOT OF RANDALL SHEATHS This lot includes three various sized sheaths. First is a black Model 2-8 sheath with hone that has the
Randall name crossed out with X's on the belt loop. The single line stitching remains tight and the plain silver colored snaps on the pocket
top and keeper have spots of light fine oxidation staining and or verdigris staining were they meet the leather. Second is a Model 11-4 Sheath
with hone. The single line stitching remains tight and the plain silver colored snaps show overall light scratches and spots of fine oxidation
staining. The belt loop has the initials J.B.M. carved into it. Third is a worked over Model A sheath marked with the letters “D. P.” The sheath
comes with red colored fine India stone and has an added layer of lacquer. These sheaths are in good overall condition. (106019-25N)
3061. RANDALL SHEATH This lot includes a Johnson Roughback Model K-75 sheath with plain silver colored snaps and hone in pocket.
The single line stitching remains tight and there is a red colored fine India stone in the pocket. There are spots of light verdigris staining
on the leather with a few light scratches however, the sheath remains in very good to near excellent condition. (106019-25P)
3062. LOT OF RANDALL SHEATHS This lot includes three various style sheaths. First is a Johnson Roughback unnumbered sheath. This
sheath is over-stamped on the front of the belt loop and is in good overall condition. Second is a Model 16-7 1/2 dark russet colored
sheath without hone. the sheath has single line stitching that remains tight and is mostly mildew stained with spots of verdigris staining
as well. Third is a Model 12-11 that has had the maker’s name crossed out across the back of the belt loop. The snaps are not complete
missing the top for the keeper and hone pocket. The single line stitching remains tight and there is some light overall oil staining. These
sheaths are in about good overall condition. (106019-25Q)
3063. LOT OF SOFT CASES total 8 includes seven zippered rifle cases ranging from 42” to 50” with five made from fabric, one from vinyl
and one from leather and vinyl in like-new to very good condition. Also included is a large (22”) suede pistol rug marked Contender Hunter
that is in excellent condition. (127762-86)
3064. LOT OF SWOR D CAN E S Two total: (1) unmarked cane measuring 36" overall with a 23 1/2" shortened single edge steel blade.
The bright finished blade has moderate pinprick pitting and a chipped mis-shapened tip that has broken and roughly ground to a point.
The handle is composed of dark horn and black highlighted carved polished bone with a rudimentary checkered brass ferrule and
grotesque mask brass buttcap. The handle sections show light handling marks and no longer seat properly, the brass has an ochre patina
and the ferrule loose. The wood scabbard is equipped with an iron collar and tip with a brass sleeve. The wood retains about 85% flaking
black paint with stamped conical decoration and light handling marks. The brass tip sleeve shows light tarnish and impact marks and
the iron ends have a pewter patina with patches of oxidation; (1) reed handled sword cane measuring 35 7/8" overall with a 27" double
edge diamond shaped blade. The blade has a smoky gray patina with scattered pinprick pitting, patches of oxidation and a broken tip.
The ricasso and last 2" of the blade is lightly etched, the maker mark is illegible. The handle and scabbard have a dark red color and are
equipped with rolled brass end and ferrules. The handle shows a few thin cracks and numerous light handling marks, the brass pommel
has a tarnished patina with tiny impact marks, the ferrule is no longer present. The handle has split in two with an abundance of light
handling marks, a 1 1/2" dent about 7" from the tip and crazed flaking varnish and exposed bare
wood at the tip. The color has a matching tarnished patina, the tip has a
darker oxidized finish. (56892-53)
3065.LOT OF RELIC SWORDS Two total: (1) sword measuring 31
3/8" overall with a 27" curved blade with a broken rounded tip. The blade
3066
has a rough heavily oxidized surface and a reddish-brown and gray finish.
The brass dove head backstrap, ferrule and guard show heavy tarnish
and oxidation, one of the alternating quillons is missing. The grooved
shows numerous chips, cracks and ingrained dirt, there is no covering present; (1) Spanish sword with a 27 1/2" shortened blade, 32 3/4" overall length. The
blade was broken and roughly ground to a square tip spear point, the surface is covered
in surface rust and reads "ARTa FABa TOLEDO 1817" on one side of the blade. The one piece
cast brass hilt has a beaded D-shaped guard with downward facing quillon and a grooved handle. The brass has an antique tarnished patina. (56856-12)
3066. LUG E R ACCE S SORY LOT This lot consists of an original Luger holster, an original takedown tool and an original magazine. The holster is dated 1939 and maker marked "WILH. BRAND/HEIDELBERG" and is in very good condition showing scuff markings, crazing, light stains, scratches and some
fading finish. The takedown tool is marked "83" and shows a fading original blue finish with scattered silvering. The magazine is marked "fxo" and "(Eagle)/37" and retains nearly all of its blue finish, showing a few
areas of light silvering and some oxidation staining on spring lever. A great lot to accompany any Luger pistol.
(207865-43A) {Donnie Albin Collection}
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3067. MAGAZINE POUCH LOT This lot consists of six assorted USGI pouches. The first pouch is a Vietnam era unmarked OD green M14
single magazine pouch and it exhibits some light wear, stains and crazing but is in very good shape overall. The next pouch is a tan dual
1911 magazine pouch made by TFS Co. and dated 1943. The pouch exhibits minor stains and crazing but is in very good condition overall.
The third pouch is a tan dual 1911 magazine pouch whose maker name is partially indiscernible but the second half is "INC" and it appears
to be dated 1943. The pouch rates very good plus overall showing light wear from the years. The fourth pouch is an unmarked tan dual
1911 magazine pouch in very good condition showing light wear and stains from the years. The fifth pouch is a tan M1 Carbine dual 15
round magazine pouch that is maker marked “Avery” and dated 1943. The pouch shows light wear and stains from the years but is in very
good plus condition overall. The sixth pouch is an OD green dual M1 Carbine magazine 15 round pouch marked "US" on the front but
has no maker's marking. This pouch is in very good condition overall showing some light crazing and stains. A great lot for the military collector overall. (2077295-25)
3068. M14 ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of three 20 round M14 magazines and a dual M14 pouch. The three magazines are of USGI
manufacture, two are made by Borg Warner and the third was made by Kileen Machine and Tool. The magazines exhibit silvering and
some light oxidation but rate very good overall. One magazine has the remnants of a sticker and three letter "R"’s painted on it. The dual
magazine pouch is OD green in color and is marked faintly "US" on the front and "08" on the back and the maker's marking is indiscernible. It rates about very good showing scattered staining, wear, crazing and silvering on the metal parts. (207849-70)
3069. U.S. FLAG ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of a two-piece wood flagstaff and cotton storage case. The 7’ 8” pole is made of ash
with a light oak finish and features silver chrome fittings and ends. The OD green canvas case is 4’ 6” long and has a draw string enclosure.
Both are in excellent condition needing only a correct topper and appropriate flag, pennant or unit identifier to be complete. (42768-84B)
3070. CLEANING ROD LOT This lot consists of an antique wood shotgun cleaning rod by the U.H. Co in Torrington, CT. The three-piece rod
measures about 35” long and has a patch holder tip. The brass parts have a rich patina and rod is in excellent condition overall. (42923-89)
3071. FISHING LOT This lot consists of four fishing rods, three with reels. First is a 4’ 10” Montague fiberglass boat rod with wood grip and
a Pflueger Capitol bait casting reel. The reel has a leather tab brake system and is wound with vintage braided line. Both the reel and metal
rod parts have varying amounts of oxidation and corrosion, but are in very good condition overall. Second is a South Bend KwikStix
Competitor 6 1/2’ two-piece graphite composite rod with a Mitchell 300 series reel. It has some areas of light corrosion, and the knob has
become separated from the handle, but is in otherwise good condition. Third is an unmarked two-piece fiberglass composite rod that measures 6’ 1’ long but is missing its tip. Lastly is a Berkley Buccaneer B-73 6’ one-piece composite rod in excellent condition, with some light
corrosion on the eyes. It is equipped with a Mitchell 320 series reel and is in otherwise very good condition. (43727-14A)
3072. LOT OF CLEANING RODS This lot consists of three cleaning rods. The rods measuring 49”, 39” and 35” long. Two are military and
all items are in good useable condition. (43042-3)
3073. AIRSOFT PISTOL AND HOLSTER LOT This lot consist of (1) airsoft pistol and (1) holster. Included are a Smith & Wesson CS45
Chiefs Special 6mm manually operated Airsoft Pistol. Also included are a Safariland model 518 / 194 plain black thumb break paddle holster for a Sig P-229 made of "Safarilaminate". Both are in excellent condition. (87822-7) {NON-GUN}
3074. BULLET SWAGING LOT This lot consist of 9 pieces. Included are (1) homemade bullet core cutter capable of taking lead wire up to
approximately .200", (1) unmarked commercial lead core cutter with an orifice capable of taking lead core wire up to approximately .400",
(1) approximately 14 lb. roll of approximately .192" lead wire, (1) box of Speer .301" soft lead wire rods with eleven remaining, (1) box of
Speer 1/4" soft lead wire rods with thirty-two remaining, (1) box of Speer .365" soft lead wire rods with twenty remaining, (1) approximately 5 lb. bag of cut .301" x .700" soft lead cores and (1) wood block with 110 approximately .258" diameter holes. All are in excellent
condition. (86945-2H) [Please note: extra shipping may apply]
3075. LOT OF BIRD CARVING BLANKS This lot consist of (9) units for carving various species of birds. Included are (1) Mallard body
and (1) Mallard head, (1) black duck with head, (1) blue jay, (1) evening grosbeak, (1) woodcock with head, (1) unidentified duck that
has been partially carved with head, (1) saw-whet owl and (1) partially shaped and inletted walnut Monte Carlo buttstock for a Savage
99 rifle. (86945-6B)
3076. LONG GUN CASE LOT This lot consists of a high quality J.W. Hulme Co. soft long gun case in excellent condition. The exterior is
made of hunter green canvas with classic brown leather carry handles and reinforced ends as well as all brass hardware. The interior is a
white Sherpa-type lining and a green canvas sling is attached to the outside. The case measures 48" long, the widest point is 9" high and
is raised for scope-mounted rifles. Made in America, these quality gun cases are built to last and worth the money. (157824-1)
3077. LOT OF DOUBLE GUN CASES This lot consists of 3 double shotgun cases. First is a French Gastinne Renette shotgun case with
a brown pebbled leather exterior and purple felt interior in very good overall condition with a few small tears and worn spots in the felt;
the aluminum locks have lightly tarnished but still work properly. Second is an unmarked brown canvas shotgun case with green felt interior
and the initials "G.C.M." on the outside and a sticker on the bottom that says "SOUTHERN RAILWAY / TO / WATERLOO". The case rates
good with the back hinge canvas torn nearly the entire length as well as worn sections of felt and a few small holes in the back; the case
has worn leather straps on the exterior as well as tarnished brass reinforcements on the corners. Last is an unmarked green canvas shotgun case with green felt interior that rates about very good showing dark stains on the outside and worn felt here and there. The case also
has leather straps with a brass lock in the center that does not appear to function properly. (157291-1,2,4)
3078. REPRODUCTION WWI HELMET LOT This lot consists of a reproduction M1917 Doughboy helmet in very good overall condition.
The metal surfaces retain 97% original OD green finish with light scratches and scuffs as well as a bit of surface oxidation around the interior brim and under the liner. The interior liner rates very good with light wear around the edge of the green headband. A tan canvas
adjustable chinstrap is affixed to the helmet. A nice reproduction doughboy helmet. (155945-15)
3079. CROSSMAN MODEL C1K77X QUEST 1000X BARREL COCKING AIR RIFLE serial #207X03130, 177 cal, 18 1/2” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with several specks of light oxidation. The hardwood pistolgrip
Monte Carlo stock rates near excellent with a couple of light handling marks. The gun is fitted with a fiber optic front sight; the adjustable
rear sight is missing the sight blade; and mounted to the grooved receiver is a Crossman 4x rifle scope with a duplex reticle and clear
optics. (127723-5)
3080. SHERIDAN MODEL C BLUE STREAK UNDER-LEVER AIR RIFLE serial #442215, 20 cal, 19” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The flat black finish rates near excellent showing a couple of minor blemishes. The hardwood stock and forearm/cocking lever rate
very good to near excellent with several minor blemishes. The gun comes with a Weaver D6 rifle scope with crosshair reticle and clear
optics on a Sheridan mount fitted to the barrel. No rear sight is present. (127722-26S19472A)
3081. SHERIDAN MODEL C BLUE STREAK UNDER-LEVER AIR RIFLE serial #223536, 20 Cal, 19” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces are flat black toning to copper-brown with a couple of spots of light oxidation and a few minor handling
blemishes. The hardwood stock and forearm/cocking lever rate good with multiple dings and scratches. The gun comes with a rifle scope
with crosshair reticle and cloudy optics on a Sheridan mount fitted to the barrel. The barrel mounted rear sight is present. (127779-5)
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3082. HAENEL MODEL III BARREL COCKING AIR RIFLE 22 cal, 19” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
98% original blue with a couple of minor scratches and a few specks of oxidation. The hardwood pistolgrip stock with finger groove forend
rates near excellent with a few minor handling blemishes. An excellent example overall. (127723-6)
3083. CROSMAN MODEL 140 UNDER-LEVER AIR RIFLE 22 cal, 19 1/2” barrel with a bright bore. The metal surfaces are blue
with much of it covered with oxidation. The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates very good with multiple minor handling marks and some fading
finish. Comes with one small container of 117 cal. pellets and one with 177 BBs. (127627-5)
3084. DAISY MODEL 95 LEVER-COCKING AIR RIFLE 175 cal. BB. The metal surfaces rate near excellent with some operational
wear and some scattered light oxidation. The wood buttstock rates very good to near excellent with several handling blemishes and the
plastic forearm rates near excellent showing a few minor blemishes. (127814-15)
3085. HAENEL MODEL I BARREL-COCKING AIR RIFLE .177 cal, 15 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent smooth bore. The metal surfaces are primarily covered in light oxidation. The hardwood pistolgrip stock with finger groove forend rates very good with several light to
moderate dings and scratches. (127728-4)
3086. LOT OF LEATHER HOLSTERS total of five First is a Heiser #420 brown holster with an etched “D” and star that shows some light
wear. Second is a brown “US” marked flap holster with “G&K/1917/F.I.C.” on the back that is in good condition with spots of wear and
some verdigris on the brass fittings. Third is a brown holster showing light use with a few minor blemishes and marked “3120/22-6” on
the back. Fourth is an unmarked brown flap revolver holster in good condition that appears dry with some crazing, minor blemishes and
some verdigris on the brass fittings. And last is a brown Heiser #929 in very good condition with some light wear. (127325-23)
3087. LOT OF PRESENTATION CASES This lot consists of two red stained hardwood Smith & Wesson presentation cases that are unused
and in excellent condition. Both cases have key lockable latches (keys present) with blue felt covered foam interiors. The lids are etched
with “Smith & Wesson” and the S&W logo. Their respective measurements are 14 1/2” x 8” x 4” and 18 1/4” x 8” x 4”. (127814-10)
3088. LOT OF G U N CAS E S This lot consists of four hard plastic gun cases for long arms. The
black cases each measure approximately 48”x9”x3 1/2" with minor soiling and handling
3089
marks. All are fully equipped with foam inserts showing mild wear in some instances
and handles and latches intact. Manufacturers include Gun Guard,
Bushmaster and one by Hoppe’s which has a small crack and a portion
of the rib beginning to separate. This is a very good to near excellent
lot overall. (76915-55B)
3089. WINCHESTER ADVERTISING LOT This lot includes an illustrated cardboard display cutout featuring the riding cowboy and horse logo.
The tabletop display measures 18"X21” 3/4" and has slightly warped
upwards. The sign reads "U.S. Repeating Arms Company / New Haven
Connecticut / Winchester / Authorized Firearms Dealer". The sign has a
few minor scuffs along the edges, spots of mildew staining, and two
slightly rounded corners but remains in very good overall condition with
an unfolded integral stand. (107536-23)
3090. FRAMED WINCHESTER DOUBLE W PRINT This lot includes
a reprint of the highly sought after Double W cartridge board. The print
comes in a custom oak frame measuring 44 1/4"X57 1/4" overall with a
viewing area of 33 1/2"x 49 1/2". There are a couple of light scratches
in the wood along the frame rails. The reprint is of the classic illustrated
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board with forest hunting scene,
moose head, and flying mallard.
There is a large assortment of cartridges for rifles, pistols, and shotguns that are clearly identified
under each. It includes both paper
and brass hull shotshells to 4 ga.,
and an assortment of caps and
primers are depicted as well. The
print has a small tear in the upper
right corner at the 40-110
Winchester express cartridge and
a couple of small wrinkles are visible as well. The print remains in
very good overall condition and
would be a lovely addition to any
décor. **Extra shipping and crating
will apply.** (107558-19)
3091. MANHATTAN FIREARMS
MOULD This lot includes a .36
caliber two cavity bullet mould.
The metal surfaces are an overall
plum patina with traces of blue
remaining in protected areas.
There are spots of light pinprick
pitting and oxidation staining
near all over. The single groove
conical and round cavities are
clean and free of defects and this
is an overall very good example
with a slightly muted maker’s
mark. (106229-65)
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3092. MANHATTAN FIREARMS MOULD This lot includes a .36 caliber two cavity bullet mould. The metal surfaces are an overall plum
color patina with spots of dull gunmetal gray along the high edges. There are spots of light fine oxidation staining and numerous small
dings along the handles and body. The sprue cutter screw shows minor wear along the slot and the single groove conical and round ball
cavities remain clean. This mould has a crisp Manhattan firearms mark and remains in excellent condition. (106299-89)
3093. LOT OF BULLET MOULDS This lot includes two Manhattan Firearms .36 caliber bullet moulds. The first mould is a dual cavity round
ball and single groove conical bullet with a later applied nickel finish that has spots of flaking near all over with the heaviest spots on the
insides of the handles. There are numerous patches of pinprick pitting along the handles, body, and sprue cutter and the Manhattan
Firearms mark remains clearly visible. The cavities are smooth with some very light fine oxidation staining present. This mould remains in
about very good condition. Second is a modified .36 caliber two cavity Manhattan Firearms bullet mould. The metal surfaces are a mixture
of browns and dull grays with overall fine oxidation staining, dings, and spots of light pitting. The sprue cutter has been cutoff along the
screw slot and the sprue cutter has been removed and the hole filled. The round ball and single groove conical bullet cavities remain
smooth with a covering of fine oxidation staining. This modified mould is in good overall condition. (106299-97, 27)
3094. LOT OF BULLET MOULDS This lot includes two Manhattan Firearms Bullet moulds. First is a modified two cavity .36 caliber mould
that is a mix of grey and brown patinas. There are spots of light pitting with overall dings heaviest along the body. The sprue cutter screw
appears to be a replacement and the round ball and single groove cavities remain clean with a few light imperfections visible. There is an
additional round cavity partially drilled that doesn’t have a fill hole and measures .257" in diameter. This mould is in good overall condition.
Second is a dual cavity Manhattan Firearms 36 caliber bullet mould with round ball and single groove conical cavities. The metal surfaces
are a mix of brown and gray patinas with overall light dings and spots of pitting. The Manhattan mark remains crisp and the cavities are
clean with several light scratches along the surface. This mould is in good overall condition. (106299-13, 36)
3095. MANHATTAN FIREARMS BULLET MOULD This lot includes a dual cavity .36 caliber round ball and single groove conical shape
bullet mould. The metal surfaces are a plum color patina with overall spots of light fine oxidation staining, pitting and have a few light dings along
their edges. The Manhattan mark is crisp and the cavities are clean and free of any defects. This is a very good condition mould. (106299-9)
3096. LOT OF BULLET MOULDS This lot includes two dual cavity .36 caliber Manhattan Firearms bullet moulds. First is a round ball and
single groove conical bullet mould with metal surfaces that are mostly a dull gray patina. There are overall spots of oxidation staining, pinprick
pitting and, has several light dings along the body. The Manhattan mark is slightly washed out and the cavities remain clean with a few light
surface scratches visible. Second is a round ball and single groove conical mould with metal surfaces a mix of brown and gray patinas. There
are overall light dings heaviest along the body, with areas of light pitting and the Manhattan mark is slightly washed out along the right side.
The cavities are oxidized and could likely be saved. These moulds are in about good overall condition. (106229, 84, 26)
3097. LOT OF BULLET MOULDS This lot includes two moulds. First is a Colts Patent mould that has been heavily modified. This is now a
five cavity mould with assorted caliber and configured cavities to include: .36 cal. round ball, .41 cal. conical, .25 cal. conical, .25 cal. round
ball, and .23 cal round ball. The metal surfaces are an overall plum color with light oxidation staining throughout. The sprue cutter has been
modified and a lever added, and the Colt logo has been drilled through for an additional fill hole. The cavities remain clean and free of
defects and this interesting mould is in about good overall condition. Second is a .36 caliber Manhattan Firearms mould with round ball
and single groove cavities. The metal surfaces are a mix of gray and brown patinas with numerous ling dings and spots of pitting. The sprue
cutter has been modified and the screw shows minor wear in the slot. The cavities are clean and show some very light fine pitting. The
maker’s mark is slightly washed but visible and this mould is in about good condition. (106299-25, 30)
3098. LOT OF DUCK STAMPS This lot includes two items. First is a small matted frame of four 1993 dated Ducks Unlimited waterfowl
stamps with a gold plated plaque of the images. The frame measures 8"X10" with four connected stamps showing five various types of
ducks swimming, and feeding. The gold plated plaque has the same image and measures 1 1/2"X2" and this item remains in good overall
condition. Second is a Postal Commemorative Society Folio titled The 1984 Duck Stamp First Day of Issue. The inside left cover gives a
tutorial of the first issued duck stamp. the right side is an illustrated display of that stamp with an additional view of the male and female
Wigeons with a postal stamp marking of "Des Moines, IA July 2, 1984" which was the original issue date for this stamp. The image was
done by William C. Morris and this is a neat collection in good overall condition. (105901-6)
3099. DUCK STAMP DISPLAY This lot includes a single panel from a set titled "The U.S. Duck Stamp" with tutorial, illustration and stamp.
The 1983 stamp is of the Pintail duck. The illustration is done by Don Balke and is preceded by a small tutorial of the artist and history of
the stamp. This is a nice folding display measuring 11"X14" when closed in overall very good condition. (105901-6A)
3100. DUCK STAM P DI S PLAY This lot includes a single panel from a set titled "The U.S. Duck Stamp" with tutorial, illustration and
stamp. The 1982 stamp is of the Canvasback duck. The illustration is done by artist Don Balke and is of a male and female Canvas
back at rest on the shoreline and is preceded by a small tutorial of the artist and history of the stamp. This panel measures 11"X14"
when closed and has some minor staining on the front cover but remains in good overall condition. (105901-6B)
3101. TROUT CARVING This lot includes a carved wooden depiction of swimming brook
3103
trout. The carving measures 17"X9"9" overall. The fish are slightly worn and are missing fins
but have vibrant colors from an airbrush finish. The carving was done by Alan Dudley and
remains in overall good condition. (105901-1)
3102. R E LOADE R S LOT This lot includes an assortment of brass and cartridges. First are
two full 20 round boxes of unprimed Winchester Western 38-55 brass. The brass is dull
in color with some showing light tarnish. Second is a full 20 round box of Winchester
Western 32-40 brass. The brass is mostly bright with some showing light amounts of tarnish. Third is a full 20 round box of Winchester Western 8mm Mauser brass that is overall
bright. Fourth is a partial 20 round box (18) of RCBS .45 Basic brass. The brass is mostly
bright with light tarnish. Fifth is a full 20 round box of Remington38-55 Win., 255 gr., SP 3104
cartridges with mostly bright brass that has very light tarnish. The endflap is separated
from the box but is present. (107202-4B)
3103. BRASS CAPPER This lot includes a gravity fed tear drop shaped percussion cap dispenser that measures 1 7/8"X3 1/4" overall and is marked only with “Pat. May 14th, 1872”.
The brass has toned to an ochre color and shows a solder repair at the keeper loop but it
remains in overall very good condition. (106229-A28A) [Elliott Riggs Collection]
3104. BRAS S CAPPE R This lot includes a circular shaped spring fed percussion cap dispenser measuring 2"X2 3/4" overall marked with an “R” and “KS” in crown stamp on
the top cover. The capper is very similar in design to that of a Dixon capper. The brass
is a lovely mix of ochre and copper tones and remains in near excellent condition.
(106229-A28) [Elliott Riggs Collection]
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3105. LOT OF OILERS This lot includes four brass plated oilers. The oilers are unmarked and measure 1" tall with a 3/4" diameter. There are
three bright brass oilers and one that appears to have been "aged" with a slightly duller and darker hue on the brass. These are excellent
condition oilers that would make a nice addition to any cased set or oiler collection. (106229-A23H) [Elliott Riggs Collection]
3106. LOT OF CAS E KEYS This lot includes a large assortment (29) of skeleton keys for various presentation cases. The keys vary in
length from 1/2" to 1 1/4" and have a variety of finger styles, finish, and diameters. The keys are in excellent condition overall.
(106229-A23K) [Elliott Riggs Collection]
3107. TIPPING & LAWDEN ACCESSORIES This lot includes three items for a cased
Tipping and Lawden pistol. First is a nickel-plated oiler measuring 3/4" in diameter and is
3107
1" tall with leather washer seal. The nickel finish is slightly cloudy and the washer is complete and supple. Second is an ebony tipped bore wipe measuring 3" overall in length. Third
is a Peter Dyson ebony handle turnscrew with nickel plated blade. These items are in excellent condition and would make a handsome addition to any cased Tipping & Lawden.
(106229-A23E) [Elliott Riggs Collection]
3108. TIPPING & LAWDEN ACCESSORIES This lot includes three items for a cased
Tipping and Lawden pistol. First is a nickel-plated oiler measuring 3/4" in diameter and is
1" tall with leather washer seal. The nickel finish is slightly cloudy and has flaked in spots
along the cap and body. The leather washer is complete and supple. Second is an ebony
tipped bore wipe measuring 3" overall in length. Third is a Peter Dyson ebony handle turnscrew with nickel plated blade measuring 2 3/4" overall in length. These items are in excellent condition and would make a handsome addition to any cased Tipping & Lawden.
(106229-A23D) [Elliott Riggs Collection]
3109. TIPPING & LAWDEN ACCESSORIES This lot includes three items for a cased
Tipping and Lawden pistol. First is a nickel-plated oiler measuring 3/4" in diameter and is
1" tall with leather washer seal. The nickel finish is slightly cloudy and flaked in spots along
the cap and body. The leather washer is complete and remains supple. Second is an ebony
tipped bore wipe measuring 3" overall in length. Third is a Peter Dyson ebony handle turnscrew with nickel plated blade measuring 2 3/4"
overall in length. These items are in excellent condition and would make a handsome addition to any cased Tipping & Lawden. (106229A23C) [Elliott Riggs Collection]
3110. TIPPING & LAWDEN ACCESSORIES This lot includes three items for a cased Tipping and Lawden pistol. First is a nickel-plated oiler
measuring 3/4" in diameter and is 1" tall with cork washer seal. The nickel finish is slightly cloudy and has undertones of bright brass bleeding
through in spots along the cap and body. The cork washer is complete and supple. Second is an ebony tipped bore wipe measuring 3 3/4"
overall in length. Third is a Peter Dyson ebony handle turnscrew with nickel plated blade measuring 2 3/4" overall in length. These items are
in excellent condition and would make a handsome addition to any cased Tipping & Lawden. (106229-A23) [Elliott Riggs Collection]
3111. TIPPING & LAWDEN ACCESSORIES This lot includes three items for a cased Tipping and Lawden pistol. First is a nickel-plated
oiler measuring 3/4" in diameter and is 1" tall with cork washer seal. The nickel finish is slightly cloudy and the washer is complete and
supple. Second is an ebony tipped bore wipe measuring 3 3/4" overall in length. Third is a Peter Dyson ebony handle turnscrew with nickel
plated blade. These items are in excellent condition and would make a
handsome addition to any cased Tipping & Lawden. (106229-A23F)
[Elliott Riggs Collection]
3112. LEATH E R HOLSTE R This lot includes a vintage leather
flap holster likely for a 3" barreled Manhattan or similar
style percussion revolver. The leather is slightly crazed
and dry but remains supple. There are no identifying
3112
maker marks on this holster and the japanned D-ring
is still in place. This holster remains in very good
overall condition and would be a nice addition to
any percussion revolver display. (106229-A27)
[Elliott Riggs Collection]
3113. LEATH E R HOLSTE R This lot includes a vintage
leather flap holster that likely fits a 3" barreled
Manhattan or similar style percussion revolver. The custom made
black colored leather holster is hand stitched with the stitching
tight and complete. There are areas where the leather has
flaked to brown, heaviest along the flap. A military style
brass shirt button is the closure pin and this neat old flap
holster remains in very good condition. (106229-A26)
[Elliott Riggs Collection]
3113
3114. SHOOTERS LOT This lot includes a variety of percussion caps and bullets. There are 13 full and or partial 100 piece tins to include examples from the following manufacturers: Eley, United States Army Caps,
Remington, Remington UMC, and Union Metallic
Cartridge Company. The tins are in overall very good
to near excellent condition. Also included with this lot are a full 100 count box of Hornady .375 lead round balls, (7) hand poured .375 lead
balls and (5) .440 single groove conical shaped lead bullets all in very good condition. (106229-A23AB) [Elliott Riggs Collection]
3115. WOODEN TOOL KIT This lot includes an empty wooden lockable hinged top box with interior paper label that reads "Kit of Tools /
for use in / Repairing the U.S. Magazine Rifle, Caliber .30, Model of 1903" the label continues on to list what should be included. The key
is present and the box measures 13 1/4"x6 1/2"X3" and is constructed with dovetail and single finger groove joints. The bottom has split
down the entire length through the middle leaving a small 1/8" wide gap, there are multiple dings and dents and various stains on the
inside of the box. The label remains near complete and this box is in overall very good condition. (107202-5)
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3116. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot includes a variety of items. First is a green canvas Bianchi M-12 holster. Second is a brass pointer
made from the casing of a 50 caliber bullet, measuring 16" overall and with braided leather strap. Third is a century straight razor with
original box. The etched blade has several small nicks and a 3/8" long chip missing. The resin multi-colored green and yellow handle rate
excellent. Fourth are an assortment of decorative vent hole picks to include: (1) rot iron, (2) brass plated axe head, and (1) eagle head.
Fifth is a WWII era campaign bar marked “Burma with (circle around 101) / (lightning bolt)”. Sixth is a bronzed handmade letter opener
measuring 4 5/8" with ribbed and waffle design integral handles. Last is a Damascus broad head measuring 2 3/4" in length with a 1"
wide blade. These items are in very good to excellent condition overall. (106229-A23AC) [Elliott Riggs Collection]
3117. GUN ART This lot includes a framed representation of an 1860 style percussion revolver. The cast gun is in two sections showing a left
side and right side view. The frame measures 21"X15" and has a red felt backing. This is a neat representation in very good overall condition. (107202-2)

Books

3118. BOOK LOT Total of Five. Winchester An American Legend by R.L Wilson. 404 pages hardcover, in very good plus condition with some
minor wear on top of dust jacket. Winchester's Finest The Model 21 by Ned Schwing. 360 pages softcover in excellent condition overall.
A 1995 reprint of the 1928 Winchester catalog that is 233 pages in length and hardcover in excellent plus condition. Winchester Shotguns
by Dennis Adler. 309 pages hardcover in near excellent condition. The Winchester Book by George Madis. 655 pages hardcover in excellent condition. (206417-7MC1A)
3119. BOOK LOT Total of Five. The Shooters Guide to Classic Firearms from Guns & Ammo Magazine. 160 pages hardcover in very good condition showing scattered light scratches from the years. American Socket Bayonets and Scabbards by Robert Reilly. 209 pages hardcover
in very good condition with some scuff marks to the dustjacket. Winchester's Finest The Model 21 by Ned Schwing. 360 pages hardcover
in like new condition with shrink wrap. 331+ Essential Tips and Tricks A How-To Guide for the Collector by Stuart Mowbray. 272 pages
softcover in very good plus condition. Small Arms of the Sea Services by Robert Rankin. 227 pages hardcover in very good condition with
a minor tear on front left cover, and some scuff markings. (206417-7MC1B)
3120. BOOK LOT Total of Six. Standard Catalog of Smith & Wesson 2nd. Edition by Jim Supica and Richard Nahas. 320 pages in very good
plus condition showing a few light scuff and handling marks. Small Arms of the Sea Services by Robert Rankin. 227 pages in very good
condition with some scuffing on the dust jacket. Precision Shooting by James Russell. 219 pages softcover in very good condition with
some scuff marks and a couple creased corners. Trap Shooting Secrets by James Russell. 183 pages softcover in very good condition
overall showing some scuffing. The Navy by The Naval Historical Foundation. 352 pages hardcover in very good condition with some dirt
on the front cover. Winchester's Finest The Model 21 by Ned Schwing. 360 pages softcover in excellent condition. (206417-7MC1C)
3121. LOT OF BOOKS Total of eight. Outdoor Life’s Gallery of North American Game; c. 1956 Popular Science Publishing Co., Inc. 142
pages hardcover with illustrated frontis piece, moderate liquid staining, some separation at the beginning pages, what appears to be
limited insect damage to a few back pages, the onset of separation of the upper back cover and rating about good plus overall. The
World of the White-tailed Deer, by Leonard Lee Rue, III; c. 1962 Leonard Lee Rue, III and John K. Terres. 133 pages hardcover with light
soiling and fading. The Wanderings of an Elephant Hunter, by W. D. M. Bell; first published 1923, this edition published 1960, printed
1981, c. Neville Spearman. 187 pages hardcover with jacket and rating near excellent with only very light blemishes. Alaskan Yukon
Trophies Won and Lost, by G. O. Young; reprinted 1985 with publisher’s epilogue dated 1947. 273 pages hardcover which is copy no.
913 of 1500 with clear wax paper sleeve, gilt edges, illustrated frontis piece and fabric page keeper. Excellent condition and apparently
unused. Hard Hunting, by Patrick Shaughnessy and Diane Swingle; c. 1978 Patrick Shaughnessy and Diane Swingle. 182 pages excellent
condition hardcover with jacket. Big Game Rifles and Cartridges, by Elmer Keith; c. 1936 Thomas G. Samworth, this undated reprint edition by The Gunroom Press. 161 pages excellent condition hardcover with jacket and appears unused. Memories of a Game-Ranger, by
Harry Wolhuter; this third edition 1950. 313 pages hardcover rating good to very good with mild corner wear, soiling and somewhat
wavy edges. African Rifles and Cartridges, by John Taylor; c. 1948, this reprint edition 1977 The Gun Room Press. 431 pages excellent
condition hardcover with jacket. (76019-9A)
3122. LOT OF BOOKS Six total. Complete Guide to Handloading, by Philip B. Sharpe; c. 1937 Funk & Wagnalls Company. 465 pages hardcover signed by the author with several tears including one running the length of the spine. The book itself rates near very good with minor
soiling and fading. Propellant Profiles, Vol. 1, from the pages of Handloader Magazine 1966-1982. 159 pages excellent condition paperback. Cartridges of the World, by Frank C. Barnes; fourth edition, c. 1980 Frank C. Barnes and DBI Books. 384 pages paperback showing
minimal use. The ABC’s of Reloading, by Dean A. Grennel; c. 1980 DBI Books. 288 pages paperback with minimal soiling and use. The
Bullet’s Flight: The Ballistics of Small Arms, by Franklin W. Mann with margin notes by Harry M. Pope; c. 1909 Franklin W. Mann, this
reprinted edition. c. 1980 Wolfe Publishing Co. Inc. 391 pages excellent condition hardcover that appears unused. Tables of Bullet
Performance, by Philip Mannes; c. 1980 Wolfe Publishing Co. Inc. Included are trajectory, remaining velocity drift, energy and time of flight.
Apparently unused with light scattered foxing on edges. (76019-9B)
3123. LOT OF BOOKS Three total. Civil War Collector’s Encyclopedia, Vols. I-III, by Francis A. Lord; Vol. I, c. 1963, 1965, Francis A. Lord, printed 1979. 360 pages. Vol. II, c. 1975 Francis A. Lord. 210 pages. Vol. III, c. 1979 Francis A. Lord. 207 pages. All three rate about excellent
with minor wear to their jackets. (76019-9C)
3124. LOT OF LITERATURE Total of eight Winchester related items. The Winchester Era, by George Madis; c. 1984 George Madis. 167
pages pebble grained and embossed hardcover, 1 of 1000 and signed by the author. The Winchester Model Twelve, by George Madis; c.
1982 George Madis. 174 pages hardcover, also with brown pebble grained and gold embossed surface with raised image and signed by
the author. The Model 70 Winchester 1937-1964, by Dean H. Whitaker; revised first edition c. 1981 Dean H. Whitaker. 212 pages silver
embossed hardcover signed by the author. A Catalog Collection of 20th Century Winchester Repeating Arms Co. from Alliance Books; c.
1984 Roger C. Rule. 396 pages hardcover with jacket and depicting the 1931 product line. The books in this lot rate excellent with little,
if any indication of use. Also included are four original price lists for Winchester Ammunition averaging about 20 pages in length. There
are two from 1940 depicting prices effective Jan. 2 and July 1 and one each of Jan. 2 dated issues for 1959 and 1962. The conditions
range from near very good to near excellent and each is housed in a clear plastic sleeve. (76019-9D)
3125. LOT OF BOOKS Total of six. The Book of the Springfield, by E.C. Crossman; c. 1951 Thomas G. Samworth. 567 pages hardcover with
a few scattered ink ID stamps, very light fading and edge wear. Original jacket depicting two soldiers in target shooting position shows
minor creasing and wear and a few very small tears. Identifying Old U.S. Muskets, Rifles and Carbines, by Col. Arcadi Gluckman; c. 1959,
1965 The Stackpole Co. 487 pages hardcover with jacket and illustrated frontis piece. Notes on United States Ordnance; Vol. I, Small Arms,
1776 to 1946, by Major James E. Hicks; c. 1946 James E. Hicks. 305 pages hardcover. Civil War Guns, by William B. Edwards; c. 1962
William B. Edwards. 444 pages hardcover with jacket. United States Military Muskets-Rifles-Carbines and their Current Prices, by Martin
Rywell; c. 1963 Martin Rywell. 50 pages staple bound paperback. Illustrations of United States Military Arms 1776-1903 and their
Inspectors’ Marks; 1987 dated reprint from Bannerman’s Catalog of 1949. The overall condition of the lot is very good with light blemishes
consisting of wear, soiling, sticker residue and a few ink marks. (76019-9E)
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3126. LOT OF BOOKS Total of eight. The Kentucky Rifle, by Merrill Lindsay; c. 1972 Merrill Lindsay. Approximately 80 pages photograph oriented hardcover with jacket and rating excellent. Buckskins and Black Powder: A Mountain Man’s Guide to Muzzleloading, by Ken
Grissom; c. 1983 Ken Grissom. 214 pages excellent condition hardcover with jacket. The Pennsylvania-Kentucky Rifle, by Henry J.
Kauffman; c. 1960 Henry J. Kauffman, this undated edition published by Bonanza Books. 374 pages hardcover with jacket and rating
excellent. The Plains Rifle, by Charles E. Hanson, Jr.; c. 1960 Charles E. Hanson, Jr., this fourth printing undated by Gun Room Press. 171
pages excellent condition hardcover with lightly worn jacket. Flayderman’s Guide to Antique American Firearms and their Values, by Norm
Flayderman; c. 1977 E. Norman Flayderman. 576 pages well worn and tape repaired paperback. The last three books in this lot are 1961
dated hardcover issues of the quarterly The American Gun consisting of spring, summer and winter releases, averaging about 100 pages
in length and rating about near very good with mild soiling and moderate edge and corner wear. (76019-9F)
3127. LOT OF BOOKS Total of six. The Gunfighters, from The Old West series by the editors of Time-Life Books with text by Paul Trachtman;
c. 1974 Time-Life Books Inc. 238 pages hardcover with decorative raised front design. Guns & Ammo Guide to Guns of the Gunfighters,
edited by Garry James; c. 1975 Peterson Publishing Co. 224 pages paperback. The Book of the American West, edited by Jay Monaghan;
c. 1963 Julian Messner, Inc. 608 pages hardcover with the onset of separation at the interior spine. Lawmen and Robbers, by Carl W.
Breihan; c. 1986 Carl W. Breihan. 128 pages excellent condition paperback. North American Indian Artifacts: A Collector’s Identification
and Value Guide, by Lar Hothem; c. 1982 Lar Hothem. 426 pages paperback with minor creasing and a small tear at lower spine but otherwise excellent. The last item is a 1971 dated reproduction by DBI Books of a 1908 Sears Roebuck Catalogue, No. 117 The Great Price
Maker. 1184 pages paperback rating near excellent with light edge scuffing. (76019-9G)
3128. LOT OF BOOKS Total of six. The Parker Gun: An Immortal American Classic, by Larry L. Baer; c. 1974, 1976, 1980 Larry L. Baer, this Gun
Room Press edition dated 1983. 196 pages hardcover with jacket. Lefever: Guns of Lasting Fame, by Robert W. (Bob) Elliott and Jim Cobb;
c. 1986 Robert W. (Bob) Elliott. 174 pages apparently unused hardcover in excellent condition. The Shotgun, by MacDonald Hastings; c. 1981
MacDonald Hastings. 240 pages excellent condition hardcover. 75 Years with the Shotgun, by C.T. “Buck” Buckman; c. 1974 Valley Publishers.
141 pages excellent condition hardcover with jacket showing a few small tears. Tears & Laughter: A Couple of Dozen Dog Stories, by Gene
Hill; c. 1981 Gene Hill. 167 pages apparently unused hardcover with only one small stain on bottom edge. The Gun Digest Book of Shotgun
Gunsmithing, by Ralph T. Walker; c. 1983 DBI Books Inc. 256 pages paperback that remains in excellent condition. (76019-9H)
3129. LOT OF BOOKS Six total. L.C. Smith Shotguns, by Lt. Col. William S. Brophy, USAR Ret.; c. 1977 by Beinfeld Publishing, Inc., this 1983
edition c. William S. Brophy. 244 pages hardcover with jacket. The Parker Gun: An Immortal American Classic, by Larry L. Baer; c. 1974,
1976, 1980 Larry L. Baer, this Gun Room Press edition dated 1983. 196 pages hardcover with jacket. The Treasury of Sporting Guns, by
Charles F. Waterman; c. 1979 Random House, Inc. and The Ridge Press, Inc. 240 pages hardcover with jacket and an ink stamp on top
edge. “Hell, I Was There!”, by Elmer Keith; c. 1979 Elmer Keith. 308 pages hardcover with jacket. The first four books in this lot rate excellent
showing little indications of use and are virtually blemish free. Game Gun, by Richard S. Grozik; c. 1986 Richard S. Grozik. 150 pages hardcover that would rate excellent were it not for a 1” impression at the lower back edge. (76019-9I)
3130. LOT OF BOOKS Total of nine. Firearms Encyclopedia, by George C. Nonte, Jr.; c. 1973 George C. Nonte, Jr. 341 pages hardcover.
Ruger No. 1, by J.D. Clayton; c. 1983 Blacksmith Corp. 192 pages hardcover with jacket. The Book of Shooting for Sport and Skill, edited
by Frederick Wilkinson; c. 1980 Trewin Copplestone Publishing Ltd. 351 pages hardcover with jacket. The Great Guns, by Harold Peterson
and Robert Elman; c. 1971 Grosset & Dunlap, Inc. and The Ridge Press, Inc. 252 pages illustration based hardcover with jacket. The next
item is an excellent condition copy of the 11th edition of The World Guide to Gun Parts-Military Goods-Accessories catalog by Numrich
Arms Corp. The last four items in the lot are annual issues of Guns Illustrated for the years 1974, 1975, 1977 and 1984. The conditions of
the items in this lot range from near excellent to excellent with deficiencies being limited to light soiling and wear. (76019-9J)
3131. LOT OF BOOKS Five total. The Broomhandle Pistol 1896-1936, by Wayne R. Erickson; c. 1985, this edition printed 2000. 298 photo
filled pages hardcover with inlaid and embossed title and ribbed spine. Lugers at Random, by Charles Kenyon, Jr. c. 1969 Charles Kenyon,
Jr. 416 pages hardcover with jacket. The Famous Automatic Pistols of Europe, compiled by John Olsen; first printing 1976. 272 pages
paperback and a fully illustrated guide to 33 models. Famous Automatic Pistols and Revolvers, compiled by John Olsen. (no c. or printing
info.) 271 pages paperback and a fully illustrated guide to 37 models. The Gun Digest Book of Combat Handgunnery, by Jack Lewis and
Jack Mitchell; c. 1983 DBI Books Inc. 288 pages paperback and a guide to competitive and self-defense shooting. The books in this lot
rate excellent with only light wear in some instances. (76019-9K)
3132. LOT OF BOOKS Total of six. Ruger No.1, by J.D. Clayton; c. 1983 Blacksmith Corp. 192 pages hardcover with jacket showing mild
wear and a small tear. The British Falling Block Breechloading Rifle from 1865, by Jonathan Kirton; c. 1985 Armory Publications. 242 pages
hardcover with jacket showing creasing at the back and a 7” tape repair at the front. Single Shot Rifles, by James J. Grant; c. 1947 James
J. Grant, this fifth printing 1982. 385 pages hardcover with jacket. More Single Shot Rifles, by James J. Grant; c. 1959 James J. Grant, this
reprint edition published 1976. 322 pages hardcover with jacket. Still More Single-Shot Rifles, by James J. Grant; c. 1979 James J. Grant.
211 pages hardcover with jacket showing mild wear. Single Shot Rifles and Actions, by Frank de Haas; c. 1969 Frank de Haas and DBI
Books Inc. 342 pages paperback with very minor foxing on bottom edge and a handling mark on lower back corner at spine. Unless otherwise noted the condition of the books in this lot is excellent with little signs of usage. (76019-9L)
3133. LOT OF BOOKS Nine total. The Plains Rifle, by Charles E. Hanson, Jr.; c. 1960 Charles E. Hanson Jr. 171 pages hardcover with jacket
showing light wear, a few tears and spine showing sun fading. The top edge exhibits mild foxing. The Rifleman’s Rifle: Winchester’s Model
70, 1936-1963, by Roger C. Rule; c. 1982 Roger C. Rule. 368 pages impressive hardcover with inlaid images and gold embossed title and
spine. Very informative reference work. Lever Action Magazine Rifles, by Samuel L. Maxwell Sr.; c. 1976 Samuel L. Maxwell Sr. 368 pages
hardcover embellished with inlaid design and raised gold title. The Treasury of Sporting Guns, by Charles F. Waterman; c. 1979 The Ridge
Press Inc. and Random House Inc. 240 pages hardcover showing light soiling and minor impressions at corners and a few pages marked
in pencil with a child’s artwork. American Boys’ Rifles: 1890-1945, by Jim Perkins; c. 1976 Jim Perkins. 249 pages paperback with back
cover showing a full length crease and minor scattered dirt along edge. The next item is a May, 1978 issue of the American Rifleman, a
98 page periodical rating near excellent with mailing sticker on front. The final three items in the lot are issues of the Shooter’s Bible: 1977,
1984 and a 1970 dated Treasury issue consisting of the best from 65 editions. Unless otherwise noted, the books rate excellent with only
very minor blemishes, if any, as most show virtually no indication of use. (76019-9M)
3134. LOT OF BOOKS and posters Total of eight. Contemporary American Stockmakers, by Ron Toews, c. 1979 Dove Press; 216 page photograph oriented hardcover with jacket showing minor wear and a small puncture over a light dent in front cover near spine. The body exhibits
a wavy profile and some creasing is evident along the top edge. Checkering & Carving of Gunstocks, by Monty Kennedy; c. 1952, 1962
Thomas G. Samworth. 336 pages hardcover with jacket and very light spotting along edge. American Gunsmiths, by Frank M. Sellers; c. 1983
Frank Sellers. 349 pages hardcover with jacket and consists of a list of over 19,000 names. The Modern Gunsmith: Two Volumes in One, by
James Virgil Howe; c. 1934, 1937, 1951, supplement c. 1951, 1954 Funk & Wagnalls Co., this 1982 edition published by Bonanza Books.
Approximately 840 pages hardcover with jacket and a slightly weakened spine. Firearm Blueing and Browning, by R.H. Angier; c. 1936
Thomas Samworth, this undated issue distributed by Arms and Armour Press. 151 pages hardcover with jacket. Firearm Design & Assembly:
The Finishing of Gunstocks and Conversions of the 1917 Enfield Rifle, by Alvin Linden; c. 1941 Thomas G. Samworth. 46 page staple bound
booklet with 1952 dated cardboard sleeve attached and by Small-Arms Technical Publishing. The last two items in the lot are unused wall
posters that when unfolded measure 38”x23” and 39”x24” and are titled Pattern Sheet of Firearm Design and Assembly (Numbers 2 and 4)
and are undated reprints of 1941 material by Alvin Linden and published by Thomas Samworth. The posters contain close-up drawings and
parts identification for two custom built Enfield rifles. Unless otherwise mentioned the items in this lot rate excellent. (76019-9N)
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3135. LOT OF BOOKS Seven total. Forty-Two Years’ Scrapbook of Rare Ancient Firearms, compiled by F. Theodore Dexter; c. 1954 F.
Theodore Dexter. 320 pages hardcover with jacket missing a couple of small sections and showing scuffs and tears. The book which is
copy no. 1982 of a 2000 copy edition is signed by Mr. Dexter and rates very good to excellent overall with only minor soiling and fading
and is virtually free of wear. Dutch Firearms, by Arne Hoff; c. 1978 Walter A. Stryker and Arne Hoff. 252 pages hardcover with jacket that
rates as new in original cardboard box. Scottish Arms Makers: A biographical dictionary of makers of firearms, edged weapons and
armour working in Scotland from the 15th Century to 1870., by Charles E. Whitelaw; c. 1977 The Trustees of the Estate of the late Whitelaw
and Lionel Leventhal Limited. 339 pages hardcover rating excellent plus and showing no indication of use. The Lifesaving Guns of David
Lyle, by J.P. Barnett; c. 1974 J.P. Barnett, this edition printed 1976. 105 pages paperback. Guns through the Ages, by Geoffrey Boothroyd;
c. 1961 Geoffrey Boothroyd. 190 pages hardcover with jacket with front end paper showing a note written in ink and stating that the book
was gifted in 1967. Firearms, by Walter Buehr; c. 1967 Walter Buehr. 186 pages hardcover with jacket. Firearms Curiosa, by Lewis Winant;
c. 1955, this undated edition published by Bonanza Books. The last four books in the lot range in condition between very good to excellent
and excellent with no major flaws evident. (76019-9P)
3136. BOOK LOT European Hand Firearms of the Sixteenth, Seventeenth & Eighteenth Centuries, by Herbert J. Jackson; dated 1923 and
printed in London Engand. 108 page large (13”x10½”) hardcover features a gilt top and deckle main and bottom edges and a thick paper
stock. The cover is a nicely preserved blue with a somewhat faded black extending about 2” front and back from the spine and retains a
gold embossed title. Cover wear is most evident at the extreme top and bottom of spine and at the lower front and rear corners. The pages
show mild yellowing and there is some minor darkening at scattered areas of the gilt top edge. There is the onset of separation occurring
at front and rear inside covers at the seam of the end papers and the back inside cover reveals an old tape repair measuring 7” in length.
The inside front cover exhibits a previous owner’s info stamped in blue ink and there is an affixed sticker towards its center bearing another
individual’s name amongst an illustration of various animals. The book shows very little in the way of dirt or staining with some minor spotting on the front end paper which also includes the pencil written price of $125 which was likely based on the amount that is depicted on
the original and included appraisal form dated 7-6-82 provided by The Antiquarian Old Book Store of Portsmouth N.H. which estimated
this copy #347 of 550 issued, valued at $100 to $125 at that time. (76019-9Q)
3137. LOT OF BOOKS Six total. Crusader: The story of the Shelton Flying Wing, its company and its creator, by Alexander Roca; c. 1989
Alexander Roca. 183 pages large (16”x11 1/2”) coffee table style hardcover with jacket depicting large images of the aircraft and experiencing mild creasing, and a few isolated incidents of scuffs and wear. Firearms in the Custer Battle, by John E. Parsons and John S. du
Mont; c. 1953 John E. Parsons. 59 pages staple bound paperback with light soiling and a crease on the back cover. The Pacific War Atlas:
1941-1945, by David Smurthwaite; c. 1995 David Smurthwaite, Mirabel Books Ltd. 144 pages paperback. The American Sword 17751945, by Harold L. Peterson; c. 1954, 1965 Harold L. Peterson, this sixth printing 1983. 346 pages hardcover with jacket. United States
Martial Pistols & Revolvers, by Arcadi Gluckman; c. 1956 The Stackpole Co., this undated edition published by Bonanza Books.
Approximately 300 pages hardcover with jacket and a penciled in note on the front end paper. Military Origins, by Major L. Gordon; c.
1971 Kaye & Ward Limited. 256 pages hardcover with jacket. The books in this lot are in excellent condition. (76019-9R)
3138. LOT OF BOOKS Total of four. American Knives: The First History and Collectors’ Guide, by Harold L. Peterson; c. 1958 Harold L. Peterson,
reprint edition 1980. 178 pages hardcover with jacket. Knives and knifemakers, by Sid Latham; c. 1973 Sid Latham. 152 pages hardcover
with jacket and featuring many close-up photos. Knives ’83, edited by Ken Warner; c. 1982 DBI Books Inc. 224 pages paperback that is
the third annual edition. The Gun Digest Book of Knives, by Jack Lewis and Roger Combs; c. 1982 DBI Books Inc. 288 pages paperback
that is the second annual edition. The two paperbacks exhibit a wavy profile from storage and the lot rates excellent overall. (76019-9S)
3139. LOT OF BOOKS Total of nine. Modern American Centerfire Handguns, by Stanley W. Trzoniec; c. 1981 Stanley W. Trzoniec. 260 pages
hardcover. Ruger Automatic Pistols and Single Action Revolvers Book III, by Hugo A. Lueders; c. 1976 Hugo Lueders, this second revision
printed 1982. 95 pages staple bound paperback that is no. 1307 of 3000 and signed by the author. The Gun Digest Book of 9mm
Handguns, Dean A. Grennell and Wiley Clapp; c. 1986 DBI Books Inc. 256 pages paperback. The Gun Digest Book of Autoloading, by
Dean A. Grennell; c. 1983 DBI Books Inc. 288 pages paperback. The Gun Digest: 2nd Annual Edition, c. 1946 Klein’s Sporting Goods.
163 pages original edition with isolated fading and a couple of small ink spots on front cover. Also included are three additional annual
editions of the Gun Digest and for the following years: 1984, 1986, 1988. The last item is a Ruger Sporting Firearms catalog for the year
1986 and with a few other promotional sheets enclosed. Unless otherwise noted the conditions of the items in this lot is excellent with a
couple of the paperbacks having price stickers attached. (76019-9T)
3140. LOT OF BOOKS Three total. The Book of Colt Engraving, by R.L. Wilson; c. 1974 Wallace Beinfeld Publications Inc. 422 pages hardcover
with silver embossed title and image of rampant colt. This is the thoroughly illustrated popular offering with mild fading to the edges, the
most minimal of wear and a bit of scattered ingrained dirt. The Story of Allen and Wheelock Firearms, by H. H. Thomas; c. 1965 H. H.
Thomas. 125 pages hardcover that is a valuable collectors’ reference work and appears unused with some light corner wear, some small
air pockets along the cover and minor sticker residue. History of Smith & Wesson, by Roy G. Jinks; c. 1977 Beinfeld Publishing, Inc. 290
pages hardcover with jacket showing a small tear but otherwise excellent and apparently unused. (76019-9U)
3141. LOT OF BOOKS Total of four. The Powder Flask Book, by Ray Riling; c. 1953 Ray Riling. 495 pages hardcover with jacket and aftermarket
clear plastic protective sleeve. This copy of the iconic reference work rates about very good with only light wear and soiling and a small area
on the front that displays an uneven profile but no puncture or structural damage has occurred. There is some plastic residue present on the
jacket and inside covers at contact areas with the sleeve. There is a price and ID written in pencil on the front end paper but the book is very
clean with the most noticeable blemishes being small dirt spots at the edge corners. Knives and knifemakers, by Sid Latham; c. 1973 Sid
Latham. 152 pages paperback. Gun Digest Book of Holsters and other Gun Leather, by Roger Combs; c. 1983 DBI Books Inc. 256 pages
paperback with a price sticker attached to front. The last item is a James D. Julia Inc. catalog for a 1987 auction that included the collection
of the late Doc Garcelon. Many of the lots include handwritten prices. The last three items in the lot rate excellent overall. (76019-9V)
3142. LOT OF BOOKS and literature Total of 26 items. The Country Rod & Gun Book, by Arthur Wallace Peach; c. 1938 Arthur Wallace Peach.
224 pages hardcover in impressive condition for its age as it shows virtually no wear marks, mild fading at the spine and top cover edge.
The top also exhibits some dark discoloration and light foxing. Antique Fishing Reels: Your illustrated guide to identifying and understanding
U.S. patented models through 1920, by Steven K. Vernon; 192 pages hardcover with jacket. The Orvis Story: Commemorating the 125th
Anniversary of the Orvis Company, by Austin Hogan and Paul Schullery; c. 1980 The Orvis Company, Inc. 93 pages paperback. Tears &
Laughter: A Couple of Dozen Dog Stories, by Gene Hill; c. 1981 Gene Hill. 168 pages hardcover with jacket and apparently unused. The
Compleat Just Jim, by Jim Carmichel; c. 1969, 1970, 1971, 1972 Wolfe Publishing, this second edition 1981. Compilation of articles that originally appeared in Rifle Magazine. Fundamentals of Modern Police Impact Weapons, by Massad F. Ayoob; c. Massad F. Ayoob and Dorothy
A. Ayoob, this second printing 1984. 158 pages hardcover with jacket. The Personal Computer in Business Book, by Peter A. McWilliams;
c. 1983 Prelude Press. 287 pages paperback. The Persuador Baton: A Training Manual for Law Enforcement Officers; c. 1982 Monadnock
Lifetime Products, Inc. 43 pages staple bound paperback. The next item is an unused pocket size hardcover booklet that serves as a record
keeper for firearms transactions, c. 1979 Bianchi Gunleather. Next are two 1985 dated auction catalogs by Richard W. Oliver, one featuring
antique and classic fishing tackle and the other American bird decoys. Next is a fall 1984 issue of Casting Engineering & Foundry World that
includes the cover story “Investment Casting in Firearms”. Next is an undated multi-line sales catalog for air guns and a May 1982 copy of
Omni Magazine. Also included is a 1974 dated tourist brochure for Acadia National Park Region on the Maine coast. There is also a vintage
advertisement for Marlin Repeating Rifles, cut out from an unknown publication. Rounding out the lot is a collection of ten owner’s manuals
for long arms: (4) Winchester model 70; (1) Ruger 20 ga.; (1) Ruger 12 ga.; (1) Ruger Mini-14; (1) Remington 1100; (1) Remington 700;
(1) Browning T-Bolt 22. Unless otherwise noted the condition of the items in this lot is excellent. (76019-9W)
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3143. LOT OF BOOKS and literature Total of ten items. The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Ammunition, by Ian V. Hogg; c. 1985 Quarto Publishing
Limited. 255 pages hardcover with jacket. Next is a 1973 dated Lyman Cast Bullet Handbook, a spiral bound 239 page paperback. Next are
two reloading manuals in original hardcover loose leaf binders by Sierra Bullets consisting of a 368 page 1985 dated second edition publication for rifle and a supplement for the second edition (1978) handgun reloading manual and consisting of about 150 pages. Also included are
individual catalogs for four antique ammunition auctions in 1984 by Tillinghaust Auctioneers and taking place in Nashua N.H. Next is a 1985
catalog by the same auctioneer but this one selling antique gunpowder cans and kegs. The last item in the lot is a sales catalog from Ideal
Manufacturing Co. consisting of 56 pages and missing the front and rear covers and with minor fading and some small tears. (76019-9X)
3144. LOT OF PERIODICALS This lot consists of 126 issues of The Gun Report, mostly from the 1960’s, including entire annual collections
for 1964 and 1968. The magazines are in very good to excellent condition overall. (76020-495)
3145. LOT OF BOOKS Total of nine. The Civil War Dictionary, by Mark A. Boatner III; c. 1959 Mark A. Boatner III. 974 pages hardcover with
jacket. The Phil Sheridan Album, by Lawrence Frost; c. 1968 Superior Publishing Co. Confederate Arms, by William A. Albaugh III and
Edward N. Simmons; c. 1957 William A. Albaugh III and Edward N. Simmons. 278 pages hardcover with jacket. Civil War Guns, by William
B. Edwards; c. 1962 William B. Edwards. 444 pages hardcover with jacket. Arms and Equipment of the Civil War, by Jack Coggins; c. 1962
Jack Coggins. 160 pages hardcover with jacket. Artillery and Ammunition of the Civil War, by Warren Ripley; c. 1970 Litton Educational
Publishing, Inc. 384 pages hardcover with jacket. Collector’s Illustrated Encyclopedia of the American Revolution, by George C. Neumann
and Frank J. Kravic; c. 1975 George C. Neumann and Frank J. Kravic, this edition 1977. 286 pages hardcover with jacket. Weapons of the
American Revolution…and Accoutrements, by Warren Moore; c. 1967 Warren Moore. 225 pages hardcover with jacket. Round Shot and
Rammers: an Introduction to Muzzle-loading Land Artillery in the United States, by Harold L. Peterson; c. 1969 Harold L. Peterson. 128
pages hardcover with jacket. The overall condition of the lot is very good with mainly minor instances of soiling, wear, small tears, structural
weakening and a few with minimal hand written notes, mainly for ID purposes. (76449-1A)
3146. LOT OF BOOKS Total of seven. Small Arms of the World, by W.H.B. Smith, tenth edition revised by Joseph E. Smith; c. 1973 The Stackpole
Co. 768 pages hardcover with jacket. Gun Collecting, by Charles Edward Chapel; c. 1939, 1947 Coward-McCann, Inc. 236 pages hardcover.
The Art of Shooting, by Charles Edward Chapel; c. 1950 Charles Edward Chael, c. 1960 A.S. Barnes and Co., Inc. 424 pages hardcover with
jacket. The Collecting of Guns, edited by James E. Serven; c. 1964 The Stackpole Co. 272 pages hardcover with jacket. The Standard Book
of Hunting and Shooting, edited by Robert B. Stringfellow; c. 1950 Stackpole and Heck, Inc. 564 pages hardcover. Underhammer Guns, by
Herschel C. Logan; c. 1960 Herchel C. Logan. 249 pages hardcover with tattered and tape repaired jacket. The Treasury of the Gun, by Harold
L. Peterson; c. 1962 Western Publishing Co., Inc. 252 pages hardcover with jacket. The overall condition of the lot is about very good with
varying amounts of fading, ingrained dirt and other minor stains, edge wear, some weakening of the spines and jacket tears. (76449-1B)
3147. BOOK LOT Personal Memoirs of U.S. Grant, Vol. I; c. 1885 Ulysses S. Grant. This 584 page first edition hardcover has been cared for remarkably
well as it exhibits a few small scratches and other handling marks to its smooth dark green surface that is embellished with gold embossed title
and large medallions that includes the profile of Grant on the front and one commemorating the Mississippi River on the back and an illustrated
frontis piece depicting a youthful Grant in uniform. This volume one of a two volume set published in 1885 by Charles L. Webster and Co. also
shows minor wear at some corners and minor darkening to the exposed areas of the body. The book is free of any written markings and there
are very isolated intstances of dirt spots along the page edges. A fine example of U.S. historical literature in impressive condition. (76449-1C)
3148. LOT OF BOOKS My Experiences in the World War, Vols. I & II, by John J. Pershing; c. 1931 John J. Pershing. 400 pages and 436 pages
respectively. These first edition blue hardcovers feature gold embossed signature on the front and title at spine. Each has an illustrated
frontis piece with the first volume depicting a photograph of the General standing outdoors in full uniform and the other is a war-time profile sketch. The books exhibit deckle side and bottom edges with a smooth and gilt top, they are quite clean with the exception of small
dirt spots at the lower corners. The covers show just a few minor handling marks and are virtually free of wear and the books appear free
of any written markings or other blemishes. (76449-1D)
3149. LOT OF BOOKS Total of three. The American Sword 1775-1945: A Survey of the Swords Worn by the Uniformed Forces of the United
States from the Revolution to the close of World War II, by Harold L. Peterson; c. 1954 and revised edition including American silver mounted swords 1700-1815 c. 1965 Harold L. Peterson. 346 pages hardcover with jacket showing a small tape repair and other minor tears but
otherwise excellent. The Japanese Sword, by Kanzan Zato, translated and adapted by Joe Earle; c. 1983 Kodansha International Ltd. 210
pages excellent condition hardcover with jacket. Swords & Blades of the American Revolution, by George C. Neumann; c. 1973 The
Stackpole Company. 288 pages hardcover with jacket showing minor tears and wear, front end paper with an ID stamp and scattered
minor edge wear but otherwise excellent. (76449-1E)
3150. LOT OF BOOKS and catalogs This lot consists of two hardcover books and 15 auction catalogs. The Rifle in America, by Philip B. Sharpe;
c. 1938 William Morrow & Co., this revised edition c. 1947 Funk & Wagnalls Co. 782 pages hardcover exhibiting scattered edge wear with the
exception of the bottom which shows moderate wear nearly throughout. The book is structurally strong despite its thickness and there is mild
dirt on the front end paper and bottom corner of the body; there is a liquid stain observed on the upper corner and this copy comes in at about
very good overall for a condition rating. The Story of Colt’s Revolver, by William B. Edwards; c. 1957 William B. Edwards. 470 pages hardcover
with jacket and front end paper showing ink and pencil notes. There is some discoloration along the body edges and an area of dirt at the lower
corner and the book rates near excellent overall. The catalogs are mainly from small firearms auctions of the 1970’s and are of staple bound
construction or in a few instances, single folded sheets and rate about very good with several showing hand written notes. (76649-1F)
3151. LOT OF BOOKS Total of eight hardcovers. The Lyle Official Arms and Armour Review 1978, edited by Tony Curtis; c. 1977 Lyle
Publications. 350 pages with jacket. Antique Firearms: Their Care, Repair & Restoration, by Ronald Lister; c. 1963 Ronald Lister. 220 pages
with jacket. The Whitney Firearms, by Claud E. Fuller; c. 1946 Standard Publications, Inc. 335 pages with jacket. Small Arms of the British
Forces in America 1664-1815: A Complete Guide to the Guns of the Red Coats, by De Witt Bailey, Ph.D.; c. 2009 De Witt Bailey. 375 pages
and in excellent condition. The American Arms Collector; compilation of the periodical published quarterly by The Collectors’ Press, Inc.;
c. 1957 and 1958. Approximately 350 pages. The British Dueling Pistol, by John A. Atkinson; c. 1978 Museum Restoration Service. 108
pages with jacket and rating excellent. Ethan Allen, Gunmaker: His Partners, Patents & Firearms, by Harold R. Mouillesseaux; c. 1973
Museum Restoration Services. 170 pages with jacket and rating excellent. Underhammer Guns, by Herschel C. Logan; c. 1960 Herschel
C. Logan. 249 pages with jacket and front end paper showing some penciled in notes. Unless otherwise noted the books in this lot rate
very good to excellent with light wear and minor jacket tears. (76857-35A)
3152. LOT OF BOOKS Total of eight. Principles of Self Defense by Jeff Cooper; c. 1972, 1989, 2006 Jeff Cooper. 79 pages excellent condition paperback that appears unread. Weapons and Tactics: Hastings to Berlin, by Jac Weller; c. 1966 Nicholas Vane Publishers Ltd. 238 pages hardcover
with jacket. 13,000 Hours: Combat History of the 32d Inf. Division- WWII, prepared by The Public Relations Office, 32d Inf. Diivision. 30 pages
paperback. A Soldier’s Sketchbook: From the Front Lines of World War II, by Joseph Farris; c. 2011 Joseph Farris. 303 pages excellent condition
hardcover with jacket and dedicated by the author. Britian’s Homage to 28,000 American Dead; published by The London Times 1952. 69 pages
hardcover. Jane’s Infantry Weapons, edited by Denis H.R. Archer M.A. 1976 edition. (no c. info.). 672 pages hardcover with jacket showing moderate creasing. Also included are two U.S. issued Army Extension Courses books: Tactics and Technique of Infantry in Offensive Combat, 1933
edition, 107 pages paperback; Infantry in Defensive Combat, 1936 edition. 309 pages paperback with a 5” portion of front cover that is separated
but present. Unless otherwise noted the books rate very good to excellent with minor wear and soiling. (76857-35B)
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3153. LOT OF BOOKS Total of five hardcovers. Identifying Old U.S. Muskets, Rifles and Carbines, by Colonel Arcadi Gluckman; c. 1959, 1965
The Stackpole Co. 487 pages with jacket and covering every long arm made for U.S. military use from the flintlock to those of WWII; A
Rifleman Went to War, by H.W. McBride; c. 1987 Lancer Militaria. 398 pages with jacket and discusses practical marksmanship on the
battlefields of WWI. Tolkien and the Great War: The Threshold of Middle-earth, by John Garth; c. 2003 John Garth. 398 pages with jacket
showing creasing on upper front. Allied Rifle Contracts in America: Mosin Nagant, Mauser, Enfield, Berthier, Remington, Savage,
Winchester, by Luke Mercaldo; c. 2011 Luke Mercaldo, Adam Firestone, Anthony Vanderlinden. 224 pages, signed by the author, appears
unread and rates excellent plus. The Rifled Musket, by Claud E. Fuller; c. 1958 Claud E. Fuller. 302 pages with jacket. The lot rates excellent
overall with mainly insignificant blemishes present on some. (76857-35C)
3154. LOT OF BOOKS Total of four hardcovers. Trade Guns of the Hudson’s Bay Company 1670-1970, by James Gooding; c. 2003 S. J.
Gooding. 158 pages. Canadian Military Handguns 1855-1985, by Clive M. Law; c. 1994 Museum Restoration Services, Clive Michael Law.
123 pages with jacket. Arms & Accoutrements of the Mounted Police 1873-1973, by Roger F. Phillips and Donald J. Klancher; c. 1982
Museum Restoration Services. 212 pages with jacket. Defending the Dominion: Canadian Military Rifles 1855-1955, by David W.
Edgecombe; c. Service Publications (no date), this edition published in Canada 2003. 168 pages. The books in this lot appear unused and
rate excellent plus. (76857-35D)
3155. LOT OF BOOKS Total of six. Early American Gunsmiths 1650-1850, by Henry J. Kauffman; c. 1957 The Telegraph Press. 94 pages hardcover with jacket and separation occurring at spine. The Northwest Gun, by Charles E. Hanson, Jr.; c. 1956 Nebraska State Historical
Society. 85 pages paperback dedicated by the author. Great American Guns and Frontier Fighters, by Will Bryant; c. 1961 Will Bryant. 160
pages hardcover. The Plains Rifle, by Charles E. Hanson Jr.; c. 1960 Charles E. Hanson Jr. 171 pages hardcover with jacket. The Flintlock:
Its Origin and Development, by Torsten Lenk, translated by G. A. Urquart; c. 1965 Elizabeth Lenk. 188 pages hardcover. The PennsylvaniaKentucky Rifle, by Henry J. Kauffman. 376 pages hardcover with jacket. The overall condition of the lot is very good with incidents of light
soiling, wear, jacket tears and a few hand written notes. (76857-35E)
3156. LOT OF BOOKS Total of eight. From Gun to Gavel: The Courtroom Recollections of John Mathers of Oklahoma, as told to Marshall
Houts; c. 1954 Marshall Houts. 246 pages hardcover rating very good with library stamps and an attached sticker to front end paper.
Arming the West: A Fresh New Look at the Guns that were Actually Carried on the Frontier, by Herbert G. Houze; c. 2008 Herbert G.
Houze. 190 pages paperback. Wanted Posters of the Old West: Stories Behind the Crimes, by Barbara Fifer and Martin Kidston; c. 2003
Farcountry Press. 204 pages paperback. Old Guns and Whispering Ghosts: Tales and Twists of the Old West, by Jesse L. “Wolf” Hardin;
c. 2006 Jesse L. Hardin. 267 pages hardcover with jacket and dedicated by the author. Packing Iron: Gunleather of the Frontier West, by
Richard C. Rattenbury; c. 1993 Zon International Publishing Co. 216 pages hardcover with jacket. The Guns of the Gunfighters: Lawmen,
Outlaws & Hollywood Cowboys, by Doc O’Meara; c. 2003 Robert H. O’Meara. 208 pages hardcover with jacket and a few back pages
with creasing. Firearms of the American West: 1803-1865, by Louis A. Garavaglia and Charles G. Worman; c. 1984 U. of New Mexico
Press. 402 pages hardcover with jacket showing areas of sun fading. Firearms of the American West: 1866-1894, by Louis A. Garavaglia
and Charles G. Worman; c. 1985 U. of New Mexico Press. 413 pages hardcover with jacket. Unless otherwise noted the books in this lot
rate excellent with several showing minimal, if any use. (76857-35F)
3157. LOT OF BOOKS Six total. Handloader’s Manual, by Earl Naramore; c. 1937 Thomas G. Samworth. 369 pages hardcover. American
Ammunition and Ballistics, by Edward Matunas; c. 1979 Edward Matunas. 220 pages hardcover with jacket. Cartridges: A Pictorial Digest
of Small Arms Ammunition, by Herschel C. Logan; c. 1959 The Stackpole Co. 204 pages hardcover with jacket. Complete Guide to
Handloading, by Philip B. Sharpe; c. 1937 Funk & Wagnalls Co. 465 pages hardcover dedicated by the author and with jacket missing a
section at lower front right corner. Modern Firearms, by Yves Cadiou and Alphonse Richard; c. 1977 London Editions Limited. 224 pages
hardcover with jacket. The last item is a spiral bound 1961 dated Speer Manual for Reloading Ammunition consisting of 293 pages. The
overall condition of the lot is very good with no major blemishes and wear and soiling commensurate with age. (76857-35G)
3158. LOT OF BOOKS Four total. The History of Winchester Firearms 1866-1980, by Duncan Barnes, George R. Watrous, James C. Rikhoff,
Thomas H. Hall and Pete Kuhlhoff; c. 1966, 1975, 1980 Winchester Press. 237 pages hardcover that appears unused and is housed in
original cardboard sleeve. Steel Canvas: The Art of American Arms, by R.L. Wilson; c. 1995 R.L. Wilson. 384 pages hardcover with jacket
and exhibiting staining on some of the front pages resulting from contact with some liquid, but otherwise excellent condition. Remington
Arms: An American History, by Alden Hatch; c. 1956 Remington Arms Co. 359 pages excellent condition hardcover with jacket and protective clear plastic sleeve that has contributed to the obvious care given to this book which is very well preserved. Also included in this
lot and appearing unused is a hardcover catalog with pebble grain cover and gold embossed print that reads: “Richard A. Bourne Co. Inc.
Presents The Karl F. MoldenHauer Collection of Remington Arms at Unreserved Public Auction in 1980 and with an included copy of the
realized prices. The book is housed in its original cardboard sleeve. Rounding out the lot are 12 copies of the Colt Firearms catalog for
1977. This is an excellent condition lot overall. (76857-35H)
3159. LOT OF BOOKS Total of seven. The Rifle Book, by Jack O’Connor; c. 1949, this second edition, revised and enlarged 1964. 332 pages
hardcover with jacket. Complete Book of Rifles and Shotguns, by Jack O’Connor; c. 1961 Outdoor Life. 467 pages hardcover with jacket.
Outdoor Life’s Deer Hunting Book, by Jack O’Connor; c. 1974 Times Mirror Magazines, Inc. 275 pages hardcover with jacket. Use Enough
Gun, by Robert Ruark; c. 1966 Harold Mason. 333 pages hardcover with jacket. Rifleman’s Progress, by Ellis Christian Lenz; c. 1946
Standard Publications, Inc. 162 pages hardcover with jacket showing tears and a large portion missing at the spine and back. Also included is a Spring 2012 issue of African Hunting Gazette with a focus on Namibia and consisting of 176 pages. Rounding out the lot is a small
(8 1/2"x 5 1/2") staple bound and undated catalog with separate price list by Cogswell & Harrison that appears to be of 1950’s vintage.
The overall condition of the lot is very good to excellent with instances of light wear, soiling or fading. (76857-35I)
3160. LOT OF BOOKS Six total. A History of Firearms, by H. B. C. Pollard; (no c. info.) 320 pages hardcover with the onset of separation
occurring at the spine and front endpaper. Guns: The Development of Fireararms, Air Guns and Cartridges Told in Pictures, by Warren
Moore; c. 1963 Warren Moore. 104 pages hardcover showing a note on front end paper depicting that it was gifted in 1964 and with
jacket missing a small portion of front lower right. Firearms of the Islamic World: in the Tareq Rajab Museum, Kuwait, by Robert Elgood;
c. 1995 Tareq S. Rajab. 240 pages excellent condition hardcover with jacket. A Glossary of the Construction, Decoration and Use of Arms
and Armor, by George Cameron Stone; c. 1934 The Southworth Press, c. 1961 Jack Brussel. 694 pages hardcover with a 10” long area
of separation along the spine and a retailer’s stamp along the lower edge. Guns through the Ages, by Geoffrey Boothroyd; c. 1962 Sterling
Publishing Co., Inc. 192 pages hardcover with jacket. Antique Firearms: Their Care, Repair & Restoration, by Ronald Lister; c. 1963 Ronald
Lister. 220 pages hardcover with jacket showing creasing and a tear along upper spine. Unless otherwise noted the books rate about very
good with minor soiling, wear and fading. (76857-35J)
3161. LOT OF BOOKS and catalogs This lot begins with two excellent condition hardcovers Vols. XI and XII which add five additional
Winchester Repeating Arms Company trade catalogues to the original ten-volume collection of 49 issues. Contained in these two volumes
totaling 1094 pages are catalog #’s 77-81. The other hardcover in this lot consists of catalog No. 36 from The Stoeger Arms Corporation;
c. 1944 Stoeger Arms Corporation. 512 pages with separation occurring at the spine and a small strip of tape affixed to the font cover
and rating about very good overall. Rounding out the lot are approximately 30 excellent condition copies of the 1990 version of the Marlin
Sporting Firearms sales catalog and contained in what appears to be the original shrink wrapped distribution package. (76857-35K)
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3162. CIVIL WAR ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of a single book and two projectiles. The volume is a Borzoi book published by
Alfred Knopf: Lincoln And His Generals by T Harry Williams © 1952 Alfred Knopf Inc. 363 pages hardcover with red linen covering
embossed with the presidential seal on the cover and gilt fasces and crossed swords along the spine with title and author. The volume
rates excellent overall with perhaps some very light wear to the corners of the covers. The second items are a single 58 caliber Minie ball
and 68 or 9 caliber round ball, these housed in a leather-covered hinged plastic-window display case. Embossed in gold on the lid of the
case is “Authentic/Civil War/Rifle Bullets”. These come with a certificate of authenticity from the Kenneth R Laurence Galleries stating that
these are authentic Civil War bullets. The bullets show moderate white oxidation and a bit of ingrained soil. (1X37694-8)
3163. LOT OF BOOKS Five total: set of (3) editions of Aviation Quarterly, published by Richard Bradley Bierman to include Volume 5 No. 1
(1st quarter 1979), No. 2 (2nd quarter 1979), No. 3 (3rd quarter 1979). All are hardcovers in excellent to like-new condition; (2) total
Firearms, by Howard Ricketts, c. 1964 George Weidenfeld and Nicolson Ltd. 97 page jacketed hardcover in near excellent condition showing some light wear to the edges of the jacket and cover. The Arms & Armour Series: Hunting Weapons, by Howard L Blackmore. 401
page jacketed hardcover in excellent condition. (126222-24I)
3164. LOT OF BOOKS This lot consists of four books and two manuals. Pistol & Revolver Digest: 3rd Edition, by Dean A Grinnell; c. 1982
DBI Books Inc. 288 page paperback. The Waterfowler’s Bible, by Erwin A Bauer; c. 1965 Erwin A Bauer. 168 page paperback. The Hunting
Rifle, by Jack O’Connor; c. 1970 Jack O’Conner. 314 page hardcover. Complete Book of Shooting, by Jack O’Connor; c. 1965 Outdoor
Life. 385 page jacketed hardcover. Last are two manuals; one for a 40mm grenade launcher M203 and the other for an M16A1 rifle, both
dated 1972. All are in near excellent to excellent condition with the jacketed book’s jacket showing some tatter and tears along its edges
and corners. (1X126975-2)
3165. LOT OF BOOKS and a Manual Nine total The Guns of Remington: Historic Firearms Spanning Two Centuries, compiled by Howard M
Madaus; c. 1997 Buffalo Bill Historic Center. 331 page jacketed hardcover. Mauser Military Rifles of the World, third edition, by Robert W
D Ball. c. 2003 Robert W D Ball. 367 page jacketed hardcover. Variations of Colt’s: New Model Police & Pocket Breech Loading Pistols,
by John D Breslin, William Q Pirie, David E Price; c. 2002 John D Breslin, William Q Pirie, David E Price. 159 page hardcover with a small
erased note on the back end paper. The Gun Digest Book of Ruger Pistols & Revolvers, by Patrick Sweeney; c. 2007 Patrick Sweeney. 286
page paperback. Ruger & His Guns: A History of the Man, the Company and Their Firearms, by R L Wilson; c. 1996 R L Wilson. 358 page
jacketed hardcover. Pistols of the World; Fully Revised, 3rd Edition, by Ian Hogg and John Weeks; c. 1992 Ian Hogg and John Weeks. 352
page paperback in very good condition with a tattered and torn cover. .22 Caliber Handguns: A Shooter’s Guide, by D F Geiger; c. 2003
D F Geiger. 128 page paperback with a name written on title page. Department of the Army Technical Manual TM 9-1005-223-12;
Operator and Organizational Maintenance Manual 7.62-mm Rifle M14 and Rifle Bipod M2, Headquarters, Department of the Army,
January 1963. The Historic Henry Rifle; Oliver Winchester’s Famous Civil War Repeater, by Wiley Sword; c. 2002 Wiley Sword. 104 page
paperback. All are in excellent condition except where previously mentioned. (127342-4)
3166. BOOK LOT This lot consists of six books, five paperback and one hardcover. Included are The Gun Collector’s Handbook of Values (New
and Completely Revised) by Charles Edward Chapel, #10 Old Gun Catalogs 1864-1880 by L.D. Satterlee, #14 Old Gun Catalogs 18591902 also by Satterlee, 1986 Gun Digest Hunting Annual by Robert S.L. Anderson, 8th Edition Gun Trader’s Guide by Paul Wahl and The
Gun Digest Book Of Modern Gun Values, 5th Edition by Jack Lewis. All are in very good to near excellent condition, some of the paperbacks
have minor foxing and tears and flaking along the bindings and edges. The hardcover has a small tear on the front of the jacket. (46524-1)
3167. PERIODICAL LOT This lot consists of 70 assorted issues of the Double Gun Journal from 1994-2012. Included are: Index & Reader 19901996, 1994 (spring, summer, autumn, winter), 1995 (spring, summer, autumn, winter), 1996 (spring, summer, autumn, winter), 1997 (spring, summer, autumn, winter), 1998 (summer, autumn, winter), 1999 (spring, summer, autumn, winter), 2000 (spring, summer, autumn, winter), 2001
(spring, summer, autumn, winter), 2002 (spring, summer, autumn, winter), 2003 (spring, summer, autumn), 2004 (spring, summer, autumn, winter), 2005 (spring, summer, autumn, winter), 2006 (spring, summer, autumn, winter), 2007 (spring, summer, autumn, winter), 2008 (spring, summer, autumn, winter), 2009 (spring, summer, autumn, winter), 2010 (spring, autumn), 2011 (summer, autumn), and 2012 (spring & (2) winter).
All are in excellent condition, the years 1994-1997 are boxed. A great addition or start of the double gun enthusiast’s collection. (45953-63)
3168. PERIODICAL LOT This lot consists of 57 assorted issues of the Double Gun Journal from 1996-2006. Issues include: 1996 (autumn),
1997 (spring), 1998 (spring(2), summer(2), autumn, winter(2)), 1999 spring. Summer, autumn(2), winter(2)), 2000 (spring, summer(2),
autumn, winter), 2001 (spring, summer, autumn(3), winter), 2002 (spring(2), summer(3), autumn(2), winter), 2003 (spring(3), summer,
autumn(2)), 2004 (spring(3), summer, autumn(3), winter(2)), 2005 (spring, summer, autumn, winter), and 2006 (spring, summer, autumn,
winter). These classic reference journals range in condition from about very good to excellent, some have minor damage from the elements
and pests. A good addition for the double gun enthusiast. (45363-1)
3169. BOOK LOT This lot consists of two hard cover books. First is Il Grende Libro Delle Incisioni: Modern Engravings Real Book by Marco
E. Nobili. This 558 page book is printed in both Italian and English and features wonderful full page black and white photos of some of
the finest engraved firearms and art ever seen. Second is The Art Of Engraving by Claude Gaier and Pietro Sabatti. His full color illustrated
160 page book features engraved examples from various periods in history. Both books are not only helpful references but can be enjoyed
for their artistic content as well. Both are in excellent condition and have dust jackets. (45363-2A)
3170. BOOK LOT This lot consists of two hardcover, coffee table sized books. The first is titled The Marines and was compiled by Marine Corp
Heritage Foundation, Edwin Howard Simmons editor-in-chief. This 360 volume features many black and white and full-color photos and
provides a chronology and history of the Corp. The second is titled USMC A Complete History by the Marine Corps Association, Colonel
Jon T. Hoffman, editor-in-chief. It features 656 pages with both color and black and white photos and artwork and details the history of
the United States Marine Corp from 1775 – 2002. Both are in excellent condition. (45363-2B)
3171. BOOK LOT This lot consists of seven paperback and hardcover, U.S. Military themed books. First is This Is Guadalcanal by L. Douglas
Keeney and William S. Butler. A 128 page compilation of black and white photography from that Pacific theater. Second is Always Faithful
by Captain William W. Putney D.V.M. U.S.M.C. (Ret), a 225 page memoir and tribute to U.S. Marine dogs of WWII. Third is Chicken Soup
For The Veteran’s Soul by Canfield, Hansen and Slagter, 384 pages of inspirational military themes stories. Fourth is The United States
Marines: The First Two Hundred Years: 1775-1975 by Brigadier General Edwin H. Simmons U.S.M.C. (ret), 273 pages of Marine Corp history. The last three are small pocket sized books by Major Gene Duncan, U.S.M.C. (ret), Green Side Out: Marine Corp Sea Stories, Brown
Side Out: More Marine Corp Sea Stories and Run In Circles: Marine Corp Sea Stories Book III. All are in very good to excellent condition,
one shows a minor amount of moisture staining. (45363-2C)
3172. BOOK LOT This lot consists of six books, four hardcover and two paperback. First is Mauser Military Rifles Of The World by Robert Ball
(earlier edition), 265 page must-have Mauser reference guide with full color photos. Second is Mauser Bolt Rifles by Ludwig Olson, 364
pages of detailed Mauser rifle information. Third is titled Luger: The Multi-National Pistol by Charles Kenyon Jr, 187 pages with detailed
information and large full-color photos. Fourth is Mauser Rifles And Pistols by W.H.B. Smith, 236 pages with black and white photos and
sketch diagrams. Lastly are the two small paperbacks, GEW 98: The German Mauser Rifle Model Of 1898: Its Use And Development In
The World War and Federal Ordnance Inc.: A Collector’s Catalog Of Fine Carbines And Pistols As Well As Cases, Parts & Accessories…
All are in excellent condition, some of the dust jackets have tattered edges and small tears. (45363-2D)
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3173. BOOK LOT This lot consists of three books, two hardcover and one paperback. First is Small Arms Of The World by Edward Clinton
Ezell, 894 pages of military small arm information broken down by country of use. Second is Collecting Classic Bolt Action Military Rifles
by Paul S. Scarlata, 278 pages with photos and descriptions separated by country. Lastly is The Combat .45 Automatic by Bill Wilson and
Michael Bane, 241 page paperback that provides a step-to-step guide for customizing the famed 1911. The hardcovers are in excellent
condition, the paperback has torn edges on the rear cover. (45363-2E)
3174. BOOK LOT This lot consists of four books, one hardcover and three paperback. First is Hitler: From Power To Ruin by Benjamin Appel, 94
pages outlining the rise and fall of the crazed dictator. The dust cover has tattered edges and there is some minor moisture damage. Second
is The Face Of the Third Reich: Portraits of Nazi Leadership by Joachim C. Fest, 402 pages showcasing leaders and prominent figures of the
Third Reich. Third is Adolf Hitler And The German Trauma 1913-1945 by Robert Edwin Herzstein, 294 page interpretation of the Nazi phenomenon. Lastly is German Secret Weapons: Blueprint For Mars by Brian Ford, 160 pages describing some of the more fantastic tools of
the Nazi war machine. All are in very good condition, pages have yellowed and there are areas of light foxing throughout. (45363-2F)
3175. BOOK LOT This lot contains five hardcover books that were part of the Firearms Classics Library. Titles include: The Rifle In America by
Sharpe; The Gun And Its Development by W.W.Greener; Shotgun By Keith by Elmer Keith; Firearms Curiosa by Lewis Winant; and
Textbook Firearms Of Investigation, Identification And Evidence by Hatcher. All are in fancy, embossed leather bindings and are in excellent
condition. Two are still sealed in plastic. (45363-3A)
3176. BOOK LOT This lot consists of four hardcover books that were part of the Firearms Classics Library. Titles include: The Bullet’s Flight by
Mann; The Book Of The Springfield by Edward C. Crosman; Military And Sporting Rifle Shooting by Edward C. Crossman and Ordnance
Went Up Front by Roy F. Dunlap. All are in as new condition and feature fancy, embossed leather bindings and are still sealed in their original plastic wrap. (45363-3B)
3177. BOOK LOT This lot consists of six hardcover books that were part of the Firearms Classics Library. Included are: History Of The Colt
Revolver by Hayden & Belden; Pistols And Revolvers Vol I by Walter H.B. Smith; Guns Of The Old West By Chapel; Gun Collecting by Charles
Edward Chapel; Big Game Rifles & Sixgun Cartridges And Loads by Keith and Sixguns and Bullseyes & Automatic Pistols by Reichenbach.
All are in excellent to as new condition, some are in their original plastic wrap and all feature fancy, embossed leather bindings. (45363-3C)
3178. BOOK LOT This lot consists of three hardcover books. First is Pistols: History, Technology, And Models From 1550-1913 by Adriano
Sala, 279 pages with full-color photos and description. The dust jacket has some minor soiling. Second is The Collector’s Book of Modern
Handguns by Ron Adam, 80 pages dedicated to modern production handguns divided by region of origin. Third is An Illustrated History
Of Firearms by Ian V. Hogg, 64 pages with art showing development from the early beginnings through more modern production. Three
excellent reference materials. (45363-3D)
3179. BOOK LOT This lot consists of three books, two hardcover and one paperback. First is The Treasury Of The Gun by Harold Peterson, 252 pages
with full-color illustrations. The dust jacket has some minor tears and tattered edges. Second is The Complete Collector’s Guide: Guns Of the
World, 366 pages containing black and white photos and references for both civilian and military arms. Third is The Book Of The Twenty-Two: The
All-American Caliber by Sam Fadala. A 272 page study of rimfire and centerfire .22 caliber firearms. A great grouping overall. (45363-3E)
3180. BOOK LOT This lot consists of four paperback books. First is The Gun And Its Development; 9th Edition by W.W. Greener, 830 pages, a
fascinating journey of early weaponry from the medieval times through the beginning of the 20th century. Second is Antique Guns by Hank
Wieand Bowman, 144 pages, discussing the first muzzleloaders through early cartridge firearms. Third is titled Loading The Black Powder Rifle
Cartridge by Paul A. Matthews, 122 pages with instructions for various stages of loading black powder cartridges. Lastly is The Official Price
Guide To Antique and Modern Firearms: 8th Edition by Robert H. Balderson, 678 pages with informational listings and pricing in alphabetical
order. All in very good to excellent condition. The third listing has minor foxing and soiling and some small tears to the cover. (45363-3F)
3181. BOOK LOT This lot consists of six books, three hardcover and three paperback. First is Rudyard Kipling: A Life by Harry Ricketts, 434
page biography of the famed author. Next is Barrack-Room Ballads written by Rudyard Kipling, 274 pages of poetry and limericks inspired
by the author’s time and experience with Her Majesty’s Military. Third is titled The Siege At Peking by Peter Fleming, and has 273 page vivid
report documenting the events of that day during the turn of the century and early 1900’s. Next is the Pocket Scottish History series A Wee
Guide To William Wallace by Duncan Jones, an 86 page historical guide to the life the most famous figure in the fight to Scottish independence. Lastly are two compact guides to major American events American History Volume I & II by Orville V. Webster III, each being about
125 pages. Volume I outlining the years 1492-1860, volume II 1861-1946. All are in very good to excellent overall condition. (45363-4A)
3182. BOOK LOT This lot consists of six, double gun related books, five hardcover and one paperback. First is Shotguns For Wingshooting by
John Barsness, 205 pages with full-color photos and covers many aspects of upland bird shooting. Second is Game Gun by Richard S.
Grozik, 203 pages regarding the fit, manufacture and use of fine side by side shotguns. Third is Best Guns (revised and updated) by
Michael McIntosh, 418 pages defining many of the finest double shotguns by manufacturer. Fourth is The Double Shotgun (revised and
expanded) by Don Zutz, 237 pages describing the history and development of some of the world’s most classic sporting arms. Fifth is
Spanish Best: The Fine Shotguns Of Spain by Terry Wieland, 236 pages of a practical and comprehensive source of information about the
fine shotguns of Spain. Lastly is a Sotheby’s Fine Modern And Vintage Sporting Guns catalog dated April 18, 2002, an excellent guide for
high end shotguns. All are in excellent condition, some of the dust jackets and some lightly frayed edges. (45363-4B)
3183. BOOK LOT This lot consists of three hardcover books. First is The Illustrated Book Of Guns, David Miller Editor, 304 pages directory of
over 1,000 military, sporting and antique arms. Second is Patents And Inventions For Small Arms 1909-1915 by Armory Publications, a
chronological listing from His Majesty’s patent house. Lastly is The Collecting Of Guns by Bonanza Books and edited by James E. Serven,
272 pages of firearms collecting reference materials and guides. All three are in very good condition. The dust cover of the first book has
some soiling and light curling around the edges, the last book has yellowed pages and mild foxing throughout. (45363-4C)
3184. BOOK LOT This lot consists of six books, three hardcover and three paperback. First is British Single Shot Rifles Vol 2 by Walter Winfer, 176
pages with detailed photos of the Gibbs action and fine sporting rifles. The dust jacket has a few small tears. Second is The Custom Rifle Gazette
Vol 1 Issue 1 July 1995, 150 pages with full color photos. Next is a smaller publication from the Historical Arms Series No.11 Sir Charles Ross
And his Rifle by Roger Phillips and Jerome J. Knap, 32 page outline of Sir Charles Ross and his work. Fourth is a reprint of a W.J. Jeffery & Co.
LTD Jefferey’s Guns, Rifles & General Shooting Accessories catalog. Fifth is Shooting The British Double Rifle by Graeme Wright, 180 pages a
modern guide to load development and use. Lastly is English Sporting Guns And Accessories by Macdonald Hastings, 96 pages with descriptive black and white photos and information on British sporting arms through history. All are in excellent condition. (45363-4D)
3185. BOOK LOT This lot consists of three books in total, two hardcover books and one paperback. First is Winchester: The Gun That Won
the West by Harold F. Williamson, 494 pages outlining the founders, company and products from the early beginnings through 1931.
Second is Bullard Arms by G. Scott Jamieson, 245 pages describing James H. Bullard, his company and the fine products he produced.
Both are in excellent condition, the dust jacket on the Bullard book has a small tear at one corner. Lastly is a small copy of the Newton
Arms Co 14th Edition, 148 pages of information on Charles Newton and his rifles. Three excellent reference materials. (45363-4E)
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3186. BOOK LOT This lot consists of six books, three hardcover books and three paperbacks. First is The Handloader’s Manual For Cartridge
Conversions by John J. Donnelly, 1055 pages and sealed in a vac-u-pak. Second is Cartridges Of The World 3rd Edition by Frank C. Barnes,
378 pages. Third is Cartridges Of The World 6th Edition by Frank C. Barnes, 448 pages. Next is The History And Development Of Small
Arms Ammunition: Volume III by George A Hoyem, 220 pages featuring information on classic British small arms ammunition. Fifth is
Cartridges by Herschel C. Logan, 204 page pictorial digest of small arms ammunition. Pages have some mild staining and there is minor
tearing to the edges of the dust jacket. Lastly is the Speer Manual For Reloading Ammunition Number 8, circa 1970 448 pages. All are in
very good to excellent condition unless noted. (45363-5A)
3187. BOOK LOT This lot consists of four softcover reference books. Included are Ken Water’s Pet Loads, 1040 pages. Second is The
Handloader’s Manual For Cartridge Conversions by John J. Donnelly, 1055 pages. Third is Big Bore Rifles And Cartridges, 358 pages by
Wolfe Publishing. Last is The ABC’s Of Reloading 2nd Edition by Dean A. Grennell, 288 pages. All are in excellent overall condition, save
the last listing which has some light scuffing and yellowed pages. (45363-5B)
3188. BOOK LOT This lot consists of the first six editions of the Foxfire book series. These are part of the 12 part best selling series about the
vanishing lifestyle of the Southern Appalachian mountains region. Topics include but are not limited to: log cabin building, dressing game,
faith healing, moonshining, ghost stories, wild foods, customs, animal care, instrument making, horse trading, gardening, blacksmithing,
hunting, games and much more. An indispensible resource about surviving off the land and living a simpler life. (45363-5C)
3189. BOOK LOT This lot consists of six books in total, four hardcover and two paperback. First is Weapons And War Machines by Andrew
Kershaw and Ian Close, 256 pages with full-color pictures and descriptions. Second is Atlas Of The World Military History by Richard Brooks,
256 Pages with color pictures, maps and other information regarding the art of war from ancient times to present day. Third is America At
War In Color by Stewart Binns and Adrian Wood, 256 pages with full-color, unique images of the American experience in World War II. Next
is Pictorial History Of the World War by Willis J. Abbot, 328 pages with numerous illustrations and field images from various experts. Book
is in fair condition, the binding has become separated and there is light foxing and soiling. Fifth is Secret Fighting Arts Of The World by John
F. Gilbey, 150 pages showing various fighting styles. Lastly is The Protocols translated from the original Russian text by Victor E. Marsden,
299 pages – a must read for every true American Patriot. All are in excellent condition unless already noted. (45363-5D)
3190. BOOK LOT This lot includes an illustrated 391 page hardcover title The Military Knife & Bayonet, by Homer M. Brett, copyright 2001.
This book has a personal hand written inscription from the author to a previous owner and is dated Dec. 9, 2001. The book is complete
with dust jacket and remains in like-new condition. (107865-61)
3191. BOOK LOT This lot includes an illustrated 445 page hardcover title The German Sniper 1914-1945, by Peter R. Senich, copyright 1982.
This book is complete with dust jacket, and appears to have seen little if any use and remains in like-new condition. (107865-61A)
3192. LOT OF BOOKS This lot includes three titles pertaining to military weapons. First is an illustrated 293 page hardcover title U.S. Infantry
Weapons of the First World War, by Bruce N. Canfield, copyright 2000. The book has a few light scuff marks on the illustrated cover and
remains in excellent condition. Second is an illustrated 303 page hardcover title U.S. Infantry Weapons of World War II, by Bruce N.
Canfield, copyright 1998. This third edition print remains in excellent condition. Third is an illustrated 220 page hardcover title U.S. Military
Knives, Bayonets & Machetes, by M.H. Cole, copyright 1979. This third print book is complete with dust jacket. The dust jacket shows
spots of light scuffing, small tears, and crinkled edges and is 98% complete. The pages of the book show spots of light foxing and the
inside cover has been signed in ink by the author. This book remains in very good condition. (107865-61B)
3193. LOT OF BOOKS This lot includes two books by Bruce N. Canfield. First is an illustrated 184 page soft cover title A Collector's Guide
to United States Combat Shotguns, copyright 1992. This book has two little scuffmarks on the cover and remains in excellent condition.
Second is a 154 page hardcover title A Collectors Guide to the M1 Garand and the M1 Carbine, copyright 1988. This book is complete
with dust jacket and remains in excellent condition. (107865-61C)
3194. LOT OF BOOKS This lot includes two firearms related books. First is an illustrated 294 page hardcover title Complete Guide to the M1
Garand and the M1 Carbine, second edition print by Bruce N. Canfield, copyright 1999. The book is in excellent condition. Second is an
illustrated 704 page hardcover title Handguns of the World by Edward C. Ezell, copyright 1981. This book is complete with dust jacket.
There are a few spots of light staining along the edges and this book remains in excellent condition. (107865-61C)
3195. LOT OF BOOKS This lot includes two firearms related books. First is an illustrated 128 page hardcover title German Automatic Weapons
of World War II, by Robert Bruce, copyright 1996 (photography), 1998 (book). The book is complete with dust jacket that has some light
wrinkling on the edges and remains in excellent condition. Second is a 448 page illustrated hardcover title Mauser Military Rifles of the
World, by Robert W.D. Ball, copyright 2011. This fifth edition print remains in excellent condition. (107865-61D)
3196. LOT OF BOOKS This lot includes two firearms related books. First is an illustrated 704 page hardcover title Handguns of the World by
Edward C. Ezell, copyright 1981. This book is complete with dust jacket and remains in excellent condition. Second is a 278 page illustrated
hardcover title Collecting Classic Bolt Action Rifles, by Paul S. Scarlata, copyright 2001. The book is in excellent condition aside from a
spot of minor staining on the cover. (107865-61E)
3197. LOT OF BOOKS This lot includes two hardcover titles. First is an illustrated 782 page hardcover title The Rifle in America, by Philip B.
Sharpe, copyright 1947. This book has foxing along the edges of the paper and inside covers. The spine is starting to loosen but remains
intact and the book is in overall good condition. Second is an illustrated 265 page hardcover title Don Troiani's Regiments & Uniforms of
the Civil War, by Earl J. Coates, Michael J. McAfee and Don Troiani, copyright 2002. Aside from some very light scuffing on the dust jacket,
this book remains in excellent condition. (107865-61F)
3198. LOT OF BOOKS This lot includes five leather covered firearms related books with gold gilt edges that are part of the Firearms Classic
Library Collection. First is an illustrated 306 page hardcover title Guns of the Old West, by Charles Edward Chapel, copyright 1995. Second
is an illustrated 804 page hardcover title The Gun and its Development, by W.W. Greener, copyright 1995. Third is an illustrated 530 page
hardcover title The Muzzle-Loading Cap Lock Rifle, by Ned H. Roberts, copyright 1996. Fourth is an illustrated 488 page hardcover title
Hatcher's Notebook, by Julian S. Hatcher, copyright 1996. Fifth is an illustrated 441 page hardcover title The Rifle in America, by Philip B.
Sharpe, copyright 1995. These are special content copyright dates as these are reprinted books for The Nation Rifle Association. This particular set includes 103 assorted titles and this lot includes just a few of them. These books are in excellent condition. (107865-61G)
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3199. BOOK LOT This lot consists of 21 hardcover and softcover books of various theme. First are the Physician’s Desk Reference 53rd Edition
and PDR For Herbal Medicines 1st Edition by the Medical Economics Company, 3480 pages and 1244 pages respectively. Next is A
Pictorial History Of The American Indian by Oliver La Farge, 272 pages including color and black and white photos, artwork and graphics.
Third is Habanos: The Story Of the Havana Cigar by Nancy Stout, 216 pages with color photos and art. Fourth is Cigar Aficionado’s World
Of Cigars by Marvin R. Skanken, 136 pages with color photos and artwork. Fifth is the Smithsonian Exposition series book The Smithsonian
Book Of Invention, 256 pages with full color photos and artwork. Sixth is Hustlers And Con Men by Jay Robert Nash, 372 pages of the
history of the “confidence man” and his games. Seventh is Pug Shots by Jim Dratfield, 96 pages full of Dratfield’s photographic capture
of one of America’s favorite breeds. Ninth is Decorative Beaded Purses by Enid Taylor, 136 full color pages with detailed assembly instruction. Tenth is the Official Guide Book New York World’s Fair 1939, 200 page program and guide to the “World Of Tomorrow”. Eleventh is
The Landsknechts by Douglas Miller, 40 pages brief pictorial history of the “servants of the land”. Twelfth is See I Told You So by Rush
Limbaugh III, 364 page modern historical evaluation by the outspoken conservative author. Thirteenth is Ghost Story, a novel by acclaimed
author Peter Straub, 483 pages. Fourteenth is Art Carney a 230 page biography by Michael Seth Star. Fifteenth is Arundel, a 486 page
novel of America’s past by Kenneth Roberts. Sixteenth is a #1 New York Times best seller, Sugar Busters! Cut Sugar To Trim Fat, 272 page
diet and health guide by Steward, Bethea, Andrews and Balart. Seventeenth is Write What You Mean, a 179 page handbook of business
communication by Allen Weiss. Eighteenth is a copy of the Fall 1909 Sears, Roebuck and Co Consumers Guide, a selection of fine items
from the distinguished publication. Next is Shetland Sheepdogs by B.M and J.M Herbert, a 111 page guide to raising and showing this
classic breed. Lastly is The Way And Its Power: A Study Of The Tao Te Ching And Its Place In Chinese Thought by Arthur Waley, 262 page
offering an interesting look at early Chinese culture. All are in very good to excellent condition. (45363-5A)
3200. BOOK LOT This lot consists of six hardcover and softcover instructional books. First is Display Cases You Can Build by Danny Proux, 128
full color pages with detailed instruction for 11 cabinet building projects. Second is Barron’s Woodworking Class: Cabinetmaking, 64 full color
pages with step by step instructions. Third is Classic Hand Tools by Garrett Hack, 218 pages showcasing various woodworking hand tools.
Fourth is The How And Why Of Mechanical Movements by Harry Walton, 297 pages with illustrations be Ray Pioch. Fifth is Outdoorsman’s
Fix-It Book by Monte Burch, 274 page practical guide to repair and maintain various outdoors items and projects. Last is The Lost Lore Of A
Man’s Life by Denis Boyles, 210 pages of stuff guys should know. All are in very good to excellent condition. (45363-5B)
3201. BOOK LOT This lot consists of four hardcover and paperback reference books. First is American Swords And Sword Makers by Richard
H. Bezdek, 627 pages with dust jacket. Second is A Glossary Of The Construction, Decoration And Use Of Arms And Armor In All
Countries In All Times by George Cameron Stone, 694 pages with dust jacket. Third is Old Gunsights: A Collector’s Guide 1850-1965 by
Nick Strobel, 320 pages. Lastly is The Standard Directory Of Proof Marks by Gerhard Wirnsberger, 192 pages. All are in very good to
excellent condition and are must have reference materials for the serious collector or student of arms and militaria. (45363-6A)
3202. BOOK LOT This lot consists of six classic books, four hardcover and two paperback. First is The Book Of Rifles by W.H.B. Smith and
Joseph E. Smith, 656 pages detailing the early development of firearms and ammunition and listing military arms by country. Second is
American Hunting Rifles by Craig Boddington, 446 pages outlining the appropriate selection of arms, ammunition and accessories for your
next hunting adventure. Third is The Big Game Rifle by Jack O’Connor, 383 page classic study by this esteemed author. Fourth is Safari Rifles
by Craig Boddington, 428 pages about the selection of the proper guns and equipment for harvesting game on the dark continent. Fifth is
The Hunter’s Rifle by Clay Harvey, 403 page look at selecting the right rifle, ammunition and equipment for North American game hunting.
Lastly is The Accurate Rifle by Warren Page, 238 pages from the Stoeger Sportsman’s Library. All are in excellent condition. (45363-6B)
3203. BOOK LOT This Lot consists of five hardcover books relating to dangerous game and Safari hunting. First is Maneaters by Peter Hathaway
Capstick, 178 pages showcasing apex predators. Second is Death In The Long Grass by Peter Hathaway Capstick, 297 pages of inspiring
tales from adventures in the African bush. Third is Pondoro: Last Of The Ivory Hunters by John Taylor, 355 pages, tales of the “lion like one”
during some of his 30 year time spent on safari. Fourth is Horned Death by John F. Burger, 342 page numbered copy (#612) of the author’s
time spent hunting the African Buffalo. Lastly is Tales Of The Big Game Hunters by Kenneth Kemp, 209 pages of combined African hunting
stories. All are in very good to excellent condition, a good representation of works by these esteemed authors. (45363-6C)
3204. BOOK LOT This lot consists of six assorted hardcover and paperback outdoors and hunting books. First is Treasury Of Big Game
Animals by Erwin A Bauer, 398 pages with full-color photos. Next is The Master Backwoodsman by Bradford Angier, 224 pages of wilderness skills and campcraft. Third is L.L. Bean Upland Bird Hunting Handbook by Tom Huggler, 176 pages, a complete guide to North
American game birds. Fourth is titled Grouse & Woodcock: A Gunner’s Guide by Don L. Johnson, 220 pages of secrets to upland bird
hunting success. Fifth is Harsh Weather Camping by Sam Curtis, 212 page guide to successful backpacking, canoeing and cycling in any
conditions. Lastly is Buck Peterson’s Complete Guide To Deer Hunting by B.R. “Buck” Peterson, 153 pages of anecdotal deer hunting stories. All are in very good to excellent condition. (45363-6D)
3205. BOOK LOT This lot consists of 12 softcover reference guides. Included are The World Guide to Gun Parts 20th Edition; Shooter’s Bible
54th (1963), 86th (1995) and 91st (2000) editions; The Gun Digest Book Of Sporting Optics by Wayne van Zwoll; The Gun Digest Book
Of Exploded Firearms Drawings 2nd Edition by Harold A Muntz; The Gun Digest Sporting Rifle Takedown & Reassembly Guide by J.B.
Wood; Bolt Action Rifles by Frank de Haas; Bolt Action Rifles: Revised Edition by Frank de Haas; Rifles Of The World by John Walter;
Warman’s Civil War Weapons by Graham Smith and Antique Guns: The Collector’s Guide 2nd Edition by John E. Traister. All are in very
good condition, the front cover is missing from the earliest Shooter’s Bible. (45363-7)
3206. BOOK LOT A History of The Colt Revolver, by Charles T Haven and Frank A Belden; c. 1940 by Charles T Haven and Frank A Belden.
711 page jacketed hardcover. The book is in excellent condition with the jacket showing slight wear on some edges and a bit of soiling
on the spine. The cover is green linen with gilt lettering on the spine and front. The pages show some minor discoloration on its edges.
The book comes with an outer sleeve that has some damage to it long end. (127207-3B)
3207. LOT OF BOOKS three total The Breech-Loader in the Service, by Claud E Fuller; c. 1933 Claud E Fuller. 381 page hardcover that is in
excellent condition. The cover is pebble grained with embossed rifle images and gilt title box showing very minor damage to the corners.
The pages show a slight soiling on its outer edges. The dedication page is printed with the author’s signature with no name on the “presented to” line. Springfield Shoulder Arms; 1795-1865, by Claud E Fuller; c. 1931 Francis Bannerman Sons. 176 page hardcover in overall
near excellent condition. The cover is green linen with gilt lettering and slight impact damage to the corners. The pages show minor discoloration to the outer edges. United States Ordnance: Volume II Ordnance Correspondance, by Major James E Hicks. 164 page hardcover
in very good condition. The linen cover has a gilt image and lettering with some mildew. There is evidence of water damage on the inside
of the front cover. Includes a wax paper outer jacket. (127207-3C)
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3208. LOT OF BOOKS This lot includes ten books. First is an illustrated 332 page hardcover title The Shotgun Book, by Jack O'Connor, copyright 1965. This first edition print is a compilation of articles that appeared in various prints of Outdoor Life Magazine with addition text by
the author. The spine is somewhat loose but remains intact and there are spots of staining along the red fabric cover. The pages have light
foxing and the book remains in good overall condition. Second is an illustrated 334 page hardcover title Outdoor Life Cyclopedia, prepared
by the staff at Outdoor Life, copyright 1942. The cover is starting to lift away from the spine and has torn halfway up the front edge. There
is additional damage at the top of the spine and this book remains in fair condition. Third are four volumes of Shooter's Bible, to include
issues: 54, 56, 57, 62, and 93. They vary in condition from fair to very good. Fourth is a Herter's catalogue issue No. 85 dated 1975 in good
condition. Fifth is a 1979 deluxe edition of Gun Digest, with torn cover in fair condition and sixth is a 3rd edition Flayderman's Guide to
Antique American Firearms, in overall very good condition. (105901-4)
3209. BOOK LOT This lot includes two books. First is an illustrated 233 page hardcover title Smith & Wesson Handguns, by Roy C. McHenry
and Walter F. Roper, copyright 1945. The book is complete with dust jacket. There is light foxing present along the cover and edges of the
pages and the book remains in overall very good condition. Second is an illustrated 494 page hardcover title Winchester- The Gun That Won
The West, by Harold F. Williamson, copyright 1952. This first edition print is complete with dust jacket and has some minor foxing around
the edges. The dust jacket has several wrinkles and small tears along the edges and this book remains in excellent condition. (107202-3)
3210. LOT OF BOOKS This Lot includes five gunsmith related titles. First is a two volume set published by Funk and Wagnall's titled The
Modern Gunsmith, by James V. Howe, copyright 1941. This is a 1944 dated reprint set with dust jackets and storage sleeve. The sleeve
is tattered with split seams and scuffed up edges but remains somewhat intact. The books remain in near excellent condition. Second are
three soft cover booklets from Samworth under the main title Firearm Design & Assembly, with sub titles The inletting of gunstock blanks
& modifications of the 1903 Springfield, The shaping of inletted blanks & alterations to the Winchester Model 70, and The Finishing of gunstocks and conversions of the 1917 Enfield Rifle. These booklets are complete and remain in very good condition. (107202-3A)

Gun Parts

3211. COLT POLICE POSITIVE SPECIAL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER PARTS This lot consists of what appeared to be all the
parts from a Colt Police Positive Special revolver in 32-20 Win. Most parts are an overall dull gray or oxidized dark blue-gray patina, the cylinder
with some active oxidation and light pitting. The checkered hard rubber “Colt” monogram grips rate very good to very good plus. (37867-10)
3212. BARREL LOT This lot consists of a Marble's Game Getter .22/44 cal. barrel set. The barrels measure 12" in length and both show oxidation and pitting with the 22 barrel showing heavy oxidation. The metal surfaces retain 90% reapplied blue with the barrels showing oxidation staining spots and streaks. The underside of the block is number "2167" and barrels of this length when mated to a long gun are
subject to regulation under the National Firearms Act. (206643-8)
3213. GRIP LOT This lot consists of two pairs of High Standard grips for the Olympic pistol. Both grip pairs rate very good showing scuff marks
at the top and scattered handling marks but no cracks or abrasions. The grips include the proper screws and they will be great for someone looking for replacement grips. (206643-4A)
3214. REMINGTON PARTS LOT This lot consists of a Remington 1100 action bar assembly with
forend support, an 1100 hammer, an 1100 action bar assembly, a shell catcher which
shows some oxidation, and an 1100 release trigger assembly with a shelf lifter. The
trigger assembly retains 97% blue finish with some operational wear and a couple
light dings on the left side of the triggerguard. (206643-10A)
3215. TRIGGER LOT This lot consists of a Perazzi Style MX Double Release Trigger. The
conversion of this trigger was done by Dale Reitz. The blued surfaces of this trigger
group retain 95% original finish with some silvering on the right side. The gold plated
trigger shows some light staining. A good trigger for the trap shooter. (206643-10E)
3216. DUTCH M1 CARBINE BLANK FIRING ADAPTER This lot consists of a
single Dutch M1 carbine blank firing adapter. The adapter shows some light
oxidation staining, silvering and red paint at bottom. It is marked with
"Eagle/BMVidg/186". A unique lot for the M1 carbine collector. (207647-42)
3215
3217. WINCHESTER 97 TRENCH GUN ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of
a Remington M1917 bayonet and scabbard, an M1917 belt, 5 rounds of Winchester 00
Buck, a dual M1911 magazine pouch and an unmarked OD green pouch. The 9-17 dated
M1917 bayonet rates very good to near excellent overall showing some scattered light oxidation staining on the blade and pommel. The US ordnance markings are crisp, while the walnut handle shows a few handling marks and the scabbard shows wear one would expect from
the years. The M1917 belt is in excellent condition overall and is maker marked "L.C.C. & CO, 9-18". The M1911 magazine pouch is in excellent
condition overall and maker marked "L.C.C. & CO 1918". The 5 rounds of Winchester 00 Buck are US military surplus and they are brass cased.
The shells rate very good overall showing slight tarnishing on the brass hulls. The unmarked OD green pouch houses the shotshells and is in
very good condition showing wear and separation on the inside. A great addition to any US military collection. (207507-1A)
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3218. M134 MINIGUN BLANK FIRING ADAPTER This lot consists of a blank firing adapter for the US M134 7.62mm Minigun. The
device is cylindrical in shape and it is finished in red enamel with 98% finish remaining. Inside the device is a circular plate which moves
up and down and has six cylinders one for each barrel of the minigun, and the plate shows some scattered oxidation. The device also has
a red aircraft streamer that reads "REMOVE BEFORE FLIGHT", and this is an interesting item that will make a great addition to any military
collection. (204096-66)
3219. MISC. MILITARY LOT This lot consists of four items. The first is an unmarked M1 Garand 8 round clip that has minor oxidation and silvering. The next is a 30 round Thermold magazine for the AR-15/M16 family that has scattered staining but appears to be in excellent mechanical condition. Next is a magazine assembly and trigger guard for the Russian 91/30 Mosin Nagant rifle. This assembly is maker marked by the
Izhevsk Arsenal and shows a fading arsenal blue finish with scattered light oxidation and pitting. The next item is a dummy pineapple grenade
body and fuse but the pin and lug are not included. The grenade bopdy shows silvering and wear from the years. (205988-516768A-E)
3220. BARREL LOT This lot consists of a stripped USGI M14 National Match barrel made by Saco-Lowell. The barrel is marked "SAK" at
rear and "NM" at front. The barrel retains 95% arsenal parkerized finish with scattered areas of silvering and one large area of silvering
near breech. The bore is in excellent condition overall. A great barrel for someone looking to build their own M14 clone. (207468-4)
3221. BARREL LOT This lot consists of a barrel assembly for the Bren Gun MKI. The barrel assembly shows a balance between fading and
arsenal applied enamel finish. The barrel has four sets of serial numbers two of which are crossed out, and the wooden carry handle shows
dings, and finish loss throughout. The muzzle shows scattered light oxidation staining and scratches. The bore rates very good showing
scattered light pitting in the grooves. (207621-4)
3222. H&K SIGHT PUSHER This Lot Consists of an H&K Sight Pusher for the USP line of pistols. The pusher is in excellent condition with
some dirt staining on the adjustment lever. The original box is included. (207258-12)
3223. WINCHESTER BOX This lot consists of a Winchester cardboard box that is marked "BOLT ACTION TUBULAR MAGZINE, REPEATING RIFLE No 7202". The box is in very good condition overall with a couple minor tears at the left edges, a dent and stain on the top
label, scattered handling marks, some crazing of the edges and the top right edge being repaired with scotch tape. Both labels are intact
and there is an unmarked cleaning rod in a canvas bag included. (206643-7)
3224. STOCK LOT This lot consists of a Czech VZ-24 walnut stock in near very good condition. The stock shows dings, abrasions, handling
marks and scratches throughout. There is also a minor crack in the barrel channel on the right side. The stock includes the buttplate, two
rear sling swivels, stock disc, nosecap and front band keeper. The stock has two sets of serial numbers that are indiscernible and the stock
disc is marked "10HN/770" both of which are lined out. (204337-8)
3225. GERMAN P.35 (P) PARTS LOT This lot consists of a complete P.35 (P) Radom slide assembly and magazine. The 5" barrel shows
oxidation and pitting throughout most of its length and the two-lever slide retains 60% arsenal quality blue showing fading throughout and
some oxidation staining and silvering. There is also a large area of tool marks below the ejection port and the slide includes the recoil
spring, sights and firing pin. The slide and barrel are numbered differently and the slide is marked with an "Eagle/77" Waffenamt. The magazine is blued and retains 90% original blue with some light oxidation staining and silvering. (207657-119B)
3226. COLT 1911 CONVERSION KIT This lot consists of part of a Colt factory 1911 conversion kit. It includes the original box, instruction
pamphlet, two barrels, slide, barrel bushing and adjustable sights. The slide retains 95% original blue finish showing silvering wear on the
exposed edges and top and the two 5" barrels both have excellent bores with one being marked "COLT ACE 22 MATCH" and the other
being unmarked. The slide is marked "COLTS MFG. CO. HARTFORD CT. U.S.A." on right side indicating it was produced between 1947
and 1955. The slide is fitted with an adjustable rear sight and fixed front and the box is in good condition showing crazing throughout and
tears at each of the top edges. A nice lot for the Colt collector. (207657-235)
3227. 1903 SPRINGFIELD SPARE PARTS KIT AND CONTAINER This lot contains a correct walnut 1903 Springfield container
that houses an original extractor, striker and firing pin. The walnut container rates very good showing a few light dings, handling marks
and a 1 3/4" crack. A great addition to any military collection. (207657-237)
3228. LOT OF HOGUE GRIPS FOR K FRAME SMITH & WESSON REVOLVER This lot consist of a single set of smooth hardwood finger groove Hogue Monogrips in excellent condition. The wood appears to be pau ferro and the grips include the frame stirrup
and screw. The perfect grip for your favorite "K" frame. (87778-2A)
3229. COLT 22-45 CONVERSION KIT This lot includes one complete conversion kit. The slide retains about 97% original blue with light
high edge wear, light handling marks and operational wear. The kit includes the complete slide with fully adjustable Accro rear sight,
Patridge front sight, 5" barrel with floating chamber with an excellent bore, ejector, slide stop, recoil spring plug, recoil spring and replacement King marked barrel bushing. The kit also includes the original light brown hinged box, manual and a brass barrel bushing wrench.
The box rates good to very good with scuffed edges and the brown covering peeling on the rear edge. (87790-3)
3230. KIMBER 22 LR CONVERSION KIT This lot consist of a single Kimber 22 LR conversion kit that fits most model 1911's. The kit
includes a slide, 5" barrel with an excellent bore, recoil spring assembly, barrel bushing, (2) magazines, bushing wrench and paperwork
in a correctly labeled factory hard case. Overall, the unit rates excellent with 99% black anodized finish remaining on the slide. If you are
tired of shelling out big bucks for factory hardball, try one of these. (87814-9)
3231. BEAUTIFUL HOGUE BERETTA MODEL 92 GRIPS This lot consist of a set of Hogue goncalo alves Beretta Model 92 finger
groove wood grips with high luster finish and excellent condition. (86945-8A)
3232. CUSTOM GRIPS FOR HIGH STANDARD 103 SERIES This lot consist of a set of unmarked walnut grips that appear to be
Herrett Automatic Target Gun model. These grips are checkered with a thumb and palm rest in near excellent condition. There are a series
of very small dings on the base of the right panels palm swell that are the only marks found. The grips are sized to fit the High Standard
103 and similar series pistols. (86945-8B)
3233. LOT OF BROWNING MODEL 1910 PARTS This lot consist of 22 parts and a holster. The full flap holster rates fair with light to
moderate scuffs and cuts and the stitching is separating at the base. The parts list includes (5) assorted pins to hold the parts to the frame,
(1) slide, (2) hard rubber grip panels (left and right), (1) 32 ACP barrel with an excellent bore, (1) magazine, (1) each of the following
parts: barrel bushing, firing pin spring, firing pin spring guide, magazine catch, trigger, safety catch, safety catch spring, grip safety, sear,
magazine safety, trigger bar and an unidentified curved flat bar with a small "z" stamped on it. (86945-8E)
3234. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 41-BARREL LOT This lot consist of a single 5" light field barrel for a S&W model 41 semi-auto
pistol. The metal surfaces retain about 98% factory blue with a few pinprick pits on the sides. The barrel features the earlier style micro
adjustable rear sight with white outline blade and red ramp front sight. (87832-26B)
3235. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 41-BARREL LOT This lot consist of a single 5 1/2" heavy target barrel for a S&W model 41 semiauto pistol. The metal surfaces retain about 99% factory blue with a few light handling marks. The barrel features a black blade micro
adjustable rear sight and Patridge front sight. (87832-26A)
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3236. WALTHER P-38 22 LR CONVERSION UNIT LOT This lot consist of a single Walther 22 LR unit consisting of (6) pieces and
the box. Included are the original Walther box correctly end labeled and numbered to the slide and paperwork. The label fell off but is provided. It also includes the slide with serial # 3644, 5 1/8" 22 LR barrel assembly with an excellent bore, small single coil spring and (2)
magazines. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original Parkerized finish with light high edge wear. This unit has seen only light use. A
hard to find conversion unit. (87657-236)
3237. WINCHESTER MODEL 50 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN PARTS LOT. This lot contains a Winchester model 50 barrel, forend,
buttstock and what appears to be all of the receiver parts. The barrel retains 90% original blue finish having some light loss around the
muzzle and having some scattered scratches. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying some scattered dings and scratches. The receiver is not present with this lot. {177722-35S19431}
3238. BARREL LOT This is a Thompson Center Contender 14” round barrel in 35 Rem with a bright excellent bore and retaining 99%+ original
blue. This “Super 14” marked example is equipped with fixed front and adjustable square notch rear sights. (76019-4A)
3239. BARREL LOT This is a Thompson Center Contender 10” round barrel in 44 mag. retaining 99%+ original blue with a bright excellent
bore and equipped with full length ribbed sight. (76019-4B)
3240. BARREL LOT This is a Thompson Center Contender 10” round barrel marked “7 MM T/CU” retaining 99%+ original blue with a bright
excellent bore and equipped with original sights. (76019-4C)
3241. BARREL LOT This is a Thompson Center Contender 10” round barrel marked “7 MM T/CU” retaining 99% original blue finish and
exhibiting a small scratch at the muzzle with a bright excellent bore and equipped with original sights. (76019-4D)
3242. BARREL LOT This is a Thompson Center Contender 10” round barrel in 218 Bee retaining 99%+ original blue finish with a bright excellent bore and original sights. (76019-4E)
3243. BARREL LOT This is a Thompson Center Contender 9” round barrel in 45 ACP retaining 99%+ original blue finish with a bright excellent
bore and original sights. (76019-4F)
3244. BARREL LOT This is a Thompson Center Contender 9” round barrel in 22 Hornet retaining 99%+ original blue finish with a bright excellent bore and original sights. (76019-4G)
3245. BARREL LOT This is a Thompson Center Contender 9” round barrel in 221 Rem retaining 99%+ original blue finish with a bright excellent bore and original sights. (76019-4H)
3246. BARREL LOT This is a Thompson Center Contender 9” round barrel in 38 special retaining 99%+ original blue finish with a bright excellent bore and original sights. (76019-4I)
3247. BARREL LOT This is a Thompson Center Contender 10” octagon barrel in 5 mm retaining 99%+ original blue finish with a bright excellent bore and original sights. (76019-4J)
3248. BARREL LOT This is a Thompson Center Contender 10” octagon barrel in 5mm retaining 99%+ original blue finish with a bright excellent bore and original sights. (76019-4K)
3249. BARREL LOT This is a Thompson Center Contender 10” ported octagon barrel (includes 2” choke) in 45 Long Colt/410 bore retaining
99%+ original blue finish with a bright excellent bore and original sights. A choke tube wrench is included. (76019-4L)
3250. BARREL LOT This is a Thompson Center Contender 10” octagon barrel in 22 jet retaining 99%+ original blue finish with a bright excellent bore and original sights. (76019-4M)
3251. BARREL LOT This is a Thompson Center Contender 10” octagon barrel in 357 magnum retaining 98%+ original blue finish with a few
light scratches, predominantly at the breech, with a bright excellent bore and original sights. (76019-4N)
3252. BARREL LOT This is a Thompson Center Contender 10” octagon barrel in 22 Hornet retaining 99% original blue finish with two minor
wear marks at the breech and scattered very faint scratches. The bore is bright and excellent and the barrel is equipped with its original
sights. (76019-4P)
3253. BARREL LOT This is a Thompson Center Contender 10” ported octagon barrel (includes 2” “Hot Shot” choke) in 44 magnum retaining
about 98% original blue finish with a couple of wear marks by the breech. The bore is bright and excellent and the barrel is equipped with
original sights. (76019-4Q)
3254. BARREL LOT This is a Thompson Center Contender 10” round barrel in 30 Herrett retaining about 99% original blue finish with light
wear at the breech, a bright excellent bore and original sights. The barrel comes with its original two piece Styrofoam box with correct
label. (76019-4R)
3255. BARREL LOT This is a Thompson Center Contender 10” octagon barrel (includes 2” “Hot Shot” choke tube extension) in 45 long
Colt/410 bore retaining about 98% finish with minor wear marks, a bright excellent bore and original sights. The barrel comes with a correct choke tube wrench and original Styrofoam box with lid split into two pieces and original label intact. (76019-4S)
3256. LOT OF HAND GUARDS This lot consists of two front hand guards for the U.S. M1 Garand rifle. The wood stocks retain about 99%
finish with each showing only minor handling marks. One is equipped with spacer and ferrule and the lot rates excellent overall. (76918-3)
3257. REMINGTON 1863 ZOUAVE RAMROD LOT This lot contains (2) steel ramrods for Remington 1863 Zouave rifles. The ramrods
measure 32 5/8" from the tulip shaped tips to the threaded ends. The metal has mellowed slightly with some sparse fine oxidation staining.
The ramrods remain straight and in in excellent condition. (2X57244-31Q)
3258. LOT OF BARREL BLANKS Two 28" rifled barrel blanks: (1) marked “375 / 434 / 12” along one end with a faint “Wells” logo. The
barrel is in excellent untouched condition; (1) marked barrel with “284 / 9” markings. The barrel is untouched and in excellent condition
with a covering of light surface oxidation and waiting to be finished. (107465-2C)
3259. RUGER BARREL This lot includes a 26" blued tapered barrel in 270 Win with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains about 95%
blue finish and has been drilled and tapped for a quarter rib that is not installed. One pin is in place and the other is missing and the barrel
remains in about excellent condition. (1X107494-13C)
3260. BARREL LOT This lot includes an unmarked .22 caliber 29" barrel with bright about excellent bore. The barrel retains 80% blue finish
with multiple small scratches and spots of oxidation staining. There is a ramp style front base with no insert that has a 3/8" dovetail slot.
The breech end has square threads that measure .839" in diameter with a with a 12 TPI pitch. A chamber cast should be done to verify
actual cartridge configuration due to the large variety of 22 caliber bullets manufactured today. (1X107494-13D)
3261. BARREL LOT This lot includes a 30" stainless steel barrel in 6mm for a Springfield 1903 bolt action rifle. The bore is in bright excellent
condition. It has been threaded and drilled and tapped for rear sights and has some scattered patches of fine oxidation staining down its
length. The barrel remains in near excellent condition. (2X107023-8F)
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3262. RUGER BARREL This lot includes a round tapered 18 1/2" blued 10/22 barrel with bright about excellent bore. The barrel retains 95%
blue finish with a few light scratches and spots of fine oxidation staining. (1X107494-13A)
3263. LOT OF PARTIALLY MACH I N E D
MOS S BE RG R ECE IVE R BLAN KS
This is a lot of raw forged and partially
machined Mossberg 500 shotgun receivers.
The first is a raw forging with no machining
done at all. The second forging has had the
top partially profiled and the sides profiled as
well. The third forging has had some internal
machining done and has been brought
down to the contours of an actual Mossberg
500 receiver with no external cuts made. The
fourth and final has had the internal machining just about completed and the ejection
port and pin-holes machined but no cuts yet
for magazine tube, barrel or buttstock.
3263
Overall a really neat set of receivers that
show a really cool progression of metamorphosis from raw forging to nearly completed
receiver of these prolific and quality “working
man’s shotgun”. (1X37748-4)
3264. GRIP LOT This lot consists of a set of unmarked custom fitted checkered walnut target grips for a C96 Broomhandle Mauser in very
good condition showing a few light handling marks and a crack on the top of the right side. (3X127023-18A)
3265. REPRODUCTION M 1896 MAUSER SHOULDER STOCK-HOLSTER This is a Chinese-made shoulder stock- holster for
the M 1896 Broomhandle Mauser. The stock itself is Asian hardwood and rates very good to excellent with the hardware a phosphate or
matte blue. Included is the leather suspension holster rig as well which rates excellent and includes a cleaning rod, still wrapped in its original shipping paper. (1X36874-4)
3266. STOCK LOT This lot includes a semi-inletted walnut stock with right side shadowline cheek-piece. The stock is possibly for a Howa
style rifle and will likely be very attractive when finished. (1X107465-2A)
3267. STOCK LOT This lot includes a smooth pistolgrip beech wood stock with high comb for a Feinwerkbau Model 124 air rifle. There are several
light handling marks, minor dings, and light scratches along its length and the stock remains in very good plus condition. (1X107494-5B)
3268. KRIEGHOFF STOCK This lot includes a buttstock and forend for a K32. The walnut Monte Carlo checkered pistol grip buttstock rates
near excellent with a three line ventilated Krieghoff recoil pad. The checkered forend rates near excellent with a few light handling marks
and does not have any of the attaching iron present. The stocks are a brownish brick colored red with clean checkering and remain in
about excellent condition. (1X107465-17B3)
3269. LJUTIC STOCK This lot includes a checkered pistol grip walnut stock and forend likely for a Mono Gun with an adjustable comb and
"recoil bump buster" system that allows the comb to slide to help reduce recoil. The spring and piston are currently not installed but are provided. The stock and finger groove style fancy checkered forend rate excellent showing only a few minor handling marks. (1X107465-17B5)
3270. HANDGUARD LOT This lot includes three military style handguards. First are two handguards with spring clips measuring 9 1/2" overall, one with a sight cut-out, the other with a stripe of white paint along the top. These handguards are likely for a Krag carbine and appear
to be modern replacements showing no identification or part numbers. Second is a handguard with sight cut-out measuring 12 3/4”. It is
numbered on its underside “4030”, with front metal present. There are overall light handling marks and the handguards in this lot are in
very good to near excellent condition. (1X107023-9F)
3271. BROWNING STOCK This lot includes a press checkered walnut forend and pistol grip buttstock for a Model B80 semi-auto shotgun.
The stocks are in excellent condition showing only a couple minor handling marks. (1X107465-17B4)
3272. REMINGTON STOCK This lot includes a walnut checkered pistolgrip stock with adjustable comb and buttplate with checkered forend
for a 90T single barrel shotgun. The stock is not maker marked and shows a few light handling marks scattered across its length. The
forend is devoid of any attaching iron and the points remain crisp on the checkering. The stocks have lovely figure and remain in excellent
condition. (1X107465-17B6)
3273. RIFLE STOCK LOT This lot consists of a sporterized Model 1903 rifle stock. The smooth walnut stock with rounded nose and added
Western Field pad has a 1/4" drying crack at the tip of the channel with overall light handling marks in good overall condition. (2X107023-10C)
3274. LOT OF GUN STOCKS This is a lot of two rifle stocks beginning with a Herter’s Model U9 that measures 29 1/2” in overall length.
The classic style walnut stock rates very good to excellent, retaining about 95% finish with scattered handling marks and smudges, including a 4” white area on the left side. The stock features diamond shaped maple inlays on each side and a ventilated rubber recoil pad. The
other one is a factory Weatherby Vanguard VGX measuring 32” and retaining about 97% finish. There is a crack through the wrist, stock
webs and up to front screw hole bringing the overall rating to about good. Featured are rosewood forend and pistolgrip cap and rubber
recoil pad. (3X76600-10A)
3275. STOCK LOT This lot includes a smooth pistol grip buttstock for a Savage 99 rifle. The walnut stock measures 17" overall and shows
spots of flaking in the varnish its entire length. There are several light handling marks and the wooden pistolgrip cap has been broken off
leaving a small chip, and the dowel it was held in place with, exposed. The stock is devoid of any hardware and remains in good overall
condition. (2X107023-3H)
3276. SAVAGE STOCK LOT This lot includes a Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock for a Savage 99 rifle. The buttstock measures 16 3/4" overall
with raised left side shadowline cheek piece. The buttstock is devoid of any hardware and appears to have been lightly cleaned with a few
light impressions and handling marks remaining. (2X107023-3D)
3277. STOCK LOT This lot includes a semi-inletted walnut buttstock and forend for a lever action rifle. The straight grip buttstock measures
13 1/4" with a crescent style butt and has been partially inletted. The semi-inletted forend measures 10" overall and is stenciled in ink along
the barrel groove "39 Mar" possibly meaning this is a semi-inlet stock for a Marlin Model 39. (2X107023-9B)
3278. HAMMER LOT Five total: (2) hammers, likely for a Colt Model 1860 or replica percussion revolver. The hammers show a color case-hardened finish with overall light fine oxidation and scattered scratches; (1) hammer for a Smith & Wesson No. 3 Schofield or reproduction revolver.
The hammer is a stripped base including only the integral firing pin with overall light scratches and fine oxidation staining; (2) hammers for a
replica Colt Model 1849 Pocket style percussion revolver. The hammers show mottled case-color with light fine oxidation staining near overall.
The coarse checkering on the spurs remains crisp and these reproduction hammers. All are in very good overall condition. (1X107244-26F)
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3279. HAMMER LOT Four total: (2) hammers, likely for a Colt Model 1860 or replica percussion revolver. The hammers show color case-hardened
finish with overall light scratches and fine oxidation staining; (1) case-hardened finish hammer likely for a Remington New Model Army or similar
reproduction style percussion revolver. The hammer shows vibrant color with spots of oxidation towards the tip and tooling marks along the face
of the head; (1) hammer for a Smith & Wesson No. 3 Schofield or reproduction revolver. The hammer is a stripped base including only the
integral firing pin with overall light scratches and fading case color remaining. All are in very good condition overall. (1X107244-26BE)
3280. HAMMER LOT Four total: (1) hammer for a Colt Single Action Army revolver with early type civilian knurling on the spur. The hammer
is a blend of bright gun metal and brown patina with some light fine oxidation staining present. This hammer is in overall very good condition
and does not come with a firing pin; (1) color case-hardening hammer likely for a Colt Model 1851 or similar reproduction percussion
revolver. The hammer has vibrant colors and the notches show no visible wear. This is an excellent condition hammer; (2) hammer assemblies for a New Model No. 3 revolver. The hammers show faded case-hardened color under light fine oxidation near overall. One of the hammers has the cocking notches worn flat and will need repair. Overall a good to very good condition pair of hammers. (1X107244-26AV)
3281. LOT OF HAMMERS AND TRIGGER Seven items total: (3) hammers likely for a New Service or Model 1917 style frame. The hammers are a mix of bright metal on the sides with a blue finish along the top. They show varying amounts of light oxidation staining. One of
the hammers has a replaced firing pin and another is missing the stirrup. A hammer pin is included with these overall very good condition
hammers; (1) hammer and (1) trigger likely for a Model 1892 revolver. The back flats show vibrant fire blue and the body is a bright gun
metal gray with multiple patches of fine oxidation staining. The hammer is complete and remains in about very good condition. The hammer
is unmarked and has a bright nickel finish and is likely for a Model 1917 or New Service style revolver; (2) hammers likely for a Colt Model
1860 or replica percussion revolver. The hammers show color case-hardened finish with overall light scratches and fine oxidation staining.
They are in very good overall condition. (1X107244-26AZ)
3282. HAMMER LOT Six total: (3) hammers, likely for a Colt Baby Dragoon or replica percussion revolver. The hammers have overall light
fine oxidation staining with traces of case-hardened color blending with a smoky gray patina; (2) hammers for a replica Colt Model 1860
style percussion revolver. The hammers show faded case-color with overall light fine oxidation staining. The coarse checkering on the spurs
remains crisp; (1) hammer for a Smith & Wesson No. 3 Schofield or reproduction revolver. The hammer is a stripped base including only
the integral firing pin with overall light scratches and fading case color remaining. All are in very good condition overall. (1X107244-26BB)
3283. LOT OF REVOLVER PARTS Nine items total: (2) hammers, likely for a Model 1917 or New Service style revolver. The first hammer
has a bright nickel finish and is complete with overall light scratches in the finish and two spots of oxidation staining on the right side. The
second hammer has a blended brown oxidation and nickel finish with overall staining and is missing the stirrup; four Schofield items: (1)
blued trigger showing light silvering around the edges with a strip toning to a brown patina along the front edge, (1) blue finish stripped
hammer assembly retaining most of its blue finish with some light scratches and spots of fine oxidation staining, (1) hammer screw showing overall brown patina with slot wear in the head, (1) trigger screw in a similar state of condition; (3) hammers for a replica Colt Model
1860 style percussion revolver. The hammers show faded case-color with overall light fine oxidation staining. The coarse checkering on
the spurs remains crisp. One of the hammers has the full cock notch broken off and will need repair. The hammers are in about good to
very good overall condition. (1X107244-26E)
3284. LOT OF SMITH & WESSON HAMMERS Three total: (1) likely I or J frame stripped hammer. There is mottled case-color visible
and the firing pin is present. There are several light spots of fine oxidation staining and this hammer remains in very good condition; (1)
case-hardened color high spur hammer. The hammer is stripped appearing to have never been used and should fit a variety of models
remains in excellent condition; (1) hammer for a Smith & Wesson 38 Single Action Model of an 1891 top-break revolver. The hammer
shows overall mottled case-color with a spot or two of light pinprick pitting present on the spur and left edge of the body. The stirrup is
missing and the hammer remains in very good overall condition. (1X107244-25DG)
3285. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot includes two aftermarket accessories: First is a MSAR P/N 218 sight rail with screws and wrench, second
is an unmarked swivel stud with screws for use on a Picatinny rail system. Both items are in excellent condition. (3X104427-104A,131A1A)
3286. LOT OF PARTS AND TOOLS Seven items total: (2) Winchester steel forend caps. The first cap is a blued Model 63 forend cap. The
cap retains 90% blue with some light oxidation staining on the inside with several light scratches and remains in very good condition.
Second is a forend cap for a Pre-'64 Model 94 lever action rifle that remains in-the-white with overall patches of fine oxidation staining but
remains in good to about very good overall condition; (3) "T" handle nipple wrenches. The wrenches are unmarked and likely for use on
percussion rifles. The bodies are blued and the handles are in-the-white, each shows varying levels of finish and amounts of oxidation
staining; (2) Proto key-shaped flat head screwdrivers. The items in this lot are in very good overall condition. (1X107244-26T)
3287. LOT OF LOADING LEVER PARTS Eight items total: (5) loading lever plungers likely for a Remington New Model or replica. The
plungers measure 1 1/8" overall and are for a 44 caliber bore. They have blue finish in varying levels of condition from good to very good
overall; (2) unmarked 44 caliber loading lever plungers likely for a Colt model 1860 percussion revolver. The parts are blued, both have
small spots of light oxidation staining near the pivot screw and are in very good to excellent condition; (1) .31 caliber loading lever with
plunger. The lever measures 5 1/4" overall with a double hinged joint between the lever and plunger. The lever has mottled case-color with
overall light fine oxidation staining. (1X107244-26J)
3288. LOT OF REVOLVER PARTS Four items total: (2) sets of smooth walnut grips similar in shape and design to that of a Stevens Tip Up
pistol. The panels have light handling marks and are pencil-numbered with no matching numbers; (2) unmarked and un-numbered back
straps likely for a Model 1860 Army revolver. The first one is mostly a blue brown patina and the other is toning toward a plum color and
both remain in very good condition. (1X107244-25BU)
3289. LOT OF BARRELS Two total: (1) first generation Single Action Army barrel numbered “4800”. The barrel now measures 4 3/4" and
has been cut from the back and the forcing cone has been removed. The barrel has the italic long single line address and has a good
lightly pitted bore. The barrel retains 85% blue with several light scratches and areas of light fine oxidation staining present. There is an
additional drilled and tapped hole located forward of the ejector rod stud well and the barrel remains in good overall condition; (1) 2 3/4"
in-the-white barrel with bright very good bore likely for an Ortgies 25 ACP pistol. The barrel has several small patches of light fine oxidation
staining and remains in very good overall condition. (1X107244-25BDI)
3290. LOT OF LOADING LEVERS Four total: (2) loading levers, likely for a Remington New Model or similar reproduction percussion revolver.
One assembly is complete with 36 caliber rammer and the other does not have a ram. The levers retain near all of their original finish with
some spots of light oxidation staining visible; (2) two loading levers with plungers for a Colt Model 1851 replica percussion revolver. The lever’s
metal surfaces are covered with vibrant case-hardened color and these items remain in excellent condition. (1X107244-26I)
3291. LOT OF 1903 SPRINGFIELD BOLT PARTS This lot includes two bolt bodies for a Model 1903 rifle. The first one is in-the-white
with overall light fine oxidation staining. The second one retains much of its black enamel finish with what appears to be a repair to the
handle. These items are in good to very good overall condition. (2X107023-17M)
3292. MOTHER OF PEARL GRIPS This lot includes a set of grips possibly for an Iver Johnson or H&R style top break revolver. The right
panel is missing a thin flake near the screw escutcheon as well as near the top front edge and the left panel has a couple of small chatter
marks along the bottom back edge. The grips remain in overall very good condition. (1X107563-13)
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3293. LOT OF CYLINDERS Two total: (1) in-the-white steel five shot cylinder likely for a Smith & Wesson Model 49 or similar revolver. The
cylinder has a nominal length of 1.53" and remains in excellent condition; (1) blued cylinder in 32-20 for a Colt Army Special revolver. The
cylinder retains about 70% blue with overall light scratches, scattered patches of oxidation and staining with a couple spots of light pitting too.
The chambers are dark but remain smooth and a partial ejector rod assembly is present. This is an about good condition lot. (1X107244-29P)
3294. LOT OF CYLINDERS Two total: (1) unmarked 6 shot blued cylinder in 45 Colt. The cylinder has nominal measurements of 1.62"
and 1.70". The cylinder stops are in a Smith & Wesson pattern and interestingly the back edge of the cylinder has 1/8"x1/16" ring
milled in it. The ratchet is worn and there is a faint turn ring present. The cylinder remains in overall good condition; (1) Smith & Wesson
nickel finish N frame cylinder in 38 Special. The cylinder is near half covered in oxidation and most of the nickel has turned cloudy.
There are moderate amounts of pitting scattered overall including light amounts at the tops of the chambers. The cylinder remains in
fair to about good condition. (1X107244-29G)
3295. LOT OF SMITH & WESSON PARTS Thirteen items total: (1) 3" nickel finish 22 caliber barrel with lightly frosted, about good bore.
This nickel barrel appears to be refinished and remains in good overall condition; (2) 7 shot 22 caliber cylinders, one nickel finish the other
blue. The blue cylinder retains about 35% blue with overall moderate amounts of oxidation and staining with dark oxidized chambers. The
nickel cylinder shows several spots of flaking finish with areas of oxidation staining and also has dark oxidized chambers; (2) seven shot
22 short rimfire cylinders likely for a Smith & Wesson No.1 third issue revolver. The first cylinder is nickel plated with heavy flaking and oxidation staining present. The chambers are dark with some showing areas of oxidation and light pitting. The second cylinder is mostly a
dull gun metal gray with overall light fine oxidation staining. The chambers are dark with several having spots of light pitting; (1) hammer
likely for a similar revolver with overall oxidation staining and trace amounts of blue finish left in protected areas; (2) unidentified triggers,
one is a spur trigger and the other is a folding trigger with (2) machine screws and (3) other related parts. All items are in good overall
condition. (1X107244-25DAA)
3296. LOT OF PARTS 20 items total: (8) Remington deringer barrel locks. These appear to be modern replacement parts, some showing
spots of oxidation staining and light scratches. One of the locks has a large area of blue that has flaked off but all remain in very good condition; (12) sling swivels and hardware, four fixed rear sling swivels with two-hole bases measuring 1 5/8"X3/8" with hole to hole measurements of 15/16". The bases are a bronze color and the wire loops are blued show showing spots of light oxidation, one fixed stud
with wire loop that is blued with a couple of light wear marks visible in the loop and seven 3/4" long bronze colored wood screws. All in
overall excellent condition. (1X107244-25DX)
3297. LOT OF COLT PARTS Four items for Model 1878 DA revolvers: (1) trigger that is mostly a deep brown patina with slivers of dull gun
metal gray along the contact points and high edges with spots of oxidation along the face. It does however remain in overall very good
condition; (1) trigger with bright nitre blue finish with areas of silvering along the high edges in overall excellent condition. (2) stripped
trigger saddle that is mostly a plum-brown color, also in excellent condition. (1X107244-25DM)
3298. LOT OF COLT PARTS Four items for Model 1878 DA revolvers: (1) trigger with bright nitre blue finish that has traces of light silvering
along the high edges; (1) blue finished trigger with slivers of dull gun metal gray along the contact edges and both triggers remain in near
excellent condition; (1) nickel plated trigger that is numbered “484” and has a small area of flaking present near the top loop and remains
in near excellent condition; (1) complete trigger saddle with an overall brown patina with some light silvering along the leading edge but
remains in overall very good condition. (1X107244-25DP)
3299. LOT OF GUN PARTS This lot contains 71 bolt springs likely for a Model 1860 or similar reproduction style percussion revolver. The springs
measure 1 5/16"X3/8" overall with a bronze patina, overall light oxidation staining and remain in very good condition. (1X107244-25DS)
3300. SMITH & WESSON BARREL This lot includes a nickel finish 2" 38 caliber barrel with bright excellent bore. This is a standard barrel likely
for a model 64 revolver. There are faint tooling marks along either side and the barrel remains in near excellent condition. (1X107494-14D)
3301. BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued 20" commercial barrel for a Model 1898 Krag Rifle. The barrel retains 45% blue finish with patches of silver and brown. There is no provision for a front sight. There are two filled holes and two drilled and tapped holes near the breech.
The bore remains bright with strong rifling and this barrel remains in good overall condition. (1X107023-8J)
3302. CONTENDER BARREL LOT This lot consists of a 10” round Thompson Center Contender barrel in 45 Win Mag with a bright excellent bore. The metal surface retains 98-99% original blue with a couple of minor handling marks. The barrel includes factory front post and
adjustable rear sights. (127695-31C)
3303. CONTENDER BARREL LOT This lot consists of a 10” round Thompson Center Contender barrel in 223 Rem with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surface retains 99% original blue with a faint handling mark or two. The barrel is fitted with factory front post and adjustable
rear sights. (127695-31B)
3304. CONTENDER BARREL WITH FOREARM LOT This lot consists of a 10” round Thompson Center Contender barrel in 30 Carbine
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surface retains 98-99% original blue with a couple of faint handling marks. The barrel is fitted with
factory front post and adjustable rear sights and comes with a short checkered walnut forearm that is in excellent condition showing a few
very minor handling marks. (127695-32A)
3305. CONTENDER BARREL WITH FOREARM LOT This lot consist of a 14” round Thompson Center Contender “Super 14” barrel
in 357 Rem Max with a bright excellent bore. The metal surface retains 98-99% original blue with a few minor handling marks. The barrel
is fitted with factory front post and adjustable rear sights and comes with a walnut forearm that is in about excellent condition showing
several light scratches and dings. Comes with a box. (127695-32)
3306. CONTENDER BARREL LOT This lot consists of a round 10” Thompson Center Contender barrel in 222 Rem with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surface retains 98-99% original blue with a couple of light handling marks. The barrel is fitted with factory front post and
adjustable rear sights and comes with a box. (127695-31A)
3307. CONTENDER CARBINE BARREL LOT This lot consists of a 21” round Thompson Center Contender Carbine barrel in 44 Rem
Mag with a bright about excellent bore. The metal surface retains 99% original blue with a couple of faint handling marks. The barrel is
fitted with a front post and adjustable rear sights and comes with box. (127695-30A)
3308. CONTENDER CARBINE BARREL LOT This lot consists of a 21” round Thompson Center Contender Carbine barrel in 222 Rem
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surface retains 99% original blue with a faint handling marks or two. The barrel is fitted with a front
post and adjustable rear sights and comes with a box. (127695-30B)
3309. ITHACA MODEL 37 SHOTGUN BARREL This lot consists of a 26” Ithaca model 37 ventilated rib shotgun barrel in 12 Ga. with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surface retains 98% original blue showing a couple of scratches. The barrel is fitted with a fiber optic
front bead sight. (127695-29A)
3310. THOMPSON CENTER ENCORE BARREL LOT This lot consists of a 24” TC Encore barrel in 7mm-08 Rem. with a bright excellent bore. The metal surface retains 98-99% original blue showing a few minor handling blemishes and several specks of oxidation. The
barrel is factory drilled and tapped for sights and is fitted with a one-piece scope base. (127790-16B)
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3311. THOMPSON CENTER ENCORE BARREL LOT This lot consists of a 24” TC Encore barrel in 223 Rem. with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surface retains 98-99% original blue with a few light specks of oxidation and minor handling marks. The barrel is factory
drilled and tapped for sights and is fitted with a one-piece scope base and rings. (127790-16A)
3312. THOMPSON CENTER ENCORE BARREL LOT This lot consists of a 24” TC Encore barrel in 22-250 Rem. with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surface retains 98-99% original blue with a couple of light handling marks. The barrel is factory drilled and tapped for
sights and it fitted with a one-piece scope base and a set of rings. (127790-16D)
3313. THOMPSON CENTER ENCORE BARREL LOT This lot consists of a 26 1/2” TC Encore 209x50 magnum muzzle loading barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surface retains 99% original blue with a couple of light handling marks. The barrel is fitted with a
set of Thompson Center fiber optic front and rear sights and includes a one-piece scope base, a walnut forearm in excellent condition, a
ramrod and a manual. (127790-16C)
3314. NILL GRIFFE CUSTOM GRIPS This is a set of high-quality custom made walnut grips for a Sig Sauer P226 Pistol. The grips are a
dark russet color with light oil finish and rate excellent featuring a shallow thumbrest and paneled stippled body showing a couple of very
minor handling marks. (127754-2)
3315. CONTENDER BARREL LOT This lot consists of a Thompson Center Contender barrel in 223 Rem. with a bright excellent bore. This
round 12” stainless steel barrel shows a couple of faint handling marks and is fitted with a muzzle break, a ramp front and adjustable rear
sight and has two forend attachment points. (127856-21)
3316. GRIP LOT this lot includes 14 sets of pistol and revolver grips. Included are: one set of Colt factory checkered walnut grips with gold
medallions to fit a Trooper or similar Colt J-frame revolver, one set of black rubber Pachmayr grips for a Ruger Blackhawk, one set of black
rubber Hogue Monogrip (no hardware) for a larger revolver, two sets of checkered walnut Smith & Wesson K/L-frame square butt combat
grips with silver medallions, two sets of checkered walnut Smith & Wesson J-frame grips with silver medallions (one round butt, one square
butt), one set of checkered walnut grips with silver medallions for a Ruger Security Six, one set of hard rubber inserts for Ruger SP101
grips, two sets of walnut grips with black and silver medallions for the Ruger New Model Blackhawk, one set of unmarked walnut grips
for a Ruger single action Blackhawk or similar revolver and two sets of unmarked checkered walnut grips for 1911 style pistols (no grip
screws). All are in very good to excellent condition. The S&W grips have some minor scratches and other light handling marks, one of the
J-frame grips has a small chip along the checkering border. All include grips crews unless already noted and are housed in a green metal
30 cal ammo can. (45953-6)
3317. GUN PARTS LOT This lot consists of several gun parts and gun related items. Included are: one small bag containing 1911 parts including a hammer, barrel bushing, trigger, flat springs, extractors and a mainspring housing; a small tin containing S&W revolver parts including
a nickel sideplate, hammers, sights, springs, triggers, cylinder yokes and a few smaller internal parts; a small bag containing an AR-15
charging handle, a small assortment of sling swivel assemblies and two tubes of bluing; a small bag containing various sights, mounts,
bases and other related parts; a small bag containing four S&W halfmoon clips and some pins and springs; a small bag with military style
triggers, springs, a M1917 safety and other related gun parts; a small bag containing various assorted screws and pins; four HKS speed
loaders for revolvers including three 32-J and one 10A model; four U.S. military small arms cleaning rods; a small wood box containing
eight vintage shotgun cleaning wipes and jags; a small bag with about 20 assorted bore brushes; A small bag containing four recoil pads
and buttplates including one Pachmayr vented recoil pad, one unmarked brown vented recoil pad and two black hard rubber buttplates.
All items are in very good to near excellent condition and are housed in two green metal 30 cal. ammo cans. (45953-53,55,41)
3318. BARREL LOT This lot consists of four items. First is an unmarked barrel that measures about 25 3/4” .30 cal and is chambered for a
belted magnum cartridge. A chamber cast will need to be done to determine the exact cartridge it is chambered for. This barrel remains
in the white with a rich mottled patina and has areas of light surface oxidation and pitting, the bore remains excellent. Next is a 23 1/2”
barrel chambered in 8mm Mauser with an excellent bore. This barrel remains in the white with scattered areas of light surface oxidation.
It is labeled to fit a small ring Mauser action. Third is a 29 1/4” long stepped barrel that appears to be chambered in 7mm Mauser and
has an excellent bore. Barrel is unmarked save a few letter and number proof stampings and a small “(circle)/B” over the chamber very
similar to markings found on Brazilian Mausers. Barrel has some mottled patina and areas of light surface oxidation and polished wear
marks. Lastly is a walnut handguard for a 1903A3 rifle that is unmarked and has no metal parts. (45953-58)
3319. AR-15 UPPER LOT This lot consists of an unmarked AR-15 upper receiver. This quality A4 style carbine upper features a 16” stainless
barrel with a Yankee Hill Machine (YHM) 5C2 Phantom flash hider and an excellent bore. A YHM Diamond series carbine free-float
quadrail handguard is also installed. The upper receiver portion has a small keyhole shaped proof on the right side, indicating that it was
likely made by the Cerro Forge. Cerro has provided thousands of quality uppers for many companies over the years, this example has the
brass deflector, forward assist and a dust cover. A complete bolt carrier group and charging handle are included, both are unmarked as
well. An excellent looking upper ready for sights or quality optics and to be put into use. (47857-5S19898A)
3320. BARREL LOT This lot includes an unidentified maker’s barrel marked 22K Hornet measuring 22" overall with a bright excellent bore.
The shank is threaded with a 16 pitch and measures 3/4" overall with two extractor cut-outs. There is a dovetail slot for a rear sight and
no provisions at the front of the barrel. The barrel is blued and has overall light scratches and a few spots of fine oxidation staining. There
is a piece of masking tape along part of its length marked in red ink that is hard to discern but possibly lists a modification to the barrel.
As with any gun part of an unknown configuration, a competent gunsmith should inspect it prior to installation and use. (107791-11A)
3321. BARREL LOT This lot includes a 23 1/2" blued finish rifle barrel marked “cal. 222” with bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 85%
blue finish with overall light scratches, spots of fine oxidation staining, and silvering around the muzzle. The shank is threaded with a 16
pitch and measures 3/4" overall with extractor cut-out on the right side. There is a piece of masking tape with on the barrel with hand
written notes possibly indicating a change in configuration. As with any gun part of unknown configuration, a competent gunsmith should
inspect it prior to installation and use. (107911-11B)
3322. AR-15 UPPER This lot includes an unmarked flattop upper for an AR-15 style rifle. The upper has a grey phosphate finish and includes
the feed assist only. The upper is in excellent condition. (107865-55)
3323. INGLIS HI POWER HOLSTER / STOCK This lot includes a reproduction walnunt combination stock and holster for the Inglis Hi
Power Pistol. The attaching iron is cast steel and the release occasionally hangs up but functions. The wood has an oil rubbed finish and
shows a small impact mark on the left side of the toe. It has a crisp "S A LTD / 1945" stamp on the left side near the attaching iron and
small "Made in Canada" under the hinge on the right side. This is an excellent condition representation overall. (107865-39)
3324. SMITH & WESSON BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued 4" Regulation Police barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel
retains 95% blue finish with crisp barrel markings. The barrel is marked with “Smith & Wesson” along the left side and “Regulation Police
/ 38 S & W CTG” along the right and has a two-line address with patent dates along the top. The locking bolt assembly is missing and the
pinned barrel remains in near excellent condition. (2X107244-25BDR)
3325. REMINGTON MODEL 742 WOODMASTER FRAME ONLY serial #6901186. Completely stripped frame retaining 95-98%
original blue with a few specks of light oxidation staining, the loss primarily along the four drilled and tapped holes on the top of the frame
from prior scope base installation and light contact wear along the interior. (2X57428-1)
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3326. CUSTOM GRIP LOT This lot includes a set of checkered walnut "Roper" style
grips for a Colt Model 1917 or New Service revolver. The fancy cut diamond pattern checkering has lightly worn points with clean lines and fancy curvaceous
borders. There are a couple of light impact marks along the bottom of the left
panel and a tiny sliver missing from the heel. A very attractive set of custom
grips in overall excellent condition. (107801-15A)
3327. SAVAGE FOREND This lot includes a Schnabel tip forend for a Model 99
takedown rifle. The smooth walnut forend rates very good plus overall. It has
been lightly cleaned and shows a few small dings, and scratches with a
3326
small section of added filler along the right side near the forend iron. All
appropriate hardware is present. (106019-3B)
3328. RUGER STOCK This lot includes a smooth pistol grip stock for a 10/22
rifle. The birch hardwood stock has a few light handling marks and includes
a correct steel buttplate. Item is in overall excellent condition. (107856-22)
3329. RUGER STOCK This lot includes a smooth pistol grip stock for a 10/22
rifle. The birch hardwood stock is stripped of all hardware, has a few light
handling marks and remains in excellent condition. (107856-22A)
3330. RUGER STOCK This lot includes a smooth pistol grip stock for a 10/22 rifle. The birch hardwood stock has a correct steel buttplate and
shows overall light scratches, scattered dings and other light handling marks and remains in about very good condition. (107856-22B)
3331. RUGER STOCK This lot includes a smooth pistol grip stock for a 10/22 rifle. The birch hardwood stock comes complete with buttplate,
barrel band and barrel screw with only a couple minor handling marks visible, and rates excellent. (107856-22C)
3332. RUGER STOCK This lot includes a smooth pistol grip stock for a 10/22 rifle. This walnut stock shows scattered spots of flaking in the varnish, several light handling marks and a few dings. It comes with a correct steel buttplate and remains in very good condition. (107856-22D)
3333. RUGER STOCK This lot includes a smooth pistol grip walnut stock for a 44 carbine. The stock shows minor handling marks and has
a thin 6" with the grain crack that runs forward from the cutout along the belly. This should be an easy fix for a quality woodman and the
stock rates good overall. (107856-22E)
3334. SKB STOCK LOT This lot includes a checkered pistol grip factory buttstock for a Model 600 shotgun. The walnut stock rates excellent
overall, with crisp points on the checkering, and only a few light handling marks. There is a 3/4" oval brass monogram plate inletted along
the bottom near the toe that remains blank. (106019-7B)
3335. PARKER STOCK LOT This lot includes a checkered pistol grip buttstock likely for a D frame shotgun. The wood shows lovely figure,
slightly worn checkering and well defined dropper points. There is a Hawkins rubber recoil pad affixed and an oval blank monogram plate
that has a pewter hue inletted along the toe line. A very good to near excellent stock lot. (106019-3A)
3336. AK-47 STOCK LOT This lot includes a four piece laminate stock for an AK-47 style rifle to include the following pieces: buttstock
with trapdoor and cleaning kit, pistol grip, forend, and hand guard. These stock pieces have an oil rub finish and remain in excellent
condition. (106581-5A)
3337. CHOATE TOOL CORP. STOCK This lot includes a black synthetic stock for a Ruger Mini-14 Rifle. The pistol grip and forend are
checkered and the stock comes with no attaching iron. Stock is in excellent condition. (107839-5)
3338. LOT OF MISCELLANEOUS GUN PARTS This lot includes five items. First is an OD green 1 1/4" canvas military style sling. The
sling is not maker marked but does have a small anchor stamped in on the adjustment buckle. Second are two unmarked flash hiders
likely for an AK style rifle. One threads on and the other twists on. Third is a three prong flash hider likely for an AR-15 style rifle and a
Fab Defense M4-BHA sling swivel adapter. These items are in very good to excellent condition overall. (108282-1, 2, 3)
3339. COBRAY PARTS KIT This lot includes several parts for a Cobray M11. The parts include a bag with most of the small internal parts,
bolt carrier, barrel, and bolt assembly. The parts have a blue or parkerized finish and remain in excellent condition. (107334-49)
3340. LOT OF COBRAY PARTS This lot includes parts for the M11 and list as follows: (2) folding wire stocks, (2) bolt carriers, (1) barrel,
and (1) bolt assembly. Several parts have a parkerized finish, which shows minor scratches in the surface. The barrel and bolt have a blue
finish and all parts remain in excellent condition. (107334-49A)
3341. COBRAY PARTS KIT This lot includes multiple parts for an M11. The parts include a bag with most small internal parts (some may
be missing), bolt carrier, barrel, bolt assembly with non-detent bolt handle. The parts are a mixture of blue and parkerized finishes and
remain in excellent condition. (107334-49B)
3342. COBRAY PARTS KIT This lot includes multiple parts for an M11. The parts include a bag with most of its small internal parts, bolt
carrier, barrel, bolt assembly with non-detent bolt handle. The parts are a mixture of blue and parkerized finishes and remain in excellent
condition. (107334-49C)
3343. COBRAY PARTS KIT This lot includes several parts for a MAC 10 style SMG pistol and list as follows: barrel, bolt carrier, bolt, recoil
rod, and recoil spring. These parts are in excellent condition. (107334-49D)
3344. S&W GRIP LOT This lot includes two sealed packages of smooth goncalo alves target stocks for a J frame, square butt revolver. These
are product number 163500000 grips with screw, in near-new condition. (106624-38)
3345. S&W GRIP LOT This lot includes two sets of J frame grips. First is a set of smooth walnut, round butt Magna style grips with gold
washed medallions. These grips rate excellent and are numbered 372 on the inside flats in ink. Second is a sealed package of smooth
goncalo alves square butt target grips. These are product number 163500000 in as-near-new condition. (106624-38A)
3346. S&W GRIP LOT This lot includes two sets of J frame grips. First is a set of smooth goncalo alves combat grips for a square butt revolver.
The grips show a few light scratches in the clear coat, are numbered 455 in ink along the inside flat and remain in excellent condition.
Second is a set of smooth goncalo alves target grips for a round butt revolver. The grips are numbered in ink 482, 326, 1499 on the inside
flats and remain in excellent condition. (106624-38B)
3347. S&W GRIP LOT This lot includes two sets of checkered J frame square butt grips. First is a set of checkered goncalo alves target grips. The
right panel is marked 141 on the inside edge and the points of the checkering remain crisp. Second, is a set of walnut diamond checkered grips
with crisp points on the checkering and are stamp numbered “23391” on the inside flat. These grips remain in excellent condition. (106624-38C)
3348. S&W GRIP LOT This lot includes three sets of K frame classic checkered walnut Magna grips. These grips have a silver plated medallions and crisp points on the checkering. These grips are not numbered and are in excellent condition. (106624-38D)
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3349. GRIP LOT This lot includes three sets of aftermarket grips likely for a J frame Smith & Wesson revolver. First is two pair of stag Magna
style grips likely for a square butt J frame both in excellent condition. Third is a set of faux mother-of-pearl grips likely for a tip-up style
revolver in excellent condition. (106624-38E)
3350. S&W GRIP LOT This lot includes three sets of smooth Magna style grips for a J frame revolver. First is a set of rose wood grips with
silver plated medallions for a square butt revolver that are stamp numbered “81” on the inside flats. Second is a set of goncalo alves grips
with gold plated medallions for a round butt that are pencil-numbered “141” on the inside flats. Third is a set of goncalo alves grips with
gold plated medallions for a round butt that are stamped “JJ” on the inside flats. These grips remain in excellent condition. (106624-38F)
3351. S&W GRIP LOT This lot includes three sets of smooth hardwood grips for a J frame revolver. First is a set of goncalo alves target grips
for a round butt marked 4 / 1982 and 819 on the inside flats with gold plated medallions in excellent condition. Second is a set of smooth
Magna style grips with gold plated medallions for a square butt that is stamp-numbered “S 4165” that has spots of flaking varnish and in
overall very good condition. Third is a set of smooth walnut Magna style grips for a round butt that are pencil-numbered “268” with gold
plated medallions and in overall excellent condition. (106624-38G)
3352. S&W GRIP LOT This lot includes two sets of square butt K frame grips. First is a smooth goncalo alves target grip with silver plated
medallions ink-numbered 153 and dated “June 4, 1985” on the inside flats in excellent condition. Second is a set of goncalo alves smooth
target grips with silver plated medallions numbered “595” in ink on the inside flats in excellent condition. (106624-38H)
3353. COLT 1903 PARTS This lot includes two items. First is a two-tone, two line Colt Model 1903 magazine. The magazine retains strong
blue with some light fine oxidation staining present and has a strong spring. Second is a set of checkered hard rubber grips with pony
and slightly rounded points on the checkering. These items are in very good condition. (107807-2B)
3354. REMINGTON BARREL LOT This lot consists of a 19 1/2" plain cylinder bore 12 gauge, Remington 870 barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The barrel retains 98% original phosphate with some silvering and staining near breech and the barrel is equipped with a gray bead
front sight. A great lot for someone looking for a home defense barrel for their 870 shotgun. (207838-5A)
3355. WINCHESTER BARREL LOT This lot consists of a 22" .270 Winchester, Pre-64 Winchester barrel with a very good bore that has a
couple areas of minor pitting. The barrel retains 99% museum grade reblue and it has a front sight base but lacks a front sight insert. A
great lot for someone doing a restoration on a Pre-64 Model 70. (206342-1)
3356. REMINGTON BARREL LOT This lot consists of a 23" 12 gauge Remington 870 rifled barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel
retains 98% original camouflage finish. The barrel is sighted with a Bushnell TRS green dot scope which has crisp clear optics and the dot
appears to function well. The scope is mounted on a rail and there is no bead or other sights installed. (207838-5B)
3357. BROWNING BARREL LOT This lot consists of a 25 1/2" ventilated-rib cylinder bore Browning Auto-5 20 gauge barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of the barrel retain 97% original blue with a minor spot of oxidation and some light fading. (206816-5A)
3358. BROWNING BARREL LOT This lot consists of a 27 1/2" plain improved cylinder Browning Auto-5 20 gauge barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of the barrel retain 93% original blue with some scattered oxidation stains on the left side. (206816-5B)
3359. STOCK LOT This lot consists of an ATI SKS black folding stock. The stock shows a few scattered handling and scuff markings but is in
very good plus condition overall. The stock mechanism folds easily without effort. A good lot for someone looking to turn their SKS into a
more "Tactical" style rifle. (207399-9)
3360. C96 BROOMHANDLE PARTS LOT This lot consists of a C96 Broomhandle Bolo frame, hammer, lock mechanism, grips, bolt, safety, rear sight, magazine spring, firing pin, firing pin spring, follower, magazine floorplate, bolt stop, sear, lock frame stop and bolt locking
block. The frame exhibits scattered oxidation with the grip showing heavy pitting and some minor spots of missing metal. The other parts
exhibit some oxidation staining and the grips exhibit handling marks, dings, scratches and cracks on the inside. The parts are not matching
but this would be a great project or source of parts. (207806-9) {MODERN}
3361. M1 GARAND PARTS LOT This lot consists of three M1 Garand parts: stock, barrel and operating rod. The walnut stock rates about
very good as-cleaned showing handling marks, dings and scratches throughout. There is a 3/4" by 1/4" chip on left side, a faint "P" firing
proof mark and yellow paint on pistolgrip with a faint rack number and the buttplate is proud of stock. The buttplate and sling swivels are
present on the stock as well. The barrel is of Springfield Armory manufacture and it is dated 8-65 and it measures 24" in length with a
very good bore that shows scattered light pitting but strong rifling. The outside of the barrel has been polished for most of its length and
there is scattered oxidation staining. The operating rod is of International Harvester manufacture and it is marked "D-6535382IHC" and it
has also been polished most of its length and it shows scattered oxidation staining. (207126-24)
3362. BARREL LOT This lot consists of a 16 ga Winchester 1897 barrel assembly. The barrel measures 30" in length and it is marked "FULL"
but it is choked improved-modified and it is serial numbered "483665". Also included are the magazine tube assembly, barrel clamp and
a diamond checkered trap forend. The metal parts have mostly turned a silver pewter and show scattered oxidation staining and the walnut
forend rates about very good with a 1 1/2" crack on right side. (207249-8B)
3363. BROWNING 1919 ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of a traverse and elevation (T&E) unit and tripod for the Browning 1919
machine gun. The T&E unit appears complete and shows scattered silvering and oxidation staining but is in very good condition overall and
it is marked with a "(Flaming bomb)" and the drawing number "B-195549". The tripod is finished with a green enamel and there are scattered
areas of flaking finish, scratches and oxidation. The leg connector is marked "M.G.191 SA" and the legs appear to function well. (207332-4A)
3364. M60 T&E LOT This lot consists of two M60 traverse and elevation (T&E) units. The first T&E unit shows scattered finish wear and oxidation staining but is in very good condition overall and it is missing the lever on the left side. The second T&E shows finish wear and light
oxidation and it is missing the chain, the elevating mechanism and the handwheel assembly. (207240-MCA)
3365. M60 T&E LOT This lot consists of two M60 traverse and elevation units, five traversing side lock levers and a cradle bracket. The first
M60 T&E unit shows scattered silvering and oxidation stains and is missing the traverse side lock. The second T&E unit shows scattered
silvering and light oxidation stains and it is missing the transverse side lock, chain and handwheel traverse assembly. The five traversing
side lock levers show silvering and oxidation but are in very good condition overall. The cradle bracket is marked "19200/12976942" and
"MFR 3S679/BH" and it shows scattered silvering and oxidation staining. (207240-MCB)
3366. STOCK LOT This lot consist of a GI military walnut stock for the M1 Carbine. The stock is in excellent condition with only a few light
dings and other small handling marks. The stock is not marked and does not include any hardware with the exception of a type III style
barrel band with bayonet lug assembly. (43663-46B)
3367. STOCK LOT This lot consists of a walnut stock for the K98k series Mauser rifles. The stock is in excellent condition with a few small
dings and other assorted handling marks. The right side has multiple German and U.S. cartouche and inspector’s stamps, likely it was being
used as a test blank. A steel buttplate, crossbolt and nosecap with bayonet lug are installed. (43663-46A)
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3368. LOT OF HIGH STANDARD DURAMATIC PARTS This lot consist of about (114) parts designed to fit the High Standard
Duramatic, Plinker and Sears Model 80 pistols. Included are (9) safeties, (2) triggers, (12) trigger springs, (7) strikers, (3) striker springs,
(3) slide springs, (2) grip screw, (5) barrel screws, (7) magazine catches, (3) ejectors, (1) extractor, (6) extractor plungers, (7) extractor
plunger springs, (5) trigger guards, (8) sears, (5) sear plungers, (5) sear springs, (4) barrel nut lock washers, (5) striker sleeves (one
appears to have been modified), (4) striker sleeve screws, (4) draw bars (sear bars), (2) triggerguard screws, (3) triggerguard screw lock
washers, (1) unidentified pin. Everything is in excellent condition with light use evident on some parts. They are packed in (1) compartmentalized, felt-lined box with a glass lid. (86945-8H)
3369. LOT OF H IG H STAN DAR D PARTS FOR TH E I R HAM M E R MODE LS This lot consist of about (148) parts designed to fit
the various models of High Standards with exposed hammers. Some of the parts appear model or series specific. Included are (4) hammers with varying configurations and notch arrangements, (4) hammer struts with a single piece being of different configuration, (4)
mainspring plungers, (3) mainspring (with one not matching the others), (1) pre-model 100 / 101 trigger plunger, (16) model H-B and
similar firing pin retention screws, (5) all model H and similar magazine catches, (6) model H and similar magazine catch pins, (1) model
H magazine catch spring, (3) model A and E trigger plungers, (7) unidentified sears, (4) unidentified plungers, (4) unidentified pins, (8)
model H visible hammer early style magazine release with one blue finished and the remainder in-the-white, (4) model H safety levers,
(1) Model H safety lever screw, (3) model H-B pick up spring screws, (5) model A-E pick up spring screws, (1) take down lever assembly, (5) unidentified sears, (3) unidentified pins, (4) unidentified parts, (1) unidentified trigger plunger, (15) model H-B etc. pick up
spring screws, (18) unidentified sears, (4) unidentified sear pins (two installed on the previous sears), (2) retracting rod spring plugs of
different sizes, (3) all visible hammer model trigger plungers, (7) all visible hammer model stop lug plungers with stop lug plunger bushings installed. Everything is in excellent condition with light use evident on some parts. They are packed in (1) compartmentalized, feltlined box with a glass lid. (86945-8I)
3370. LOT OF HIGH STANDARD SIGHT PARTS This lot consist of about (35) sight parts. Included are (3) model G series sight base,
sight blade and windage screw assemblies. (1) model G series sight base, sight blade, elevation spring and broken windage screw. (1)
model G series sight base and sight blade, (3) model G series sight bases, (4) model G series sight blade elevation springs, (2) model G
series elevation screws, (3) unidentified pins, (3) unidentified set screws, (4) Sport King and similar rear sights, (5) model G series wear
plugs, (2) Sport King and similar wide base rear sights, (2) lever take down Supermatic series 3/8" dovetail front sight, (1) model G series
and similar serrated blade front sight, (6) elevation screws with note that hole must be tapped out as threads appear coarser than previous
listed screws, (3) assorted Allen wrenches and (1) model H-D series rear sight base. Everything is in excellent condition with light use evident on some parts. They are packed in (1) compartmentalized, felt-lined box with a glass lid. (86945-8J)
3371. LOT OF HIGH STANDARD SIGHT PARTS This lot consist of about (213) assorted parts for various High Standard pistols.
Included are (30) unidentified light wire coil springs, (17) unidentified and assorted heavier wire coil springs (64) .186 x .167" unidentified
screws (possibly safety screws), (6) unidentified springs (possibly hammer springs), (35) assorted pins in three different bins, (20) assorted screws and set screws, (5) sears that have been heavily reworked and / or welded, (15) unidentified short screws of various sizes and
head shapes that average .33" long, (19) unidentified screws of varying head size that average about .87" long, (1) unidentified sear and
(1) unidentified possible sear bar. Everything is in excellent condition with light use evident on some parts and except as noted. They are
packed in (1) compartmentalized, felt lined box with a glass lid. (86945-8K)
3372. LOT OF MANHATTAN FIREARMS PARTS This lot consist of (1) Manhattan Firearms Series II Navy Percussion Revolver serial
#12325, 36 cal., 6 1/2" octagon barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. This pistol suffered a catastrophic failure during its life cycle that
damaged three chambers and blew the back end of the barrel off. A ball is stuck in the barrel about one inch from the forcing cone and
is no doubt the source of the brief excitement for one of the previous owners. The metal surfaces of the barrel, six shot twelve stop cylinder
and frame are an even purple / brown from oxidation along with pitting, handling marks and damaged areas from the explosion. The brass
grip frame is dark ochre with traces of tarnished silver plate in the protected areas. The grip rates poor with heavily worn areas on the
backstrap along with handling marks. All the parts, including the frame, appear to be present and the appropriate ones are correctly numbered to the gun with the exception of the grip which is too worn to retain any numbers. Should make a great conversation piece speculating on what caused this mishap and an effective training tool for firearms safety. (86229-677) {ANTIQUE}
3373. LOT OF MANHATTAN FIREARM PARTS This lot consist of (1) Manhattan Firearms Series IV Navy Percussion Revolver serial
#65794, .36 cal., 6 1/2" octagon barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces of the barrel, five shot ten stop cylinder and
frame are cleaned to a mottled mix of pewter and dark stains from oxidation along with pitting and handling marks. The brass grip frame
is ochre with light handling marks and no visible silver plate. The grip rates good with dents, dings and scratches. The revolver is missing
most of the frame screws, wedge screw and the wedge. All parts including the grip are numbered to the gun with the exception of the
cylinder. The scene on the cylinder is soft but still visible and no serial numbers remain visible. (86229-678) {ANTIQUE}
3374. MISCELLANEOUS GUN PARTS LOT This lot consists of five items. First is a walnut pistolgrip stock for a Springfield model 1922
target rifle marked “M2” on the base of the grip that is in very good plus condition with several dings and scratches and includes the front
barrel band and checkered metallic buttplate with trapdoor, that does not line up with the hole in the butt of the stock. Second is a set of
grips for a S&W model 39 made of zebra wood by Fred Ownbey of Oklahoma, that are in excellent condition. Third is a leather military
style sling for a Springfield model 1903 or similar rifle. Last is a full length zippered two handled vinyl rifle soft case 45” long that is in excellent condition and a fabric rifle sock. (127855-1)
3375. R UG E R 10/22 STOCK This checkered walnut pistolgrip sporter stock is unused, in excellent condition with a couple of very tiny
handling blemishes and is unmarked except for the Ruger logo in the black rubber recoil pad. It is fitted with a rear swivel and front
swivel stud. (127538-28)
3376. BUTTSTOCK LOT This lot includes a walnut roughed out blank likely for a Savage 99 Rifle. This is a pistolgrip style blank with lovely
figure in excellent unfinished condition. This lot also includes a checkered pistolgrip buttstock for an unknown over-under shotgun. The
stock measures 14 1/2" overall and has been cut, also the comb has been taken down. The varnish is flaking and there are overall light
scratches. There is a piece of partial carved bone for a grip cap and the tapered tang cutouts measure 4 3/8" in length with a 7/8" to 1/2"
taper. The wood is in very good condition. (107202-1)

End of Silent Auction - Thank you • All Silent Auction Bids are due by 3:00 pm on August 27, 2016
Results will be available on Wednesday, August 31, 2016.
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Lot no. 1994 – Lot of meteorite knives
see page 69 for description
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